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PREFACE 

This book contains a first-year graduate course in which the basic techniques and 
theorems of analysis are presented in such a way that the intimate connections 
between its various branches are strongly emphasized. The traditionally separate 
subjects of "real analysis" and "complex analysis" are thus united; some of the 
basic ideas from functional analysis are also included. 

Here are some examples of the way in which these connections are demon
strated and exploited. The Riesz representation theorem and the Hahn-Banach 
theorem allow one to " guess" the Poisson integral formula. They team up in the 
proof of Runge's theorem. They combine with Blaschke's theorem on the zeros of 
bounded holomorphic functions to give a proof of the Miintz-Szasz theorem, 
which concerns approximation on an interval. The fact that 13 is a Hilbert space 
is used in the proof of the Radon-Nikodym theorem, which leads to the theorem 
about differentiation of indefinite integrals, which in turn yields the existence of 
radial limits of bounded harmonic functions. The theorems of Plancherel and 
Cauchy combined give a theorem of Paley and Wiener which, in turn, is used in 
the Denjoy-Carleman theorem about infinitely differentiable functions on the real 
line. The maximum modulus theorem gives information about linear transform
ations on fl'-spaces. 

Since most of the results presented here are quite classical (the novelty lies in 
the arrangement, and some of the proofs are new), I have not attempted to docu
ment the source of every item. References are gathered at the end, in Notes and 
Comments. They are not always to the original sources, but more often to more 
recent works where further references can be found. In no case does the absence 
of a reference imply any claim to originality on my part. 

The prerequisite for this book is a good course in advanced calculus 
(settheoretic manipulations, metric spaces, uniform continuity, and uniform 
convergence). The first seven chapters of my earlier book" Principles of Mathe
matical Analysis" furnish sufficient preparation. 

xiii 



xiv PREFACE 

Experience with the first edition shows that first-year graduate students can 
study the first 15 chapters in two semesters, plus some topics from 1 or 2 of the 
remaining 5. These latter are quite independent of each other. The first 15 should 
be taken up in the order in which they are presented, except for Chapter 9, which 
can be postponed. 

The most important difference between this third edition and the previous 
ones is the entirely new chapter on differentiation. The basic facts about differen
tiation are now derived fro~ the existence of Lebesgue points, which in turn is an 
easy consequence of the so-called "weak type" inequality that is satisfied by the 
maximal functions of measures on euclidean spaces. This approach yields strong 
theorems with minimal effort. Even more important is that it familiarizes stu
dents with maximal functions,' since these have become increasingly useful in 
several areas of analysis. 

One of these is the study of the boundary behavior of Poisson integrals. A 
related one concerns HP-spaces. Accordingly, large parts of Chapters 11 and 17 
were rewritten and, I hope, simplified in the process. 

I have also made several smaller changes in order to improve certain details: 
For example, parts of Chapter 4 have been simplified; the notions of equi
continuity and weak convergence are presented in more detail; the boundary 
behavior of conformal maps is studied by means of Lindelof's theorem about 
asymptotic valued of bounded holomorphic functions in a disc. 

Over the last 20 years, numerous students and colleagues have offered com
ments and criticisms concerning the content of this book. I sincerely appreciated 
all of these, and have tried to follow some of them. As regards the present edition, 
my thanks go to Richard Rochberg for some useful last-minute suggestions, and I 
especially thank Robert Burckel for the meticulous care with which he examined 
the entire manuscript. 

Walter Rudin 



PROLOGUE 
THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION 

This is the most important function in mathematics. It is defined, for every com
plex number z, by the formula 

00 z" 
exp (z) = L ,. 

,,=0 n. 
(1) 

The series (1) converges absolutely. for every z and converges uniformly on every 
bounded subset of the complex plane. Thus exp is a continuous function. The 
absolute convergence of (1) shows that the computation 

00 ak 00 bm 00 1" n! 00 (a+bt 
L -k' L ,= L , L k'( k)' akb,,-k= L , k=O . m=O m. ,,=0 n. k=O . n - . ,,=0 n. 

is correct. It gives the important addition formula 

exp (a) exp (b) = exp (a + b), (2) 

valid for all complex numbers a and b. 
We define the number e to be exp (1), and shall usually replace exp (z) by the 

customary shorter expression e%. Note that eO = exp (0) = 1, by (1). 

Theorem 

(a) For every complex z we have e% =I: O. 
(b) exp is its own derivative: exp' (z) = exp (z). 

1 
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(c) The restriction of exp to the real axis is a monotonically increasing positive 
function, and 

e"'-+ 00 as x-+ 00, 

(d) There exists a positive number n such that e1ti/ 2 = i and such that eZ = 1 if 
and only if z/(2ni) is an integer. 

(e) exp is a periodic function, with period 2ni. 
(f) The mapping t-+ eit maps the real axis onto the unit circle. 
(g) If w is a complex number and w =I- 0, then w = eZ for some z. 

PROOF By (2), eZ • e- z = eZ - z = eO = 1. This implies (a). Next, 

, () I. exp (z + h) - exp (z) ( ) I. exp (h) - 1 ( ) 
exp z = 1m h = exp z 1m h = exp z. 

h-O h-O 

The first of the above equalities is a matter of definition, the second follows 
from (2), and the third from (1), and (b) is proved. 

That exp is monotonically increasing on the positive real axis, and that 
e"'-+ 00 as x-+ 00, is clear from (1). The other assertions of (c) are conse
quences of e'" . e-'" = 1. 

For any real number t, (1) shows that e- it is the complex conjugate of e it. 

Thus 

or 

(t real). (3) 

In other words, if t is real, eit lies on the unit circle. We define cos t, sin t to 
be the real and imaginary parts of eit : 

cos t = Re [eit], (t real). (4) 

If we differentiate both sides of Euler's identity 

eit = cos t + i sin t, (5) 

which is equivalent to (4), and if we apply (b), we obtain 

cos' t + i sin' t = ieit = - sin t + i cos t, 

so that 

cos' = -sin, sin' = cos. (6) 

The power series (1) yields the representation 

t 2 t4 t6 
cos t = 1 - - + - - - + ... 

2! 4! 6! . 
(7) 
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Take t = 2. The terms of the series (7) then decrease in absolute value (except 
for the first one) and their signs alternate. Hence cos 2 is less than the sum of 
the first three terms of (7), with t = 2; thus cos 2 < -t. Since cos 0 = 1 and 
cos is a continuous real function on the real axis, we conclude that there is a 
smallest positive number to for which cos to = O. We define 

n = 2to. 

It follows from (3) and (S} that sin to = ± 1. Since 

sin' (t) = cos t > 0 

(8) 

on the segment (0, to) and since sin 0 = 0, we have sin to > 0, hence sin to = 
1, and therefore 

e 1tI/2 = i. (9) 

It follows that e 1t1 = i 2 = -1, e21t1 = (_1)2 = 1, and then e 21tln = 1 for 
every integer n. Also, (e) follows immediately: 

(10) 

If z = x + iy, x and y real, then e Z = eXelY ; hence 1 e Z 1 = eX. If e Z = 1, we there
fore must have eX = 1, so that x = 0; to prove that yl2n must be an integer, it 
is enough to show that ely "# 1 if 0 < y < 2n, by (10). 

Suppose 0 < y < 2n, and 

ely/4 = u + iv (u and v real). (11) 

Since 0 < yl4 < n12, we have u > 0 and v > O. Also 

ely = (u + iV)4 = u4 - 6U2V2 + v4 + 4iuv(u2 - v2). (12) 

The right side of (12) is real only if u2 = v2 ; since u2 + v2 = 1, this happens 
only when u2 = v2 = t, and then (12) shows that 

ely = -1"# 1. 

This completes the proof of (d). 
We already know that t-+ elt maps the real axis into the unit circle. To 

prove (f), fix w so that 1 wi = 1; we shall show that w = elt for some real t. 
Write w = u + iv, u and v real, and suppose first that u ~ 0 and v ~ O. Since 
u :::;; 1, the definition of n shows that there exists a t, 0 :::;; t :::;; n12, such that 
cos t = u; then sin2 t = 1 - u2 = v2, and since sin t ~ 0 if 0:::;; t :::;; n12, we 
have sin t = v. Thus w = elt. 

If u < 0 and v ~ 0, the preceding conditions are satisfied by - iw. Hence 
- iw = e lt for some real t, and w = e l(t+1t/2). Finally, if v < 0, the preceding 
two cases show that - w = e lt for some real t, hence w = ei(t+1t). This com
pletes the proof of (f). 

If w "# 0, put IX = wi 1 w I. Then w = 1 wi IX. By (c), there is a real x such 
that 1 wi = eX. Since 1 IX 1 = 1, (f) shows that IX = ely for some real y. Hence 
w = ex+ly. This proves (g) and completes the theorem. IIII 
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We shall encounter the integral of (1 + X2)-1 over the real line. To evaluate 
it, put tp(t) = sin tlcos t in (-nI2, nI2). By (6), tp' = 1 + tp2. Hence tp is a mono
tonically increasing mapping of ( -nI2, n12) onto ( - 00, (0), and we obtain 

foo ~ = fft/2 tp'(t) :t = f"/2 dt = n. 
-00 1 + X -ft/2 1 + tp (t) -ft/2 



CHAPTER 

ONE 
ABSTRACT INTEGRATION 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century it became clear to many mathemati
cians that the Riemann integral (about which one learns in calculus courses) 
should be replaced by some other type of integral, more general and more flex
ible, better suited for dealing with limit processes. Among the attempts made in 
this direction, the most notable ones were due to Jordan, Borel, W. H. Young, 
and Lebesgue. It was Lebesgue's construction which turned out to be the most 
successful. 

In brief outline, here is the main idea: The Riemann integral of a function! 
over an interval [a, b] can be approximated by sums of the form 

n 

L !(t;)m(E;) 
;= 1 

where E1, ... , En are disjoint intervals whose union is [a, b], m(E;) denotes the 
length of E;, and t; E E; for i = 1, ... , n. Lebesgue discovered that a completely 
satisfactory theory of integration results if the sets E; in the above sum are 
allowed to belong to a larger class of subsets of the line, the so-called 
"measurable sets," and if the class of functions under consideration is enlarged to 
what he called "meas\lrable functions." The crucial set-theoretic properties 
involved are the following: The union and the intersection of any countable 
family of measurable sets are measurable; so is the complement of every measur
able set; and, most important, the notion of-" length" (now called "measure") 
can be extended to them in such a way that 

5 
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for every countable collection {Ei} of pairwise disjoint measurable sets. This pro
perty of m is called countable additivity. 

The passage from Riemann's theory of integration to that of Lebesque is a 
process of completion (in a sense which will appear more precisely later). It is of 
the same fundamental importance in analysis as is the construction of the real 
number system from the rationals. 

The above-mentioned measure m is of course intimately related to the 
geometry of the real line. In this chapter we shall present an abstract (axiomatic) 
version of the Lebesgue integral, relative to any countably additive measure on 
any set. (The precise definitions follow.) This abstract theory is not in any way 
more difficult than the special case of the real line; it shows that a large part of 
integration theory is independent of any geometry (or topology) of the underlying 
space; and, of course, it gives us a tool of much wider applicability. The existence 
of a large class of measures, among them that of Lebesgue, will be established in 
Chap. 2. 

Set-Theoretic Notations and Terminology 

1.1 Some sets can be described by listing their members. Thus {Xl' ... , xn} is the 
set whose members are Xl> ••. , Xn; and {x} is the set whose only member is x. 
More often, sets are described by properties. We write 

{X: P} 

for the set of all elements X which have the property P. The symbol 0 denotes 
the empty set. The words collection, family, and class will be used synonymously 
with set. 

We write X E A if X is a member of the set A; otherwise X rt A. If B is a subset 
of A, i.e., if X E B implies x E A, we write· B c: A. If B c: A and A c: B, then 
A = B. If B c: A and A :I: B, B is a proper subset of A. Note that 0 c: A for every 
set A. 

A u B and A n B are the union and intersection of A and B, respectively. If 
{A .. } is a collection of sets, where IX runs through some index set I, we write 

UA .. and 
.. el 

for the union and intersection of {A .. } : 

U A .. = {x: x E A .. for at least one IX E I} 
.. el 

n A .. = {x: x E A .. for every IX E I} . 
.. el 

If I is the set of all positive integers, the customary notations are 

<Xl 

U An and 
n=l 
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If no two members of {All} have an element in common, then {All} is a 
disjoint collection of sets: 

We write A - B = {x: x E A, x ~ B}, and denote the complement of A by AC 

whenever it is clear from the context with respect to which larger set the com
plement is taken. 

The cartesian product Al x ... x An of the sets AI' ... , An is the set of all 
ordered n-tuples (aI' ... , an) where ai E Ai for i = 1, ... , n. 

The real line (or real number system) is Rl, and 

(k factors). 

The extended real number system is Rl with two symbols, 00 and - 00, adjoined, 
and with the obvious ordering. If - 00 :s; a :s; b :s; 00, the interval [a, b] and the 
segment (a, b) are defined to be 

[a, b] = {x: a :s; x :s; b}, (a, b) = {x: a < x < b}. 

We also write 

[a, b) = {x: a :s; x < b}, (a, b] = {x: a < x :s; b}. 

If E c [ - 00, 00] and E i= 0, the least upper bound (supremum) and great
est lower bound (infimum) of E exist in [ - 00, 00] and are denoted by sup E and 
inf E. 

Sometimes (but only when sup E E E) we write max E for sup E. 
The symbol 

f:X-Y 

means thatfis afunction (or mapping or transformation) of the set X into the set 
Y; i.e., f assigns to each x E X an element f(x) E Y. If A c X and BeY, the 
image of A and the inverse image (or pre-image) of Bare 

f(A) = {y: y = f(x) for some x E A}, 

f- 1(B) = {x:f(x) E B}. 

Note thatf-l(B) may be empty even when B i= 0. 
The domain offis X. The range offisf(X). 
Iff(X) = Y,fis said to map X onto Y. 
We writef- 1(y), instead off- 1({y}), for every y E Y. Iff-l(y) consists of at 

most one point, for each y E Y,f is said to be one-to-one. Iff is one-to-one, then 
f- 1 is a function with domainf(X) and range X. 

If f: X - [ - 00, 00] and E c X, it is customary to write supx e E f(x) rather 
than sup f(E). 

If f: X - Y and g: Y - Z, the composite function g 0 f: X - Z is defined by 
the formula 

(g 0 f)(x) = g(f(x» (x EX). 
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If the range of J lies in the real line (or in the com plex plane), then J is said to 
be a real Junction (or a complex Junction). For a complex function/, the statement 
"J;;::. 0" means that all valuesJ(x) ofJare nonnegative real numbers. 

The Con~ept of Measurability 

The class of measurable functions plays a fundamental role in integration theory. 
It has some basic properties in common with another most important class of 
functions, namely, the continuous ones. It is helpful to keep these similarities in 
mind. Our presentation is therefore organized in such a way that the analogies 
between the concepts topological space, open set, and continuous Junction, on the 
one hand, and measurable space, measurable set, and measurable Junction, on the 
other, are strongly emphasized. It seems that the relations between these concepts 
emerge most clearly when the setting is quite abstract, and this (rather than a 
desire for mere generality) motivates our approach to the subject. 

1.2 Definition 

(a) A collection 't of subsets of a set X is said to be a topology in X if 't has 
the following three properties: 

(i) 0 E 't and X E 'to 
(ii) If V; E dor i = 1, ... , n, then VI n V2 n ... n v.. E 'to 

(iii) If {~} is an arbitrary collection of members of't (finite, countable, or 
uncountable), then Ua ~ E 'to 

(b) If 't is a topology in X, then X is called a topological space, and the 
members of't are called the open sets in X. 

(c) If X and Yare topological spaces and ifJis a mapping of X into Y, then 
J is said to be continuous provided that J -l( V) is an open set in X for 
every open set V in Y. 

1.3 Definition 

(a) A collection IDl of subsets of a set X is said to be a a-algebra in X if IDl 
has the following properties: 

(i) X E IDl. 
(ii) If A E IDl, then AC E IDl, where AC is the complement of A relative to 

X. 
(iii) If A = U:,= I An and if An E IDl for n = 1,2, 3, ... , then A E IDl. 

(b) If IDl is a a-algebra in X, then X is called a measurable space, and the 
members of IDl are called the measurable sets in X. . 

(c) If X is a measurable space, Y is a topological space, andJis a mapping 
of X into Y, then J is said to be measurable provided that J -1(V) is a 
measurable set in X for every open set V in Y. 
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It would perhaps be more satisfactory to apply the term" measurable space" 
to the ordered pair (X, rol), rather than to X. After all, X is a set, and X has not 
been changed in any way by the fact that we now also have a u-algebra of its 
subsets in mind. Similarly, a topological space is an ordered pair (X, 'tf But if this 
sort of thing were systematically done in all mathematics, the terminology would 
become awfully cumbersome. We shall discuss this again at somewhat greater 
length in Sec. 1.21. 

1.4 Comments on Definition 1.2 The most familiar topological spaces are the 
metric spaces. We shall assume some familiarity with metric spaces but shall give 
the basic definitions, for the sake of completeness. 

A metric space is a set X in which a distance function (or metric) p is defined, 
with the following properties: 

(a) 0::;; p(x, y) < 00 for all x and y E X. 
(b) p(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y. 
(c) p(x, y) = p(y, x) for all x and y E X. 
(d) p(x, y) ::;; p(x, z) + p(z, y) for all x, y, and z E X. 

Property (d) is called the triangle inequality. 
If x E X and r ~ 0, the open ball with center at x and radius r is the set 

{y E X: p(x, y) < r}. 
If X is a metric space and if 't is the collection of all sets E c X which are 

arbitrary unions of open balls, then 't is a topology in X. This is not hard to 
verify; the intersection property depends on the fact that if x E B 1 1\ B 2 , where 
Bl and B2 are open balls, then x is the center of an open ball B c Bl 1\ B 2. We 
lea ve this as an exercise. 

For instance, in the real line Rl a set is open if and only if it is a union of 
open segments (a, b). In the plane R2, the open sets are those which are unions of 
open circular discs. 

Another topological space, which we shall encounter frequently, is the 
extended real line [- 00, 00]; its topology is defined by declaring the following 
sets to be open: (a, b), [ - 00, a), (a, 00], and any union of segments of this type. 

The definition of continuity given in Sec. 1.2(c) is a global one. Frequently it 
is desirable to define continuity locally: A mapping f of X into Y is said to be 
continuous at the point Xo E X if to every neighborhood V of f(x o) there corre
sponds a neighborhood W of Xo such thatf(W) c V. 

(A neighborhood of a point x i~, by definition, an open set which contains x.) 
When X and Yare metric spaces, this local definition is of course the same 

as the usual epsilon-delta definition, and is equivalent to the requirement that 
limf(xn) = f(x o) in Y whenever lim Xn = Xo in X. 

The following easy proposition relates the local and global definitions of con
tinuity in the expected manner: 

1.5 Proposition Let X and Y be topological spaces. A mapping f of X into Y is 
continuous if and only iffis continuous at every point of x. 
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PROOF Iff is continuous and Xo E X, then f -l(V) is a neighborhood of xo, 
for every neighborhood V of f(xo). Since f(f -l(V» c V, it follows that f is 
continuous at Xo. 

If f is continuous at every point of X and if V is open in Y, every point 
x Ef-l(V) has a neighborhood w" such that f(Wx) c V. Therefore w" c 
f-1(V). It follows thatf-1(V) is the union of the open sets w", SOf-1(V) is 
itself open. Thusfis continuous. IIII 

1.6 Comments on Definition 1.3 Let Wl be a o--algebra in a set X. Referring to 
Properties (i) to (iii) of Definition 1.3(a), we immediately derive the following 
facts. 

(a) Since 0 = XC, (i) and (ii) imply that 0 E Wl. 
(b) Taking An+l = An+2 = ... = 0 in (iii), we see that A1 u A2 U ... U An 

E Wl if Ai E Wl for i = 1, ... , n. 
(c) Since 

Wl is closed under the formation of countable (and also finite) intersec
tions. 

(d) Since A - B = JJ< n A, we have A - B E Wl if A E Wl and BE Wl. 

The prefix 0- refers to the fact that (iii) is required to hold for all countable 
unions of members of Wl. If (iii) is required for finite unions only, then Wl is called 
an algebra of sets. 

1.7 Theorem Let Y and Z be topological spaces, and let g: Y -+ Z be contin
uous. 

(a) If X is a topological space, iff: X -+ Y is continuous, and if h = g 0 J, then 
h: X -+ Z is continuous. 

(b) If X is a measurable space, iff: X -+ Y is measurable, and if h = g 0 J, then 
h: X -+ Z is measurable. 

Stated informally, continuous functions of continuous functions are contin
uous; continuous functions of measurable functions are measurable. 

PROOF If V is open in Z, then g-l(V) is open in Y, and 

Iffis continuous, it follows that h- 1(V) is open, proving (a). 
Iffis measurable, it follows that h- 1(V) is measurable, proving (b). IIII 
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1.8 Theorem Let u and v be real measurable functions on a measurable space 
X, let CI> be a continuous mapping of the plane into a topological space Y, and 
define 

h(x) = CI>(u(x), v(x» 

for x E X. Then h: X -4 Y is measurable. 

PROOF Put f(x) = (u(x), v(x». Then f maps X into the plane. Since h = CI> 0 f, 
Theorem 1.7 shows that it is enough to prove the measurability off 

If R is any open rectangle in, the plane, with sides parallel to the axes, 
then R is the cartesian product of two segments 11 and 12 , and 

which is measurable, by our assumption on u and v. Every open set V in the 
plane is a countable union of such rectangles R;, and since 

f -1( V) is measurable. IIII 

1.9 Let X be a measurable space. The following propositions are corollaries of 
Theorems 1.7 and 1.8: 

(a) Iff = u + iv, where u and v are real measurable functions on X, then f Is a 
complex measurable function on X. 

This follows from Theorem 1.8, with CI>(z) = z. 
(b) Iff = u + iv is a complex measurable function on X, then u, v, and 1 flare real 

measurable functions on X. 
This follows from Theorem 1.7, with g(z) = Re (z), 1m (z), and 1 z I. 

(c) Iff and 9 are complex measurable functions on X, then so aref + 9 andfg. 
For realfand 9 this foll~ws from Theorem 1.8, with 

Cl>(s, t) = s + t 

and CI>(s, t) = st. The complex case then follows from (a) and (b). 
(d) If E is a measurable set in X and if 

then XE is a measurable function. 

if x E E 

if x if E 

This is obvious. We call XE the characteristic function of the set E. The 
letter X will be reserved for characteristic functions throughout this book. 

(e) Iff is a complex measurable function on X; there is a complex measurable 
function IX on X such that IIX 1 = 1 and f = IX 1 fl. 
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PROOF Let E = {x:f(x) = O}, let Y be the complex plane with the origin 
removed, define <p(z) = z/l z 1 for z E Y, and put 

IX(X) = <p(f(x) + X~x» (x EX). 

If x E E, IX(X) = 1; if x ¢ E, IX(X) = f(x)1 1 f(x) I. Since <p is continuous on Y 
and since E is measurable (why?), the measurability of IX follows from (c), (d), 
and Theorem 1.7. IIII 

We now show that a-algebras exist in great profusion. 

1.10 Theorem If $' is any collection of subsets of X, there exists a smallest 
a-algebra Wi* in X such that$' c Wi*. 

This Wi* is sometimes called the a-algebra generated by $'. 

PROOF Let n be the family of all a-algebras Wi in X which contain $'. Since 
the collection of all subsets of X is such a a-algebra, n is not empty. Let Wi* 
be the intersection of all Wi E n. It is clear that$' c Wi* and that Wi* lies in 
every a-algebra in X which contains $'. To complete the proof, we have to 
show that Wi* is itself a a-algebra. 

If An E Wi* for n = 1,2,3, ... , and if Wi En, then An E Wi, so U An E Wi, 
since Wi is a a-algebra. Since U An E Wi for every Wi E n, we conclude that 
U An E Wi*. The other two defining properties of a a-algebra are verified in 
the same manner. I I I I 

1.11 Borel Sets Let X be a topological space. By Theorem 1.10, there exists a 
smallest a-algebra fJI in X such that every open set in X belongs to fJI. The 
members of fJI are called the Borel sets of X. 

In particular, closed sets are Borel sets (being, by definition, the complements 
of open sets), and so are all countable unions of closed sets and all countable 
intersections of open sets. These last two are called F,r's and G,/s, respectively, 
and playa considerable role. The notation is due to Hausdorff. The letters F and 
G were used for closed and open sets, respectively, and a refers to union (Summe), 
{j to int~rsection (Durchschnitt). For example, every half-open interval [a, b) is a 
G6 and an Fa in RI. 

Since fJI is a a-algebra, we may now regard X as a measurable space, with the 
Borel sets playing the role of the measurable sets; more concisely, we consider the 
measurable space (X, BB). Iff: X -+ Y is a continuous mapping of X, where Y is 
any topological space, then it is evident from the definitions thatf-I(V) E fJI for 
every open set V in Y. In other words, every continuous mapping of X is Borel 
mea~urable. 

Borel measurable mappings are often called Borel mappings, or Borel func
tions. 
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1.12 Theorem Suppose rol is a u-algebra in X, and Y is a topological space. 
Letfmap X into Y. 

(a) If n is the collection of all sets E c Y such that f -1(E) E rol, then n is a 
u-algebra in Y. 

(b) Iffis measurable and E is a Borel set in Y, thenf-1(E) E rol. 
(c) If Y = [-00,00] andf- 1((IX, 00]) E rolfor every real IX, thenfis measur

able. 
(d) If f is measurable, if Z is a topological space, if g: Y --+ Z is a Borel 

mapping, and if h = 9 0 f, then h: X --+ Z is measurable. 

Part (c) is a frequently used criterion for the measurability of real-valued 
functions. (See also Exercise 3.) Note that (d) generalizes Theorem 1.7(b). 

PROOF (a) follows from the relations 

f-1(Y) = X, 

f-1(y - A) = X - f- 1(A), 

and f-1(A 1 u A2 U ... ) =f- 1(A 1) uf- 1(A 2) u .... 

To prove (b), let n be as in (a); the measurability of f implies that n 
contains all open sets in Y, and since n is au-algebra, n contains all Borel 
sets in Y. 

To prove (c), let n be the collection of all E c [ - 00, 00] such that 
f -1(E) E rol. Choose a real number IX, and choose IXn < IX so that IXn --+ IX as 
n --+ 00. Since (IXn' 00] E n for each n, since 

00 00 

[-00, IX) = U [-00, IXn] = U (IXn' 00]<, 
n= 1 n= 1 

and since (a) shows that n is a u-algebra, we see that [ - 00, IX) E n. The same 
is then true of 

(IX, {J) = [ - 00, {J) () (IX, 00]. 

Since every open set in [- 00, 00] is a countable union of segments of the 
above types, n contains every open set. Thusfis measurable. 

To prove (d), let V c Z be open. Then g-1(V) is a Borel set of Y, and 
since 

(b) shows that h- 1(V) E rol. IIII 

1.13 Definition Let {an} be a sequence in [ - 00, 00], and put 

(k = 1, 2, 3, ... ) (1) 
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and 

P = inf {b 1, bz , b3 , ••• }. (2) 

We call p the upper limit of {an}, and write 

P = lim sup an' (3) 
n-+ co 

The following properties are easily verified: First, b1 ~ bz ~ b3 ~ • ", so 
that bk - pas k- 00; secondly, there is a subsequence {anJ of {an} such that 
an;- p as i- 00, and p is the largest number with this property. 

The lower limit is defined analogously: simply interchange sup and inf in 
(1) and (2). Note that 

lim inf an = -lim sup (-aJ. (4) 
n-+ co n-+ co 

If {an} converges, then evidently 

lim sup an = lim inf an = lim an' (5) 
n-+co n-+ 00 n-+ 00 

Suppose Un} is a sequence of extended-real functions on a set X. Then 
sup /" and lim sup /" are the functions defined on X by 

n 11-+ 00 

( s~p /" )<X) = s~p (fn(x)), (6) 

( lim sup /,,)(X) = lim sup (fn(x)). 
11-+00 n-+oo 

(7) 

If 

f(x) = lim /"(x), (8) 
n-+ co 

the limit being assumed to exist at every x E X, then we call f the pointwise 
limit of the sequence {/,,}. 

1.14 Theorem Iffn: X- [-00, 00] is measurable,for n = 1,2, 3, ... , and 

g = supfn' 
n;,1 

then g and h are measurable. 

h = lim sup/", 
n-+ co 

PROOF g-I((IX, 00]) = U:"=1 f;I((IX, 00]). Hence Theorem lJ2(c) implies that 
g is measurable. The same result holds of course with inf in place of sup, and 
since 

h = inf {sup h}, 
1;;,1 1;,1; 

it follows that h is measurable. IIII 
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Corollaries 

(a) The limit of every pointwise convergent sequence of complex measurable 
functions is measurable. 

(b) Iff and g are measurable (with range in [- 00, 00]), then so are max {J, g} 
and min {J, g}. In particular, this is true of the functions 

f+ = max {J, O} and f- = -min {J, O}. 

1.15 The above functionsf+ andf- are called the positive and negative parts off. 
We have I f I = f + + f - and f = f + - f -, a standard representation of f as a 
difference of two nonnegative functions, with a certain minimality property: 

Proposition Iff = g - h, g ~ 0, and h ~ 0, then f + '5. g and f - '5. h. 

PROOF f'5. g and 0 '5. g clearly implies max {J, O} '5. g. IIII 

Simple Functions 

1.16 Definition A complex function s on a measurable space X whose range 
consists of only finitely many points will be called a simple function. Among 
these are the nonnegative simple functions, whose range is a finite subset of 
[0, (0). Note that we explicitly exclude 00 from the values of a simple func
tion. 

If lXI' ••• , IX" are the distinct values of a simple function s, and if we set 
Ai = {x: s(x) = IXI}, then clearly 

" 
s = L lXilA/, 

1= 1 

where lA/ is the characteristic function of Ai' as defined in Sec. 1.9(d). 
It is also clear that s is measurable if and only if each of the sets Ai is 

measurable. 

1.17 Theorem Let f: X --+ [0, 00] be measurable. There exist simple measur
able functions s" on X such that 

(a) 0 '5. s 1 '5. Sz '5. ... :s; f. 
(b) s,,(x)--+ f(x) as n--+ oo,for every x E X. 

PROOF Put~" = 2-". To each positive integer n and each real number t cor
responds a unique integer k = k,,(t) that satisfies k~" :s; t < (k + 1)~". Define 

ifOs;;t<n 
(1) -

if n :s; t s;; 00. 
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Each 'Pn is then a Borel function on [0, 00], 

ifO~t~n, (2) 

o ~ 'P 1 ~ 'P2 ~ ... ~ t, and 'Pn(t) --+ t as n --+ 00, for every t E [0, 00]. It 
follows that the functions 

satisfy (a) and (b); they are measurable, by Theorem 1.12(d). 

Elementary Properties of Measures 

1.18 Definition 

(3) 

IIII 

(a) A positive measure is a function p, defined on a a-algebra rol, whose range 
is in [0, 00] and which is countably additive. This means that if {A;} is a 
disjoint countable collection of members of rol, then 

(1) 

To avoid trivialities, we shall also assume that p(A) < 00 for at least one 
A E rol. 

(b) A measure space is a measurable space which has a positive measure 
defined on the a-algebra of its measurable sets. 

(c) A complex measure is a complex-valued countably additive function 
defined on a a-algebra. 

Note: What we have called a positive measure is frequently just called a 
measure; we add the word" positive" for emphasis. If p(E) = 0 for every E E rol, 
then p is a positive measure, by our definition. The value 00 is admissible for a 
positive measure; but when we talk of a complex measure p, it is understood that 
p.(E) is a complex number, for every E E rol. The real measures form a subclass of 
the complex ones, of course. 

1.19 Theorem Let p be a positive measure on a a-algebra rol. Then 

(a) p.(0) = O. 
(b) P(A1 u ... U An) = p.(A 1) + ... + p(AJ if Alo ... , An are pairwise disjoint 

members ofrol. 
(c) A c B implies p(A) ~ p(B) if A E rol, B E rol. 
(d) p(AJ--+ p(A) as n--+ 00 if A = U:'=1 An' An E rol, and 

A1 C A2 C A3 c···. 

(e) p.(An) --+ p(A) as n --+ 00 if A = n:,= 1 An, An E rol, 

and p.(A 1) is finite. 
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As the proof will show, these properties, with the exception of (c), also hold 
for complex measures; (b) is called finite additivity; (c) is called monotonicity. 

PROOF 

(a) Take A E IDl so that Jl(A) < 00, and take Al = A and A2 = A3 = ... = 
o in 1.18(1). 

(b) Take An+l = An+2 = ... = 0 in 1.18(1). 
(c) Since B = A u (B - A) and A (') (B - A) = 0, we see that (b) implies 

Jl(B) = Jl(A) + Jl(B - A) ~ Jl(A). 
(d) Put Bl = A 1, and put Bn = An - An- 1 for n = 2, 3,4, .... Then Bn E IDl, 

B; (') B j = 0 if i ¥= j, An = B 1 U ... u Bn, and A = U i= 1 B;. Hence 

n co 

Jl(An) = L Jl(B;) and Jl(A) = L Jl(B;). 
;=1 ;=1 

Now (d) follows, by the definition of the sum of an infinite series. 
(e) Put Cn = Al - An. Then C1 c C2 C C3 C"', 

Al - A = U Cn' and so (d) shows that 

Jl(A 1) - Jl(A) = Jl(Al - A) = lim Jl(Cn) = Jl(A 1) - limJl(AJ. 
n"'co 

This implies (e). IIII 

1.20 Examples The construction of interesting measure spaces requires some 
labor, as we shall see. However, a few simple-minded examples can be given 
immediately: 

(a) For any E C X, where X is any set, define Jl(E) = 00 if E is an infinite set, 
and let Jl(E) be the number of points in E if E is finite. This Jl is called the 
counting measure on X. 

(b) Fix Xo E X, define Jl(E) = 1 if Xo E E 'and Jl(E) = 0 if Xo ~ E, for any 
E C X. This p. may be called the unit mass concentrated at Xo. 

(c) Let Jl be the counting measure on the set {1, 2, 3, ... }, let An = {n, n + 1, 
n + 2, ... }. Then n An = 0 but Jl(AJ = 00 for n = 1, 2, 3, .... This 
shows that the hypothesis 

Jl(A 1) < 00 

is not superfluous in Theorem 1.19(e). 

1.21 A Comment on Terminology One frequently sees measure spaces referred to 
as "ordered triples" (X, IDl, Jl) where X is a set, IDl is a u-algebra in X, and Jl is a 
measure defined on IDl. Similarly, measurable spaces are" ordei"eq, pjl~r~:~ (X, IDl). ' 
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This is logically all right, and often convenient, though somewhat redundant. For 
instance, in (X, rol) the set X is merely the largest member of rol, so if we know rol 
we also know X. Similarly, every measure has a a-algebra for its domain, by 
definition, so if we know a measure J1. we also know the a-algebra rol on which J1. 
is defined and we know the set X in which rol is a a-algebra. 

It is therefore perfectly legitimate to use expressions like "Let J1. be a 
measure" or, if we wish to emphasize the a-algebra or the set in question, to say 
"Let J1. be a measure on rol" or "Let J1. be a measure on X." 

What is logically rather meaningless but customary (and we shall often 
follow mathematical custom rather than logic) is to say "Let X be a measure 
space"; the emphasis should not be on the set, but on the measure. Of course, 
when this wording is used, it is tacitly understood that there is a measure defined 
on some a-algebra in X and that it is this measure which is really under dis
cussion. 

Similarly, a topological space is an ordered pair (X, t), where t is a topology 
in the set X, and the significant data are contained in t, not in X, but "the 
topological space X " is what one talks about. 

This sort of tacit convention is used throughout mathematics. Most mathe
matical systems are sets with some class of distinguished subsets or some binary 
operations or some relations (which are required to have certain properties), and 
one can list these and then describe the system as an ordered pair, triple, etc., 
depending on what is needed. For instance, the real line may be described as a 
quadruple (R i , +, " <), where +, " and < satisfy the axioms of a complete 
archimedean ordered field. But it is a safe bet that very few mathematicians think 
of the real field as an ordered quadn,.tple. 

Arithmetic in [0, 00] 

1.22 Throughout mtegration theory, one inevitably encounters 00. One reason is 
that one wants to be able to integrate over sets of infinite measure; after all, the 
real line has infinite length. Another reason is that even if one is primarily inter
ested in real-valued functions, the lim sup of a sequence of positive real functions 
or the sum of a sequence of positive real functions may well be 00 at some points, 
and much of the elegance of theorems like 1.26 and 1.27 would be lost if one had 
to make some special provisions whenever this occurs. 

Let us define a + 00 = 00 + a = 00 if 0 :S; a :S; 00, and 

a,oo=oo'a={: 
ifO<a:S;oo 

if a = 0; 

sums and products of real numbers are of course defined in the usual way. 
It may seem strange to define 0 . 00 = O. However, one verifies without diffi

culty that with this definition the commutative, associative, and distributive laws 
hold in [0, 00] without any restriction. 
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The cancellation laws have to be treated with some care: a + b = a + c 
implies b = c only when a < 00, and ab = ac implies b = c only when 0 < a < 00. 

Observe that the following useful proposition holds: 

If we combine this with Theorems 1.17 and 1.14, we see that sums and pro
ducts of measurable functions into [0, 00] are measurable. 

Integration of Positive Functions 

In this section, IDl will be a a-algebra in a set X and p. will be a positive measure 
on IDl. 

1.23 Definition If s: X -4 [0, 00) is a measurable simple function, of the form 

n 

S = L exiXAi' 
i= 1 

(1) 

where ex 1, ••. , exn are the distinct values of s (compare Definition 1.16), and if 
E E IDl, we define 

(2) 

The convention 0 . 00 = 0 is used here; it may happen that ex; = 0 for some i 
and that P.(Ai 11 E) = 00. 

Iff: X -4 [0, 00] is measurable, and E E IDl, we define 

if dp. = sup is dp., (3) 

the supremum being taken over all simple measurable functions s such that 
O:::;s:::;1 

The left member of (3) is called the Lebesgue integral of f over E, with 
respect to the measure p.. It is a number in [0, 00]. 

Observe that we apparently have two definitions for IE f dp. iffis simple, 
namely, (2) and (3). However, these assign the same value to the integral, 
since f is, in this case, the largest of the functions s which occur on the right 
of (3). 

1.24 The following propositions are immediate consequences of the definitions. 
The functions and sets occurring in them are assumed to be measurable: 

(a) If 0 :::;f:::; g, then IE f dp. :::; IE g dp.. 
(b) If A c B andf:2:. 0, then IA f dp. :::; IB f dp.. 
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(c) Iff~ ° and c is a constant, ° ::; c < 00, then 

(d) Iff(x) = 0for all x E E, then'JE f dp. = 0, even if p.(E) = 00. 

(e) If p.(E) = 0, then IE f dp. = 0, even if f(x) = 00 for every x E E. 
(f) Iff~ 0, then IE f dp. = Ix lEf dp.. 

This last result shows that we could have restricted our definition of integra
tion to integrals over all of X, without losing any generality. If we wanted to 
integrate over subsets, we could then use (f) as the definition. It is purely a 
matter of taste which definition is preferred. 

One may also remark here that every measurable subset E of a measure 
space X is again a· measure space, in a perfectly natural way: The new measur
able sets are simply those measurable subsets of X which lie in E, and the 
measure is unchanged, except that its domain is restricted. This shows again that 
as soon as we have integration defined over every measure space, we automati
cally have it defined over every measurable subset of every measure space. 

1.25 Proposition Let sand t be nonnegative measurable simple functions on X. 
For E E IDl, define 

(1) 

Then qJ is a measure on IDl. Also 

(2) 

(This proposition contains provisional forms of Theorems 1.27 and 1.29.) 

PROOF If s is as in Definition 1.23, and if E 1, E2 , ... are disjoint members of 
IDl whose union is E, the countable additivity of p. shows that 

n n 00 

qJ(E) = L IX; p.(A; n E) = L IX; L p.(A; n E,) 
;= 1 ;= 1 ,= 1 

00 n 00 

= L L IX; p.(A; n E,) = L qJ(E,). 
,=1 ;=1 ,= 1 

Also, qJ(0) = 0, so that qJ is not identically 00. 
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Next, let s be as before, let PI' ... , Pm be the distinct values of t, and let 
HJ = {x: t(x) = Pj}.1f Eij = A; ("\ Hj , then 

ly + t) dp. = ((X; + pj)p.(E;j) 

and 

Thus (2) holds with Eij in place of X. Since X is the disjoint union of the sets 
Eij (1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j ~ m), the first half of our proposition implies that (2) 
holds. IIII 

We now come to the interesting part of the theory. One of its most remark
able features is the ease with which it handles limit operations. 

1.26 Lebesgue's Monotone Convergence Theorem Let {fn} be a sequence of 
measurable functions on X, and suppose that 

(a) 0 ~f1(X) ~f2(X) ~ ... ~ 00 for every x E X, 
(b) fn(x)--4 f(x) as n--4 oo,/or every x E X. 

Thenfis measurable, and 

as n--4 00. 

PROOF Since f fn ~ f fn + 1, there exists an (X E [0, 00] such that 

Lr.. dp. --4 (X as n--4 00. (1) 

By Theorem 1.l4,fis measurable. Sincefn ~f, we have f In ~ f ffor every n, 
so (1) implies 

(2) 

Let s be any simple measurable function such that O:s; s :s;f, let c be a 
constant, 0 < c < 1, and define 

En = {x: fix) ~ cs(x)} (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (3) 

Each En is measurable, E1 c E2 C E3 C "', and X = U En. To see this 
equality, consider some x E X. If f(x) = 0, then x E E1; if f(x) > 0, then 
cs(x) < f(x), since c < 1; hence x E En for some n. Also 

r In dp. ~ r In dp. ~ c r s dp. Jx JEo JEo 
(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (4) 
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Let n-+ 00, applying Proposition 1.25 and Theorem 1.19(d) to the last inte
gral in (4). The result is 

IX ~ c Is dJl. (5) 

Since (5) holds for every c < 1, we have 

IX ~ Is dJl (6) 

for every simple measurable s satisfying 0 :S s :Sf, so that 

IX ~ II dJl. (7) 

The theorem follows from (1), (2), and (7). IIII 

1.27 Theorem IIf,,: X -+ [0, 00] is measurable,for n = 1,2,3, ... , and 

co 

I(x) = L fn(x) (x E X), (1) 
"=1 

then 

r I dJl = f r J" dJl. Jx "=1 Jx (2) 

PROOF First, there are sequences {sa, {si} of simple measurable functions 
such that si -+ 11 and s7 -+/2, as in Theorem 1.17. If Si = si + si', then 
Si-+ 11 + 12, and the monotone convergence theorem, combined with Propo
sition 1.25, shows that 

(3) 

Next, put 9N = 11 + ... + IN' The sequence {9N} converges monotoni
cally to f, and if we apply induction to (3) we see that 

(4) 

Applying the monotone convergence theorem once more, we obtain (2), and 
the proof is complete. IIII 

If we let Jl be the counting measure on a countable set, Theorem 1.27 is a 
statement about double series of nonnegative real numbers (which can of course 
be proved by more elementary means): 
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Corollary If aij :2= ° for i and j = 1, 2, 3, ... , then 

co 00 co 00 

L L aij = L L aij · 
i=1 j=1 j=1 i=1 

1.28 Fatou's Lemma Iff,,: X - [0, 00] is measurable,for each positive integer 
n, then 

i (lim inf f,,) dJ1. :::; lim inf i fn dJ1.. 
x n-+oo n-+oo X 

(1) 

Strict inequality can occur in (1); see Exercise 8. 

PROOF Put 

gk(X) = inf /;(x) (k = 1, 2, 3, ... ; X EX). (2) 
i«k 

Then gk :::; fk , so that 

Igk dJ1.:::; If,. dJ1. (k = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (3) 

Also, 0:::; g1 :::; g2 :::; ... , each gk is measurable, by Theorem 1.14, and 
gk(x)-lim inff,,(x) as k- 00, by Definition 1.13. The monotone convergence 
theorem shows therefore that the left side of (3) tends to the left side of (1), as 
k- 00. Hence (1) follows from (3). IIII 

1.29 Theorem Suppose f: X - [0, 00] is measurable, and 

q>(E) = If dJ1. (E E rol). (1) 

Then q> is a measure on rol, and 

(2) 

for every measurable 9 on X with range in [0, 00]. 

PROOF Let E 1, E 2 , E 3 , ••• be disjoint members of rol whose union is E. 
Observe that 

and that 

00 

XEf= LXEJf 
j= 1 

(3) 

(4) 
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It now follows from Theorem 1.27 that 

00 

<p(E) = L <p(Ej ). (5) 
j= 1 

Since <p(0) = 0, (5) proves that <p is a measure. 
Next, (1) shows that (2) holds whenever g = XE for some E E rot Hence 

(2) holds for every simple measurable function g, and the general case follows 
from the monotone convergence theorem. IIII 

Remark The second assertion of Theorem 1.29 is sometimes written in the 
form 

d<p = f dJl. (6) 

We assign no independent meaning to the symbols d<p and dJl; (6) merely 
means that (2) holds for every measurable g ::?: O. 

Theorem 1.29 has a very important converse, the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem, which will be proved in Chap. 6. 

Integration of Complex Functions 

As before, Jl will in this section be a positive measure on an arbitrary measurable 
space X. 

1.30 Definition We define [}(Jl) to be the collection of all complex measur
able functionsfon X for which 

[If I dJl < 00. 

Note that the measurability off implies that of I f I , as we saw in Propo
sition 1.9(b); hence the above integral is defined. 

The members of [}(Jl) are called Lebesgue integrable functions (with 
respect to Jl) or summable functions. The significance of the exponent 1 will 
become clear in Chap. 3. 

1.31 Definition Iff = u + iv, where u and v are real measurable functions on 
X, and iff E [}(Jl), we define 

1fdJl = 1u+ dJl- Lu- dJl + i 1v+ dJl- i 1v- dJl (1) 

for every measurable set E. 
Here u+ and u- are the positive and negative parts of u, as defined in 

Sec. 1.15; v+ and v- are similarly obtained from v. These four functions are 
measurable, real, and nonnegative; hence the four integrals on the right of (1) 
exist, by Definition 1.23. Furthermore, we have u+ :::;; I u I < I f I, etc., so that 
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each of these four integrals is finite. Thus (1) defines the integral on the left as 
a complex number. 

Occasionally it is desirable to define the integral of a measurable func
tionfwith range in [ - 00,00] to be 

(2) 

provided that at least one of the integrals on the right of (2) is finite. The left 
side of (2) is then a number in [ - 00, 00]. 

1.32 Theorem Suppose f and g E L1(Jl) and ex and p are complex numbers. Then 
exf + pg E I!(Jl), and 

I (exf + pg) dJl = ex If dJl + p Ig dJl. (1) 

PROOF The measurability of exf + pg follows from Proposition 1.9(c). By Sec. 
1.24 and Theorem 1.27, 

II exf + pg I dJl 5, I ( I ex I I f I + I p I I g I) dJl 

= I ex I II f I dJl + I p I II g I dJl < 00. 

Thus exf + pg E I!(Jl). 
To prove (1), it is clearly sufficient to prove 

I(f + g) dJl = IfdJl + Ig dJl (2) 

and 

I (ex!) dJl = ex If dJl, (3) 

and the general case of (2) will follow if we prove (2) for realf and g in L1(Jl). 
Assuming this, and setting h = f + g, we have 

h+ -h- =f+ -f- +g+ -g-

or 

(4) 
By Theorem 1.27, 

(5) 

and since each of these integrals is finite, we may transpose and obtain (2). 
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That (3) holds if ex ~ 0 follows from Proposition 1. 24(c). It is easy to 
verify that (3) holds if ex = -1, using relations like (- u) + = U -. The case 
ex = i is also easy: Iff = u + iv, then 

f (if) = f (iu - v) = f ( -v) + i f u = - f v + i f u = {f u + i f v) 

=if! 
Combining these cases with (2), we obtain (3) for any complex ex. IIII 

1.33 Theorem Iff E L1(Jl), then 

PROOF Put z = Ix f dJl. Since z is a complex number, there is a complex 
number ex, with 1 ex 1 = 1, such that exz = 1 z I. Let u be the real part of ex! Then 
u :::; 1 exf 1 = 1 f I· Hence 

The third of the above equalities holds since the preceding ones show that 
J exf dJl is real. IIII 

We conclude this section with another important convergence theorem. 

1.34 Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem Suppose Un} is a sequence 
of complex measurable functions on X such that 

f(x) = lim fn(x) (1) 
n-+ co 

exists for every x E X. If there is afunction 9 E I!(Jl) such that 

1 f,,(x) 1 :::; g(x) (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ; X EX), (2) 

(3) 

and 

lim r f" dJl = r f dJl. 
n-+co Jx Jx (4) 
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PROOF Since I I I :::; 9 and I is measurable, IE L1(p.). Since I In - I I :::; 2g, 
Fatou's lemma applies to the functions 2g - I I. - I I and yields 

r 2g dp. :::; lim inf r (2g -II. - II) dp. 
Jx "-CO Jx 

= r 2g dp. + lim inf (- r II. - II dP.) Jx "-ex> Jx 
= r 2g dp. - lim sup r I I. - I I dp.. 

Jx "-00 Jx 
Since f 2g dp. is finite, we may subtract it and obtain 

lim sup r lin - II dp.:::; O. 
"-CO Jx 

(5) 

If a sequence of nonnegative real numbers fails to converge to 0, then its 
upper limit is positive. Thus (5) implies (3). By Theorem 1.33, applied to 
I. - f, (3) implies (4). IIII 

The Role Played by Sets of Measure Zero 

1.35 Definition Let P be a property which a point x mayor may not have. 
For instance, P might be the property "/(x) > 0" if/is a given function, or it 
might be "U.(x)} converges" if U.} is a given sequence of functions. 

If p. is a measure on a a-algebra IDl and if E E IDl, the statement" P holds 
almost everywhere on E" (abbreviated to "P holds a.e. on E") means that 
there exists an N E IDl such that p.(N) = 0, NeE, and P holds at every point 
of E - N. This concept of a.e. depends of course very strongly on the given 
measure, and we shall write "a.e. [p.]" whenever clarity requires that the 
measure be indicated. 

For example, if/and 9 are measurable function~ and if 

p.({x:/(x) "# g(x)}) = 0, (1) 

we say that I = 9 a.e. [p.] on X, and we may write I ,.., g. This is easily seen to 
be an equivalence relation. The transitivity (f,.., 9 and 9 ,.., h implies I,.., h) 
is a consequence of the fact that the union of two sets of measure 0 has 
measure O. 

Note that if I ,.., g, then, for every E E IDl, 

(2) 

To see this, let N be the set which appears in (1); then E is the union of the 
disjoint sets E - Nand E ("\ N; on E - N,f= g, and p.(E ("\ N) = O. 
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Thus, generally speaking, sets of measure 0 are negligible in integration. 
It ought to be true that every subset of a negligible set is negligible. But it 
may happen that some set N E Wi with Jl.(N) = 0 has a subset E which is not 
a member of Wi. Of course we can define Jl.(E) = 0 in this case. But will this 
extension of Jl. still be a measure, i.e., will it still be defined on a a-algebra? It 
is a pleasant fact that the answer is affirmative: 

1.36 Theorem Let (X, Wi, Jl.) be a measure space, let Wi* be the collection of all 
E c X for which there exist sets A and B E Wi such that AcE c Band 
Jl.(B - A) = 0, and define Jl.(E) = Jl.(A) in this situation. Then Wi* is a a-algebra, 
and Jl. is a measure on Wi*. 

This extended measure Jl. is called complete, since all subsets of sets of 
measure 0 are now measurable; the a-algebra Wi* is called the Jl.-completion of Wi. 
The theorem says that every measure can be completed, so, whenever it is conve
nient, we may assume that any given measure is complete; this just gives us more 
measurable sets, hence more measurable functions. Most measures that one 
meets in the ordinary course of events are already complete, but there are excep
tions; one of these will occur in the proof of Fubini's theorem in Chap. 8. 

PROOF We begin by checking that Jl. is well defined for every E E Wi*. 
Suppose AcE c B, Al C E C B1, and Jl.(B - A) = Jl.(B I - AI) = O. (The 
letters A and B will denote members of Wi throughout this proof.) Since 

A - Al C E - Al C BI - Al 

we have Jl.(A - AI) = 0, hence Jl.(A) = Jl.(A II AI). For the same reason, 
Jl.(A 1) = Jl.(A I II A). We conclude that indeed Jl.(A 1) = Jl.(A). 

Next, let us verify that Wi* has the three defining properties of a a
algebra. 

(i) X E Wi*, because X E Wi and Wi c Wi*. 
(ii) If AcE c B then Be C E" cAe. Thus E E Wi* implies E" E Wi*, because 

Ae - Be == Ae II B = B - A. 
(iii) If Ai c Ei C Bi , E = U E;. A = U Ai' B = U B;. then AcE c Band 

co co 

B - A = U (Bi - A) c U (Bi - Ai)· 
I I 

Since countable unions of sets of measure zero have measure zero, it follows 
that E E Wi* if Ei E Wi* for i = 1, 2, 3, .... 

Finally, if the sets Ei are disjoint in step (iii), the same is true of the sets 
Ai' and we conclude that 

co co 

Jl.(E) = Jl.(A) = L Jl.(Ai) = L Jl.(E;). 
I I 

This proves that Jl. is countably additive on Wi*. IIII 
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1.37 The fact that functions which are equal a.e. are indistinguishable as far as 
integration is concerned suggests that our definition of measurable function 
might profitably be enlarged. Let us call a function f defined on a set E E 9Jl 
measurable on X if p,(g) = 0 and iff -1(V) 1\ E is measurable for every open set 
v. If we define f(x) = 0 for x E g, we obtain a measurable function on X, in the 
old sense. If our measure happens to be complete, we can define f on EC in a 
perfectly arbitrary manner, and we still get a measurable function. The integral of 
f over any set A E 9Jl is independent of the definition of f on g; therefore this 
definition need not even be specified at all. 

There are many situations where this occurs naturally. For instance, a func
tionf on the real line may be differentiable only almost everywhere (with respect 
to Lebesgue measure), but under certain conditions it is still true that f is the 
integral of its derivative; this will be discussed in Chap. 7. Or a sequence Un} of 
measurable functions on X may converge only almost everywhere; with our new 
definition of measurability, the limit is still a measurable function on X, and we 
do not have to cut down to the set on which convergence actually occurs. 

To illustrate, let us state a corollary of Lebesgue's dominated convergence 
theorem in a form in which exceptional sets of measure zero are admitted: 

1.38 Theorem Suppose {fn} is a sequence of complex measurable functions 
defined a.e. on X such that . 

(1) 

Then the series 

<Xl 

f(x) = L f.(x) (2) 
n=1 

converges for almost all x,f E I!(p,), and 

r f dp, = f r f. dp,. Jx n=1 Jx (3) 

PROOF Let Sn be the set on whichf. is defined, so that p,(S~) = O. Put cp(x) = 
L I f.(x) I, for XES = n Sn· Then p,(SC) = O. By (1) and Theorem 1.27, 

f. cp dp, < 00. (4) 

If E = {x E S: cp(x) < oo}, it follows from (4) that p,(g) = O. The series (2) 
converges absolutely for every x E E, and if f(x) is defined by (2) for x E E, 
then I f(x) I ::; cp(x) on E, so that f E L1(p,) on E, by (4). If gn = f1 + ... + fn' 
then I gn I ::; cp, gn(x) --+ f(x) for all x E E, and Theorem 1.34 gives (3) with E in 
place of X. This is equivalent to (3), since p,(g) = O. / / / / 
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Note that even if thef" were defined at every point of X, (1) would only imply 
that (2) converges almost everywhere. Here are some other situations in which we 
can draw conclusions only almost everywhere: 

1.39 Theorem 

(a) Supposef: X -+ [0, 00] is measurable, E E 9Jl, and fE f dJ1. = O. Thenf = 0 
a.e. on E. 

(b) Suppose f E I!{J1.) and fE f dJ1. = 0 for every E E 9Jl. Then f = 0 a.e. on X. 
(c) Suppose f E L1(J1.) and 

Then there is a constant IX such that IXf = I f I a.e. on X. 

Note that (c) describes the condition under which equality holds in Theorem 
1.33. 

PROOF 

(a) If A" = {x E E:f(x) > lin}, n = 1,2,3, ... , then 

! J1.(A,,)::; r f dJ1.::; r f dJ1. = 0, 
n JAn JE 

so that J1.(A,,) = o. Since {x E E:f(x) > O} = U A", (a) follows. 
(b) Put f = u + iv, let E = {x: u(x) ~ O}. The real part of fE f dJ1. is then 

fE u+ dJ1.. Hence fE u+ dJ1. = 0, and (a) implies that u+ = 0 a.e. We con
clude similarly that 

(c) Examine the proof of Theorem 1.33. Our present assumption implies that 
the last inequality in the proof of Theorem 1.33 must actually be an 
equality. Hence f ( I f I - u) dJ1. = O. Since I f I - u ~ 0, (a) shows that 
I f I = u a.e. This says that the real part of IXf is equal to IlXf I a.e., hence 
IXf = IlXf I = I f I a.e., which is the desired conclusion. IIII 

1.40 Theorem Suppose J1.(X) < 00, f E L1(J1.), S is a closed set in the complex 
plane, and the averages 

lie in Sfor every E E 9Jl with J1.(E) > O. Thenf(x) E Sfor almost all x E X. 
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PROOF Let a be a closed circular disc (with center at IX and radius r > 0, say) 
in the complement of S. Since SC is the union of countably many such discs, it 
is enough to prove that p.(E) = 0, where E = f - 1(a). 

If we had p.(E) > 0, then 

I A~f) - IXI = p.(~) I 1(f - IX) dp.1 ~ p.(~ 1 If - IXI dp. ~ r, 
which is impossible, since A~f) E S. Hence p.(E) = O. IIII 

1.41 Theorem Let {Ek} be a sequence of measurable sets in X, such that 

00 

L p.(EJ < 00. (1) 
1:=1 

Then almost all x E X lie in at most finitely many of the sets Ek • 

PROOF If A is the set of all x which lie in infinitely many Ek , we have to 
prove that p.(A) = O. Put 

00 

g(x) = L XEt(X) (x E X). (2) 
1:=1 

For each x, each term in this series is either 0 or 1. Hence x E A if and only if 
g(x) = 00. By Theorem 1.27, the integral of g over X is equal to the sum in 
(1). Thus g E I!(p.), and so g(x) < 00 a.e. IIII 

Exercises 

1 Does there exist an infinite a-algebra which has only countably many members? 

1 Prove an analogue of Theorem 1.8 for n functions. 

3 Prove that iffis a real function on a measurable space X such that {x:f(x) ~ r} is measurable for 
every rational r, thenfis measurable. 

4 Let {an} and {bnl be sequences in [- <Xl, <Xl], and prove the following assertions: 

(a) lim sup (-an) = -lim inf an. 

(b) lim sup (an + bn) S; lim sup an + lim sup b. 

provided none of the sums is of the form <Xl - <Xl. 

(c) If an S; b. for all n, then 

lim inf an S; lim inf bn. 

Show by an example that strict inequality can hold in (b). 
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5 (a) Suppose/: X --+ [- 00,00] and g: X --+ [- 00, 00] are measurable. Prove that the sets 

{x:/(x) < g(x)}, {x:/(x) = g(x)} 

are measurable. 
(b) Prove that ~e set of points at which a sequence of measurable real-valued functions con

verges (to a finite limit) is measurable. 

6 Let X be an uncountable set, let IDl be the collection of all sets E c X such that either E or E' is at 
most countable, and define Jl{E) = 0 in the first case, Jl{E) = 1 in the second. Prove that IDl is a 
a-algebra in X and that Jl is a measure on IDl. Describe the corresponding measurable functions and 
their integrals. 

7 Suppose f..: X --+ [0,00] is measurable for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , 11 ~/2 ~/3 ~ ... ~ 0, f..(x)--+/(x) as 
n --+ 00, for every x EX. and 11 E IJ(Jl). Prove that then 

lim f f.. dJl = f I dJl 
,.-'too Jx Jx 

and show that this conclusion does not follow if the condition "lIE IJ<Il)" is omitted. 

8 Put In = XE if n is odd, f.. = 1 - XE if n is even. What is the relevance of this example to Fatou's 
lemma? 

9 Suppose Jl is a positive measure on X,f: X --+ [0, 00] is measurable, Ix I dJl = c, where 0 < C < 00, 

and ex is a constant. Prove that 

00 

lim f n log [1 + (J7n)"] dJl = lc 
,.-'too Jx 

o 

if 0 < ex < 1, 

ifex = 1, 

if 1 < ex < 00. 

Hint: If ex ~ 1, the integrands are dominated by ex! If ex < 1, Fatou's lemma can be applied. 

10 Suppose Jl{X) < 00, {f..} is a sequence of bounded complex measurable functions on X, and/n--+I 
uniformly on X. Prove that 

lim fIn dJl = f IdJl, 
n=oo Jx Jx 

and show that the hypothesis" Jl{X) < 00" cannot be omitted. 

11 Show that 

<Xl <Xl 

A = n U Et 
n= 1 A:=n 

in Theorem 1.41, and hence prove the theorem without any reference to integration. 

12 Suppose I E IJ(Jl). Prove that to each € > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that h I I I dJl < € whenever 
Jl{E) < 6. 
13 Show that proposition 1.24(c) is also true when c = 00. 



CHAPTER 

TWO 

POSITIVE BOREL MEASURES 

Vector Spaces 

2.1 Definition A complex vector space (or a vector space over the complex 
field) is a set V, whose elements are called vectors and in which two oper
ations, called addition and scalar multiplication, are defined, with the follow
ing familiar algebraic properties: 

To every pair of vectors x and y there corresponds a vector x + y, in 
such a way that x + y = y + x and x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z; V contains a 
unique vector 0 (the zero vector or origin of V) such that x + 0 = x for every 
x E V; and to each x E V there corresponds a unique vector - x such that 
x + (-x) = O. 

To each pair (ex, x), where x E V and ex is a scalar (in this context, the 
word scalar means complex number), there is associated a vector exx E V, in 
such a way that 1x = x, ex(px) = (exP)x, and such that the two distributive 
laws 

ex(x + y) = exx + exy, (ex + P)x = exx + px (1) 

hold. 
, A linear transformation of a vector space V into a vector space Vi is a 

mapping A of V into Vi such that 

A(exx + py) = exAx + PAy (2) 

for all x and y E V and for all scalars ex and p. In the special case in which Vi 
is the field of scalars (this is the simplest example of a vector space, except for 
the trivial one consisting of 0 alone), A is called a linear functional. A linear 
functional is thus a complex function on V which satisfies (2). 

Note that one often writes Ax, rather than A(x), if A is linear. 

33 
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The preceding definitions can of course be made equally well with any field 
whatsoever in place of the complex field. Unless the contrary is explicitly stated, 
however, all vector spaces occurring in this book will be complex, with one 
notable exception: the euclidean spaces Rk are vector spaces over the real field. 

2.2 Integration as a Linear Functional Analysis is full of vector spaces and linear 
transformations, and there is an especially close relationship between integration 
on the one hand and linear functionals on the other. 

For instance, Theorem 1.32 shows that L1(Jl) is a vector space, for any posi
tive measure Jl, and that the mapping 

(1) 

is a linear functional on I!(Jl). Similarly, if 9 is any bounded measurable function, 
the mapping 

f--4lf9 dJl (2) 

is a linear functional on I!(Jl); we shall see in Chap. 6 that the functionals (2) are, 
in a sense, the only interesting ones on L1(Jl). 

For another example, let C be the set of all continuous complex functions on 
the unit interval I = [0, 1]. The sum of the two continuous functions is contin
uous, and so is any scalar multiple of a continuous function. Hence C is a vector 
space, and if 

Af= ff(X) dx (fe C), (3) 

the integral being the ordinary Riemann integral, then A is clearly a linear func
tional on C; A has an additional interesting property: it is a positive linear func
tional. This means that Af;;::. 0 wheneverf;;::. o. 

One of the tasks which is still ahead of us is the construction of the Lebesgue 
measure. The construction can be based on the linear functional (3), by the fol
lowing observation: Consider a segment (a, b) c I and consider the class of all 
f e C such that 0 ~f ~ 1 on I and f(x) = 0 for all x not in (a, b). We have 
Af < b - a for all such f, but we can choose f so that Af is as close to b - a as 
desired. Thus the length (or measure) of (a, b) is intimately related to the values of 
the functional A. 

The preceding observation, when looked at from a more general point of 
view, leads to a remarkable and extremely important theorem of F. Riesz: 

To every positive linear functional A on C corresponds a finite positive Borel 
measure Jl on I such that 

(fe C). (4) 
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[The converse is obvious: if p. is a finite positive Borel measure on I and if A is 
defined by (4), then A is a positive linear functional on C.] 

It is clearly of interest to replace the bounded interval I by Rl. We can do 
this by restricting attention to those continuous functions on Rl which vanish 
outside some bounded interval. (These functions are Riemann integrable, for 
instance.) Next, functions of several variables occur frequently in analysis. Thus 
we ought to move from Rl to R". It turns out that the proof of the Riesz theorem 
still goes through, with hardly any changes. Moreover, it turns out that the 
euclidean properties of R" (coordinates, orthogonality, etc.) play no role in the 
proof; in fact, if one thinks of them too much they just get in the way. Essential 
to the proof are certain topological properties of R". (Naturally. We are now 
dealing with continuous functions.) The crucial property is that of local com
pactness: Each point of R" has a neighborhood whose closure is compact. 

We shall therefore establish the Riesz theorem in a very general setting 
(Theorem 2.14). The existence of Lebesgue measure follows then as a special case. 
Those who wish to concentrate on a more concrete situation may skip lightly 
over the following section on topological preliminaries (Urysohn's lemma is the 
item of greatest interest there; see Exercise 3) and may replace locally compact 
Hausdorff spaces by locally compact metric spaCes, or even by euclidean spaces, 
without missing any of the principal ideas. 

It should also be mentioned that there are situations, especially in probability 
theory, where measures occur naturally on spaces without topology, or on topo
logical spaces that are not locally compact. An example is the so-called Wiener 
measure which assigns numbers to certain sets of continuous functions and which 
is a basic tool in the study of Brownian motion. These topics will not be dis
cussed in this book. 

Topological Preliminaries 

2.3 Definitions Let X be a topological space, as defined in Sec. 1.2. 

(a) A set E c X is closed if its complement E' is open. (Hence 0 and X are 
closed, finite unions of closed sets are closed, and arbitrary intersections 
of closed sets are closed.) 

(b) The closure E of a set E c X is the smallest closed set in X which con
tains E. (The following argument proves the existence of E: The collec
tion n of all closed subsets of X which contain E is not empty, since 
X E n; let E be the intersection of all members of n.) 

(c) A set K c X is compact if every open cover of K contains a finite sub
cover. More explicitly, the requirement is that if {Yae} is a collection of 
open sets whose union contains K, then the union of some finite sub
collection of {Yae} also contains K. 
In particular, if X is itself compact, then X is called a compact space. 

(d) A neighborhood of a point P E X is any open subset of X which contains 
p. (The use of this term is not quite standardized; some use 
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"neighborhood of p" for any set which contains an open set containing 
p.) 

(e) X is a Hausdorff space if the following is true: If p E X, q E X, and p =I- q, 
then p has a neighborhood U and q has a neighborhood V such that 
U (") V = 0. 

(f) X is locally compact if every point of X has a neighborhood whose 
closure is compact. 

Obviously, every compact space is locally compact. 
We recall the Heine-Borel theorem: The compact subsets of a euclidean space 

R n are precisely those that are closed and bounded ([26],t Theorem 2.41). From 
this it follows easily that Rn is a locally compact Hausdorff space. Also, every 
metric space is a Hausdorff space. 

2.4 Theorem Suppose K is compact and F is closed, in a topological space X. 
If F c K, then F is compact. 

PROOF If {v,.} is an open cover of F and W = P, then W u U. v,. covers X; 
hence there is a finite collection {v,.J such that 

K c W U v,.1 U ... u V".' 

Then F c v,.1 U ... u v,. •. 

Corollary If A c B and if B has compact closure, so does A. 

IIII 

2.5 Theorem Suppose X is a Hausdorff space, K c X, K is compact, and 
p E K C• Then there are open sets U and W such that p E U, K c W, and 
U (") W = 0. 

PROOF If q E K, the Hausdorff separation axiom implies the existence of dis
joint open sets U q and Vq, such that p E U q and q E Vq. Since K is compact, 
there are points qh ... , qn E K such that 

K c Vql U ... u Vq •• 

Our requirements are then satisfied by the sets 

U = Uq1 (") ... (") Uq• and W = Vql U ... U Vq•. IIII 

Corollaries 

(a) Compact subsets of Hausdorff spaces are closed. 
(b) If F is closed and K is compact in a Hausdorff space, then F (") K is 

compact. 

Corollary (b) follows from (a) and Theorem 2.4. 

t Numbers in brackets refer to the Bibliography. 
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2.6 Theorem If {K,,} is a collection of compact subsets of a Hausdorff space 
and if nIX K" = 0, then some finite subcollection of {K,,} also has empty inter
section. 

PROOF Put Y,. = K~. Fix a member Kl of {K,,}. Since no point of Kl belongs 
to every K", {Y,.} is an open cover of K 1. Hence K 1 e y"1 U ... U Y,.n for 
some finite collection {Y,.J This implies that 

IIII 

2.7 Theorem Suppose U is open in a locally compact Hausdorff space X, 
K e U, and K is compact. Then there is an open set V with compact closure 
such that 

Ke Ve Ve U. 

PROOF Since every point of K has a neighborhood with compact closure, 
and since K is covered by the union of finitely many of these neighborhoods, 
K lies in an open set G with compact closure. If U = X, take V = G. 

Otherwise, let C be the complement of U. Theorem 2.5 shows tha!....!o 
each pEe there corresponds an open set w" such that K e Wp and p ¢ Wp. 
Hence {C (") G (") Wp }, where p ranges over C, is a collection of compact sets 
with empty intersection. By Theorem 2.6 there are points PI' ... , Pn E C such 
that 

The set 

V = G (") w,,1 (") ... (") WPn 

then has the required properties, since 

Ve G (") WPI (") ••• (") Wpn • IIII 

2.8 Definition Let f be a real (or extended-real) function on a topological 
space. If 

{x:f(x) > IX} 

is open for every reallX,fis said to be lower semicontinuous. If 

{x:f(x) < IX} 

is open for every reallX,fis said to be upper semicontinuous. 

A real function is obviously continuous if and only if it is both upper and 
lower semicontinuous. 

The simplest examples of semicontinuity are furnished by characteristic func
tions: 
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(a) Characteristic functions of open sets are lower semicontinuous. 
(b) Characteristic functions of closed sets are upper semicontinuous. 

The following property is an almost immediate consequence of the defini
tions: 

(c) The supremum of any collection of lower semicontinuous functions is lower 
semicontinuous. The infimum of any collection of upper semicontinuous func
tions is upper semicontinuous. 

2.9 Definition The support of a complex function f on a topological space X 
is the closure of the set 

{x:f(x) :F o}. 

The collection of all continuous complex functions on X whose support is 
compact is denoted by Cc(X). 

Observe that Cc(X) is a vector space. This is due to two facts: 

(a) The support off + g lies in the union of the support off and the support 
of g, and any finite union of compact sets is compact. 

(b) The sum of two continuous complex functions is continuous, as are 
scalar multiples of continuous functions. 

(Statement and proof of Theorem 1.8 hold verbatim if "measurable function" is 
replaced by "continuous function," "measurable space" by "topological space"; 
take clI(s, t) = s + t, or clI(s, t) = st, to prove that sums and products of contin
uous functions are continuous.) 

2.10 Theorem Let X and Y be topological spaces, and let f: X --+ Y be contin
uous. If K is a compact subset of X, thenf(K) is compact. 

PROOF If {v,,} is an open cover of f(K), then {f - 1( VJ} is an open cover of K, 
hence K c:f- 1(v,,1) U"· uf- 1(V,.,,) for some (Xl' ... , (x,,, and therefore 
f(K) c: v" 1 u ... u v".. IIII 

Corollary The range of any f e Cc(X) is a compact subset of the complex 
plane. 

In fact, if K is the support offe Cc(X), thenf(X) c:f(K) u {o}. If X is not 
compact, then 0 e f(X), but 0 need not lie inf(K), as is seen by easy examples. 

2.11 Notation In this chapter the following conventions will be used. The 
notation 

K-<f (1) 
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will mean that K is a compact subset of X, thatf e Cc(X), that 0 5;f(x) 5; 1 
for all x e X, and thatf(x) = 1 for all x e K. The notation 

f-< V (2) 

will mean that V is open, thatf E Cc(X), 0 5;f 5; 1, and that the support of! 
lies in V. The notation 

K -<f -< V (3) 

will be used to indicate that both (1) and (2) hold. 

2.12 Urysohn's Lemma Suppose X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, V is 
open in X, K c V, and K is compact. Then there exists an f e Cc(X), such that 

K -<f -< V. (1) 

In terms of characteristic functions, the conclusion asserts the existence of a 
continuous function f which satisfies the inequalities XK 5;f 5; Xv. Note that it is 
easy to find semicontinuous functions which do this; examples are XK and Xv. 

PROOF Put r1 = 0, r2 = 1, and let r3 , r4 , rs , ... be an enumeration of the 
rationals in (0, 1). By Theorem 2.7, we can find open sets Vo and then V1 such 
that Vo is compact and 

(2) 

Suppose n ~ 2 and V.I' ... , V.n have been chosen in such a manner that 
ri < rj implies Y. j c V.i' Then one of the numbers r1> ... , r", say ri' will be the 
largest one which is smaller than r"+1' and another, say rj , will be the smal
lest one larger than r"+1' Using Theorem 2.7 again, we can find v.n+ 1 so that 

Continuing, we obtain a collection {V.} of open sets, one for every 
rational r e [0, 1], with the following properties: K c V1> VO C V, each y. is 
compact, and 

Define 

!.(x)={~ . 

and 

s > r implies V. c v.. 

ifxeV., 
otherwise, 

f= sup!., 

g.(x) = {! 

9 = inf g •. 

ifxeV., 
otherwise, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The remarks following Definition 2.8 show that f is lower semi
continuous and that 9 is upper semicontinuous. It is clear that 0 5;f 5; 1, that 
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f(x) = 1 if x E K, and that f has its support in Vo. The proof will be com
pleted by showing thatf = g. 

The inequality f..(x) > g.(x) is possible only if r > s, x E v,., and x ¢ v.. 
But r > s implies v,. c V.. Hence f.. ::; g. for all rand s, so f::; g. 

Suppose f(x) < g(x) for some x. Then there are rationals rand s such 
that f(x) < r < s < g(x). Since f(x) < r, we have x ¢ v,.; since g(x) > s, we 
have x E v.. By (3), this is a contradiction. Hencef = g. IIII 

2.13 Theorem Suppose V1, ... , v" are open subsets of a locally compact Haus
dorff space X, K is compact, and 

K c V1 U ... U Vn • 

Then there exist functions hi -< V; (i = 1, ... , n) such that 

(x E K). (1) 

Because of (1), the collection {h1' ... , hn} is called a partition of unity on K, 
subordinate to the cover {V1' ... , v,,}. 

PROOF By Theorem 2.7, each x E K has a neighborhood w" with compact 
closure w" c V; for some i (depending on x). There are points Xl' ••• , Xm such 
that w,,1 U ... U w"m :::;) K. If 1::; i ::; n, let Hi be the union of those 
w"j which lie in V;. By Urysohn's lemma, there are functions gi such that 
Hi -< gi -< V;. Define 

h1 = gl 

h2 = (1 - gdg2 

hn = (1 - gl)(1 - g2) ... (1 - gn-1)gn' 

Then hi -< V;. It is easily verified, by induction, that 

(2) 

Since K c H1 U ••. U Hn , at least one g~x) = 1 at each point x E K; hence 
(3) shows that (1) holds. IIII 

The Riesz Representation Theorem 

2.14 Theorem Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and let A be a 
positive linear functional on CiX). Then there exists a a-algebra 9Jl in X which 
contains all Borel sets in X, and there exists a unique positive measure Jl. on 9Jl 
which represents A in the sense that 

(a) Af = Ix f dJl.for every f E Cc(X), 

and which has the following additional properties: 
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(b) I-'(K) < 00 for every compact set K c X. 
(c) For every E E Wi, we have 

I-'(E) = inf {I-'(V): E c V, V open}. 

(d) The relation 

I-'(E) = sup {I-'(K): K c E, K compact} 

holdsfor every open set E, and for every E E Wi with I-'(E) < 00. 

(e) If E E Wi, AcE, and I-'(E) = 0, then A E Wi. 

For the sake of clarity, let us be more explicit about the meaning of the word 
"positive" in the hypothesis: A is assumed to be a linear functional on the 
complex vector space Cc(X), with the additional property that Afis a nonnegative 
real number for every f whose range consists of nonnegative real numbers. 
Briefly, iff(X) c [0, (0) then Af E [0, (0). 

Property (a) is of course the one of greatest interest. After we define Wi and 1-', 
(b) to (d) will be established in the course of proving that Wi is a CT-algebra and 
that I-' is countably additive. We shall see later (Theorem 2.18) that in 
"reasonable" spaces X every Borel measure which satisfies (b) also satisfies (c) 
and (d) and that (d) actually holds for every E E Wi, in those cases. Property (e) 
merely says that (X, Wi, 1-') is a complete measure space, in the sense of Theorem 
1.36. 

Throughout the proof of this theorem, the letter K will stand for a compact 
subset of X, and V will denote an open set in X. 

Let us begin by proving the uniqueness of 1-'. If I-' satisfies (c) and (d), it is clear 
that I-' is determined on Wi by its values on compact sets. Hence it suffices to 
prove that I-'l(K) = I-'iK) for all K, whenever 1-'1 and 1-'2 are measures for which 
the theorem holds. So, fix K and E > 0. By (b) and (c), there exists a V :::;) K with 
I-'iV) < I-'2(K) + E; by Urysohn's lemma, there exists an f so that K -<f -< V; 
hence 

I-'l(K) = I XK dl-'l ~ If dl-'l = Af = If dl-'2 

~ I Xv dl-'2 = I-'2(V) < I-'2(K) + E. 

Thus I-'l(K) ~ I-'2(K). If we interchange the roles of 1-'1 and 1-'2' the opposite 
inequality is obtained, and the uniqueness of I-' is proved. 

Incidentally, the above computation shows that (a) forces (b). 

Construction of I-' and Wi 

For every open set V in X, define 

I-'(V) = sup {Af:f -< V}. (1) 
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If VI C V2, it is clear that (1) implies J.L(Vl) ~ J.L(V2). Hence 

J.L(E) = inf {J.L(V): E c V, V open}, (2) 

if E is an open set, and it is consistent with (1) to define J.L(E) by (2), for every 
EcX. 

Note that although we have defined J.L(E) for every E c X, the countable 
additivity of J.L will be proved only on a certain a-algebra IDl in X. 

Let IDlF be the class of all E c X which satisfy two conditions: J.L(E) < 00, and 

J.L(E) = sup {J.L(K): K c E, K compact}. (3) 

Finally, let IDl be the class of all E c X such that E (') K E IDlF for every compact 
K. 

Proof that J.L and IDl have the required properties 

It is evident that J.L is monotone, i.e., that J.L(A) ~ J.L(B) if A c B and that 
J.L(E) = 0 implies E E IDlF and E E IDl. Thus (e) holds, and so does (c), by defini
tion. 

Since the proof of the other assertions is rather long, it will be convenient to 
divide it into several steps. 

Observe that the positivity of A implies that A is monotone: f ~ 9 implies 
AI ~ Ag. This is clear, since Ag = Af + A(g - f) and 9 - f ~ O. This monot
onicity will be used in Steps II and X. 

STEP I If E 1, E2, E3 , ••• are arbitrary subsets of X, then 

(4) 

PROOF We first show that 

(5) 

if VI and V2 are open. Choose 9 -< VI U V2. By Theorem 2.13 there are func
tions hI and h2 such that hi -< V; and hl(x) + hix) = 1 for all x in the 
support of g. Hence hi 9 -< V;, 9 = h1g + h2 g, and so 

(6) 

Since (6) holds for every 9 -< VI U V2, (5) follows. 
If J.L(Ei) = 00 for some i, then (4) is trivially true. Suppose therefore that 

J.L(Ei) < 00 for every i. Choose E > O. By (2) there are open sets V; ::> E; such 
that 

(i = 1, 2, 3, ... ). 
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Put V = U l' V;, and choose f < V. Since f has compact support, we see that 
f < V1 u ... u v" for some n. Applying induction to (5), we therefore obtain 

00 

Af ~ Jl(V1 U •.. U Vn) ~ Jl(V1) + ... + Jl(VJ ~ L Jl(E;) + E. 
;= 1 

Since this holds for every f < V, and since U E; c V, it follows that 

Jl(91 E) ~ Jl(V) ~ J/(E;) + E, 

which proves (4), since E was arbitrary. 

STEP II If K is compact, then K E IDlF and 

Jl(K) = inf {Af: K <fl· 

This implies assertion (b) of the theorem. 

IIII 

(7) 

PROOF If K <f and 0 < IX < 1, let Va. = {x: f(x) > IX}. Then K c Va., and 
IXg ~fwhenever g < Va.. Hence 

Jl(K) ~ Jl(Va.) = sup {Ag: g < Va.} ~ 1X- 1Af 

Let IX-+ 1, to conclude that 

Jl(K) ~ Af 

Thus Jl(K) < 00. Since K evidently satisfies (3), K E IDlF • 

(8) 

If E > 0, there exists V:::;) K with Jl(V) < Jl(K) + E. By Urysohn's lemma, 
K <f < V for somef Thus 

Af ~ Jl(V) < Jl(K) + E, 

which, combined with (8), gives (7). IIII 

STEP III Every open set satisfies (3). Hence IDlF contains every open set V with 
Jl(V) < 00. 

PROOF Let IX be a real "number such that IX < Jl(V). There exists anf < V with 
IX < Af If W is any open set which contains the support K off, then f < W, 
hence Af ~ Jl(W). Thus Af ~ Jl(K). This exhibits a compact K c V with 
IX < Jl(K), so that (3) holds for V. IIII 

STEP IV Suppose E = U~ 1 E;, where E1, E2 , E3 , ••• are'pairwise disjoint members 
ofIDlF • Then 

00 

Jl(E) = L Jl(E;). (9) 
;= 1 

If, in addition, Jl(E) < 00, then also E E IDlF • 
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PROOF We first show that 

(10) 

if Kl and K2 are disjoint compact sets. Choose E > O. By Urysohn's lemma, 
there exists f E Cc(X) such that f(x) = 1 on K 1, f(x) = 0 on K 2, and 
o 5, f 5, 1. By Step II there exists g such that 

Kl u K2 -< g and Ag < J.I(K 1 U K 2) + E. 

Note that Kl -<fg and K2 -< (1 - f)g. Since A is linear, it follows from (8) 
that 

Since E was arbitrary, (10) follows now from Step I. 
If J.I(E) = 00, (9) follows from Step I. Assume therefore that J.I(E) < 00, 

and choose E > O. Since Ei E IDlF , there are compact sets Hi c Ei with 

(i = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (11) 

Putting Kn = HI U ... u Hn and using induction on (10), we obtain 

n n 

J.I(E) ~ J.I(Kn) = L J.I(Hi) > L J.I(Ei) - E. (12) 
i= 1 i= 1 

Since (12) holds for every n and every E > 0, the left side of (9) is not smaller 
than the right side, and so (9) follows from Step I. 

But if J.I(E) < 00 and E > 0, (9) shows that 

N 

J.I(E) 5, L J.I(Ei) + E (13) 
i= 1 

for some N. By (12), it follows that J.I(E) 5, J.I(KN) + 2E, and this shows that E 
satisfies (3); hence E E IDlF . IIII 

STEP V If E E IDlF and E > 0, there is a compact K and an open V such that 
K c E c V and J.I(V - K) < E. 

PROOF Our definitions show that there exist K c E and V ~ E so that 

E E 
J.I(V) - 2: < J.I(E) < J.I(K) + 2:. 

Since V - K is open, V - K E IDlF' by Step III. Hence Step IV implies that 

J.I(K) + J.I(V - K) = J.l{V) < J.I(K) + E. IIII 

STEP VI If A E IDlF and B E IDlF' then A - B, A u B, and A n B belong to IDlF • 
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PROOF If E > 0, Step V shows that there are sets Ki and - V; such that 
KI c: A c: VI' K2 c: B c: V2, and Jl(V; - K i) < E, for i = 1,2. Since 

A - B c: VI - K2 c: (VI - K I) U (KI - V2) U (V2 - K 2), 

Step I shows that 

(14) 

Since KI - V2 is a compact subset of A - B, (14) shows that A - B satisfies 
(3), so that A - B E rolF. 

Since A u B = (A - B) u B, an application of Step IV shows that 
A u BE rolF. Since A II B = A - (A - B), we also have A II BE rolF. IIII 

STEP VII rol is a a-algebra in X which contains all Borel sets. 

PROOF Let K be an arbitrary compact set in X. 
If A E rol, then AC II K = K - (A II K), so that AC II K is a difference of 

two members of .AF. Hence AC II K E rolF, and we conclude: A E rol implies 
AC E rol. 

Next, suppose A = Uf Ai' where each Ai E rol. Put BI = Al II K, and 

B. = (A. II K) - (BI U ... u B.-I) (n = 2, 3,4, ... ). (15) 

Then {B.} is a disjoint sequence of members of rolF, by Step VI, and 
A II K = U f B •. It follows from Step IV that A II K E rolF. Hence A E rol. 

Finally, if C is closed, then C II K is compact, hence C II K E rolF, so 
C E rol. In particular, X E rol. 

We have thus proved that rol is a a-algebra in X which contains all 
closed subsets of X. Hence rol contains all Borel sets in X. IIII 

STEP VIII rolF consists of precisely those sets E E rolfor which Jl(E) < 00. 

This implies assertion (d) of the theorem. 

PROOF If E E rolF' Steps II and VI imply that E II K E rolF for every 
compact K, hence E E rol. 

Conversely, suppose E E rol and Jl(E) < 00, and choose E > O. There is an 
open set V :::J E with Jl(V) < 00; by III and V, there is a compact K c: V with 
Jl(V - K) < E. Since Ell K E rolF' there is a compact set H c: E II K with 

Jl(E II K) < Jl(H) + E. 

Since E c: (E II K) u (V - K), it follows that 

Jl(E) ~ Jl(E II K) + Jl(V - K) < Jl(H) + 2E, 

which implies that E E rolF. IIII 

STEP IX Jl is a measure on rol. 
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PROOF The countable additivity of JI. on 9Jl follows immediately from Steps 
IV and VIII. IIII 

STEP X For every f E Cc(X), Af = fx f dJl.. 

This proves (a), and completes the theorem. 

PROOF Clearly, it is enough to prove this for real f Also, it is enough- to 
prove the inequality 

(16) 

for every realf E Cc(X). For once (16) is establi!1hed, the linearity of A shows 
that 

which, together with (16), shows that equality holds in (16). 
Let K be the support of a real f E Cc(X), let [a, b] be an interval which 

contains the range off (note the Corollary to Theorem 2.10), choose E > 0, 
and choose Yi' for i = 0, 1, ... , n, so that Yi - Yi-l < E and 

Yo < a < Yl < ... < Y .. = b. (17) 

Put 

Ei = {x: Yi-l <f(x) ::5: y;} n K (i = 1, ... , n). (18) 

Since f is continuous, f is Borel measurable, and the sets Ei are therefore 
disjoint Borel sets whose union is K. There are open sets V;:::> Ei such that 

E 
JI.(V;) < JI.(EJ + -

n 
(i = 1, ... , n) (19) 

and such thatf(x) < Yi + E for all x E V;. By Theorem 2.13, there are func
tions hi < V; such that L hi = 1 on K. Hence f = L hJ, and Step II shows 
that 
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Since hi f ~ (Yi + E)hi' and since Yi - E <f(x) on Ei, we have 

n n 

Af= LA(hif) ~ L(Yi + E)Ahi 
i= 1 i= 1 

n n 

= L ( I a I + Yi + E)Ahi - I a I L Ahi 
i=1 i= 1 

n 

~ L(lal + Yi + E)[Jl{Ei) + E/n] -lalJ.l(K) 
i= 1 

n E n 

= L (Yi - E)J.l(Ei) + 2EJ.l(K) + - L (I a I + y, + E) 
i=1 n ;=1 

~ ifdJ.l + E[2J.l(K) + lal + b + E]. 

Since E was arbitrary, (16) is established, and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. / / / / 

Regularity Properties of Borel Measures 

2.15 Definition A measure J.l defined on the u-algebra of all Borel sets in a 
locally compact Hausdorff space X is called a Borel measure on X. If J.l is 
positive, a Borel set E c: X is outer regular or inner regular, respectively, if E 
has property (c) or (d) of Theorem 2.14. If every Borel set in X is both outer 
and inner regular, J.l is called regular. 

In our proof of the Riesz theorem, outer regularity of every set E was 
built into the construction, but inner regularity was proved only for the open 
sets and for those E E IDl for which J.l(E) < 00. It turns out that this flaw is in 
the nature of things. One cannot prove regularity of J.l under the hypothesis 
of Theorem 2.14; an example is described in Exercise 17. 

However, a slight strengthening of the hypotheses does give us a regular 
measure. Theorem 2.17 shows this. And if we specialize a little more, 
Theorem 2.18 shows that all regularity problems neatly disappear. . 

2.16 Definition A set E in a topological space is called u-compact if E is a 
countable union of compact sets. 

A set E in a measure space (with measure J.l) is said to have u-finite 
measure if E is a countable union of sets Ei with J.l(E,) < 00. 

For example, in the situation described in Theorem 2.14, every u
compact set has u-finite measure. Also, it is easy to see that if E E IDl and E 
has u-finite measure, then E is inner regular. 
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2.17 Theorem Suppose X is a locally compact, a-compact Hausdorff space. If 
IDl and p. are as described in the statement of Theorem 2.14, then IDl and p. have 
the following properties: 

(a) If E E IDl and E > 0, there is a closed set F and an open set V such that 
F c: E c: V and p.(V - F) < E. 

(b) p. is a regular Borel measure on X. 
(c) If E E IDl, there are sets A and B such that A is an F", B is a G6 , 

A c: E c: B, and p.(B - A) = o. 

As a corollary of (c) we see that every E E IDl is the union of an F" and a set 
of measure O. 

PROOF Let X = Kl U K2 U K3 U "', where each I\n is compact. If E E IDl 
and E > 0, then p.(Kn n E) < 00, and there are open sets v" :::;) Kn n E such 
that 

E 
p.(v" - (Kn n E» < 2n + 1 (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). 

If V = U v" , then V - E c: U (v" - (Kn n E», so that 

(1) 

Apply this to Ee in place of E: There is an open set W :::;) Ee such that 
p.(W - £C) < E/2. If F = we, then F c: E, and E - F = W - £C. Now (a) 
follows. 

Every closed set F c: X is a-compact, because F = U (F n Kn). Hence 
(a) implies that every set E E IDl is inner regular. This proves (b). 

If we apply (a) with E = 1/j U = 1, 2, 3, ... ), we obtain closed sets FJ and 
open sets ~ such that Fj c: E c: ~ and p.(~ - FJ) < 1/j. Put A = U Fj and 
B = n ~. Then A c: E c: B, A is an F", B is a G." and p.(B - A) = 0 since 
B - A c: ~ - F j for j = 1,2,3, .... This proves (c). IIII 

2.18 Theorem Let X be a locally compact Hausdorffspace in which every open 
set is a-compact. Let A be any positive Borel measure on X such that A(K) < 00 

for every compact set K. Then A is regular. 

Note that every euclidean space Rk satisfies the present hypothesis, since 
every open set in Rk is a countabie union of closed balls. 
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PROOF Put AI = Ix I d)', for IE Cc(X). Since )'(K) < 00 for every compact K, 
A is a positive linear functional on Cc(X), and there is a regular measure Jl., 
satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 2.17, such that 

lid)' = lldJl. (1) 

We will show that). = Jl.. 
Let V be open in X. Then V = UK;, where K; is compact, 

i = 1,2,3, .... By Urysohn's lemma we can choose/; so that K; <../; <.. V. Let 
gft = max (11, ... ,fft)· Then gft E Cc(X) and gft(x) increases to Xv(x) at every 
point x E X. Hence (1) and the monotone convergence theorem imply 

).(V) = lim r gft d)' = lim r gft dJl. = Jl.(V) . 
ft-oo Jx n-+oo Jx (2) 

Now let E be a Borel set in X, and choose E > O. Since Jl. satisfies Theo
rem 2.17, there is a closed set F and an open set V such that FeE c V and 
Jl.(V - F) < E. Hence Jl.(V) ~ Jl.(F) + E ~ Jl.(E) + E. 

Since V - F is open, (2) shows that )'(V -'- F) < E, hence ).(V) ~ ).(E) + E. 

Consequently 

and 

).(E) ~ ).(V) = Jl.(V) ~ Jl.(E) + E 

Jl.(E) ~ Jl.(V) = ).(V) ~ )'(E) + E , 

so that I ).(E) - Jl.(E) I < E for every E > O. Hence ).(E) = Jl.(E). IIII 

In Exercise 18 a compact Hausdorff space is described in which the com
plement of a certain point fails to be u-compact and in which the conclusion of 
the preceding theorem is not true. 

Lebesgue Measure 

2.19 Euclidean Spaces Euclidean k-dimensional space Rk is the set of all points 
x = (e l , ... , ek) whose coordinates e; are real numbers, with the following alge
braic and topological structure: 

If x = (el' ... , ek), Y = (111) ... , 11k), and ex is a real number, x + y and exx are 
defined by 

(1) 

This makes Rk into a real vector space. If x . y = L e; 11; and I x I = (x . X)1/2, the 
Schwarz inequality I x . y I ~ I x II y I leads to the triangle inequality 

Ix-yl~lx-zl+lz-yl; (2) 

hence we obtain a metric by setting p(x, y) = I x - y I. We assume that these facts 
are familiar and shall prove them in greater generality in Chap. 4. 
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If E C Rk and x E R\ the translate of E by x is the set 

E + x = {y + x: y E E}. (3) 

A set of the form 

W = {x: IX; < e; < Pi' 1::; i::; k}, (4) 

or any set obtained by replacing any or all of the < signs in (4) by::;, is called a 
k-cell; its volume is defined to be 

k 

vol (W) = fl (P; - IX;). (5) 
;= 1 

If a E Rk and ~ > 0, we shall call the set 

Q(a; ~) = {x: IX; ::; e; < IX; + ~, 1 ::; i::; k} (6) 

the ~-box with corner at a. Here a = (1X1' ••• , IXk). 

For n = 1,2,3, ... , we let Pn be the set of all x E Rk whose coordinates are 
integral multiples of 2-n, and we let nn be the collection of all 2-n boxes with 
corners at points of P n. We shall need the following four properties of {nn}. The 
first three are obvious by inspection. 

(a) If n is fixed, each x E Rk lies in one and only one member of nn. 
(b) IfQ' E nn' Q" E nr, and r < n, then either Q' c Q" or Q' 11 Q" = 0. 
(c) If Q E nr> then vol (Q) = 2- rk ; and if n > r, the set Pn has exactly 2<n-r)k 

points in Q. 
(d) Every nonempty open set in Rk is a countable union of disjoint boxes belonging 

to n1 u n2 u n3 u .... 

PROOF OF (d) If V is open, every x E V lies in an open ball which lies in V; 
hence x E Q c V for some Q belonging to some nn. In other words, V is the 
union of all boxes which lie in V and which belong to some nn. From this 
collection of boxes, select those which belong to n1, and remove those in n2 , 

n3 , ... which lie in any of the selected boxes. From the remaining collection, 
select those boxes of n2 which lie in V, and remove those in n3, n4, ... 
which lie in any of the selected boxes. If we proceed in this way, (a) and (b) 
show that (d) holds. IIII 

2.20 Theorem There exists a positive complete measure m defined on a (1-

algebra 9Jl in Rk, with the following properties: 

(a) m(W) = vol (W)for every k-cell W. 
(b) 9Jl contains all Borel sets in Rk .. more precisely, E E 9Jl if and only if there 

are sets A and Be Rk such that AcE c B, A is an Fa, B is a G." and 
m(B - A) = O. Also, m is regular. 
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(c) m is translation-invariant, i.e., 

m(E + x) = m(E) 

for every E E IDl and every x E Rk. 
(d) If J1. is any positive translation-invariant Borel measure on Rk such that 

J1.(K) < 00 for every compact set K, then there is a constant c such that 
J1.(E) = cm(E)for all Borel sets E c Rk. 

(e) To every linear transformation T of Rk into Rk corresponds a real number 
L\(T) such that 

m(T(E)) = L\(T)m(E) 

for every E E IDl. In particular, m(T(E)) = m(E) when T is a rotation. 

The members of IDl are the Lebesgue measurable sets in Rk; m is the Lebesgue 
measure on Rk. When clarity requires it, we shall write mk in place of m. 

PROOF Iffis any complex function on Rk, with compact support, define 

An f= 2-nk L f(x) (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ), (1) 
xePn 

where Pn is as in Sec. 2.19. 
Now supposefE Cc(Rk),Jis real, W is an open k-cell which contains the 

support of J, and E > O. The uniform continuity of f([26], Theorem 4.19) 
shows that there is ~n integer N and that there are functions g and h with 
support in W, such that (i) 9 and h are constant on each box belonging to 
ON, (ii) g 5;f5; h, and (iii) h - g < E. Ifn > N, Property 2. 19(c) shows that 

(2) 

Thus the upper and lower limits of {An!} differ by at most E vol (W), and 
since E was arbitrary, we have proved the existence of 

(3) 
n-+ co 

It is immediate that A is a positive linear functional on Cc(Rk). (In fact, Af 
is precisely the Riemann integral off over Rk. We went through the preceding 
construction in order not to have to rely on any theorems about Riemann 
integrals in several variables.) 

We define m and IDl to be the measure and (J-algebra associated with this A 
as in Theorem 2.14. 

Since Theorem 2.14 gives us a complete measure and since Rk is (J
compact, Theorem 2.17 implies assertion (b) of Theorem 2.20. 
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To prove (a), let W be the open cell 2.19(4), let E, be the union of those 
boxes belonging to 0, whose closures lie in W, choose I. so that E,-< 
I. -< W, and put g, = max {II> ... ,f.}. Our construction of A shows that 

vol (E,) ::;; AI. ::;; Ag, ::;; vol W. (4) 

As r-4 00, vol (E,)-4 vol (W), and 

Ag, = f g, dm -4 m(W) (5) 

by the monotone convergence theorem, since g,,(x)-4 Xw(x) for all x E Rk. 
Thus m(W) = vol (W) for every open cell W, and since every k-cell is the 
intersection of a decreasing sequence of open k-cells, we obtain (a). 

The proofs of (c), (d), and (e) will use the following observation: If A. is a 
positive Borel measure on Rk and A.(E) = m(E) for all boxes E, then the same 
equality holds for all open sets E, by property 2.19(d), and therefore for all 
Borel sets E, since A. and m are regular (Theorem 2.18). 

To prove (c), fix x E Rk and define A.(E) = m(E + x). It is clear that A. is 
then a measure; by (a), A.(E) = m(E) for all boxes, hence m(E + x) = m(E) for 
all Borel sets E. The same equality holds for every E E rol, because of (b). 

Suppose next that J1. satisfies the hypotheses of (d). Let Qo be a I-box, put 
c = J1.(Qo). Since Qo is the union of 2"k disjoint 2-" boxes that are translates 
of each other, we have 

for every 2-"-box Q. Property 2.19(d) implies now that J1.(E) = cm(E) for all 
open sets E c: Rk. This proves (d). 

To prove (e), let T: Rk-4 Rk be linear. If the range of T is a subspace Y 
of lower dimension, then m(Y) = 0 and the desired conclusion holds with 
A(T) = O. In the other case, elementary linear algebra tells us that T is a 
one-to-one map of Rk onto Rk whose inverse is also linear. Thus T is a 
homeomorphism of Rk onto Rk, so that T(E) is a Borel set for every Borel set 
E, and we can therefore define a positive Borel measure J1. on Rk by 

J1.(E) = m(T(E». 

The linearity of T, combined with the translation-invariance of m, gives 

J1.(E + x) = m(T(E + x» = m(T(E) + Tx) = m(T(E» = J1.(E). 

Thus J1. is translation-invariant, and the first assertion of (e) follows from 
(d), first for Borel sets E, then for all E E rol by (b). 

To find A(T), we merely need to know m(T(E»/m(E) for one set E with 
o < m(E) < 00. If T is a rotation, let E be the unit ball of Rk; then T(E) = E, 
and A(T) = 1. IIII 
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2.21 Remarks If m is the Lebesgue measure on R\ it is customary to write LI(Rk) 
in place of LI(m). If E is a Lebesgue measurable subset of R\ and if m is restricted 
to the measurable subsets of E, a new measure space is obtained in an obvious 
fashion. The phrase "f E I! on E" or "f E LI(E)" is used to indicate that f is 
integrable on this measure space. 

If k = 1, if I is any of the sets (a, b), (a, b], [a, b), [a, b], and iff E L1(I), it is 
customary to write 

r f(x) dx in place of if dm. 

Since the Lebesgue measure of any single point is 0, it makes no difference over 
which of these four sets the integral is extended. 

Everything learned about integration in elementary Calculus courses is still 
useful in the present context, for iff is a continuous complex function on [a, b], 
then the Riemann integral off and the Lebesgue integral off over [a, b] coincide. 
This is obvious from our construction iff(a) = f(b) = 0 and iff(x) is defined to be 
o for x < a and for x > b. The general case follows without difficulty. Actually 
the same thing is true for every Riemann integrable f on [a, b]. Since we shall 
have no occasion to discuss Riemann integrable functions in the sequel, we omit 
the proof and refer to Theorem 11.33 of [26]. 

Two natural questions may have occurred to some readers by now: Is every 
Lebesgue measurable set a Borel set? Is every subset of Rk Lebesgue measurable? 
The answer is negative in both cases, even when k = 1. 

The first question can be settled by a cardinality argument which we sketch 
briefly. Let c be the cardinality of the continuum (the real line or, equivalently, 
the collection of all sets of integers). We know that Rk has a countable base (open 
balls with rational radii and with centers in some countable dense subset of Rk), 
and that 11k (the collection of all Borel sets of Rk) is the u-algebra generated by 
this base. It follows from this (we omit the proof) that 11k has cardinality c. On 
the other hand, there exist Cantor sets E c RI with m(E) = O. (Exercise 5.) The 
completeness of m implies that each of the 2c subsets of E is Lebesgue measur
able. Since 2C > c, most subsets of E are not Borel sets. 

The following theorem answers the second question. 

2.22 Theorem If A c RI and every subset of A is Lebesgue measurable then 
m(A) = O. 

Corollary Every set of positive measure has nonmeasurable subsets. 

PROOF We shall use the fact that RI is a group, relative to addition. Let Q be 
the subgroup that consists of the rational numbers, and let E be a set that 
contains exactly one point from each coset of Q in RI. (The assertion that 
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there is such a set is a direct application of the axiom of choice.) Then E has 
the following two properties. 

(a) (E + r) () (E + s) = 0 if r E Q, SEQ, r =1= s. 
(b) Every x E Rl lies in E + r for some r E Q. 

To prove (a), suppose x E (E + r) () (E + s). Then x = y + r = z + S for 
some y E E, Z E E, Y =1= z. But y - Z = S - r E Q, so that y and Z lie in the 
same coset of Q, a contradiction. 

To prove (b), let y be the point of E that lies in the same coset as x, put 
r = x - y. 

Fix t E Q, for the moment, and put At = A () (E + t). By hypothesis, At 
is measurable. Let K c At be compact, let H be the union of the translates 
K + r, where r ranges over Q () [0, 1]. Then H is bounded, hence m(H) < 00. 

Since K c E + t, (a) shows that the sets K + r are pairwise disjoint. Thus 
m(H) = Lr m(K + r). But m(K + r) = m(K). It follows that m(K) = O. This 
holds for every compact K c At. Hence m(At) = O. 

Finally, (b) shows that A = U At> where t ranges over Q. Since Q is 
countable, we conclude that m(A) = O. IIII 

2.23 Determinants The scale factors L\(T) that occur in Theorem 2.20(e) can be 
interpreted algebraically by means of determinants. 

Let {e I> ••• , ek} be the standard basis for Rk: the ith coordinate of ej is 1 if 
i = j, 0 if i =1= j. If T: Rk_ Rk is linear and 

k 

Tej = L (l.i}ei (1~j~k) (1) 
i= 1 

then det T is, by definition, the determinant of the matrix [T] that has (l.lj in row 
i and columnj. 

We claim that 

L\(T) = 1 det T I· (2) 

If T = Tl T2, it is clear that L\(T) = L\(Tl)L\(T2)' The multiplication theorem 
for determinants shows therefore that if (2) holds for Tl and T2 , then (2) also 
holds for T. Since every linear operator on Rk is a product of finitely many linear 
operators of the following three types, it suffices to establish (2) for each of these: 

(I) {Teb"" Tek} isapermutationof{eb"" ek}' 
(II) Tel = (l.eI> Tei = ei for i = 2, ... , k. 

(III) Tel = e l + e2' Tei = ei for i = 2, ... , k. 

Let Q be the cube consisting of all x = (eb ... , ek) with 0 ~ ei < 1 for 
i = 1, ... , k. 

If T is of type (I), then [T] has exactly one 1 in each row and each column 
and has 0 in all other places. So det T = ± 1. Also, T(Q) = Q. SO 
L\(T) = 1 = Idet TI. 
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If T is of type (II), then clearly a(T) = IIX I = I det T I. 
If T is of type (III), then det T = 1 and T(Q) is the set of all points L eiei 

whose coordinates satisfy 

o =s;; ei < 1 if i:F 2. (3) 

If S1 is the set of points in T(Q) that have e2 < 1 and if S2 is the rest of T(Q), then 

(4) 

and S1 n (S2 - e2) is empty. Hence a(T) = m(S1 u S2) = m(S1) + m(S2 - e2) = 
m(Q) = 1, so that we again have a(T) = I det T I. 

Continuity Properties of Measurable Functions 

Since the continuous functions played such a prominent role in our construction 
of Borel measures, and of Lebesgue measure in particular, it seems reasonable to 
expect that there are some interesting relations between continuous functions and 
measurable functions. In this section we shall give two theorems of this kind. 

We shall assume, in both of them, that Jl. is a measure on a locally compact 
Hausdorff space X which has the properties stated in Theorem 2.14. In particular, 
Jl. could be Lebesgue measure on some Rk. 

2.24 Lusin's Theorem Suppose f is a complex measurable function on X, 
Jl.(A) < oo,f(x) = 0 if x ¢: A, and E > O. Then there exists agE Cc(X) such that 

Jl.({x:f(x) :F g(x)}) < E. (1) 

Furthermore, we may arrange it so that 

sup I g(x) I =s;; sup I f(x) I· (2) 
xeX xeX 

PROOF Assume first that 0 =s;;f < 1 and that A is compact. Attach a sequence 
{sn} to f, as in the proof of Theorem 1.17, and put t1 = S1 and tn = Sn - Sn-1 
for n = 2, 3, 4, .... Then 2ntn is the characteristic function of a set T" t:: A, and 

(x EX). (3) 
n=1 

Fix an open set V such that A c: V and V is compact. There are compact 
sets Kn and open sets v" such that Kn c: T" c: v" c: V and Jl.(v" - Kn) < 2- nE. 
By Urysohn's lemma, there are functions hn such that Kn -< hn -< v". Define 

00 

g(x) = L 2-nhn(x) (x EX). (4) 
n= 1 

This series converges uniformly on X, so g is continuous. Also, the support of 
g lies in V. Since 2-nhix) = tn(x) except in v" - Kn , we have g(x) =f(x) 
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except in U (v" - K.), and this latter set has measure less than E. Thus (1) 
holds if A is compact and 0 5,f 5, 1. 

It follows that (1) holds if A is compact and f is a bounded measurable 
function. The compactness of A is easily removed, for if J.l(A) < 00 then A 
contains a compact set K with J.l(A - K) smaller than any preassigned posi
tive number. Next, if f is a complex measurable function and if B. = 
{x: If(x)1 > n}, then n B. = 0, so J.l(B.)-O, by Theorem 1.19(e). Since f 
coincides with the bounded function (1 - lB.) . f except on B., (1) follows in 
the general case. 

Finally, let R = sup {I f(x) I: x E X}, and define lP(z) = z if I z I 5, R, 
lP(z) = Rzi Iz I if I z I > R. Then IP is a continuous mapping of the complex 
plane onto the disc of radius R. If g satisfies (1) and gl = IP 0 g, then gl 
satisfies (1) and (2). IIII 

Corollary Assume that the hypotheses of Lusin's theorem are satisfied and that 
I f I 5, 1. Then there is a sequence {g.} such that g. E Cc(X), I g.1 5, 1, and 

f(x) = lim g.(x) a.e. (5) 

PROOF The theorem implies that to each n there corresponds a g. E Cc(X), 
with I g.1 5, 1, such that J.l(E.) 5, 2-·, where E. is the set of all x at which 
f(x) =F g.(x). For almost every x it is then true that x lies in at most finitely 
many of the sets E. (Theorem 1.41). For any such x, it follows thatf(x) = 
g.(x) for all large enough n. This gives (5). IIII 

2.25 The Vitali-Caratheodory Theorem Suppose f E I! (J.l), f is real-valued, and 
E > O. Then there exist functions u and v on X such that u 5, f 5, v, u is upper 
semicontinuous and bounded above, v is lower semicontinuous and bounded 
below, and 

l(V-U) dJ.l <E. (1) 

PROOF Assume first that f ~ 0 and that f is not identically O. Since f is the 
pointwise limit of an increasing sequence of simple functions s., f is the sum 
of the simple functions t. = s. - s. -1 (taking So = 0), and since t. is a linear 
combination of characteristic functions, we see that there are measurable sets 
Ei (not necessarily disjoint) and constants Ci > 0 such that 

00 

f(x) = L C, lE.(X) (x EX). (2) 
i= 1 
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Since 

(3) 

the series in (3) converges. There are compact sets Ki and open sets V; such 
that Ki c Ei C V; and 

Put 
00 

v = L ciXvp 
i= 1 

(i = 1, 2, 3, ... ). 

N 

"= LCiXKj, 
i= 1 

where N is chosen so that 

00 E 
L ci J1.(Ei) < -2· 

N+1 

Then v is lower semicontinuous, "is upper semicontinuous, " ~/ ~ v, and 
N 00 

V -" = LCi(Xvj - XK) + L CiXVj 
i=1 N+1 

00 00 

~ L C~XVj - XK) + L CiXEj 
i= 1 N+ 1 

so that (4) and (6) imply (1). 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

In the general case, write/=/+ - /-, attach "1 and V1 to/+, attach "2 
and V2 to / -, as above, and put" = "1 - V2' V = V 1 - "2. Since - V2 is upper 
semicontinuous and since the sum of two upper semicontinuous functions is 
upper semicontinuous (similarly for lower semicontinuous; we leave the 
proof of this as an exercise), " and v have the desired properties. IIII 

Exercises 

1 Let U.} be a sequence of real nonnegative functions on R', and consider the following four state
ments: 

(a) Iff. andf2 are upper semicontinuous, thenf, + f2 is upper semicontinuous. 
(b) Iff, andf2 are lower semicontinuous, thenf, + f2 is lower semicontinuous. 
(e) If eachf. is upper semicontinuous, then LI f. is upper semicontinuous. 
(d) If each!. is lower semicontinuous, then L:" !. is lower semicontinuous. 
Show that three of these are true and that one is false. What happens if the word .. nonnegative" 

is omitted?}s the truth of the statements affected if R' is replaced by a general topological space? 

2 Let fbe an arbitrary complex function on R', and define 

cp(x,.5) = sup {If(s) - f(t) 1 : s, t E (x -.5, x + .5)}, 

cp(x) = inf {cp(x, .5): .5 > O}. 

Prove that cp is upper semicontinuous, that f is continuous at a point x if and only if cp(x) = 0, and 
hence that the set of points of continuity of an arbitrary complex function is a G 6. 

Formulate and prove an analogous statement for general topological spaces in place of R '. 
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3 Let X be a metric space, with metric p. For any nonempty E c: X, define 

pJ..x) = inf {p(x, y): y E E}. 

Show that PE is a uniformly continuous function on X. If A and B are disjoint nonempty closed 
subsets of X, examine the relevance of the function 

f(x) = PAN 
P .. (x) + pJ..x) 

to·Urysohn's lemma. 

4 Examine the proof of the Riesz theorem and prove the following two statements: 
(a) If EI c: VI and E2 c: V2, where VI and V2 are disjoint open sets, then Jl(E I U E2) = 

Jl(E.) + Jl{E2)' even if EI and E2 are not in !Ill. 
(b) If E E IDlF , then E = N U KI U K2 U ... , where {K.} is a disjoint countable collection of 

compact sets and Jl{N) = O. 

In Exercises 5 to 8, m stands for Lebesgue measure on R 1. 

S Let E be Cantor's familiar" middle thirds" set. Show that m(E) = 0, even though E and R I have 
the same cardinality. 

6 Construct a totally disconnected compact set K c: RI such that m(K) > O. (K is to have no con
nected subset consisting of more than one point.) 

If v is lower semicontinuous and v ::;; XK, show that actually v ::;; O. Hence XK cannot be approx
imated from below by lower semicontinuous functions, in the sense of the Vitali-Caratheodory 
theorem. 

7 If 0 < £ < 1, construct an open set E c: [0, 1] which is dense in [0, 1], such that m(E) = £. (To say 
that A is dense in B means that the closure of A contains B.) 

8 Construct a Borel set E c: RI such that 

o < m(E n J) < m(J) 

for every nonempty segment J. Is it possible to have m(E) < 00 for such a set? 

9 Construct a sequence of continuous function!.. on [0, 1] such that 0 ::;;!.. ::;; 1, such that 

lim r l 
fn(x) dx = 0, 

,. .... 00 Jo 
but such that the sequence {In(x)} converges for no x E [0, 1]. 

10 If {In} is a sequence of continuous functions on [0, 1] such that O::;;!.. ::;; 1 and such that!..(x)-+ 0 
as n -+ 00, for every x e [0, 1], then 

lim r\(x) dx = O. 
"-00 Jo 

Try to prove this without using any measure theory or any theorems about Lebesgue integration. 
(This is to impress you with the power of the Lebesgue integral. A nice proof was given by W. F. 
Eberlein in Communications on Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. X, pp. 357-360, 1957.) 

II Let Jl. be a regular Borel measure on a compact Hausdorff space X; assume Jl{X) = 1. Prove that 
there is a compact set K c: X (the carrier or support of Jl) such that Jl{K) = 1 but Jl{H) < 1 for every 
proper compact subset H of K. Hint: Let K be the intersection of all compact K. with Jl(KJ = 1; 
show that every open set V which contains K also contains some K •. Regularity of Jl. is needed; 
compare Exercise 18. Show that K C is the largest open set in X whose measure is O. 

II Show that every compact subset of R 1 is the support of a Borel measure. 
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13 Is it true that every compact subset of R t is the support of a continuous function? If not, can you 
describe the class of all compact sets in Rt which are supports of continuous functions? Is your 
description valid in other topological spaces? 

14 Letfbe a real-valued Lebesgue measurable function on Rk. Prove that there exist Borel functions 
9 and h such that g(x) = h(x) a.e. [m], and g(x) ~f(x) ~ h(x) for every x E Rk. 

IS It is easy to guess the limits of 

as n-+ 00. Prove that your guesses are correct. 

16 Why is m(Y) = 0 in the proof of Theorem 2.20(e)? 

17 Define the distance between points (X., Yt) and (X2' Y2) in the plane to be 

Show that this is indeed a metric, and that the resulting metric space X is locally compact. 

If f E C.(X), let XI' ••• ' x. be those values of X for whichf(x, y) #' 0 for at least one Y (there are 
only finitely many such X I), and define 

Let J.l be the measure associated with this A by Theorem 2.14. If E is the x-axis, show that J.l{E) = 00 
although J.l{K) = 0 for every compact K c E. 

18 This exercise requires more set-theoretic skill than the preceding ones. Let X be a well-ordered 
uncountable set which has a last element wb such that every predecessor of W t has at most countably 
many predecessors. (" Construction": Take any well-ordered set which has elements with uncountably 
many predecessors, and let W t be the first of these; W t is called the first uncountable ordinal.) For 
ex E X, let P.[S.] be the set of all predecessors (successors) of ex, and call a subset of X open if it is a p. 
or an S~ or a p. n S, or a union of such sets. Prove that X is then a compact Hausdorff space. (Hint: 
No well-ordered set contains an infinite decreasing sequence.) 

Prove that the complement of the point WI is an open set which is not u-compact. 
Prove that to every f E C(X) there corresponds an ex #' w t such thatfis constant on S •. 
Prove that the intersection of every countable collection {K.} of uncountable compact subsets of 

X is uncountable. (Hint: Consider limits of increasing countable sequences in X which intersect each 
K. in infinitely many points.) 

Let 9JI be the collection of all E c X such that either E u {wd or E' u {wd contains an 
uncountable compact set; in the first case, define A.(E) = 1; in the second clise, define A.(E) = O. Prove 
that 9JI is a u-algebra which contains all Borel sets in X, that,t is a measure on 9JI which is not regular 
(every neighborhood of W t has measure 1), and that 

for every f E C(X). Describe the regular J.l which Theorem 2.14 associates with this linear functional. 

19 Go through the proof of Theorem 2.14, assuining X to be compact (or even compact metric) 
rather than just locally compact, and see what simplifications you can find. 

20 Find continuous functions f.: [0,1]-+ [0,00) such that f.(x)-+ 0 for all x E [0,1] as n-+ 00, 
SA f.(x) dx -+ 0, but suP. I. is not in IJ. (This shows that the conclusion of the dominated convergence 
theorem may hold even when part of its hypothesis is violated.) 

21 If X is compact and f: X -+ ( - 00, 00) is upper semicontinuous, prove that f attains its maximum 
at some point of X. 
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22 Suppose that X is a metric space, with metric d, and that f: X -+ [0, 00] is lower semicontinuous, 
f(P) < 00 for at least one p e X. For n = 1, 2, 3, ... , X e X, define 

g.(x) = inf {f(P) + nd(x, p): p e X} 

and prove that 

(i) I g.(x) - g.(y) I :s; nd(x, y), 
(ii) O:s; gl :s; g2 :s; ••. :s; f, 

(iii) g.(x) -+ f(x) as n -+ 00, for all x e X. 

Thus f is the pointwise limit of an increasing sequence of continuous functions. (Note that the con
verse is illmost trivial.) 

23 Suppose V is open in Rk and p. is a finite positive Borel measure on Rk. Is the function that sends x 
to p.(V + x) necessarily continuous? lower semicontinuous? upper semicontinuous? 

24 A step function is, by definition, a finite linear combination of characteristic functions of bounded 
intervals in RI. Assumefe U(R I ), and prove that there is a sequence {g.} of step functions so that 

~~n:, L: I f(x) - g.(x) I dx = O. 

2S (i) Find the smallest constant c such that 

log (1 + e') < c + t (0 < t < (0). 

(ii) Does 

lim - log {I + e"/(X)} dx 1 II 
n-+co n 0 

exist for every realf e Ll? If it exists, what is it? 



CHAPTER 

THREE 

LP-SPACES 

Convex Functions and Inequalities 

Many of the most common inequalities in analysis have their origin in the notion 
of convexity. 

3.1 Definition A real function ((J defined on a segment (a, b), where 
- 00 ~ a < b ~ 00, is called convex if the inequality 

((J((1 - A)X + AY) ~ (1 - A)((J(X) + A((J(y) (1) 

holds whenever a < x < b, a < Y < b, and 0 ~ A ~ 1. 
Graphically, the condition is that if x < t < y, then the point (t, ((J(t)) 

should lie below or on the line connecting the points (x, ((J(x)) and (y, ((J(Y)) in 
the plane. Also, (1) is equivalent to the requirement that 

((J(t) - ((J(s) ~ ..:....((J(::.....;u):....------=-((J(~t) 
t-s u-t 

(2) 

whenever a < s < t < u < b. 

The mean value theorem for differentiation, combined with (2), shows imme
diately that a real differentiable function ((J is convex in (a, b) if and only if 
a < s < t < b implies ((J'(s) ~ ((J'(t), i.e., if and only if the derivative ((J' is a mono
tonically increasing function. 

For example, the exponential function is convex on ( - 00, 00). 

3.2 Theorem If ((J is convex on (a, b) then ((J is continuous on (a, b). 

61 
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PROOF The idea of the proof is most easily conveyed in geometric language. 
Those who may worry that this is not" rigorous" are invited to transcribe it 
in terms of epsilons and deltas. 

Suppose a < s < x < y < t < b. Write S for the point (s, cp(s» in the 
plane, and deal similarly with x, y, and t. Then X is on or below the line SY, 
hence Y is on or above the line through S and X; also, Y is on or below XT. 
As y-4 x, it follows that Y -4 X, i.e., Cp(y)-4 cp(x). Left-hand limits are handled 
in the same manner, and the continuity of cp follows. IIII 

Note that this theorem depends on the fact that we are working on an open 
segment. For instance, if cp(x) = 0 on [0, 1) and cp(l) = 1, then cp satisfies 3.1(1) on 
[0, 1] without being continuous. 

3.3 Theorem (Jensen's Inequality) Let p. be a positive measure on au-algebra 
9Jl in a set n, so that p.(n) = 1. I//is a real/unction in J!(p.), ifa </(x) < b/or 
all x E n, and if cp is convex on (a, b), then 

(1) 

Note: The cases a = - 00 and b = 00 are not excluded. It may happen that cp 0/ 
is not in J!(p.); in that case, as the proof will show, the integral of cp a/exists in 
the extended sense described in Sec. 1.31, and its value is + 00. 

PROOF Put t = /n / dp.. Then a < t < b. If {J is the supremum of the quotients 
on the left of 3.1(2), where a < s < t, then {J is no larger than any of the 
quotients on the right of 3.1(2), for any u E (t, b). It follows that 

cp(s) ~ cp(t) + {J(s - t) (a < s < b). (2) 

Hence 

cp(f(x» - cp(t) - {J(f(x) - t) ~ 0 (3) 

for every x E n. Since cp is continuous, cp a / is measurable. If we integrate 
both sides of (3) with respect to p., (1) follows from our choice of t and the 
assumption p.(n) = 1. IIII 

To give an example, take cp(x) = eX. Then (1) becomes 

(4) 

If n is a finite set, consisting of points PI' ... , P., say, and if 
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(4) becomes 

exp U (Xl + ... + X n)} ~; (eX! + ... + eXn), (5) 

for real Xi' Putting Yi = eXi, we obtain the familiar inequality between the arith
metic and geometric means of n positive numbers: 

1 
(YIY2 ... Yn)l/n ~ - (YI + Y2 + ... + yJ. 

n 
(6) 

Going back from this to (4), it should become clear why the left and right sides of 

exp {{lOg g dJ.L} ~ {g dJ.L (7) 

are often called the geometric and arithmetic means, respectively, of the positive 
function g. 

If we take J.L({p;}) = lXi > 0, where L lXi = 1, then we obtain 

(8) 

in place of (6). These are just a few samples of what is contained in Theorem 3.3. 
For a converse, see Exercise 20. 

3.4 Definition If p and q are positive real numbers such that p + q = pq, or 
equivalently 

1 1 - + - = 1, 
p q 

(1) 

then we call p and q a pair of conjugate exponents. It is clear that (1) implies 
1 < p < 00 and 1 < q < 00. An important special case is p = q = 2. 

As p-+ 1, (1) forces q-+ 00. Consequently 1 and 00 are also regarded as a 
pair of conjugate exponents. Many analysts denote the exponent conjugate 
to p by p', often without saying so explicitly. 

3.5 Theorem Let p and q be conjugate exponents, 1 < p < 00. Let X be a 
measure space, with measure J.L. Let f and g be measurable functions on X, with 
range in [0, 00]. Then 

(1) 

and 

(2) 

The inequality (1) is Holder's; (2) is Minkowski's. If p = q = 2, (1) is known 
as the Schwarz inequality. 
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PROOF Let A and B be the two factors on the right of (1). If A = 0, thenf = 0 
a.e. (by Theorem 1.39); hencefg = 0 a.e., so (1) holds. If A> 0 and B = 00, (1) 
is again trivial. So we need consider only the case 0 < A < 00, 0 < B < 00. 

Put 

This gives 

f F=
A' 

1 FP dp, = 1 Gq dp, = 1. 

(3) 

(4) 

If x E X is such that 0 < F(x) < 00 and 0 < G(x) < 00, there are real 
numbers sand t such that F(x) = e'/p, G(x) = et /q• Since lip + 1/q = 1, the 
convexity of the exponential function implies that 

(5) 

It follows that 

(6) 

for every x E X. Integration of (6) yields . 

lFG dp,::S; p-l + q-l = 1, (7) 

by (4); inserting (3) into (7), we obtain (1). 
Note that (6) could also have been obtained as a special case of the 

inequality 3.3(8). 
To prove (2), we write 

(f + g)P =f· (f + g)P-l + g . (f + g)p-l. (8) 

HOlder's inequality gives 

f f· (f + g)P-l ::S; {f fP} l/P{f (f + g)(P-l)q} l/q. (9) 

Let (9') be the inequality (9) with f and g interchanged. Since (p - l)q = p, 
addition of (9) and (9') gives 

Clearly, it is enough to prove (2) in the case that the left side is greater 
than 0 and the right side is less than 00. The convexity of the function tP for 
o < t < 00 shows that 
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Hence the left side of (2) is less than 00, and (2) follows from (10) if we divide 
by the first factor on the right of (10), bearing in mind that 1 - 11q = lip. 
This completes the proof. IIII 

It is sometimes useful to know the conditions under which equality can hold 
in an inequality. In many cases this information may be obtained by examining 
the proof of the inequality. 

For instance, equality holds in (7) if and only if equality holds in (6) for 
almost every x. In (5), equality holds if and only if s = t. Hence" FP = Gq a.e." is 
a necessary and sufficient condition for equality in (7), if (4) is assumed. In terms 
of the original functions f and g, the following result is then obtained: 

Assuming A < 00 and B < 00, equality holds in (1) if and only if there are 
constants oc and p, not both 0, such that ocfP = pgq a.e. 

We leave the analogous discussion of equality in (2) as an exercise. 

The If-spaces 

In this section, X will be an arbitrary measure space with a positive measure Jl.. 

3.6 Definition If 0 < p < 00 and iff is a complex measurable function on X, 
define 

IIfllp = {llflP dJl.f'P (1) 

and let IJ'(Jl.) consist of allffor which 

II flip < 00. (2) 

We call IIfllp the IJ'-norm off 
If Jl. is Lebesgue measure on R\ we write IJ'(R") instead of IJ'(Jl.), as in 

Sec. 2.21. If Jl. is the counting measure on a set A, it is customary to denote 
the corresponding IJ'-space by (P(A), or simply by {P, if A is countable. An 
element of {P may be regarded as a complex sequence x = {en}, and 

3.7 Definition Suppose g: X ..... [0, 00] is measurable. Let S be the set of all 
realoc such that 

Jl.(g-1«OC, 00]» = O. (1) 

If S = 0, put p = 00. If S =F 0, put P = inf S. Since 

g-1«P, 00]) = n91 g-{(p +~, 00])' (2) 
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and since the union of a countable collection of sets of measure 0 has 
measure 0, we see that {J E S. We call {J the essential supremum of g. 

If f is a complex measurable function on X, we define IlfII 00 to be the 
essential supremum of I f I, and we let LOO(p.) consist of all f for which 
Ilflloo < 00. The members of LOO(p.) are sometimes called essentially bounded 
measurable functions on X. 

It follows from this definition that the inequality I f(x) I :S A. holds for almost all 
x if and only if A. ? IIfII 00' 

As in Definition 3.6, LOO(Rk) denotes the class of all essentially bounded (with 
respect to Lebesgue measure) functions on R\ and (OO(A) is the class of all 
bounded functions on A. (Here bounded means the same as essentially bounded, 
since every nonempty set has positive measure!) 

3.8 Theorem If p and q are conjugate exponents, 1 :S P :S 00, and iff E J!(p.) 
and 9 E IJ(p.), thenfg E J.!(p.), and 

(1) 

PROOF For 1 < p < 00, (1) is simply HOlder's inequality, applied to I f I and 
I 9 I· If p = 00, note that 

I f(x)g(x) I :S II f II 00 I g(x) I (2) 

for almost all x; integrating (2), we obtain (1). If p = 1, then q = 00, and the 
same argument applies. IIII 

3.9 Theorem Suppose 1 :S P :S 00, and f E J!(p.), 9 E J!(p.). Then f + 9 E J!(p.), 
and 

(1) 

PROOF For 1 < p < 00, this follows from Minkowski's inequality, since 

For p = 1 or p = 00, (1) is a trivial consequence of the inequality 
If+gl:slfl+lgl. IIII 

3.10 Remarks Fix p, 1 :S P :S 00. Iff E J!(p.) and IX is a complex number, it is 
clear that IXf E J!(p.). In fact, 

(1) 

In conjunction with Theorem 3.9, this shows that J!(p.) is a complex vector 
space. 
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Suppose j, g, and h are in I!(Jl). Replacing f by f - g and g by g - h in 
Theorem 3.9, we obtain 

(2) 

This suggests that a metric may be introduced in I!(Jl) by defining the dis
tance between f and g to be IIf - gllp. Call this distance d(j, g) for the 
moment. Then 0 ::;; d(j, g) < 00, d(j, f) = 0, d(j, g) = d(g, f), and (2) shows 
that the triangle inequality d(j, h) ::;; d(j, g) + d(g, h) is satisfied. The only 
other property which d should' have to define a metric space is that 
d(j, g) = 0 should imply that f = g. In our present situation this need not be 
so; we have d(j, g) = 0 precisely whenf(x) = g(x)for almost all x. 

Let us write f'" g if and only if d(j, g) = o. It is clear that this is an 
equivalence relation in I!(Jl) which partitions I!(Jl) into equivalence classes; 
each class consists of all functions which are equivalent to a given one. If F 
and G are two equivalence classes, choose f E F and g E G, and define 
d(F, G) = d(j, g); note thatf '" fl and g '" gl implies 

so that d(F, G) is well defined. 
With this definition, the set of equivalence classes is now a metric space. 

Note that it is also a vector space, since f '" fl and g '" gl implies f + g '" 
fl + gland IXf'" IXfl· 

When I!(Jl) is regarded as a metric space, then the space which is really 
under consideration is therefore not a space whose elements are functions, but 
a space whose elements are equivalence classes of functions. For the sake of 
simplicity of language, it is, however, customary to relegate this distinction to 
the status of a tacit understanding and to continue to speak of I!(Jl) as a 
space of functions. We shall follow this custom. 

If {f,,} is a sequence in I!(Jl), iff E I!(Jl), and if lim" ... co II fll - flip = 0, we 
say that {f,,} converges to f in I!(Jl) (or that {f,,} converges to f in the mean of 
order p, or that {f,,} is I!-convergent to f). If to every € > 0 there corre
sponds an integer N such that IIf" - fmllp < € as soon as n> Nand m > N, 
we call {f,,} a Cauchy sequence in I!(Jl). These definitions are exactly as in any 
metric space. 

It is a very important fact that I!(Jl) is a complete metric space, i.e., that 
every Cauchy sequence in I!(Jl) converges to an element of I!(Jl): 

3.11 Theorem I!(Jl) is a complete metric space, for 1 ::;; p ::;; 00 and for every 
positive measure Jl. 

PROOF Assume first that 1 ::;; p < 00. Let {fll} be a Cauchy sequence in I!(Jl). 
There is a subsequence {f",}, nl < nz < ... , such that 

(i = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (1) 
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Put 

k 

gk= Llfni+l-fnil, 
i= 1 

00 

g = L Ifni+1 - fni I· 
i= 1 

(2) 

Since (1) holds, the Minkowski inequality shows that IIgkllp < 1 for k = 1, 
2, 3, .... Hence an application of Fatou's lemma to {gf} gives IIgllp:S; 1. In 
particular, g(x) < 00 a.e., so that the series 

00 

fnl(x) + L (fni+l(x) - fnJx» (3) 
i= 1 

converges absolutely for almost every x e X. Denote the sum of (3) by f(x), 
for those x at which (3) converges; put f(x) = 0 on the remaining set of 
measure zero. Since 

k-l 

fnl + L (ffti+1 - fn,) =f .... , (4) 
i= 1 

we see that 

f(x) = lim fn,(x) a.e. (5) 
i-+ 00 

Having found a function f which is the pointwise limit a.e. of UnJ, we 
now have to prove that this f is the l!'-limit of {f..}. Choose € > O. There 
exists an N such that IIfn - fm lip < € if n > Nand m> N. For every m > N, 
Fatou's lemma shows therefore that 

(6) 

We conclude from (6) that f - fm e l!'(Jl), hence that f e l!'(Jl) [since f = 
(f - fm) + f"J, and finally that IIf - fm IIp-+ 0 as m-+ 00. This completes the 
prooffor the case 1 :s; p < 00. 

In LOO(Jl) the proof is much easier. Suppose {in} is a Cauchy sequence in 
LOO(Jl), let Ak and Bm. n be the sets where I fk(x)l > II fk II 00 and where 
I fn(x) - fm(x) I > 11f.. - fm 1100' and let E be the union of these sets, for k, m, 
n = 1, 2, 3, .... Then Jl(E) = 0, and on the complement of E the sequence Un} 
converges uniformly to a bounded functionJ. Definef(x) = 0 for x e E. Then 
fe LOO(Jl), and Ilfn - flloo-+ 0 as n-+ 00. IIII 

The preceding proof contains a result which is interesting enough to be 
stated separately: 

3.12 Theorem If 1 :s; p :s; 00 and if Un} is a Cauchy sequence in l!'(Jl), with 
limit J, then Un} has a subsequence which converges pointwise almost every
where to f(x). 
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The simple functions play an interesting role in I!(p.): 

3.13 Theorem Let S be the class of all complex, measurable, simple functions 
on X such that 

p.({x: s(x) #= OJ) < 00. (1) 

If 1 :s;; p < 00, then S is dense in I!(p.). 

PROOF First, it is clear that S c: I!(p.). Suppose f ~ O,f E I!(p.), and let {sn} be 
as in Theorem 1.17. Since 0 :s;; Sn :s;;f, we have sn E I!(p.), hence sn E S. Since 
If - Sn IP :s;;fP, the dominated convergence theorem shows that 
IIf - sn IIp-+ 0 as n-+ 00. Thus f is in the I!-closure of S. The general case 
(fcomplex) follows from this. IIII 

Approximation by Continuous Functions 

So far we have considered I!(p.) on any measure space. Now let X be a locally 
compact Hausdorff space, and let p. be a measure on a a-algebra ro1 in X, with 
the properties stated in Theorem 2.14. For example, X might be Rk, and p. might 
be Lebesgue measure on Rk. 

Under these circumstances, we- have the following analogue of Theorem 3.13: 

3.14 Theorem For 1 :s;; p < 00, Cc(X) is dense in I!(p.). 

PROOF Define S as in Theorem 3.13. If s E Sand € > 0, there exists agE 
Cc(X) such that g(x) = s(x) except on a set of measure <€, and Igl:s;; IIslloo 
(Lusin's theorem). Hence 

Since S is dense in I!(p.), this completes the proof. 

(1) 

IIII 

3.15 Remarks Let us discuss the relations between the spaces I!(Rk) (the I!
spaces in which the underlying measure is Lebesgue measure on R~ and the 
space CC<R~ in some detail. We consider a fixed dimension k. 

For every p E [1, 00] we have a metric on Cc(Rk); the distance betweenf 
and 9 is Ilf - gllp. Note that this is a genuine metric, and that we do not 
have to pass to equivalence classes. The point is that if two continuous func
tions on Rk are not identical, then they differ on some nonempty open set V, 
and m(V) > 0, since V contains a k-cell. Thus if two members of Cc(Rk) are 
equal a.e., they are equal. It is also of interest to note that in Cc(Rk) the 
essential supremum is the same as the actual supremum: for f E CC<R~ 

Ilflloo = sup If(x)l· (1) 
xeRl 
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If 1 S; p < 00, Theorem 3.14 says that Cc(Rk) is dense in I!(R,,), and 
Theorem 3.11 shows that If(R") is complete. Thus I!(R") is the completion of 
the metric space which is obtained by endowing Cc(Rk) with the If-metric. 

The cases p = 1 and p = 2 are the ones of greatest interest. Let us state 
once more, in different words, what the preceding result says if p = 1 and 
k = 1; the statement shows that the Lebesgue integral is indeed the "right" 
generalization of the Riemann integral: 

If the distance between two continuous functions f and g, with compact 
supports in Ri, is defined to be 

L: I f(t) - g(t) I dt, (2) 

the completion of the resulting metric space consists precisely of the Lebesgue 
integrable functions on Ri, provided we identify any two that are equal almost 
everywhere. 

Of course, every metric space S has a completion S· whose elements may be 
viewed abstractly as equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences in S (see [26], 
p. 82). The important point in the present situation is that the various If
completions of Cc(R") again turn out to be spaces of functions on Rk. 

The case p = 00 differs from the cases p < 00. The Loo-completion of Cc(Rk) is 
not LOO(Rk), but is CO(Rk), the space of all continuous functions on Rk which" vanish 
at i1!finity," a concept which will be defined in Sec. 3.16. Since (1) shows that the 
LOO-norm coincides with the supremum norm on Cc(R"), the above assertion 
about CO(Rk) is a special case of Theorem 3.17. 

3.16 Definition A complex function f on a locally compact Hausdorff space 
X is said to vanish at i1!finity if to every E > 0 there exists a compact set 
K c X such that I f(x) I < E for all x not in K. 

The class of all continuous f on X which vanish at infinity is called 
Co(X). 

It is clear that Cc(X) c Co(X), and that the two classes coincide if X is 
compact. In that case we write C(X) for either of them. 

3.17 Theorem If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, then Co(X) is the 
completion of Cc(X), relative to the metric defined by the supremum norm 

II f II = sup I f(x) I· (1) 
"'.EX 

PROOF An elementary verification shows that Co(X) satisfies the axioms of a 
metric space if the distance between f and g is taken to be II f - g II. We have 
to show that (a) Cc(X) is dense in Co(X) and (b) Co(X) is a complete metric 
space. 
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Given / E Co(X) and € > 0, there is a compact set K so that I/(x) I < € 

outside K. Urysohn's lemma gives us a function g E CC<X) such that 
0::;;; g::;;; 1 and g(x) = 1 on K. Put h =/g. Then hE Cc(X) and 11/- hll < €. 

This proves (a). 
To prove (b), let {fll} be a Cauchy sequence in Co(X), i.e., assume that 

{fll} converges uniformly. Then its pointwise limit function / is continuous. 
Given € > 0, there exists an n so that II f.. - / II < €/2 and there is a compact 
set K so that I / .. (x) I < €/2 outside K. Hence I /(x) I < € outside K, and we 
have proved that/vanishes at infinity. Thus Co(X) is complete. IIII 

Exercises 
1 Prove that the supremum of any collection of convex functions on (a, b) is convex on (a, b) (if it is 
finite) and that pointwise limits of sequences of convex functions are convex. What can you say about 
upper and lower limits of sequences of convex functions? 

2 If qJ is convex on (a, b) and if '" is convex and nondecreasing on the range of qJ, prove that", 0 qJ is 
convex on (a, b). For qJ > 0, show that the convexity of log qJ implies the convexity of qJ, but not vice 
versa. 

3 Assume that qJ is a continuous real function on (a, b) such that 

for all x and Y E (a, b). Prove that qJ is convex. (The conclusion does not follow if continuity is omitted 
from the hypotheses.) 

4 Supposefis a complex measurable function on X, /l is a positive measure on X, and 

CP(P) = Llfl' d/l = 11111: (0 < p < (0). 

Let E = {p: qJ(p) < oo}. Assume Ilfll"" > O. 
(a) Ifr < p < S, r E E, and sEE, prove that pEE. 
(b) Prove that log qJ is convex in the interior of E and that qJ is continuous on E. 
(c) By (a), E is connected. Is E necessarily open? Closed? Can E consist of a single point? Can E 

be any connected subset of (0, oo)? 
(d) If r < p < S, prove that Ilfll,:5 max (lIfll" Ilfll.). Show that this implies the inclusion 

~(Jl) n I!(/l) c I!{Jl). 
(e) Assume that Ilfll. < 00 for some r < 00 and prove that 

11111,-+ Ilfll"" as p-+ 00. 

5 Assume, in addition to the hypotheses of Exercise 4, that 

Jl{X) = 1. 

(a) Prove that 11111.:5 IIfll. if 0 < r < s:5 00. 

(b) Under what conditions does it happen that 0 < r < S:5 00 and Ilfll. = 11111. < oo? 
(c) Prove that ~(/l) :::> L"(/l) if 0 < r < s. Under what conditions do these two spaces contain the 

same functions? 
(d) Assume that Ilfll. < 00 for some r > 0, and prove that 

lim Ilfll, = exp S r log If I d/l} 
p~O ~ 

if exp { - oo} is defined to be O. 
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6 Let m be Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], and define Ilfllp with respect to m. Find all functions ell on 
[0, 00) such that the relation 

<ll(lim IIfllp) = r\eII 0 f) dm 
1'-+0 Jo 

holds for every bounded, measurable, positive! Show first that 

c<II(x) + (1 - c)<ll(l) = <ll(xC) (x > 0, ° ~ c ~ 1). 

Compare with Exercise 5(d). 

7 For some measures, the relation r < s implies r:(P) c I!(/l); for others, the inclusion is reversed; and 
there are some for which r:(P) does not contain I!(/l) if r ~ s. Give examples of these situations, and 
find conditions on /l under which these situations will occur. 

8 If g is a positive function on (0, 1) such that g(x)-+ 00 as X-+ 0, then there is a convex function h on 
(0, 1) such that h ~ g and h(x)-+ 00 as x-+ 0. True or false? Is the problem changed if (0, 1) is 
replaced by (0, 00) and x-+ ° is replaced by x-+ oo? 

9 Suppose f is Lebesgue measurable on (0, 1), and not essentially bounded. By Exercise 4(e), 
IIfllp-+ 00 as p-+ 00. Can IIfllp tend to 00 arbitrarily slowly? More precisely, is it true that to every 
positive function ell on (0, 00) such that <II(p) -+ 00 as p -+ 00 one can find an f such that II III p -+ 00 as 
p-+ 00, but IIlIIp ~ eII(p) for all sufficiently large p? 

10 Suppose!. E l!'(/l), foc n= 1,2,3, ... , and II!'-fllp-+O and!.-+g a.e., as n-+ 00. What relation 
exists between f and g? . 

11 Suppose MQ) = 1, and suppose f and g are positive measurable functions on Q such that fg ;;:: 1. 
Prove that 

if d/l ·ig d/l ;;:: 1. 

12 Suppose MQ) = 1 and h: Q-+ [0, 00] is measurable. If 

A=ihd/l, 

prove that 

If /l is Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] and if h is continuous, h =/', the above inequalities have a simple 
geometric interpretation. From this, conjecture (for general Q) under what conditions on h equality 
can hold in either of the above inequalities, and prove your conjecture. 

13 Under what conditions onfand g does equality hold in the conclusions of Theorems 3.8 and 3.9? 
You may have to treat the cases p = 1 and p = 00 separately. 

14 Suppose 1 < p < 00,/ E l!' = l!'((0, 00», relative to Lebesgue measure, and 

F(x) = - f(t) dt 1 IX (0 < x < 00). 

(a) Prove Hardy's inequality 

x 0 

IlFllp ~ -1'-1 Ilfllp 
p-

which shows that the mappingf-+ F carries l!' into l!'. 



(b) Prove that equality holds only iff = 0 a.e. 
(c) Prove that the constant p/(P - 1) cannot be replaced by a smaller one. 
(d) Iff> 0 andfe Il, prove that F ¢ Il. 
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Suggestions: (a) Assume first thatf~ Oandfe Cc«O, (0)). Integration by parts gives 

1"" P(x) dx = - p f' P-I(x)xF'(x) dx. 

Note that xF' = f - F, and apply HOlder's inequality to J P- If. Then derive the general case. (c) 
Takef(x) = X-II, on [1, A],J(x) = 0 elsewhere, for large A. See also Exercise 14, Chap. 8. 

15 Suppose {an} is a sequence of positive numbers. Prove that 

00 (1 N )' ( P )' 00 L -Lan :5 -- La: 
N~I N n=1 p-1 n=1 

if 1 < p < 00. Hint: If an ~ an+ I' the result can be made to follow from Exercise 14. This special case 
implies the general one. 

16 Prove Egoroff's theorem: If Jl{X) < 00, if Un} is a sequence of complex measurable functions 
which converges pointwise at every point of X, and if £ > 0, there is a measurable set E c: X, with 
Jl{X - E) < £, such that Un} converges uniformly on E. 

(The conclusion is that by redefining thefn on a set of arbitrarily small measure we can convert a 
pointwise convergent sequence to a uniformly convergent one; note the similarity with Lusin's 
theorem.) 

Hint: Put 

S(n, k) = . () {x: If~x) - fjx) I < ~}, 
I,»" k 

show that Jl{S(n, k))-+ Jl{X) as n -+ 00, for each k, and hence that there is a suitably increasing 
sequence {nk } such that E = () S(nk' k) has the desired property. 

Show that the theorem does not extend to u-finite spaces. 
Show that the theorem does extend, with e~sentially the same proof, to the situation in which the 

sequence {fn} is replaced by a family {f,}, where t ranges over the positive reals; the assumptions are 
now that, for all x e X, 

(i) lim f,(x) = f(x) and 
r-oo 

(ii) t -+ f,(x) is continuous. 

17 (a) If 0 < p < 00, put y, = max (1, 2,-1), and show that 

for arbitrary complex numbers IX and p. 
(b) Suppose Jl is a positive measure on X, 0 < p < oo,fe I!{Jl),fn e I!(Jl),fn(x)-+f(x) a.e., and 

IIfnll,-+ IIfII, as n-+ 00. Show that then lim IIf - fn II, = 0, by completing the two proofs that are 
sketched below. 

(i) By Egoroff's theorem, X = A u B in such a way that SA I f I' < £, Jl(B) < 00, and fn -+ f 
uniformly on B. Fatou's lemma, applied to JB I fn I', leads to 

lim sup L I fn I' dJl :5 £. 

(ii) Put hn = Y,<lfl' + Ifn I') -If - fn I', and use Fatou's lemma as in the proof of Theorem 
1.34. 

(c) Show that the conclusion of (b) is false if the hypothesis IIfnll, -+ IIfII, is omitted, even if 
Jl{X) < 00. 
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18 Let II. be a positive measure on X. A sequence {!.} of complex measurable functions on X is said 
to converge in measure to the measurable functionf if to every € > 0 there corresponds an N such that 

J1.({x: If.(x) - f(x)l > €}) < € 

for all n > N. (This notion is of importance in probability theory.) Assume J1.(X) < 00 and prove the 
following statements: 

(a) Iff.(x) ..... f(x) a.e., then!. ..... f in measure. 
(b) Iff. e I!(J1.) and Ilf. - flip ..... 0, then!. ..... f in measure; here 1 $ P $ 00. 

(c) If!. ..... f in measure, then {I.} has a subsequence which converges to f a.e. 

Investigate the converses of (a) and (b). What happens to (a), (b), and (c) if J1.(X) = 00, for 
instance, if II. is Lebesgue measure on R I ? 

19 Define the essential range of a function fe L""(J1.) to be the set RI consisting of all complex 
numbers w such that 

J1.({x: If(x) - wi < €}) > 0 

for every € > o. Prove that R I is compact. What relation exists between the set R I and the number 

IIfll"" ? 
Let A I be the set of all averages 

where E e 9Jl and J1.(E) > o. What relations exist between AI and RI? Is AI always closed? Are there 
measures II. such that AI is convex for every fe L""(J1.)? Are there measures II. such that AI fails to be 
convex for some f e L""(J1.)? 

How are these results affected if L""(J1.) is replaced by ll(J1.), for instance? 

20 Suppose cp is a real function on R I such that 

cp(f f(x) dX) $ f cp(f) dx 

for every real bounded measurable f Prove that cp is then convex. 

21 Call a metric space Y a completion of a metric space X if X is dense in Y and Y is complete. In 
Sec. 3.15 reference was made to "the" completion of a metric space. State and prove a uniqueness 
theorem which justifies this terminology. 

22 Suppose X is a metric space in which every Cauchy sequence has a convergent subsequence. Does 
it follow that X is complete? (See the proof of Theorem 3.11.) 

23 Suppose II. is a positive measure on X, J1.(X) < oo,Je L""(J1.), Ilfll"" > O,and 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). 

Prove that 

lim IX. + I = II !II "". 
,.-co IX,. 

24 Suppose II. is a positive measure,f e I!(J1.), g e I!(J1.). 
(a) If 0 < p < 1, prove that 

that I:l(f, g) = J If - g IP dJi. defines a metric on I!(J1.), and that the resulting metric space is complete. 



(b) If 1 :5 P < 00 and Ilfllp:5 R, IIgllp:S: R, prove that 

f IlflP -lglP I d/l:S: 2pRP- 11lf - gllp. 

Hint: Prove first, for x ~ 0, y ~ 0, that 

IxP - yPI:s: {IX - yiP 
pix - yl(xP - I + yP-I) 

if 0 < p < I, 

if 1 :5 P < 00. 
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Note that (a) and (b) establish the continuity of the mappingf--+ If IP that carries I!(/l) into U(/l). 

2S Suppose /l is a positive measure on X and f: X --+ (0, (0) satisfies $x f d/l = 1. Prove, for every 
E c X with 0 < /l(E) < 00, that 

and, when 0 < p < I, 

r (log!) d/l:5 /l(E) log _1_ 
JE /l(E) 

LfP d/l :5 /l(E)I-p. 

26 Iffis a positive measurable function on [0, IJ, which is larger, r f(x) log f(x) dx or r f(s) ds r log f(t) dt? 
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4.1 Definition A complex vector space H is called an inner product space (or 
unitary space) if to each ordered pair of vectors x and y E H there is associ
ated a complex number (x, y), the so-called "inner product" (or "scalar 
product") of x and y, such that the following rules hold: 

(a) (y, x) = (x, y). (The bar denotes complex conjugation.) 
(b) (x + y, z) = (x, z) + (y, z) if x, y, and z E H. 
(c) (lXX, y) = IX(X, y) if x and y E H and IX is a scalar. 
(d) (x, x) :2: 0 for all x E H. 
(e) (x, x) = 0 only if x = O. 

(f) 

Let us list some immediate consequences of these axioms: 

(c) implies that (0, y) = 0 for all y E H. 
(b) and (c) may be combined into the statement: For every y E H, the 

mapping x ---. (x, y) is a linear functional on H. 
(a) and (c) show that (x, IXY) = a(x, y). 
(a) and (b) imply the second distributive law: 

(z, x + y) = (z, x) + (z, y). 

By (d), we may define Ilxll, the norm of the vector x E H, to be the non
negative square root of (x, x). Thus 

IIxl12 = (x, x). 
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4.2 The Schwarz Inequality The properties 4.1 (a) to (d) imply that 

I (x, y) I ::; IIxll lIyll 

for all x and y E H. 

PROOF Put A = IIx1l 2, B = I (x, y)l, and C = lIyll2. There is a complex 
number ex such that I ex I = 1 and ex(y, x) = B. For any real r, we then have 

(x - rexy, x - rexy) = (x, x) - rex(y, x) - riX(x, y) + r2(y, y). (1) 

The expression on the left is real and not negative. Hence 

A - 2Br + Cr2 ~ 0 (2) 

for every real r. If C = 0, we must have B = 0; otherwise (2) is false for large 
positive r. If C > 0, take r = BIC in (2), and obtain B2 ::; AC. IIII 

4.3 The Triangle Inequality For x and y E H, we have 

IIx + yll ::; IIxll + lIyll· 

PROOF By the Schwarz inequality, 

IIx + yll2 = (x + y, x + y) = (x, x) + (x, y) + (y, x) + (y, y) 

::; IIxll2 + 211xllilyll + lIyll2 = (lIxll + lIyll)2. IIII 

4.4 Definition It follows from the triangle inequality that 

IIx - zll ::; IIx - yll + lIy - zll (x, y, Z E H). (1) 

If we define the distance between x and y to be IIx - yll, all the axioms for a 
.metric space are satisfied; here, for the first time, we use part (e) of Definition 
4.1. 

Thus H is now a metric space. If this metric space is complete, i.e., if every 
Cauchy sequence converges in H, then H is called a Hilbert space. 

Throughout the rest of this chapter, the letter H will denote a Hilbert space. 

4.5 Examples 

(a) For any fixed n, the set cn of all n-tuples 

x = (e1' ... , en), 
where eh ... , en are complex numbers, is a Hilbert space if addition and 
scalar multiplication are defined componentwise, as usual, and if 

n 

(x, y) = L ejqj (y = (rt 1, .•. , rtn))· 
j=1 
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(b) If J1. is any positive measure, L2(J1.) is a Hilbert space, with inner product 

(f, g) = Lfg dJ1.. 

The integrand on the right is in LI (J1.), by Theorem 3.8, so that (f, g) is 
well defined. Note that 

Ilfll = (f,f) 1/2 = {Llfl 2 dJ1.f/2 = IIf1l2' 

The completeness of I3(J1.) (Theorem 3.11) shows that I3(J1.) is indeed a 
Hilbert space. [We recall that I3(J1.) should be regarded as a space of 
equivalence classes of functions; compare the discussion in Sec. 3.10.] 

For H = I3(J1.), the inequalities 4.2 and 4.3 turn out to be special 
cases of the inequalities of HOlder and Minkowski. 

Note that Example (a) is a special case of (b). What is the measure in 
(a)? 

(c) The vector space of all continuous complex functions on [0, 1] is an 
inner product space if 

(f, g) = r f(t)g(t) dt 

but is not a Hilbert space. 

4.6 Theorem For any fixed y E H, the mappings 

x--+ (x, y), x--+ (y, x), x--+ IIxll 

are continuous functions on H. 

PROOF The Schwarz inequality implies that 

I (Xl' y) - (X2' y) I = I (Xl - X 2 , y) I ::s;; IIXI - x211 Ilyll, 
which proves that x--+ (x, y) is, in fact, uniformly continuous, and the same is 
true for x--+ (y, x). The triangle inequality IIxIl1 ::s;; Ilxl - x211 + IIx21! yields 

IlxI11 - IIx211 ::S;;-lIxl - x211, 
and if we interchange Xl and X2 we see that 

Illxlll - IIx2111 ::s;; Ilxl - x211 

for all Xl and X2 E H. thus x--+ Ilxll is also uniformly continuous. IIII 

4.7 Subspaces A subset M of a vector space V is called a subspace of V if M is 
itself a vector space, relative to the addition and scalar multiplication which are 
defined in V. A necessary and sufficient condition for a set MeV to be a sub
space is that X + Y E M and IXX E M whenever X and y E M and IX is a scalar. 
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In the vector space context, the word "subspace" will always have this 
meaning. Sometimes, for emphasis, we may use the term "linear subspace" in 
place of subspace. 

For example, if V is the vector space of all complex functions on a set S, the 
set of all bounded complex functions on S is a subspace of V, but the set of all 
f E V with I f(x) ls;I for all XES is not. The real vector space R3 has the follow
ing subspaces, and no others: (a) R3, (b) all planes through the origin 0, (c) all 
straight lines through 0, and (d) {OJ. 

A closed subspace of H is a subspace that is a closed set relative to the topol
ogy induced by the metric of H. 

Note that if M is a subspace of H, so is its closure M. To see this, pick x and y 
in M and let ex be a scalar. There are sequences {xn} and {Yn} in M that converge 
to x and y, respectively. It is then easy to verify that Xn + Yn and (XXn converge to 
x + y and lXX, respectively. Thus x + Y E M and IXX E M. 

4.8 Convex Sets A set E in a vector space V is said to be convex if it has the 
following geometric property: Whenever x E E, Y E E, and 0 < t < 1, the point 

z, = (1 - t)x + ty 

also lies in E. As t runs from 0 to 1, one may visualize z, as describing a straight 
line segment in V, from x to y. Convexity requires that E contain the segments 
between any two of its points. 

It is clear that every subspace of V is convex. 
Also, if E is convex, so is each of its translates 

E + x = {y + x: y E E}. 

4.9 Orthogonality If (x, y) = 0 for some x and y E H, we say that x is orthogonal 
to y, and sometimes write x .1 y. Since (x, y) = 0 implies (y, x) = 0, the relation .1 
is symmetric. 

Let xl. denote the set of all y E H which are orthogonal to x; and if M is a 
subspace of H, let Ml. be the set of all y E H which are orthogonal to every 
xEM. 

Note that xl. is a subspace of H, since x .1 y and x .1 y' implies x .1 (y + y') 
and x .1 exy. Also, xl. is precisely the set of points where the continuous function 
y ...... (x, y) is O. Hence xl. is a closed subspace of H. Since 

Ml. is an intersection of closed subspaces, and it follows that Ml. is a closed 
subspace of H. 

4.10 Theorem Every nonempty, closed, convex set E in a Hilbert space H con
tains a unique element of smalle~t norm. 
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In other words, there is one and only one Xo E E such that IIxoll :S IIxll for 
every x E E. 

PROOF An easy computation, using only the properties listed in Definition 
4.1, establishes the identity 

(x and Y E H). (1) 

This is known as the parallelogram law: If we interpret Ilxll to be the length 
of the vector x, (1) says that the sum of the squares of the diagonals of a 
parallelogram is equal to the sum of the squares of its sides, a familiar propo
sition in plane geometry. 

Let 0 = inf {llxll: x E E}. For any x and Y E E, we apply (1) to tx and ty 
and obtain 

(2) 

Since E is convex, (x + Y)/2 E E. Hence 

Ilx - yI1 2 :s 211xll 2 + 211yI1 2 - 402 (x and Y E E). (3) 

If also IIxll = lIylI = 0, then (3) implies x = y, and we have proved the unique
ness assertion of the theorem. 

The definition of 0 shows that there is a sequence {Yn} in E so' that 
IIYnll-4O as n-4 00. Replace x and Y in (3) by Yn and Ym. Then, as n-4 00 and 
m-4 00, the right side of (3) will tend to 0. This shows that {Yn} is a Cauchy 
sequence. Since H is complete, there exists an Xo E H so that Yn-4 Xo, i.e., 
llYn - xoll-4 0, as n-4oo. Since Yn E E and E is closed, Xo E E. Since the 
norm is a continuous function on H (Theorem 4.6), it follows that 

IIxoll = lim llYn II = 0. 
n-+ co 

4.11 Theorem Let M be a closed subspace of a Hilbert space H. 
(a) Every x E H has then a unique decomposition 

x = Px + Qx 

into a sum of Px E M and Qx E Ml.. 
(b) Px and Qx are the nearest points to x in M and in Ml., respectively. 
(c) The mappings P: H -4 M and Q: H -4 Ml. are linear. 
(d) IIxl12 = IIPxl1 2 + IIQxI12. 

Corollary If M ¥- H, then there exists Y E H, Y ¥- 0, such that Y .1 M. 

P and Q are called the orthogonal projections of H onto M and Ml.. 

IIII 
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PROOF As regards the uniqueness in (a), suppose that x' + y' = x" + y" for 
some vectors x', x" in M and y', y" in Ml.. Then 

x' - x" = y" - y'. 

Since x' - x" E M, y" - y' E Ml., and M n Ml. = {O} [an immediate conse
"quence of the fact that (x, x) = 0 implies x = 0], we have x" = x', y" = y'. 

To prove the existence of the decomposition, note that the set 

x + M = {x + y: y E M} 

is closed and convex. Define Qx to be the element of smallest norm in 
x + M; this exists, by Theorem 4.10. Define Px = x - Qx. 

Since Qx E x + AI, it is clear that Px E M. Thus P maps H into M. 
To prove that Q maps H into Ml. we show that (Qx, y) = 0 for all y E M. 

Assume Ilyll = 1, without loss of generality, and put z = Qx. The minimizing 
property of Qx shows that 

(z, z) = IIzll2 ~ liz - lXyll2 = (z - IXY, z - IXY) 

for every scalar IX. This simplifies to 

o ~ -1X(y, z) - ,x(z, y) + 1X,x. 

With IX = (z, y), this gives 0 ~ - I (z, y) 12, so that (z, y) = O. Thus Qx E Ml.. 
We have already seen that Px E M. If y E M, it follows that 

Ilx - yl12 = IIQx + (Px - y)11 2 = IIQxl12 + IIPx _ yl12 

which is obviously minimized when y = Px. 
We have now proved (a) and (b). If we apply (a) to x, to y, and to 

IXX + [Jy, we obtain 

P(IXX + [Jy) - IXPX - [JPy = IXQX + [JQy - Q(IXX + [Jy). 

The left side is in M, the right side in Ml.. Hence both are 0, so P and Q are 
linear. 

Since Px .l Qx, (d) follows from (a). 
To prove the corollary, take x E H, x ¢ M, and put y = Qx. Since 

Px E M, x #: Px, hence y = x - Px #: O. IIII 

We have already observed that x-+ (x, y) is, for each y E H, a continuous 
linear functional on H. It is a very important fact that all continuous linear 
functionals on H are of this type. 

4.12 Theorem If L is a continuous linear functional on H, then there is a 
unique y E H such that 

Lx = (x, y) (x E H). (1) 
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PROOF If Lx = 0 for all x, take y = O. Otherwise, define 

M = {x: Lx = O}. (2) 

The linearity of L shows that M is a subspace. The continuity of L shows 
that M is closed. Since Lx =1= 0 for some x E H, Theorem 4.11 shows that Ml. 
does not consist of 0 alone. 

Hence there exists z E Ml., with Ilzll = 1. Put 

u = (Lx)z - (Lz)x. (3) 

Since Lu = (Lx)(Lz) - (Lz)(Lx) = 0, we have u E M. Thus (u, z) = O. This 
gives 

Lx = (Lx)(z, z) = (Lz)(x, z). (4) 

Thus (1) holds with y = rxz, where Ii = Lz. 
The uniqueness of y is easily proved, for if (x, y) = (x, y') for all x E H, set 

z = y - y'; then (x, z) = 0 for all x E H; in particular, (z, z) = 0, hence z = O. 
IIII 

Orthonormal Sets 

4.13 Definitions If V is a vector space, if XI> ••• , X k E V, and if CI> ••• , Ck are 
scalars, then C I x I + . .. + ck X k is called a linear combination of x I> ••• , Xk. 

The set {Xl' ••. , Xk} is called independent if CIX I + ... + CkXk = 0 implies that 
C I = ... = Ck = O. A set S c V is independent if every finite subset of S is 
independent. The set [S] of all linear combinations of all finite subsets of S 
(also called the set of all finite linear combinations of members of S) is clearly 
a vector space; [S] is the smallest subspace of V which contains S; [S] is 
called the span of S, or the space spanned by S. 

A set of vectors u .. in a Hilbert space H, where ex runs through some 
index set A, is called orthonormal if it satisfies the orthogonality relations 
(u .. , up) = 0 for all rx =1= p, rx E A, and PEA, and if it is normalized so that 
Ilu .. 1I = 1 for each rx E A. In other words, {u .. } is orthonormal provided that 

{ 1 if rx = p, 
(u .. , up) = 0 if ex =1= p. (1) 

If {u .. : rx E A} is orthonormal, we associate with each x E H a complex 
function x on the index set A, defined by 

x(rx) = (x, uJ (rx E A). (4) 

One sometimes calls the numbers x(rx) the Fourier coefficients of x, relative to 
the set {u .. }. 

We begin with some simple facts about finite orthonormal sets. 
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4.14 Theorem Suppose that {u",: IX E A} is an orthonormal set in H and that F 
is afinite subset of A. Let MF be the span of {u",: IX E F}. 

(a) If qJ is a complex function on A that is 0 outside F, then there is a 
vector y EMF' namely 

y = L qJ(IX)U", (1) 
",eF 

that has Y(IX) = qJ(lX)for every IX E A. Also, 

lIyl12 = L I qJ(lX) 12. (2) 
",eF 

(b) Ifx E Hand 

s~x) = L X(IX)U", (3) 
",eF 

then 

IIx - s~x)1I < IIx - sll (4) 

for every s EMF' except for s = SF(X), and 

L 1 X(IX) 12 ~ IIx1l2. (5) 
",eF 

PROOF Part (a) is an immediate consequence of the orthogonality relations 
4.13(1). 

In the proof of (b), let us write SF in place of s~x), and note that S~IX) = 
X(IX) for all IX E F. This says that (x - SF) .1 u'" if IX E F, hence (x - SF) .1 
(SF - s) for every s EMF, and therefore 

IIx - Sll2 = lI(x - SF) + (SF - s)1I 2 = IIx - SF II 2 + IISF - S1l2. (6) 

This gives (4). With s = 0, (6) gives II SF II 2 ~ IIx1l 2, which is the same as (5), 
beca use of (2). / / / / 

The inequality (4) states that the" partial sum" SF(X) of the" Fourier series" 
L X(IX)U", of x is the unique best approximation to x in M F, relative to the metric 
defined by the Hilbert space norm. 

4.15 We want to drop the finiteness condition that appears in Theorem 4.14 
(thus obtaining Theorems 4.17 and 4.18) without even restricting ourselves to sets 
that are necessarily countable. For this reason it seems advisable to clarify the 
meaning of the symbol. L", e .f qJ(lX) when IX ranges over an arbitrary set A. 

Assume 0 ~ qJ(lX) S; 00 for each IX E A. Then 

L qJ(lX) (1) 
",eA 

denotes the supremum of the set of all finite sums qJ(1X1) + ... + qJ(IX.), where 
1Xl> ... , IX. are distinct members of A. 
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A moment's consideration will show that the sum (1) is thus precisely the 
Lebesgue integral of qJ relative to the counting measure J1. on A. 

In this context one usually writes (P(A) for ll(J1.). A complex function qJ with 
domain A is thus in (2(A) if and only if 

(2) 

Example 4.5(b) shows that (2(A) is a Hilbert space, with inner product 

(qJ, "') = L qJ(IX)"'(~). (3) 
ilEA 

Here, again, the sum over A stands for the integral of qJif, with respect to the 
counting measure; note that qJif, E (1(A) because qJ and", are in (2(A). 

Theorem 3.13 shows that the functions qJ that are zero except on some finite 
subset of A are dense in (2(A). 

Moreover, if qJ E (2(A), then {IX E A: qJ(lX) '# O} is at most countable. For if A. 
is the set of all IX where I qJ(lX) I > lin, then the number of elements of A,s at most 

Each A. (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) is thus a finite set. 
The following lemma about complete metric spaces will make it easy to pass 

from finite orthonormal sets to infinite ones. 

4.16 Lell1ma Suppose that 

(a) X and Yare metric spaces, X is complete, 
(b) f: X - Y is continuous, 
(c) X has a dense subset Xo on whichfis an isometry, and 
(d) f(X 0) is dense in Y. 

Thenfis an isometry of X onto Y. 

The most important part of the conclusion is thatfmaps X onto all of Y. 
Recall that an isometry is simply a mapping that preserves distances. Thus, 

by assumption, the distance betweenf(x l ) andf(x2) in Y is equal to that between 
Xl and X 2 in X, for all points Xl' x 2 in X o. 

PROOF The fact that f is an isometry on X is an immediate consequence of 
the continuity off, since Xo is dense in X. 

Pick y E Y. Sincef(Xo) is dense in Y, there is a sequence {x.} in Xo such 
thatf(x.)- y as n- 00. Thus {j(x.)} is a Cauchy sequence in Y. Sincefis an 
~sometry on X 0, it follows that {x.} is also a Cauchy sequence. The com
pleteness of X implies now that {x.} converges to some X E X, and the con
tinuity 9ffshows thatf(x) = limf(x.) = y. IIII 
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4.17 Theorem Let {ull : IX E A} be an orthonormal set in H, and let P be the 
space of all finite linear combinations of the vectors ull • 

The inequality 

L 1 x(oc) 12 ~ IIxl1 2 (1) 
ilEA 

holds thenfor every x E H, and x- x is a continuous linear mapping of H onto 
(2(A) whose restriction to the closure P of P is an isometry of Ponto (2(A). 

PROOF Since the inequality 4.14(5) holds for every finite set Fe A, we have 
(1), the so-called Bessel inequality. 

Define f on H by f(x) = x. Then (1) shows explicitly that f maps H into 
(2(A). The linearity offis obvious. If we apply (1) to x - y we see that 

IIf(y) - f(x) II 2 = Ily - xl12 ~ lIy - xII· 

Thusfis continuous. Theorem 4.14(a) shows thatfis an isometry of Ponto 
the dense subspace of (2(A) consisting of those functions whose support is a 
finite set Fe A. The theorem follows therefore from Lemma 4.16, applied 
with X = P, XO = P, Y = (2(A); note that P, being a closed subset of the 
complete metric spate H, is itself complete. IIII 

The fact that the mapping x- x carries H onto (2(A) is known as the Riesz
Fischer theorem. 

4.18 Theorem Let {ull : IX E A} be an orthonormal set in H. Each of the follow
ing four conditions on {ull} implies the other three: 

(i) {ull } is a maximal orthonormal set in H. 
(ii) The set P of all finite linear combinations of members of {ull} is dense in H. 

(iii) The equality 

holds for every x E H. 
(iv) The equality 

L 1 X(IX) 12 = IIxll2 
ilEA 

L x(IX)Y(IX) = (x, y) 
ilEA 

holdsfor all x E Hand y E H. 

The last fQ.rmula is known as Parseval's identity. Observe that x and yare in 
(2(A), hence xy is in (l(A), so that the sum in (iv) is well defined. Of course, (iii) is 
the special case x = y of (iv). 

Maximal orthonormal sets are often called complete orthOl'iormal sets or 
orthonormal bases. 
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PROOF To say that {u .. } is maximal means simply that no vector of H can be 
adjoined to {u .. } in such a way that the resulting set is still orthonormal. This 
happens precisely when there is no x #= 0 in H that is orthogonal to every u ... 

We shall prove that (i)--+ (ii)--+ (iii)--+ (iv)--+ (i). 
If P is not dense in H, then its closure P is not all of H, and the corollary 

to Theorem 4.11 implies that pl. contains a nonzero vector. Thus {u .. } is not 
maximal when P is not dense, and (i) implies (ii). 

If (ii) holds, so does (iii), by Theorem 4.17. 
The implication (iii)--+ (iv) follows from the easily proved Hilbert space 

identity (sometimes called the" polarization identity") 

4(x, y) = Ilx + yl12 - IIx - yll2 + illx + iyl12 - illx _ iy112 

which expresses the inner product (x, y) in terms of norms and which is 
equally valid with X, y in place of x, y, simply because (2(A) is also a Hilbert 
space. (See Exercise 19 for other identities of this type.) Note that the sums in 
(iii) and (iv) are II x II ~ and (x, y), respectively. 

Finally, if (i) is false, there exists u #= 0 in H so that (u, uJ = 0 for all 
IX E A. If x = y = u, then (x, y) = IIul1 2 > 0 but X(IX) = 0 for all IX E A, hence 
(iv) fails. Thus (iv) implies (i), and the proof is complete. IIII 

4.19 Isomorphisms Speaking informally, two algebraic systems of the same 
nature are said to be isomorphic if there is a one-to-one mapping of one onto the 
other which preserves all relevant properties. For instance, we may ask whether 
two groups are isomorphic or whether two fields are isomorphic. Two vector 
spaces are isomorphic if there is a one-to-one linear mapping of one onto the 
other. The linear mappings are the ones which preserve the relevant concepts in a 
vector space, namely, addition and scalar multiplication. 

In the same way, two Hilbert spaces H 1 and H 2 are isomorphic if there is a 
one-to-one linear mapping A of H 1 onto H 2 which also preserves inner products: 
(Ax, Ay) = (x, y) for all x and y E H 1• Such a A is an isomorphism (or, more 
specifically, a Hilbert space isomorphism) of B 1 onto H 2. Using this terminology, 
Theorems 4.17 and 4.18 yield the following statement: 

If {u .. : IX E A} is a maximal orthonormal set in a Hilbert space H, and ifx(lX) = 
(x, uJ, then the mapping x--+ X is a Hilbert space isomorphism of H onto (2(A). 

One can prove (we shall omit this) that (2(A) and (2(B) are isomorphic if and 
only if the sets A and B have the same cardinal number. But we shall 'Prove that 
every nontrivial Hilbert space (this means that the space does not consist of 0 
alone) is isomorphic to some (2(A), by proving that every such space contains a 
maximal orthonormal set (Theorem 4.22). The proof will depend on a property of 
partially ordered sets which is equivalent to the axiom of choice. 

4.20 Partially Ordered Sets A set ~ is said to be partially ordered by a binary 
relation ~ if 



(a) a ~ band b ~ c implies a ~ c. 
(b) a ~ a for every IX E 9. 
(c) a ~ band b ~ a implies a = b. 
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A subset il of a partially ordered set 9 is said to be totally ordered (or lin
early ordered) if every pair a, b E il satisfies either IX ~ b or b ~ a. 

For example, every collection of subsets of a given set is partially ordered by 
the inclusion relation c: . 

To give a more specific example, let 9 be the collection of all open subsets of 
the plane, partially ordered by set inclusion, and let il be the collection of all 
open circular discs with center at the origin. Then il c: 9, il is totally ordered by 
c: , and il is a maximal totally ordered subset of 9. This means that if any 

member of 9 not in il is adjoined to il, the resulting collection of sets is no 
longer totally ordered by c: . 

4.21 The Hausdorff Maxima6ty Theorem Every nonempty partially ordered 
set contains a maximal totally ordered subset. 

This is a consequence of the axiom of choice and is, in fact, equivalent to it; 
another (very similar) form of it is known as Zorn's lemma. We give the proof in 
the Appendix. 

If now H is a nontrivial Hilbert space, then there exists a u E H with Ilull = 1, 
so that there is a nonempty orthonormal set in H. The existence of a maximal 
orthonormal set is therefore a consequence of the following theorem: 

4.22 Theorem Every orthonormal set B in a Hilbert space H is contained in a 
maximal orthonormal set in H. 

PROOF Let 9 be the class of all orthonormal sets in H which contain the 
given set B. Partially order 9 by set inclusion. Since B E 9, 9 #= 0. Hence 
9 contains a maximal totally ordered class n. Let S be the union of all 
members of n. It is clear that B c: S. We claim that S is a maximal orthonor
mal set: 

If U1 and U2 E S, then U1 E A1 and U2 E A2 for some A1 and A2 En. 

Since n is total ordered, A1 c: A2 (or A2 c: A 1), so that U1 E A2 and U2 E A 2 • 

Since A2 is orthonormal, (u1, u2) = 0 if U1 #= U2' (u 1, U2) = 1 if U1 = U2' Thus 
S is an orthonormal set. 

Suppose S is not maximal. Then S is a proper subset of an orthonormal 
set S*. Clearly, S* rt n, and S* contains every member of n. Hence we may 
adjoin S* to n and still have a total order. This contradicts the maximality 
~n W 
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Trigonometric Series 

4.23 Definitions Let T be the unit circle in the complex plane, i.e., the set of 
all complex numbers of absolute value 1. If F is any function on T and iffis 
defined on R 1 by 

f(t) = F(ei~, (1) 

thenfis a periodic function of period 2n. This means thatf(t + 2n) =f(t) for 
all real t. Conversely, iff is a function on R 1, with period 2n, then there is a 
function F on T such that (1) holds. Thus we may identify functions on T 
with 2n-periodic functions' on Rl; and, for simplicity of notation, we shall 
sometimes write f(t) rather than f(ei~, even if we think off as being defined 
on T. 

With these conventions in mind, we define I!'(n, for 1 S; p < 00, to be 
the class of all complex, Lebesgue measurable, 2n-periodic functions on Rl 
for which the norm 

(2) 

is finite. 
In other words, we are looking at I!'(p.), where p. is Lebesgue measure on 

[0, 2n] (or on n, divided by 2n. r"(T) will be the class of all 2n-periodic 
members of D"'(R 1), with the essential supremum norm, and qT) consists of 
all continuous complex functions on T (or, equivalently, of all continuous, 
complex, 2n-periodic functions on Rl), with norm 

Ilflloo = sup I f(t) I, (3) 

The factor Ij(2n) in (2) simplifies the formalism we are about to develop. 
For instance, the I!'-norm of the constant function 1 is 1. 

A trigonometric polynomial is a finite sum of the form 

N 

f(t) = ao + L (an cos nt + bn sin nt) (4) 
n=1 

where ao, a .. ... , aN and b., ... , bN are complex numbers. On accoqnt of the 
Euler identities, (4) can also be written in the form 

N 

f(t) = L Cn eint (5) 
n= -N 

which is more convenient for most purposes. It is clear that every trigono
metric polynomial has period 2n. 
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We shall denote the set of all integers (positive, zero, and negative) by Z, 
and put 

(n E Z). (6) 

If we define the inner product in I3(T) by 

1 f" (f, g) = 2n _/(t)g(t) dt (7) 

[note that this is in agreement with (2)], an easy computation shows that 

(un' Urn) = ~ f" ei(n-rn)t dt = {1 ~f n = m, 
2n _" 0 If n =I- m. 

(8) 

Thus {Un: n E Z} is an orthonormal set in I3(T), usually called the trigono
metric system. We shall now prove that this system is maximal, and shall then 
derive concrete versions of the abstract theorems previously obtained in the 
Hilbert space context. 

4.24 The Completeness of the Trigonometric System Theorem 4.18 shows that the 
maximality (or completeness) of the trigonometric system will be proved as soon 
as we can show that the set of all trigonometric polynomials is dense in I3(T). 
Since C(T) is dense in I3(T), by Theorem 3.14 (note that T is compact), it suffices 
to show that to every f E C(T) and to every E > 0 there is a trigonometric poly
nomial P such that Ilf - PI12 < E. Since IIgl12 ::s; Ilglloo for every g E C(T), the esti
mate II f - P 112 < E will follow from II f - P II 00 < E, and it is this estimate which 
we shall prove. 

Suppose we had trigonometric polynomials Ql' Q2, Q3' ... , with the follow
ing properties: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) Iftlk(o) = sup {Qk(t): o::s; It I ::s; n}, then 

lim tlk(O) = 0 
k--> 00 

for every 0 > O. 

Another way of stating (c) is to say: for every 0 > 0, Qk(t)-+ 0 uniformly on 
[-n, -0] U [0, n]. 

To eachf E C(T) we associate the functions Pk defined by 

(k = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (1) 
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If we replace s by - s (using Theorem 2.20( e» and then by s - t, the periodicity of 
J and Qk shows that the value of the integral is not affected. Hence 

1 f" Pk(t) = 2n: _/(S)Qk(t - s) ds (k = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (2) 

Since each Qk is a trigonometric polynomial, Qk is of the form 

Nt 

Q (t) = ~ a eillt 
k L. ft, k , (3) 

,,= -Nt 

and if we replace t by t - s in (3) and substitute the result in (2), we see that each 
Pk is a trigonometric polynomial. 

Let E > 0 be given. Since J is uniformly continuous on T, there exists a fJ > 0 
such that I J(t) - J(s) I < E whenever It - s I < fJ. By (b), we have 

1 f" Pk(t) - J(t) = 2n: -" {J(t - s) - J(t)} Qk(S) ds, 

and (a) implies, for all t, that 

1 f" I Pk(t) - J(t) I ~ 2n: _"I J(t - s) - J(t) I Qk(S) ds = A1 + A2, 

where A1 is the integral over [ -fJ, fJ] and A2 is the integral over [-n:, -fJ] u 
[fJ, n:]. In Ab the integrand is less than EQk(S), so A1 < E, by (b). In A2, we have 
Qk(S) ~ '1k(fJ), hence 

(4) 

for sufficiently large k, by (c). Since these estimates are independent of t, we have 
proved that 

lim IIJ - Pkll co = o. (5) 
k"'co 

It remains to construct the Qk. This can be done in many ways. Here is a 
simple one. Put 

{ I + cos t}k 
Qk(t) = Ck 2 ' (6) 

where Ck is chosen so that (b) holds. Since (a) is clear, we only need to show (c). 
Since Qk is even, (b) shows that 

1 Ck I" {I + cos t}kd Ck I" {I + cos t}k. d 2ck =- t>- smt t= . 
n: 0 2 n: 0 2 n:(k + 1) 

Since Qk is decreasing on [0, n:], it follows that 

Qk(t) ~ Qk(fJ) ~ n:(k; 1) C + ~os fJy (7) 
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This implies (c), since 1 + cos b < 2 if ° < b ::;; n. 
We have proved the following important result: 

4.25 Theorem Iff e qT) and E > 0, there is a trigonometric polynomial P 
such that 

If(t) - P(t) I < E 

for every real t. 

A more precise result was proved by Fejer (1904): The arithmetic means of the 
partial sums of the Fourier series of any f e qT) converge uniformly to f For a 
proof (quite similar to the above) see Theorem 3.1 of [45], or p. 89 of [36], vol. I. 

4.26 Fourier Series For any f e Ll(T), we define the Fourier coefficients offby the 
formula 

/(n) = - f(t)e- ont dt 1 f" . 
2n _" 

(n e Z), (1) 

where, we recall, Z is the set of all integers. We thus associate with eachfe E(T) 
a function/on Z. The Fourier series offis 

(2) 
-co 

and its partial sums are 

N 

sJt) = L /(n)eint (N = 0, 1, 2, ... ). (3) 
-N 

Since J3(T) c E(T), (1) can be applied to every f e J3(T). Comparing the defi
nitions made in Sees. 4.23 and 4.13, we can now restate Theorems 4.17 and 4.18 
in concrete terms: 

The Riesz-Fischer theorem asserts that if {cn} is a sequence of complex 
numbers such that 

co 

L ICn 12 < 00, (4) 
n=-C() 

then there exists anf e J3(T) such that 

1 f" . cn = - f(t)e-· nt dt 
2n _" 

(n e Z). (5) 

The Parseval theorem asserts that 

(6) 
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whenever IE I3(T) and 9 E I3(T); the series on the left of (6) converges absolu
tely; and if S N is as in (3), then 

lim II/-sNII2 =0, (7) 
N-oo 

since a special case of (6) yields 

111- SN II~ = L Il(n) 12. (8) 
Inl>N 

Note that (7) says that every IE I3(T) is the I3-limit of the partial sums of its 
Fourier series; i.e., the Fourier series of I converges to f, in the I3-sense. Pointwise 
convergence presents a more delicate problem, as we shall see in Chap. 5. 

The Riesz-Fischer theorem and the Parse val theorem may be summarized by 
saying that the mapping I +-+ lis a Hilbert space isomorphism of I3(T) onto t 2(Z). 

The theory of Fourier series in other function spaces, for instance in L1(T), is 
much more difficult than in L2(T), and we shall touch only a few aspects of it. 

Observe that the crucial ingredient in the proof of the Riesz-Fischer theorem 
is the fact that I3 is complete. This is so well recognized that the name" Riesz
Fischer theorem" is sometimes given to the theorem which asserts the complete
ness of L2, or even of any IJ'. 

Exercises 

In this set of exercises, H always denotes a Hilbert space. 

1 If M is a closed subspace of H, prove that M = (Mol)ol. Is there a similar true statement for sub
spaces M which are not necessarily closed? 

2 Let {x.: n = 1, 2, 3, ... } be a linearly independent set of vectors in H. Show that the following 
construction yields an orthonormal set {u.} such that {XI' ... , XN} and {u l , .•• , UN} have the same 
span for all N. 

Put U I = xtfllxtll. Having U I , ••• , u._ 1 define 

.-1 

v,,=xn- L (Xn,Ui)U~, 
i=l 

U. = v./llv.lI. 

Note that this leads to a proof of the existence of a maximal orthonormal set in separable 
Hilbert spaces which makes no appeal to the Hausdorff maximality principle. (A space is separable if 
it contains a countable dense subset.) 

3 Show that l!(T) is separable if 1 ::;; p < 00, but that L"'(T) is not separable. 

4 Show that H is separable if and only if H contains a maximal orthonormal system which is at most 
countable. 

5 If M = {x: Lx = O}, where L is a continuous linear functional on H, prove that Mol is a vector 
space of dimension 1 (unless M = H). 

6 Let {u.} (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) be an orthonormal set in H. Show that this gives an example of a closed 
and bounded set which is not compact. Let Q be the set of all x E H of the form 

'" 
x = L c"un 

I 
(where le. I ::;;;). 

Prove that Q is compact. (Q is called the Hilbert cube.) 
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More generally. let {.5.} be a sequence of positive numbers. and let S be the set of all x E H of 
the form 

(where I c.1 :s; .5..). 

Prove that S is compact if and only if Li" .5; < 00. 

Prove that H is not locally compact. 

7 Suppose {a.} is a sequence of positive numbers such that L a.b. < 00 whenever b. ~ 0 and 
L b; < 00. Prove that L a; < 00. 

Suggestion: IfL a; = 00 then there are disjoint sets Et (k = I. 2. 3 •... ) so that 

L a;> 1. 
neE, 

Define b. so that b. = cta. for n E Et . For suitably chosen Ct. L a.b. = 00 although L b; < 00. 

8 If HI and H 2 are two Hilbert spaces. prove that one of them is isomorphic to a subspace of the 
other. (Note that every closed subspace of a Hilbert space is a Hilbert space.) 

9 If A c [0. 21t] and A is measurable. prove that 

lim fcosnxdx= lim fsinnxdx=O. 
a-co J... n ..... CCI JA. 

10 Let nl < n2 < n3 < ... be positive integers. and let E be the set of all x E [0. 21t] at which 
{sin ntx} converges. Prove that m(E) = O. Hint: 2 sin2 IX = I - cos 21%, so sin ntx-+ ± 1/J2 a.e. on E. 
by Exercise 9. 

II Find a nonempty closed set E in I3(T) that contains no element of smallest norm. 

12 The constants Ct in Sec. 4.24 were shown to be such that k-Ict is bounded. Estimate the relevant 
integral more precisely and show that 

o < lim k- I/2Ct < 00. 

t-oo 

13 Suppose f is a continuous function on R I. with period I. Prove that 

lim - L f(nIX) = f(t) dt I N il 
N-+«J N .. =1 0 

for every irrational real number IX. Hint: Do it first for 

f(t) = exp (21tikt). k=O. ±I. ±2 ..... 

14 Compute 

min fl I x 3 - a - bx - cx212 dx 
a, b,c -1 

and find 

where g is subject to the restrictions 

fl g(x) dx = fl xg(x) dx = fl x 2g(x) dx = 0; 
-I -I -I 
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15 Compute 

State and solve the corresponding maximum problem, as in Exercise 14. 

16 If Xo E Hand M is a closed linear subspace of H, prove that 

min {llx - xoll: x E M} = max {I(xo, y)l: y E MJ., Ilyll = I}. 

17 Show that there is a continuous one-to-one mapping y of [0, 1] into H such that y(b) - y(a) is 
orthogonal to y(d) - y(c) whenever 0 ~ a ~ b ~ c s; d s; 1. (y may be called a "curve with orthogonal 
increments.") Hint: Take H = 13, and consider characteristic functions of certain subsets of [0,1]. 

18 Define u.(t) = ei .. for all S E Rt, t E RI. Let X be the complex vector space consisting of all finite 
linear combinations of these functions u •. Iff E X and g E X, show that 

1 fA -
(f, g) = ~~ 2A _/(t)g(t) dt 

exists. Show that this inner product makes X into a unitary space whose completion is a non
separable Hilbert space H. Show also that {u.: S E RI} is a maximal orthonormal set in H. 

19 Fix a positive integer N, put w = e2Ki1N, prove the orthogonality relations 

.!. i w.k = {I if k = 0 
N.=I 0 if l~k~N-l 

and use them to derive the identities 

1 N 

(x, y) = - L Ilx + w·yI12w" 
N .=1 

that hold in every inner product space if N ~ 3. Show also that 

(x, y) = 2. fK Ilx + e"YI12e" dO. 
211: -x 



CHAPTER 

FIVE 

EXAMPLES OF BANACH SPACE TECHNIQUES 

Banach Spaces 

5.1 In the preceding chapter we saw how certain analytic facts about trigonomet
ric series can be made to emerge from essentially goemetric considerations about 
general Hilbert spaces, involving the notions of convexity, subspaces, orthog
onality, and completeness. There are many problems in analysis that can be 
attacked with greater ease when they are placed within a suitably chosen abstract 
framework. The theory of Hilbert spaces is not always suitable since orthogonality 
is something rather special. The class of all Banach spaces affords greater variety. 
In this chapter we shall develop some of the basic properties of Banach spaces 
and illustrate them by applications to concrete problems. 

5.2 Definition A complex vector space X is said to be a normed linear space if 
to each x E X there is associated a nonnegative real number Ilxll, called the 
norm of x, such that 

(a) Ilx + yll ::::;; IIxll + Ilyll for all x and y E X, 
(b) Ilaxll = IIX I Ilxll if x E X and IX is a scalar, 
(c) IIxll = 0 implies x = O. 

By (a), the triangle inequality 

Ilx - yll ::::;; Ilx - zll + liz - yll (x, y, Z E X) 

holds. Combined with (b) (take IX = 0, IX = -1) and (c) this shows that every 
normed linear space may be regarded as a metric space, the distance between 
x and y being Ilx - yll. 

A Banach space is a normed linear space which is complete in the metric 
defined by its norm. 
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For instance, every Hilbert space is a Banach space, so is every I!'(p.) 
normed by Ilfllp (provided we identify functions which are equal a.e.) if 
1 :s; p :s; 00, and so is Co(X) with the supremum norm. The simplest Banach 
space is of course the complex field itself, nonned by II x II = I x I. 

One can equally well discuss real Banach spaces; the definition is exactly 
the same, except that all scalars are assumed to be real. 

5.3 Definition Consider a linear transformation A from a normed linear 
space X into a normed linear space Y, and define its norm by 

IIAII = sup·{IIAxll: x E X, Ilxll:s; 1}. (1) 

If IIAII < 00, then A is called a bounded linear transformation. 
In (1), Ilxll is the norm of x in X, IIAxl1 is the norm of Ax in Y; it will 

frequently happen that several norms occur together, and the context will 
make it clear which is which. 

Observe that we could restrict ourselves to unit vectors x in (1), i.e., to x 
with Ilxll = 1, without changing the supremum, since 

II A(lXx) II = II IXAx II = IIX IIIAxll. (2) 

Observe also that IIAII is the smallest number such that the inequality 

IIAxl1 :s; IIAllllxll (3) 

holds for every x E X. 
The following geometric picture is helpful: A maps the closed unit ball in 

X, i.e., the set 

{x E X: IIxll :s; 1}, (4) 

into the closed ball in Y with center at 0 and radius IIAII. 
An important special case is obtained by taking the complex field for Y; 

in that case we talk about bounded linear functionals. 

5.4 Theorem For a linear transformation A of a normed linear space X into a 
normed linear space Y, each of the following three conditions implies the other 
two: 

(a) A is bounded. 
(b) A is continuous. 
(c) A is continuous at one point of X. 

PROOF Since IIA(Xl - x2)11 :s; IIAllllxl - x211, it is clear that (a) implies (b), 
and (b) implies (c) trivially. Suppose A is continuous at Xo. To each E > 0 one 
can then find a ~ > 0 so that Ilx - xoll < ~ implies IIAx - AXol1 < E. In other 
words, IIxll < ~ implies 

IIA(xo + x) - AXoll < E. 
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But then the linearity of A shows that IIAxl1 < E. Hence IIAII :s; E/o, and (c) 
implies (a). IIII 

Consequences of Baire's Theorem 

5.5 The manner in which the completeness of Banach spaces is frequently 
exploited depends on the following theorem about complete metric spaces, which 
also has many applications in other parts of mathematics. It implies two of the 
three most important theorems which make Banach spaces useful tools in 
analysis, the Banach-Steinhaus theorem and the open mapping theorem. The third 
is the Hahn-Banach extension theorem, in which completeness plays no role. 

5.6 Baire's Theorem If X is a complete metric space, the intersection of every 
countable collection of dense open subsets of X is dense in X. 

In particular (except in the trivial case X = 0), the intersection is not empty. 
This is often the principal significance of the theorem. 

PROOF Suppose V1, V2 , V3 , ••• are dense and open in X. Let W be any open 
set in X. We have to show that n v.. has a point in W if W "# 0. 

Let P be the metric of X; let us write 

S(x, r) = {y EX: p(x, y) < r} (1) 

and let S(x, r) be the closure of S(x, r). [Note: There exist situations in which 
S(x, r) does not contain all y with p(x, y) :s; r!] 

Since V1 is dense, W (1 V1 is a nonempty open set, and we can therefore 
find x 1 and r 1 such that 

(2) 

If n ~ 2 and x. _ 1 and r. -1 are chosen, the denseness of v.. shows that v.. (1 

S(x._ h r.- 1) is not empty, and we can therefore find x. and r. such that 

- 1 
S(x., r.) c v.. (1 S(X.-1' r.- 1) and 0 < r. <-. 

n 
(3) 

By induction, this process produces a sequence {x.} in X. If i > nand 
j > n, the construction shows that Xi and Xj both lie in S(x., r.), so that 
P(Xi' x j ) < 2r. < 21n, and hence {x.} is a Cauchy sequence. Since X is com
plete, there is a point x E X such that x = lim x •. 

Since Xi lies in the closed set S(x., r.) if i > n, it follows that x lies in each 
S(x., r.), and (3) shows that x lies in each v... By (2), x E W. This completes 
~~~ W 

Corollary In a complete metric space, the intersection of any countable collec
tion of dense Gd's is again a dense Gd. 
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This follows from the theorem, since every Gd is the intersection of a count
able collection of open sets, and since the union of countably many countable 
sets is countable. 

5.7 Baire's theorem is sometimes called the category theorem, for the following 
reason. 

Call a set E c X nowhere dense if its closure E contains no nonempty open 
subset of X. Any countable union of nowhere dense sets is called a set of the first 
category; all other subsets of X are of the second category (Baire's terminology). 
Theorem 5.6 is equivalent to the statement that no complete metric space is of the 
first category. To see this, just take complements in the statement of Theorem 5.6. 

5.8 The Banach-Steinhaus Theorem Suppose X is a Banach space, Y is a 
normed linear space, and {All} is a collection of bounded linear transformations 
of X into Y, where IX ranges over some index set A. Then either there exists an 
M < 00 such that 

IIAIIII~M (1) 

for every IX E A, or 

sup II All xII = 00 (2) 
ileA 

for all x belonging to some dense Gd in X. 

In geometric terminology, the alternatives are as follows: Either there is a 
ball B in Y (with radius M and center at 0) such that every All maps the unit ball 
of X into B, or there exist x E X (in fact, a whole dense Gd of them) such that no 
ball in Y contains All x for all IX. 

The theorem is sometimes referred to as the uniform boundedness principle. 

PROOF Put 

<p(x) = sup II All xII (x E X) (3) 
ileA 

and let 

v" = {x: <p(x) > n} (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (4) 

Since each All is continuous and since the norm of Y is a continuous function 
on Y (an immediate consequence of the triangle inequality, as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.6), each function x-+ IIAllxll is continuous on X. Hence <p is lower 
semicontinuous, and each v" is open. 
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If one of these sets, say VN , fails to be dense in X, then there exist an 
Xo E X and an r > 0 such that Ilxll s; r implies Xo + x ¢ VN ; this means that 
q>(xo + x) s; N, or 

IIA",(xo + x)11 s; N (5) 

for alIa E A and all x with Ilxll s; r. Since x = (xo + x) - xo, we then have 

IIA",xll s; IIA",(xo + x)11 + IIA",xoll s; 2N, (6) 

and it follows that (1) holds with M = 2N/r. 
The other possibility is that every V. is dense in X. In that case, n v. is a 

dense G6 in X, by Baire's theorem; and since q>(x) = 00 for every x E n v., 
the proof is complete. / / / / 

5.9 The Open Mapping Theorem Let U and V be the open unit balls of the 
Banach spaces X and Y. To every bounded linear transformation A of X onto 
Y there corresponds a () > 0 so that 

A(U) => {)V. (1) 

Note the word" onto" in the hypothesis. The symbol () V stands for the set 
y: y E V}, i.e., the set of all y E Y with Ilyll < (). 

It follows from (1) and the linearity of A that the image of every open ball in 
. with center at xo, say, contains an open ball in Y with center at Axo. Hence 
e image of every open set is open. This explains the name of the theorem. 

Here is another way of stating (1): To every y with Ilyll < () there corresponds 
x with Ilxll < 1 so that Ax = y. 

PROOF Given y E Y, there exists an x E X such that Ax = y; if Ilxll < k, it 
follows that y E A(kU). Hence Y is the union of the sets A(kU), for 
k = 1, 2, 3, " " Since Y is complete, the Baire theorem implies that there is a 
nonempty open set W in the closure of some A(kU). This means that every 
point of W is the limit of a sequence {AXi}, where Xi E kU; from now on, k 
and Ware fixed. 

Choose Yo E W, and choose '1 > 0 so that Yo + YEW if Ilyll < '1. For 
any such y there are sequences {x;}, {xn in kU such that 

Axi- Yo + y (i- 00). (2) 

Setting Xi = xi - x;, we have Ilxili < 2k and AXi- y. Since this holds for 
every y with Ilyll < '1, the linearity of A shows that the following is true, if 
() = '1/2k: 

To each y E Y and to each E > 0 there corresponds an x E X such that 

Ilxll s;{)-lilyll and Ily-Axil <E. (3) 

This is almost the desired conclusion, as stated just before the start of the 
proof, except that there we had E = O. 
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Fix y E <5 V, and fix E > O. By (3) there exists an Xl with Ilxlll < 1 and 

Ily - AXlll < t<5E. 

Suppose Xl' .•• , Xn are chosen so that 

(4) 

(5) 

Use (3), with y replaced by the vector on the left side of (5), to obtain an Xn + 1 

so that (5) holds with n + 1 in place of n, and 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (6) 

If we set Sn = Xl + ... + X n , (6) shows that {sn} is a Cauchy sequence in 
X. Since X is complete, there exists an X E X so that sn- x. The inequality 
Ilxlll < 1, together with (6), shows that Ilxll < 1 + E. Since A is continuous, 
Asn - Ax. By (5), Asn - y. Hence Ax = y. 

We have now proved that 

A((l + E)U) :::;) <5V, (7) 

or 

(8) 

for every E > O. The union of the sets on the right of (8), taken over all E > 0, 
is <5V. This proves (1). IIII 

5.10 Theorem If X and Yare Banach spaces and if A is a bounded linear 
transformation of X onto Y which is also one-to-one, then there is a <5 > 0 such 
that 

IIAxl1 ~ <5llxll (X EX). (1) 

In other words, A -1 is a bounded linear transformation of Y onto x. 

PROOF If <5 is chosen as in the statement of Theorem 5.9, the conclusion of 
that theorem, combined with the fact that A is now one-to-one, shows that 
IIAxl1 < <5 implies Ilxll < 1. Hence Ilxll ~ 1 implies IIAxl1 ~ <5, and (1) is 
proved. 

The transformation A - 1 is defined on Y by the requirement that 
A -1 Y = X if y = Ax. A trivial verification shows that A -1 is linear, and (1) 
implies that IIA -111 :s; 1/<5. IIII 

Fourier Series of Continuous Functions 

5.11 A Convergence Problem Is it true for every f E qT) that the Fourier series of 
f converges to f(x) at every point x? 
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Let us recall that the nth partial sum of the Fourier series off at the point x 
is given by 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ), (1) 

n 

where Dn(t) = L eikt• (2) 
k=-n 

This follows directly from formulas 4.26(1) and 4.26(3). 
The problem is to determine whether 

lim sn(f; x) = f(x) (3) 
n-+ 00 

for every f E C(T) and for every real x. We observed in Sec. 4.26 that the partial 
sums do converge to f in the L2-norm, and Theorem 3.12 implies therefore that 
each f E E(T) [hence also each f E C(T)] is the pointwise limit a.e. of some sub
sequence of the full sequence of the partial sums. But this does not answer the 
present question. 

We shall see that the Banach-Steinhaus theorem answers the question nega
tively. Put 

s*(f; x) = sup I sn(f; x) I· (4) 
n 

To begin with, take x = 0, and define 

(f E C(T); n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (5) 

We know that C(T) is a Banach space, relative to the supremum norm Ilflloo. It 
follows from (1) that each An is a bounded linear functional on C(T), of norm 

(6) 

We claim that 

as n--+ 00. (7) 

This will be proved by showing that equality holds in (6) and that 

as n--+ 00. (8) 

Multiply (2) by eit/2 and by e- It /2 and subtract one of the resulting two equa
tions from the other, to obtain 

D ( ) = sin (n + t)t 
n t sin (tI2) . 

(9) 
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Since I sin x I ~ I x I for all real x, (9) shows that 

IID"lll > ~ (" I sin (n + !)tl dt = ~ ("+1/
2

)" Isin tl dt 
n Jo 2 t n Jo t 

2 n 1 it.. 4 n 1 
> - L - I sin tl dt = 2" L --+ 00, 

n k=1 kn (k-l)" n k=1 k 

which proves (8). 
Next, fix n, and put g(t) = 1 if Dn(t) ~ 0, g(t) = -1 if D"(t) < O. There exist 

jj E C(T) such that -1 ~jj ~ 1 and/it)-+ g(t) for every t, asj-+ 00. By the domi
nated convergence theorem, 

Thus equality holds in (6), and we have proved (7). 
Since (7) holds, the Banach-Steinhaus theorem asserts now that s*(f; 0) = 00 

for every fin some dense G6-set in C(T). 
We chose x = 0 just for convenience. It is clear that the same result holds for 

every other x: 

To each real number x there corresponds a set Ex c C(T) which is a dense G6 

in C(T), such that s*(f; x) = 00 for every f E Ex. 

In particular, the Fourier series of each f E Ex diverges at x, and we have a 
negative answer to our question. (Exercise 22 shows the answer is positive if mere 
continuity is replaced by a somewhat stronger smoothness assumption.) 

It is interesting to observe that the above result can be strengthened by 
another application of Baire's theorem. Let us take countably many points Xi' 

and let E be the intersection of the corresponding sets 

Ex, c C(T). 

By Baire's theorem, E is a dense G6 in C(T). Every fEE has 

s*(f; xJ = 00 

at every point Xi. 

For each/, s*(f; x) is a lower semicontinuous function of x, since (4) exhibits 
it as the supremum of a collection of continuous functions. Hence 
{x: s*(f; x) = oo} is a G 6 in R 1, for each f If the above points Xi are taken so that 
their union is dense in (-n, n), we obtain the following result: 

5.12 Theorem There is a set E c C(T) which is a dense Gd in C(T) and which 
has thefollowing property: For eachfE E, the set 

Q, = {x: s*(f; x) = oo} 

is a dense G6 in Rl. 
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This gains in interest if we realize that E, as well as each Qf' is an uncount
able set: 

5.13 Theorem In a complete metric space X which has no isolated points, no 
countable dense set is a G.,. 

PROOF Let xk be the points of a countable dense set E in X. Assume that E is 
a G.,. Then E = n v.. , where each v.. is dense and open. Let 

" w" = v.. - U {xk }· 
k=l 

Then each w" is still a dense open set, but n w" = 0, in contradiction to 
Baire's theorem. IIII 

Note: A slight change in the proof of Baire's theorem shows actually that 
every dense G., contains a perfect set if X is as above. 

Fourier Coefficients of I1-functions 

5.14 As in Sec. 4.26, we associate to every IE LI(T) a function! on Z defined by 

1 I" !(n) = -2 I(t)e-i"t dt 
n -" 

(n E Z). (1) 

It is easy to prove that!(n)--+ 0 as I nl--+ 00, for every IE E. For we know that 
C(T) is dense in LI(T) (Theorem 3.14) and that the trigonometric polynomials are 
dense in C(T) (Theorem 4.25). If E > 0 and IE LI(T), this says that there is a 
g E C(T) and a trigonometric polynomial P such that III - gill < E and 
Ilg - PII co < E. Since 

if follows that III - Pill < 2E; and if I n I is large enough (depending on P), then 

I !(n) I = I ;n f" {f(t) - P(t)}e-i"t dt I ~ III - Pill < 2E. (2) 

Thus!(n)--+ 0 as n--+ ± 00. This is known as the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. 
The question we wish to raise is whether the converse is true. That is to say, 

if {a,,} is a sequence of complex numbers such that a,,--+ 0 as n--+ ± 00, does it 
follow that there is ani E LI(T) such that!(n) = a" for all n E Z? In other words, 
is something like the Riesz-Fischer theorem true in this situation? 

This can easily be answered (negatively) with the aid of the open mapping 
theorem. 
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Let Co be the space of all complex functions (() on Z such that (()(n)-4 0 as 
n-4 ± 00, with the supremum norm 

11(()1100 = sup {I (()(n) I: n E Z}. (3) 

Then Co is easily seen to be a Banach space. In fact, if we declare every subset of 
Z to be open, then Z is a locally compact Hausdorff space, and Co is nothing but 
Co(Z)· 

The following theorem contains the answer to our question: 

5.15 Theorem The mapping f -41 is a one-to-one bounded linear transformation 
of E(T) into (but not onto) co. 

PROOF Define A by Af =! It is clear that A is linear. We have just proved 
that A maps E(T) into Co, and formula 5.14(1) shows that I!(n) I ~ Ilflll' so 
that IIAII ~ 1. (Actually, IIAII = 1; to see this, take f = 1.) Let us now prove 
that A is one-to-one. Supposef E E(T) and!(n) = 0 for every n E Z. Then 

f/(t)g(t) dt = 0 (1) 

if g is any trigonometric polynomial. By Theorem 4.25 and the dominated 
convergence theorem, (1) holds for every g E C(T). Apply the dominated con
vergence theorem once more, in conjunction with the Corollary to Lusin's 
theorem, to conclude that (1) holds if g is the characteristic function of any 
measurable set in T. Now Theorem 1.39(b) shows thatf = 0 a.e. 

lf the range of A were all of co, Theorem 5.10 would imply the existence 
of a 0 > 0 such that 

1111100 ~ ollflll (2) 

for every f E E(T). But if D.(t) is defined as in Sec. 5.11, then D. E E(T), 
1115.1100 = 1 for n = 1,2,3, ... , and IID.lll-4 00 as n-4 00. Hence there is no 
o > 0 such that the inequalities 

(3) 

hold for every n. 
This completes the proof. IIII 

The Hahn-Banach Theorem 

5.16 Theorem If M is a subspace of a normed linear space X and iff is a 
bounded linear functional on M, then f can be extended to a bounded linear 
functional F on X so that II F II = II f II. 

Note that M need not be closed. 
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Before we turn to the proof, some comments seem called for. First, to say (in 
the most general situation) that a function F is an extension off means that the 
domain of F includes that off and that F(x) = f(x) for all x in the domain off 
Second, the norms II F II and II f II are computed relative to the domains of F and 
f; explicitly, 

Ilfll = sup {If(x)l: x E M, IIxll ~ I}, IIFII = sup {I F(x) I: x E X, Ilxll ~ I}, 

The third comment concerns the field of scalars. So far everything has been 
stated for complex scalars, but the complex field could have been replaced by the 
real field without any changes in statements or proofs. The Hahn-Banach 
theorem is also true in both cases; nevertheless, it appears to be essentially a 
"real" theorem. The fact that the complex case was not yet proved when Banach 
wrote his classical book" Operations lineaires" may be the main reason that real 
scalars are the only ones considered in his work. 

It will be helpful to introduce some temporary terminology. Recall that V is 
a complex (real) vector space if x + y E V for x and y E V, and if ax E V for all 
complex (real) numbers IX. It follows trivially that every complex vector space is 
also a real vector space. A complex function ({J on a complex vector space V is a 
complex-linear functional if 

({J(x + y) = ({J(x) + ({J(y) and ((J(IXX) = IX({J(X) (1) 

for all x and y E V and all complex IX. A real-valued function ({J on a complex 
(real) vector space V is a real-linear functional if (1) holds for all real IX. 

If u is the real part of a complex-linear functional/, i.e., if u(x) is the real part 
of the complex number f(x) for all x E V, it is easily seen that u is a real-linear 
functional. The following relations hold betweenfand u: 

5.17 Proposition Let V be a complex vector space. 

(a) If u is the real part of a complex-linear functional f on V, then 

f(x) = u(x) - iu(ix) (x E V). (1) 

(b) If u is a real-linear functional on V and iff is defined by (1), then f is a 
complex-linear functional on V. 

(c) If V is a normed linear space and f and u are related as in (1), then 

IlfII = Ilull· 

PROOF If IX and p are real numbers and z = IX + iP, the real part of iz is - p. 
This gives the identity 

z = Re z - i Re (iz) 

for all complex numbers z. Since 

Re (if(x)) = Re f(ix) = u(ix), 

(1) follows from (2) with z = f(x). 

(2) 

(3) 
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Under the hypotheses (b), it is clear that f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y) and that 
f(lXx) = IXf(x) for all real IX. But we also have 

f(ix) = u(ix) - iu( - x) = u(ix) + iu(x) = if(x), (4) 

which proves thatfis complex-linear. 
Since I u(x) I :::; I f(x) I, we have lIull :::; 11111. On the other hand, to every 

x E V there corresponds a complex number IX, IIX I = 1, so that IXf(x) = I f(x) I. 
Then 

I f(x) I = f(lXx) = U(IXX) :::; Ilull . IllXxll = lIuli . Ilxll, 

which proves that Ilfll :::; lIull. 

(5) 

IIII 

5.18 Proof of Theorem 5.16 We first assume that X is a real nonned linear 
space and, consequently, that f is a real-linear bounded functional on M. If 
II f II = 0, the desired extension is F = O. Omitting this case, there is no loss of 
generality in assuming that 11111 = 1. 

Choose Xo E X, Xo ¢ M, and let M 1 be the vector space spanned by M 
and Xo. Then M 1 consists of all vectors of the form x + .ho, where x E M 
and A is a real scalar. If we define fl(X + AXo) = f(x) + AIX, where IX is any 
fixed real number, it is trivial to verify that an extension of f to a linear 
functional on M 1 is obtained. The problem is to choose IX so that the 
extended functional still has nonn 1. This will be the case provided that 

If(x) + AIXI:::; Ilx + Axoll (x E M, A real). (1) 

Replace x by - AX and divide both sides of (1) by I AI. The requirement is 
then that 

If(x) - IXI:::; IIx - xoll (x EM), (2) 

i.e., that Ax :::; IX :::; Bx for all x E M, where 

Ax = f(x) - Ilx - xoll and Bx = f(x) + Ilx - xoll· (3) 

There exists such an IX if and only if all the intervals [Ax, Bx] have a common 
point, i.e., if and only if 

(4) 

for all x and y E M. But 

f(x) - f(y) = f(x - y):::; IIx - yll :::; IIx - xoll + Ily - xoll, (5) 

and so (4) follows from (3). 
We have now proved that there exists a nonn-preserving extensionfl off 

onM l · 

Let ~ be the collection of all ordered pairs (M', f'), where M' is a sub
space of X which contains M and where f' is a real-linear extension of f to 
M', with 11f'11 = 1. Partially order ~ by declaring (M',f') :::; (M",f") to mean 
that M' c: M" and f"(x) = f'(x) for all x EM'. The axioms of a partial order 
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are clearly satisfied, &J is not empty since it contains (M,J), and so the Haus
dorff maximality theorem asserts the existence of a maximal totally ordered 
subcollection n of &J. 

Let <I> be the collection of all M' such that (M',I') E n. Then <I> is totally 
ordered, by set inclusion, and therefore the union M of all members of <I> is a 
subspace of X. (Note that in general the union of two subspaces is not a 
subspace. An example is two planes through the origin in R3.) If x E M, then 
x E M' for some M' E <1>; define F(x) = I'(x), where I' is the function which 
occurs in the pair (M',I') E n. Our definition of the partial order in n shows 
that it is immaterial which M' E <I> we choose to define F(x), as long as M' 
contains x. 

It is now easy to check that F is a linear functional on M, with IIFII = 1. 
If M were a proper subspace X, the first part of the proof would give us a 
further extension of F, and this would contradict the maximality of n. Thus 
M = X, and the proof is complete for the case of real scalars. 

If now f is a complex-linear functional on the subspace M of the complex 
normed linear space X, let u be the real part off, use the real Hahn-Banach 
theorem to extend u to a real-linear functional U on X, with IIUII = Ilull, and 
define 

F(x) = U(x) - iU(ix) (x EX). (6) 

By Proposition 5.17, F is a complex-linear extension off, and 

IIFII = IIUII = Ilull = Ilfli. 

This completes the proof. IIII 

Let us mention two important consequences of the Hahn-Banach theorem: 

5.19 Theorem Let M be a linear subspace of a normed linear space X, and let 
Xo E X. Then Xo is in the closure M of M if and only if there is no bounded 
linear functional f on X such that f(x) = 0 for all x E M but f(xo) # o. 

PROOF If Xo E M, f is a bounded linear functional on X, and f(x) = 0 for all 
x E M, the continuity offshows that we also havef(xo) = O. 

Conversely, suppose Xo f/ M. Then there exists a {j > 0 such that 
IIx - xoll > {j for all x E M. Let M' be the subspace generated by M and xo, 
and definef(x + AXo) = A if x E M and A is a scalar. Since 

{j I AI ~ I A I II Xo + r 1 x II = II AXo + x II , 

we see that f is a linear functional on M' whose norm is at most {j -1. Also 
f(x) = 0 on M,J(xo) = 1. The Hahn-Banach theorem allows us to extend this 
ffrom M' to X. IIII 

5.20 Theorem If X is a normed linear space and if Xo E X, Xo # 0, there is a 
bounded linear functionalfon X, of norm 1, so thatf(xo) = Ilxoll· 
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PROOF Let M = {AXo}, and definef(Axo) = Allxoll. Thenfis a linear function
al of norm 1 on M, and the Hahn-Banach theorem can again be applied. IIII 

5.21 Remarks If X is a normed linear space, let X* be the collection of all 
bounded linear functionals on X. If addition and scalar multiplication of 
linear functionals are defined in the obvious manner, it is easy to see that X* 
is again a normed linear space. In fact, X* is a Banach space; this follows 
from the fact that the field of scalars is a complete metric space. We leave the 
verification of these properties of X* as an exercise. 

One of the consequences of Theorem 5.20 is that X* is not the trivial 
,"ector space (i.e., X* consists of more than 0) if X is not trivial. In fact, X* 
separates points on X. This means that if x I "" X 2 in X there exists an f e X* 
such thatf(x l ) "" f(x 2 ). To prove this, merely take Xo = X2 - Xl in Theorem 
5.20. 

Another consequence is that, for X e X, 

Ilxll = sup {If(x)l:fe X*, Ilfll = I}. 

Hence, for fixed x e X, the mapping f -4 f(x) is a bounded linear functional 
on X*, of norm Ilxll. 

This interplay between X and X* (the so-called "dual space" of X) 
forms the basis of a large portion of that part of mathematics which is known 
asfunctional analysis. 

An Abstract Approach to the Poisson Integral 

5.22 Successful applications of the Hahn-Banach theorem to concrete problems 
depend of course on a knowledge of the bounded linear functionals on the 
normed linear space under consideration. So far we have only determined the 
bounded linear functionals on a Hilbert spaCe (where a much simpler proof of 
the Hahn-Banach theorem exists; see Exercise 6), and we know the positive 
linear functionals on Cc(X). 

We shall now describe a general situation in which the last-mentioned func
tionals occur naturally. 

Let K be a compact Hausdorff space, let H be a compact subset of K, and let 
A be a subspace of C(K) such that 1 e A (1 denotes the function which assigns 
the number 1 to each x e K) and such that 

(fe A). (1) 

Here we used the notation 

IlfilE = sup {If(x)l: x e E}. (2) 

Because of the example discussed in Sec. 5.23, H is sometimes called a bound
ary of K, corresponding to the space A. 
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Iff e A and x e K, (1) says that 

I f(x) I ::; IlflIH· (3) 

In particular, if f(y) = 0 for every y e H, then f(x) = 0 for all x e K. Hence if f1 
and f2 e A and f1(Y) = f2(Y) for every Y e H, then f1 = f2; to see this, put f = 
f1-f2· 

Let M be the set of all functions on H that are restrictions to H of members 
of A. It is clear that M is a subspace of C(H). The preceding remark shows that 
each member of M has a unique extension to a member of A. Thus we have a 
natural one-to-one correspondence between M and A, which is also norm
preserving, by (1). Hence it will cause no confusion if we use the same letter to 
designate a member of A and its restriction to H. 

Fix a point x e K. The inequality (3) shows that the mapping f--+ f(x) is a 
bounded linear functional on M, of norm 1 [since equality holds in (3) iff = 1]. 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem there is a linear functional A on C(H), of norm 1, 
such that 

Af=f(x) (fe M). (4) 

We claim that the properties 

Al = 1, IIAII = 1 (5) 

imply that A is a positive linear functional on C(H). 
To prove this, suppose f e C(H), O::;f::; 1, put 9 = 2f - 1, and put 

Ag = ex + i{J, where ex and {J are real. Note that -1::; 9 ::; 1, so that 
I 9 + ir 12 ::; 1 + r2 for every real constant r. Hence (5) implies that 

({J + r)2 ::; I ex + i({J + r) 12 = I A(g + ir) 12 ::; 1 + r2. (6) 

Thus {J2 + 2r{J ::; 1 for every real r, which forces {J = O. Since IlgliH ::; 1, we have 
I ex I ::; 1; hence 

Af= tA(1 + g) = t(1 + ex) ~ O. (7) 

Now Theorem 2.14 can be applied. It shows that there is a regular positive 
Borel measure J.'x on H such that 

Af= ifdJ.'x (fe C(H)). (8) 

In particular, we get the representation formula 

(fe A). (9) 

What we have proved is that to each x e K there corresponds a positive 
measure J.'x on the "boundary" H which "represents" x in the sense that (9) holds 
for every f e A. 
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Note that A determines Jl." uniquely; but there is no reason to expect the 
Hahn-Banach extension to be unique. Hence, in general, we cannot say much 
about the uniqueness of the representing measures. Under special circumstances 
we do get uniqueness, as we shall see presently. 

5.23 To see an example of the preceding situation, let U = {z: I z I < 1} be the 
open unit disc in the complex plane, put K = U (the closed unit disc), and take 
for H the boundary T of U. We claim that every polynomial/, i.e., every function 
of the form 

N 

I(z) = L all Zll, (1) 
11=0 

where ao, ... , aN are complex numbers, satisfies the relation 

1I/IIu = IIfIIT' (2) 

(Note that the continuity of I shows that the supremum of I I lover U is the same 
as that over U.) 

Since U is compact, there exists a Zo E U such that I I(zo) I ~ I I(z) I for all 
z E U. Assume Zo E U. Then 

N 

I(z) = L bll(z - zo)", (3) 
11=0 

and if 0 < r < 1 - I Zo I , we obtain 

so that bi = b2 = ... = bN = 0; i.e.,/is constant. Thus Zo E T for every noncon
stant polynomial/, and this proves (2). 

(We have just proved a special case of the maximum modulus theorem; we 
shall see later that this is an important property of all holomorphic functions.) 

5.24 The Poisson Integral Let A be any subspace of qU) (where U is the closed 
unit disc, as above) such that A contains all polynomials and such that 

IIfllu = II/IIT (1) 

holds for every lEA. We do not exclude the possibility that A consists of 
precisely the polynomials, but A might be larger. 

The general result obtained in Sec. 5.22 applies to A and shows that to each 
z E U there corresponds a positive Borel measure Jl.z on T such that 

I(z) = f/dJl.z (IE A). (2) 

(This also holds for z E T, but is then trivial: Jl.z is simply the unit mass concen
trated at the point z.) 
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We now fix z e U and write z = rei9, ° ~ r < 1, lJ real. 
If un(w) = wn, then un e A for n = 0, 1, 2, ... ; hence (2) shows that 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ). (3) 

Since U-n = Un on T, (3) leads to 

(n = 0, ± 1, ±2, ... ). (4) 

This suggests that we look at the real function 

<Xl 

P,(lJ - t) = L rlnlein(9-t) (t real), (5) 
n= - 00 

since 

(n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ). (6) 

Note that the series (5) is dominated by the convergent geometric series L rlnl, so 
that it is legitimate to insert the series into the integral (6) and to integrate term 
by term, which gives (6). Comparison of (4) and (6) gives 

r I dJl.z = 21 In l(ei~P,(lJ - t) dt JT 7t -n 
(7) 

for I = Un' hence for every trigonometric polynomial f, and Theorem 4.25 now 
implies that (7) holds for every I e C(T). [This shows that Jl.z was uniquely deter
mined by (2). Why?] 

In particular, (7) holds if I e A, and then (2) gives the representation 

1 en 
I(z) = 27t J_/(ei~P,.(lJ - t) dt (Ie A). (8) 

The series (5) can be summed explicitly, since it is the real part of 

2 ~ ( -it'\n _ elt + z _ 1 - r2 + 2ir sin (lJ - t) 
1 + L.. ze J - it - 11 It 12 

1 e-z -ze 

Thus 

1 - r2 
P,(lJ - t) = 1 _ 2r cos (lJ - t) + r2· (9) 

This is the so-called" Poisson kernel." Note that P,(lJ - t) ~ ° if ° ~ r < 1. 
We now summarize what we have proved: 
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5.25 Theorem Suppose A is a vector space of continuous complex functions on 
the closed unit disc O.lf A contains all polynomials, and if 

sup I f(z)1 = sup I f(z) I (1) 
zeU ze T 

for every f E A (where T is the unit circle, the boundary of U), then the Poisson 
integral representation 

1 I" 1 - r2 . 
f(z) = -2 1 2 (() ) 2 f(e'~ dt 

1t _" - r COS - t + r 
(2) 

is valid for every f E A and every z E U. 

Exercises 

I Let X consist of two points a and b, put JI( { a}) = JI( {b}) =!, and let lJ'(JI) be the resulting real 
lJ'-space. Identify each real functionf on X with the point (f(a),f(b» in the plane, and sketch the unit 
balls of lJ'(JI), for ° < p ~ 00. Note that they are convex if and only if 1 ~ p ~ 00. For which p is this 
unit ball a square? A circle? If JI({a}) # JI(b), how does the situation differ from the preceding one? 
2 Prove that the unit ball (open or closed) is convex in every normed linear space. 

3 If 1 < p < 00, prove that the unit ball of lJ'(Jl) is strictly convex; this means that if 

f#o, h =!(f + 0), 

then IIhll, < 1. (Geometrically, the surface of the ball contains no straight lines.) Show that this fails in 
every IJ(Jl), in every L""(JI), and in every C(X). (Ignore trivialities, such as spaces consisting of only one 
point.) 

4 Let C be the space of all continuous functions on [0, 1], with the supremum norm. Let M consist of 
allf E C for which 

rl/2 f(t) dt _ rl f(t) dt = 1. 
Jo JI/2 

Prove that M is a closed convex subset of C which contains no element of minimal norm. 

S Let M be the set of all f E IJ([O, 1]), relative to Lebesgue measure, such that 

ff(t) dt = 1. 

Show that M is a closed convex subset of IJ([O, 1]) which contains infinitely many elements of 
minimal norm. (Compare this and Exercise 4 with Theorem 4.10.) 

6 Let f be a bounded linear functional on a subspace M of a Hilbert space H. Prove that f has a 
unique norm-preserving extension to a bounded linear functional on H, and that this extension van
ishes on M.l. 

7 Construct a bounded linear functional on some subspace of some IJ(JI) which has two (hence 
infinitely many) distinct norm-preserving linear extensions to IJ(Jl). 

8 Let X be a normed linear space, and let X" be its dual space, as defined in Sec. 5.21, with the norm 

II!II = sup {If(x) I: IIxll ~ 1}. 

(a) Prove that X* is a Banach space. 
(b) Prove that the mappingf-+f(x) is, for each x E X, a bounded linear functional on X*, of 

norm IIxli. (This gives a natural imbedding of X in its "second dual" X**, the dual space of X*.) 
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(c) Prove that {lIxnll} is bounded if {xn} is a sequence in X such that {I(xn)} is bounded for 
everyfE X*. 

9 Let co' tl, and ta) be the Banach spaces consisting of all complex sequences x = gil, 
i = 1, 2, 3, ... , defined as follows: 

X E tl if and only if Ilxlll = L I~il < 00. 

x E ta) if and only if Ilxll a) = sup I~.I < 00. 

Co is the' subspace of ta) consisting of all x E ta) for which ~i--+ Oas i--+ 00. 

Prove the following four statements. 
(a) If y = {IIi} E tl and Ax = L ~i IIi for every x E co, then A is a bounded linear functional on 

co, and IIAII = Ilylll' Moreover,every A E (cci)*isobtained in this way. In brief, (co). = tl. 
(More precisely, these two spaces are not equal; the preceding statement exhibits an isometric 

vector space isomorphism between them.) 
(b) In the same sense, (tl)* = ta). 
(c) Every YEti induces a bounded linear functional on ta), as in (a). However, this does not 

give all of (ta»*, since (ta»· contains nontrivial functionals that vanish on all of co. 
(d) Co amI t l are separable but ta) is not. 

10 If L lXi ~i converges for every sequence (~.} such that ~i--+ 0 as i--+ 00, prove that L IlXd < 00. 

II For 0 < IX:S; 1, let Lip IX denote the space ofall complex functionsfon [a, b] for which 

If(s) - f(t) I 
M r = sup • < 00 . 

• ", Is - tl 

Prove that Lip IX is a Banach space, if Ilfll = I f(a) I + Mr; also, if 

Ilfll = Mr+ sup If(x)l· 

(The members of Lip IX are said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order IX.) 

12 Let K be a triangle (two-dimensional figure) in the plane, let H be the set consisting of the vertices 
of K, and let A be the set of all real functionsfon K, of the form 

f(x, y) = IXX + py + y (IX, p, and y real). 

Show that to each (xo, Yo) E K there corresponds a unique measure /l on H such that 

f(xo, Yo) = If d/l. 

(Compare Sec. 5.22.) 
Replace K by a square, let H again be the set of its vertices, and let A be as above. Show that to 

each point of K there still corresponds a measure on H, with the above property, but that uniqueness 
is now lost. 

Can you extrapolate to a more general theorem? (Think of other figures, higher dimensional 
spaces.) 

13 Let {In} be a sequence of continuous complex functions on a (nonempty) complete metric space X, 
such thatf(x) = Iimf.(x) exists (as a complex number) for every x E X. 

(a) Prove that there is an open set V '" 0 and a number M < 00 such that I fn(x) I < M for all 
x E V and for n = 1, 2, 3, .... 

(b) If £ > 0, prove that there is an open set V '" 0 and an integ.lr N such that I f(x) - f.(x) I :s; £ 

if x E V and n ~ N. 
Hint for (b): For N = 1, 2, 3, ... , put 

AN = {x: Ifm(x) - fn(x) I :s; £ if m ~ Nand n ~ N}. 

Since X = U AN' some AN has a nonempty interior. 
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14 Let C be the space of all real continuous functions on 1 = [0, 1] with the supremum norm. Let X. 
be the subset of C consisting of those ffor which there exists a t £ 1 such that' f(s) - f(t)' :s; n' s - t' 
for all s E 1. Fix n and prove that each open set in C contains an open set which does not intersect 
X •. (Each fEe can be uniformly approximated by a zigzag function 9 with very large slopes, and if 
IIg - hll is small, h '" X •. ) Show that this implies the existence of a dense G, in C which consists 
entirely of nowhere differentiable functions. 

15 Let A = (a jj) be an infinite matrix with complex entries, where i, j = 0, 1, 2, .... A associates with 
each sequence {Sj} a sequence {O";}, defined by 

"" 
O"j = L aUsj (i = 1, 2, 3, ... ), 

j=O 

provided that these series converge. 
Prove that A transforms every convergent sequence {sJ to a sequence {O"j} which converges to 

the same limit if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

and 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

"" 
sup; L 'a jj ' < 00. 

j=O 

"" 
lim La jj = 1. 
i-+oo j=O 

for each j. 

The process of passing from {sJ to {O";} is called a summability method. Two examples are: 

~,- I: ~ I ifOS;j S; i, 

ifi <j, 

aji = (1 - rj)r{, 0< rj < 1, r j ..... 1. 

Prove that each of these also transforms some divergent sequences {Sj} (even some unbounded ones) 
to convergent sequences {O";}. 

16 Suppose X and Y are Banach spaces, and suppose A is a linear mapping of X into Y, with the 
following property: For every sequence {x.} in X for which x = lim x. and y = lim Ax. exist, it is 
true that y = Ax. Prove that A is continuous. 

This is the so-called "closed graph theorem." Hint: Let X Et> Y be the set of all ordered pairs 
(x, y), x E X and y E Y, with addition and scalar multiplication defined componentwise. Prove that 
X Et> Y is a Banach space, if lI(x, y)1I = IIxll + lIyll. The graph G of A is the subset of X Et> Y formed by 
the pairs (x, Ax), x E X. Note that our hypothesis says that G is closed; hence G is a Banach space. 
Note that (x, Ax) ..... x is continuous, one-to-one, and linear and maps G onto X. 

Observe that there exist nonlinear mappings (of RI onto RI, for instance) whose graph is closed 
although they are not continuous:f(x) = 1/x if x # 0,/(0) = O. 

17 If JI. is a positive measure, eachfE L""(Ji.) defines a multiplication operator MI on I!(Ji.) into I!(Ji.), 
such that M h) = fg. Prove that 11M III S; II!II"". For which measures JI. is it true that 11M III = II!II"" 
for allf E L""(Ji.)? For whichf E L""(JI.) does M I map I!(JI.) onto I!(JI.)? 

18 Suppose {A.} is a sequence of bounded linear transformations from a normed linear space X to a 
Banach space Y, suppose IIA.II :s; M < 00 for all n, and suppose there is a dense set E c: X such that 
{A.x} converges for each x E E. Prove that {A.x} converges for each x E X. 
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19 If 5. is the nth partial sum of the Fourier series of a function f E C(T), prove that s.JIog n --+ 0 
uniformly, as n --+ 00, for eachf E C(T). That is, prove that 

lim 115.11., = O . 
• ~., log n 

On the other hand, if Jl.JIog n --+ 0, prove that there exists an f E C(T) such that the sequence 
{s.(f; O)/Jl.} is unbounded. Hint: Apply the reasoning of Exercise 18 and that of Sec. 5.11, with a 
better estimate of liD. II I than was used there. 

20 (a) Does there exist a sequence of continuous positive functions f. on Rl such that {f.(x)} is 
unbounded if and only if x is rational ? 

(b) Replace" rational" by .. irrational" in (a) and answer the resulting question. 
(c) Replace" {f.(x)} is unbounded" by ''f.(x)--+ 00 as n--+ 00" and answer the resulting ana

logues of (a) and (b). 

21 Suppose E c:: Rl is measurable, and .m(E) = O. Must there be a translate E + x of E that does not 
intersect E? Must there be a homeomorphism h of Rl onto Rl so that h(E) does not intersect E? 

22 SupposefE C(T) andf E Lip IX for some IX > O. (See Exercise 11.) Prove that the Fourier series off 
converges to f(x), by completing the following outline: It is enough to consider the case x = 0, 
f(O) = O. The difference between the partial sums s.(f; 0) and the integrals 

1 fft sin nt 
- f(t) --dt 
11: -ft t 

tends to 0 as n--+ 00. The functionf(t)/t is in L1(T). Apply the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. More careful 
reasoning shows that the convergence is actually uniform on T. 



CHAPTER 

SIX 

COMPLEX MEASURES 

Total Variation 

6.1 Introduction Let rol be a a-algebra in a set X. Call a countable collection {E;} 
of members of rol a partition of E if E; () Ej = 0 whenever i "# j, and if E = 
U E;. A complex measure p. on rol is then a complex function on rol such that 

00 

p.(E) = L p.(EJ (E E rol) (1) 
;=1 

for every partition {E;} of E. 
Observe that the convergence of the series in (1) is now part of the require

ment (unlike for positive measures, where the series could either converge or 
diverge to (0). Since the union of the sets E; is not changed if the subscripts are 
permuted, every rearrangement of the series (1) must also converge. Hence ([26], 
Theorem 3.56) the series actually converges absolutely. 

Let us consider the problem of finding a positive measure A. which dominates 
a given complex measure p. on rol, in the sense that I p.(E) I ~ A.(E) for every E E rol, 
and let us try to keep A. as small as we can. Every solution to our problem (if 
there is one at all) must satisfy 

00 00 

A.(E) = L A.(EJ ~ L I p.(E;) I , (2) 
;=1 1 

for every partition {E;} of any set E E rol, so that A.(E) is at least equal to the 
supremum of the sums on the right of (2),. taken over all partitions of E. This 
suggests that we define a set function I p.1 on rol by 

00 

1p.I(E) = sup L I p.(E;) I (E E rol), (3) 
;=1 

the supremum being taken over all partitions {E;} of E. 

116 
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This notation is perhaps not the best, but it is the customary one. Note that 
I p.1 (E) ~ I p.(E) I, but that in general I p.1 (E) is not equal to I p.(E) I. 

It turns out, as will be proved below, that I p.1 actually is a measure, so that 
our problem does have a solution. The discussion which led to (3) shows then 
clearly that I p.1 is the minimal solution, in the sense that any other solution A. has 
the property A.(E) ~ I p.1 (E) for all E E IDl. 

The set function I p.1 is called the total variation of p., or sometimes, to avoid 
misunderstanding, the total variation measure. The term" total variation of p." is 
also frequently used to denote the number I p.1 (X). 

If p. is a positive measure, then of course I p.1 = p.. 
Besides being a measure, I p.1 has another unexpected property: I p.1 (X) < 00. 

Since I p.(E) I :s; I p.1 (E) :s; I p.1 (X), this implies that every complex measure p. on 
any cr-algebra is bounded: If the range of p. lies in the complex plane, then it 
actually lies in some disc of finite radius. This property (proved in Theorem 6.4) is 
sometimes expressed by saying that p. is of bounded variation. 

6.2 Theorem The total variation I p.1 of a complex measure p. on IDl is a positive 
measure on IDl. 

PROOF Let {E;} be a partition of E E IDl. Let ti be real numbers such that 
ti < I p.1 (EJ. Then each Ei has a partition {Aij} such that 

L I p.(Aij) I > ti 
) 

(i = 1, 2, 3, ... ). 

Since {Ai)} (i,j = 1, 2, 3, ... ) is a partition of E, it follows that 

L ti :s; L I p.(Aij) I :s; I p.1 (E). 
i i,) 

(1) 

(2) 

Taking the supremum of the left side of (2), over all admissible choices of {ti}, 

we see that 

L 1p.I(Ei):s; Ip. I (E). (3) 
i 

To prove the opposite inequality, let {A)} be any partition of E. Then for 
any fixed j, {A j 11 Ei } is a partition of A), and for any fixed i, {A) 11 Ei } is a 
partition of E;. Hence 

~ I p.(A)) I = ~I~ p.(Aj 11 E;)I 
:s; L L 1p.(A) 11 EJI 

) i 

= L L 1p.(A) 11 E;)I:s; L 1p.I(Ei)· 
; ) ; 

(4) 
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Since (4) holds for every partition {Aj } of E, we have 

IJlI(E) ~ L IJlI(Ei)' 
i 

By (3) and (5), I JlI is countably additive. 
Note that the Corollary to Theorem 1.27 was used in (2) and (4). 

(5) 

That I JlI is not identically 00 is a trivial consequence of Theorem 6.4 but 
can also be seen right now, since IJlI(0) = O. IIII 

6.3 Lemma If Zt> ••• , ZN are complex numbers then there is a subset S of 
{I, ... , N} for which 

PROOF Write ZI; = I Zk lei.... For -n ~ 0 ~ n, let S( 0) be the set of all k for 
which cos (lXk - 0) > O. Then 

I L Zkl = I L e- i8zkl ~ Re L e- i8zl; = f IZkl cos+ (IXI; - 0). 
S(8) S(8) S(8) I; = 1 

Choose 00 so as to maximize the last sum, and put S = S(Oo). This 
maximum is at least as large as the average of the sum over [ -n, n], and this 
average is n - 1 L I Zk I , because 

- cos+ (IX - 0) dO =-I IX I 
2n -x n 

for every IX. IIII 

6.4 Theorem If Jl is a complex measure on X, then 

IJlI(X) < 00. 

PROOF Suppose first that some set E E IDl has I JlI (E) = 00. Put 
t = n(I + I Jl(E) I). Since I JlI (E) > "t, there is a partition {E;} of E such that 

N 

L I Jl(Ei) I > t 
i= 1 

for some N. Apply Lemma 6.3, with Zi = Jl(EJ, to conclude that there is a set 
A c: E (a union of some of the sets E i) for which 

I Jl(A) I > tin> 1. 

Setting B = E - A, it follows that 

t 
I Jl(B) I = I Jl(E) - Jl(A) I ~ I Jl(A) I - I Jl(E) I > - - I Jl(E) I = 1. 

n 
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We have thus split E into disjoint sets A and B with I J.L(A) I > 1 and 
I J.L{B) I > 1. Evidently, at least one of I J.L I (A) and I J.L I (B) is 00, by Theorem 6.2. 

Now if IJ.LI(X) = 00, split X into A 1, Blo as above, with I J.L(A 1) I > 1, 
I J.L I (B 1) = 00. Split B 1 into A 2 , B2 , with I J.L(A2 )1 > 1, I J.L I(B2 ) = 00. Contin
uing in this way, we get a countably infinite disjoint collection {Ai}, with 
I J.L(Ai) I > 1 for each i. The countable additivity of J.L implies that 

But this series cannot converge, since J.L(Ai) does not tend to 0 as i-+ 00. This 
contradiction shows that I J.L I (X) < 00. IIII 

6.S If J.L and A are complex measures on the same a-algebra IDl, we define J.L + A 
and CJ.L by 

(J.L + AXE) = J.L(E) + A(E) 

(CJ.L)(E) = cJ.L(E) 
(E E IDl) (1) 

for any scalar c, in the usual manner. It is then trivial to verify that J.L + A and CJ.L 
are complex measures. The collection of all complex measures on IDl is thus a 
vector space. If we put 

IIJ.LII = I J.L I (X), (2) 

it is easy to verify that all axioms of a normed linear space are satisfied. 

6.6 Positive and Negative Variations Let us now specialize and consider a real 
measure J.L on a a-algebra IDl. (Such measures are frequently called signed mea
sures.) Define I J.L I as before, and define 

(1) 

Then both J.L + and J.L - are positive measures on IDl, and they are bounded, by 
Theorem 6.4. Also, 

(2) 

The measures J.L + and J.L - are called the positive and negative variations of J.L, 
respectively. This representation of J.L as the difference of the positive measures J.L + 

and J.L- is known as the Jordan decomposition of J.L. Among all representations of 
J.L as a difference of two positive measures, the Jordan decomposition has a 
certain minimum property which will be established as a corollary to Theorem 
6.14. 
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Absolute Continuity 

6.7 Definitions Let p. be a positive measure on a a-algebra IDl, and let A. be an 
arbitrary measure on IDl; A. may be positive or complex. (Recall that a 
complex measure has its range in the complex plane, but that our usage of 
the term "positive measure" includes 00 as an admissible value. Thus the 
positive measures do not form a subclass of the complex ones.) 

We say that A. is absolutely continuous with respect to p., and write 

(1) 

if A.(E) = 0 for every E E IDl for which p.(E) = O. 
If there is a set A E IDl such that A.(E) = A.(A n E) for every E E IDl, we 

say that A. is concentrated on A. This is equivalent to the hypothesis that 
A.(E) = 0 whenever E n A = 0. 

Suppose A.I and A.2 are measures on IDl, and suppose there exists a pair of 
disjoint sets A and B such that A.I is concentrated on A and A.2 is concen
trated on B. Then we say that A.I and A.2 are mutually singular, and write 

(2) 

Here are some elementary properties of these concepts. 

6.8 Proposition Suppose, p., A., A.I, and A.2 are measures on a a-algebra IDl, and p. 
is positive. 

(a) If A. is concentrated on A, so is I A.I. 
(b) If A.I .1 A.2, then I A.I I .1 I A.21· 
(c) If A.I .1 p. and A.2 .1 p., then A.I + A.2 .1 p.. 
(d) If A.I ~ p. and A.2 ~ p., then A.I + A.2 ~ p.. 
(e) If A. ~ p., then I A.I ~ p.. 
(f) If A.I ~ p. and A.2 .1 p., then A.I .1 A.2· 
(g) If A. ~ p. and A. .1 p., then A. = O. 

PROOF 

(a) If E n A = 0 and {E j } is any partition of E, then A.(Ej ) = 0 for all j. 
Hence I A.I (E) = O. 

(b) This follows immediately from (a). 
(c) There are disjoint sets Al and BI such that A.I is concentrated on Al and 

p. on B I , and there are disjoint sets A2 and B2 such that A.2 is concen
trated on A2 and p. on B2. Hence A.I + A.2 is concentrated on A = Al U 
A2, P. is concentrated on B = BI n B2, and A n B = 0. 

(d) This is obvious. 
(e) Suppose p.(E) = 0, and {EJ} is a partition of E. Then p.(Ej ) = 0; and since 

A. ~ p., A.(Ej ) = 0 for allj, hence L I A.(Ej ) I = O. This implies I A.I (E) = O. 
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(f) Since A2 .1 p., there is a set A with p.(A) = 0 on which A2 is concentrated. 
Since Al ~ p., Al(E) = 0 for every E c A. So Al is concentrated on the 
complement of A. 

(g) By (f), the hypothesis of (g) implies, that A .1 A, and this clearly forces 
A=Q W 

We come now to the principal theorem about absolute continuity. In fact, it 
is probably the most important theorem in measure theory. Its statement will 
involve a-finite measures. The following lemma describes one of their significant 
properties. 

6.9 Lemma If p. is a positive a-finite measure on a a-algebra IDl in a set X, then 
there is afunction W E IJ(p.) such that 0 < w(x) < 1 for every x E X. 

PROOF To say that p. is a-finite means that X is the union of countably many 
sets En E IDl (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) for which p.(E.) is finite. Put w.(x) = 0 if x E 

X-E. and put 

w.(x) = r·/(1 + p.(En)) 

if x E En. Then w = Li w. has the required properties. IIII 

The point of the lemma is that p. can be replaced by a finite measure Jt 
(namely, dJt = w dp.) which, because of the strict positivity of w, has precisely the 
same sets of measure 0 as p.. 

6.10 Tbe Tbeorem of Lebesgue-Radon-Nikodym Let p. be a positive a-finite 
measure on a a-algebra IDl in a set X, and let A be a complex measure on IDl. 

(a) There is then a unique pair of complex measures Aa and As on IDl such that 

If A is positive and finite, then so are Aa and As' 
(b) There is a unique h E IJ(p.) such that 

Aa(E) = 1 h dp. 

for every set E E IDl. 

As .1 p.. (1) 

(2) 

The pair (Aa, As) is called the Lebesgue decomposition of A relative to p.. The 
uniqueness of the decomposition is easily seen, for if (A~, A~) is another pair which 
satisfies (1), then 

(3) 

A~ - A .. ~ p., and As - A~ .1 p., hence both sides of (3) are 0; we have used 6.8(c), 
6.8(d), and 6.8(g). 
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The existence of the decomposition is the significant part of (a). 
Assertion (b)is known as the Radon-Nikodym theorem. Again, uniqueness of 

h is immediate, from Theorem 1.39(b). Also, if h is any member of I!(Jl), the 
integral in (2) defines a measure on IDl (Theorem 1.29) which is clearly absolutely 
continuous with respect to Jl. The point of the Radon-Nikodym theorem is the 
converse: Every A ~ Jl (in which case Aa = A) is obtained in this way. 

The function h which occurs in (2) is called the Radon-Nikodym derivative of 
Aa with respect to Jl. As noted after Theorem 1.29, we may express (2) in the form 
dAa = h dJl, or even in the form h = dAa/dJl. 

The idea of the following proof, which yields both (a) and (b) at one stroke, is 
due to von Neumann. 

PROOF Assume first that A is a positive bounded measure on IDl. Associate w 

to Jl as in Lemma 6.9. Then d<p = dA + w dJl defines a positive bounded 
measure <p on IDl. The definition of the sum of two measures shows that 

(4) 

for f = XE' hence for simple J, hence for any nonnegative measurable f If 
f E I3(<p), the Schwarz inequality gives 

Since <p(X) < 00, we see that 

(5) 

is a bounded linear functional on L2(<p). We know that every bounded linear 
functional on a Hilbert space H is given by an inner product with an element 
of H. Hence there exists agE I3(<p) such that 

(6) 

for every f E I3( <p). 
Observe how the completeness of I3(<p) was used to guarantee th-;: exis

tence of g. Observe also that although g is defined uniquely as an element of 
I3(<p), g is determined only a.e. [<p] as a point function on X. 

Put f = XE in (6), for any E E IDl with <p(E) > O. The left side of (6) is then 
A(E), and since 0 ::;; A ::;; <p, we have 

(7) 
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Hence g(x) E [0, 1] for almost all x (with respect to tp), by Theorem 1.40. We 
may therefore assume that 0 s; g(x) s; 1 for every x E X, without affecting (6), 
and we rewrite (6) in the form 

1(1 -g)/ dA = l/gW dJ1.. 

Put 

A = {x: 0 s; g(x) < I}, 

and define measures Aa and A. by 

AiE) = A(A (") E), 

for all E E IDl. 

B = {x: g(x) = I}, 

A.(E) = A(B (") E), 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

If / = XB in (8), the left side is 0, the right side is fB w dJ1.. Since w(x) > 0 
for all x, we conclude that J1.(B) = O. Thus A. 1. J1.. 

Since 9 is bounded, (8) holds if/is replaced by 

(1 + 9 + ... + gft)XE 

for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , E E IDl. For such/, (8) becomes 

L(1 - gft+1) dA = L9(1 + 9 + ... + gft)w dJ1.. (11) 

At every point of B, g(x) = 1, hence 1 - gft+ 1 (x) = O. At every point of A, 
gft+1(X)-+ 0 monotonically. The left side of (11) converges therefore to 
A(A (") E) = Aa(E) as n -+ 00. 

The integrands on the right side of (11) increase monotonically to a non
negative measurable limit h, and the monotone convergence theorem shows 
that the right side of (11) tends to fE h dJ1. as n -+ 00. 

We have thus proved that (2) holds for every E E IDl. Taking E = X, we 
see that h E I!{J1.), since Aa(X) < 00. 

Finally, (2) shows that Aa ~ J1.. and the proof is complete for positive A. 
If A is a complex measure on IDl, then A = A1 + iA2, with A1 and A2 real, 

and we can apply the preceding case to the positive and negative variations 
of A1 and A2' IIII 

If both J1. and A are positive and a-finite, most of Theorem 6.10 is still true. 
We can now write X = U X ft , where J1.(Xft) < 00 and A(Xft) < 00, for n = 1,2,3, 
.... The Lebesgue decompositions of the measures A(E (") Xft) still give us a 
Lebesgue decomposition of A, and we still get a function h which satisfies 
Eq. 6.10(2); however, it is no longer true that h E I!(J1.), although h is "locally in 
I! ," i.e., Ix. h dJ1. < 00 for each n. 

Finally, if we go beyond a-finiteness, we meet situations where the two theo
rems under consideration actually fail. For example, let J1. be Lebesgue measure 
on (0, 1), and let A be the counting measure on the a-algebra of all Lebesgue 
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measurable sets in (0, 1). Then A. has no Lebesgue decomposition relative to p., and 
although p. ~ A. and p. is bounded, there is no h E i!(..1.) such that dp. = h d..1.. We 
omit the easy proof. 

The following theorem may explain why the word "continuity" is used in 
connection with the relation A. ~ p.. 

6.11 Theorem Suppose p. and A. are measures on a a-algebra IDl, p. is positive, 
and A. is complex. Then the following two conditions are equivalent,' 

(a) A. ~ p.. 
(b) To every E > ° corresponds a ~ > ° such that I ..1.(E) I < E for all E E IDl 

with p.(E) < ~. 

Property (b) is sometimes used as the definition of absolute continuity. 
However, (a) does not imply (b) if A. is a positive unbounded measure. For 
instance, let p. be Lebesgue measure on (0, 1), and put 

..1.(E) = Lt- 1 dt 

for every Lebesgue measurable set E c (0, 1). 

PROOF Suppose (b) holds. If p.(E) = 0, then p.(E) < ~ for every ~ > 0, hence 
I ..1.(E) I < E for every E > 0, so ..1.(E) = 0. Thus (b) implies (a). 

Suppose (b) is false. Then there exists an E > ° and there exist sets En E 

IDl (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) such that p.(En) < 2 -n but I ..1.(En) I ~ E. Hence 1..1.1 (E.) ~ E. 

Put 

00 00 

A. = U E;, A = n A •. (1) 
i=n n=1 

Then p.(A.) < 2-.+ 1, A. => A.+ 1, and so Theorem 1.19(e) shows that p.(A) = ° 
and that 

1..1.1 (A) = lim 1..1.1 (An) ~ E > 0, 
..... 00 

since 1..1.1 (An) ~ 1..1.1 (En)· 
It follows that we do not have 1..1.1 ~ p., hence (a) is false, by Proposition 

~~~ W 

Consequences of the Radon-Nikodym Theorem 

6.12 Theorem Let p. be a complex measure on a a-algebra IDl in X. Then there 
is a measurable function h such that I h(x) I = 1 for all x E X and such that 

(1) 
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By analogy with the representation of a complex number as the product of 
ts absolute value and a number of absolute value 1, Eq. (1) is sometimes referred 
o as the polar representation (or polar decomposition) of J1.. 

PROOF It is trivial that J1. ~ I J1.1, and therefore the Radon-Nikodym theorem 
guarantees the existenee of some h E Ll( I J1.1) which satisfies (1). 

Let A, = {x: I h(x) I < r}, where r is some positive number, and let {Ej } be 
a partition of A,. Then 

so that I J1. I (A,) ::;: rlJ1.I(A.). Ifr < 1, this forces I J1. I (A,) = O. Thus Ihl ~ 1 a.e. 
On the other hand, if I J1.1 (E) > 0, (1) shows that 

We now apply Theorem 1.40 (with the closed unit disc in place of S) and 
conclude that I hi::;: 1 a.e. 

Let B = {x E X: I h(x) I #- I}. We have shown that I J1. I (B) = 0, and if we 
redefine h on B so that h(x) = 1 on B, we obtain a function with the desired 
properties. I I I I 

6.13 Theorem Suppose J1. is a positive measure on rol, g E I!(J1.), and 

A.(E) = Lg dJ1. (E E roll. (1) 

Then 

IA.I(E) = L,g, dJ1. (E E roll. (2) 

PROOF By Theorem 6.12, there is a function h, of absolute value 1, such that 
dA. = h d I A.I. By hypothesis, dA. = g dJ1.. Hence 

h dl A.I = g dJ1.. 

This gives diA.l = jig dJ1.. (Compare with Theorem 1.29.) 
Since I A.I ~ 0 and J1. ~ 0, it follows that jig ~ 0 a.e. [J1.], so that jig = I 9 I 

a.e. [J1.]' IIII 

6.14 The Hahn Decomposition Theorem Let J1. be a real measure on a (1-

algebra rol in a set X. Then there exist sets A and BE rol such that 
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A u B = X, A ("'\ B = 0, and such that the positive and negative variations 
J1. + and J1. - of J1. satisfy 

(E E rol). (1) 

In other words, X is the union of two disjoint measurable sets A and B, such 
that "A carries all the positive mass of J1." [since (1) implies that J1.(E) ~ 0 if 
E c A] and" B carries all the negative mass of J1." [since J1.(E) :s; 0 if E c B]. The 
pair (A, B) is called a Hahn decomposition of X, induced by J1.. 

PROOF By Theorem 6.12, dJ1. = h d I J1.1, where I h I = 1. Since J1. is real, it fol
lows that h is real (a.e., and therefore everywhere, by redefining on a set of 
measure 0), hence h = ± 1. Put 

A = {x: h(x) = I}, 

Since J1. + = 1< I J1.1 + J1.), and since 

B= {x: h(x) = -I}. 

1<1 + h) = {~ 
we have, for any E E rol, 

on A, 

on B, 

1 i ,. J1.+(E) = 2 (1 + h) dlJ1.1 = J h dlJ1.1 = J1.(E ("'\ A). 
E E" A 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Since J1.(E) = p.(E ("'\ A) + J1.(E ("'\ B) and since J1. = J1. + - J1. -, the second half of 
(1) follows from the first. IIII 

Corollary If J1. = A1 - A2, where A1 and A2 are positive measures, then A1 ~ J1. + 
and A2 ~ J1.-. 

This is the minimum property of the Jordan decomposition which was men
tioned in Sec. 6.6. 

PROOF Since J1. :s; Ai> we have 

II/I 

Bounded Linear Functionals on I! 

6.15 Let J1. be a positive measure, suppose 1 :s; p :s; 00, and let q be the exponent 
conjugate to p. The Holder inequality (Theorem 3.8) shows that if g E IJ(J1.) and if 
~ 9 is defined by 

(1) 
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then <11,1 is a bounded linear functional on I!(p), of norm at most Ilgli q • The ques
tion naturally arises whether all bounded linear functionals on I!(p.) have this 
form, and whether the representation is unique. 

For p = 00, Exercise 13 shows that the answer is negative: L!(m) does not 
furnish all bounded linear functionals on D'''(m). For 1 < p < 00, the answer is 
affirmative. It is also affirmative for p = 1, provided certain measure-theoretic 
pathologies are excluded. For a-finite measure spaces, no difficulties arise, and we 
shall confine ourselves to this case. 

6.16 Theorem Suppose 1 s: p < 00, p. is a a-finite positive measure on X, and <II 
is a bounded linear functional on I!(p.). Then there is a unique g E IJ(p), where q 
is the exponent conjugate to p, such that 

(f E I!(p.». (1) 

Moreover, if<ll and g are related as in (1), we have 

(2) 

In other words, IJ(p.) is isometrically isomorphic to the dual space of I!(p.), 
under the stated conditions. 

PROOF The uniqueness of g is clear, for if g and g' satisfy (1), then the integral 
of g - g' over any measurable set £ of finite measure is 0 (as we see by taking 
XE for f), and the a-finiteness of p. implies therefore that g - g' = 0 a.e. 

Next, if (1) holds, HOlder's inequality implies 

(3) 

So it remains to prove that g exists and that equality holds in (3). If 11<1111 = 0, 
(1) and (2) hold with g = O. So assume 11<1111 > O. 

We first consider the case p.(X) < 00. 

For any measurable set £ c: X, define 

Since <II is linear, and since XA u B = XA + XB if A and B are disjoint, we see 
that A. is additive. To prove countable additivity, suppose £ is the union of 
countably many disjoint measurable sets £i' put Ak = £ 1 U • •• U £k, and 
note that 

(k- 00); (4) 

the continuity of <II shows now that A.(Ak) - A.(E). So A. is a complex measure. 
[In (4) the assumption p < 00 was used.] It is clear that A.(£) = 0 if p.(E) = ~, 
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since then IlxEll p = O. Thus A. ~ p., and the Radon-Nikodym theorem ensures 
the existence of a function g E Ll(p.) such that, for every measurable E c: X, 

<l>(XE) = ig dp. = lXEg dp.. (5) 

By linearity it follows that 

(6) 

holds for every simple measurable f, and so also for every f E Loo(p.), since 
every f E Loo(p.) is a uniform limit of simple functions/;. Note that the uniform 
convergence of/; tofimplies II/; - fllp-+ 0, hence <1>(/;)-+ <l>(f), as i-+ 00. 

We want to conclude that g E I!J(p.) and that (2) holds; it is best to split 
the argument into two cases. 

CASE 1 p = 1. Here (5) shows that 

I ig dp.1 :s; 11<1>11 • IIxElil = 11<1>11 • p.(E) 

for every E E rol. By Theorem 1.40, I g(x) I :S; 11<1>11 a.e., so that IIglloo :S; 11<1>11· 

CASE 2 1 < p < 00. There is a measurable function IX, IIX I = 1, such that 
IXg=lgl [Proposition 1.9(e)]. Let En={x: Ig(x)l:s;n}, and definef= 
XE. I g Iq-llX. Then If IP = I g Iq on En,J E Loo(p.), and (6) gives 

i.lglq dp. = Ifg dp. = <l>(f):S; 1I<I>II{i.lglqf'P, 

so that 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (7) 

If we apply the monotone convergence theorem to (7), we obtain IIgllq:S; 11<1>11. 
Thus (2) holds and g E I!J(p.). It follows that both sides of (6) are contin

uous functions on I!'(p.). They coincide on the dense subset Loo(p.) of I!(p.); 
hence they coincide on all of I!(p.), and this completes the proof if p.(X) < 00. 

If p.(X) = 00 but p. is O'-finite, choose w E Ll(p.) as in Lemma 6.9. Then 
djl = w dp. defines a finite measure on 9Jl, and 

(8) 

is a linear isometry of I!(jl) onto I!(p.), because w(x) > 0 for every x E X. 
Hence 

'I'(F) = <l>(wl/PF) (9) 

defines a bounded linear functional 'I' on I!(jl), with 11'1'11 = 11<1>11. 
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The first part of the proof shows now that there exists G E IJ(jl) such that 

'I'(F) = 1 FG dil 

Put 9 = wl/qG. (If p = 1, 9 = G.) Then 

(F E I!(il)). (10) 

11 9 Iq dJl = 11 G Iq dil = 11'I'llq = 1I<I>IIq (11) 

if p > 1, whereas Ilglloo = IIGlloo = 11'1'11 = 11<1>11 if p = 1. Thus (2) holds, and 
since G dil = wl/Pg dJl, we finally get 

<I>(!) = 'I'(w -lip!) = 1 w -I/PfG dil = Ilg dJl 

for every IE I!(Jl). 

(12) 

IIII 

6.17 Remark We have already encountered the special case p = q = 2 of 
Theorem 6.16. In fact, the proof of the general case was based on this special 
case, for we used the knowledge of the bounded linear functionals on L2(Jl) in 
the proof of the Radon-Nikodym theorem, and the latter was the key to the 
proof of Theorem 6.16. The special case p = 2, in turn, depended on the 
completeness of E(Jl), on the fact that E(Jl) is therefore a Hilbert space, and 
on the fact that the bounded linear functionals on a Hilbert space are given 
by inner products. 

We now turn to the complex version of Theorem 2.14. 

The Riesz Representation Theorem 

[i.lS Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. Theorem 2.14 characterizes the 
Dositive linear functionals on Cc(X). We are now in a position to characterize the 
;ounded linear functionals <I> on Cc(X). Since Cc(X) is a dense subspace of Co(X), 
relative to the supremum norm, every such <I> has a unique extension to a 
bounded linear functional on Co(X). Hence we may as well assume to begin with 
that we are dealing with the Banach~space Co(X). 

If Jl is a complex Borel measure, Theorem 6.12 asserts that there is a complex 
Borel function h with I h I = 1 such that dJl = h d I JlI. It is therefore reasonable to 
iefine integration with respect to a complex measure Jl by the formula 

f I dJl = f jh d I JlI· (1) 

The relation J XE dJl = Jl(E) is a special case of (1). Thus 

1 XE d(Jl + A.) = (Jl + ,1,)(E) = Jl(E) + A.(E) = 1 XE dJl + Ix XE d,1, (2) 
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whenever p. and A. are complex measures on IDl and E E IDl. This leads to the 
addition formula 

(3) 

which is valid (for instance) for every bounded measurable! 
We shall call a complex Borel measure p. on X regular if I p.1 is regular in the 

sense of Definition 2.15. If p. is a complex Borel measure on X, it is clear that the 
mapping 

(4) 

is a bounded linear functional on Co(X), whose norm is no larger than I p.1 (X). 
That all bounded linear functionals on Co(X) are obtained in this way is the 
content of the Riesz theorem: 

6.19 Theorem If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, then every bounded 
linear functional Cl> on Co(X) is represented by a unique regular complex Borel 
measure p., in the sense that 

(1) 

for every f E Co(X). Moreover, the norm ofCl> is the total variation of p.: 

11Cl>1I = I p.1 (X). (2) 

PROOF We first settle the uniqueness question. Suppose p. is a regular 
complex Borel measure on X and J f dp. = 0 for all f E Co(X). By Theorem 
6.12 there is a Borel function h, with I h I = 1, such that dp. = h d I p.1. For any 
sequence Un} in Co(X) we then have 

I p.1 (X) = 1 (h - fn)h d I p.1 ~ 11 h - Inl d I p.1 , (3) 

and since Cc(X) is dense in Ll( I p.1) (Theorem 3.14), Un} can be so chosen that 
the last expression in (3) tends to 0 as n --+ 00. Thus I p.1 (X) = 0, and p. = O. It 
is easy to see that the difference of two regular complex Borel measures on X 
is regular. This shows that at most one p. corresponds to each Cl>. 

Now consider a given bounded linear functional Cl> on Co(X). Assume 
1ICl>1I = 1, without loss of generality. We shall construct a positive linear func
tional A on Cc(X), such that 

I Cl>(f) I ~ A( I f I) ~ II f II (4) 

where IIfll denotes the supremum norm. 
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Once we have this A, we associate with it a positive Borel measure A., as 
in Theorem 2.14. The conclusion of Theorem 2.14 shows that A. is regular if 
A.(X) < 00. Since 

A(X) = sup {AI: 0 ~/~ 1,/E Cc(X)} 

and since I All ~ 1 if 11/11 ~ 1, we see that actually A(X) ~ 1. 
We also deduce from (4) that 

1<Il(f)1 ~ A(I/I) = 1111 dA. = IlfIIl (5) 

The last norm refers to the space Ll(A). Thus <Il is a linear functional on Cc(X) 
of norm at most 1, with respect to the L!(A)-norm on Cc(X). There is a norm
preserving extension of <Il to a linear functional on Ll(A.), and therefore 
Theorem 6.16 (the case p = 1) gives a Borel function g, with I g I ~ 1, such 
that 

(6) 

Each side of (6) is a continuous functional on Co(X), and Cc(X) is dense in 
Co(X). Hence (6) holds for alII E Co(X), and we obtain the representation (1) 
with dJ1. = g dA.. 

Since 1I<Ilii = 1, (6) shows that 

llgl dA. ~ sup {I<Il(f)I:/E Co(X), IIIII ~ I} = 1. (7) 

We also know that A.(X) ~ 1 and I g I ~ 1. These facts are compatible only if 
A.(X) = 1 and I g I = 1 a.e. [A]. Thus d I J1.1 = I g I dA = dA., by Theorem 6.13, 
and 

I J1.1 (X) = A.(X) = 1 = 1I<Il1I, (8) 

which proves (2). 
So all depends on finding a positive linear functional A that satisfies (4). 

Ifl E Cc+(X) [the class of all nonnegative real members of CAX)], define 

AI = sup { I <Il(h) I : h E Cc(X), I h I ~/}· (9) 

Then A/~ 0, A satisfies (4), 0 ~/l ~/2 implies All ~ A/2, and A(cf) = cAlif 
c is a positive constant. We have to show that 

A(I + g) = AI + Ag (10) 

and we then have to extend A to a linear functional on Cc(X). 
Fix I and g E Cc+(X). If E > 0, there exist hI and h2 E Cc(X) such that 

I hd ~f, I h21 ~ g, and 

AI ~ I <Il(hl) I + E, Ag ~ I <Il(h2) I + E. (11) 
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There are complex numbers IX;, I IX; I = 1, so that lXi <l>(hJ = I <I>(h;) I, i = 1, 2. 
Then 

AI + Ag :::; I <I>(hl) I + I <l>(h2) I + 2e 

= <l>(1X1 hI + 1X2 h2) + 2e 

:::; A( I hI I + I h2 1) + 2e 

:::; A(I + g) + 2e, 

so that the inequality ~ holds in (10). 
Next, choose h E Cc(X), subject only to the condition 

V = {x:/(x) + g(x) > O}, and define 
I h 1:::;1 + g, let 

h (x) = I(x)h(x) , h2(x) = g(x)h(x) 
1 I(x) + g(x) I(x) + g(x) 

(x E V), 
(12) 

h1(x) = hix) = 0 (x ¢ V). 

It is clear that hI is continuous at every point of V. If Xo ¢ V, then h(xo) = 0; 
since h is continuous and since I hl(X) I :::; I h(x) I for all x E X, it follows that 
Xo is a point of continuity of hI' Thus hI E Cc(X), and the same holds for h2 . 

Since hI + h2 = h and I hI I :::;f, I h21 :::; g, we have 

I <I>(h) I = I <I>(hl) + <I>(h2) I :::; I <I>(hl) I + I <I>(h2) I :::; AI + Ag. 

Hence A(I + g) :::; AI + Ag, and we have proved (10). 
If I is now a real function, IE Cc(X), then 21 + = I I I + f, so that 1+ E 

Cc+(X); likewise,f- E Cc+(X); and since I =1 + - 1-, it is natural to define 

(I E Cc(X),f real) (13) 

and 

A(u + iv) = Au + iAv. (14) 

Simple algebraic manipulations, just like those which occur in the proof of 
Theorem 1.32, show now that our extended functional A is linear on Cc(X). 

This completes the proof. IIII 

Exercises 

I If Il is a complex measure on a a-algebra !lJl, and if E E !lJl, define 

J.(E) = sup L I Il(EI) I, 

the supremum being taken over all finite partitions {E1} of E. Does it follow that J. = I III ? 

2 Prove that the example given at the end of Sec. 6.10 has the stated properties. 

3 Prove that the vector space M(X) of all complex regular Borel measures on a locally compact 
Hausdorff space X is a Banach space if IIllil = III I (X). Hint: Compare Exercise 8, Chap. 5. [That the 
difference of any two members of M(X) is in M(X) was used in the first paragraph of the proof of 
Theorem 6.19; supply a proof of this fact.] 
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4 Suppose 1 :5 P :5 00, and q is the exponent conjugate to p. Suppose Jl is a positive u-finite measure 
and g is a measurable function such that Ig E IJ{Jl) for every IE I!(Jl). Prove that then Y E H{Jl). 

S Suppose X consists of two points a and b; define Jl({a}) = 1, Jl{{b}) = Jl(X) = 00, and Jl(0) = O. Is it 
true, for this Jl, that Lco{Jl) is the dual space of IJ{Jl)? 

6 Suppose 1 < p < 00 and prove that H{Jl) is the dual space of I!{Jl) even if Jl is not u-finite. (As usual, 
lip + llq = 1.) 

7 Suppose Jl is a complex Borel measure on [0, 2x) (or on the unit circle T), and define the Fourier 
coefficients of Jl by 

jt(n) = f e- int dJl{t) (n = 0, ± 1, ±2, ... ). 

Assume that jt(n)-+ 0 as n-+ + 00 and prove that then jt(n)-+ 0 as n-+ -00. 

Hint: The assumption also holds with I dJl in place of dJl if I is any trigonometric polynomial, 
hence if/is continuous, hence if/is any bounded Borel function, hence if dJl is replaced by d I JlI. 

8 In the terminology of Exercise 7, find all Jl such that jt is periodic, with period k. [This means that 
jt(n + k) = jt(n) for all integers n; of course, k is also assumed to be an integer.] 

9 Suppose that {gn} is a sequence of positive continuous functions on I = [0, 1], that Jl is a positive 
Borel measure on I, and that 

(i) limn_co gn(x) = 0 a.e. [m], 

(ii) If gn dm = 1 for all n, 
(iii) limn_co If /gn dm = If IdJl forevery/E C(I). 

Does it follow that Jl .1 m? 

10 Let (X, !lJl, Jl) be a positive measure space. Call a set ell c Ll{Jl) uniformly integrable if to each £ > 0 
corresponds a ~ > 0 such that 

whenever I E ell and Jl{E) < ~. 
(a) Prove that every finite subset of Ll{Jl) is uniformly integrable. 
(b) Prove the following convergence theorem of Vitali: 

If (i) Jl(X) < 00, (ii) {In} is uniformly integrable, (iii) In(x)-+ I(x) a.e. as n -+ 00, and (iv) I/(x)l 
< 00 a.e., then IE IJ{Jl) and 

lim r lIn - II dJl = O. 
n-+oo Jx 

Suggestion: Use Egoroff's theorem. 
(c) Show that (b) fails if Jl is Lebesgue measure on (- 00, 00), even if {lI/nlll} is assumed to be 

bounded. Hypothesis (i) can therefore not be omitted in (b). 
(d) Show that hypothesis (iv) is redundant in (b) for some Jl (for instance, for Lebesgue measure 

on a bounded interval), but that there are finite measures for which the omission of (iv) would make 
(b) false. 

(e) Show that Vitali's theorem implies Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, for finite 
measure spaces. Construct an example in which Vitali's theorem applies although the hypotheses of 
Lebesgue's theorem do not hold. 

(f) Construct a sequence {In}, say on [0, 1], so that/n(x)-+ 0 for every x,I In-+ 0, but {In} is not 

uniformly integrable (with respect to Lebesgue measure). 
(g) However, the following converse of Vitali's theorem is true: 
II Jl(X) < oo,fn E IJ{Jl), and 

lim r In dJl 
,. ..... co Js 

exists lor every E E !IJl, then {In} is uniformly integrable. 
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Prove this by completing the following outline. 
Define peA, B) = I 1 X,c - x.1 dll. Then (!In, p) is a complete metric space (modulo sets of measure 

0), and E -+ IE I. dll is continuous for each n. If £ > 0, there exist Eo, ~, N (Exercise 13, Chap. S) so 
that 

IL(/. -IN) dill < £ if ptE, Eo) <~, n>N. (*) 

If I4A) < ~, (*) holds with B = Eo - A and C = Eo u A in place of E. Thus (*) holds with A in place 
of E and 2£ in place of £. Now apply (a) to {fl' ... ' IN}: There exists~' > 0 such that 

Iff. dill < 3£ if I4A) < ~', n = 1,2,3, .... 

11 Suppose II is a positive measure on X,I4X) < 00,1. e V(Il) for n = 1,2, 3, ... ,f.(x)-+ lex) a.e., and 
there exists p > 1 and C < 00 such that Ix 1 In I· dll < C for all n. Prove that 

lim fl/-Inldll=O. 
"-00 Jx 

Hint: {f.} is uniformly integrable. 

12 Let!lJl be the collection of all sets E in the unit interval [0, 1] such that either E or its complement 
is at most countable. Let II be the counting measure on this a-algebra !lJI. If g(x) = x for 0 s: x s: 1, 
show that g is not !In-measurable, although the mapping 

1-+ L x/(x) = fIg dll 

makes sense for every Ie VCIl) and defines a bounded linear functional on VCIl). Thus (IJ)* <F L«> in 
this situation. 

13 Let L«> = L«>(rn), where rn is Lebesgue measure on I = [0, 1]. Show that there is a bounded linear 
functional A <F 0 on L«> that is 0 on C(I), and that therefore there is no g e V(rn) that satisfies At = 
Illg drn for every Ie L«>. Thus (L«»* <F V. 



CHAPTER 

SEVEN 
DIFFERENTIATION 

In elementary Calculus we learn that integration and differentiation are inverses 
of each other. This fundamental relation persists to a large extent in the context 
of the Lebesgue integral. We shall see that some of the most important facts 
about differentiation of integrals and integration of derivatives can be obtained 
with a minimum of effort by first studying derivatives of measures and the associ
ated maximal functions. The Radon-Nikodym theorem and the Lebesgue decom
position will playa prominent role. 

Derivatives of Measures 

We begin with a simple, theorem whose main purpose is to motivate the defini
tions that follow. 

7.1 Theorem Suppose J.l is a complex Borel measure on Rl and 

f(x) = J.l« - 00, x)) (1) 

If x E Rl and A is a complex number, each of the following two statements 
implies the other: 
(a) fis differentiable at x andf'(x) = A. 
(b) To every € > 0 corresponds a (j > 0 such that 

I J.l(I) - AI < € 
m(I) 

(2) 

135 
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for every open segment I that contains x and whose length is less than lJ. Here 
m denotes Lebesgue measure on Rl. 

7.2 Definitions Theorem 7.1 suggests that one might define the derivative of 
J1. at x to be the limit of the quotients J1.(I)/m(I), as the segments I shrink to x, 
and that an analogous definition might be appropriate in several variables, 
i.e., in Rk rather than in Rl. 

Accordingly, let us fix a dimension k, denote the open ball with center 
x E Rk and radius r > ° by 

B(x, r) = {y E Rk: I y - x I < r} (1) 

(the absolute value indicates the euclidean metric, as in Sec. 2.19), associate 
to any complex Borel measure J1. on Rk the quotients 

(Q )() = J1.(B(x, r)) 
,J1. x m(B(x, r))' (2) 

where m = mk is Lebesgue measure on Rk, and define the symmetric derivative 
of J1. at x to be 

(DJ1.)(x) = lim (Q,J1.)(x) (3) 
,-+0 

at those points x E Rk at which this limit exists. 
We shall study DJ1. by means of the maximal function MJ1.. For J1. ~ 0, this 

is defined by 

(MJ1.)(x) = sup (Q,J1.)(x), (4) 
0<,.< 00 

and the maximal function of a complex Borel measure J1. is, by definition, that 
of its total variation I J1.1. 

The functions M J1.: Rk -4 [0, 00] are lower semicontinuous, hence measur
able. 

To see this, assume J1. ~ 0, pick A> 0, let E = {MJ1. > A}, and fix x E E. 
Then there is an r > ° such that 

J1.(B(x, r)) = tm(B(x, r)) (5) 

for some t > A, and there is a lJ > ° that satisfies 

(r + lJ)k < ~t/ A. (6) 

If I y - x I < lJ, then B(y, r + lJ) ::::) B(x, r), and therefore 

J1.(B(y, r + lJ)) ~ tm(B(x, r)) = t[r/(r + lJ)rm(B(y, r + lJ)) > Am(B(y, r + lJ)). 

Thus B(x, lJ) c E. This proves that E is open. 
Our first objective is the" maximal theorem" 7.4. The following covering 

lemma will be used in its proof. 
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7.3 Lemma If W is the union of a finite collection of balls B(Xi' ri), 1 ~ i ~ N, 
then there is a set S c {I, ... , N} so that 

(a) the balls B(Xi' ri) with i E S are disjoint, 
(b) We U B(Xi' 3ri), and 

i eS 

(c) m(W) ~ 3k L m(B(xi' ri»· 
ieS 

PROOF Order the balls Bi = B(x;, ri) so that r l ~ r2 ~ ... ~ rN • Put i l = 1. 
Discard all B j that intersect Bit. Let Bi2 be the first of the remaining Bi , if 
there are any. Discard all B j with j > i2 that intersect Bi2 , let Bi3 be the first 
of the remaining ones, and so on, as long as possible. This process stops after 
a finite number of steps and gives S = {ib i2, ... }. 

It is clear that (a) holds. Every discarded B j is a subset of B(x;, 3ri) for 
some i E S, for if r' ~ rand B(x', r') intersects B(x, r), then B(x', r') c B(x, 3r). 
This proves (b), and (c) follows from (b) because 

m(B(x, 3r» = 3km(B(x, r» 

IIII 

The following theorem says, roughly speaking, that the maximal function of 
a measure cannot be large on a large set. 

7.4 Theorem If Jl. is a complex Borel measure on Rk and A is a positive number, 
then 

(1) 

Here 1IJl.11 = I Jl.1 (Rk), and the left side of (1) is an abbreviation for the 
more cumbersome expression 

(2) 

We shall often simplify notation in this way. 

PROOF Fix Jl. and A. Let K be a compact subset of the open set {MJl. > A}. 
Each x E K is the center of an open ball B for which 

I Jl.1 (B) > Am(B). 

Some finite collection of these B's covers K, and Lemma 7.3 gives us a dis
joint subcollection, say {B b ... , B.}, that satisfies 

• • 
m(K) ~ 3k L m(Bi) ~ 3k;,-l L 1Jl.I(BJ ~ 3k;'-lllJl.lI. 

1 1 

The disjointness of {B b ... , B.} was used in the last inequality. 
Now (1) follows by taking the supremum over all compact 

K c {MJl. > A}. IIII 
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7.S Weak I! Iff E I!(Rk) and A > 0, then 

(1) 

because, putting E = {I f I > A}, we have 

Am(E) ~ [If I dm ~ [ If I dm = IIfIIl' 
JE JRk 

(2) 

Accordingly, any measurable functionffor which 

A . m{ I f I > A} (3) 

is a bounded function of A on (0, 00) is said to belong to weak I!. 
Thus weak I! contains I!. That it is actually larger is shown most simply by 

the function l/x on (0, 1). 
We associate to each fE I!(Rk) its maximal function Mf: Rk~ [0,00], by 

setting 

(Mf)(x) = sup _(1 ) [ I f I dm. 
O<r<oo m Br JB(x.r) 

(4) 

[We wrote Br in place of B(x, r) because m(B(x, r)) depends only on the radius r.] 
If we identify f with the measure p. given by dp. = f dm, we see that (4) agrees with 
the previously defined Mp.. Theorem 7.4 states therefore that the "maximal 
operator" M sends I! to weak I!, with a bound (namely 3k) that depends only on 
the space Rk: 

For every f E I!(Rk) and every A > 0, 

(5) 

7.6 Lebesgue points Iff E I!(Rk), any x E Rk for which it is true that 

lim (~) [ I f(y) - f(x) I dm(y) = ° 
r-+O m r JB(X. r) 

(1) 

is called a Lebesgue point off 
For example, (1) holds iffis continuous at the point x. In general, (1) means 

that the averages of If - f(x) I are small on small balls centered at x. The 
Lebesgue points off are thus points where f does not oscillate too much, in an 
average sense. 

It is probably far from obvious that every fELl has Lebesgue points. But the 
following remarkable theorem shows that they always exist. (See also Exercise 
23.) 

7.7 Theorem Iff E I!(Rk), then almost every x E Rk is a Lebesgue point of f 
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PROOF Define 

('1; fXx) = m(~) r If - f(x) I dm 
r J8(%. r) 

(1) 

for x E R\ r > 0, and put 

(Tf)(x) = lim sup (T,. f)(x). (2) 
r-O 

We have to prove that Tf = 0 a.e. Em]. 
Pick y > O. Let n be a positive integer. By Theorem 3.14, there exists 

g E C(Rk) so that IIf - gill < lin: Put h =f - g. 
Since g is continuous, Tg = O. Since 

(T,. h)(x) ::; m(1 ) r I h I dm + I h(x) I 
Br J8(%.r) 

(3) 

we have 

Th::; Mh + Ihl. (4) 

Since T,. f::; T,. g + T,. h, it follows that 

Tf::; Mh + Ihl. (5) 

Therefore 

{Tf> 2y} c {Mh > y} u {Ihl > y}. (6) 

Denote the union on the right of (6) by E(y, n). Since Ilhlll < lin, 
Theorem 7.4 and the inequality 7.5(1) show that 

m(E(y, n» ::; W + l)/(yn). (7) 

The left side of (6) is independent of n. Hence 

ao 

{Tf> 2y} c n E(y, n). (8) 
n=l 

This intersection has measure 0, by (7), so that {Tf> 2y} is a subset of a set 
of measure O. Since Lebesgue measure is complete, {Tf> 2y} is Lebesgue 
measurable, and has measure O. This holds for every positive y. Hence Tf = 0 
a.e. Em]. IIII 

Theorem 7.7 yields interesting information, with very little effort, about 
topics such as 

(a) differentiation of absolutely continuous measures, 
(b) differentiation using sets other than balls, 
(c) differentiation of indefinite integrals in RI, 
(d) metric density of measurable sets. 
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We shall now discuss these topics. 

7.8 Theorem Suppose J.L is a complex Borel measure on Rk, and J.L ~ m. Let f be 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative of J.L with respect to m. Then DJ.L = f a.e. Em], 
and 

(1) 

for all Borel sets E c: Rk. 

In other words, the Radon-Nikodym derivative can also be obtained as a 
limit of the quotients Q, J.L. 

PROOF The Radon-Nikodym theorem asserts that (1) holds withfin place of 
DJ.L. At any Lebesgue point x off, it follows that 

f(x) = lim _1_ r f dm = lim J.L(B(x, r)) . 
,-0 m(B,) JB(X.,) ,-0 m(B(x, r)) 

(2) 

Thus (DJ.L)(x) exists and equals f(x) at every Lebesgue point off, hence a.e. 
~]. M 

7.9 Nicely shrinking sets Suppose x e Rk. A sequence {Ei} of Borel sets in Rk is 
said to shrink to x nicely if there is a number IX > 0 with the following property: 
There is a sequence of balls B(x, ri), with lim ri = 0, such that Ei c: B(x, ri) and 

m(Ei) :2= IX • m(B(x, ri)) (1) 

for i = 1,2,3, .... 
Note that it is not required that x e Ei , nor even that x be in the closure of 

Ei. Condition (1) is a quantitative version of the requirement that each Ei must 
occupy a substantial portion of some spherical neighborhood of x. For example, 
a nested sequence of k-cells whose longest edge is at most 1,000 times as long as 
its shortest edge and whose diameter tends to 0 shrinks nicely. A nested sequence 
of rectangles (in R2) whose edges have lengths Iii and (1/02 does not shrink 
nicely. 

7.10 Theorem Associate to each x e Rk a sequence {Ei(X)} that shrinks to x 
nicely, and letfe IJ(Rk). Then 

f(x) = lim 1 r f dm 
i-oo m(Ei(X)) JEi(X) 

(1) 

at every Lebesgue point off, hence a.e. Em]. 
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PROOF Let x be a Lebesgue point off and let IX(X) and B(x, r;) be the positive 
number and the balls that are associated to the sequence {E;(x)}. Then, 
because E~x) c B(x, r;), 

oc(x) i 1 i 
(E .( » If - f(x) I dm ~ (B( .» If - f(x) I dm. 

m ,x Ej(x) m x, r, B(x, 'i) 

The right side converges to 0 as i--4 00, because r;--4 0 and x is a Lebesgue 
point off Hence the left side converges to 0, and (1) follows. IIII 

Note that no relation of any sort was assumed to exist between {E;(x)} and 
{E;(y)}, for different points x and y. 

Note also that Theorem 7 . .10 leads to a correspondingly stronger form of 
Theorem 7.8. We omit the details. 

7.11 Theorem Iffe L!(Rl) and 

F(x) = roofdm (- 00 < x < (0), 

then F'(x) = f(x) at every Lebesgue point off, hence a.e. Em]. 

(This is the easy half of the fundamental theorem of Calculus, extended to 
Lebesgue integrals.) 

PROOF Let {<5;} be a sequence of positive numbers that converges to O. 
Theorem 7.10, with E~x) = [x, x + <5;], shows then that the right-hand deriv
ative of F exists at all Lebesgue points of x off and that it is equal to f(x) at 
these points. If we let E;(x) be [x - <5;, x] instead, we obtain the same result 
for the left-hand derivative of Fat x. IIII 

7.12 Metric density Let E be a Lebesgue measurable subset of Ric. The metric 
density of E at a point x e Rk is defined to be 

1. m(E ("\ B(x, r» 1m ---'---....:.....;.~ 
,"'0 m(B(x, r» 

(1) 

provided, of course, that this limit exists. 
If we let f be the characteristic function of E and apply Theorem 7.8 or 

Theorem 7.10, we see that the metric density of E is 1 at almost every point of E, 
and that it is 0 at almost every point of the complement of E. 

Here is a rather striking consequence of this, which should be compared with 
Exercise 8 in Chap. 2: 

If € > 0, there is no set E c R 1 that satisfies 

m(E ("\ I) 1 
€ < m(I) < - € 

(2) 

for every segment I. 
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Having dealt with differentiation of absolutely continuous measures, we now 
turn to those that are singular with Tespect to m. 

7.13 Theorem Associate to each x E Rk a sequence {E~x)} that shrinks to x 
nicely. If Jl. is a complex Borel measure and Jl. .l m, then 

. Jl.(E~x)) 
~lm m(E' )) = 0 a.e. Em]. 
' ..... 00 i\X 

(1) 

PROOF The Jordan decomposition theorem shows that it suffices to prove (1) 
under the additional assumption that Jl. ~ O. In that case, arguing as in the 
proof of Theorem 7.10, we have 

a(x)jJ.(E~x)) Jl.(E~x)) Jl.(B(x, r;)) ---'--'-'-:........:..'-'-'- < ;:5; • 
m(E~x)) - m(B(x, r;)) m(B(x, rJ) 

Hence (1) is a consequence of the special case 

(DJl.)(x) = 0 a.e. Em], (2) 

which will now be proved. 
The upper derivative DJl., defined by 

(DJl.)(x) = lim [ sup (QrJl.)(X)] 
n-oo O<,.<l/n 

(3) 

is a Borel function, because the quantity in brackets decreases as n increases 
and is, for each n, a lower semicontinuous function of x; the reasoning used 
in Sec. 7.2 proves this. 

Choose A. > 0, E > O. Since Jl. .l m, Jl. is concentrated on a set of Lebesgue 
measure O. The regularity of Jl. (Theorem 2.18) shows therefore that there is a 
compact set K, with m(K) = 0, Jl.(K) > 11Jl.11 - E. 

Define Jl.l(E) = jJ.(K (\ E), for any Borel set E c R\ and put Jl.2 = Jl. - Jl.l. 
Then 11Jl.211 < E, and, for every x outside K, 

(4) 

Hence 

(5) 

and Theorem 7.4 shows that 

m{DJl. > A.};:5; 3kr 1 11Jl.211 < 3kr 1E. (6) 

Since (6) holds for every E > 0 and for every A. > 0, we conclude that 
DJl. = 0 a.e. Em], i.e., that (2) holds. IIII 

Theorems 7.10 and 7.13 can be combined in the following way: 
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7.14 Theorem Suppose that to each x E R" is associated some sequence {E;(x)} 
that shrinks to x nicely, and that p. is a complex Borel measure on R". 

Let dp. = f dm + dp.s be the Lebesgue decomposition of p. with respect to m. 
Then 

. p.(E;(x» 
~lm (E ( » = f(x) a.e. [mJ . 
..... 00 m j\X 

In particular, p. ..i m if and only if(Dp.)(x) = ° a.e. [mJ. 

The following result contrasts strongly with Theorem 7.13: 

7.1S Theorem If p. is a positive Borel measure on R" and p. ..i m, then 

(Dp.Xx) = 00 a.e. [p.J. (1) 

PROOF There is a Borel set S c R" with m(S) = ° and p.(R" - S) = 0, and 
there are open sets Jj => S with m(Jj) < I/j, for j = 1,2,3, .... 

For N = 1, 2, 3, ... , let EN be the set of all XES to which correspond 
radii ri = r;(x), with lim ri = 0, such that 

p.(B(x, ri» < Nm(B(x, ri»' 

Then (1) holds for every XES - U EN' 
N 

(2) 

Fix Nand j, for the moment. Every x E EN is then the center of a ball 
B" c Jj that satisfies (2). Let p" be the open ball with center x whose radius is 
1/3 of that of B". The union of these balls p" is an open set KJ, N that con
tains EN and lies in Jj . We claim that 

(3) 

To prove (3), let K c KJ, N be compact. Finitely many p" cover K. 
Lemma 7.3 shows therefore that there is a finite set F c EN with the follow
ing properties: 

(a) {P,,: x E F} is a disjoint collection, and 
(b) K cUB". 

"eF 

Thus 
p.(K) ~ L p.(B,,) < N L m(B,,) 

"eF "eF 

= 3"N L m(PJ ~ 3"Nm(lj) < 3"Nlj· 
"eF 

This proves (3). 
Now put ON = n KJ,N' Then EN c ON, ON is a G6, P.(oN) = 0, and 

j 

(Dp.Xx) = 00 at every point of S - U ON' IIII 
N 
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The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus 

7.16 This theorem concerns functions defined on some compact interval [a, b] in 
R1. It has two parts. The first asserts, roughly speaking, that the derivative of the 
indefinite integral of a function is that same function. We dealt with this in 
Theorem 7.11. The second part goes the other way: one returns to the original 
function by integrating its derivative. More precisely 

/(x) - /(a) = IX !,(t) dt (a :s; x :s; b). (1) 

In the elementary version of this theorem, one assumes that / is differentiable at 
every point of [a, b] and that!' is a continuous function. The proof of (1) is then 
easy. 

In trying to extend (1) to the setting of the Lebesgue integral, questions such 
as the following come up naturally: 

Is it enough to assume that!' E I!, rather than that!' is continuous? 
If / is continuous and differentiable at almost all points of [a, b], must (1) 

then hold? 
Before proving any positive results, here are two examples that show how (1) 

can fail. 

(a) Put /(x) = x 2 sin (x- 2 ) if x =F 0, /(0) = O. Then / is differentiable at every 
point, but 

f'!'(t)I dt = 00, (2) 

so!' ¢ L1. 
If we interpret the integral in (1) (with [0, 1] in place of [a, b]) as the 

limit, as €--+ 0, of the integrals over [€, 1], then (1) still holds for this! 

More complicated situations can arise where this kind of passage to the limit 
is of no use. There are integration processes, due to Denjoy and Perron (see [18], 
[28]), which are so designed that (1) holds whenever / is differentiable at every 
point. these fail to have the property that the integrability of/implies that of 
1/ I , and therefore do not play such an important role in analysis. 

(b) Suppose/is continuous on [a, b],fis differentiable at almost every point of 
[a, b], and!, E L1 on [a, b]. Do these assumptions imply that (1) holds? 

Answer: No. 
Choose {bIll so that 1 = 150 > 15 1 > 15 2 > ... , 15,,--+ o. Put Eo = [0, 1]. 

Suppose n ~ 0 and E" is constructed so that E" is the union of 2" disjoint 
closed intervals, each of length 2 - "15". Delete a segment in the center of each 
of these 2" intervals, so that each of the remaining 2"+ 1 intervals has length 
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2- n - 1<5n + 1 (this is possible, since <5n + 1 < <5n), and let En+l be the union of 
these 2n + 1 intervals. Then El ~ E2 ~ ... , m(En) = <5n , and if 

<Xl 

E = n En' (3) 
n=1 

then E is compact and m(E) = O. (In fact, E is perfect.) Put 

gn = <5; lUn and fJx) = r gn(t) dt (n = 0, I, 2, ... ). (4) 

Then fn(O) = O'/n(1) = 1, and each.r.. is a monotonic function which is con
stant on each segment in the complement of En. If J is one of the 2n intervals 
whose union is En, then 

(5) 

It follows from (5) that 

fn+l(X) =fJx) (x ¢ En) (6) 

and that 

(x E EJ. (7) 

Hence Un} converges uniformly to a continuous monotonic function f, with 
f(O) = 0,/(1) = 1, and/,(x) = 0 for all x ¢ E. Since m(E) = 0, we have/' = 0 
a.e. 

Thus (1) fails. 
If <5n = (2/3)n, the set E is Cantor's" middle thirds" set. 

Having seen what can go wrong, assume now that/' E [} and that (1) does 
hold. There is then a measure Jl., defined by dJl. = /' dm. Since Jl. ~ m, 
Theorem 6.11 shows that there corresponds to each E > 0 a <5 > 0 so that 
I Jl.1 (E) < E whenever E is a union of disjoint segments whose total length is less 
than <5. Since f(y) - f(x) = Jl.«x, y» if a ~ x < y ~ b, it follows that the absolute 
continuity off, as defined below, is necessary for (1). Theorem 7.20 will show that 
this necessary condition is also sufficient. 

7.17 Definition A complex function f, defined on an interval J = [a, b], is 
said to be absolutely continuous on J (briefly, f is AC on J) if there corre
sponds to every E > 0 a <5 > 0 so that 

n . 

L If(PJ - f(ocJI < E (1) 
i= 1 
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for any n and any disjoint collection of segments (lXI' PI), ... , (IXn, Pn) in I 
whose lengths satisfy 

n 

L (P; - lXi) < fJ. (2) 
;= I 

Such anfis obviously continuous: simply take n = 1. 
In the following theorem, the implication (b)-+ (c) is probably the most 

interesting. That (a) -+ (c) without assuming monotonicity off is the content 
of Theorem 7.20. 

7.18 Tbeorem Let I = [a, b], let f: 1-+ RI be continuous and nondecreasing. 
Each of the following three statements about f implies the other two: 

(a) fis AC on I. 
(b) fmaps sets of measure 0 to sets of measure O. 
(c) fis differentiable a.e. on I,f' E E, and 

f(x) - f(a) = IX !'(t) dt (IX :s; X :s; b). (1) 

Note that the functions constructed in Example 7.16(b) map certain compact 
sets of measure 0 onto the whole unit interval! 

Exercise 12 complements this theorem. 

PROOF We will show that (a)-+ (b)-+ (c)-+ (a). 
Let Wi denote the u-algebra of all Lebesgue measurable subsets of RI. 
Assumefis AC on I, pick E c: I so that E E Wi and m(E) :;: O. We have to 

show thatf(E) E Wi and m(f(E)) = O. Without loss of generality, assume that 
neither a nor b lie in E. 

Choose E > O. Associate fJ > 0 to f and E, as in Definition 7.17. There is 
then an open set V with m(V) < fJ, so that E c: V c: I. Let (IX;, PJ be the 
disjoint segments whose union is V. Then L (P; - IXI) < fJ, and our choice of fJ 
shows that therefore 

L (f(P;) - f(IX;)) :s; E. (2) 
; 

[Definition 7.17 was stated in terms of finite sums; thus (2) holds for every 
partial sum of the (possibly) infinite series, hence (2) holds also for the sum of 
the whole series, as stated.] 

Since E c: V,f(E) c: U [f(IX;),f(P;)]. The Lebesgue measure of this union 
is the left side of (2). This says that f(E) is a subset of Borel sets of arbitrarily 
small measure. Since Lebesgue measure.is complete, it follows thatf(E) E Wi 
and m(f(E)) = O. 

We have now proved that (a) implies (b). 
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Assume next that (b) holds. Define 

g(x) = x + f(x) (a :S; x :S; b). (3) 

If the fimage of some segment of length '1 has length '1', then the g-image of 
that same segment has length '1 + '1'. From this it follows easily that g 
satisfies (b), since f does. 

Now suppose Eel, E E rot Then E = E1 U Eo where m(Eo) = 0 and E1 
is an Fa (Theorem 2.20). Thus E1 is a countable union of compact sets, and 
so is g(E 1), because g is continuous. Since g satisfies (b), m(g(Eo» = O. Since 
g(E) = g(E1) u g(Eo), we conclude: g(E) E rot 

Therefore we can define 

Jl(E) = m(g( E» (E c I, E E IDl). (4) 

Since g is one-to-one (this is our reason for working with g rather than f), 
disjoint sets in I have disjoint g-images. The countable additivity of m shows 
therefore that Jl is a (positive, bounded) measure on IDl. Also, Jl 4: m, because 
g satisfies (b). Thus 

dJl = h dm 

for some h E I!(m), by the Radon-Nikodym theorem. 
If E = [a, x], then g(E) = [g(a), g(x)], and (5) gives 

g(x) - g(a) = m(g(E» = Jl(E) = L h dm = r h(t) dt. 

If we now use (3), we conclude that 

f(x) - f(a) = r [h(t) - 1] dt 

Thusf'(x) = h(x) - 1 a.e. Em], by Theorem 7.11. 
We have now proved that (b) implies (c). 

(ex :S; x :S; b). 

(5) 

(6) 

The discussion that preceded Definition 7.17 showed that (c) implies (a). 

IIII 

7.19 Tbeorem Supposef: 1-+ R1 is AC, I = [a, b]. Define 

N 

F(x) = sup L I f(t i) - f(t i - 1) I (a :S; x :S; b) (1) 
i= 1 

where the supremum is taken over all N and over all choices of {til such that 

a = to < t 1 < ... < t N = X. (2) 

The functions F, F + f, F - fare then nondecreasing and AC on I. 
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[F is called the total variation function off Iffis any (complex) function on I, 
AC or not, and F(b) < 00, thenfis said to have bounded variation on I, and F(b) 
is the total variation off on I. Exercise 13 is relevant to this.] 

PROOF If (2) holds and x < y :s; b, then 

N 

F(y) ~ 1 f(y) - f(x) 1 + L 1 f(t i ) - f(t i - 1) I· (3) 
i= 1 

Hence F(y) ~ 1 f(y) - f(x) 1 + F(x). In particular 

~~M-M+~~~~M-M+R4 ~ 

This proves that F, F + f, F - fare nondecreasing. 
Since sums of two AC functions are obviously AC, it only remains to be 

proved that F is AC on I. 
If (a, P) c I then 

n 

F(P) - F«(X) = sup L If(tJ -:f(ti - 1) 1 , (5) 
1 

the supremum being taken over all {t;J that satisfy (X = to < ... < tn = p. 
Note that L (t i - t i - 1) = P - (x. 

Now pick E > 0, associate l> > 0 to f and E as in Definition 7.17, choose 
disjoint segments «(Xj' Pj) c I with L (Pj - (Xj) < l>, and apply (5) to each 
«(Xj' Pj)' It follows that 

L (F(Pj) - F«(Xj)) :s; E, 
j 

by our choice of l>. Thus F is AC on 1. 

We have now reached our main objective: 

(6) 

IIII 

7.20 Theorem Iff is a complex function that is AC on I = [a, b], then f is 
differentiable at almost all points of I,f' E Ll(m), and 

f(x) - f(a) = r f'(t) dt (a :s; x :s; b). (1) 

PROOF It is of course enough to prove this for real f Let F be its total 
variation function, as in Theorem 7.19, define 

fl = !<F + f), f2 = !<F - f), 

and apply the implication (a)- (c) of Theorem 7.18 to fl andf2' Since 

f=fl -f2 

this yields (1). 

(2) 

(3) 

IIII 
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The next theorem derives (1) from a different set of hypotheses, by an entirely 
different method of proof. 

7.21 Theorem Iff: [a, b] -+ Rl is differentiable at every point of [a, b] and 
f' E LIon [a, b], then 

f(x) - f(a) = r f'(t) dt (a ~ x ~ b). (1) 

Note that differentiability is assumed to hold at every point of [a, b]. 

PROOF It is clear that it is enough to prove this for x = b. Fix E > O. 
Theorem 2.25 ensures the existence of a lower semicontinuous function g on 
[a, b] such that g > f' and r g(t) dt < r f'(t) dt + E. (2) 

Actually, Theorem 2.25 only gives g ~f', but since m([a, b]) < 00, we can 
add a small constant to g without affecting (2). For any" > 0, define 

F,,(x) = r g(t) dt - f(x) + f(a) + ,,(x - a) (a ~ x ~ b). (3) 

Keep" fixed for the moment. To each x E [a, b) there corresponds a b" > 0 
such that 

g(t) > f'(x) and f(t) - f(x) <f'(x) + " 
t-x 

(4) 

for all t E (x, X + b,,), since g is lower semicontinuous and g(x) > f'(x). For 
any such t we therefore have 

F,,(t) - F,,(x) = fg(S) ds - [f(t) - f(x)] + ,,(t - x) 

> (t - x)f'(x) - (t - x)[f'(x) + ,,] + ,,(t - x) = o. 
Since F,,(a) = 0 and F" is continuous, there is a last point x E [a, b] at which 
F,,(x) = O. If x < b, the preceding computation implies that F,,(t) > 0 for 
t E (x, b]. In any case, F,,(b) ~ o. Since this holds for every" > 0, (2) and (3) 
now give 

f(b) - f(a) ~ r g(t) dt < r f'(t) dt + E, 

and since E was arbitrary, we conclude that 

f(b) - f(a) ~ r f'(t) dt. 

(5) 

(6) 
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If f satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, so does -f; therefore (6) 
holds with -fin place off, and these two inequalities together give (1). IIII 

Differentiable Transformations 

7.22 Definitions Suppose V is an open set in Rk, T maps V into Rk, and 
x E V. If there exists a linear operator A on Rk (i.e., a linear mapping of Rk 
into Rk, as in Definition 2.1) such that 

lim I T(x + h) - T(x) - Ah I = 0 
h .... O Ihl 

(1) 

(where, of course, h E Rk), then we say that T is differentiable at x, and define 

T'(x) = A. (2) 

The linear operator T'(x) is called the derivative of T at x. (One shows 
easily that there is at most one linear A that satisfies the preceding require
ments; thus it is legitimate to talk about the derivative of T.) The term differ
ential is also often used for T'(x}. 

The point of (1) is of course that the difference T(x + h) - T(x) is 
approximated by T'(x)h, a linear function of h. 

Since every real number ex gives rise to a linear operator on Rl (mapping 
h to exh), our definition of T'(x) coincides with the usual one when k = 1. 

When A: Rk_ Rk is linear, Theorem 2.20(e) shows that there is a number 
~(A) such that 

m(A(E» = ~(A)m(E) (3) 

for all measurable sets E c Rk. Since 

A'(x) = A (4) 

and since every differentiable transformation T can be locally approximated 
by a constant plus a linear transformation, one may conjecture that 

m(T(E» ,..., ~(T'(x» 
m(E) 

(5) 

for suitable sets E that are close to x. This will be proved in Theorem 7.24, 
and furnishes the motivation for Theorem 7.26. 

Recall that ~(A) = I det A I was proved in Sec. 2.23. When T is differen
tiable at x, the determinant of T'(x) is called the Jacobian of T at x, and is 
denoted by J .,.(x). Thus 

~(T'(x» = I J .,.(x) I. (6) 

The following lemma seems geometrically obvious. Its proof depends on the 
Brouwer fixed point theorem. One can avoid the use of this theorem by imposing 
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stronger hypotheses on F, for example, by assuming that F is an open mapping. 
But this would lead to unnecessarily strong assumptions in Theorem 7.26. 

7.23 Lemma Let S = {x: I x I = I} be the sphere in Rk that is the boundary of 
the open unit ball B = B(O, 1). 

If F: B ....... Rk is continuous, 0 < £ < 1, and 

IF(x) - xl < £ 

for all XES, then F(B) :::> B(O, 1 - E). 

(1) 

PROOF Assume, to reach a contradiction, that some point a E B(O, 1 - £) is 
not in F(B). By (1), I F(x) I· > 1 - £ if XES. Thus a is not in F(S), and there
fore a #= F(x), for every x E B. This enables us to define a continuous map 
G: B ....... Bby 

G(x) = a - F(x) . 
la - F(x) I 

If XES, then x . x = I X 12 = 1, so that 

(2) 

x . (a - F(x» = x . a + x . (x - F(x» - 1 < I a I + £ - 1 < O. (3) 

This shows that x . G(x) < 0, hence x #= G(x). 
If x E B, then obviously x #= G(x), simply because G(x) E S. 
Thus G fixes no point of B, contrary to Brouwer's theorem which states 

that every continuous map of B into B has at least one fixed point. IIII 

A proof of Brouwer's theorem that is both elementary and simple may be 
found on pp. 38-40 of "Dimension Theory" by Hurewicz and Wallman, 
Princeton University Press, 1948. 

7.24 Theorem If 

(a) V is open in R\ 
(b) T: V ....... Rk is continuous, and 
(c) T is differentiable at some point x E V, then 

lim m(T(B(x, r))) = A(T'(x». 
' .... 0 m(B(x, r» 

(1) 

Note that T(B(x, r» is Lebesgue measurable; in fact, it is u-compact, because 
B(x, r) is u-compact and T is continuous. 

PROOF Assume, without loss of generality, that x = 0 and T(x) = o. Put 
A = T'(O). 

The following elementary fact about linear operators on finite
dimensional vector spaces will be used: A linear operator A on Rk is one-to-
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one if and only if the range of A is all of Rk. In that case, the inverse A -1 of A 
is also linear. 

Accordingly, we split the proof into two cases. 

CASE I A is one-to-one. Define 

(x E V). (2) 

Then F'(O) = A -1 T'(O) = A -1 A = I, the identity operator. We shall prove 
that 

lim m(F(B(O, r))) = 1. 
r-O m(B(O, r» 

Since T(x) = AF(x), we have 

m(T(B» = m(A(F(B») = L\(A)m(F(B» 

for every ball B, by 7.22(3). Hence (3) will give the desired result. 

(3) 

(4) 

Choose € > 0. Since F(O) = ° and F'(O) = I, there exists a b > ° such that ° < Ixl < b implies 

I F(x) - x I < € I x I· (5) 

We claim that the inclusions 

B(O, (1 - €)r) c: F(B(O, r» c: B(O, (1 + €)r) (6) 

hold if ° < r < b. The first of these follows from Lemma 7.23, applied to 
B(O, r) in place of B(O, 1), because I F(x) - x I < €r for all x with I x I = r. The 
second follows directly from (5), since I F(x) I < (1 + €) I x I. It is clear that (6) 
implies 

(1 _ \11: ..... m(F(B(O, r») < (1 + )k 
€J ~ m(B(O, r» - € 

(7) 

and this proves (3). 

CASE II A is not one-to-one. In this case, A maps Rk into a subspace of lower 
dimension, i.e., into a set of measure 0. Given € > 0, there is therefore an 
'1 > ° such that m(E~) < € if E~ is the se~ of all points in Rk whose distance 
from A(B(O, 1» is less than '1. Since A = T'(O), there is a b > ° such that 
Ixl < b implies 

I T(x) - Ax I s; '11 x I· (8) 

If r < b, then T(B(O, r» lies therefore in the set E that consists of the points 
whose distance from A(B(O, r» is less than '1r. Our choice of '1 shows that 
m(E) < €~. Hence 

m(T(B(O, r») < €rk (0 < r < b). (9) 
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Since r" = m(B(O, r»/m(B(O, 1», (9) implies that 

lim m(T(B(O, r») = O. 
,-0 m(B(O, r» 

This proves (1), since L\(T'(O» = L\(A) = O. 

7.25 Lemma Suppose E c Rk, m(E) = 0, T maps E into R\ and 

1. I T(y) - T(x) I 
1m sup I I < 00 y-x 

for every x E E, as y tends to x within E. 
Then m(T(E» = O. 

(10) 

IIII 

PROOF Fix positive integers nand p, let F = F n, p be the set of all x E E such 
that 

I T(y) - T(x) I :S; nly - xl 
for all y E B(x, lip) () E, and choose € > O. Since m(F) = 0, F can be covered 
by balls Bi = B(Xi' ri), where Xi E F, ri < lip, in such a way that L m(BJ < €. 

(To do this, cover F by an open set W of small measure, decompose W into 
disjoint boxes of small diameter, as in Sec. 2.19, and cover each of those that 
intersect F by a ball whose center lies in the box and in F.) 

If x E F () Bi then I Xi - x I < ri < lip and Xi E F. Hence 

I T(xi) - T(x) I :S; nlxi - xl < nri 

so that T(F () Bi) c B(T(x;), nr;). Therefore 

T(F) c U B(T(xi), nr;). 
i 

The measure of this union is at most 

L m(B(T(x;), nri) = nk L m(B;) < nk€. 
i i 

Since Lebesgue measure is complete and € was arbitrary, it follows that T(F) 
is measurable and m(T(F)) = O. 

To complete the proof, note that E is the union of the countable collec-
tion {Fn,p}' IIII 

Here is a special case of the lemma: 
If V is open in Rk and T: V -4 Rk is differentiable at every point of V, then T 

maps sets of measure 0 to sets of measure O. 
We now come to the change-of-variables theorem. 

7.26 Theorem Suppose that 

(i) X eVe Rk, V is open, T: V -4 Rk is continuous; 
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(ii) X is Lebesgue measurable, T is one-to-one on X, and T is differentiable at 
every point of X; 

(iii) m(T(V - X» = o. 
Then, setting Y = T(X), 

If dm = i Uo T)IJTI dm (1) 

for every measurable f: Rk --+ [0, 00]. 

The case X = V is perhaps the most interesting one. As regards condition 
(iii), it holds, for instance, when m(V - X) = 0 and T satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 7.25 on V-X. 

The proof has some elements in common with that of the implication 
(b)--+ (c) in Theorem 7.18. 

It will be important in this proof to distinguish between Borel sets and 
Lebesgue measurable sets. The u-algebra consisting of the Lebesgue measurable 
subsets of Rk will be denoted by rot 

PROOF We break the proof into the following three steps: 

(I) If E E 9Jl and E c V, then T(E) E 9Jl. 
(II) For every E E 9Jl, 

m(T(E 11 X» = iXEIJTI dm. 

(III) For every A E 9Jl, 

1 XA dm = i (XA 0 T) I J T I dm. 

If Eo E 9Jl, Eo c V, and m(Eo) = 0, then m(T(Eo - X» = 0 by (iii), and 
m(T(Eo 11 X» = 0 by Lemma 7.25. Thus m(T(Eo» = O. 

If E 1 C V is an F", then E 1 is u-compact, hence T(E 1) is u-compact, 
because T is continuous. Thus T(E1) E 9Jl. 

Since every E E 9Jl is the union of an F" and a set of measure 0 
(Theorem 2.20), (I) is proved. 

To prove (II), let n be a positive integer, and put 

v,,={XE V: I T(x) I <n}, 

Because of (I), we can define 

jl.iE) = m(T(E 11 Xn» 

X" = Xliv". 

(E E 9Jl). 

(2) 

(3) 

Since T is one-to-one on X"' the countable additivity of m shows that jI." is a 
measure on 9Jl. Also, jI." is bounded (this was the reason for replacing X 
temporarily by X,,), and jI." ~ m, by another application of Lemma 7.25. 
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Theorem 7.8 tells us therefore that (DJ.L,,)(x) exists a.e. Em], that DJ.L" E Ll(m), 
and that 

(E E ID'l). (4) 

We claim next that 

(5) 

To see this, fix x EX", and note that B(x, r) c v" for all sufficiently small 
r> 0, because v" is open. Since v" - X" c V - X, hypothesis (iii) enables us 
to replace X" by v" in (3) without changing J.L,,(E). Hence, for small r > 0, 

J.L,,(B(x, r)) = m(T(B(x, r))). (6) 

If we divide both sides of (6) by m(B(x, r)) and refer to Theorem 7.24 and 
formula 7.22(6), we obtain (5). 

Since (3) implies that J.L,,(E) = J.L,,(E 11 X,,), it follows from (3), (4), and (5) 
that 

(E E ID'l). (7) 

If we apply the monotone convergence theorem to (7), letting n-+ 00, we 
obtain (II). 

We begin the proof of (III) by letting A be a Borel set in Rk. Put 

E = T- 1(A) = {x E V: T(x) E A}. (8) 

Then XE = Xii 0 T. Since Xii .is a Borel function and T is continuous, XE is a 
Borel function (Theorem 1.12), hence E E ID'l. Also 

T(E 11 X) = AllY (9) 

which implies, by (II), that 

iXii dm = m(T(E 11 X)) = i(Xii 0 T)IJTI dm. (10) 

Finally, if N E ID'l and m(N) = 0, there is a Borel set A:J N with 
m(A) = O. For this A, (10) shows that (Xii 0 T) I J T I = 0 a.e. em]. Since 0 ~ 
XN ~ Xii' it follows that both integrals in (10) are 0 if A is replaced by N. 
Since every Lebesgue measurable set is the disjoint union of a Borel set and a 
set of measure 0, (10) holds for every A E ID'l. This proves (III). 

Once we have (III), it is clear that (1) holds for every nonnegative 
Lebesgue measurable simple function! Another application of the monotone 
convergence theorem completes the proof. IIII 
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Note that we did not prove that f 0 T is Lebesgue measurable for all 
Lebesgue measurable/. It need not be; see Exercise 8. What the proof does estab
lish is the Lebesgue measurability of the product (f 0 T) 1 J T I. 

Here is a special case of the theorem: 
Suppose qJ: [a, b]- [IX, P] is AC, monotonic, qJ(a) = IX, qJ(b) = p, andf~ 0 is 

Lebesgue measurable. Then 

r f(t) dt = r f(qJ(x))qJ'(x) dx. (15) 

To derive this from Theorem 7.26, put V = (a, b), T = qJ, let n be the union 
of the maximal segments on which qJ is constant (if there are any) and let X be 
the set of all x E V - n where qJ'(x) exists (and is finite). 

Exercises 

I Show that I f(x) I :5 (Mf)(x) at every Lebesgue point off iff E I}(Rk). 

2 For (j > 0, let J«(j) be the segment ( - (j, (j) c R I. Given ex and p, 0 :5 ex :5 p :5 1, construct a measur
able set E c R I so that the upper and lower limits of 

m(E n J«(j» 

2(j 

are p and ex, respectively, as (j--+ O. 
(Compare this with Section 7.12.) 

3 Suppose that E is a measurable set of real numbers with arbitrarily small periods. Explicitly, this 
means that there are positive numbers Pi' converging to 0 as i--+ 00, so that 

E+ Pi = E (i = 1, 2, 3, ... ). 

Prove that then either E or its complement has measure O. 
Hint: Pick ex E RI, put F(x) = m(E n [ex, x]) for x> ex, show that 

F(x + pJ - F(x - Pi) = F(y + Pi) - F(y - Pi) 

if ex + Pi < X < y. What does this imply about F'(x) if m(E) > O? 

4 Call t a period of the functionf on RI iff(x + t) = f(x) for all x E RI. Supposefis a real Lebesgue 
measurable function with periods sand t whose quotient sit is irrational. Prove that there is a con
stant C such thatf(x) = C a.e., but thatfneed not be constant. 

Hint: Apply Exercise 3 to the sets {j> A}. 
5 If A c RI and Be Rl, define A + B = {a + b: a E A, b E B}. Suppose m(A) > 0, m(B) > O. Prove 
that A + B contains a segment, by completing the following outline. 

There are points ao and bo where A and B have metric density 1. Choose a small (j > O. Put 
Co = ao + bo· For each £, positive or negative, define B, to be the set of all Co + £ - b for which b E B 
and I b - bo I < (j. Then B, c (ao + £ - (j, ao + £ + (j). If (j was well chosen and I £ I is sufficiently 
small, it follows that A intersects B" so that A + B :::J (co - £0' Co + £0) for some £0 > O. 

Let C be Cantor's "middle thirds" set and show that C + C is an interval, although m(C) = O. 
(See also Exercise 19, Chap. 9.) 

6 Suppose G is a subgroup of RI (relative to addition), G "" RI, and G is Lebesgue measurable. Prove 
that then m(G) = O. 

Hint: Use Exercise 5. 
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7 Construct a continuous monotonic function f on R 1 so that f is not constant on any segment 
although!'(x) = 0 a.e. 

8 Let V = (a, b) be a bounded segment in Rl. Choose segments w.. c: V in such a way that their 
union W is dense in V and the set K = V - W has m(K) > o. Choose continuous functions CPR so that 
CP.(x) = 0 outside w.., 0 < CP.(x) < 2 -. in w... Put cP = L CPR and define 

T(x) = r cp(t) dt (a < x < b). 

Prove the following statements: 
(a) T satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 7.26, with X = V. 
(b) T' is continuous, T'(x) = 0 on K, m(T(K» = o. 
(c) If E is a nonmeasurable subset of K (see Theorem 2.22) and A = T(E), then XA is Lebesgue 

measurable but XA 0 T is not. 
(d) The functions CPR can be so chosen that the resulting T is an infinitely differentiable homeo

morphism of V onto some segment in RI and (c) still holds. 

9 Suppose 0 < IX < 1. Pick t so that t" = 2. Then t > 2, and the construction of Example (b) in 
Sec. 7.16 can be carried out with c;. = (2/t)". Show that the resulting function f belongs to Lip IX on 
[0,1]. 

10 Iffe Lip 1 on [a, b], prove thatfis absolutely continuous and that!' e LOO. 

11 Assume that 1 < p < oo,fis absolutely continuous on [a, b],!, e 1!, and IX = 1/q, where q is the 
exponent conjugate to p. Prove thatf e Lip IX. 

12 Suppose cP: [a, b] -+ R 1 is nondecreasing. 
(a) Show that there is a left-continuous nondecreasing f on [a, b] so that {f ~ cp} is at most 

countable. [Left-continuous means: if a < x ;5; band € > 0, then there is a c; > 0 so that 
If(x) - f(x - t)1 < € whenever 0 < t < c;.] 

(b) Imitate the proof of Theorem 7.18 to show that there is a positive Borel measure J.L on [a, b] 
for which 

f(x) - f(a) = p([a, x» (a;5; x;5; b). 

(c) Deduce from (b) that!'(x) exists a.e. [m], that!, e n(m), and that 

f(x) - f(a) = r !,(t) dt + s(x) (a ;5; x;5; b) 

where s is nondecreasing and s'(x) = 0 a.e. [m]. 
(d) Show that J.L .1 m if and only if!'(x) = 0 a.e. [m], and that J.L ~ m if and only iff is AC on 

[a, b]. 
(e) Prove that cp'(x) = !,(x) a.e. [m]. 

13 Let BV be the class of all f on [a, b] that have bounded variation on [a, b], as defined after 
Theorem 7.19. Prove the following statements. 

(a) Every monotonic bounded function on [a, b] is in BV. 
(b) Iff e BV is real, there exist bounded monotonic functions fl and f2 so that f = fl - f2· 
Hint: Imitate the proof of Theorem 7.19. 
(c) If f e BV is left-continuous then fl and f2 can be chosen in (b) so as to be also left

continuous. 
(d) Iffe BV is left-continuous then there is a Borel measure J.L on [a, b] that satisfies 

f(x) - f(a) = J.L([a, x» (a ;5; x ;5; b); 

J.L ~ m ifand only iff is AC on [a, b]. 
(e) Every f e BV is differentiable a.e. [m], and!, e n(m). 

14 Show that the product of two absolutely continuous functions on [a, b] is absolutely continuous. 
Use this to derive a theorem about integration by parts. 
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IS Construct a monotonic function/ on Ri so thatf'(x) exists (finitely) for every x E Ri, butf' is not 
a continuous function. 

16 Suppose E c [a, b], m(E) = O. Construct an absolutely continuous monotonic function/ on [a, b] 
so thatf'(x) = 00 at every x E E. 

Hint: E c n v., v.. open, m(V,J c 2 -no Consider the sum of the characteristic functions of these 
sets. 

17 Suppose {Jln} is a sequence of positive Borel measures on Rl and 

., 
II< E) = L Jln( E). 

n=1 

Assume II<Rl) < 00. Show that Jl is a Borel measure. What is the relation between the Lebesgue 
decompositions of the Jln and that of Jl? 

Prove that 

., 
(DJl)(x) = L (DJln)(x) a.e. Em]. 

,.=1 

Derive corresponding theorems for sequences {f.} of positive nondecreasing functions on Ri and 
their sums / = L /n· 

18 Let qJo(t) = 1 on [0, 1), qJo(t) = -Ion [1, 2), extend '1'0 to Ri so as to have period 2, and define 
qJn(t) = qJo(2nt), n = 1, 2, 3, .... 

Assume that L 1 Cn 12 < 00 and prove that the series 

., 
L CnqJn(t) (*) 

.. =1 

converges then/or almost every t. 
Probabilistic interpretation: The series L (± c,J converges with probability 1. 
Suggestion: {qJn} is orthonormal on [0, 1], hence (*) is the Fourier series of some / E E. If 

a =}. 2-N,b =U + 1)· 2-N,a < t < b,and SN = Ci qJi + ... + cNqJN,then,forn > N, 

1 J.b 1 J.b sJt) = -- SN dm = -- sn dm, 
b-a. b-a. 

and the last integral converges to r: / dm, as n-+ 00. Show that (*) converges to /(t) at almost every 
Lebesgue point off 

19 Suppose/is continuous on Rl,/(x) > 0 if 0 < x < 1,f(x) = 0 otherwise. Define 

he(x) = sup {ne/(nx): n = 1,2, 3, ... }. 

Prove that 
(a) he is in n(Ri) if 0 < C < 1, 
(b) hi is in weak n but not in n(Ri ), 

(c) he is not in weak n if C > 1. 

20 (a) For any set E c R2, the boundary iJE of E is, by definition, the closure of E minus the interior 
of E. Show that E is Lebesgue measurable whenever m(iJE) = o. 

(b) Suppose that E is the union of a (possibly uncountable) collection of closed discs in R2 whose 
radii are at least 1. Use (a) to show that E is Lebesgue measurable. 

(c) Show that the conclusion of (b) is true even when the radii are unrestricted. 
(d) Show that some unions of closed discs of radius 1 are not Borel sets. (See Sec. 2.21.) 
(e) Can discs be replaced by triangles, rectangles, arbitrary polygons, etc., in all this? What is 

the relevant geometric property? 
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21 Iffis a real function on [0, 1] and 

y(t) = t + !f(t), 

the length of the graph offis, by definition, the total variation of)' on [0, 1]. Show that this length is 
finite if and only iff E BV. (See Exercise 13.) Show that it is equal to 

fJ1 + [f'(t)]2 dt 

iffis absolutely continuous. 

n (a) Assume that both f and its maximal function Mf are in IJ(Rt). Prove that then f(x) = 0 a.e. 
Em]. Hint: To every other f E IJ(Rk) corresponds a constant c = c(f) > 0 such that 

(MfXx) ~ clxl-k 

whenever I x I is sufficiently large. 
(b) Definef(x) = x-I(log X)-2 if 0 < x < t,f(x) = 0 on the rest of RI. ThenfE LI(RI). Show that 

(MfXx) ~ 12x log (2x) 1- I (0 < x < 1/4) 

so that J~ (MfXx) dx = ClO. 

23 The definition of Lebesgue points, as made in Sec. 7.6, applies to individual integrable functions, 
not to the equivalence classes discussed in Sec. 3.10. However, if F E IJ(R,,) is one of these equivalence 
classes, one may call a point x E Rt a Lebesgue point of F if there is a complex number, let us call it 
(SFXx), such that 

. 1 i lim -- If - (SFXx) I dm = 0 
.-0 m(B.) Blx •• ) 

for one (hence for every)f E F. 
Define (SF)(x) to be 0 at those points x E Rk that are not Lebesgue points of F. 
Prove the following statement: Iff E F, and x is a Lebesgue point off, then x is also a Lebesgue 

point of F, andf(x) = (SFXx). Hence SF E F. 
Thus S .. selects" a member of F that has a maximal set of Lebesgue points. 



CHAPTER 

EIGHT 

INTEGRATION ON PRODUCT SPACES 

This chapter is devoted to the proof and discussion of the theorem of Fubini 
concerning integration offunctions of two variables. We first present the theorem 
in its abstract form. 

Measurability on Cartesian Products 

160 

8.1 Definitions If X and Yare two sets, their cartesian product X x Y is the 
set of all ordered pairs (x, y), with x E X and y E Y. If A c X and BeY, it 
follows that A x B c X x Y. We call any set of the form A x B a rectangle 
in X x Y. 

Suppose now that (X, 51') and (Y, ff) are measurable spaces. Recall that 
this simply means that 51' is a CT-algebra in X and ff is a CT-algebra in Y. 

A measurable rectangle is any set of the form A x B, where A E 51' and 
BE ff. 

If Q = R1 U ... u R", where each Ri is a measurable rectangle and Ri n 
R J = 0 for i #= j, we say that Q E 8, the class of all elementary sets. 

51' x ff is defined to be the smallest CT-algebra in X x Y which contains 
every measurable rectangle. 

A monotone class WI is a collection of sets with the following properties: 
If Ai E WI, Bi E WI, Ai C Ai+ 1, Bi:::> Bi+ 1, for i = 1,2,3, ... , and if 

00 00 

A= UAi' B= nB;, (1) 
i=1 i=1 

then A E WI and B E WI. 
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If E c X x Y, X E X, Y E Y, we define 

Ex = {y: (x, y) E E}, E' = {x: (x, y) E E}. (2) 

We call Ex and E' the x-section and y-section, respectively, of E. Note that 
Exc Y,E'c X. 

8.2 Theorem If E E f/' x :T, then Ex E :T and E' E f/', for every x E X and 
yE Y. 

PROOF Let n be the class of all E E f/' x :T such that Ex E :T for every 
x E X. If E = A x B, then Ex = B if x E A, Ex = 0 if x ¢ A. Therefore every 
measurable rectangle belongs to n. Since :T is a a-algebra, the following 
three statements are true. They prove that n is a a-algebra and hence that 
n = f/' x :T: 

(a) X x YEn. 
(b) If E E n, then (EC)x = (EJc, hence £C E n. 
(c) If Ei E n (i = 1,2,3, ... ) and E = U Ei , then Ex = U (Ei)x, hence E E n. 
The proof is the same for E'. IIII 

8.3 Theorem f/' x :T is the smallest monotone class which contains all elemen
tary sets. 

PROOF Let IDl be the smallest monotone class which contains tS; the proof 
that this class exists is exactly like that of Theorem 1.10. Since f/' x :T is a 
monotone class, we have IDl c f/' x :T. 

The identities 

(Ai x Bi) n (A2 x B2) = (Ai n A 2) x (Bi n B2), 

(Ai x Bi) - (A2 x B2) = [(Ai - A2) x Bi] U [(Ai n A2) x (Bi - B2)] 

show that the intersection of two measurable rectangles is a measurable rec
tangle and that their difference is the union of two disjoint measurable rec
tangles, hence is an elementary set. If PElf and Q E If, it follows easily that 
P n Q E If and P - Q E If. Since 

P U Q = (P - Q) u Q 

and (P - Q) n Q = 0, we also have P u Q E If. 
For any set Pc X x Y, define n(p) to be the class of all Q c X x Y such 

that P - Q E IDl, Q - P E IDl, and P u Q E IDl. The following properties are 
obvious: 

(a) Q E n(p) if and only if P E n(Q). 
(b) Since IDl is a monotone class, so is each n(p). 
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Fix PElf. Our preceding remarks about If show that Q E n(p) for all 
Q E tS, hence tS c n(p), and now (b) implies that 9Jl c n(p). 

Next, fix Q E 9Jl. We just saw that Q E n(p) if PElf. By (a), P E n(Q), 
hence tS c n(Q), and if we refer to (b) once more we obtain 9Jl c n(Q). 

Summing up: IJ P and Q E 9Jl, then P - Q E 9Jl and P u Q E 9Jl. 
It now follows that 9Jl is a a-algebra in X x Y: 

(i) X x Y E If. Hence X x Y E 9Jl. 
(ii) If Q E 9Jl, then QC E 9Jl, since the difference of any two members of 9Jl is 

in 9Jl. 
(iii) If Pi E 9Jl for i = 1, 2, 3, ... , and P = U Pi' put 

Since 9Jl is closed under the formation of finite unions, Qn E 9Jl. 
Since Qn c Qn+ 1 and P = U Qn, the monotonicity of 9Jl shows that 
P E 9Jl. 

Thus 9Jl is a a-algebra, If c 9Jl c 9' x ff, and (by definition) 9' x ff is 
the smallest a-algebra which contains tS. Hence 9Jl = 9' x ff. IIII 

8.4 Definition With each function J on X x Y and with each x E X we 
associate a functionJ" defined on Y by J,,(y) = J(x, y). 

Similarly, if y E Y,!, is the function defined on X by fY(x) = J(x, y). 
Since we are now dealing with three a-algebras, 9', ff, and 9' x ff, we 

shall, for the sake of clarity, indicate in the sequel to which of these three 
a-algebras the word" measurable" refers. 

8.5 Theorem Let J be an (9' x ff)-measurable Junction on X x Y. Then 

(a) For each x E X,f" is a ff-measurableJunction. 
(b) For each y E Y,!, is an 9'-measurableJunction. 

PROOF For any open set V, put 

Q = {(x, y):J(x, y) E V}. 

Then Q E 9' x ff, and 

Q" = {y:J,,(y) E V}. 

Theorem 8.2 shows that Q" E ff. This proves (a); the proof of (b) is 
similar. IIII 
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Product Measures 

8.6 Theorem Let (X, [1', p.) and (Y, fT, A) be q-finite measure spaces. Suppose 
Q E [I' x fT. If 

t/I(y) = p.(QY) (1) 

for every x E X and y E Y, then (() is [I'-measurable, t/I is fT-measurable, and 

(2) 

Notes: The assumptions on the measure spaces are, more explicitly, that p. and A 
are positive measures on [I' and fT, respectively, that X is the union of count ably 
many disjoint sets Xn with p.(Xn) < 00, and that Y is the union of count ably 
many disjoint sets Ym with A(Ym) < 00. 

Theorem 8.2 shows that the definitions (1) make sense. Since 

A(Qx) = 1 XQ(X' y) dA(Y) (x EX), 

with a similar statement for p.(QY), the conclusion (2) can be written in the form 

Ix dp.(x) 1 XQ(X' y) dA(Y) = 1 dA(Y) Ix XQ(X' y) dp.(x). 

(3) 

(4) 

PROOF Let n be the class of all Q E [I' x fT for which the conclusion of the 
theorem holds. We claim that n has the following four properties: 

(a) Every measurable rectangle belongs to n. 
(b) If Q 1 C Q2 C Q3 C ... , if each Qi E n, and if Q = U Qi' then Q E n. 
(c) If {Q;} is a disjoint countable collection of members of n, and if 

Q = U Q;, then Q E n. 
(d) If p.(A) < 00 and A(B) < 00, if A x B :::;) Ql :::;) Q2 :::;) Q3 :::;) .. " if Q = n Qi 

and Qi E n for i = 1, 2, 3, ... , then Q E n. 

IfQ = A x B, where A E [1', B E fT, then 

(5) 

and therefore each of the integrals in (2) is equal to p.(A)A(B). This gives (a). 
To prove (b), let (()i and t/li be associated with Qi in the way in which (1) 

associates (() and t/I with Q. The countable additivity of p. and A shows that 

(i- 00), (6) 

the convergence being monotone increasing at every point. Since (()i and t/I i 
are assumed to satisfy the conclusion of the theorem, (b) follows from the 
monotone convergence theorem. 
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For finite unions of disjoint sets, (c) is clear, because the characteristic 
function of a union of disjoint sets is the sum of their characteristic functions. 
The general case of (c) now follows from (b). 

The proof of (d) is like that of (b), except that we use the dominated 
convergence theorem in place of the monotone convergence theorem. This is 
legitimate, since Jl(A) < 00 and A(B) < 00. 

Now define 

Qmn = Q () (Xn x Ym) (m, n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) (7) 

and let IDl be the class of all Q E [I' x !T such that Qmn E n for all choices of 
m and n. Then (b) and (d) show that IDl is a monotone class; (a) and (c) show 
that 8 c IDl; and since IDl c [I' x !T, Theorem 8.3 implies that IDl = [I' x !T. 

Thus Qmn E n for every Q E [I' x !T and for all choices of m and n. Since 
Q is the union of the sets Qmn and since these sets are disjoint, we conclude 
from (c) that Q E n. This completes the proof. IIII 

8.7 Definition If (X, [1', Jl) and (Y,!T, A) are as in Theorem 8.6, and if 
Q E [I' x !T, we define 

(Jl x A)(Q) = I A(Qx) dJl(x) = IJl(QY) d.ic(y). (1) 

The equality of the integrals in (1) is the content of Theorem 8.6. We call 
Jl x A the product of the measures Jl and A. That Jl x A is really a measure 
(i.e., that Jl x A is countably additive on [I' x !T) follows immediately from 
Theorem 1.27. 

Observe also that Jl x A is u-finite. 

The Fubini Theorem 

8.8 Theorem Let (X, [1', Jl) and (Y, !T, A) be u-finite measure spaces, and let f 
be an ([I' x !T)-measurable function on X x Y. 

(a) If 0 ~f ~ 00, and if 

<p(x) = lfx dA, I/!(y) = If' dJl (x E x, Y E y), 

then <p is [I' -measurable, I/! is !T -measurable, and 

r <p dJl = r fd(Jl x A) = il/! dA. Jx JXXy y 

(b) Iffis complex and if 

<p*(x) = II f Ix dA and I <p* dJl < 00, 

then f E IJ(Jl x A). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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(c) Iff E L1(JI. X A), thenfx E E(A)for almost all x E X,p E L1(JI.)for almost all 
y E Y: the functions qJ and 1/1, defined by (1) a.e., are in E(JI.) and E(A), 
respectively, and (2) holds. 

Notes: The first and last integrals in (2) can also be written in the more usual 
form 

1 dJl(x) If(X, y) dA(y) = 1 dA.(y) If(X, y) dJl.(x). (4) 

These are the so-called "iterated integrals" off. The middle integral in (2) is often 
referred to as a double integral. 

The combination of (b) and (c) gives the following useful result: If f is 
(g' x ff)-measurable and if 

1 dJl.(x) 11 f(x, y) I dA(y) < 00, (5) 

then the two iterated integrals (4) are finite and equal. 
In other words, "the order of integration may be reversed" for (g' x ff)

measurable functions f whenever f ~ 0 and also whenever one of the iterated 
integrals of I f I is finite. 

PROOF We first consider (a). By Theorem 8.5, the definitions of qJ and 1/1 
make sense. Suppose Q E g' x !T and f = XQ' By Definition 8.7, (2) is then 
exactly the conclusion of Theorem 8.6. Hence (a) holds for all nonnegative 
simple (g' x ff)-measurable functions s. In the general case, there is a 
sequence of such functions s,,' such that O:s; Sl :S; S2 :S; ••• and s,,(x, y)-+ 
f(x, y) at every point of X x Y. If qJ" is associated with s" in the same way in 
which qJ was associated to J, we have 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (6) 

The monotone convergence theorem, applied on (Y, ff, A), shows that qJ,,(x) 
increases to qJ(x), for every x E X, as n-+ 00. Hence the monotone con
vergence theorem applies again, to the two integrals in (6), and the first 
equality (2) is obtained. The second half of (2) follows by interchanging the 
roles of x and y. This completes (a). 

If we apply (a) to I f I , we see that (b) is true. 
Obviously, it is enough to prove (c) for real E(JI. x A); the complex case 

then follows. Iff is real, (a) applies to f + and to f -. Let qJl and qJ2 corre
spond to f + and f - as qJ corresponds to f in (1). Since f E L1(JI. X A) and 
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I + ~ 1 I I, and since (a) holds for 1+, we see that ({)1 E L1(p.). Similarly, ({)2 E 

I!(p.). Since 

(7) 

we have Ix E L1(A.) for every x for which ({)1(X) < 00 and ({)2(X) < 00; since ({)1 

and ({)2 are in I!(p.), this happens for almost all x; and at any such x, we have 
({)(x) = "({)1(X) - ({)2(X). Hence (() E L1(p.). Now (2) holds with ({)1 and I + and 
with ({)2 and 1-, in place of ({) and I; if we subtract the resulting equations, we 
obtain one half of (c). The other half is proved in the same manner, with fY 
and '" in place of Ix and ({). / / / / 

8.9 Counterexamples The following three examples will show that the various 
hypotheses in Theorems 8.6 and 8.8 cannot be dispensed with. 

(a) Let X = Y = [0, 1], p. = A. = Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. Choose {on} so 
that 0 = 01 < O2 < 03 < . ", on--+ I, and let 9n be a real continuous function 
with support in (on' 0n+ 1)' such that fA 9n(t) dt = I, for n = I, 2, 3, .... Define 

<Xl 

I(x, y) = L [gn(x) - 9n + 1(x)]9n(Y)· 
n=1 

Note that at each point (x, y) at most one term in this sum is different from O. 
Thus no convergence problem arises in the definition off. An easy computa
tion shows that 

r dx r I(x, y) dy = 1 :1= 0 = r dy r I(x, y) dx, 

so that the conclusion of the Fubini theorem fails, although both iterated 
integrals exist. Note that I is continuous in this example, except at the point 
(I, I), but that 

rdX r I/(x, y)1 dy = 00. 

(b) Let X = Y = [0, 1], p. = Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], A. = counting measure 
on Y, and put/(x, y) = 1 if x = y,f(x, y) = 0 if x :1= y. Then 

if(x, y) dp.(x) = 0, if(x, y) dA.(y) = 1 

for all x and y in [0, 1], so that 

i dA.(y) if(X, y) dp.(x) = 0 :1= 1 = i dp.(x) if(X, y) dA.(y). 

This time the failure is due to the fact that A. is not u-finite. 
Observe that our function I is (9' x ff)-measurable, if 9' is the class of 

all Lebesgue measurable sets in [0, 1] and ff consists of all subsets of [0, 1]. 
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To see this, note that 1= XD' where D is the diagonal of the unit square. 
Given n, put 

I.=[~,LJ } n n 

and put 

Qn = (I1 X 11) u (I2 X 12) u ... u (In X In). 

Then Qn is a finite union of measurable rectangles, and D = n Qn. 
(c) In examples (a) and (b), the failure of the Fubini theorem was due to the fact 

that either the function or the space was" too big." We now turn to the role 
played by the requirement that I be measurable with respect to the a-algebra 
g x!T. 

To pose the question more precisely, suppose Jl(X) = A(Y) = 1, ° ~I ~ 1 
(so that" bigness" is certainly avoided); assume Ix is !T -measurable and P is 
g -measurable, for all x and y; and assume ({) is g -measurable and 1/1 is 
!T-measurable, where (() and 1/1 are defined as in 8.8(1). Then ° ~ ({) ~ 1, ° ~ 1/1 ~ 1, and both iterated integrals are finite. (Note that no reference to 
product measures is needed to define iterated integrals.) Does it follow that 
the two iterated integrals of/are equal? 

The (perhaps surprising) answer is no. 
In the following example (due to Sierpinski), we take 

(X, g, Jl) = (Y, !T, A) = [0, 1] 

with Lebesgue measure. The construction depends on the continuum hypoth
esis. It is a consequence of this hypothesis that there is a one-to-one mapping 
j of the unit interval [0, 1] onto a well-ordered set W such that j(x) has at 
most countably many predecessors in W, for each x E [0, 1]. Taking this for 
granted, let Q be the set of all (x, y) in the unit square such that j(x) precedes 
j(y) in W. For each x E [0, 1], Qx contains all but countably many points of 
[0, 1]; for each y E [0, 1], Q' contains at most countably many points of 
[0, 1]. If 1= XQ' it follows that Ix and P are Borel measurable and that 

(()(x) = r I(x, y) dy = 1, I/I(y) = r I(x, y) dx = ° 
for all x and y. Hence 

r dx r I(x, y) dy = 1 #= ° = r dy r I(x, y) dx. 

Completion of Product Measures 

8.10 If (X, g, Jl) and (Y, !T, A) are complete measure spaces, it need not be true 
that (X x Y, g x !T, Jl x A) is complete. There is nothing pathological about 
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this phenomenon: Suppose that there exists an A E g, A =I- 0, with Jl(A) = 0; 
and suppose that there exists aBc: Y so that B ¢:T. Then A x B c: A x Y, 
(Jl x ,l,)(A x Y) = 0, but A x B ¢ g x:T. (The last assertion follows from 
Theorem 8.2.) 

For instance, if Jl = ,l, = m1 (Lebesgue measure on Rl), let A consist of any 
one point, and let B be any nonmeasurable set in Rl. Thus m1 x m1 is not a 
complete measure; in particular, m1 x m1 is not m2 , since the latter is complete, 
by its construction. However, m2 is the completion ofm1 x mi' This result gener
alizes to arbitrary dimensions: 

8.11 Theorem Let mk denote Lebesgue measure on Rk. If k = r + s, r::::: 1, 
s::::: 1, then mk is the completion of the product measure mr x m •. 

PROOF Let 91k and rolk be the CT-algebras of all Borel sets and of all Lebesgue 
measurable sets in Rk, respectively. We shall first show that 

(1) 

Every k-cell belongs to rolr x rol •. The CT-algebra generated by the k-cells is 
91k • Hence 91k c: rolr x rol •. Next, suppose E E rolr and FE rol •. It is easy to 
see, by Theorem 2.2O(b), that both E x R' and Rr x F belong to rolk • The 
same is true of their intersection E x F. It follows that rolr x rol. c: rolk • 

Choose Q E rolr x rol •. Then Q E rolk, so there are sets PI and P 2 E fJl k 
such that PIC: Q c: P 2 and mk(P 2 - PI) = O. Both mk and mr x m. are trans
lation invariant Borel measures on Rk. They assign the same value to each 
k-cell. Hence they agree on 91k , by Theorem 2.20(d). In particular, 

(mr x m.)(Q - PI) S; (mr x m.)(P2 - PI) = mk(P2 - PI) = 0 

and therefore 

So mr x m. agrees with mk on rolr x rol •. 
It now follows that rolk is the (mr x m.)-completion of rolr x rol., and this 

is what the theorem asserts. IIII 

We conclude this section with an alternative statement of Fubini's theorem 
which is of special interest in view of Theorem 8.11. 

8.12 Theorem Let (X, g, Jl) and (Y, :T, ,l,) be complete CT-.finite measure spaces. 
Let (g x :T)* be the completion of g x :T, relative to the measure Jl x ,l,. Let 
f be an (g x :T)*-measurable function on X x Y. Then all conclusions of 
Theorem 8.8 hold, the only difference being asfollows: 

The :T-measurability of fx can be asserted only for almost all x E X, 
so that cp(x) is only defined a.e. [Jl] by 8.8(1); a similar statement holds for p 
and 1/1. 
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The proof depends on the following two lemmas: 

Lemma 1 Suppose v is a positive measure on a a-algebra IDl, IDl* is the com
pletion of IDl relative to v, and f is an IDl*-measurable function. Then there 
exists an IDl-measurable function g such that f = g a.e. [v]. 

(An interesting special case of this arises when v is Lebesgue measure on 
Rk and IDl is the class of all Borel sets in Rk.) 

Lemma 2 Let h be an (9" x ff)*-measurable function on X x Y such that 
h = 0 a.e. [J.L x A]. Then for almost all x E X it is true that h(x, y) = 0 for 
almost all y E Y .. in particular, hx is ff -measurable for almost all x E X. A 
similar statement holds for hY. 

If we assume the lemmas, the proof of the theorem is immediate: Iff is as in 
the theorem, Lemma 1 (with v = J.L x A) shows that f = g + h, where h = 0 a.e. 
[J.L x A] and g is (9" x ff)-measurable. Theorem 8.8 applies to g. Lemma 2 shows 
that fx = gx a.e. [A] for almost all x and that fY = gY a.e. [J.L] for almost all y. 
Hence the two iterated integrals off, as well as the double integral, are the same 
as those of g, and the theorem follows. 

PROOF OF LEMMA 1 Supposefis IDl*-measurable andf~ O. There exist IDl*
measurable simple functions 0 = So ~ S1 ~ S2 ~ ..• such that s,,(x)- f(x) for 
each x E X, as n- 00. Hence f= L (s"+1 - s,,). Since S,,+1 - S" is a finite 
linear combination of characteristic functions, it follows that there are con
stants Ci > 0 and sets Ei E IDl* such that 

<Xl 

f(x) = L Ci XE,(X) (x EX). 
i=1 

The definition of IDl* (see Theorem 1.36) shows that there are sets Ai E IDl, 
Bi E IDl, such that Ai c Ei C Bi and V(Bi - A;) = O. Define 

<Xl 

g(x) = L Ci XA.(X) (x EX). 
i= 1 

Then the function g is IDl-measurable, and g(x) = f(x), except possibly when 
x E U (Ei - Ai) C U (Bi - AJ Since V(Bi - A;) = 0 for each i, we conclude 
that g = f a.e. [v]. The general case (f real or complex) follows from this. / / / / 

PROOF OF LEMMA 2 Let P be the set of all points in X x Y at which 
h(x, y) #: O. Then P E (9" x !T)* and (J.L x A)(P) = O. Hence there exists a 
Q E 9" x ff such that P c Q and (J.L x A)(Q) = O. By Theorem 8.6, 

1 A.(Qx) dJ.L(x) = O. (1) 
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Let N be the set of all x E X at which A(Qx) > O. It follows from (1) that 
J1.(N) = O. For every x rt N, A(Qx) = O. Since Px c Qx and (Y, !f, A) is a com
plete measure space, every subset of P x belongs to !f if x rt N. If y rt P x' then 
hx(Y) = O. Thus we see, for every x rt N, that hx is !f -measurable and that 
hx(Y) = 0 a.e. [A]. IIII 

Convolutions 

8.13 It happens occasionally that one can prove that a certain set is not empty 
by proving that it is actually large. The word "large" may of course refer to 
various properties. One of these (a rather crude one) is cardinality. An example is 
furnished by the familiar proof that there exist transcendental numbers: There 
are only count ably many algebraic numbers but uncountably many real 
numbers, hence the set of transcendental real numbers is not empty. Applications 
of Baire's theorem are based on a topological notion of largeness: The dense G6's 
are "large" subsets of a complete metric space. A third type of largeness is 
measure-theoretic: One can try to show that a certain set in a measure space is 
not empty by showing that it has positive measure or, better still, by showing 
that its complement has measure zero. Fubini's theorem often occurs in this type 
of argument. 

For example, let f and g E IJ(Rl), assume f~ 0 and g ~ 0 for the moment, 
and consider the integral 

h(x) = L:f(X - t)g(t) dt (-00 <x < (0). (1) 

For any fixed x, the integrand in (1) is a measurable function with range in 
[0, 00], so that h(x) is certainly well defined by (1), and 0 ~ h(x) ~ 00. 

But is there any x for which h(x) < oo? Note that the integrand in (1) is, for 
each fixed x, the product of two members of IJ, and such a product is not always 
in IJ. [Example: f(x) = g(x) = l/Jx if 0 < x < 1, 0 otherwise.] The Fubini 
theorem will give an affirmative answer. In fact, it will show that hE IJ(Rl), 
hence that h(x) < 00 a.e. 

8.14 Theorem Supposef E IJ(Rl), g E IJ(Rl). Then 

L: I f(x - y)g(y) I dy < 00 

for almost all x. For these x, define 

h(x) = LXlOOf(X - y)g(y) dy. 

Then hE IJ(Rl), and 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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where 

Ilflll = L: If(x) I dx. (4) 

We call h the convolution off and g, and write h = f * g. 

PROOF There exist Borel functions fo and go such that fo = f a.e. and go = g 
a.e. The integrals (1) and (2) are unchanged, for every x, if we replace f by fo 
and g by go. Hence we may assume, to begin with, that f and g are Borel 
functions. 

To apply Fubini's theorem, we shall first prove that the function F 
defined by 

F(x, y) = f(x - y)g(y) (5) 

is a Borel function on R2. 
Define q>: R2_ Rl and t/I: R2_ Rl by 

q>(x, y) = x - y, t/I(x, y) = y. (6) 

Thenf(x - y) = (f 0 q»(x, y) and g(y) = (g 0 t/I)(x, y). Since q> and t/I are Borel 
functions, Theorem 1.12(d) shows thatf 0 q> and go t/I are Borel functions on 
R2. Hence so is their product. 

Next we observe that 

L: dy L: I F(x, y) I dx = L: I g(y) I dy I'D"" I f(x - y) I dx = IIflllllglll> (7) 

since L: I f(x - y) I dx = Ilflll (8) 

for every y E R 1, by the translation-in variance of Lebesgue measure. 
Thus F E Ll(R2), and Fubini's theorem implies that the integral (2) exists 

for almost all x E Rl and that h E Ll(Rl). Finally, 

IIhlll = L: I h(x) I dx ~ L"""" dx L"""" I F(x, y) I dy 

= L"""" dy L"""" I F(x, y) I dx = IIf 111 IIgll l> 

by (7). This gives (3), and completes the proof. 

Convolutions will play an important role in Chap. 9. 

IIII 
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Distribution Functions 

8.15 Definition Let J1. be a u-finite positive measure on some u-algebra in 
some set X. Let f: X - [0, 00] be measurable. The function that assigns to 
each t E [0, 00) the number 

J1.{f> t} = J1.({x E X:f(x) > t}) (1) 

is called the distribution function off It is clearly a monotonic (nonincreasing) 
function of t and is therefore Borel measurable. 

One reason for introducing distribution functions is that they make it 
possible to replace integrals over X by integrals over [0, 00); the formula· 

(2) 

is the special case tp(t) = t of our next theorem. This will then be used to 
derive an If-property of the maximal functions that were introduced in Chap. 
7. 

8.16 Theorem Suppose that f and J1. are as above, that tp: [0, 00] - [0, 00] is 
monotonic, absolutely continuous on [0, T]for every T < 00, and that tp(O) = ° 
and tp(t)- tp(oo) as t- 00. Then 

(1) 

PROOF Let E be the set of all (x, t) E X x [0, 00) where f(x) > t. When f is 
simple, then E is a union of finitely many measurable rectangles, and is there
fore measurable. In the general case, the measurability of E follows via the 
standard approximation of f by simple functions (Theorem 1.17). As in Sec. 
8.1, put 

Et = {x EX: (x, t) E E} (0::;; t < 00). (2) 

The distribution function offis then 

(3) 

The right side of (1) is therefore 

1"" J1.(E~tp'(t) dt = L dJ1.(x) I' x, XE(X, t)tp'(t) dt, (4) 

by Fubini's theorem. 
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For each x E X, XE(X, t) = 1 if t </(x) and is 0 if t :2:./(x). The inner 
integral in (4) is therefore 

rf(X) 

Jo <p'(t) dt = <p(f(x» (5) 

by Theorem 7.20. Now (1) follows from (4) and (5). IIII 

8.17 Recall now that the maximal function M/ lies in weak I! when / E I!(Rk) 
(Theorem 7.4). We also have the trivial estimate 

11M/II"" ::s; IIfII"" (1) 

valid for all / E L""(Rk). A technique invented by Marcinkiewicz makes it possible 
to "interpolate" between these two extremes and to prove the following theorem 
of Hardy and Littlewood (which fails when p = 1; see Exercise 22, Chap. 7). 

8.18 Tbeorem 1/1 < p < 00 and/E I!(Rk) then M/E I!(Rk). 

PROOF Since M/ = M( 1/1) we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
/:2:. O. Theorem 7.4 shows that there is a constant A, depending only on the 
dimension k, such that 

A 
m{Mg> t} ::s; - Ilglll 

t 
(1) 

for every g E I!(R"}. Here, and in the rest of this proof, m = mk, the Lebesgue 
measure on Rk. 

Pick a constant c, 0 < c < 1, which will be specified later so as to mini
mize a certain upper bound. For each t E (0, (0), split/into a sum 

where 

( ) _ {/(X) 
gt X - 0 

if/(x) > ct 

if/(x) ::s; ct. 

Then O::s; ht(x) ::s; ct for every x E Rk. Hence ht E L"", Mht ::s; ct, and 

M/::s; Mgt + Mht::S; Mgt + ct. 

If (Mf)(x) > t for some x, it follows that 

(MgtXx) > (1 - c)t. 

Setting E t = {f> ct}, (5), (1), and (3) imply that 

m{M/> t} ::s; m{Mgt > (1 - c)t} ::s; (1 ~ c)t IIgtlll = (1 ~ c)t L/ dm. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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We now use Theorem 8.16, with X = Rk, J1. = m, cp(t) = tP, to calculate 

r (M.f)Pdm=p rOOm{Mf>t}tP-ldt~~ r OOtP- 2 dt r fdm 
JRk Jo 1 - c Jo JEt 

= -- fdm tp - 2 dt = fP dm. Ap i iJ/C Apc1
-

p i 
1 - c Rk 0 (1 - c)(p - 1) Rk 

This proves the theorem. However, to get a good constant, let us choose c so 
as to minimize that last expression. This happens when c = (p - 1)/p = l/q, 
where q is the exponent conjugate to p. For this c, 

c1 - P = 1 + -- < e, ( 1 )P-l 
p-l 

and the preceding computation yields 

(6) 

IIII 

Note that Cp -+ 1 as p-+ 00, which agrees with formula 8.17(1), and that 
Cp-+.oo as p-+ 1. 

Exercises 

1 Find a monotone class !lJI in R I which is not a u-algebra, even though R I E !lJI and R I - A E !lJI for 
every A E!lJl. 

2 SupposeJis a Lebesgue measurable nonnegative real function on RI and A(f) is the ordinate set of 
f This is the set of all points (x, y) E R2 for which 0 < Y <J(x). 

(a) Is it true that A(f) is Lebesgue measurable, in the two-dimensional sense? 
(b) If the answer to (a) is affirmative, is the integral ofJover RI equal to the measure of A(f)? 
(c) Is the graph ofJa measurable subset of R2? 
(d) If the answer to (c) is affirmative, is the measure of the graph equal to zero? 

3 Find an example of a positive continuous functionJin the open unit square in R2, whose integral 
(relative to Lebesgue measure) is finite but such that !p(x) (in the notation of Theorem 8.8) is infinite 
for some x E (0, 1). 

4 Suppose 1 :$; p:$; oo,fE I1(R1), and g E I!(R1). 

(a) Imitate the proof of Theorem 8.l4 to show that the integral defining (J * g)(x) exists for 
almost all x, thatJ * g E I!(RI), and that 

(b) Show that equality can hold in (a) if p = 1 and if p = 00, and find the conditions under which 
this happens. 

(c) Assume 1 < p < 00, and equality holds in (a). Show that then either J = 0 a.e. or g = 0 a.e. 
(d) Assume 1 :$; p :$; 00, € > 0, and show that there existJ E LI(RI) and g E I!(RI) such that 

IIJ * gllp > (1 - €)IIJlllligllp. 
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S Let M be the Banach space of all complex Borel measures on Rl. The norm in M is 111111 = 11l1(R 1). 

Associate to each Borel set E c: R 1 the set 

E2 = {(x, y): x + Y E E} c: R2. 

If II and A E M, define their convolution II * A to be the set function given by 

for every Borel set E c: Rl; II x A is as in Definition 8.7. 
(a) Prove that II * A E M and that 1111 * All :5 Ii II II IIAII. 
(b) Prove that II • A is the unique v E M such that 

f 1 dv = If I(x + y) dJl(x) dA(y) 

for every 1 E CO(Rl). (All integrals extend over Rl.) 
(c) Prove that convolution in M is commutative, associative, and distributive with respect to 

addition. 
(d) Prove the formula 

for every II and A E M and every Borel set E. Here 

E - t = {x - t: x E E}. 

(e) Define II to be discrete if II is concentrated on a countable set; define II to be continuous if 
Jl({x}) = 0 for every point x E Rl; let m be Lebesgue measure on Rl (note that m ¢ M). Prove that 
II * A is discrete if both II and A are discrete, that II • A is continuous if II is continuous and A E M, 
and that II • A ~ m if II ~ m. 

(f)Assume dll=ldm, dA=gdm, IEIJ(R 1), and gEIJ(R 1), and prove that 
d{Jl * A) = (I. g) dm. 

(g) Properties (a) and (c) show that the Banach space M is what one calls a commutative Banach 
algebra. Show that (e) and (f) imply that the set of all discrete measures in M is a subalgebra of M, 
that the continuous measures form an ideal in M, and that the absolutely continuous measures 
(relative to m) form an ideal in M which is isomorphic (as an algebra) to IJ(Rl). 

(h) Show that M has a unit, i.e., show that there exists a ~ E M such that ~ • II = II for all 
liE M. 

(i) Only two properties of Rl have been used in this discussion: Rl is a commutative group 
(under addition), and there exists a translation invariant Borel measure m on Rl which is not identi
cally 0 and which is finite on all compact subsets of R 1. Show that the same results hold if R 1 is 
replaced by Rk or by T (the unit circle) or by Tk (the k-dimensional torus, the cartesian product of k 
copies of T), as soon as the definitions are properly formulated. 

6 (Polar coordinates in Rk.) Let Sk-l be the unit sphere in Rk, i.e., the set of all u E Rk whose distance 
from the origin 0 is I. Show that every x E Rk, except for x = 0, has a unique representation of the 
form x = ru, where r is a positive real number and u E Sk-l' Thus Rk - {O} may be regarded as the 
cartesian product (0, (0) x Sk-l' 

Let mk be Lebesgue measure on Rk, and define a measure uk_Ion Sk-l as follows: If A c: Sk-l 
and A is a Borel set, let A be the set of all points ru, where 0 < r < I and u E A, and define 
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Prove that the formula 

is valid for every nonnegative Borel function f on Rk. Check that this coincides with familiar results 
when k = 2 and when k = 3. 

Suggestion: If 0 < r l < r2 and if A is an open subset of St-I' let E be the set of all ru with 
r l < r < r 2 , u E A, and verify that the formula holds for the characteristic function of E. Pass from 
these to characteristic functions of Borel sets in Rk. 

7 Suppose (X, fI', Jl) and (Y, ff, A) are u-finite measure spaces, and suppose y, is a measure on 
fI' x ff such that 

y,(A x B) = Jl(A)A(B) 

whenever A E fI' and B E ff. Prove that then y,(E) = (Jl x A)(E) for every E E fI' x ff. 

8 (a) Supposefis a real function on R2 such that each sectionf" is Borel measurable and each section 
/' is continuous. Prove thatfis Borel measurable on R2. Note the contrast between this and Example 
8.9(c). 

(b) Suppose g is a real function on Rk which is continuous in each of the k variables separately. 
More explicitly, for every choice of x 2 , ... , xk , the mapping XI -+ g(xI' x 2 , ... , xJ is continuous, etc. 
Prove that g is a Borel function. 

Hint: If (i - l)/n = a j _ 1 :5 X :5 a j = i/n, put 

9 Suppose E is a dense set in RI andfis a real function on R2 such that (a)f" is Lebesgue measurable 
for each X E E and (b)/, is continuous for almost all y E RI. Prove thatfis Lebesgue measurable on 
R2. 

10 Supposefis a real function on R2,f" is Lebesgue measurable for each x, and/, is continuous for 
each y. Suppose g: RI-+ RI is Lebesgue measurable, and put h(y) = f(g(y), y). Prove that h is 
Lebesgue measurable on R I. 

Hint: Define f. as in Exercise 8, put h.(y) = f.(g(y), y), show that each h. is measurable, and that 
h.(y) -+ h(y). 

11 Let {}It be the u-a1gebra of all Borel sets in Rk. Prove that {}Imh = {}1m X {}I •. This is relevant in 
Theorem 8.14. 

12 Use Fubini's theorem and the relation 

to prove that 

1 i"" - = e-'" dt 
X 0 

(x> 0) 

. LA sin x 1t 11m --dx=-. 
A~"" 0 x 2 

13. If Jl is a complex measure on au-algebra !U!, show that every set E E !U! has a subset A for which 

1 
I Jl(A) I ~ - I JlI(E). 

It 
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Suggestion: There is a measurable real function 6 so that dll = eiB d I Ill. Let A. be the subset of 
E where cos (6 - ex) > 0, show that 

Re [e-i·Jl(AJ] = Lcos+ (6 - ex) dllll, 

and integrate with respect to ex (as in Lemma 6.3). 
Show, by an example, that l/n is the best constant in this inequality. 

14 Complete the following proof of Hardy's inequality (Chap. 3, Exercise 14): Suppose f~ 0 on 
(0, (0),/ Ell, 1 < p < 00, and 

F(x) = - f(t) dt. 1 i~ 
x 0 

Write xF(x) = J~ f(t)t·t-· dt, where 0 ~ ex < l/q, use Holder's inequality to get an upper bound for 
F(x)P, and integrate to obtain 

1" FP(x) dx ~ (1 - exq)l - P(exp)-l f' fP(t) dt. 

Show that the best choice of ex yields 

r FP(x) dx ~ C ~ J r fP(t) dt. 

15 Put Ip(t) = 1 - cos t if 0 ~ t ~ 2n, !p(t) = 0 for all other real t. For - 00 < x < 00, define 

f(x) = 1, g(x) = Ip'(x), h(x) = foo Ip(t) dt. 

Verify the following statements about convolutions of these functions: 
(i) (f. g)(x) = 0 for all x. 

(ii) (g • h)(x) = (Ip * Ip)(x) > 0 on (0, 4n). 

(iii) Therefore (f * g) * h = 0, whereasf. (g • h) is a positive constant. 
But convolution is supposedly associative, by Fubini's theorem (Exercise 5(c». What went wrong? 

16 Prove the following analogue of Minkowski's inequality, forf~ 0: 

Supply the required hypotheses. (Many further developments of this theme may be found in [9].) 



CHAPTER 

NINE 

FOURIER TRANSFORMS 

Formal Properties 

9.1 Definitions In this chapter we shall depart from the previous notation 
and use the letter m not for Lebesgue measure on R I but for Lebesgue 
measure divided by $. This convention simplifies the appearance of 
results such as the inversion theorem and the Plancherel theorem. Accord
ingly, we shall use the notation 

fOO 1 foo f(x) dm(x) = M: f(x) dx, 
-00 V 2n - 00 

(1) 

where dx refers to ordinary Lebesgue measure, and we define 

II f II p = {L: I f(x) IP dm(X)} lip (15,p < 00), (2) 

(f * gXx) = L: f(x - y)g(y) dm(y) (3) 

and 

!(t) = L:f(x)e- ixt dm(x) (4) 

Throughout this chapter, we shall write I! in place of I!(RI), and Co will 
denote the space of all continuous functions on R I which vanish at infinity. 

IffE Ll, the integral (4) is well defined for every real t. The function/is called 
the Fourier transform off Note that the term" Fourier transform" is also applied 
to the mapping which takesfto! 

178 
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The formal properties which are listed in Theorem 9.2 depend intimately on 
the translation-invariance of m and on the fact that for each real IX the mapping 
x-+ eirzx is a character of the additive group RI. By definition, a function cp is a 
character of RI if I cp(t) I = 1 and if 

cp(s + t) = cp(s)cp(t) (5) 

for all real sand t. In other words, cp is to be a homomorphism of the additive 
group RI into the multiplicative group of the complex numbers of absolute value 
1. We shall see later (in the proof of Theorem 9.23) that every continuous charac
ter of RI is given by an exponential. 

9.2 Theorem Suppose fELl, and IX and A. are real numbers. 

(a) If g(x) = f(x)eia.x, then g(t) = !(t - ex). 
(b) If g(x) = f(x - IX), then g(t) = !(t)e-ia.t. 
(c) If 9 E LI and h = f * g, then h(t) = !(t)g(t). 

Thus the Fourier transform converts multiplication by a character into 
translation, and vice versa, and it converts convolutions to pointwise products. 

(d) If g(x) = f( -x), then g(t) = ./(t). 
(e) If g(x) = f(x/A.) and A. > 0, then g(t) = A./(A.t). 
(f) If g(x) = - ixf(x) and 9 E I!, then lis differentiable and l'(t) = g(t). 

PROOF (a), (b), (d), and (e) are proved by direct substitution into formula 
9.1(4). The proof of (c) is an application of Fubini's theorem (see Theorem 
8.14 for the required measurability proof): 

h(t) = f-: e - itx dm(x) f-: f(x - y)g(y) dm(y) 

= f-:g(y)e- itY dm(y) f-:f(X - y)e-it(X-Y) dm(x) 

= f-:g(y)e- itY dm(y) f-:f(x)e- itx dm(x) 

= g(t)!(t). 

Note how the translation-invariance of m was used. 
To prove (f), note that 

!(s) -!(t) = foo f(x)e-ixtcp(x, s - t) dm(x) 
s-t -00 

(s "# t), (1) 
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where qJ(x, u) = (e- iXU - l)/u. Since I qJ(x, u) I :::; I x I for all real u "1= 0 and since 
qJ(x, u)-4 -ix as U-4 0, the dominated convergence theorem applies to (1), if 
s tends to t, and we conclude that 

l'(t) = -i Loooo x!(x)e- ixt dm(x). (2) 

IIII 

9.3 Remarks 

(a) In the preceding proof, the appeal to the dominated convergence 
theorem may seem to be illegitimate since the dominated convergence 
theorem deals only with countable sequences of functions. However, it 
does enable us to conclude that 

lim J(s.) - J(t) = _ i foo x!(x)e- ixt dm(t) 
.-+00 s.-t -00 

for every sequence {s.} which converges to t, and this says exactly that 

lim J(s) - J(t) = -i foo x!(x)e- ixt dm(t). 
o-+t s-t -00 

We shall encounter similar situations again, and shall apply con
vergence theorems to them without further comment. 

(b) Theorem 9.2(b) shows that the Fourier transform of, 

[f(x + IX) - !(x)]/1X 

is 

eilJtt - 1 
J(t)--. 

IX 

This suggests that an analogue of Theorem 9.2(f) should 'be true under 
certain conditions, namely, that the Fourier transform of I' is it!(t). If 
! E I!, I' E I!, and if! is the indefinite integral of 1', the result is easily 
established by an integration by parts. We leave this, and some related 
results, as exercises. The fact that the Fourier transform converts differ
entiation to multiplication by ti makes the Fourier transform a useful 
tool in the study of differential equations. 

The Inversion Theorem 

9.4 We have just seen that certain operations on functions correspond nicely to 
operations on their Fourier transforms. The usefulness and interest of this corre
spondence will of course be enhanced if there is a way of returning from the 
transforms to the functions, that is to say, if there is an inversion formula. 
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Let us see what such a formula might look like, by analogy with Fourier 
series. If 

Cn = - f(x)e- 1nx dx 1 I" 
2n -" 

(n e Z), (1) 

then the inversion formula is 

co 

f(x) = L cn einx. (2) 
-co 

We know that (2) holds, in the sense of L2-convergence, iff e L2(T). We also know 
that (2) does not necessarily hold in the sense of pointwise convergence, even iff 
is continuous. Suppose now thatfe E(T), that {cn} is given by (1), and that 

Put 

co 

g(x) = L Cn einx. 
-co 

(3) 

(4) 

By (3), the series in (4) converges uniformly (hence 9 is continuous), and the 
Fourier coefficients of 9 are easily computed: 

1 I" . 1 I" {CO .}. - g(x)e-,k;r; dx = - L cne,nx e-,k;r; dx 
2n -" 2n -" n=-co 

co 1 I" . L Cn - e,(n-k)x dx 
n= -co 2n -" 

(5) 

Thusfand 9 have the same Fourier coefficients. This impliesf= 9 a.e., so the 
Fourier series off converges to f(x) a.e. 

The analogous assumptions in the context of Fourier transforms are that 
feE and! e Ll, and we might then expect that a formula like 

f(x) = L: !(t)eitx dm(t) (6) 

is valid. Certainly, if!e E, the right side of(6) is well defined; call it g(x); but if 
we want to argue as in (5), we run into the integral 

Ico ei(t-s)x dx,_ 
-co 

(7) 

which is meaningless as it stands. Thus even under the strong assumption that 
! e E, a proof of (6) (which is true) has to proceed over a more devious route. 
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[It should be mentioned that (6) may hold even if J; I.!, if the integral over 
( - 00, (0) is interpreted as the limit, as A --+ 00, of integrals over (- A, A). 
(Analogue: a series may converge without converging absolutely.) We shall not 
go into this.] 

9.5 Theorem For anyfunctionfon Rl and every y E Rl, letfy be the translate 
off defined by 

fy(x) = f(x - y) (1) 

If 1 ::5; p < 00 and iff E I!, the mapping 

y--+ fy (2) 

is a uniformly continuous mapping of Rl into I!(R l ). 

PROOF Fix E > O. Since f E I!, there exists a continuous [unction g whose 
support lies in a bounded interval [ - A, A], such that 

Ilf - gllp < E 

(Theorem 3.14). The uniform continuity of g shows that there exists a 
b E (0, A) such that Is - t I < b implies 

I g(s) - g(t) I < (3A) -l/PE. 

If I s - t I < b, it follows that 

L: I g(x - s) - g(x - t)IP dx < (3A) -lEP(2A + b) < EP, 

so that Ilg. - g,llp < E. 

Note that If-norms (relative to Lebesgue measure) are translation
invariant: II flip = 111.11p. Thus 

III. - frllp::5; 111.·- g.llp + Ilg. - g,llp + Ilg, - frllp 

= 11(f - g).llp + Ilg. - g,llp + II(g - f),llp < 3E 

whenever I s - t I < b. This completes the proof. IIII 

9.6 Theorem Iff E Ll, then J E Co and 

II J II co ::5; II fill· (1) 

PROOF The inequality (1) is obvious from 9.1(4). If tn --+ t, then 

(2) 
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The integrand is bounded by 21 I(x) 1 and tends to 0 for every x, as n -+ 00. 

Hence !(tJ -+ !(t), by the dominated convergence theorem. Thus! is contin
uous. 

Since e1ti = -1,9.1(4) gives 

!(t) = - L:/(x)e- it(x+1tlt> dm(x) = - L:/(X - nlt)e- itx dm(x). (3) 

Hence 

2!(t) = L: {/(X) - I( x - ~) }e - itx dm(x), 

so that 

21!(t)l::;; III - 11tlt Ill> 

which tends to 0 as t-+ ± 00, by Theorem 9.5. 

(4) 

(5) 

IIII 

9.7 A Pair of Auxiliary Functions In the proof of the inversion theorem it will be 
convenient to know a positive function H which has a positive Fourier transform 
whose integral is easily calculated. Among the many possibilities we choose one 
which is of interest in connection with harmonic functions in a half plane. (See 
Exercise 25, Chap. 11.) 

Put 

H(t) = e- 1tl (1) 

and define 

hA(x) = L: H(A.t)eitx dm(t) (A. > 0). (2) 

A simple computation gives 

(3) 

and hence 

L: h..{x) dm(x) = 1. (4) 

Note also that 0 < H(t) ::;; 1 and that H(A.t}-+ 1 as A.-+ O. 

9.8 Proposition Ille Ll, then 

(I * hA)(X) = L: H(A.t)!(t)eixt dm(t). 
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PROOF This is a simple application of Fubini's theorem. 

(f * h;.Xx) = L:f(X - y) dm(y) L: H(At)e ifY dm(t) 

= L: H(At) dm(t) L:f(X - y)e ifY dm(y) 

= L: H(At) dm(t) L:f(Y)eirIX - Y) dm(y) 

= L: H(At)!(t)e ifX dm(t). 

9.9 Theorem If g E LOO and g is continuous at a point x, then 

lim (g * h;.)(x) = g(x). 
;'-0 

PROOF On account of 9.7(4), we have 

(g * h;.Xx) - g(x) = L: [g(x - y) - g(x)]hb) dm(y) 

= L: [g(x - y) - g(X)]A -lh{~) dm(y) 

= L: [g(x - AS) - g(X)]hl(S) dm(s). 

IIII 

(1) 

The last integrand is dominated by 211g11 00 hl(S) and converges to 0 pointwise 
for every s, as A--+ O. Hence (1) follows from the dominated convergence 
theorem. I I I I 

9.10 Theorem If 1 :::; p < 00 and f E I!, then 

lim Ilf* h;. - flip = o. (1) 
;'-0 

The cases p = 1 and p = 2 will be the ones of interest to us, but the general 
case is no harder to prove. 

PROOF Since h;. E IJ, where q is the exponent conjugate to p, (f * h;.}(x) is 
defined for every x. (In fact.! * h;. is continuous; see Exercise 8.) Because of 
9.7(4) we have 

(f * h;.Xx) - f(x) = t: [f(x - y) - f(x)]h;.(Y) dm(y) (2) 
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and Theorem 3.3 gives 

I (f * hA)(x) - f(x) IP ~ L:I f(x - y) - f(x) IPhb) dm(y). (3) 

Integrate (3) with respect to x and apply Fubini's theorem: 

Ilf* hA - n: ~ L:llf, - n:hA(Y) dm(y). (4) 

If g(y) = Ilf, - n:, then g is bounded and continuous, by Theorem 9.5, and 
g(O) = O. Hence the right side of (4) tends to 0 as A- 0, by Theorem 9.9. IIII 

9.11 The Inversion Theorem Iff E I! and J E I!, and if 

g(x) = L:J(t)eixt dm(t) 

then g E Co andf(x) = g(x) a.e. 

PROOF By Proposition 9.8, 

(f * hA)(x) = L: H(At)J(t)eixt dm(t). 

(1) 

(2) 

The integrands on the right side of (2) are bounded by I J(t) I, and since 
H(At)- 1 as A- 0, the right side of (2) converges to g(x), for every x E Rl, by 
the dominated convergence theorem. 

If we combine Theorems 9.10 and 3.12, we see that there is a sequence 
{An} such that' An - 0 and 

lim (f * hA.)(x) = f(x) a.e. (3) 
n-+ 00 

Hencef(x) = g(x) a.e. That g E Co follows from Theorem 9.6. IIII 

9.12 The Uniqueness Theorem If f E I! and J(t) = 0 for all t E Rl, then 
f(x) = 0 a.e. 

PROOF Since J = 0 we have J E I!, and the result follows from the inversion 
theorem. I I II 

The Plancherel Theorem 

Since the Lebesgue measure of Rl is infinite, 13 is not a subset of Ll, and the 
definition of the Fourier transform by formula 9.1(4) is therefore not directly 
applicable to every f E 13. The definition does apply, however, iff E I! n 13, and 
it turns out that then J E 13. In fact, II J 112 = II f 112! This isometry of Ll n 13 into 
13 extends to an isometry of 13 onto 13, and this extension defines the Fourier 
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transform (sometimes called the Plancherel transform) of every f E 13. The 
resulting 13-theory has in fact a great deal more symmetry than is the case in [}. 
In 13,Jand/play exactly the same role. 

9.13 Theorem One can associate to each f E 13 a function / E 13 so that the 
following properties hold: 

(a) Iff E [} (\ 13, then/is the previously defined Fourier transform of! 
(b) ForeveryfE 13,11/112 = Ilf112. 
(c) The mappingf-+ lis a Hilbert space isomorphism of L2 onto 13. 
(d) Thefollowing symmetric relation exists betweenf and/: If 

({J A(t) = fAA f(x)e - ixt dm(x) and I/! A(X) = fAA /(t)eixt dm(t), 

then II({JA - /112-+ 0 and III/! A - fl12 -+ 0 as A-+ 00. 

Note: Since Ll (\ L2 is dense in 13, properties (a) and (b) determine the mapping 
f-+ /uniquely. Property (d) may be called the L2 inversion theorem. 

PROOF Our first objective is the relation 

(f E [} (\ 13). (1) 

We fixf ELl (\ 13, putj(x) = f( -x), and define 9 = f * J Then 

g(x) = f: f(x - y)f( - y) dm(y) = f"oo f(x + y)f(y) dm(y), (2) 

or 

g(x) = (f-x,J), (3) 

where the inner product is taken in the Hilbert space L2 andf_x denotes a 
translate of J, as in Theorem 9.5. By that theorem, x-+ f-x is a continuous 
mapping of Rl into 13, and the continuity of the inner product (Theorem 4.6) 
therefore implies that 9 is a continuous function. The Schwarz inequality 
shows that 

I g(x) I ~ Ilf-x 11211fl12 = Ilfll~ 

so that 9 is bounded. Also, 9 E Ll since fELl and j E [}. 

Since 9 E [}, we may apply Proposition 9.8: 

(g * h;.)(O) = foooo H(A.t)g(t) dm(t). 

Since 9 is continuous and bounded, Theorem 9.9 shows that 

lim (g * h;.)(O) = g(O) = II !II ~. 
;'-0 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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Theorem 9.2(d) shows that g = I I 12 ~ 0, and since H().t) increases to 1 as 
). - 0, the monotone convergence theorem gives 

(7) 

Now (5), (6), and (7) shows that I E 13 and that (1) holds. 
This was the crux of the proof. 
Let Y be the space of all Fourier transforms I of functions fELl (') 13. By 

(1), Y c 13. We claim that Y is dense in 13, i.e., that y.L = {OJ. 
The functions x- ei"XH()'x) are in Ll (') 13, for all real IX and all ). > O. 

Their Fourier transforms 

h).(1X - t) = fOoo eiIZXH().x)e-ixt dm(x) 

are therefore in Y. If WE L2, W E Y\ it follows that 

(h). * W)(IX) = f-oooo h).(1X - t)w(t) dm(t) = 0 

for all IX. Hence W = 0, by Theorem 9.10, and therefore Y is dense in 13. 

(8) 

(9) 

Let us introduce the temporary notation CI>f for J From what has been 
proved so far, we see that <I> is an 13-isometry from one dense subspace of L2, 
namely Ll (') 13, onto another, namely Y. Elementary Cauchy sequence argu
ments (compare with Lemma 4.16) imply therefore that <I> extends to an 
isometry <l> of 13 onto 13. If we write Ifor <l>f, we obtain properties (a) and (b). 

Property (c) follows from (b), as in the proof of Theorem 4.18. The Par
seval formula 

(10) 

holds therefore for allf E 13 and 9 E L2. 
To prove (d), let kA be the characteristic function of [-A, A]. Then 

kAfE IJ (') 13 iffE 13, and 

({JA = (kAf(. 

Since Ilf - kAf112- 0 as A- 00, it follows from (b) that 

III - ({JAil 2 = 11(/ - kA fnl2- 0 

as A- 00. 

The other half of (d) is proved the same way. 

9.14 Theo.rem Iff E L2 and I E IJ, then 

f(x) = Ioooo I(t)eixt dm(t) a.e. 

(11) 

(12) 

IIII 
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PROOF This is corollary of Theorem 9.l3(d). IIII 

9.15 Remark Iff E L\ formula 9.1(4) definesj(t) unambiguously for every t. If 
fE 13, the Plancherel theorem definesjuniquely as an element of the Hilbert 
space 13, but as a point functionj(t) is only determined almost everywhere. 
This is an important difference between the theory of Fourier transforms in 
I! and in 13. The indeterminacy of j(t) as a point function will cause some 
difficulties in the problem to which we now turn. 

9.16 Translation-Invariant Subspaces of 13 A subspace M of 13 is said to be 
translation-invariant if f E M implies that /,. E M for every real ex, where frz(x) = 
f(x - ex). Translations have already played an important part in our study of 
Fourier transforms. We now pose a problem whose solution will afford an illus
tration of how the Plancherel theorem can be used. (Other applications will occur 
in Chap. 19.) The problem is: 

Describe the closed translation-invariant subspaces of 13. 

Let M be a closed translation-invariant subspace of L2, and let M be the 
image of M under the Fourier transform. Then M is closed (since the Fourier 
transform is an 13-isometry). If frz is a translate off, the Fourier transform of/,. is 
jerz , where eit) = e - irzr; we proved this for f E I! in Theorem 9.2; the result 
extends to L2, as can be seen from Theorem 9.13(d). ltfollows that M is invariant 
under multiplication by erz ,for all ex E R I • 

Let E be any measurable set in RI. If M is the set of all <p E 13 which vanish 
a.e. on E, then M certainly is a subspace of L2, which is invariant under multipli
cation by all erz (note that I erzl = 1, so <perz E 13 if <p E L2), and M is also closed. 
Proof: <p E M if and only if <p is orthogonal to every'" E 13 which vanishes a.e. on 
the complement of E. 

If M is the inverse image of this M, under the Fourier transform, then M is a 
space with the desired properties. 

One may now conjecture that everyone of our spaces M is obtained in this 
manner, from a set E c RI. To prove this, we have to show that to every closed 
translation-invariant Me 13 there corresponds a set E c RI such that f E M if 
and only if j(t) = 0 a.e. on E. The obvious way of constructing E from M is to 
associate with eachf E M the set E J consisting of all points at whichj(t) = 0, and 
to define E as the intersection of these sets E J. But this obvious attack runs into 
a serious difficulty: Each E J is defined only up to sets of measure O. If {A;} is a 
countable collection of sets, each determined up to sets of measure 0, then n Ai 
is also determined up to sets of measure O. But there are uncountably many 
f E M, so we lose all control over n E J. 

This difficulty disappears entirely if we think of our functions as elements of 
the Hilbert space 13, and not primarily as point functions. . 

We shall now prove the conjecture. Let M be the image of a closed 
translation-invariant subspace M c 13, under the Fourier transform. Let P be the 
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orthogonal projection of E onto !VI (Theorem 4.11): To eachfe E there corre
sponds a unique Pf e !VI such thatf - Pfis orthogonal to !VI. Hence 

f - Pf..i Pg (fand geE) (1) 

and since !VI is invariant under multiplication bye", we also have 

f - Pf ..i (Pg)e" (2) 

If we recall how the inner product is defined in E, we see that (2) is equivalent to 

L: (f - Pf) . Pg . La dm = 0 (3) 

and this says that the Fourier transform of 

(f - Pf)· Pg (4) 

is O. The function (4) is the product of two L2-functions, hence is in Lt , and the 
uniqueness theorem for Fourier transforms shows now that the function (4) is 0 
a.e. This remains true if Pg is replaced by Pg. Hence 

f· Pg = (Pf) . (Pg) (5) 

Interchanging the roles off and g leads from (5) to 

f· Pg = g. Pf (6) 

Now let g be a fixed positive function in E; for instance, put g(t) = e- 1tl• 

Define 

( ) _ (Pg)(t) 
((J t - g(t) . (7) 

(Pg)(t) may only be defined a.e.; choose anyone determination in (7). Now (6) 
becomes 

Pf=((J ·f (8) 

If f e !VI, then Pf = f This says that p 2 = P, and it follows that ((J2 = ((J, 
because 

((J2 . g = ((J . Pg = p 2g = Pg = ((J . g. (9) 

Since ((J2 = ((J, we have ((J = 0 or 1 a.e., and if we let E be the set of all t where 
((J(t) = 0, then !VI consists precisely of those feE which are 0 a.e. on E, since 
fe!VI if and only iff = Pf= ((J . f 

We therefore obtain the following solution to our problem. 
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9.17 Theorem Associate to each measurable set E c Rt the space ME of all 
f E 13 such that! = 0 a.e. on E. Then ME is a closed translation-invariant sub
space of 13. Every closed translation-invariant subspace of 13 is MEfor some E, 
and MA = MB if and only if 

m((A - B) u (B - A» = o. 

The uniqueness statement is easily proved; we leave the details to the reader. 
The above problem can of course be posed in other function spaces. It has 

been studied in great detail in Ll. The known results show that the situation is 
infinitely more complicated there than in 13. 

The Banach Algebra I! 

9.18 Definition A Banach space A is said to be a Banach algebra if there is a 
mUltiplication defined in A which satisfies the inequality 

IIxYIl :s; Ilxll lIyll (x and YEA), (1) 

the associative law x(yz) = (xy)z, the distributive laws 

x(y + z) = xy + xz, (y + z)x = yx + zx (x, y, and z E A), (2) 

and the relation 

(exx)y = x(exy) = ex(xy) (3) 

where ex is any scalar. 

9.19 Examples 

(a) Let A = C(X), where X is a compact Hausdorff space, with the 
supr.emum norm and the usual pointwise mUltiplication of functions: 
(fg)(x) = f(x)g(x). This is a commutative Banach algebra (fg = gi) with 
unit (the constant function 1). 

(b) CO(Rl) is a commutative Banach algebra without unit, i.e., without an 
element u such that uf = f for all f E Co(R 1). 

(c) The set of all linear operators on Rk (or on any Banach space), with the 
operator norm as in Definition 5.3, and with addition and multiplication 
defined by 

(A + B)(x) = Ax + Bx, (AB)x = A(Bx), 

is a Banach algebra with unit which is not commutative when k > 1. 
(d) I! is a Banach algebra if we define multiplication by convolution; since 

II f * gill :s; II f 11111 glib 

the norm inequality is satisfied. The associative law could be verified 
directly (an application of Fubini's theorem), but we can proceed as 
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follows: We know that the Fourier transform of f * g is!' g, and we 
know that the mappingf-lis one-to-one. For every t E RI, 

!(t)[g(t)h(t)] = [!(t)g(t)]h(t), 

by the associative law for complex numbers. It follows that 

f * (g * h) = (f * g) * h. 

In the same way we see immediately that f * g = g * f The remaining 
requirements of Definition 9.18 are also easily seen to hold in LI. 

Thus E is a commutative Banach algebra. The Fourier transform is 
an algebra isomorphism of LI into Co. Hence there is no fELl with 
! == 1, and therefore LI has no unit. 

9.20 Complex Homomorphisms The most important complex functions on a 
Banach algebra A are the homomorphisms of A into the complex field. These are 
precisely the linear functionals which also preserve multiplication, i.e., the .func
tions qJ such that 

qJ(ax + Py) = IXqJ(X) + pqJ(Y), 

for all x and YEA and all scalars IX and p. Note that no boundedness assumption 
is made in this definition. It is a very interesting fact that this would be 
redundant: 

9.21 Theorem If qJ is a complex homomorphism on a Banach algebra A, then 
the norm of qJ, as a linear functional, is at most 1. 

PROOF Assume, to get a contradiction, that I qJ(Xo) I > IIxoll for some Xo E A. 
Put A. = qJ(xo), and put x = xolA.. Then Ilxll < 1 and qJ(x) = 1. 

Since IIxnll :::;; IlxlI" and IIxll < 1, the elements 

sn = -x - x 2 - .,. - xn (1) 

form a Cauchy sequence in A. Since A is complete, being a Banach space, 
there exists ayE A such that Ily - snll- 0, and it is easily seen that x + Sn = 
xsn- I , so that 

x + y = xy. (2) 

Hence qJ(x) + qJ(Y) = qJ(x)qJ(Y), which is impossible since qJ(x) = 1. IIII 

9.22 The Complex Homomorphisms of E Suppose qJ is a complex homo
morphism of E, i.e., a linear functional (of norm at most 1, by Theorem 9.21) 
which also satisfies the relation 

(1) 
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By Theorem 6.16, there exists apE Loo such that 

qJ(f) = t: f(x)P(x) dm(x) (2) 

We now exploit the relation (1) to see what else we can say about p. On the one 
hand, 

qJ(f * g) = t: (f * g)(x)P(x) dm(x) 

On the other hand, 

= t:P(X) dm(x) t:f(X - y)g(y) dm(y) 

= t:g(y) dm(y) t:fy(X)P(X) dm(x) 

= t: g(y)qJ(f,) dm(y). 

qJ(f)qJ(g) = qJ(f) t: g(y)p(y) dm(y). 

(3) 

(4) 

Let us now assume that qJ is not identically O. Fix f E L1 so that qJ(f) :F O. 
Since the last integral in (3) is equal to the right side of (4) for every gEE, the 
uniqueness assertion of Theorem 6.16 shows that 

(5) 

for almost all y. But y-+ f, is a continuous mapping of R1 into L1 (Theorem 9.5) 
and qJ is continuous on E. Hence the right side of (5) is a continuous function of 
y, and we may assume [by changing P(y) on a set of measure 0 if necessary, which 
does not affect (2)] that P is continuous. If we replace y by x + y and then f by fx 
in (5), we obtain 

so that 

P(x + y) = P(x)P(y) (6) 

Since P is not identically 0, (6) implies that P(O) = 1, and the continuity of P 
shows that there is a b > 0 such that 

fp(y) dy = c :F O. (7) 
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Then 

f'! (d (XH 
C{J(X) = Jo {J(y){J(X) dy = Jo {J(y + x) dy = Jx {J(y) dy. (8) 

Since {J is continuous, the last integral is a differentiable function of x; hence (8) 
shows that {J is differentiable. Differentiate (6) with respect to y, then put y = 0; 
the result is 

{J'(x) = A{J(x), A = {J'(O). (9) 

Hence the derivative of {J(x)e- AX is 0, and since {J(O) = 1, we obtain 

(10) 

But {J is bounded on Rl. Therefore A must be pure imaginary, and we conclude: 
There exists atE R 1 such that 

{J(x) = e- itx• (11) 

We have thus arrived at the Fourier transform. 

9.23 Theorem To every complex homomorphism qJ on I! (except to qJ = 0) 
there corresponds a unique t E Rl such that qJ(f) = !(t). 

The existence of t was proved above. The uniqueness follows from the obser
vation that if t "# s then there exists anf ELl such that!(t) "# !(s); take for f(x) a 
suitable translate of e -Ixl. 

Exercises 

1 Suppose f E IJ,f > O. Prove that I I(y) I < 1(0) for every y '" O. 

2 Compute the Fourier transform of the characteristic function of an interval. For n = 1, 2, 3, ... , let 
gn be the characteristic function of [ -n, n], let h be the characteristic function of [-1, 1], and 
compute gn * h explicitly. (The graph is piecewise linear.) Show that gn * h is the Fourier transform of 
a functionf., E IJ; except for a mUltiplicative constant, 

sin x sin nx 
f.,(x) = 2 

x 

Show that II fn II. --+ 00 and conclude that the mappingf --+ 1 maps IJ into a proper subset of Co. 
Show, however, that the range of this mapping is dense in Co. 

3 Find 

fA sin At . 
lim -- e'''' dt 

A, ..... oo -A t 
(-oo<x<oo) 

where A is a positive constant. 

4 Give examples off E I3 such that f ¢ IJ but 1 E IJ. Under what circumstances can this happen? 
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S If f E I1 and J I t/(t) I dm(t) < 00, prove that f coincides a.e. with a differentiable function whose 
derivative is 

i L: t/(t)ei'" dm(t). 

6 Suppose f E I1, f is differentiable almost c<verywhere, and f' E I1. Does it follow that the Fourier 
transform off' is tlf(t)? 

7 Let S be the class of all functionsf on RI which have the following property:fis infinitely differen
tiable, and there are numbers Amn(f) < 00, for m and n = 0, 1, 2, ... , such that 

Here D is the ordinary differentiation operator. 
Prove that the Fourier transform maps S onto S. Find examples of members of S. 

8 If p and q are conjugate exponents, f E I!, g E IJ, and h = f * g, prove that h is uniformly contin-
uous. If also 1 < p < 00, then h E Co; show that this fails for some f E I1, gEL"". . 
9 Suppose 1 S; p < oo,fE I!, and 

rx + 1 

g(x) = Jx f(t) dt. 

Prove that g E Co. What can you say about g iff E LOO? 
10 Let Coo be the class of all infinitely differentiable complex functions on RI, and let C;O consist of 
all g E COO whose supports are compact. Show that C;O does not consist of 0 alone. 

Let L~c be the class of all f which belong to I1 locally; that is,f E L~c provided that f is measur
able and J 1 I f I < 00 for every bounded interval I. 

IffE L~c and g E C;o,prove thatf* g E Coo. 
Prove that there are sequences {gn} in C;O such that 

as n~ 00, for every f E I1. (Compare Theorem 9.10.) Prove that {gn} can also be so chosen that 
(f* g.J(x)~f(x) a.e., for everyfE Llloc; in fact, for suitable {gn} the convergence occurs at every point 
x at whichfis the derivative of its indefinite integral. 

Prove that (f* h~)(x)~f(x) a.e. iffE I1, as A~O, and thatf* h~ E Coo, although h~ does not 
have compact support. (h~ is defined in Sec. 9.7.) 

II Find conditions onfand/or/which ensure the correctness of the following formal argument: If 

cp(t) = - f(x)e-uX dx 1 fOO . 
211: _oo 

and 

oo 
F(x) = L f(x + 2kn) 

11:= - co 

then F is periodic, with period 211:, the nth Fourier coefficient of F is cp(n), hence F(x) = L cp(n)einx. In 
particular, 

oo oo 
L f(2k1l:) = L cp(n). 

k= - 00 

More generally, 

oo oo 
L f(kP) = ex L cp(nex) if ex > 0, P > 0, exp = 211:. (oO) 

11:=·-00 ,.""-co 
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What does (*) say about the limit, as IX--+O, of the right-hand side (for "nice" functions, of course)? Is 
this in agreement with the inversion theorem? 

[(*) is known as the Poisson summation formula.] 

12 Takef(x) = e- 1xl in Exercise 11 and derive the identity 

13 If 0 < c < 00, definef.(x) = exp (-cx2 ). 

(a) Compute!.. Hint: If cp =!., an integration by parts gives 2ccp'(t) + tcp(t) = o. 
(b) Show that there is one (and only one) c for which!. = f.. 
(c) Show that!. .. J" = yf.; find y and c explicitly in terms of a and b. 
(d) Takef = f. in Exercise 11. What is the resulting identity? 

14 The Fourier transform can be defined forfe V(Rk) by 

!(y) = r f(x)e- ix ., dmk(x) 
JRl 

where x . y = L ~il1i if x = (~I' ... , ~J, Y = (111,··., 11k)' and mk is Lebesgue measure on Rt, divided by 
(2n)k/2 for convenience. Prove the inversion theorem and the Plancherel theorem in this context, as 
well as the analogue of Theorem 9.23. 

15 Iffe V(Rk), A is a linear operator on Rk, and g(x) =f(Ax), how is g related to!? Iffis invariant 
under rotations, i.e., iff(x) depends only on the euclidean distance of x from the origin, prove that the 
same is true of J 
16 The Laplacian of a functionf on Rk is 

k a2f 
41= L -2' 

j= 1 aXj 

provided the partial derivatives exist. What is the relation between! and g if g = 41 and all necessary 
integrability conditions are satisfied? It is clear that the Laplacian commutes with translations. Prove 
that it also commutes with rotations, i.e., that 

i!(f 0 A) = W) 0 A 

whenever fhas continuous second derivatives and A is a rotation of Rk. (Show that it is enough to do 
this under the additional assumption thatfhas compact support.) 

17 Show that every Lebesgue measurable character of RI is continuous. Do the same for Rk. (Adapt 
part of the proof of Theorem 9.23.) Compare with Exercise 18. 

18 Show (with the aid of the Hausdorff maximality theorem) that there exist real discontinuous func
tionsfon RI such that 

f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y) 

for all x and y e RI. 
Show that if (1) holds andfis Lebesgue measurable, thenfis continuous. 
Show that if (1) holds and the graph offis not dense in the plane, thenfis continuous. 
Find all continuous functions which satisfy (1). 

(1) 

19 Suppose A and B are measurable subsets of R I, having finite positive measure. Show that the 
convolution XA * XB is continuous and not identically o. Use this to prove that A + B contains a 
segment. 

(A different proof was suggested in Exercise 5, Chap. 7.) 
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TEN 
ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF 
HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 

Complex Differentiation 

We shall now study complex functions defined in subsets of the complex plane. It 
will be convenient to adopt some standard notations which will be used through
out the rest of this book. 

196 

10.1 Definitions If r > 0 and a is a complex number, 

D(a; r) = {z: I z - a 1< r} (1) 

is the open circular disc with center at a and radius r. D(a; r) is the closure of 
D(a; r), and 

D'(a; r) = {z: 0 < I z - a I < r} (2) 

is the punctured disc with center at a and radius r. 
A set E in a topological space X is said to be not connected if E is the 

union of two nonempty sets A and B such that 

A 11 B = 0 = A 11 B. (3) 

If A and B are as above, and if V and Ware the complements of A and 
Ii, respectively, it follows that A c Wand B c V. Hence 

Ec V u W, Ell V =F 0, Ell W =F 0, E 11 V 11 W = 0. (4) 

Conversely, if open sets V and W exist such that (4) holds, it is easy to 
see that E is not connected, by taking A = E 11 W, B = E 11 V. 

If E is closed and not connected, then (3) shows that E is the union of 
two disjoint nonempty closed sets; for if A c A u B and A 11 B = 0, then 
A=A. 
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If E is open and not connected, then (4) shows that E is the union of two 
disjoint nonempty open sets, namely E 11 V and E 11 W. 

Each set consisting of a single point is obviously connected. If x E E, the 
family <l>x of all connected subsets of E that contain x is therefore not empty. 
The union of all members of <l>x is easily seen to be connected, and to be a 
maximal connected subset of E. These sets are called the components of E. Any 
two components of E are thus disjoint, and E is the union of its components. 

By a region we shall mean a nonempty connected open subset of the 
complex plane. Since each open set 0 in the plane is a union of discs, and 
since all discs are connected, each component of 0 is open. Every plane open 
set is thus a union of disjoint regions. The letter 0 will from now on denote a 
plane open set. 

10.2 Definition Supposefis a complex function defined in o. If Zo E Oand if 

I. f(z) - f(zo) 
1m 

%-+%0 z - Zo 
(1) 

exists, we denote this limit by!'(zo) and call it the derivative off at Zo. If!'(zo) 
exists for every Zo E 0, we say that f is holomorphic (or analytic) in O. The 
class of all holomorphic functions in 0 will be denoted by H(O). 

To be quite explicit, !'(zo) exists if to every € > 0 there corresponds a 
~ > 0 such that 

I f(z) - f(zo) - !'(zo) I < € 

z - Zo 
for all z E D'(zo; ~). (2) 

Thus !'(zo) is a complex number, obtained as a limit of quotients of 
complex numbers. Note thatfis a mapping of 0 into R2 and that Definition 
7.22 associates with such mappings another kind of derivative, namely, a 
linear operator on R2. In our present situation, if (2) is satisfied, this linear 
operator turns out to be mUltiplication by!'(zo) (regarding R2 as the complex 
field). We leave it to the reader to verify this. 

10.3 Remarks If f E H(O) and g E H(O), then also f + g E H(O) and 
fg E H(O), so that H(O) is a ring; the usual differentiation rules apply. 

More interesting is the fact that superpositions of holomorphic functions 
are holomorphic: Iff E H(O), iff(O) c 0 1, if g E H(01), and if h = go J, then 
h E H(O), and h' can be computed by the chain rule 

(zo EO). 

To prove this, fix Zo E 0, and put Wo = f(zo). Then 

f(z) - f(zo) = [!'(zo) + €(z)](z - zo), 

g(w) - g(wo) = [g'(wo) + '1(w)](w - wo), 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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where E(Z) -+ 0 as z -+ Zo and '1(w) -+ 0 as w -+ wo. Put w = f(z), and substitute 
(2) into (3): If z =F Zo, 

h(z) - h(zo) = [g'(f(zo» + '1(f(z))][f'(zo) + E(Z)]' 
Z - Zo 

(4) 

The differentiability of f forces f to be continuous at Zo. Hence (1) follows 
from (4). 

10.4 Examples For n = 0, 1,2, ... , zn is holomorphic in the whole plane, and 
the same is true of every polynomial in z. One easily verifies directly that liz 
is holomorphic in {z: z =F OJ. Hence, taking g(w) = 1/w in the chain rule, we 
see that iffl andf2 are in H(O) and 0 0 is an open subset of 0 in whichf2 has 
no zero, thenfllf2 E H(Oo). 

Another example of a function which is holomorphic in the whole plane 
(such functions are called entire) is the exponential function defined in the 
Prologue. In fact, we saw there that exp is differentiable everywhere, in the 
sense of Definition 10.2, and that exp' (z) = exp (z) for every complex z. 

10.5 Power Series From the theory of power series we shall assume only one fact 
as known, namely, that to each power series . 

00 

L ciz - at (1) 
n=O 

there corresponds a number R E [0, 00] such that the series converges absolutely 
and uniformly in D(a; r), for every r < R, and diverges ifz ¢ D(a; R). The "radius 
of convergence" R is given by the root test: 

..!.. = lim sup len 11/n. 
R n"'oo 

(2) 

Let us say that a functionfdefined in 0 is representable by power series in 0 
if to every disc D(a; r) c 0 there corresponds a series (1) which G:onverges to f(z) 
for all z E D(a; r). 

10.6 Theorem Iff is representable by power series in 0, then f E H(O) and f' is 
also representable by power series in O. Infact, if 

00 

f(z) = L ciz - a)n (1) 
n=O 

for z E D(a; r), then for these z we also have 

00 

f'(z) = L ncn(z - a)n - 1. (2) 
n=l 
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PROOF If the series (1) converges in D(a; r), the root test shows that the series 
(2) also converges there. Take a = 0, without loss of generality, denote the 
sum of the series (2) by g(z), fix w E D(a; r), and choose p so that I wi < p < r. 
If z "# w, we have 

f(z) - f(w) () ~ [zn - w" w" -1J - g W = t... Cn - n . 
z-w n=1 z-w 

The expression in brackets is 0 if n = 1, and is 

n-1 

(z - w) L kwk-1zn-k-1 
k=1 

if n ;;::: 2. If I z I < p, the absolute value of the sum in (4) is less than 

n(n - 1) n-2 
2 p 

so 

I f(; = ~(W) - g(w) I ~ Iz - wi n~2n2Icnlpn-2. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Since p < r, the last series converges. Hence the left side of (6) tends to 0 as 
z-+ w. This says that/'(w) = g(w), and completes the proof. IIII 

Corollary Since /' is seen to satisfy the same hypothesis as f does, the theorem 
can be applied to /'. It follows that f has derivatives of all orders, that each 
derivative is representable by power series in n, and that 

00 

f(kl(z) = L n(n - 1) ... (n - k + 1)cn(z - a)n-k 
n=k 

if(1) holds. Hence (1) implies that 

k!ck =J<kl(a) (k = 0, 1, 2, " .), 

so that for each a E n there is a unique sequence {cn}for which (1) holds. 

(7) 

(8) 

We now describe a process which manufactures functions that are represent
able by power series. Special cases will be of importance later. 

10.7 Theorem Suppose p. is a complex (finite) measure on a measurable space 
X, ({) is a complex measurable function on X, n is an open set in the plane 
which does not intersect ({)(X), and 

(z En). (1) 

Thenfis representable by power series in n. 
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PROOF Suppose D(a; r) c n. Since 

< < 1 I z-a I Iz-al 
tp(O-a - r 

(2) 

for every z E D(a; r) and every' E X, the geometric series 

co (z - a)" 1 

,,?;o (tp(') - a)" + 1 = tp(O - z (3) 

converges uniformly on X, for every fixed z E D(a; r). Hence the series (3) 
may be substituted into (1), andJ(z) may be computed by interchanging sum
mation and integration. It follows that 

co 

J(z) = L c,,(z - a)" (z E D(a; r)) (4) 
o 

where 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ). (5) 

IIII 

Note: The convergence of the series (4) in D(a; r) is a consequence of the 
proof. We can also derive it from (5), since (5) shows that 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ). (6) 

Integration over Paths 

Our first major objective in this chapter is the converse of Theorem 10.6: Every 
J E H(n) is representable by power series in n. The quickest route to this is via 
Cauchy's theorem which leads to an important integral representation of holo
morphic functions. In this section the required integration theory will be devel
oped; we shall keep it as simple as possible, and shal~ regard it merely as a useful 
tool in the investigation of properties of holomorphic functions. 

10.8 Definitions If X is a topological space, a curve in X is a continuous 
mapping y of a compact interval [ex, p] c Rl into X; here ex < p. We call 
[ex, PJ the parameter interval of y and denote the range of y by y*. Thus y is a 
mapping, and y* is the set of all points y(t), for ex ~ t ~ p. 

If the initial point y(ex) of y coincides with its end point y(P), we call y a 
closed curve. 

A path is a piecewise continuously differentiable curve in the plane. More 
explicitly, a path with parameter interval [ex, P] is a continuous complex 
function y on [ex, P], such that the following holds: There are finitely many 
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points Sj' IX = So < Sl < ... < Sn = p, and the restriction of Y to each interval 
[Sj-l' Sj] has a continuous derivative on [Sj-l, Sj]; however, at the points 
Sl' ... , Sn-l the left- and right-hand derivatives of Y may differ. 

A closed path is a closed curve which is also a path. 
Now suppose Y is a path, and f is a continuous function on y*. The 

integral off over y is defined as an integral over the parameter interval [IX, P] 
ofy: 

if(Z) dz = r f(y(t))y'(t) dt. (1) 

Let qJ be a continuously differentiable one-to-one mapping of an interval 
[lXI' PI] onto [IX, P], such that qJ(lX l) = IX, qJ(Pl) = p, and put Yl = Y 0 qJ. Then 
Yl is a path with parameter interval [1X1o PI]; the integral off over Yl is 

ffJI J.fJI J.fJ 
<II f(Yl(t))y~(t) dt = <II f(Y(qJ(t)))y'(qJ(t))qJ'(t) dt = <I f(y(s))y'(s) ds, 

so that our "reparametrization" has not changed the integral: 

r f(z) dz = If (Z) dz. 
JYI Y 

(2) 

Whenever (2) holds for a pair of paths y and Yl (and for all f), we shall 
regard Y and Yl as equivalent. 

It is convenient to be able to replace a path by an equivalent one, i.e., to 
choose parameter intervals at will. For instance, if the end point of Yl coin
cides with the initial point of Y2' we may locate their parameter intervals so 
that Yl and Y2join to form one path y, with the property that 

If=1 f+l f 
Y YI Y2 

(3) 

for every continuousfon y* = yT u Y!. 
However, suppose that [0, 1] is the parameter interval of a path y, and 

Yl(t) = y(1 - t), 0 :::;; t:::;; 1. We call Yl the path opposite to y, for the following 
reason: For anyfcontinuous on yT = y*, we have 

r f(Yl(t))y~(t) dt = - r f(y(1 - t))y'(1 - t) dt = - r f(y(s))y'(s) ds, 

so that 

I f= - If 
Y1 Y 

(4) 
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From (1) we obtain the inequality 

I il(Z) dz I ~ 11/11 00 r I y'(t) I dt, (5) 

where 11111 00 is the maximum of Ilion y* and the last integral in (5) is (by 
definition) the length of y. 

10.9 Special Cases 

(a) If a is a complex number and r > 0, the path defined by 

y(t) = a + reit (0 ~ t ~ 2n) 

is called the positively oriented circle with center at a and radius r; we have 

il(Z) dz = ir L2
" I(a + re i8)ei8 dO, 

and the length of y is 2nr, as expected. 
(b) If a and b are complex numbers, the path y given by 

y(t) = a + (b - a)t (0 ~ t ~ 1) 

is the oriented interval [a, b]; its length is I b - a I , and 

f I(z) dz = (b - a) f 1
/ [a + (b - a)t] dt. Jld, b] Jo 

If 

( ) a(p - t) + b(t - IX) 
Y 1 t = --"----"P---IX '------.:. (IX ~ t ~ P), 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

we obtain an equivalent path, which we still denote by [a, b]. The path 
opposite to [a, b] is [b, a]. 

(c) Let {a, b, c} be an ordered triple of complex numbers, let 

L\ = L\(a, b, c) 

be the triangle with vertices at a, b, and c (L\ is the smallest convex set which 
contains a, b, and c), and define 

f I=f I+f I+f J, 16 J~~ 1~~ 1~~ 
(6) 

for any I continuous on the boundary of L\. We may regard (6) as the defini
tion of its left side. Or we may regard aL\ as a path obtained by joining [a, b] 
to [b, c] to [c, a], as outlined in Definition 10.8, in which case (6) is easily 
proved to be true. 
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If {a, b, c} is permuted cyclically, we see from (6) that the left side of (6) is 
unaffected. If {a, b, c} is replaced by {a, c, b}, then the left side of (6) changes 
sign. 

We now come to a theorem which plays a very important role in function 
theory. 

10.10 Theorem Let y be a closed path, let n be the complement of y* (relative 
to the plane), and define 

1 i d, Ind (z)=- --
y 2ni y' - z 

(z En). (1) 

Then Indy is an integer-valued function on n which is constant in each com
ponent ofn and which is 0 in the unbounded component ofn. 

We call Indy (z) the index of z with respect to y. Note that y* is compact, 
hence y* lies in a bounded disc D whose complement DC is connected; thus ·Dc lies 
in some component of n. This shows that n has precisely one unbounded com
ponent. 

PROOF Let [ex, P] be the parameter interval of y, fix ZEn, then 

1 ifJ y'(s) Indy (z) = -. ( ) ds. 
2m IX y S - Z 

(2) 

Since w/2ni is an integer if and only if eW = 1, the first assertion of the 
theorem, namely, that Indy (z) is an integer, is equivalent to the assertion that 
((J(P) = 1, where 

{i t y'(s) } 
((J(t) = exp IX y(s) _ Z ds 

Differentiation of (3) shows that 

((J'(t)_~ 

((J(t) - y(t) - Z 

(ex :s; t :s; P). (3) 

(4) 

except possibly on a finite set S where y is not differentiable. Therefore 
((J/(Y - z) is a continuous function on [ex, PJ whose derivative is zero in 
[ex, PJ - S. Since S is finite, ((J/(Y - z) is constant on [ex, P]; and since 
((J(ex) = 1, we obtain 

( ) y(t) - Z 
((Jt =..:....;....:;--

y(ex) - Z 
(5) 

We now use the assumption that y is a closed path, i.e., that y(P) = y(ex); 
(5) shows that ((J(P) = 1, and this, as we observed above, implies that Indy (z) 
is an integer. 
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By Theorem 10.7, (1) shows that Indy E H(o.). The image of a connected 
set under a continuous mapping is connected ([26], Theorem 4.22), and since 
Indy is an integer-valued function, Indy must be constant on each component 
of 0.. 

Finally, (2) shows that I Indy (z) I < 1 if I z I is sufficiently large. This 
implies that Indy (z) = 0 in the unbounded component of 0.. IIII 

Remark: If A(t) denotes the integral in (3), the preceding proof shows that 
2n Indy (z) is the net increase in the imaginary part of A(t), as t runs from 0( to 
p, and this is the same as the net increase of the argument of y(t) - z. (We 
have not defined" argument" and will have no need for it.) If we divide this 
increase by 2n, we obtain" the number of times that y winds around z," and 
this explains why the term "winding number" is frequently used for the 
index. One virtue of the preceding proof is that it establishes the main 
properties of the index without any reference to the (multiple-valued) argu
ment of a complex number. 

10.11 Theorem If y is the positively oriented circle with center at a and radius 
r, then 

if I z - al < r, 
if Iz - al > r. 

PROOF We take y as in Sec. 10.9(a). By Theorem 10.10, it is enough to 
compute Indy (a), and 10.9(2) shows that this equals 

-. -- = - (re")-le" dt = 1. 1 i dz r 12
7<. • 

2m y z - a 2n 0 
IIII 

The Local Cauchy Theorem 

There are several forms of Cauchy's theorem. They all assert that if y is a closed 
path or cycle in 0., and if y and 0. satisfy certain topological conditions, then the 
integral of every f E H(o.) over y is o. We shall first derive a simple local version 
of this (Theorem 10.14) which is quite sufficient for many applications. A more 
general global form will be established later. 

10.12 Theorem Suppose F E H(o.) and F' is continuous in 0.. Then 

iF'(Z) dz = 0 

for every closed path y in 0.. 
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PROOF If [ex, PJ is the parameter interval of y, the fundamental theorem of 
calculus shows that 

iF'(Z) dz = r F'(y(t»y'(t) dt = F(y(P» - F(y(ex» = 0, 

since y(P) = y(ex). IIII 

Corollary Since zn is the derivative of zn+ 1/(n + 1) for all integers n =I- -1, we 
have 

for every closed path y if n = 0, 1, 2, ... , and for those closed paths y for which 
o ¢ y* ifn = -2, -3, -4, .... 

The case n = -1 was dealt with in Theorem 10.10. 

10.13 Cauchy's Theorem for a Triangle Suppose .1 is a closed triangle in a 
plane open set n, p E n,Jis continuous on n, andfE H(n - {p}). Then 

r f(z) dz = O. 
JM. 

(1) 

For the definition of iJ.1 we refer to Sec. 1O.9(c). We shall see later that our 
hypothesis actually implies that f E H(n), i.e., that the exceptional point p is not 
really exceptional. However, the above formulation of the theorem will be useful 
in the proof of the Cauchy formula . 

. PROOF We assume first that p ¢ .1. Let a, b, and c be the vertices of .1, let a', 
b', and c' be the midpoints of [b, c], [c, a], and [a, b], respectively, and con
sider the four triangles .1i formed by the ordered triples 

{a, c', b'}, {b, a', c'}, {c, b', a'}, {a', b', c'}. 

If J is the value of the integral (1), it follows from 10.9(6) that 

J = it id/(Z) dz. 

(2) 

(3) 

The absolute value of at least one of the integrals on the right of (3) is there
fore at least I J141. Call the corresponding triangle .11, repeat the argument 
with .11 in place of .1, and so forth. This generates a sequence of triangles .1n 
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such that ~ ::::> ~1 ::::> ~2 ::::> ••• , such that the length of iJ~" is 2-"L, if L is the 
length of iJ~, and such that 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (4) 

There is a (unique) point Zo which the triangles ~" have in common. Since ~ 
is compact, Zo E ~, so I is differentiable at Zo. 

Let E > 0 be given. There exists an r > 0 such that 

I/(z) - I(zo) - !,(zo)(z - zo) I ~ E I z - Zo I (5) 

whenever I z - Zo I < r, and there exists an n such that I z - Zo I < r for all 
z E ~". For this n we also have I z - Zo I ~ 2-"L for all z E ~". By the Corol
lary to Theorem 10.12, 

1 I(z) dz = 1 [f(z) -/(zo) -j'(Zo)(Z - Zo)] dz, 
aA" aA" 

(6) 

so that (5) implies 

(7) 

and now (4) shows that I J I ~ El3. Hence J = 0 if p ¢ ~. 
Assume next that p is a vertex of ~, say p = a. If a, b, and c are collinear, 

then (1) is trivial, for any continuous! If not, choose points x E [a, b] and 
y E [a, c], both close to a, and observe that the integral of I over iJ~ is the 
sum of the integrals over the boundaries of the triangles {a, x, y}, {x, b, y}, 
and {b, c, y}. The last two of these are 0, since these triangles do not contain 
p. Hence the integral over iJ~ is the sum of the integrals over [a, x], [x, y], 
and [y, a], and since these intervals can be made arbitrarily short and I is 
bounde~ on~, we again obtain (1). 

Finally, if p is an arbitrary point of ~, apply the preceding result to 
{a, b, p}, {b, c, p}, and {c, a, p} to complete the proof. IIII 

10.14 Caucby's Tbeorem in a Convex Set Suppose 0 is a convex open set, 
p E 0, I is continuous on 0, and IE H(O - {p}). Then 1= F' lor some 
FE H(O). Hence 

il(Z) dz = 0 (1) 

lor every closed path y in O. 
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PROOF Fix a E n. Since n is convex, n contains the straight line interval 
from a to z for every zen, so we can define 

F(z) = r fW de 
J[G. %) 

(z En). (2) 

For any z and Zo'E n, the triangle with vertices at a, zo, and z lies in n; 
hence F(z) - F(zo) is the integral off over [zo, z], by Theorem 10.13. Fixing 
zo, we thus obtain 

_F..:....(z);...-_F..:....(z=o) _ f(zo) = _1_ r [f(e) - f(zo)] de, 
z - Zo z - Zo J[%o.%) 

(3) 

if z #: Zo. Given E > 0, the continuity of f at Zo shows that there is a b > 0 
such that I f( e) - f(zo) I < E if I e - Zo I < b; hence the absolute value of the 
left side of (3) is less than E as soon as I z - Zo I < b. This proves that f = F'. 
In particular, F E H(n). Now (1) follows from Theorem 10.12. IIII 

10.15 Cauchy's Formula in a Convex Set Suppose ')I is a closed path in a 
convex open set n, and f E H(n). If zen and z ¢ ')1*, then 

1 i fW f(z) . Indy (z) = -2' -~ - de· 
7tl y"-Z 

(1) 

The case of greatest interest is, of course, Indy (z) = 1. 

PROOF Fix z so that the above conditions hold, and define 

f(e) - f(z) 

gW= e-z (2) 

f'(z) if e = z. 

Then g satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 10.14. Hence 

(3) 

If we substitute (2) into (3) we obtain (1). IIII 

The theorem concerning the representability of holomorphic functions by 
power series is an easy consequence of Theorem 10.15, if we take a circle for ')I: 

10.16 Theorem For every open set n in the plane, every f E H(n) is represent
able by power series in n. 
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PROOF Suppose f E H(n) and D(a; R) c n. If y is a positively oriented circle 
with center at a and radius r < R, the convexity of D(a; R) allows us to apply 
Theorem 10.15; by Theorem 10.11, we obtain 

f(z) = ~ r f(e) de 
2m Jy e - z 

(z E D(a; r)). (1) 

But now we can apply Theorem 10.7, with X = [0, 2n], <p = y, and 
dll(t) = f(y(t))y'(t) dt, and we conclude that there is a sequence {cn} such that 

co 

f(z) = L cn(z - at (z E D(a; r)). (2) 
n=O 

The uniqueness of {cn} (see the Corollary to Theorem 10.6) shows that the 
same power series is obtained for every r < R (as long as a is fixed). Hence 
the representation (2) is valid for every z E D(a; R), and the proof is complete. 

IIII 

Corollary IffE H(n), then!, E H(n). 

PROOF Combine Theorems 10.6 and 10.16. IIII 

The Cauchy theorem has a useful converse: 

10.17 Morera's Tbeorem Suppose f is a continuous complex function in an 
open set n such that 

r f(z) dz = 0 
JaA 

for every closed triangle A c n. Then f E H(n). 

PROOF Let V be a convex open set in n. As in the proof of Theorem 10.14, 
we can construct F E H(V) such that F' = f. Since derivatives of holomorphic 
functions are holomorphic (Theorem 10.16), we have f E H(V), for every 
convex open V c n, hencefE H(n). IIII 

The Power Series Representation 

The fact that every holomorphic function is locally the sum of a convergent 
power series has a large number of interesting consequences. A few of these are 
developed in this section. 

10.18 Tbeorem Suppose n is a region,! E H(n), and 

Z(f) = {a E n:f(a) = O}. (1) 
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Then either Z(f) = n, or Z(f) has no limit point in n. In the latter case there 
corresponds to each a E Z(f) a unique positive integer m = m(a) such that 

f(z) = (z - a)mg(z) (z En), (2) 

where g E H(n) and g(a) "# O;furthermore, Z(f) is at most countable. 

(We recall that regions are connected open sets.) 
The integer m is called the order of the zero which F has at the point a. 

Clearly, Z(f) = n if and only iffis identically 0 in n. We call Z(f) the zero set of 
f Analogous results hold of course for the set of ex-points off, i.e., the zero set of 
f - ex, where ex is any complex number. 

PROOF Let A be the set of all limit points of Z(f) in n. Sincefis continuous, 
A c: Z(f). 

Fix a E Z(f), and choose r > 0 so that D(a; r) c: n. By Theorem 10.16, 

00 

f(z) = L c.(z - a)" (z E D(a; r» . (3) 
• =0 

There are now two possibilities. Either all c. are 0, in which case D(a; r) c: A 
and a is an interior point of A, or there is a smallest integer m [necessarily 
positive, sincef(a) = 0] such that Cm "# O. In that case, define 

g(z) = {(Z - a)-mf(z) 
Cm 

(z E n - {a}), 
(z = a). 

Then (2) holds. It is clear that g E H(n - {a}). But (3) implies 

00 

g(z) = L Cm+k(z - a)k (z E D(a; r». 
k=O 

Hence g E H(D(a; r», so actually g E H(n). 

(4) 

(5) 

Moreover, g(a) "# 0, and the continuity of g shows that there is a neigh
borhood of a in which g has no zero. Thus a is an isolated point of Z(f), by 
(2). 

If a E A, the first case must therefore occur. So A is open. If B = n - A, 
it is clear from the definition of A as a set of limit points that B is open. Thus 
n is the union of the disjoint open sets A and B. Since n is connected, we 
have either A = n, in which case Z(f) = n, or A = 0. In the latter case, 
Z(f) has at most finitely many points in each compact subset of n, and since 
n is CT-compact, Z(f) is at most countable. IIII 

Corollary Iff and g are holomorphic functions in a region n and if f(z) = g(z) 
for all z in some set which has a limit point in n, thenf(z) = g(z)for all ZEn. 
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In other words, a hoi om orphic function in a region n is determined by its 
values on any set which has a limit point in n. This is an important uniqueness 
theorem. 

Note: The theorem fails if we drop the assumption that n is connected: If 
n = no u n 1, and no and n 1 are disjoint open sets, putf= 0 in no andf= 1 in 
n1• 

10.19 Definition If a e nand f e H(n - {a}), then f is said to have an iso
lated singularity at the point a. Iff can be so defined at a that the extended 
function is holomorphic in n, the singularity is said to be removable. 

10.20 Theorem Suppose fe H(n - {a}) and f is bounded in D'(a; r),for some 
r > O. Then f has a removable singularity at a. 

Recall that D'(a; r) = {z: 0 < Iz - al < r}. 

PROOF Define h(a) = 0, and h(z) = (z - a)2f(z) in n - {a}. Our boundedness 
assumption shows that h'(a) = O. Since h is evidently differentiable at every 
other point of n, we have h e H(n), so 

co 

h(z) = L cn(z - a)n (z e D(a; r)). 
n=2 

We obtain the desired holomorphic extension of f by setting f(a) = c2, for 
then 

co 

f(z) = L cn+iz - a)n (z e D(a; r)). IIII 
n=O 

10.21 Theorem If a e nand fe H(n - {a}), then one of the following three 
cases must occur: 

(a) f has a removable singularity at a. 
(b) There are complex numbers c1 , ••• , c"" where m is a positive integer and 

Cm =F 0, such that 

has a removable singularity at a. 
(c) Ifr > 0 and D(a; r) c n, thenf(D'(a; r)) is dense in the plane. 

In case (b),fis said to have a pole of order m at a. The function 

m 

L Ck(Z - a)-k, 
k=l 
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a polynomial in (z - a) - 1, is called the principal part of f at a. It is clear in this 
situation that 1 f(z) 1-4 00 as z -4 a. 

In case (c),fis said to have an essential singularity at a. A statement equiva
lent to (c) is that to each complex number w there corresponds a sequence {z.} 
such that Z.-4 a andf(z.)-4 was n-4 00. 

PROOF Suppose (c) fails. Then there exist r > 0, l> > 0, and a complex 
number w such that 1 f(z) - wi> l> in D'(a; r). Let us write D for D(a; r) and 
D' for D'(a; r). Define 

g(z) = f(z) - w (z ED'). (1) 

Then 9 E H(D') and 1 9 1 < Ill>. By Theorem 10.20, 9 extends to a holo
morphic function in D. 

If g(a);/: 0, (1) shows thatfis bounded in D'(a; p) for some p > O. Hence 
(a) holds, by Theorem 10.20. 

If 9 has a zero of order m ~ 1 at a, Theorem 10.18 shows that 

(z ED), (2) 

where g1 E H(D) and g1(a) ;/: O. Also, g1 has no zero in D', by (1). Put h = 
1/g1 in D. Then hE H(D), h has no zero in D, and 

f(z) - w = (z - a)-mh(z) (z ED'). (3) 

But h has an expansion of the form 

00 

h(z) = L biz - a)· (z ED), (4) 
.=0 

with bo ;/: O. Now (3) shows that (b) holds, with Ck = bm- k , k = 1, ... , m. 
This completes the proof. IIII 

We shall now exploit the fact that the restriction of a power series 
L c.(z - a)· to a circle with center at a is a trigonometric series. 

10.22 Theorem If 

00 

f(z) = L c.(z - a)· (z E D(a; R» (1) 
.=0 

and i/O < r < R, then 

(2) 
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PROOF We have 
<Xl 

f(a + rei8) = L Cn rnein8. (3) 
n=O 

For r < R, the series (3) converges uniformly on [ -n, n]. Hence 

1 f" ·11\·8 Cnrn = - f(a + re' ,e-In dO 
2n _" 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ), (4) 

and (2) is seen to be a special case of Parseval's formula. IIII 

Here are some consequences: 

10.23 Liouville's Theorem Every bounded entire function is constant. 

Recall that a function is entire if it is holomorphic in the whole plane. 

PROOF Suppose f is entire, 1 f(z) 1 < M for all z, and f(z) = L Cn zn for all z. 
By Theorem 10.22, 

<Xl 

L Icnl2r2n < M2 
n=O 

for all r, which is possible only if Cn = 0 for all n ~ 1. IIII 

10.24 The Maximum Modulus Theorem Suppose n is a region, f E H(n), and 
D(a; r) c n. Then 

1 f(a) 1 :::;; max If(a + rei~l. (1) 
8 

Equality occurs in (1) if and only iffis constant in n. 

Consequently, 1 f 1 has no local maximum at any point of n, unless f is con
stant. 

PROOF Assume that 1 f(a + rei8) 1 :::;; 1 f(a) 1 for all real O. In the notation of 
Theorem 10.22 it follows then that ' 

<Xl 

L 1 Cn 12r2n :::;; 1 f(a) 12 = 1 Co 12. 
n=O 

Hence Cl = C2 = C3 = ... = 0, which implies that f(z) = j(a) in D(a; r). Since 
n is connected, Theorem 10.18 shows thatfis constant in n. IIII 

Corollary Under the same hypotheses, 

If(a) 1 ~ min If(a + rei~1 (2) 
8 

iffhas no zero in D(a; r). 
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PROOF If I(a + rei~ = 0 for some (J then (2) is obvious. In the other case, 
there is a region no that contains D(a; r) and in which I has no zero; hence 
(1) can be applied to Iff, and (2) follows. IIII 

10.25 Theorem lin is a positive integer and 

where ao , ... , a" _ I are complex numbers, then P has precisely n zeros in the 
plane. 

Of course, these zeros are counted according to their multiplicities: A zero of 
order m, say, is counted as m zeros. This theorem contains the fact that the 
complex field is algebraically closed, i.e., that every nonconstant polynomial with 
complex coefficients has at least one complex zero. 

PROOF Choose r > 1 + 21ao l + lall + ... + la"-ll. Then 

I P(rel~ I > I P(O) I (0 ~ (J ~ 2n). 

If P had no zeros, then the function I = II P would be entire and would 
satisfy 1/(0) I > I I(rei~ I for all (J, which contradicts the maximum modulus 
theorem. Thus P(ZI) = 0 for some Zl. Consequently, there is a polynomial Q, 
of degree n - 1, such that P(z) = (z - Z I)Q(Z). The proof is completed by 
induction on n. IIII 

10.26 Theorem (Cauchy's Esti~ates) III E H(D(a; R» and I I(z) I ~ M lor all 
Z E D(a; R), then 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (1) 

PROOF For each r < R, each term of the series 10.22(2) is bounded above by 
M2. W 

If we take a = 0, R = 1, and I(z) = z", then M = 1, P">(O) = n!, and we see 
that (1) cannot be improved. 

10.27 Definition A sequence {.Ij} of functions in n is said to converge to I 
uniformly on compact subsets 01 n if to every compact Ken and to every 
E > 0 there corresponds an N = N(K, E) such that I Hz) - I(z) I < E for aJI 
z E K ifj > N. 

For instance, the sequence {z"} converges to 0 uniformly on compact 
subsets of D(O; 1), but the convergence is not uniform in D(O; 1). 
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It is uniform convergence on compact subsets which arises most natu
rally in connection with limit operations on holomorphic functions. The term 
" almost uniform convergence" is sometimes used for this concept. 

10.28 Theorem Suppose fj E H(O), for j = 1, 2, 3, ... , and fj--4 f uniformly on 
compact subsets ofO. ThenfE H(O), andfj--4f' uniformly on compact subsets 
ofO. 

PROOF Since the convergence is uniform on each compact disc in 0, f is 
continuous. Let L\ be a triangle in O. Then L\ is compact, so 

r f(z) dz :;:: lim r liz) dz = 0, 
JM j -+ 00 Ja." 

by Cauchy's theorem. Hence Morera's theorem implies thatf E H(O). 
Let K be compact, K c O. There exists an r > 0 such that the union E of 

the closed discs D(z; r), for all z E K, is a compact subset of O. Applying 
Theorem 10.26 to f - fj, we have 

(z E K), 

where IlfIIE denotes the supremum of I f Ion E. Sincefj--4 funiformly on E, it 
follows thatfj--4 f' uniformly on K. IIII 

Corollary Under the same hypothesis.!)n) --4 fIn) uniformly, as j --4 00, on every 
compact set K c 0, and for every positive integer n. 

Compare this with the situation on the real line, where sequences of infinitely 
differentiable functions can converge uniformly to nowhere differentiable func
tions! 

The Open Mapping Theorem 

If 0 is a region andf E H(O), thenf(O) is either a region or a point. 

This important property of holomorphic functions will be proved, in more 
detailed form, in Theorem 10.32. 

10.29 Lemma Iff E H(O) and g is defined in 0 x 0 by 

. If (Z) - f(w) 
g(z, w) = z - w 

f'(z) 

if w -# z, 

if w = z, 

then g is continuous in 0 x O. 
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PROOF The only points (z, w) E n x n at which the continuity of g is poss
ibly in doubt have z = w. 

Fix a E n. Fix E > O. There exists r > 0 such that D(a; r) c: nand 
I I'm - f'(a) I < E for all , E D(a; r). If z and ware in D(a; r) and if 

W) = (1 - t)z + tw, 

then W) E D(a; r) for 0 :s; t :s; 1, and 

g(z, w) - g(a, a) = r [f'(W)) - f'(a)] dt. 

The absolute value of the integrand is <E, for every t. Thus 
I g(z, w) - g(a, a) I < E. This proves that g is continuous at (a, a). IIII 

10.30 Theorem Suppose qJ E H(n), Zo E n, and qJ'(zo) =F O. Then n contains a 
neighborhood V of Zo such that 

(a) qJ is one-to-one in V, 
(b) W = qJ(V) is an open set, and 
(c) if"': W -4 V is defined by "'(qJ(z)) = z, then", E H(W). 

Thus qJ: V -4 W has a holomorphic inverse. 

PROOF Lemma 10.29, applied to qJ in place of f, shows that n contains a 
neighborhood V of Zo such that 

I qJ(ZI) - qJ(Z2) I ~ t I qJ'(zo) II ZI - z21 

if ZI E V and Z2 E V. Thus (a) holds, and also 

qJ'(Z) =F 0 (Z E V). 

(1) 

(2) 

To prove (b), pick a E V and choose r > 0 so that D(a, r) c: V. By (1) 
there exists c > 0 such that 

I qJ(a + rei~ - qJ(a) I > 2c ( -11: :s; () :s; 11:). 

If A. E D(qJ(a); c), then I A. - qJ(a) I < c, henCe (3) implies 

min IA. - qJ(a + rei~1 > c. 
8 

(3) 

(4) 

By the corollary. to Theorem 10.24, A. - qJ must therefore have a zero in 
D(a; r). Thus A. = qJ(z) for some Z E D(a; r) c: V. 

This proves that D(qJ(a); c) c: qJ(V). Since a was an arbitrary point of V, 
qJ( V) is open. 

To prove (c), fix WI E W. Then qJ(ZI) = WI for a unique ZI E V. If WE W 
and ",(w) = Z E V, we have 

",(w) - "'(WI) Z - ZI 

W - WI qJ(Z) - qJ(ZI)" 
(5) 
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By (1), Z-4 Zl when W-4 Wl. Hence (2) implies that ""(Wl) = Ij<p'(zl). Thus 
'" e H(W). jjjj 

10.31 Definition For m = 1, 2, 3, ... , we denote the "m1h power function" 
Z-4 zm by 1tm. 

Each W "# 0 is 1tm(z) for precisely m distinct values of z: If W = rei9, r > 0, 
then 1tm(z) = W if and only if z = rl/mei (9 + 2kn)/m, k = 1, ... , m. 

Note also that each 1tm is an open mapping: If V is open and does not 
contain 0, then 1tm(V) is open by Theorem 10.30. On the other hand, 
1tm(D(O; r» = D(O; ,m). 

Compositions of open mappings are clearly open. In particular, 1tm 0 <p is 
open, by Theorem 10.30, if <p' has no zero. The following theorem (which 
contains the more detailed version of the open mapping theorem that was 
mentioned prior to Lemma 10.29) states a converse: Every nonconstant holo
morphic function in a region is locally of the form 1tm 0 <p, except for an 
additive constant. 

10.32 Theorem Suppose n is a region, f e H(n), f is not constant, Zo e n, and 
Wo = f(zo). Let m be the order of the zero which the function f - Wo has at Zo· 

Then there exists a neighborhood V of Zo, V c n, and there exists 
<p e H(V), such that 

(a) f(z) = Wo + [<p(z)]m for all z e V, 
(b) <p' has no zero in V and <p is an invertible mapping of V onto a disc D(O; r). 

Thus f - Wo = 1tm 0 <p in V. It follows that f is an exactly m-to-l mapping of 
V - {zo} onto D'(wo; ,m), and that each Wo ef(n) is an interior point of f(n). 
Hencef(n) is open. 

PROOF Without loss of generality we may assume that n is a convex neigh
borhood of Zo which is so small thatf(z) "# Wo if zen - {zo}. Then 

(z e n) (1) 

for some g e H(n) which has no zero in n. Hence g'jg e H(n). By Theorem 
10.14, g'jg = h' for some h e H(n). The derivative of g . exp (-h) is 0 in n. If 
h is modified by the addition of a suitable constant, it follows that 
g = exp (h). Define 

h(z) 
<p(z) = (z - zo) exp -

m 

Then (a) holds, for all zen. 

(z en). (2) 

Also, <p(zo) = 0 and <p'(zo)"# O. The existence of an open set V that 
satisfies (b) follows now from Theorem 10.30. This completes the proof. jjjj 
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The next theorem is really contained in the preceding results, but it seems 
advisable to state it explicitly. 

10.33 Theorem Suppose n is a region,f E H(n), and J is one-to-one in n. Then 
f'(z) =I- OJor every ZEn, and the inverse oJJis holomorphic. 

PROOF If f'(zo) were 0 for some Zo E n, the hypotheses of Theorem 10.32 
would hold with some m> 1, so that J would be m-to-l in some deleted 
neighborhood of Zo. Now apply part (c) of Theorem 10.30. IIII 

Note that the converse of Theorem 10.33 is false: If J(z) = eZ , then f'(z) =I- 0 
for every z, butJis not one-to-one in the whole complex plane. 

The Global Cauchy Theorem 

Before we state and prove this theorem, which will remove the restriction to 
convex regions that was imposed in Theorem 10.14, it will be convenient to add a 
little to the integration apparatus which was sufficient up to now. Essentially, it is 
a matter of no longer restricting ourselves to integrals over single paths, but to 
consider finite "sums" of paths instead. A simple instance of this occurred 
already in Sec. 1O.9(c). 

10.34 Chains and Cycles Suppose Yl' ... , Yn are paths in the plane, and put K = 
yt u ... u Y:. Each Yi induces a linear functional}\ on the vector space C(K), by 
the formula 

Yi(f) = r J(z) dz. 
JYi 

(1) 

Define 

r = Yl + ... + Yn. (2) 

Explicitly, r(f) = Yl(f) + ... + Yn(f) for all J E C(K). The relation (2) suggests 
that we introduce a "formal sum" 

r = Yl + ... +- Yn (3) 

and define 

LJ(Z) dz = r(f). (4) 

Then (3) is merely an abbreviation for the statement 

LJ(Z) dz = itl LJ(Z) dz (fE C(K)). (5) 

Note that (5) serves as the definition of its left side. 
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The objects r so defined are called chains. If each Y j in (3) is a closed path, 
then r is called a cycle. If each Yj in (3) is a path in some open set n, we say that 
r is a chain in n. 

If (3) holds, we define 

r* = yT u ... u Y:. (6) 

If r is a cycle and ex ¢ r*, we define the index of ex with respect to r by 

Indr (ex) = -. --, 1 1 dz 
2m r z - ex 

(7) 

just as in Theorem 10.10. Obviously, (3) implies 

• 
Indr (ex) = L Indy! (ex). (8) 

i= 1 

If each Yi in (3) is replaced by its opposite path (see Sec. 10.8), the resulting 
chain will be denoted by - r. Then 

f J(z) dz = - r J(z) dz 
-r Jr 

(fe C(r*». (9) 

In particular, Ind_ r (ex) = -Indr (ex) ifr is a cycle and ex ¢ P. 
Chains can be added and subtracted in the obvious way, by adding or sub

tracting the corresponding functionals: The statement r = r 1 -i- r 2 means 

r J(z) dz = r J(z) dz + r J(z) dz Jr Jrl Jr2 
(10) 

for every J e C(q u q). 
Finally, note that a chain may be represented as a sum of paths in many 

ways. To say that 

means simply that 

~ i J(z) dz = ~ r J(z) dz 
I 11 J J"J 

for every Jthat is continuous on yT u ... u Y: u JT u ... u 15:. In particular, a 
cycle may very well be represented as a sum of paths that are not closed. 

10.35 Cauchy's Theorem Suppose J e H(n), where n is an arbitrary open set in 
the complex plane. IJr is a cycle in n that satisfies 

Indr (ex) = 0 Jor every ex not in n, (1) 
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then 

and 

then 

1 i f(w) f(z) . Indr (z) = -. -- dw 
2m r w - z 

Lf(Z) dz = o. 

If r 0 and r 1 are cycles in n such that 

for ZEn - r* 

Indro (IX) = Indrl (IX) for every IX not in n, 

r f(z) dz = r f(z) dz. 
Jro Jrl 

PROOF The function g defined in n x n by 

If(W) - f(z) 

g(z, w) = w - z 

f'(z) 

if w "# z, 

if w = z, 

is continuous in n x n (Lemma 10.29). Hence we can define 

h(z) = -21 . r g(z, w) dw mJr (z En). 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

For ZEn - r*, the Cauchy formula (2) is clearly equivalent to the assertion 
that 

h(z) = O. (8) 

To prove (8), let us first prove that hE H(n). Note that g is uniformly 
continuous on every compact subset of n x n. If ZEn, Zn E n, and Zn- Z, it 
follows that g(zn' w) - g(z, w) uniformly for w E r* (a compact subset of n). 
Hence h(zn)- h(z). This proves that h is continuous in n. Let A be a closed 
triangle in n. Then 

1 h(z) dz = 21. r (1 g(z, w) dZ) dw. 
M m Jr a& 

(9) 

For each WEn, z- g(z, w) is holomorphic in n. (The singularity at z = w is 
removable.) The inner integral on the right side of (9) is .therefore 0 for every 
WE r*. Morera's theorem shows now that hE H(n). 
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Next, we let 0 1 be the set of all complex numbers z for which Indr (z) = 
0, and we define 

(10) 

If z E 0 ("'\ 0 1, the definition of 0 1 makes it clear that h1(Z) = h(z). Hence 
there is a function q> E H(O u 0 1) whose restriction to 0 is h and whose 
restriction to 0 1 is h1• 

Our hypothesis (1) shows that 0 1 contains the complement of O. Thus q> 
is an entire function. 0 1 also contains the unbounded component of the com
plement of r*, since Indr (.~) is 0 there. Hence 

lim q>(z) = lim h1(z) = O. (11) 
1%1 .... 00 1%1 .... 00 

Liouville's theorem implies now that q>(z) = 0 for every z. This proves (8), and 
hence (2). 

To deduce (3) from (2), pick a E 0 - r* and define F(z) = (z - a)f(z). 
Then 

1 1 1 1 F(z) -. f(z) dz = -. -- dz = F(a) . Indr (a) = 0, 
2m r 2m r z - a 

(12) 

because F(a) = O. 
Finally, (5) follows from (4) if (3) is applied to the cycle r = r 1 - r o. 

This completes the proof. / / / / 

10.36 Remarks 

(a) If Y is a closed path in a convex region 0 and if IX ¢ 0, an application of 
Theorem 10.14 to f(z) = (z - 1X)-1 shows that Indy (IX) = O. Hypothesis 
(1) of Theorem 10.35 is therefore satisfied by every cycle in 0 if 0 is 
convex. This shows that Theorem 10.35 generalizes Theorems 10.14 and 
10.15. 

(b) The last part of Theorem 10.35 shows under what circumstances integra
tion over one cycle can be replaced by integration over another, without 
changing the value of the integral. For example, let 0 be the plane with 
three disjoint closed discs Di removed. If r, Y1' Y2' Y3 are positively 
oriented circles in 0 such that r surrounds D1 u D2 U D3 and Yi sur
rounds Di but not Dj for j "# i, then 

if(Z) dz = J1 i.t(Z) dz 

for every f E H(O). 
(c) In order to apply Theorem 10.35, it is desirable to have a reasonably 

efficient method of finding the index of a point with respect to a closed 
path. The following theorem does this for all paths that occur in practice. 
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It says, essentially, that the index increases by 1 when the path is crossed 
"from right to left." If we recall that Indy (IX) = 0 if IX is in the unbounded 
component of the complement W of y*, we can then successively deter
mine Indy (IX) in the other components of W, provided that W has only 
finitely many components and that y traverses no arc more than once. 

10.37 Theorem Suppose y is a closed path in the plane, with parameter interval 
[IX, p]. Suppose IX < u < v < p, a and b are complex numbers, I b I = r > 0, and 

(i) y(u) = a - b, y(v) = a + b, 
(ii) I y(s) - a I < r if and only if u < s < v, 

(iii) I y(s) - a I = r if and only if s = u or s = v. 

Assume furthermore that D(a; r) - y* is the union of two regions, D + and 
D_, labeled so that a + bi E D+ and a - bi E D_. Then 

Indy (z) = 1 + Indy (w) 

ifx E D+ and w E D_. 

As y(t) traverses D(a; r) from a - b to a + b, D _ is "on the right" and 
D + is " on the left" of the path. 

PROOF To simplify the writing, reparametrize y so that u = 0 and v = n. 
Define 

C(s) = a - bei• 

f(s) = {C(S) 
y(2n - s) 

( ) = {y(S) 
g s C(s) 

h(s) = {y(S) 
C(s) 

(0 ~ s ~ 2n) 

(0 ~ s ~ n) 

(n ~ s ~ 2n) 

(0 ~ s ~ n) 

(n ~ s ~ 2n) 

(IX ~ S ~ 0 or n ~ s ~ p) 
(0 ~ s ~ n). 

Since y(O) = C(O) and y(n) = C(n),J, g, and h are closed paths. 
If E c D(a; r), I C - a I = r, and C ¢ E, then E lies in the disc D(2a - C; 2r) 

which does not contain C. Apply this to E = g*, C = a - bi, to see [from 
Remark 1O.36(a)] that Indg (a - bi) = O. Since D _ is connected and D _ does 
not intersect g*, it follows that 

Indg (w) = 0 (1) 

The same reasoning shows that 

IndJ (z) = 0 (2) 
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We conclude that 

Indy (z) = Indh (z) = Indh (w) 

= Inde (w) + Indy (w) = 1 + Indy (w). 

The first of these equalities follows from (2), since h = Y -+- f The second holds 
because z and w lie in D(a; r), a connected set which does not intersect h*. 
The third follows from (1), since h -+- g = C -+- y, and the fourth is a conse
quence of Theorem 10.11. This completes the proof. IIII 

We now turn to a brief discussion of another topological concept that is 
relevant to Cauchy's theorem. 

10.38 Homotopy Suppose Yo and YI are closed curves in a topological space X, 
both with parameter interval I = [0, 1]. We say that Yo and YI are X-homotopic if 
there is a continuous mapping H of the unit square 12 = I x I into X such that 

H(s, 0) = Yo(s), H(s, 1) = YI(S), H(O, t) = H(I, t) (1) 

for all s E I and tEl. Put Yt(s) = H(s, t). Then (1) defines a one-parameter family 
of closed curves Yt in X, which connects Yo and YI' Intuitively, this means that Yo 
can be continuously deformed to YI' within X. 

If Yo is X -homotopic to a constant mapping Y I (i.e., if yr consists of just one 
point), we say that Yo is null-homotopic in X. If X is connected and if every closed 
curve in X is null-homotopic, X is said to be simply connected. 

For example, every convex region a is simply connected. To see this, let Yo be 
a closed curve in a, fix z I E a, and define 

H(s, t) = (1 - t)yo(s) + tz I (0 ~ s ~ 1, 0 ~ t ~ 1). (2) 

Theorem 10.40 will show that condition (4) of Cauchy's theorem 10.35 holds 
whenever r 0 and r I are a-homotopic closed paths. As a special case of this, note 
that condition (1) of Theorem 10.35 holdsfor every closed path r in a ifa is simply 
connected. 

10.39 Lemma If Yo and YI are closed paths with parameter interval [0,1], ifrx 
is a complex number, and if 

I YI(S) - Yo(s) I < I rx - Yo(s) I (0 ~ s ~ 1) (1) 

PROOF Note first that (1) implies that rx ¢: y~ and rx ¢: yr. Hence one can 
define Y = (YI - rx)f(yo - rx). Then 

r:=~_ y~ 
Y YI - rx Yo - rx 

(2) 
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and 11 - Y I < 1, by (1). Hence y* c D(I; 1), which implies that Indy (0) = o. 
Integration of (2) over [0, 1] now gives the desired result. IIII 

10.40 Theorem [f r 0 and r 1 are n-homotopic closed paths in a region n, and if 
IX ¢ n, then 

Indrl (IX) = Indro (IX). 

PROOF By definition, there is a continuous H: [2 -4 n such that 

H(s, 0) = r o(s), H(s, 1) = r 1(s), H(O, t) = H(I, t). 

Since [2 is compact, so is H([2). Hence there exists E > 0 such that 

IIX - H(s, t) I > 2E if 

Since H is uniformly continuous, there is a positive integer n such that 

I H(s, t) - H(s', t') I < E if Is - s'l + I t - t'l ::5; lin. 

Define'polygonal closed paths Yo, ... , Y .. by 

Yk(S) = H(;, ~)<ns + 1 - i) + He ~ 1 ,~)(i - ns) 

if i-I ::5; ns ::5; i and i = 1, ... , n. By (4) and (5), 

I Yk(S) - H(s, kin) I < E (k = 0, ... , n; 0 ::5; s ::5; 1). 

In particular, taking k = 0 and k = n, 

Iyo(s) - ro(s) I < E, 

By (6) and (3), 

(k = 0, ... , n; 0 ::5; s ::5; 1). 

On the other hand, (4) and (5) also give 

(k = 1, ... , n; 0 ::5; s ::5; 1). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Now it follows from (7), (8), (9), and n + 2 applications of Lemma 10.39 
that IX has the same index with respect to each of the paths r 0' Yo, Yl' ... , Y .. , 
r 1. This proves the theorem. I I I I 

Note: If rt(s) = H(s, t) in the preceding proof, then each r t is a closed curve, 
but not necessarily a path, since H is not assumed to be differentiable. The paths 
Yk were introduced for this reason. Another (and perhaps more satisfactory) way 
to circumvent this difficulty is to extend the definition of index to closed curves. 
This is sketched in Exercise 28. 
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The Calculus of Residues 

10.41 Definition A function f is said to be meromorphic in an open set n if 
there is a set A c n such that 

(a) A has no limit point in n, 
(b) fe H(n - A), 
(c) fhas a pole at each point of A. 

Note that the possibility A = 0 is not excluded. Thus every f e H(n) is 
meromorphic in n. 

Note also that (a) implies that no compact subset of n contains infinitely 
many points of A, and that A is therefore at most countable. 

Iffand A are as above, if a e A, and if 

m 

Q(z) = L Ck(Z - a)-k (1) 
k=1 

is the principal part off at a, as defined in Theorem 10.21 (i.e., iff - Q has a 
removable singularity at a), then the number C1 is called the residue offat a: 

C1 = Res (f; a). 

If r is a cycle and a ¢ r*, (1) implies 

~ r Q(z) dz = C1 Indr (a) = Res (Q; a) Indr (a). 
2m Jr 

This very special case of the following theorem will be used in its proof. 

(2) 

(3) 

10.42 The Residue Theorem Suppose f is a meromorphic function in n. Let A 
be the set of points in n at whichfhas poles. Ifr is a cycle in n - A such that 

Indr (/X) = 0 for all (1) 

then 

-21 . r f(z) dz = L Res (f; a) Indr (a). 
1t1 Jr a E A 

(2) 

PROOF Let B = {a e A: Indr (a) =1= OJ. Let W be the complement of r*. Then 
Indr (z) is constant in each component V of W. If- V is unbounded, or if V 
intersects nc, (1) implies that Indr (z) = 0 for every z e V. Since A has no 
limit point in n, we conclude that B is a finite set. 

The sum in (2), though formally infinite, is therefore actually finite. 
Let a1' ... , an be the points of B, let Qlo ... , Qn be the principal parts off 

at alo ... , a., and put g = f - (Q1 + ... + Q.). (If B = 0, a possibility which 
is not excluded, then g = f.) Put no = n - (A - B). Since g has removable 
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singularities at a1, ••• , an' Theorem 10.35, applied to the function 9 and the 
open set 0 0 , shows that 

ig(Z) dz = o. (3) 

Hence 

1 i n 1 i n -2. f(z) dz = L -2. Qk(Z) dz = L Res (Qk; ak) Indr (ak), 
1t1 r i = 1 1t1 r k = 1 

and sincefand Qk have the same residue at ak' we obtain (2). IIII 

We conclude this chapter with two typical applications of the residue 
theorem. The first one concerns zeros of holomorphic functions, the second is the 
evaluation of a certain integral. 

10.43 Theorem Suppose y is a closed path in a region 0, such that Indy (ex) = 0 
for every ex not in O. Suppose also that Indy (ex) = 0 or 1 for every ex E 0 - y*, 
and let 01 be the set of all ex with Indy (ex) = 1. 

For any f E H(O) let N J be the number of zeros off in 01' counted accord
ing to their multiplicities. 

(a) Iff E H(O) andfhas no zeros on y* then 

1 i f'(z) 
N J = 21ti y f(z) dz = Indr (0) (1) 

where r = f 0 y. 
(b) If also 9 E H(O) and 

If(z) - g(z) I < If(z) I for all z E y* (2) 

Part (b) is usually called Rouche's theorem. It says that two holomorphic 
functions have the same number of zeros in 01 if they are close together on the 
boundary of 01' as specified by (2). 

PROOF Put qJ = f'1f, a meromorphic function in O. If a E 0 and f has a zero 
of order m = m(a) at a, then f(z) = (z - arh(z), where hand Ilh are holo
morphic in some neighborhood V of a. In V - {a}, 

qJ(z) = f'(z) = ~ + h'(z). 
f(z) z - a h(z) 

(3) 

Thus 

Res (qJ; a) = m(a). (4) 
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Let A = {a E 0 1 : f(a) = O}. If our assumptions about the index of yare 
combined with the residue theorem one obtains 

1 i f'(z) 
-2. f()dz= LRes(qJ;a)= Lm(a)=Nf · 

nl y Z a e A a e A 

This proves one half of (1). The other half is a matter of direct computation: 

1 i dz 1 i2" r'(s) Indr (0) = - - = - -- ds 
2ni r z 2ni 0 ns) 

1 i2" f'(y(s» , 1 i f'(z) = - --- y (s) ds = - -- dz. 
2ni 0 f(y(s» 2ni y f(z) 

The parameter interval of y was here taken to be [0, 2n]. 
Next, (2) shows that g has no zero on y*. Hence (1) holds with g in place 

off Put ro = goy. Then it follows from (1), (2), and Lemma 10.39 that 

N g = Indro (0) = Indr (0) = N f. 

10.44 Problem For real t,jind the limit, as A -400, of 

fA . 
smx ixtd --e x. 

-A X 

IIII 

(1) 

SoLUTION Since Z-1 . sin z . eitz is entire, its integral over [- A, A] equals 
that over the path r A obtained by going from - A to - 1 along the real axis, 
from - 1 to 1 along the lower half of the unit circle, and from 1 to A along 
the real axis. This follows from Cauchy's theorem. r A avoids the origin, and 
we may therefore use the identity 

2i sin z = eiz _ e- iz 

to see that (1) equals qJ A(t + 1) - qJ A(t - 1), where 

1 J i e~z 
- qJA(S) = -" . - dz. 
n 2m rA z 

(2) 

Complete r A to a closed path in two ways: First, by the semicircle from 
A to -Ai to -A; secondly, by the semicircle from A to Ai to -A. The 
function ei.zlz has a single pole, at z = 0, where its residue is 1. It follows that 

1 1 fO " - qJ A(S) = -2 exp (isAe'9) dO 
n n _" 

(3) 

and 

1 1 i" . - qJ A(S) = 1 - -2 exp (isAe'~ dO. 
n n 0 

(4) 
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Note that 

I exp (isAe i6) I = exp ( - As sin (J), (5) 

and that this is < 1 and tends to 0 as A-a) if s and sin (J have the same 
sign. The dominated convergence theorem shows therefore that the integral 
in (3) tends to 0 if s < 0, and the one in (4) tends to 0 if s > O. Thus 

lim ({J .. is) = {~ 
.4-+00 

if s > 0, 
if s < 0, 

and if we apply (6) to s = t + 1 and to s = t - 1, we get 

1· fA sin x itx d {n 1m --e X= 
A-+oo -A X 0 

if -1 < t < 1, 

ifltl>1. 

Since ({J A(O) = n12, the limit in (7) is nl2 when t = ± 1. 

(6) 

(7) 

IIII 

Note that (7) gives the Fourier transform of (sin x)/x. We leave it as an exer
cise to check the result against the inversion theorem. 

Exercises 

1 The following fact was tacitly used in this chapter: If A and B are disjoint subsets of the plane, if A 
is compact, and if B is closed, then there exists a b > 0 such that 1 IX - P 1 ~ b for all IX E A and P E B. 
Prove this, with an arbitrary metric space in place of the plane. 

2 Suppose thatJis an entire function, and that in every power series 

"" 
J(z) = L c.(z - a)· 

n=O 

at least one coefficient is O. Prove thatJis a polynomial. 
Hint: n! c. = p·)(a). 

3 Suppose J and g are entire functions, and 1 J(z) 1 S; 1 g(z) 1 for every z. What conclusion can you 
draw? 

4 SupposeJis an entire function, and 

1 J(z) 1 S; A + Biz Ik 

for all z, where A, B, and k are positive numbers. Prove thatJmust be a polynomial. 

S Suppose {f.} is a uniformly bounded sequence of holomo'rphic functions in Q such that {f.(z)} 
converges for every z E Q. Prove that the convergence is uniform on every compact subset ofQ. 

Hint: Apply the dominated convergence theorem to the Cauchy formula for f. - Jm' 
6 There is it region Q that exp (Q) = D(1; 1). Show that exp is one-to-one in Q, but that there are 
many such Q. Fix one, and define log z, for 1 z - 11 < 1, to be that W E Q for which eW = z. Prove that 
log' (z) = liz. Find the coefficients a. in 

1 "" 
- = L a.(z - 1)· 
Z n=O 
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and hence find the coefficients c. in the expansion 

00 
log z = L c.(z - 1f· 

n=O 

In what other discs can this be done? 

7 Iffe H(fA), the Cauchy formula for the derivatives off, 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) 

is valid under certain conditions on z and r. State these, and prove the formula. 

8 Suppose P and Q are polynomials, the degree of Q exceeds that of P by at least 2, and the rational 
function R = P/Q has no pole on the real axis. Prove that the integral of Rover (- 00, (0) is 2ni times 
the sum of the residues of R in the upper half plane. [Replace the integral over ( - A, A) by one over a 
suitable semicircle, and apply the residue theorem.] What is the analogous statement for the lower 
half plane? Use this method to compute 

9 Compute $"'00 eitx/(1 + x 2) dx for real t, by the method described in Exercise 8. Check your answer 
against the inversion theorem for Fourier transforms. 

10 Let y be the positively oriented unit circle, and compute 

1 i eZ 
- e- z 

- ---dz. 
2ni, Z4 

11 Suppose ex is a complex number, I ex I ~ 1, and compute 

r2• -,----__ d_9--:-----:
Jo 1 - 2ex cos 9 + ex2 

by integrating (z - ex) - l(Z - 1/ex) - lover the unit circle. 

12 Compute 

foo (Sin X)2 . -- e"x dx 
_00 x 

(for real t). 

13 Compute 

roo dx 

Jo 1 + x' 
(n = 2, 3, 4, ... ). 

[For even n, the method of Exercise 8 can be used. However, a different path can be chosen, which 
simplifies the computation and which also works for odd n: from 0 to R to R exp (2ni/n) to 0.] 

Answer: (n/n)/sin (n/n). 

14 Suppose fAl and fA2 are plane regions, f and g are nonconstant complex functions defined in fAl 
and fA2' respectively, and f(fA l ) C fA2. Put h = g 0 f If f and g are holomorphic, we know that h is 
holomorphic. Suppose we know that f and hare holomorphic. Can we conclude anything about g? 
What if we know that g and hare holomorphic? 

15 Suppose fA is a region, cp e H(fA), cp' has no zero in fA, f e H(CP(fA)), g = f 0 cp, Zo e fA, and Wo = 
cp(zo). Prove that iff has a zero of order m at wo, then g also has a zero of order m at Zo. How is this 
modified if cp' has a zero of order k at zo? 
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16 Suppose /l is a complex measure on a measure space X, n is an open set in the plane, qJ is a 
bounded function on n x X such that qJ(z, t) is a measurable function of t, for each zen, and qJ(z, t) 
is holomorphic in n, for each t £ X. Define 

f(z) = L qJ(z, t) d/l(t) 

for zen. Prove thatfe H(n). Hint: Show that to every compact Ken there corresponds a constant 
M < 00 such that 

I qJ(z, t) - qJ(zo, t) I < M 
z -Zo 

(z and Zo e K, t eX). 

17 Determine the regions in which the following functions are defined and holomorphic: 

r1 dt 
f(z) = Jo 1 + tz' fa> elZ 

g(z) = --2 dt, 
o 1 + t fl elZ 

h(z) = --2 dt. 
-1 1 + t 

Hint: Either use Exercise 16, or combine Morera's theorem with Fubini's. 

18 Supposefe H(n), jj(a; r) c n, y is the positively oriented circle with center at a and radius r, andf 
has no zero on y •. For p = 0, the integral 

....!..- r f'(z) zP dz 
2lti.Jy f(z) 

is equal to the number of zeros off in D(a; r). What is the value of this integral (in terms of the zeros 
off) for p = 1, 2, 3, '" ? What is the answer if zP is replaced by any qJ e H(n)? 

19 Suppose f e H(U), g e H(U), and neither f nor g has a zero in U. If 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) 

find another simple relation betweenfand g. 

20 Suppose n is a region, f. e H(n) for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , none of the functions I. has a zero in n, and 
U.} converges to f uniformly on compact subsets of n. Prove that either fhas no zero in n or f(z) = 0 
for all zen. 

If n' is a region that contains every I.(n), and iffis not constant, prove thatf(n) en'. 

21 Suppose f e H(n), n contains the closed unit disc, and I f(z) I < 1 if I z I = 1. How many fixed 
points mustfhave in the disc? That is, how many solutions does the equationf(z) = z have there? 

22 Supposefe H(n), n contains the closed unit disc, If(z) I> 2 if I zl = 1, andf(O) = 1. Mustfhave a 
zero in the unit disc? 
23 Suppose p.(z) = 1 + z/l! + ... + z"/n!, Q.(z) = p.(z) - 1, where n = 1,2,3, .... What can you say 
about the location of the zeros of p. and Q. for large n? Be as specific as you can. 
24 Prove the following general form of RouchC's theorem: Let n be the interior of a compact set K in 
the plane. Suppose f and g are continuous on K and holomorphic in n, and I f(z) - g(z) I < I f(z) I for 
all z e K - n. Thenf and g have the same number of zeros in n. 

25 Let A be the annulus {z: r1 < Izl < r2}' where r1 and r2 are given positive numbers. 
(a) Show that the Cauchy formula 

1 (1 i) ftC) f(z) = --: + - dC 
2m " "C - z 

is valid under the following conditions:f e H(A), 
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and 

(O:s; t :s; 2n). 

(b) Show by means of (a) that every f E H(A) can be decomposed into a sumf = fl + f2' wheref1 
is holomorphic outside D(O; rl) and f2 E H(D(O; r2»; the decomposition is unique if we require that 
f.(z)--+ 0 as 1 z 1--+ 00. 

(c) Use this decomposition to associate with eachf E H(A) its so-called" Laurent series" 

"" L c"z" 

which converges tofin A. Show that there is only one such series for each! Show that it converges to 
funiformly on compact subsets of A. 

(d) Iff E H(A) andfis bounded in A, show that the componentsf1 andf2 are also bounded. 
(e) How much of the foregoing can you extend to the case r1 = O(or r2 = oo,or both)? 
(f) How much of the foregoing can you extend to regions bounded by finitely many (more than 

two) circles? 

26 It is required to expand the function 

1 1 --+--
1-z2 3-z 

"" 
in a series of the form L en z". 

-"" 
How many such expansions are there? In which region is each of them valid? Find the coeffi-

cients en explicitly for each of these expansions. 

27 Suppose Q is a horizontal strip, determined by the inequalities a < y < b, say. SupposefE H(Q), 
andf(z) = f(z + 1) for all z E Q. Prove thatfhas a Fourier expansion in n, 

"" 
f(z) = L en e2dn., 

which converges uniformly in {z: a + £:s; y:s; b - £}, for every £ > O. Hint: The map z--+ e2ni• con
vertsfto a function in an annulus. 

Find the integral formulas by means of which the coefficients en can be computed from! 

28 Suppose r is a closed curve in the plane, with parameter interval [0, 2n]. Take ex ¢ P. Approx
imate r uniformly by trigonometric polynomials rn. Show that Indr• (ex) = Indr• (ex) if m and n are 
sufficiently large. Define this common value to be Indr (ex). Prove that the result does not depend on 
the choice of {rn}; prove that Lemma 10.39 is now true for closed curves, and use this to give a 
different proof of Theorem 10.40. 
29 Define 

1 i1 In de f(z) = - r dr -18-. 
n 0 -n re + z 

Show thatf(z) = z if 1 z 1 < 1 and thatf(z) = liz if 1 z 1 ~ 1. 
Thus f is not holomorphic in the unit disc, although the integrand is a holomorpbic function of 

z. Note the contrast between this, on the one hand, and Theorem 10.7 and Exercise 16 on the other. 
Suggestion: Compute the inner integral separately for r < 1 z 1 and for r > 1 z I. 

30 Let Q be the plane minus two points, and show that some closed paths r in Q satisfy assumption 
(1) of Theorem 10.35 without being null-homotopic in Q. 
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ELEVEN 
HARMONIC FUNCTIONS 

The Cauchy-Riemann Equations 

11.1 The Operators a and 8 Suppose J is a complex function defined in a plane 
open set n. RegardJas a transformation which maps n into R2, and assume that 
J has a differential at some point Zo E n, in the sense of Definition 7.22. For 
simplicity, suppose Zo = J(zo) = O. Our differentiability assumption is then equiv
alent to the existence of two complex numbers IX and P (the partial derivatives of J 
with respect to x and y at Zo = 0) such that 

J(z) = IXX + py + '1(z)z (z = x + iy), (1) 

where '1(z)-+ 0 as z-+ O. 
Since 2x = z + z and 2iy = z - Z, (1) can be rewritten in the form 

IX - iP IX + iP 
J(z) = -2- z + -2- z + '1(z)z. (2) 

This suggests the introduction of the differential operators 

(3) 

Now (2) becomes 

J(z) - z 
- = (aJ)(O) + (af)(O) . - + '1(z) 

z z 
(z #: 0). (4) 

For real z, z/z = 1; for pure imaginary z, z/z = - 1. Hence J(z)/z has a limit 
at 0 if and only if (8f)(0) = 0, and we obtain the following characterization of 
holomorphic functions: 

231 
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11.2 Theorem Suppose f is a complex function in a that has a differential at 
every point ofa. Thenf E H(a) if and only if the Cauchy-Riemann equation 

(af)(z) = 0 (1) 

holds for every z E a. In that case we have 

f'(z) = (af)(z) (z E a). (2) 

Iff = u + iv, u and v real, (1) splits into the pair of equations 

where the subscripts refer to partial differentiation with respect to the indicated 
variable. These are the Cauchy-Riemann equations which must be satisfied by the 
real and imaginary parts of a hoi om orphic function. 

11.3 The Laplacian Let f be a complex function in a plane open set a, such that 
fxx andfyy exist at every point ofa. The Laplacian offis then defined to be 

A/=fxx + fyy· (1) 

Iffis continuous in a and if 

A/= 0 (2) 

at every point of a, thenfis said to be harmonic in a. 
Since the Laplacian of a real function is real (if it exists), it is clear that a 

complex function is harmonic in a if and only if both its real part and its imaginary 
part are harmonic in a. 

Note that 

A/= 4aaf (3) 

provided that fxy = /'x, and that this happens for all f which have continuous 
second-order derivatives. 

Iff is holomorphic, then af = O,fhas continuous derivatives of all orders, and 
therefore (3) shows: 

11.4 Theorem H olomorphic functions are harmonic. 

We shall now tum our attention to an integral representation of harmonic 
functions which is closely related to the Cauchy formula for holomorphic func
tions. It will show, among· other things, that every real harmonic function is 
locally the real part of a holomorphic function, and it will yield information 
about the boundary behavior of certain classes of holomorphic functions in open 
discs. 
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The Poisson Integral 

11.5 The Poisson Kernel This is the function 

00 

Pr(t) = L rlnleint (0 :::; r < 1, t real). (1) 
-00 

We may regard Pr(t) as a function of two variables rand t or as a family of 
functions of t, indexed by r. 

If z = rei8 (0 :::; r < 1, 8 real), a simple calculation, made in Sec. 5.24, shows 
that 

[ eit + z] 1 - r2 
P (8 - t) = Re -. - = . 

r e't _ z 1 - 2r cos (8 - t) + r2 
(2) 

From (1) we see that 

1 f" -2 P.(t) dt = 1 
11: _" 

(0:::; r < 1). (3) 

From (2) it follows that Pr(t) > 0, Pr(t) = Pr( - t), that 

Pr(t) < Pr(i5) (0 < i5 < 1 t 1 :::; 11:), (4) 

and that 

lim Pr(i5) = 0 (0 < i5 :::; 11:). (5) 
r .... 1 

These properties are reminiscent of the trigonometric polynomials Qk(t) that 
were discussed in Sec. 4.24. 

The open unit disc D(O; 1) will from now on be denoted by U. The unit circle 
- the boundary of U in the complex plane - will be denoted by T. Whenever it js 
convenient to do so, we shall identify the spaces I.!'(T) and qT) with the corre
sponding spaces of 211:-periodic fuhctions on R 1, as in Sec. 4.23. 

One can also regard Pr(8 - t) as a function of z = rei8 and eit. Then (2) 
becomes 

it 1 -lzl 2 

P(z, e ) = 1 it 12 e - z 
(6) 

for z E U, eit E T. 

11.6 The Poisson Integral Iff E L1(T) and 

1 f" F(rei~ = 211: _"Pr(8 - t)f(t) dt, (1) 

then the function F so defined in U is called the Poisson integral off We shall 
sometimes abbreviate the relation (1) to 

F = prJ]. (2) 
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Iffis real, formula 11.5(2) shows that p[n is the real part of 

1 In eil + z -2 -il- f(t) dt, 
1t -n e - z 

(3) 

which is a holomorphic function of z = rei9 in U, by Theorem 10.7. Hence p[n 
is harmonic in U. Since linear combinations (with constant coefficients) of harmo
nic functions are harmonic, we see that the following is true: 

11.7 Theorem Iff E Ll(T) then the Poisson integral p[n is a harmonic func
tion in U. 

The following theorem shows that Poisson integrals of continuous functions 
behave particularly well near the boundary of U. 

11.8 Theorem Iff E C(T) and if Hfis defined on the closed unit disc 0 by 

i {f(ei~ 
(Hf)(re ~ = p[n(rei!l) 

if r = 1, 

ifO ~ r < 1, 
(1) 

then Hf E C(O). 

PROOF Since P,(t) > 0, formula 11.5(3) shows, for every 9 E C(T), that 

I P[g](rei~ I ~ IlgiiT (0 ~ r < 1), (2) 

so that 

IIHgilu = IIgllT (g E C(T». (3) 

(As in Sec. 5.22, we use the notation IIgllE to denote the supremum of I 9 I on 
the set E.) If 

N 

g(ei~ = L c. ei•9 (4) .= -N 

is any trigonometric polynomial, it follows from 11.5(1) that 

N 

(H g)(rei~ = L Cn rlnlei.9, (5) 
n= -N 

so that Hg E C(U). 
Finally, there are trigonometric polynomials gk such that Ilgk - fllT- 0 

as k- 00. (See Sec. 4.24.) By (3), it follows that 

IIH9k - Hfllu = IIH(gk - f)llu- 0 (6) 

as k- 00. This says that the functions Hgk E C(O) converge, uniformly on 0, 
to Hf Hence Hf E C(O). IIII 
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Note: This theorem provides the solution of a boundary value problem (the 
Dirichlet problem): A continuous functionfis given on T and it is required to find 
a harmonic function F in U "whose boundary values are f." The theorem exhibits 
a solution, by means of the Poisson integral of f, and it states the relation 
between f and F more precisely. The uniqueness theorem which corresponds to 
this existence theorem is contained in the following result. 

11.9 Theorem Suppose u is a continuous real function on the closed unit disc 0, 
and suppose u is harmonic in U. Then (in U) u is the Poisson integral of its 
restriction to T, and u is the real part of the holomorphic function 

1 I" eil + z . f(z) = - -. - u(e") dt 
2n -" e" - z 

(z E U). (1) 

PROOF Theorem 10.7 shows that f E H(U). If Ul = Re f, then (1) shows that 
Ul is the Poisson integral of the boundary values of u, and the theorem will 
be proved as soon as we show that u = u1• 

Put h = u - Ul. Then h is continuous on 0 (apply Theorem 11.8 to u1), h 
is harmonic in U, and h = 0 at all points of T. Assume (this will lead to a 
contradiction) that h(zo) > 0 for some Zo E U. Fix E so that 0 < E < h(zo), and 
define 

g(z) = h(z) + Ei Z 12 (z EO). (2) 

Then g(zo) ~ h(zo) > E. Since g E qO) and since g = E at all points of T, 
there exists a point z 1 E U at which g has a local maximum. This implies that 
gxx ~ 0 and gyy ~ 0 at Zl. But (2) shows that the Laplacian of g is 4E > 0, and 
we have a contradiction. 

Thus u - Ul ~ O. The same argument shows that U 1 - u ~ O. Hence u = 
u 1, and the proof is complete. / / / / 

11.10 So far we have considered only the unit disc U = D(O; 1). It is clear that 
the preceding work can be carried over to arbitrary circular discs, by a simple 
change of variables. Hence we shall merely summarize some of the results: 

If u is a continuous real function on the boundary of the disc D(a; R) and if u 
is defined in D(a; R) by the Poisson integral 

·9 1 I" R2 - r2 . 
u(a + re' ) = -2 2 2R (0 ) 2 u(a + Re'~ dt 

n -" R - r cos - t + r 
(1) 

then u is continuous on D(a; R) and harmonic in D(a; R). 
If u is harmonic (and real) in an open set n and if D(a; R) c n, then u 

satisfies (1) in D(a; R) and there is a hoi om orphic function f defined in D(a; R) 
whose real part is u. This f is uniquely defined, up to a pure imaginary additive 
constant. For if two functions, holomorphic in the same region, have the same 
real part, their difference must be constant (a corollary of the open mapping 
theorem, or the Cauchy-Riemann equations). 
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We may summarize this by saying that every real harmonic function is locally 
the real part of a holomorphic function. 

Consequently, every harmonic function has continuous partial derivatives of 
all orders. 

The Poisson integral also yields information about sequences of harmonic 
functions: 

11.11 Harnack's Theorem Let {u.} be a sequence of harmonic functions in a 
region n. 

(a) If u. -4 u uniformly on compact subsets ofn, then u is harmonic in n. 
(b) If U 1 ~ U2 ~ U3 ~ ... , then eit"her {u.} converges uniformly on compact 

subsets ofn, or u.(z)-4 00 for every ZEn. 

PROOF To prove (a), assume D(a; R) c n, and replace u by u. in the Poisson 
integral 11.10(1). Since u. -4 u uniformly on the boundary of D(a; R), we con
clude that u itself satisfies 11.10(1) in D(a; R). 

In the proof of (b), we may assume that U 1 :2= O. (If not, replace u. by 
u. - u1.) Put u = sup u., let A = {z E n: u(z) < oo}, and B = n - A. Choose 
D(a; R) en. The Poisson kernel satisfies the inequalities 

R - r R2 - r2 R + r 
--< <--
R + r - R2 - 2rR cos (0 - t) + r - R - r 

for 0 ~ r < R. Hence 

The same inequalities hold with u in place of u.. It follows that either 
u(z) = 00 for all Z E D(a; R) or u(z) < 00 for all Z E D(a; R). 

Thus both A and B are open; and since n is connected, we have either 
A = 0 (in which case there is nothing to prove) or A = n. In the latter case, 
the monotone convergence theorem shows that the Poisson formula holds 
for u in every disc in n. Hence u is harmonic in n. Whenever a sequence of 
continuous functions converges monotonically to a continuous limit, the con
vergence is uniform on compact sets ([26], Theorem 7.13). This completes the 
~~ W 
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The Mean Value Property 

11.12 Definition We say that a continuous function u in an open set n has 
the mean value property if to every ZEn there corresponds a sequence {r.} 
such that r. > 0, r._ 0 as n- 00, and 

1 I" u(z) = -2 u(z + r. ei~ dt 
1t -" 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (1) 

In other words, u(z) is to be equal to the mean value of u on the circles of 
radius r. and with center at z. 

Note that the Poisson formula shows that (1) holds for every harmonic 
function u, and for every r such that D(z; r) c n. Thus harmonic functions 
satisfy a much stronger mean value property than the one that we just 
defined. The following theorem may therefore come as a surprise: 

11.13 Theorem If a continuous function u has the mean value property in an 
open set n, then u is harmonic in n. 

PROOF It is enough to prove this for real u. Fix D(a; R) c n. The Poisson 
integral gives us a continuous function h on D(a; R) which is harmonic in 
D(a; R) and which coincides with u on the boundary of D(a; R). Put 
v = u - h, and let m = sup {v(z): z E D(a; R)}. Assume m > 0, and let E be 
the set of aI1 z E D(a; R) at which v(z) = m. Since v = 0 on the boundary of 
D(a; R), E is a compact subset of D(a; R). Hence there exists a Zo E E such 
that 

I Zo - a I ~ I z - a I 

for all z E E. For all small enough r, at least half the circle with center Zo and 
radius r lies outside E, so that the corresponding mean values of v are all less 
than m = v(zo). But v has the mean value property, and we have a contradic
tion. Thus m = 0, so v :::; O. The same reasoning applies to - v. Hence v = 0, 
or u = h in D(a; R), and since D(a; R) was an arbitrary closed disc in n, u is 
harmonic in n. IIII 

Theorem 11.13 leads to a reflection theorem for hoI om orphic functions. By 
the upper half plane rr+ we mean the set of all z = x + iy with y > 0; the lower 
half plane rr - consists of all z whose imaginary part is negative. 

11.14 Theorem (The Schwarz reflection principle) Suppose L is a segment of 
the real axis, n + is a region in rr + , and every tEL is the center of an open disc 
Dt such that rr+ ("'\ Dt lies in n+. Let n- be the reflection of n+: 

n- = {z: Z E n+}. (1) 
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Suppose J = u + iv is holomorphic in n+, and 

(2) 

Jor every sequence {z.} in n+ which converges to a point oj L. 
Then there is a Junction F, holomorphic in n+ u L u n-, such that 

F(z) = J(z) in n+; this F satisfies the relation 

F(z) = F(z) (z E n+ u L u n-). (3) 

The theorem asserts that J can be extended to a function which is holo
morphic in a region symmetric with respect to the real axis, and (3) states that F 
preserves this symmetry. Note that the continuity hypothesis (2) is merely 
imposed on the imaginary part off 

PROOF Put n = n+ u L u n-. We extend v to n by defining v(z) = 0 for 
z ELand v(z) = - v(z) for ZEn -. It is then immediate that v is continuous 
and that v has the mean value property in n, no that v is harmonic in n, by 
Theorem 11.13. 

Hence v is locally the imaginary part of a holomorphic function. This 
means that to each of the discs Dt there corresponds an J; E H(Dt) such that 
1m J; = v. Each J; is determined by v up to a real additive constant. If this 
constant is chosen so that J;(z) = J(z) for some z E Dt (') II +, the same will 
hold for all z E Dt (') II+, sinceJ - J; is constant in the region Dt (') II+. We 
assume that the functions J; are so adjusted. 

The power series expansion of J; in powers of z - t has only real coeffi
cients, since v = 0 on L, so that all derivatives of J; are real at t. It follows 
that 

J;(z) = J;(z) (z EDt). (4) 

Next, assume that D. (') Dt "# 0. ThenJ; = J = J. in Dt n D. (') II+; and 
since Dt n D. is connected, Theorem 10.18 shows that 

J;(z) = J.(z) 

Thus it is consistent to define 

1 
J(z) 

F(z) = J;(z) 
J(z) 

(z E Dt (') D.). 

for z E n+ 
for z E Dt 

for z E n-

(5) 

(6) 

and it remains to show that F is hoi om orphic in n-. If D(a; r) c: n-, then 
D(a; r) c: n+, so for every z E D(a; r) we have 

co 

J(z) = L c.(z - a)·. (7) 
.=0 
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Hence 

<Xl 

F(z) = L cn(z - at (z E D(a; r». (8) 
n=O 

This completes the proof. IIII 

Boundary Behavior of Poisson Integrals 

11.1S Our next objective is to find analogues of Theorem 11.8 for Poisson inte
grals of 1!'-functions and measures on T. 

Let us associate to any function u in U a family of functions u, on T, defined 
by 

(0 ~ r < 1). (1) 

Thus u, is essentially the restriction of u to the circle with radius r, center 0, but 
we shift the domain of u, to T. 

Using this terminology, Theorem 11.8 can be stated in the following form: 
If f E qT) and F = P[f], then F, -+ f uniformly on T, as r-+ 1. In other 

words, 

lim IIF, - fll<Xl = 0, (2) 
,-1 

which implies of course that 

lim F,(ei~ = f(ei~ (3) 
,-1 

at every point of T. 
As regards (2), we shall now see (Theorem 11.16) that the corresponding 

norm-convergence result is just as easy in 1!'. Instead of confining ourselves to 
investigating radial limits, as in (3), we shall then study nontangential limits of 
Poisson integrals of measures and 1!'-functions; the differentiation theory devel
oped in Chap. 7 will play an essential role in that study. 

11.16 Theorem If 1 ~ p ~ oo,f E 1!'(T), and u = P[f], then 

(0 ~ r < 1). (1) 

If1 ~ p < 00, then 

lim lIu, - flip = O. (2) 
,-1 

PROOF If we apply Jensen's inequality (or HOlder's) to 
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we obtain 

(4) 

If we integrate (4) with respect to e, over [-n, n] and use Fubini's theorem, 
we obtain (1). 

Note that formula 11.5(3) was used twice in this argument. 
To prove (2), choose € > 0, and choose g E qT) so that IIg - Illp < € 

(Theorem 3.14). Let v = PEg]. Then 

U, - 1= (u, - v,) + (v, - g) + (g - f). 

By (1), lIu, - v,lI p = lI(u - v),lI p ::;; III - gllp < €. Thus 

lIu, - Ilip ::;; 2€ + II v, - gllp 

(5) 

(6) 

for all r < 1. Also, II v, - gllp::;; II v, - gil co' and the latter converges to 0 as 
r-4 1, by Theorem 11.8. This proves (2). IIII 

11.17 Poisson Integrals of Measures If p. is a complex measure on T, and if we 
want to replace integrals over T by integrals over intervals of length 2n in R 1, 

these intervals have to be taken half open, because of the possible presence of 
point masses in p.. To avoid this (admittedly very minor) problem, we shall keep 
integration on the circle in what follows, and will write the Poisson integral 
u = P[dp.] of p. in the form 

u(z) = f/(Z, ei~ dp.(ei~ (z E U) (1) 

where P(z, ei~ = (1 - I z 12)1 I eit - z 12, as in formula 11.5(6). 
The reasoning that led to Theorem 11.7 applies without change to Poisson 

integrals of measures. Thus u, defined by (1), is harmonic in U. 
Setting 1Ip.1I = 1p.1(T), the analogue of the first half of Theorem 11.16 is 

1 fit lIu,lIl = -2 I u(rei8) I de::;; 1Ip.1I. 
n _" 

(2) 

To see this, replace p. by I p.1 in (1), apply Fubini's theorem, and refer to formula 
11.5(3). 

11.18 Approach Regions For 0 < IX < 1, we define nIX to be the union of the disc 
D(O; IX) and the line segments from z = 1 to points of D(O; IX). 

In other words, nIX is the smallest convex open set that contains D(O; IX) and 
has the point 1 in its boundary. Near z = 1, nIX is an angle, bisected by the radius 
of U that terminates at 1, of opening 2e, where IX = sin e. Curves that approach 1 
within nIX cannot be tangent to T. Therefore nIX is called a nontangential approach 
region, with vertex 1. 
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The regions nIX expand when IX increases. Their union is U, their intersection 
is the radius [0, 1). 

Rotated copies of n", with vertex at elf, will be denoted by eitn". 

11.19 Maximal Functions If 0 < IX < 1 and u is any complex function with 
domain U, its nontangential maximal function N" u is defined on T by 

(N"u)(eit) = sup {I u(z) I : Z E eitn,,}. (1) 

Similarly, the radial maximal function of u is 

(Mrad u)(ei~ = sup {I u(rei~ I: 0 :::;; r < I}. (2) 

If u is continuous and A. is ~ positive number, then the set where either of 
these maximal functions is :::;; A. is a closed subset of T. Consequently, N" u and 
Mradu are lower semicontinuous on T; in particular, they are measurable. 

Clearly, Mradu:::;; N"u, and the latter increases with IX. Ifu = P[dJ.L], Theorem 
11.20 will show that the size of N" u is, in turn, controlled by the maximal func
tion MJ.L that was defined in Sec. 7.2 (taking k = 1). However, it will simplify the 
notation if we replace ordinary Lebesgue measure m on T by u = m/2n. Then u is 
a rotation-invariant positive Borel measure on T, so normalized that u(T) = 1. 

Accordingly, MJ.L is now defined by 

(3) 

The supremum is taken over all open arcs leT whose centers are at ei9, includ
ing T itself (even though T is of course not an arc). 

Similarly, the derivative DJ.L of a measure J.L on T is now 

ill\ 1· J.L(I) 
(DJ.L)(e J = 1m u(I) , (4) 

as the open arcs leT shrink to their center ei9, and ei9 is a Lebesgue point of 
f E IJ(T) if 

lim U;I) i I f - f(ei~ I du = 0, (5) 

where {I} is as in (4). 
If dJ.L = f du + dJ.L. is the Lebesgue decomposition of a complex Borel 

measure J.L on T, where f E Ll(T) and J.L. 1. u, Theorems 7.4, 7.7, and 7.14 assert 
that 

(6) 

that almost every point of T is a Lebesgue point of J, and that DJ.L = J, DJ.L. = 0 
a.e. [u]. 
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We will now see, for any complex Borel measure p. on T, that the non
tangential and radial maximal functions of the harmonic function P[dp.] are con
trolled by Mp.. In fact, if anyone of them is finite at some point of T, so are the 
others; this can be seen by combining Theorem 11.20 with Exercise 19. 

11.20 Theorem Assume 0 < 0( < 1. Then there is a constant c .. > 0 with the 
following property: If p. is a positive finite Borel measure on T and u = P[dp.] 
is its Poisson integral, then the inequalities 

(1) 

hold at every point ei9 E T. 

PROOF We shall prove (1) for () = O. The general case follows then if the 
special case is applied to the rotated measure P.9(E) = p.(ei9E), 

Since u(z) = h P(z, ei~ dp.(ei~, the first inequality in (1) will follow if we 
can show that 

c .. P(z, eit) ~ P( I z I , eit) 

holds for all ZEn .. and all eit E T. By formula 11.5(6), (2) is the same as 

c .. I eit - r 12 ~ I eit - z 12 

where r = I z I. 

(2) 

(3) 

The definition of n .. shows that I z - r I /(1 - r) is bounded in n .. , say by 
Y ... Hence 

leit - rl ~ leit - zl + Iz - rl 
~ I eit - z I + y..(1 - r) ~ (1 + y..) I eit - z I 

so that (3) holds with c .. = (1 + y..)-2. This proves the first half of (1), 
For the second half, we have to prove that 

(0 ~ r ~ 1). (4) 

Fix r. Choose open arcs I j c T, centered at 1, so that 11 C 12 C ... c I n - 1, 
put In = T. For 1 ~j ~ n, let Xj be the characteristic function of Ij' and let hj 
be the largest positive number for which hj Xj ~ Pr on T. Define 

n 

K = L (h j - hj+ 1)Xj (5) 
j=1 

where hn + 1 = O. Since P r(t) is an even function of t that decreases as t 
increases from 0 to n, we see that hj - hj+ 1 ~ 0, that K = hj on I j - I j- 1 

(putting 10 = 0), and that K ~ Pro The definition of Mp. shows that 

(6) 
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Hence, setting (MJl)(l) = M, 

L K dJl = jt (h j - hj+ l)Jl(lj) S; Mjtl (hj - hj+ l)O'(lj) 

= M L K dO' S; M J/r dO' = M. (7) 

Finally, if we choose the arcs I j so that their endpoints form a sufficiently fine 
partition of T, we obtain step functions K that converge to Pr , uniformly on 
T. Hence (4) follows from (7). IIII 

11.21 Nontangential Limits A function F, defined in U, is said to have non
tangential limit A. at ei8 E T if, for each IX < 1, 

lim F(zj) = A. 
j-+ IX) 

for every sequence {Zj} that converges to ei8 and that lies in ei8nlZ . 

11.22 Theorem If Jl is a positive Borel measure on T and (DJl)(ei~ = 0 for some 
(J, then its Poisson integral u = P[dJl] has nontangentiallimit 0 at ei8. 

PROOF By definition, the assumption (DJlXei8) = 0 means that 

lim Jl(l)IO'(I) = 0 (1) 

as the open arcs leT shrink to their center ei8. Pick E > O. One of these 
arcs, say 10 , is then small enough to ensure that 

Jl(l) < EO'(I) (2) 

for every I c 10 that has ei8 as center. 
Let Jlo be the restriction of Jl to 10 , put Jll = Jl - Jlo, and let Ui be the 

Poisson integral of Jli (i = 0, 1). Suppose Zj converges to ei8 within some 
region ei8nlZ . Then Zj stays at a positive distance from T - 10 , The inte
grands in 

converge therefore to 0 as j -+ 00, uniformly on T - 10 , Hence 

lim Ul(Zj) = o. 
j-+ 00 

Next, use (2) together with Theorem 11.20 to see that 

clZ(NlZuo)(ei~ S; (MJlo)(ei8) S; E. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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lim sup UO(ZJ) :::; E/c". (6) 
j-+ 00 

Since U = Uo + U 1 and E was arbitrary, (4) and (6) give 

lim u(z J) = O. (7) 
j~oo 

IIII 

11.23 Theorem If f E Ll(T), then PU] has nontangential limit f(ei~ at every 
Lebesgue point ei8 off. 

PROOF Suppose ei8 is a Lebesgue point off. By subtracting a constant fromf 
we may assume, without loss of generality, thatf(ei8) = O. Then 

(1) 

as the open arcs I c: T shrink to their center ei8. Define a Borel measure J1. on 
Tby 

(2) 

Then (1) says that (DJ1.)(ei8) = 0; hence P[dJ1.] has nontangentiallimit 0 at ei8, 
by Theorem 11.22. The sam~ is true of P[f], because 

I P[f] I:::; P[ If I] = P[dJ1.]. 

The last two theorems can be combined as follows. 

(3) 

IIII 

11.24 Theorem If dJ1. = f d(1 + dJ1.. is the Lebesgue decomposition of a complex 
Borel measure J1. on T, where f E Ll(T), J1. • .1 (1, then P[dJ1.] has nontangential 
limit f(l!i~ at almost all points of T. 

PROOF Apply Theorem 11.22 to the positive and negative variations of the 
real and imaginary parts of J1.., and apply Theorem 11.23 wf. IIII 

Here is another consequence of Theorem 11.20. 

11.25 Theorem For 0 < ex < 1 and 1:::; p :::; 00, there are constants 
A(ex, p) < 00 with the following properties: 
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(a) If P. is a complex Borel measure on T, and u = P[dp.], then 

A(oc 1) 
u{N",u > A} ~ -;- 11p.11 (0 < A < (0). 

(b) If 1 < p ~ 00,/ E I!'(T), and u = prJ], then 

IIN",ull p ~ A(oc, p)lIfll p ' 

PROOF Combine Theorem 11.20 with Theorem 7.4 and the inequality (7) in 
the proof of Theorem 8.18. / / / / 

The nontangential maximal functions N", u are thus in weak [} if u = P[dp.], 
and they are in I!'(T) if u = P[J] for some f E I!'(T), p > 1. This latter result may 
be regarded as a strengthened form of the first part of Theorem 11.16. 

Representation Theorems 

11.26 How can one tell whether a harmonic function u in U is a Poisson integral 
or not? The preceding theorems (11.16 to 11.25) contain a number of necessary 
conditions. It turns out that the simplest of these, the I!'-boundedness of the 
family {ur : 0 ~ r < I} is also sufficient! Thus, in particular, the boundedness of 
lIurlll> as r--4 1, implies the existence of nontangentiallimits a.e. on T, since, as we 
will see in Theorem 11.30, u can then be represented as the Poisson integral of a 
measure. 

This measure will be obtained as a so-called" weak limit" of the functions ur • 

Weak convergence is an important topic in functional analysis. We will approach 
it through another important concept, called equicontinuity, which we will meet 
again later, in connection with the so-called "normal families" of holomorphic 
functions. 

11.27 Definition Let 11' be a collection of complex functions on a metric space X 
with metric p. 

We say that 11' is equicontinuous if to every E > 0 corresponds a b > 0 such 
that I f(x) - f(y) I < E for every f E 11' and for all pairs of points x, y with 
p(x, y) < b. (In particular, every f E 11' is then uniformly continuous.) 

We say that 11' is pointwise bounded if to every x E X corresponds an 
M(x) < 00 such that I f(x) I ~ M(x) for every f E 11'. 

11.28 Theorem (Arzela-Ascoli) Suppose that 11' is a pointwise bounded equi
continuous collection of complex functions on a metric space X, and that X contains 
a countable dense subset E. 

Every sequence {fn} in 11' has then a subsequence that converges uniformly on 
every compact subset of X. 
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PROOF Let Xl' X2 , X3' ... be an enumeration of the points of E. Let So be the 
set of all positive integers. Suppose k ~ 1 and an infinite set Sk -1 C So has 
been chosen. Since {!..(Xk): n E Sk-1} is a bounded sequence of complex 
numbers, it has a convergent subsequence. In other words, there is an infinite 
set Sk C Sk-1 so that limfn(xk) exists as n-+ 00 within Sk. 

Continuing in this way, we obtain infinite sets So:::> Sl :::> S2 :::> •.. with 
the property that lim !..(Xj) exists, for 1 ::; j ::; k, if n-+ 00 within Sk. 

Let rk be the kth term of Sk (with respect to the natural order of the 
positive integers) and put 

For each k there are then at most k - 1 terms of S that are not in Sk. 
Hence lim!..(x) exists,for every X E E, as n-+ 00 within S. 
(The construction of S from {Sk} is the so-called diagonal process.) 
Now let K c X be compact, pick E > O. By equicontinuity, there is a 

~ > 0 so that p(p, q) < ~ implies I!..(P) - fiq) I < E, for all n. Cover K with 
open balls Bh ... , BM of radius ~/2. Since E is dense in X there are points 
Pi E Bi 11 E for 1 ::; i ::; M. Since Pi E E, lim!..(Pi) exists, as n-+ 00 within S. 
Hence there is an integer N such that 

for i = 1, ... , M, if m > N, n > N, and m and n are in S. 
To finish, pick X E K. Then x E Bi for some i, and p(x, p;) <~. Our 

choice of ~ and N shows that 

<E+E+E=3E 

if m > N, n > N, m E S, n E S. 

11.29 Theorem Suppose that 

(a) X is a separable Banach space, 
(b) {An} is a sequence of linear functionals on X, 
(c) suPllAnl1 = M < 00. 

n 

Then there is a subsequence {AnJ such that the limit 

Ax = lim An/X 
i~tX> 

exists for every x E X. Moreover, A is linear, and IIAII ::; M. 

IIII 

(1) 

(In this situation, A is said to be the weak limit of {AnJ; see Exercise 18.) 
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PROOF To say that X is separable means, by definition, that X has a count
able dense subset. The inequalities 

show that {A,,} is pointwise bounded and equicontinuous. Since each point 
of X is a compact set, Theorem 11.28 implies that there is a subsequence 
{A"J such that {A",x} converges, for every x E X, as i-+ 00. To finish, define 
A by (1). It is then clear that A is linear and that IIAII ~ M. IIII 

Let us recall, for the application that follows, that C(T) and I!'(T) (p < 00) are 
separable Banach spaces, because the trigonometric polynomials are dense in 
them, and because it is enough to confine ourselves to trigonometric polynomials 
whose coefficients lie in some prescribed countable dense subset of the complex 
field. 

11.30 Theorem Suppose u is harmonic in U, 1 ~ p ~ 00, and 

sup Ilurll p = M < 00. (1) 
O<r< 1 

(a) If P = 1, it follows that there is a unique complex Borel measure J1. on T so 
that u = P[dJ1.]. 
(b) Ifp> 1, itfollows that there is a uniquefE I!'(T) so that u = f[/]. 
(c) Every positive harmonic function in U is the Poisson integral of a unique 
positive Borel measure on T. 

PROOF Assume first that p = 1. Define linear functionals Ar on C(T) by 

(0 ~ r < 1). (2) 

By (1), II Arll ~ M. By Theorems 11.29 and 6.19 there is a measure J1. on T, 
with 1IJ1.11 ~ M, and a sequence r j -+ 1, so that 

lim r gur} du = r 9 dJ1. 
j-+oo JT JT (3) 

for every 9 E C(T). 
Put hiz) = u(rjz). Then hj is harmonic in U, continuous on 0, and is 

therefore the Poisson integral of its restriction to T (Theorem 11.9). Fix 
z E U, and apply (3) with 

(4) 
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Since hiei~ = Urj(ei~, we obtain 

u(z) = lim u(rjz) = lim hiz) 
j j 

= lim r P(z, ei~hJ{eil) du(eil) 
j JT 

= f/(Z, eit) dJl(eil) = P[dJl](z). 

If 1 < p ~ 00, let q be the exponent conjugate to p. Then I!J(T) is separa
ble. Define Ar as in (2), but for all 9 E I!J(T). Again, IIArl1 ~ M. Refer to Theo
rems 6.16 and 11.29 to deduce, as above, that there is an IE I!'(T), with 
1I/IIp ~ M, so that (3) holds, with I du in place of dJl, for every 9 E I!J(T). The 
rest of the proof is as it was in the case p = 1. 

This establishes the existence assertions in (a) and (b). To prove unique
ness, it suffices to show that P[dJl] = 0 implies Jl = O. 

Pick IE C(T), put u = P[f], v = P[dJl]. By Fubini's theorem, and the 
symmetry P(rei8, ei~ = P(reil, ei8), 

(0 ~ r < 1). (5) 

When v = 0 then Vr = 0, and since Ur --4 I uniformly, as r --4 1, we conclude 
that 

II dJl = 0 (6) 

for every IE C(T) if P[dJl] = O. By Theorem 6.19, (6) implies that Jl = O. 
Finally, (c) is a corollary of (a), since u > 0 implies (1) with p = 1: 

I I Ur I du = I Ur du = u(O) (0 ~ r < 1) (7) 

by the mean value property of harmonic functions. The functionals Ar used 
in the proof of (a) are now positive, hence Jl ;;::: O. / / / / 

11.31 Since holomorphic functions are harmonic, all of the preceding results (of 
which Theorems 11.16, 11.24, 11.25, 11.30 are the most significant) apply to holo
morphic functions in U. This leads to the study of the HP-spaces, a topic that will 
be taken up in Chap. 17. 

At present we shall only give one application, to functions in the space H oo • 

This, by definition, is the space of all bounded holomorphic functions in U; the 
norm 

11/1100 = sup { I/(z) I: z E U} 

turns H OO into a Banach space. 
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As before, Loo(T) is the space of all (equivalence classes of) essentially 
bounded functions on T, normed by the essential supremum norm, relative to 
Lebesgue measure. For g E Loo(T), Ilglloo stands for the essential supremum of I g I. 

11.32 Theorem To every f E H OO corresponds a function f* E Loo(n, defined 
almost everywhere by 

f*(e i8) = limf(rei8). (1) 
r-+ 1 

The equality 11111 "" = Ilf* II 00 holds. 
If f*(e i8) = 0 for almost all ei8 on some arc leT, then f(z) = 0 for every 

z E U. 

(A considerably stronger uniqueness theorem will be obtained later, in 
Theorem 15.19. See also Theorem 17.18 and Sec. 17.19.) 

PROOF By Theorem 11.30, there is a unique g E Loo(n such that f = PEg]. By 
Theorem 11.23, (1) holds withf* = g. The inequality Ilflloo :::;; IIf*lloo follows 
from Theorem 11.16(1); the opposite inequality is obvious. 

I n particular, iff * = 0 a.e., then II f * II 00 = 0, hence II f II 00 = 0, hence f = O. 
Now choose a positive integer n so that the length of I is larger than 

2nln. Let ex = exp {2niln} and define 
n 

F(z) = n f(exkz) (z E U). (2) 
k=l 

Then F E H OO and F* = 0 a.e. on T, hence F(z) = 0 for all z E U. If Z(f), the 
zero set off in U, were at most countable, the same would be true of Z(F), 
since Z(F) is the union of n sets obtained from Z(f) by rotations. But 
Z(F) = U. Hencef = 0, by Theorem 10.18. IIII 

Exercises 

1 Suppose U and v are real harmonic functions in a plane region n. Under what conditions is uv 
harmonic? (Note that the answer depends strongly on the fact that the question is one about real 
functions.) Show that u2 cannot be harmonic in n, unless u is constant. For which / E H(n) is 1/12 
harmonic? 
2 Suppose / is a complex function in a region n, and both / and /2 are harmonic in n. Prove that 
either/orJis holomorphic in n. 
3 If u is a harmonic function in a region n, what can you say about the set of points at which the 
gradient of u is O? (This is the set on which Ux = uy = 0.) 

4 Prove that every partial derivative of every harmonic function is harmonic. 
Verify, by direct computation, that P,((} - t) is, for each fixed t, a harmonic function of rei'. 

Deduce (without referring to holomorphic functions) that the Poisson integral P[dJl] of every finite 
Borel measure Jl on T is harmonic in U, by showing that every partial derivative of P[dJl] is equal to 
the integral of the corresponding partial derivative of the kernel. 
5 Suppose / E H(n) and / has no zero in n. Prove that log 1/1 is harmonic in n, by computing its 
Laplacian. Is there an easier way? 
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6 SupposefE H(U), where U is the open unit disc,fis one-to-one in U, 0 =f(U), andf(z) = L c.z·. 
Prove that the area of 0 is 

Hint: The Jacobian offis 1 f' 12. 

7 (a) Iff E H(O),f(z) #' 0 for z E 0, and - 00 < IX < 00, prove that 

by proving the formula 

in which t/J is twice differentiable on (0, 00) and 

rp(t) = W'(t) + t/J'(t). 

(b) Assume f E H(O) and ClI is a complex function with domain f(O), which has continuous 
second-order partial derivatives. Prove that 

Show that this specializes to the result of (a) if ClI(w) = ClI( 1 wi). 

8 Suppose 0 is a region,!. E H(O) for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , u. is the real part off., {u.} converges uni
formly on compact subsets of 0, and U.(zj} converges for at least one z E O. Prove that then {f.} 
converges uniformly on compact subsets of O. 

9 Suppose u is a Lebesgue measurable function in a region 0, and u is locally in IJ. This means that 
the integral of 1 u lover any compact subset of 0 is finite. Prove that u is harmonic if it satisfies the 
following form of the mean value property: 

u(a) = n:2 II u(x, y) dx dy 

D(G;,.) 

whenever D(a; r) c: O. 

10 Suppose 1 = [a, b] is an interval on the real axis, rp is a continuous function on I, and 

Show that 

1 J.b rp(t) 
f(z) = --: - dt 

2m. t-z 

lim [f(x + i£) - f(x - i£)] 
.~O 

exists for every real x, and find it in terms of rp. 

(z ti I). 

(£> 0) 

How is the result affected if we assume merely that rp E IJ? What happens then at points x at 
which rp has right- and left-hand limits? 

II Suppose that 1 = [a, b], 0 is a region, 1 c: 0, f is continuous in n, and f E H(O - I). Prove that 
actually f E H(O). 

Replace 1 by some other sets for which the same conclusion can be drawn. 

12 (Harnack's Inequalities) Suppose 0 is a region, K is a compact subset of 0, Zo E O. Prove that 
there exist positive numbers IX and P (depending on zo, K, and 0) such that 

for every positive harmonic function u in 0 and for all z E K. 
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If {u.} is a sequence of positive harmonic functions in n and if u.(zo)--+ 0, describe the behavior 
of {u.} in the rest of n. Do the same if u.(zo)--+ 00. Show that the assumed positivity of {u.} is 
essential for these results. 

13 Suppose u is a positive harmonic function in U and u(O) = 1. How large can u{!} be? How small? 
Get the best possible bounds. 

14 For which pairs of lines L!, L2 do there exist real functions, harmonic in the whole plane, that are 
o at all points of LI U L2 without vanishing identically? 

15 Suppose u is a positive harmonic function in U, and u(rei8)--+ 0 as r--+ I, for every ei8 #' 1. Prove 
that there is a constant c such that 

16 Here is an example of a harmonic function in U which is not identically 0 but all of whose radial 
limits are 0: 

u(z) = 1m [C ~ :)] 
Prove that this u is not the Poisson integral of any measure on T and that it is not the difference of 
two positive harmonic functions in U. 

17 Let Cl> be the set of all positive harmonic functions u in U such that u(O) = 1. Show that Cl> is a 
convex set and find the extreme points of Cl>. (A point x in a convex set Cl> is called an extreme point of 
Cl> if x lies on no segment both of whose end points lie in Cl> and are different from x.) Hint: If C is the 
convex set whose members are the positive Borel measures on T, of total variation I, show that the 
extreme points of C are precisely those Jl e C whose supports consist of only one point of T. 

18 Let X* be the dual space of the Banach space X. A sequence {A.} in X* is said to converge weakly 
to A e X* if A.x--+ Ax as n--+ 00, for every x e X. Note that A.--+ A weakly whenever A.--+ A in the 
norm of X*. (See Exercise 8, Chap. 5.) The converse need not be true. For example, the functionals 
f --+ !(n) on li(T) tend to 0 weakly (by the Bessel inequality), but each of these functionals has norm 1. 

Prove that {IIA.II} must be bounded if {A.} converges weakly. 

19 (a) Show that bP ,.(b) > 1 if b = 1 - r. 
(b) If Jl ;;:: 0, u = P[dJlJ, and 16 c T is the arc with center 1 and length 2b, show that 

and that therefore 

(c) If, furthermore, Jl .L m, show that 

u(reI8)--+ 00 

Hint: Use Theorem 7.15. 

a.e. [Jl]' 

20 Suppose E c T, m(E) = O. Prove that there is anf e H"', withf(O) = I, that has 

lim f(re I8 ) = 0 

at every ei8 e E. 
Suggestion: Find a lower semicontinuous!{! e IJ(T),!{! > O,!{! = +00 at every point of E. There 

is a holomorphic g whose real part is P[!{!]. Letf = Ilg. 

21 Define fe H(U) and g e H(U) by f(z) = exp {(I + z)/(1 - z)}, g(z) = (1 - z) exp {-f(z)}. Prove 
that 

g*(e i8) = lim g(re I8 ) 

r-I 

exists at every ei8 e T, that g* e C(T), but that g is not in H"'. 
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Suggestion: Fix s, put 

t + is - 1 
z, = -t -+-I-'s-+-1 (0 < t < 00). 

For certain values of s, 1 g(z,) 1--+ 00 as t --+ 00. 

22 Suppose u is harmonic in U, and {u,: 0 S; r < 1} is a uniformly integrable subset of V(T). (See 
Exercise 10, Chap. 6.) Modify the proof of Theorem 11.30 to show that u = P[f] for some f e V(T). 

23 Put 9. = 2-· and define 

00 

u(z) = L n- 2 {p(z, eiS.) - P(z, e- IS.)}, 

,.=1 

for z e U. Show that u is the Poisson integral of a measure on T, that u(x) = 0 if -1 < x < 1, but 
that 

u(1 - £ + i£) 

is unbounded, as £ decreases to O. (Thus u has a radial limit, but no nontangentiallimit, at 1.) 
Hint: If £ = sin 9 is small and z = 1 - £ + i£, then 

P(z, is) - p(z, e- iS) > 1/£. 

24 Let D.(t) be the Dirichlet kernel, as in Sec. 5.11, define the Fejer kernel by 

1 
K =--(D +D +"'+D) 

N N+1 0 1 N, 

1 1 - cos Nt 
K N- 1(t) = -N' 1 S; LN(t) 

- cos t 

and that IT LN du S; 2. 
Use this to prove that the arithmetic means 

So + SI + ... + SN 
UN = N + 1 

of the partial sums s. of the Fourier series of a functionf e I1(T) converge to f(e iB) at every Lebesgue 
point off (Show that sup 1 UN 1 is dominated by Mf, then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 11.23.) 

25 If 1 S; p S; 00 andfe lJ'(R 1), prove that (f* hAXX) is a harmonic function of x + iA in the upper 
half plane. (hA is defined in Sec. 9.7; it is the Poisson kernel for the half plane.) 



CHAPTER 

TWELVE 

THE MAXIMUM MODULUS PRINCIPLE 

Introduction 

12.1 The maximum modulus theorem (10.24) asserts that the constants are the 
only homomorphic functions in a region n whose absolute values have a local 
maximum at any point of n. 

Here is a restatement: If K is the closure of a bounded region n, iff is contin
uous on K and holomorphic in n, then 

I f(z) I ~ lillian (1) 

for every zen. If equality holds at one point zen, then f is constant. 
[The right side of (1) is the supremum of I f I on the boundary an of n.] 
For if I f(z) I ~ II f II eo at some zen, then the maximum of I f I on K (which is 

attained at some point of K, since K is compact) is actually attained at some 
point ofn, sofis constant, by Theorem 10.24. . 

The equality II III <X> = II f* II <X> , which is part of Theorem 11.32, implies that 

If(z) I ~ IIf*lIoo (z E U, f E HOO(U)). (2) 

This says (roughly speaking) that I f(z) I is no larger than the supremum of the 
boundary values off, a statement similar to (1). But this time boundedness on U 
is enough; we do not need continuity on O. 

This chapter contains further generalizations of the maximum modulus 
theorem, as well as some rather striking applications of it, and it concludes with a 
theorem which shows that the maximum property "almost" characterizes the 
class of holomorphic functions. 

153 
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The Schwarz Lemma 

This is the name usually given to the following theorem. We use the notation 
established in Sec. 11.31. 

12.2 Theorem SupposefE H(~>' IIf1100 :::;; 1, andf(O) = O. Then 

If(z) I :::;; Izl 

11'(0) I :::;; 1; 

(z E U), (1) 

(2) 

if equality holds in (1) for one z E U - {O}, or if equality holds in (2), then 
f(z) = AZ, where A is a constant, I AI = 1. 

In geometric language, the hypothesis is that f is a holomorphic mapping of 
U into U which keeps the origin fixed; part of the conclusion is that either fis a 
rotation orfmoves each z E U - {O} closer to the origin than it was. 

PROOF Since f(O) = 0, f(z)/z has a removable singularity at z = O. Hence 
there exists g E H(U) such thatf(z) = zg(z). If z E U and I z I < r < 1, then 

I g(z) I:::;; max I f(reie-, I:::;;!. 
9 r r 

Letting r-+ 1, we see that I g(z) I :::;; 1 at every z E U. This gives (1). Since 
1'(0) = g(O), (2) follows. If I g(z) I = 1 for some z E U, then g is constant, by 
another application of the maximum modulus theorem. / / / / 

Many variants of the Schwarz lemma can be obtained with the aid of the 
following mappings of U onto U: 

12.3 Definition For any IX E U, define 

Z-IX 
qJJ.z) = --_ . 

1 - IXZ 

12.4 Theorem Fix IX E U. Then qJ" is a one-to-one mapping which carries T 
onto T, U onto U, and IX to O. The inverse of qJ" is qJ_". We have 

(1) 

PROOF qJ" is holomorphic in the whole plane, except for a pole at 1/a. which 
lies outside U. Straightforward substitution shows that 

(2) 
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Thus ({),. is one-to-one, and ({) _,. is its inverse. Since, for real t, 

I eit -ex I leit -exl 
1 - iieit = Ie-it _ iii = 1 (3) 

(z and z have the same absolute value), ({),. maps T into T; the same is true of 
({)_,.; hence ({),.(T) = T. It now follows from the maximum modulus theorem 
that ({),.(U) c U, and consideration of ({)_,. shows that actually ((),.(U) = u. IIII 

12.5 An Extremal Problem Suppose ex and P are complex numbers, I ex I < 1, and 
IPI < 1. How large can II'(ex) I be iffis subject to the conditionsfe H"", II!II"" ~ 1, 
andf(ex) = P? 

To solve this, put 

(1) 

Since ({)_,. and ({)fJ map U onto U, we see that g e H"" and IIgll"" ~ 1; also, 
g(O) = O. The passage from f to g has reduced our problem to the Schwarz 
lemma, which gives I g'(O) I ~ 1. By (1), the chain rule gives 

g'(O) = (()'p(P)I'(ex)({)'_,.(O). 

If we use Eqs. 12.4(1), we obtain the inequality 

, < 1 -IPI2 

If(ex)l- l-lexI 2 ' 

(2) 

(3) 

This solves our problem, since equality can occur in (3). This happens if and 
only if I g'(O) I = 1, in which case g is a rotation (Theorem 12.2), so that 

(z e U) (4) 

for some constant A with I AI = 1. 
A remarkable feature of the solution should be stressed. We imposed no 

smoothness conditions (such as continuity on 0, for instance) on the behavior of 
f near the boundary of U. Nevertheless, it turns out that the functions f which 
maximize I I'(ex) I under the stated restrictions are actually rational functions. 
Note also that these extremal functions map U onto U (not just into) and that 
they are one-to-one. This observation may serve as the motivation for the proof 
of the Riemann mapping theorem in Chap. 14. 

At present, we shall merely show how this extremal problem can be used to 
characterize the one-to-one holomorphic mappings of U onto U. 

12.6 Theorem Suppose f e H(U), f is one-to-one, f(U) = U, ex e U, and 
f(ex) = O. Then there is a constant A, I AI = 1, such that 

f(z) = A({),.(Z) (z e U). (1) 

In other words, we obtainfby composing the mapping ({),. with a rotation. 
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PROOF Let g be the inverse off, defined by g(f(z» = z, z E U. Since f is one
to-one, f' has no zero in U, so g E H(U), by Theorem 10.33. By the chain 
rule, 

g'(O)f'(IX) = 1. (2) 

The solution of 12.5, applied to f and to g, yields the inequalities 

1f'(IX) I ~ 1_111X12' (3) 

By (2), equality must hold in (3). As we observed in the preceding problem 
(with {J = 0), this forcesfto satisfy (1). IIII 

The Phragmen-Lindelijf Method 

12.7 For a bounded region n, we saw in Sec. 12.1 that iff is continuous on the 
closure of n and iff E H(n), the maximum modulus theorem implies 

IIflln = IIfllan· 
For unbounded regions, this is no longer true. 
To see an example, let 

n = {z = x + iy: - ~ < y < ~}; 

(1) 

(2) 

n is the open strip bounded by the parallel lines y = ± Tr/2; its boundary an is 
the union of these two lines. Put 

f(z) = exp (exp (z». (3) 

For real x, 

f( x ± ~i) = exp (±ie1 (4) 

since exp (TriI2) = i, so I f(z) I = 1 for z E an. Butf(z)-+ 00 very rapidly as x-+ 00 

along the positive real axis, which lies in n. 
"Very" is the key word in the preceding sentence. A method developed by 

Phragmen and Lindelof makes it possible to prove theorems of the following 
kind: If f E H(n) and if I f I < g, where g(z) -+ 00 "slowly" as z -+ 00 in n (just 
what "slowly" means depends on n), then f is actually bounded in n, and this 
usually implies further conclusions aboutf, by the maximum modulus theorem. 

Rather than describe the method by a theorem which would cover a large 
number of situations, we shall show how it works in two cases. In both, n will be 
a strip. In the first, f will be assumed to be bounded, and the theorem will 
improve the bound; in the second, a growth condition will be imposed onfwhich 
just excludes the function (3). In view of later applications, n will be a vertical 
strip in Theorem 12.8. 
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First, however, let us mention another example which also has this general 
flavor: Supposefis an entirefunction and 

I f(z) I < 1 + Izll/2 (5) 

for all z. Thenfis constant. 
This follows immediately from the Cauchy estimates 10.26, since they show 

thatf(n)(O) = 0 for n = 1,2,3, .... 

12.8 Theorem Suppose 

n = {x + iy: a < x < b}, 0= {x + iy: a :::; x :::; b}, (1) 

f is continuous on 0, f E H(n), and suppose that I f(z) I < B for all ZEn and 
some fixed B < 00. If 

M(x) = sup { I f(x + iy) I : - 00 < y < oo} 

then we actually have 

(a:::; x :::; b) 

(a < x < b). 

(2) 

(3) 

Note: The conclusion (3) implies that the inequality I f I < B can be replaced by 
I f I :::; max (M(a), M(b», so that I f I is no larger in n than the supremum of I f I 
on the boundary of n. 

If we apply the theorem to strips bounded by lines x = IX and x = p, where 
a:::; IX < p :::; b, the conclusion can be stated in the following way: 

Corollary Under the hypotheses of the theorem, log M is a convex function on 
(a, b). 

PROOF We assume first that M(a) = M(b) = 1. In this case we have to prove 
that I f(z) I :::; 1 for all ZEn. 

For each E > 0, we define an auxiliary function 

1 
h,(z) = -1-+-E-(z---a-) (z EO). (4) 

Since Re {I + E(z - a)} = 1 + E(X - a) ~ 1 in 0, we have I h,1 :::; 1 in 0, so 
that 

I f(z)h,(z) I :::; 1 (z E an). 
Also, 11 + E(Z - a)1 ~ Elyl, so that 

B 
I f(z)h,(z) I :::; EIYI (z = x + iy EO). 

(5) 

(6) 

Let R be the rectangle cut off from 0 by the lines y = ± B/E. By (5) and 
(6), I ./h,1 :::; 1 on aR, hence I ./h,1 :::; 1 on R, by the maximum modulus 
theorem. B.ut (6) shows that I ./h,1 :::; 1 on the rest of 0. Thus I f(z)h,(z) I :::; 1 
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for all Z E Q and all € > O. If we fix Z E Q and then let € - 0, we obtain the 
desired result I I(z) I :$; 1. 

We now turn to the general case. Put 

g(z) = M(a)(b-Z)/(b-a)M(b)(z-a)/(b-a), 

where, for M > 0 and w complex, M W is defined by 

M W = exp (w log M), 

and log M is real. Then g is entire, g has no zero, 1/g is bounded in n, 
I g(a + iy) I = M(a), I g(b + iy) I = M(b), 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

and hence Ilg satisfies our previous assumptions. Thus I fig I :$; 1 in Q, and 
this gives (3). (See Exercise 7.) IIII 

12.9 Theorem Suppose 

Q={X+iY:IYI<i}. (1) 

Suppose I is continuous on n, I E H(Q), there are constants IX < 1, A < 00, such 
that 

I/(z) I < exp {A exp (1XIx!)} (z = x + iy E Q), (2) 

and 

(-00 < x < 00). (3) 

Then I I(z) I :$; 1 lor all z E Q. 

Note that the conclusion does not follow if IX = 1, as is shown by the function 
exp (exp z). 

PROOF Choose {J > 0 so that IX < {J < 1. For € > 0, define 

h,(z) = exp { _€(ePZ + e- PZ)}. 

For ZEn, 

(4) 

Re [ePZ + e- PZ] = (ePX + e- PX) cos {Jy ~ b(ePx + e-P1 (5) 

where b = cos ({JnI2) > 0, since I {J I < 1. Hence 

I h,(z) I :$; exp { -€b(ePX + e- PX)} < 1 (z En). (6) 

It follows that I fh,1 :$; 1 on aQ and that 

I I(z)h,(z) I :$; exp {Ae,*1 - €b(ePX + e-P1} (z E. n). (7) 
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Fix E > O. Since E~ > 0 and {3 > IX, the exponent in (7) tends to - 00 as 
x-+ ± 00. Hence there exists an Xo so that the right side of (7) is less than 1 
for all x > Xo. Since 1 fh.1 ::;; 1 on the boundary of the rectangle whose ver
tices are ± Xo ± (ni/2), the maximum modulus theorem shows that actually 
1 fh.1 ::;; 1 on this rectangle. Thus 1 fh.1 ::;; 1 at every point of Q, for every 
E > O. As E-+ 0, h.(z) -+ 1 for every z, so we conclude that 1 f(z) 1 ::;; 1 for all 
z E Q. IIII 

Here is a slightly different application of the same method. It will be used in 
the proof of Theorem 14.18. 

12.10 Lindelof's Theorem Suppose r is a curve, with parameter interval [0, 1], 
such that 1 r(t) 1 < 1 if t < 1 and r(1) = 1. If g E H OO and 

lim g(r(t)) = L, (1) 
,"'1 

then g has radial limit L at 1. 
(It follows from Exercise 14, Chap. 14, that g actually has nontangential 

limit L at 1.) 

PROOF Assume 1 g 1 < 1, L = 0, without loss of generality. Let E > 0 be given. 
There exists to < 1 so that, setting ro = Re r(to), we have 

1 
1 g(r(t)) 1 < E and Re r(t) > ro > "2 

as soon as to < t < 1. 
Pick r, ro < r < 1. 
Define h in Q = D(O; 1) n D(2r; 1) by 

h(z) = g(z)g(z)g(2r - z)g(2r - z). 

Then h E H(Q) and 1 hi < 1. We claim that 

1 h(r) 1 < E. 

Since h(r) = 1 g(r) 1\ the theorem follows from (4). 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

To prove (4), let EI = r([tlo 1]), where tl is the largest t for which 
Re r(t) = r, let E2 be the reflection of EI in the real axis, and let E be the 
union of EI U E2 and its reflection in the line x = r. Then (2) and (3) imply 
that 

1 h(z) 1 < E if z E Q n E. (5) 

Pick c > 0, define 

hAz) = h(z)(1 - z)"(2r - 1 - z)" (6) 
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for ZEn, and put he(1) = hA2r - 1) = o. If K is the union of E and the 
bounded components of the complement of E, then K is compact, he is con
tinuous on K, holomorphic in the interior of K, and (5) implies that I he I < E 

on the boundary of K. Since the construction of E shows that r E K, the 
maximum modulus theorem implies that I hc<r) I < E. 

Letting c-+ 0, we obtain (4). IIII 

An Interpolation Theorem 

12.11 The convexity theorem 12.8 can sometimes be used to prove that certain 
linear transformations are bounded with respect to certain If-norms. Rather than 
discuss this in full generality, let us look at a particular situation of this kind. ' 

Let X be a measure space, with a positive measure p., and suppose t",.} 
(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) is an orthonormal set of functions in I3(p.); we recall what this 
means: 

ifm=n, 

if m:F n. 
(1) 

Let us also assume that {"'.} is a bounded sequence in LOO(p.): There exists an 
M < 00 such that 

I ",.(x) I ::; M (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ; X EX). (2) 

Then for any f E If(p.), where 1 ::; P ::; 2, the integrals 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) (3) 

exist and define a function I on the set of all positive integers. 
There are now two very easy theorems: For f E Ll(p.), (2) gives 

(4) 

and for f E I3(p.), the Bessel inequality gives 

(5) 

where the norms are defined as usual: 

(6) 

and 11/1100 = sup.l/(n)l. 
Since (1, 00) and (2, 2) are pairs of conjugate exponents, one may conjecture 

that II/lIq is finite whenever f E If(p.) and 1 < P < 2, q = pI(p - 1). This is indeed 
true and can be proved by "interpolation" between the preceding trivial cases 
P = 1 and P = 2. 
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12.12 The Hausdorff-Young Theorem Under the above assumptions, the 
inequality 

1I!lIq:S; M(Z-p)/Pllfil p 

holds if 1 :s; p :s; 2 and iff E J!'(p). 

PROOF We first prove a reduced form of the theorem. 

(1) 

Fix p, 1 < p < 2. Letfbe a simple complex function such that IIfllp = 1, 
and let blo ... , bN be complex numbers such that L I b"IP = 1. Our objective 
is the inequality 

IJl b,,!(n)I :s; M(Z-p)/p. (2) 

Put F = If IP, and put B" = I b" IP. Then there is a function qJ and there 
are complex numbers Pl' ... , PN such that 

f= F1/PqJ, I qJl = 1, IF dp. = 1, (3) 

and 

N 

b" = B!/PP", IP"I = 1, L B" = 1. (4) 
,,=1 

If we use these relations and the definition of!(n) given in Sec. 12.11, we 
obtain 

"tl b,,!(n) = Jl B!/PP" IF1/PqJtfr" dp.. (5) 

Now replace lip by z in (5), and define 

~z) = Jl B:P" IFZqJtfr" dp. (6) 

for any complex number z. Recall that A Z = exp (z log A) if A> 0; if A = 0, 
we agree that AZ = 0. Since F is simple, since F ~ 0, and since B" ~ 0, we see 
that <ll is a finite linear combination of such exponentials, so <ll is an entire 
function which is bounded on 

{z: a :s; Re (z) :s; b} 

for any finite a and b. We shall take a = ! and b = 1, shall estimate <ll on the 
edges of this strip, and shall then apply Theorem 12.8 to estimate ~l/p). 

For - 00 < y < 00, define 

(7) 
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The Bessel inequality gives 

f I c,,(y) 12:s; [IF l / 2 Fiylp 12 dJ-l = i I F I dJ-l = I, 
,,=1 Jx X 

(8) 

and then the Schwarz inequality shows that 

I <l>(t + iy) I = I Jl B!/2 B!iP" c" I :s; ttl B" . Jl I C" 12 f/2 :s; 1. (9) 

The estimate 

1<1>(1 + iy) I :S; M (-oo<y<oo) (10) 

follows trivially from (3), (4), and (6), since 11",,,1100 :S; M. 
We now conclude from (9), (10), and Theorem 12.8 that 

I <l>(x + iy) I :S; M 2x - l (t:s; x :S; I, - 00 < y < 00). (11) 

With x = lip and y = 0, this gives the desired inequality (2). 
The proof is now easily completed. Note first that 

{ 
N }llq I N I "~l I !(n) Iq = sup "~l b" !(n) , (12) 

the supremum being taken over all {b l , ••• , bN } with Lib" IP = I, since the I!1 
norm of any function on any measure space is equal to its norm as a linear 
functional on H. Hence (2) shows that 

{ 
N }llq 

"~ll!(n)lq :S; M(2- P)/Pllfll p (13) 

for every simple complexf e H(J-l). 
If now f e H(J-l), there are simple functions./j such that II./j - fII P -+ 0 as 

j-+ 00. Then!J.n)-+!(n) for every n, because "'" e I!1(J-l). Thus since (13) holds 
for each./j, it also holds forf Since N was arbitrary, we finally obtain (1). IIII 

A Converse of the Maximum Modulus Theorem 

We now come to the theorem which was alluded to in the introduction of the 
present chapter. 

The letter j will denote the identity function:j(z) = z. 
The function which assigns the number 1 to each z e 0 will be denoted by 1. 

12.13 Tbeorem Suppose M is a vector space of continuous complex functions 
on the closed unit disc 0, with the following properties: 

(a) 1 eM. 
(b) lffe M, then alsoife M. 
(c) lffe M, then Ilfllu = IlfIIT. 

Then every f e Mis holomorphic in U. 
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Note that (c) is a rather weak form of the maximum modulus principle; (c) 
asserts only that the overall maximum of I I I on U is attained at some point of 
the boundary T, but (c) does not a priori exclude the existence of local maxima of 
III in U. 

PROOF By (a) and (b), M contains all polynomials. In conjunction with (c), 
this shows that M satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.25. Thus every IE M 
is harmonic in U. We shall use (b) to show that every I E M actually satisfies 
the Cauchy-Riemann equation. 

Let a and 8 be the differential operators introduced in Sec. 11.1. The 
product rule for differentiation gives 

(a8XIg) = I· (a8g) + (af) . (8g) + (af) . (ag) + (aaf) . g. 

Fix IE M, and take 9 = j. Then jj E M. Hence I and jj are harmonic, so 
aal = 0 and (aa)(jj) = O. Also, aj = 0 and aj = 1. The above identity therefore 
reduces to al= O. Thus/E H(U). IIII 

This result will be used in the following proof. 

12.14 Rado's Theorem Assume IE C(U), n is the set 01 all Z E U at whichl(z) "# 0, 
andlis holomorphic in n. Thenlis holomorphic in U. 

In particular, the theorem asserts that U - n is at most countable, unless 
n=0· 

PROOF Assume n "# 0. We shall first prove that n is dense in U. If not, there 
exist ex E nand P E U - n such that 21 P - ex I < 1 - I PI. Choose n so that 
2"I/(ex)I > II/IIT. Define h(z) = (z - P)-"f(z), for ZEn. If z E U n an, then 
I(z) = 0, hence h(z) = O. If z E T n an, then 

This contradicts the maximum modulus theorem. 
Thus n is dense in U. 
Next, let M be the vector space of all 9 E C(U) that are holomorphic in 

n. Fix gEM. For n = 1, 2, 3, ... , Ig" = 0 on Un an. The maximum 
modulus theorem implies therefore, for every ex E n, that 

If we take nth roots and then let n-+ 00, we see that I g(ex) I :::; IlglIT, for every 
ex E n. Since n is dense in U, Ilgll u = IIgll T· 

It follows that M satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 12.13. Since/E M, 
lis holomorphic in U. IIII 
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Exercises 

1 Suppose .1. is a closed equilateral triangle in the plane, with vertices a, b, c. Find 
max (I z - a I I z - b I I z - c I) as z ranges over .1.. 

2 Supposefe H(II+), where 11+ is the upper half plane, and If I :s; 1. How large can 1f'(i)I be? Find 
the extremal functions. (Compare the discussion in Sec. 12.5.) 

3 Supposefe H(Q). Under what conditions can If I have a local minimum in Q? 

4 (a) Suppose Q is a region, D is a disc, jj c Q,fe H(Q),fis not constant, and If I is constant on the 
boundary of D. Prove thatfhas at least one zero in D. 

(b) Find all entire functionsfsuch that I f(z) I = 1 whenever Iz 1= 1. 

5 Suppose Q is a bounded region, {In} is a sequence of continuous functions on n which are holo
morphic in Q, and {In} converges uniformly on the boundary of Q. Prove that {In} converges uni
formly on n. 
6 Supposefe H(Q), r is a cycle in Q such that Indr (IX) = 0 for all IX ¢ Q, Ifml :s; 1 for every' e P, 
and Indr (z) # O. Prove that I f(z) I :s; 1. 
7 In the proof of Theorem 12.8 it was tacitly assumed that M(a) > 0 and M(b) > o. Show that the 
theorem is true if M(a) = 0, and that thenf(z) = 0 for all z e Q. 

8 If 0 < Rl < R2 < 00, let A(Rl> R2) denote the annulus 

{z: R. < Izl < R2 }. 

There is a vertical strip which the exponential function maps onto A(Rl> R 2). Use this to prove 
Hadamard's three-circle theorem: Iff e H(A(R 1, R 2)), if 

M(r) = max I f(re~ I 

and if Rl < a < r < b < R 2 , then 

log (b/r) log (r/a) 
log M(r) :s; log (b/a) log M(a) + log (b/a) log M(b). 

[In other words, log M(r) is a convex function of log r.] For which f does equality hold in this 
inequality? 

9 Let II be the open right half plane (z e II if and only if Re z > 0). Suppose f is continuous on the 
closure of II (Re z ~ 0),1 e H(II), and there are constants A < 00 and IX < 1 such that 

I f(z) I < A exp ( I z I") 

for all z e II. Furthermore, I f(iy) I :s; 1 for all real y. Prove that I f(z) I :s; 1 in II. 
Show that the conclusion is false for IX = 1. 
How does the result have to be modified if II is replaced by a region bounded by two rays 

through the origin, at an angle not equal to 7t? 

10 Let II be the open right half plane. Suppose that f e H(II), that I f(z) I < 1 for all z e II, and that 
there exists IX, -7t/2 < IX < 7t/2, such that 

log I f(re1") I 
-----"-'-'--'--'-'-+ - 00 as r-+ 00. 

r 

Prove that f = O. 
Hint: Put gn(z) = f(z)e"z, n = 1,2,3, .... Apply Exercise 9 to the two angular regions defined by 

-7t/2 < 6 < IX, IX < 6 < 7t/2. Conclude that each gn is bounded in II, and hence that I gn I < 1 in II, for 
all n. 

11 Suppose r is the boundary of an unbounded region Q,f e H(Q), f is continuous on Q u r, and 
there are constants B < 00 and M < 00 such that I f I :s; M on r and I f I :s; B in Q. Prove that we 
then actually have I f I :s; M in Q. 
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Suggestion: Show that it involves no loss of generality to assume that U n n = 0. Fix Zo e n, 
let n be a large integer, let V be a large disc with center at 0, and apply the maximum modulus 
theorem to the function/n(z)/z in the component of V n n which contains Zo. 

12 Let/be an entire function. If there is a continuous mapping y of [0, 1) into the complex plane such 
that y(t)-> 00 and/(y(t»-> IX as t-> 1, we say that IX is an asymptotic value off [In the complex plane, 
"y(t)-> 00 as t-> 1" means that to each R < 00 there corresponds a tR < 1 such that Iy(t)l > R if 
tR < t < 1.] Prove that every nonconstant entire function has 00 as an asymptotic value. 

Suggestion: Let En = {z: I/(z)l > n}. Each component of En is unbounded (proof?) and contains 
a component of En+ I' by Exercise 11. 

13 Show that exp has exactly two asymptotic values: 0 and 00. How about sin and cos? Note: sin z 
and cos z are defined, for all complex z, by 

ei% _ e- iz 

sinz=---
2i 

eiz + e- iz 

cos z = --'2:---

14 If I is entire and if IX is not in the range off, prove that IX is an asymptotic value of I unless I is 
constant. 

IS Suppose Ie H(U). Prove that there is a sequence {zn} in U such that 1 Zn 1-> 1 and {f(zn)} is 
bounded. 

16 Suppose n is a bounded region.! e H(n), and 

lim sup I/(zn)l ::;; M 

for every sequence {zn} in n which converges to a boundary point of n. Prove that I/(z) 1 ::;; M for all 
zen. 
17 Let ell be the set of alii e H(U) such that 0 < 1 I(z) 1 < 1 for z e U, and let ell. be the set of alII e ell 
that have/(O) = c. Define 

M(c) = sup {1f'(0)1 :/e ell.}, M = sup {1f'(O)I:/e ell}. 

Find M, and M(c) for 0 < c < 1. Find ani e ell withf'(O) = M, or prove that there is no suchf 
Suggestion: log I maps U into the left half plane. Compose log I with a properly chosen map that 

. takes this half plane to U. Apply the Schwarz lemma. 



CHAPTER 

THIRTEEN 

APPROXIMATIONS BY RATIONAL 
FUNCTIONS 

Preparation 

13.1 Tbe Riemann Spbere It is often convenient in the study of holomorphic 
functions to compactify the complex plane by the adjunction of a new point 
called 00. The resulting set S2 (the Riemann sphere, the union of R2 and {oo}) is 
topologized in the following manner. For any r > 0, let D'( 00; r) be the set of all 
complex numbers z such that I z I > r, put D( 00; r) = D'( 00; r) U {oo },. and 
declare a subset of S2 to be open if and only if it is the union of discs D(a; r), 
where the a's are arbitrary points of S2 and the r's are arbitrary positive numbers. 
On S2 - { oo}, this gives of course the ordinary topology of the plane. It is easy to 
see that S2 is homeomorphic to a sphere (hence the notation). In fact, a homeo
morphism cp of S2 onto the unit sphere in R3 can be explicitly exhibited: Put' 
cp( 00) = (0, 0, 1), and put 

(reilJ\ = (2r cos () 2r sin () r2 - 1) 
cp J r2 + 1 ' r2 + 1 'r2 + 1 (1) 

for all complex numbers rei/J. We leave it to the reader to construct the geometric 
picture that goes with (1). 

Iffis holomorphic in D'( 00; r), we say thatfhas an isolated singularity at 00. 

The nature of this singularity is the same as that which the function/, defined in 
D'(O; l/r) by /(z) = f(l/z), has at O. 

Thus if f is bounded in D'( 00; r), then limz .... co f(z) exists and is a complex 
number (as we see if we apply Theorem 10.20 to J), we define f( 00) to be this 
limit, and we thus obtain a function in D( 00; r) which we call holomorphic: note 
that this is defined in terms of the behavior of J near 0, and not in terms of 
differentiability off at 00. 
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If 1 has a pole of order m at 0, then f is said to have a pole of order m at 00; 

the'principal part offat 00 is then an ordinary polynomial of degree m (compare 
Theorem 10.21), and if we subtract this polynomial from f, we obtain a function 
with a removable singularity at 00. 

Finally, iflhas an essential singularity at 0, thenfis said to have an essential 
singularity at 00. For instance, every entire function which is not a polynomial 
has an essential singularity at 00. 

Later in this chapter we shall encounter the condition" S2 - n is connected," 
where n is an open set in the plane. Note that this is not equivalent to the 
condition" the complement of n relative to the plane is connected." For example, 
if n consists of all complex z = x + iy with 0 < y < 1, the complement of n rela
tive to the plane has two components, but S2 - n is connected. 

13.2 Rational Functions A rational function f is, by definition, a quotient of two 
polynomials P and Q:f = P/Q. It follows from Theorem 10.25 that every noncon
stant polynomial is a product of factors of degree 1. We may assume that P and 
Q have no such factors in common. Thenfhas a pole at each zero of Q (the pole 
of f has the same order as the zero of Q). If we subtract the corresponding prin
cipal parts, we obtain a rational function whose only singularity is at 00 and 
which is therefore a polynomial. 

Every rational functionf = P/Q has thus a representation of the form 

k 

f(z) = Ao(z) + L Ai(z - aF 1) (1) 
j= 1 

where Ao , AI, ... , Ak are polynomials, AI, ... , Ak have no constant term, and ai' 
... , ak are the distinct zeros of Q; (1) is called the partial fractions decomposition 
off. 

We turn to some topological considerations. We know that every open set in 
the plane is a countable union of compact sets (closed discs, for instance). 
However, it will be convenient to have some additional properties satisfied by 
these compact sets: 

13.3 Theorem Every open set n in the plane is the union of a sequence {Kn}, 
n = 1, 2, 3, ... , of compact sets such that 

(a) Kn lies in the interior of Kn+ 1 ,for n = 1,2,3, .... 
(b) Every compact subset ofn lies in some Kn. 
(c) Every component of S2 - Kn contains a component of S2 - n,Jor n = 1, 2, 

3, .... 

Property (c) is, roughly speaking, that Kn has no holes except those which are 
forced upon it by the holes in n. Note that n is not assumed to be connected. 
The interior of a set E is, by definition, the largest open subset of E. 
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PROOF For n = 1, 2, 3, ... , put 

v" = D(oo; n) u U D(a;!) 
a ~"l n 

(1) 

and put Kn = S2 - v". [Of course, a =F 00 in (1).] Then Kn is a closed and 
bounded (hence compact) subset of n, and n = U Kn' If Z E Kn and 
r = n- 1 - (n + 1)-1, one verifies easily that D(z; r) c: Kn+ 1 • This gives (a). 
Hence n is the union of the interiors w,. of Kn. If K is a compact subset of n, 
then K c: W1 U ... U WN for some N, hence K c: K N • 

Finally, each of the discs in (1) intersects S2 - n; each disc is connected; 
hence each component of .v" intersects S2 - n; since v" ::::> S2 - n, no com
ponent of S2 - n can intersect two components of v". This giyes (c). IIII 

13.4 Sets of Oriented Intervals Let <I> be a finite collection of oriented intervals in 
the plane. For each point p, let ml(P)[mn)] be the number of members of <I> that 
have initial point [end point] p. If ml(p) = mE(p) for every p, we shall say that <I> is 
balanced. 

If <I> is balanced (and nonempty), the following construction can be carried 
out. 

Pick Y1 = [ao, a1] E <1>. Assume k ~ 1, and assume that distinct members Y1' 
... , Yk of <I> have been chosen in such a way that Yi = [ai-1, a;] for 1 ~ i ~ k. If 
ak = ao, stop. If ak =F ao, and if precisely r of the intervals Y1' ... , Yk have ak as 
end point, then only r - 1 of them have ak as initial point; since <I> is balanced, <I> 
contains at least one other interval, say Yk+ 1, whose initial point is ak' Since <I> is 
finite, we must return to ao eventually, say at the nth step. 

Then Y1' ... , Ynjoin (in this order) to form a closed path. 
The remaining members of <I> still form a balanced collection to which the 

above construction can be applied. It follows that the members of <I> can be so 
numbered that they form finitely many closed paths. The sum of these paths is a 
cycle. The following conclusion is thus reached. 

If<l> = {Y1' ... , YN} is a balanced collection of oriented intervals, and if 

r = Y1 -+- ... + YN 

then r is a cycle. 

13.5 Theorem If K is a compact subset of a plane open set n ( =F 0), then there 
is a cycle r in n - K such that the Cauchy formula 

f(z) = ~ r f(C) dC 
2m Jr C - z 

holds for every f E H(n) and for every z E K. 

(1) 

PROOF Since K is compact and n is open, there exists an " > 0 such that the 
distance from any point of K to any point outside n is at least 2". Construct 
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a grid of horizontal and vertical lines in the plane, such that the distance 
between any two adjacent horizontal lines is '1, and likewise for the vertical 
lines. Let Q1> ... , Qm be those squares (closed 2-cells) of edge '1 which are 
formed by this grid and which intersect K. Then Qr c Q for r = 1, ... , m. 

If ar is the center of Qr and ar + b is one of its vertices, let Yrk be the 
oriented interval 

(2) 

and define 

oQr = Yrl -+ Yr2 -+ Yr3 -+ Yr4 (r = 1, ... , m). (3) 

It is then easy to check (for example, as a special case of Theorem 10.37, or 
by means of Theorems 10.11 and 10.40) that 

IndaQ• (IX) = {~ if IX is in the interior of Qr' 

if IX is not in Qr. 
(4) 

Let 1: be the collection of all Yrk (1 ~ r ~ m, 1 ~ k ~ 4). It is clear that 1: 
is balanced. Remove those members of 1: whose opposites (see Sec. 10.8) also 
belong to 1:. Let «I> be the collection of the remaining members of 1:. Then «I> 
is balanced. Let r be the cycle constructed from «1>, as in Sec. 13.4. 

If an edge E of some Qr intersects K, then the two squares in whose 
boundaries E lies intersect K. Hence 1: contains two oriented intervals which 
are each other's opposites and whose range is E. These intervals do not occur 
in «1>. Thus r is a cycle in Q - K. 

The construction of «I> from 1: shows also that 

m 

Indr (IX) = L IndaQ• (IX) 
r= 1 

if IX is not in the boundary of any Qr. Hence (4) implies 

if IX is in the interior of some Qr' 

if IX lies in no Qr. 

(5) 

(6) 

If Z E K, then z ¢ r*, and z is a limit point of the interior of some Qr. 
Since the left side of (6) is constant in each component of the complement of 
r*, (6) gives 

Indr (z) = {~ if z E K, 

ifz¢Q. 

Now (1) follows from Cauchy's theorem 10.35. 

(7) 

IIII 
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Runge's Theorem 

The main objective of this section is Theorem 13.9. We begin with a slightly 
different version in which the emphasis is on uniform approximation on one 
com pact set. 

13.6 Theorem Suppose K is a compact set in the plane and {IX)} is a set which 
contains one point in each component of S2 - K. Ifn is open, 0. ~ K,f E H(n), 
and € > 0, there exists a rational function R, all of whose poles lie in the pre
scribed set {IX)}, such that 

If(z) - R(z) I < € (1) 

for every z E K. 

Note that S2 - K has at most countably many components. Note also that 
the preassigned point in the unbounded component of S2 - K may very well be 
00; in fact, this happens to be the most interesting choice. 

PROOF We consider the Banach space C(K) whose members are the contin
uous complex functions on K, with the supremum norm. Let M be the sub
space of C(K) which consists of the restrictions to K of those rational 
functions which have all their poles in {IX)}. The theorem asserts thatfis in 
the closure of M. By Theorem 5.19 (a consequence of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem), this is equivalent to saying that every bounded linear functional on 
C(K) which vanishes on M also vanishes at f, and hence the Riesz represent
ation theorem (Theorem 6.19) shows that we must prove the following asser
tion: 

If Jl is a complex Borel measure on K such that 

1 R dJl = 0 (2) 

for every rational function R with poles only in the set {IX)}, and iff E H(n), 
then we also have 

(3) 

So let us assume that Jl satisfies (2). Define 

(z E S2 - K). (4) 

By Theorem 10.7 (with X = K, cp«() = (), h E H(S2 - K). 
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Let lj be the component of S2 - K which contains rx), and suppose 
D(rxj; r) c lj. If rxj :F 00 and if z is fixed in D(rxj; r), then 

1 I. ~ (z - rxl 
--= 1m i.J 
C - Z N"'oo n=O (C - rxjt+ 1 

(S) 

uniformly for C E K. Each of the functions on the right of (S) is one to which 
(2) applies. Hence h(z) = 0 for all z E D(rx); r). This implies that h(z) = 0 for all 
z E lj, by the uniqueness theorem 10.18. 

If rx) = 00, (S) is replaced by 

1 N 
-- = - lim L z-n-Icn 

C - Z N ... oo n=O 
(C E K, I z I > r), (6) 

which implies again that h(z) = 0 in D( 00; r), hence in lj. We have thus 
proved from (2) that 

h(z) = 0 (z E S2 - K). (7) 

Now choose a cycle r in n - K, as in Theorem 13.S, and integrate this 
Cauchy integral representation of I with respect to J.I.. An application of 
Fubini's theorem (legitimate, since we are dealing with Borel measures and 
continuous functions on compact spaces), combined with (7), gives 

IldJ.l. = Idp.(O[2~i L ~~)C dwJ 

= ~ r I(w) dw i dp.(O 
2m Jr K W - C 

= - ~ r I(w)h(w) dw = O. 
2m Jr 

The last equality depends on the fact that r* c n - K, where h(w) = O. 
Thus (3) holds, and the proof is complete. IIII 

The following special case is of particular interest. 

13.7 Theorem Suppose K is a compact set in the plane, S2 - K is connected, 
and IE H(n), where n is some open set containing K. Then there is a sequence 
{Pn} olpolynomials such that Pn(z)-+ I(z) uniformly on K. 

PROOF Since S2 - K has now only one component, we need only one point 
rxj to apply Theorem 13.6, and we may take rx) = 00. IIII 

13.8 Remark The preceding result is false for every compact K in the 
plane such that S2 - K is not connected. For in that case S2 - K has a 
bounded component V. Choose rx E V, put I(z) = (z - rx)-I, and put 
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m = max {I z - IX I: Z E K}. Suppose P is a polynomial, such that 
I p(z) - f(z) I < 11m for all z E K. Then 

I (z - IX)P(Z) - 11 < 1 (z E K). (1) 

In particular, (1) holds if z is in the boundary of V; since the closure of V is 
compact, the maximum modulus theorem shows that (1) holds for every 
z E V; taking z = IX, we obtain 1 < 1. Hence the uniform approximation is 
not possible. 

The same argument shows that none of the IXi can be dispensed with in 
Theorem 13.6. 

We now apply the preceding approximation theorems to approximation 
in open sets. Let us emphasize that K was not assumed to be connected in 
Theorems 13.6 and 13.7 and that n will not be assumed to be connected 
in the theorem which follows. 

13.9 Theorem Let n be an open set in the plane, let A be a set which has one 
point in each component of S2 - n, and assume f E H(n). Then there is a 
sequence {Rn} of rational functions, with poles only in A, such that Rn - f uni
formly on compact subsets ofn. 

In the special case in which S2 - n is connected, we may take A = {oo} 
and thus obtain polynomials Pn such that Pn - f uniformly on compact subsets 
ofn. 

Observe that S2 - n may have uncountably many components; for instance, 
we may have S2 - n = {oo} u C, where C is a Cantor set. 

PROOF Choose a sequence of compact sets Kn in n, with the properties speci
fied in Theorem 13.3. Fix n, for the moment. Since each component of 
S2 - Kn contains a component of S2 - n, each component of S2 - Kn con
tains a point of A, so Theorem 13.6 gives us a rational function Rn with poles 
in A such that 

1 
I Rn(z) - f(z) I < -

n 
(z E KJ. (1) 

If now K is any compact set in n, there exists an N such that K c Kn for 
all n ~ N. It follows from (1) that 

1 I Rn(z) - f(z) I < -
n 

which completes the proof. 

(z E K, n ~ N), (2) 

IIII 
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The Mittag-Leffler Theorem 

Runge's theorem will now be used to prove that meromorphic functions can be 
constructed with arbitrarily preassigned poles. 

13.10 Theorem Suppose n is an open set in the plane, A c n, A has no limit 
point in n, and to each ex E A there are associated a positive integer m(ex) and a 
rational Junction 

m("1 
P,,(Z) = L cj,,,(z-ex)-j. 

j= 1 

Then there exists a meromiJrphic Junction J in n, whose principal part at each 
ex E A is P" and which has no other poles in n. 

PROOF We choose a sequence {Kn} of compact sets in n, as in Theorem 13.3: 
For n = 1, 2, 3, ... , Kn lies in the interior of Kn+ h every compact subset of n 
lies in some K n , and every component of S2 - Kn contains a component of 
S2 - n. Put Al = A () K 1, and An = A () (Kn - Kno1) for n = 2, 3, 4, .... 
Since An C Kn and A has no limit point in n (hence none in K n), each An is a 
finite set. Put 

Qn(Z) = L P..(z) (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (1) 
lIeAn 

Since each An is finite, each Qn is a rational function. The poles of Qn lie in 
Kn - K n- 1 , for n:2= 2. In particular, Qn is holomorphic in an open set con
taining Kn _ l' It now follows from Theorem 13.6 that there exist rational 
functions Rn , all of whose poles are in S2 - n, such that 

I Rn(z) - Qn(z) I < 2- n (2) 

We claim that 

co 

J(z) = Ql(Z) + L (Qn(z) - Rn(z)) (Z E n) (3) 
n=2 

has the desired properties. 
Fix N. On K N , we have 

N co 

J = Ql + L (Qn - Rn) + L (Qn - Rn)· (4) 
n=2 N+l 

By (2), each term in the last sum in (4) is less than 2- n on K N ; hence this last 
series converges uniformly on K N , to a function which is holomorphic in the 
interior of K N • Since the poles of each Rn are outside n, 
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is hoI om orphic in the interior of K N • Thus f has precisely the prescribed 
principal parts in the interior of K N , and hence in 0, since N was arbitrary. 

IIII 

Simply Connected Regions 

We shall now summarize some properties of simply connected regions (see 
Sec. 10.38) which illustrate the important role that they play in the theory of 
holomorphic functions. Of these properties, (a) and (b) are what one might call 
internal topological properties of 0; (c) and (d) refer to the way in which 0 is 
embedded in S2; properties (e) to (h) are analytic in character; U) is an algebraic 
statement about the ring H(O). The Riemann mapping theorem 14.8 is another 
very important property of simply connected regions. In fact, we shall use it to 
prove the implication U)-+ (a). 

13.11 Theorem For a plane region 0, each of the following nine conditions 
implies all the others. 

(a) 0 is homeomorphic to the open unit disc U. 
(b) 0 is simply connected. 
(c) Indy (IX) = Of or every closed path y in 0 andfor every IX E S2 - O. 
(d) S2 - 0 is connected. 
(e) Every f E H(O) can be approximated by polynomials, uniformly on compact 

subsets ofO. 
(f) For every f E H(O) and every closed path y in 0, 

if(Z) dz = O. 

(g) To every f E H(O) corresponds an F E H(O) such that F' = f. 
(h) Iff E H(O) and Ilf E H(O), there exists agE H(O) such that f = exp (g). 
U) Iff E H(O) and Ilf E H(O), there exists a ({J E H(O) such thatf = ({J2. 

The assertion of (h) is that f has a "holomorphic logarithm" 9 in 0; U) 
asserts that f has a "holomorphic square root" ({J in 0; and (f) says that the 
Cauchy theorem holds for every closed path in a simply connected region. 

In Chapter 16 we shall see that the monodromy theorem describes yet 
another characteristic property of simply connected regions. 

PROOF (a) implies (b). To say that 0 is homeomorphic to U means that there 
is a continuous one-to-one mapping r/! of 0 onto U whose inverse r/! -1 is also 
continuous. If y is a closed curve in 0, with parameter interval [0, 1], put 

H(s, t) = r/! -1(tr/!(y(s»). 

Then H: 12-+ 0 is continuous; H(s, 0) = r/!-1(0), a constant; H(s, 1) = y(s); 
and H(O, t) = H(I, t) because y(O) = y(I). Thus 0 is simply connected. 
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(b) implies (c). If (b) holds and y is a closed path in n, then y is (by 
definition of" simply connected ") n-homotopic to a constant path. Hence (c) 
holds, by Theorem 10.40. 

(c) implies (d). Assume (d) is false. Then S2 - n is a closed subset of S2 
which is not connected. As noted in Sec. 10.1, it follows that S2 - n is the 
union of two nonempty disjoint closed sets Hand K. Let H be the one that 
contains 00. Let W be the complement of H, relative to the plane. Then 
W = n u K. Since K is compact, Theorem 13.5 (withf = 1) shows that there 
is a cycle r in W - K = n such that Indr (z) = 1 for z E K. Since K '# 0, (c) 
fails. 

(d) implies (e). This is part of Theorem 13.9. 
(e) implies (f). Choose f E H(n), let y be a closed path in n, and choose 

polynomials Pn which converge to f, uniformly on y*. Since L Pn(z) dz = 0 
for all n, we conclude that (f) holds. 

(f) implies (g). Assume (f) holds, fix Zo E n, and put 

F(z) = [ f«() d( 
Jnz) 

(z E n) (1) 

where r(z) is any path in n from Zo to z. This defines a function F in n. For if 
r 1 (z) is another path from Zo to z (in n), then r followed by the opposite of 
r 1 is a closed path in n, the integral off over this closed path is 0, so (1) is 
not affected if r(z) is replaced by r 1 (z). We now verify that F' = I Fix a En. 
There exists an r > 0 such that D(a; r) c n. For z E D(a; r) we can compute 
F(z) by integratingf over a path r(a), followed by the interval [a, z]. Hence, 
for z E D'(a; r), 

F(z) - F(a) = _1_ [ f«() d(, 
z - a z - a J[a. zl 

(2) 

and the continuity off at a implies now that F'(a) = f(a), as in the proof of 
Theorem 10.14. 

(g) implies (h). Iff E H(n) andfhas no zero in n, then!'lf E H(n), and (g) 
implies that there exists agE H(n) so that g' = !'II We can add a constant 
to g, so that exp {g(zo)} = f(zo) for some Zo E n. Our choice of g shows that 
tbe derivative of fe- g is 0 in n, hence fe- g is constant (since n is connected), 
and it follows that f = ego 

(h) implies 0). By (h),f = ego Put q> = exp (!g). 
0) implies (a). If n is the whole plane, then n is homeomorphic to U: 

map z to z/(1 + I z I). 
If n is a proper subregion of the plane which satisfies 0), then there 

actually exists a holomorphic homeomorphism of n onto U (a conformal 
mapping). This assertion is the Riemann mapping theorem, which is the main 
objective of the next chapter. Hence the proof of Theorem 13.11 will be com
plete as soon as the Riemann mapping theorem is proved. (See the note 
following the statement of Theorem 14.8.) IIII 
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The fact that (h) holds in every simply connected region has the following 
consequence (which can also be proved by quite elementary means): 

13.12 Tbeorem Iff E H(O), where 0 is any open set in the plane, and iff has no 
zero in 0, then log I f I is harmonic in O. 

PROOF To every disc D c: 0 there corresponds a function 9 E H(D) such that 
f = ell in D. If u = Re g, then u is harmonic in D, and I f I = eY• Thus log I f I is 
harmonic in every disc in 0, and this gives the desired conclusion. / / / / 

Exercises 

1 Prove that every merom orphic function on S2 is rational. 

2 LeU} = {z: I zl < 1 and 12z - 11 > I}, and suppose/E H(Q). 
(a) Must there exist a sequence of polynomials p. such that p. -+ / uniformly on compact 

subsets of Q? 
(b) Must there exist such a sequence which converges to/uniformly in Q? 
(c) Is the answer to (b) changed if we require more off, namely, that / be holomorphic in some 

open set which contains the closure ofQ? 

3 Is there a sequence of polynomials p. such that p.(o) = 1 for n = 1,2,3, ... , but p.(z)-+ ° for every 
z"#-O,asn-+oo? 

4 Is there a sequence of polynomials p. such that 

IimP.(z)= 

1 

° 
-1 

if 1m z > 0, 
if z is real, 

if 1m z < O? 

S For n = 1, 2, 3, ... , let L1. be a closed disc in U, and let L. be an arc (a homeomorphic image of 
[0, 1]) in U - L1. which intersects every radius of U. There are polynomials p. which are very small 
on L1. and more or less arbitrary on L •. Show that {L1.}, {L.}, and {p.} can be so chosen that the 
series/ = l: p. defines a function/ E H(U) which has no radial limit at any point of T. In other words, 
for no real 6 does lim._ tI(re'8) exist. 

6 Here is another construction of such a function. Let {nk } be a sequence of integers such that n1 > 1 
and nk+ 1 > 2knk • Define 

<Xl 

h(z) = L 5kz·'. 
k=l 

Prove that the series converges if I z I < 1 and prove that there is a constant c > ° such that 
I h(z) I> c . 5m for all z with I z 1= 1 - (l/nJ. [Hint: For such z the mth term in the series defining h(z) 
is much larger than the sum of all the others.] 

Hence h has no finite radial limits. 
Prove also that h must have infinitely many zeros in U. (Compare with Exercise 15, Chap. 12.) 

In fact, prove that to every complex number IX there correspond infinitely many z E U at which 
h(z) = IX. 

7 Show that in Theorem 13.9 we need not assume that A intersects each component of S2 - Q. It is 
enough to assume that the closure of A intersects each component of S2 - Q. 

8 Prove the Mittag-Lerner theorem for the case in which Q is the whole plane, by a direct argument 
which makes no appeal to Runge's theorem. 

9 Suppose Q is a simply connected region, / E H(Q), / has no zero in Q, and n is a positive integer. 
Prove that there exists agE H(Q) such that g. = f 
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10 Suppose Q is a region, I E H(Q), and I t= O. Prove that I has a holomorphic logarithm in Q if and 
only if/has holomorphic nth roots in Q for every positive integer n. 

11 Suppose that I. E H(Q) (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ),/is a complex function in Q, and/(z) = Iim._", I.(z) for 
every z E Q. Prove that Q has a dense open subset V on which I is holomorphic. Hint: Put 
cp = sup 1/.1. Use Baire's theorem to prove that every disc in Q contains a disc on which cp is 
bounded. Apply Exercise 5, Chap. 10. (In general, V ~ Q. Compare Exercises 3 and 4.) 

12 Suppose, however, that/is any complex-valued measurable function defined in the complex plane, 
and prove that there is a sequence of holomorphic polynomials p. such that Iim._", p.(z) = I(z) for 
almost every z (with respect to two-dimensional Lebesgue measure). 



CHAPTER 

FOURTEEN 

CONFORMAL MAPPING 

Preservation of Angles 

14.1 Definition Each complex number z "# 0 determines a direction from the 
origin, defined by the point 

on the unit circle. 

z 
A[z]=

I z I 
(1) 

Suppose f is a mapping of a region n into the plane, Zo E n, and Zo has a 
deleted neighborhood D'(zo; r) c n in whichf(z) "# f(zo). We say thatf pre
serves angles at Zo if 

lime- i8A[f(zo + rei~ - f(zo)] (r > 0) (2) 
r-+O 

exists and is independent of O. 
In less precise language, the requirement is that for any two rays 1:. and 

C, starting at Zo, the angle which their images f(1:.) and f(C) make at f(zo) is 
the same as that made by 1:. and C, in size as well as in orientation. 

The property of preserving angles at each point of a region is character
istic of holomorphic functions whose derivative has no zero in that region. 
This is a corollary of Theorem 14.2 and is the reason for calling holomorphic 
functions with non vanishing derivative conformal mappings. 

14.2 Theorem Let f map a region n into the plane. If !'(zo) exists at some 
Zo E nand !'(zo) "# 0, then f preserves angles at Zo. Conversely, if the differen
tial off exists and is different from 0 at Zo, and iff preserves angles at Zo, then 

!'(zo) exists and is different from o. 

278 
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Here /'(zo) = lim [f(z) - f(zo)]/(z - zo), as usual. The differential off at Zo is 
a linear transformation L of R2 into R2 such that, writing Zo = (xo, Yo), 

f(xo + x, Yo + y) = f(xo , Yo) + L(x, y) + (x2 + y2)1/2'1(X, y), (1) 

where'1(x, y)-+ 0 as x-+ 0 and y-+ 0, as in Definition 7.22. 

PROOF Take Zo = f(zo) = 0, for simplicity. If /,(0) = a ::1= 0, then it is imme
diate that 

(2) 

so f preserves angles at O. Conversely, if the differential off exists at 0 and is 
different from 0, then (1) can be rewritten in the form 

f(z) = rxz + p'Z + 1 z 1 '1(z), (3) 

where '1(z)-+ 0 as z-+ 0, and rx and P are complex numbers, not both O. Iff 
also preserves angles at 0, then 

. -i9 i rx + pe- 2i9 

hm e A[f(re~] = 1 P 2i91 ,-0 rx + e 
(4) 

exists and is independent of (). We may exclude those () for which the 
denominator in (4) is 0; there are at most two such () in [0, 2n). For all other 
(), we conclude that rx + pe- 2i9 lies on a fixed ray through 0, and this is 
possible only when p = O. Hence rx ::1= 0, and (3) implies that/,(O) = rx. IIII 

Note: No holomorphic function preserves angles at any point where its 
derivative is O. We omit the easy proof of this. However, the differential of a 
transformation may be 0 at a point where angles are preserved. Example:f(z) = 
1 zlz, Zo = O. 

Linear Fractional Transformations 

14.3 If a, b, c, and d are complex numbers such that ad - be ::1= 0, the mapping 

az + b 
z-+--

cz + d 
(1) 

is called a linear fractional transformation. It is convenient to regard (1) as a 
mapping of the sphere 82 into 82, with the obvious conventions concerning the 
point 00. For instance, -die maps to 00 and 00 maps to ale, if c ::1= O. It is then 
easy to see that each linear fractional transformation is a one-to-one mapping of 
82 onto 82 • Furthermore, each is obtained by a superposition of transformations 
of the following types: 

(a) Translations: z-+ z + b. 
(b) Rotations: z -+ az, 1 a 1 = 1. 
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(c) Homotheties: z-+ rz, r> 0. 
(d) Inversion: z -+ ·1 I z. 

If c = ° in (1), this is obvious. If c #: 0, it follows from the identity 

az+b a A. 
---=-+--, 
cz + d c cz + d 

(2) 

The first three types evidently carry lines to lines and circles to circles. This is 
not true of (d). But if we let IF be the family consisting of all straight lines and all 
circles, then IF is preserved by (d), and hence we have the important result that 
IF is preserved by every linear fractional transformation. [It may be noted that 
when IF is regarded as a family of subsets of S2, then IF consists of all circles on 
S2, via the stereographic projection 13.1(1); we shall not use this property of IF 
and omit its proof.] 

The proof that IF is preserved by inversion is quite easy. Elementary analytic 
geometry shows that every member of IF is the locus of an equation 

azz + pz + pz + y = 0, (3) 

where a and yare real constants and P is a complex constant, provided that 
PP> ay. If a #: 0, (3) defines a circle; a = ° gives the straight lines. Replacement 
of z by liz transforms (3) into 

a + pz + pz + yzz = 0, (4) 

which is an equation of the same type. 
Suppose a, b, and c are distinct complex numbers. We construct a linear 

fractional transformation qJ which maps the ordered triple {a, b, c} into 
{O, 1, oo}, namely, 

() (b - c)(z - a) 
qJ z = 

(b - a)(z - c) 
(5) 

There is only one such qJ. For if qJ(a) = 0, we must have z - a in the numer
ator; if qJ(c) = 00, we must have z - c in the denominator; and if qJ(b) = 1, we are 
led to (5). If a or b or c is 00, formulas analogous to (5) can easily be written 
down. If we follow (5) by the inverse of a transformation of the same type, we 
obtain the following result: 

For any two ordered triples {a, b, c} and {a', b', c/} in S2 there is one and only 
one linear fractional transformation which maps a to a', b to b', and c to. C'. 

(It is of course assumed that a#: b, a #: c, and b #: c, and likewise for a', b', 
and c'.) 

We conclude from this that every circle can be mapped onto every circle by a 
linear fractional transformation. Of more interest is the fact that every circle can 
be mapped onto every straight line (if 00 is regarded as part of the line), and 
hence that every open disc can be conformally mapped onto every open half plane. 
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Let us discuss one such mapping more explicitly, namely, 

1 + z 
cp(z) = --. 

1-z 
(6) 

This cp maps { -1, 0, 1} to {O, 1, oo}; the segment (-1, 1) maps onto the positive 
real axis. The unit circle T passes through -1 and 1; hence cp(T) is a straight line 
through cp( -1) = O. Since T makes a right angle with the real axis at -1, cp(T) 
makes a right angle with the real axis at O. Thus cp(T) is the imaginary axis. Since 
cp(O) = 1, it follows that cp is a conformal one-to-one mapping of the open unit disc 
onto the open right half plane. 

The role of linear fractional transformations in the theory of conformal 
mapping is also well illustrated by Theorem 12.6. 

14.4 Linear fractional transformations make it possible to transfer theorems con
cerning the behavior of holomorphic functions near straight lines to situations 
where circular arcs occur instead. It will be enough to illustrate the method with 
an informal discussion of the reflection principle. 

Suppose Q is a region in U, bounded in part by an arc L on the unit circle, 
andfis continuous on n, holomorphic in Q, and real on L. The function 

z-i 
I/I(z)=-. 

Z+I 
(1) 

maps the upper half plane onto U. If g = f 0 1/1, Theorem 11.14 gives us a holo
morphic extension G of g, and then F = G 0 1/1 - 1 gives a hoI om orphic extension 
F off which satisfies the relation 

f(z*) = F(z), (2), 

where z* = liz. 
The last assertion follows from a property of 1/1: If w = I/I(z) and W1 = I/I(z), 

then W1 = w*, as is easily verified by computation. 
Exercises 2 to 5 furnish other applications of this technique. 

Normal Families 

The Riemann mapping theorem will be proved by exhibiting the mapping func
tion as the solution of a certain extremum problem. The existence of this solution 
depends on a very useful compactness property of certain families of holo
morphic functions which we now formulate. 

14.5 Definition Suppose fF c H(Q), for some region Q. We call fF a normal 
family if every sequence of members of fF contains a subsequence which con
verges uniformly on compact subsets of Q. The limit function is not required 
t'O belong to fF. 
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(Sometimes a wider definition is adopted, by merely requiring that every 
sequence in IF either converges or tends to 00, uniformly on compact subsets of 
O. This is well adapted for dealing with merom orphic functions.) 

14.6 Tbeorem Suppose IF c H(O) and IF is uniformly bounded on each 
compact subset of the region O. Then IF is a normalfamily. 

PROOF The hypothesis means that to each compact K c 0 there corresponds 
a number M(K) < 00 such that I f(z) I ~ M(K) for allf E IF and all z E K. 

Let {K.} be a sequence of compact sets whose union is n, such that K. 
lies in the interior of K. + 1; such a sequence was constructed in Theorem 
13.3. Then there exist positive numbers l>. such that 

D(z; 2l>.) c K.+ 1 (z E K.). (1) 

Consider two points z' and z" in K., such that I z' - z" I < l>., let y be the 
positively oriented circle with center at z' and radius 2l>., and estimate 
I f(z') - f(z") I by the Cauchy formula. Since 

1 1 Zl - Z" 

we have 

, "z' - z" i f(C) 
f(z) - f(z ) = 2ni y (C _ z')(C _ z") dC, (2) 

and since I C - z' I = 2l>. and I C - z" I > l>. for all C E y*, (2) gives the inequal
ity 

I f(z') - f(z") 1< M(~.+1) I Z' - z"l, 
• 

(3) 

valid for all f E IF and all z' and z" E K., provided that I z' - z" I < l> •. 
This was the crucial step in the proof: We have proved, for each K., that 

the restrictions of the members of IF to K. form an equicontinuousfamily. 
If fj E IF, for j = 1, 2, 3, ... , Theorem 11.28 implies therefore that there 

are infinite sets S. of positive integers, S 1 :::l S2 :::l S3 :::l ••• , so that {fj} con
verges uniformly on K. as j - 00 within S •. The diagonal process yields then 
an infinite set S such that {fj} converges uniformly on every K. (and hence 
on every compact K cO) asj- 00 within S. IIII 

The Riemann Mapping Theorem 

14.7 Conformal Equivalence We call two regions 0 1 and O2 conformally equiva
lent if there exists a <p E H(Od such that <p is one-to-one in 0 1 and such that 
<p(Od = O2 , i.e., if there exists a conformal one-to-one mapping of 0 1 onto O2 • 
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Under these conditions, the inverse of cP is hoi om orphic in Q2 (Theorem 10.33) 
and hence is a conformal mapping of Q 2 onto Ql. 

lt follows that conformally equivalent regions are homeomorphic. But there 
is a much more important relation between conform ally equivalent regions: If cP 
is as above,f--4 f 0 cP is a one-to-one mapping of H(Q2) onto H(Q 1 ) which pre
serves sums and products, i.e., which is a ring isomorphism of H(Q2) onto H(Q 1). 

If Q 1 has a simple structure, problems about H(Q 2 ) can be transferred to prob
lems in H(Q 1 ) and the solutions can be carried back to H(Q2) with the aid of the 
mapping function cpo The most important case of this is based on the Riemann 
mapping theorem (where Q2 is the unit disc U), which reduces the study of H(Q) 
to the study of H(U), for any simply connected proper subregion of the plane. Of 
course, for explicit solutions of problems, it may be necessary to have rather 
precise information about the mapping function. 

14.8 Theorem Every simply connected region Q in the plane (other than the 
plane itself) is conformally equivalent to the open unit disc U. 

Note: The case of the plane clearly has to be excluded, by Liouville's 
theorem. Thus the plane is not conformally equivalent to U, although the two 
regions are homeomorphic. 

The only property of simply connected regions which will be used in the 
proof is that every holomorphic function which has no zero in such a region has 
a holomorphic square root there. This will furnish the conclusion" U) implies (a)" 
in Theorem 13.11 and will thus complete the proof of that theorem. 

PROOF Suppose Q is a simply connected region in the plane and let Wo be a 
complex number, Wo ¢ Q. Let 1: be the class of all rjJ E H(Q) which are one
to-one in Q and which map Q into U. We have to prove that some rjJ E 1: 
maps Q onto U. 

We first prove that 1: is not empty. Since Q is simply connected, there 
exists a cp E H(Q) so that cp2(Z) = Z - Wo in Q. If cp(Z 1) = CP(Z2), then also 
cp2(ZI) = cp2(Z2)' hence ZI = Z2; thus cp is one-to-one. The same argument 
shows that there are no two distinct points ZI and Z2 in Q such that CP(Zl) = 
-CP(Z2). Since cp is an open mapping, cp(Q) contains a disc D(a; r), with 
o < r < 1 a I. The disc D( - a; r) therefore fails to intersect cp(Q), and if we 
define rjJ = r/(cp + a), we see that rjJ E 1:. 

The next step consists in showing that if rjJ E 1:, if rjJ(Q) does not cover all 
of U, and if Zo E Q, then there exists a rjJ 1 E 1: with 

It will be convenient to use the functions CPa defined by 

Z-Q( 
CPa(Z) = -1 --• 

- Q(Z 
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For IX E U, CPa is a one-to-one mapping of U onto U; its inverse is CP-a 
(Theorem 12.4). 

Suppose 1/1 E 1:, IX E U, and IX ¢ 1/1(0.). Then CPa 0 1/1 E 1:, and CPa C 1/1 has no 
zero in 0.; hence there exists agE H(n) such that g2 = CPa 0 1/1. We see that g 
is one-to-one (as in the proof that 1: #- 0), hence g E 1:; and if 1/11 = CPfJ 0 g, 
where P = g(zo), it follows that 1/11 E 1:. With the notation w2 = s(w), we now 
have 

1/1 = CP-a 0 so g = CP-a 0 S 0 CP-fJ 01/11· 

Since 1/11(ZO) = 0, the chain rule gives 

I/I'(zo) = F'(O)I/I~(zo), 

where F = CP-a 0 S 0 CP-fJ. We see that F(U) c: U and that F is not one-to
one in U. Therefore 1 F'(O) 1 < 1, by the Schwarz lemma (see Sec. 12.5), so that 
1 I/I'(zo) 1 < II/I~(zo) I· [Note that I/I'(zo) #- 0, since 1/1 is one-to-one in 0..] 

Fix Zo E 0., and put 

'1 = sup { 1 I/I'(zo) I: 1/1 E 1:}. 

The foregoing makes it clear that any h E 1: for which 1 h'(zo) 1 = '1 will map 0. 
onto U. Hence the proof will be completed as soon as we prove the existence 
of such an h. 

Since 1 I/I(z) 1 < 1 for all 1/1 E 1: and ZEn, Theorem 14.6 shows that 1: is a 
normal family. The definition of '1 shows that there is a sequence {I/I n} in 1: 
such that 1 I/I~(zo) 1-+ '1, and by normality of 1: we can extract a subsequence 
(again denoted by {I/In}, for simplicity) which converges, uniformly on 
compact subsets of 0., to a limit h E H(n). By Theorem 10.28, 1 h'(zo) 1 = '1. 
Since 1: #- 0, '1 > 0, so h is not constant. Since 1/1 n(n) c: U, for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , 
we have h(n) c: 0, but the open mapping theorem shows that actually 
h(n) c: U. 

So all that remains to be shown is that h is one-to-one. Fix distinct 
points Z1 and Z2 En; put IX = h(Z1) and IXn = l/IiZ1) for n = 1,2,3, ... ; and let 
D be a closed circular disc in 0. with center at Z2' such that Z1 ¢ D and such 
that h - IX has no zero on the boundary of D. This is possible, since the zeros 
of h - IX have no limit point in n. The functions I/In - IXn converge to h - IX, 
uniformly on D; they have no zero in D since they are one-to-one and have a 
zero at z 1; it now follows from Rouche's theorem that h - IX has no zero in 
D; in particular, h(Z2) #- h(z 1). 

Thus h E 1:, and the proof is complete. / / / / 

A more constructive proof is outlined in Exercise 26. 
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14.9 Remarks The preceding proof also shows that h(zo) = O. For if h(zo) = fJ 
and fJ :F 0, then ({Jp 0 h E ~,and 

I «({Jp 0 h)'(zo) I = I ((J'p(fJ)h'(zo) I = 11~(~~ :2 > I h'(zo) I· 

It is interesting to observe that although h was obtained by maximizing 
I I/t'(Zo) I for'" E ~, h also maximizes I /'(zo) I iff is allowed to range over the 
class consisting of all holomorphic mappings of Q into U (not necessarily 
one-to-one). For if f is such a function, then 9 = f 0 h -1 maps U into U, 
hence 19'(0) I ::;; I, with equality holding (by the Schwarz lemma) if and only if 
9 is a rotation, so the chaiQ rule gives the following result: 

Iff E H(Q), f(Q) c U, and Zo E Q, then I /'(zo) I ::;; I h'(zo) I. Equality holds 
if and only if f(z) = Ah(z),/or some constant A with I AI = 1. 

The Class!/ 

14.10 Definition g is the class of allfE H(U) which are one-to-one in U and 
'which satisfy 

f(O) = 0, /,(0) = 1. (1) 

Thus every f E g has a power series expansion 

00 

f(z) = z + L ao ZO (z E U). (2) 
0=2 

The class g is not closed under addition or multiplication, but has many 
other interesting properties. We shall develop only a few of these in this 
section. Theorem 14.15 will be used in the proof of Mergelyan's theorem, in 
Chap. 20. 

14.11 Example If IIX I ::;; 1 and 

z 
f,.(z) = (1 _ IXZ)2 

thenf" E g. 

00 

L nlXo - l zo 

0=1 

For if f,,(z) = f,.(w), then (z - w)(1 - 1X2ZW) = 0, and the second factor is 
not 0 if I z I < 1 and I w I < 1. 

When IIX I = 1,/" is called a Koebe function. We leave it as an exercise to 
find the regionsf,.(U). 

14.12 Theorem (a) IffE g,llXl = I, and g(z) = af(lXz), then 9 E g. (b) IffE g 
there exists a 9 E g such that 

(z E U). (1) 
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PROOF (a) is clear. To prove (b), write f(z) = zcp(z). Then cp E H(U), cp(O) = 1, 
and cp has no zero in U, sincefhas no zero in U - {O}. Hence there exists an 
h E H(U) with h(O) = 1, h2(Z) = cp(z). Put 

(z E U). (2) 

Then g.2(Z) = z2h2(Z2) = Z2cp(Z2) = f(Z2), so that (1) holds. It is clear that 
g(O) = 0 and g'(O) = 1. We have to show that g is one-to-one. 

Suppose z and W E U and g(z) = g(w). Since f is one-to-one, (1) implies 
that Z2 = w2 • So either z = w (which is what we want to prove) or z = -w. 
In the latter case, (2) shows that g(z) = -g(w); it follows that g(z) = g(w) = 0, 
and since g has no zero in U - {O}, we have z = w = O. IIII 

14.13 Theorem IfF E H(U - {O}), F is one-to-one in U, and 

1 co 

F(z) = - + L IXn Zn 
Z n=O 

(z E U), (1) 

then 

(2) 

This is usually called the area theorem, for reasons which will become apparent in 
the proof. 

PROOF The choice of 1X0 is clearly irrelevant. So assume 1X0 = O. Neither the 
hypothesis nor the conclusion is affected if we replace F(z) by AF(AZ) 
(I AI = 1). So we may assume that IXI is real. 

Put Ur = {z: Izl < r}, Cr = {z: Izl = r}, and V. = {z: r < Izl < I}, for 
0< r < 1. Then F(U r ) is a neighborhood of 00 (by the open mapping 
theorem, applied to 1IF); the sets F(U r ), F(Cr ), and F(V.) are disjoint, since F 
is one-to-one. Write 

F = u + iv, and 

1 
F(z) = - + IXIZ + cp(z) 

z 

For z = rei8, we then obtain 

(z E U), (3) 

(4) 

u = A cos e + Re cp and v = - B sin e + 1m cpo (5) 
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Divide Eqs. (5) by A and B, respectively, square, and add: 

u2 v2 1 2 cos 0 R (Re qJ)2 2 sin 0 I (1m qJ)2 
A2 + B2 = + -A-- e qJ + A - -B- m qJ + ~ . 

By (3), qJ has a zero of order at least 2 at the origin. If we keep account of (4), 
it follows that there exists an 1'/ > 0 such that, for all sufficiently small r, 

(6) 

This says that F(C,) is in the interior of the ellipse E, whose semiaxes are 
AJ 1 + 1'/r3 and BJ 1 + 1'/r3, and which therefore bounds an area 

nAB(l + 1'/r3) = nG + oc1r)G - oc1r)(1 + 1'/r3) ~ ~ (1 + 1'/r3 ). (7) 

Since F(C,) is in the interior of E" we have E, c: F(U,); "hence F(v,.) is in 
the interior of E" so the area of F(v,.) is no larger than (7). The Cauchy
Riemann equations show that the Jacobian of the mapping (x, y) --+ (u, v) is 
I F'12. Theorem 7.26 therefore gives the following result: 

~ (1 + 1'/r3) ~ f f I F' 12 
V, 

00 

= n{r- 2 - 1 + L n I oc" 12(1 - r2")}. 
1 

If we divide (8) by n and then subtract r- 2 from each side, we obtain 

N 

L n I oc" 12(1 - r2") ~ 1 + 1'/r 
"=1 

(8) 

(9) 

for all sufficiently small r and for all positive integers N. Let r--+ 0 in (9), then 
let N --+ 00. This gives (2). IIII 

Corollary Under the same hypothesis, I oc 1 I ~ 1. 

That this is in fact best possible is shown by F(z) = (liz) + ocz, loci = 1, 
which is one-to-one in U. 
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14.14 Tbeorem IffE ff, and 

co 

f(z) = z + L anzn, 
n=2 

then (a) I a2 1 :::; 2, and (b)f(U) :::> D(O; i). 

The second assertion is thatf(U) contains all w with I wi < !. 

PROOF By Theorem 14.12, there exists agE ff so that g2(Z) = f(Z2). If 
G = 1/g, then Theorem 14.13 applies to G, and this will give (a). Since 

f(Z2) = z2(1 + a2 Z2 + ... ), 

we have 

g(z) = z(l + ta2 Z2 + ... ), 
and hence 

1 I 2 1 a2 
G(z)=-(1-'2a2z + .. ·)=---z+ .. ·. 

z z 2 

The Corollary to Theorem 14.13 shows now that I a21 :::; 2. 
To prove (b), suppose w ;f(U). Define 

f(z) 
h(z) = 1 - f(z)/w 

Then h E H(U), h is one-to-one in U, and 

h(z) = (z + a2 Z2 + ... { 1 + .; + ... ) = z + (a 2 + ;)z2 + ... , 

so that hE ff. Apply (a) to h: We have I a2 + (l/w) I :::; 2, and since I a21 :::; 2, 
we finally obtain 11/w I :::; 4. So I w I ~ i for every w ; f(U). 
This completes the proof. IIII 

Example 14.11 shows that both (a) and (b) are best possible. 
Moreover, given any IX :F 0, one can find entire functions f, with 1(0) = 0, 

1'(0) = 1, that omit the value IX. For example, 

f(z) = oc(l - e- z/"). 

Of course, no suchf can be one-to-one in U if IIX I < !. 

14.15 Tbeorem Suppose F E H(U - {O}), F is one-to-one in U, F has a pole of 
order 1 at z = 0, with residue 1, and neither WI nor W2 are in F(U). 

Then I WI - w21 :::; 4. 
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PROOF Iff= I/(F - Wl), thenfE g, hencef(U) ~ D(O, i), so the image of U 
under F - Wl contains all W with I wi> 4. Since W2 - Wl is not in this image, 
we have I W2 - wli :::;; 4. IIII 

Note that this too is best possible: If F(z) = Z-l + z, then F(U) does not 
contain the points 2, - 2. In fact, the complement of F(U) is precisely the interval 
[ - 2, 2] on the real axis. 

Continuity at the Boundary 

Under certain conditions, every conformal mapping of a simply connected region 
n onto U can be extended to a homeomorphism of its closure n onto O. The 
nature of the boundary of n plays a decisive role here. 

14.16 Definition A boundary point P of a simply connected plane region n 
will be called a simple boundary point ofn if P has the following property: To 
every sequence {lXn} in n such that IXn- P as n- 00 there corresponds a 
curve y, with parameter interval [0, 1], and a sequence {tn}, 0 < tl < t2 < 
. ", tn - 1, such that y(tn) = IXn (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ) and y(t) E n for 0 :S t < 1. 

In other words, there is a curve in n which passes through the points IXn 

and which ends at p. 

14.17 Examples Since examples of simple boundary points are obvious, let 
us look at some that are not simple. 

Ifn is U - {x: 0:::;; x < I}, then n is simply connected; and if 0 < P:S 1, 
P is a boundary point of n which is not simple. 

To get a more complicated example, let no be the interior of the square 
with vertices at the points 0, 1, 1 + i, and i. Remove the intervals 

from no. The resulting region n is simply connected. If 0 :S Y :S 1, then iy is 
a boundary point which is not simple. 

14.18 Theorem Let n be a bounded simply connected region in the plane, and 
letfbe a coriformal mapping ofn onto U. 

(a) If P is a simple boundary point of n, then f has a continuous extension to 
n u {Pl. Iffis so extended, then If(P) I = 1. 

(b) If Pl and P2 are distinct simple boundary points ofn and iff is extended to 
n u {Ptl u {P2} as in (a), thenf(Pl) #- f(P2)' 

PROOF Let 9 be the inverse off. Then 9 E H{U), by Theorem 10.33, g(U) = n, 
9 is one-to-one, and 9 E HOC), since n is bounded. 
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Suppose (a) is false. Then there is a sequence {lXn} in 0 such that IXn -+ p, 
f(1X2n)-+ W1' f(1X2n + 1)-+ W2' and W1 "# W2. Choose Y as in Definition 14.16, 
and put r(t) = f(y(t», for 0 ~ t < 1. Put Kr = g(i5(O; r», for 0 < r < 1. Then 
Kr is a compact subset of O. Since y(t)-+ P as t-+ 1, there exists a t* < 1 
(depending on r) such that y(t) ¢ Kr if t* < t < 1. Thus 1 r(t) 1 > r if 
t* < t < 1. This says that 1 r(t) 1-+ 1 as t-+ 1. Since r(t2n)-+ W1 and 
r(t2n+ 1)-+ W2' we also have 1 W1 1 = 1 w21 = 1. 

It now follows that one of the two open arcs J whose union is 
T - ({wd u {W2}) has the property that every radius of U which ends at a 
point of J intersects the range of r in a set which has a limit point on T. 
Note that g(r(t» = y(t) for 0 ~ t < 1 and that 9 has radial limits a.e. on T, 
since 9 E H oo • Hence 

lim g(reil) = P (a.e. on J), (1) 
r-1 

since g(r(t»-+ pas t-+ 1. By Theorem 11.32, applied to 9 - p, (1) shows that 
9 is constant. But 9 is one-to-one in U, and we have a contradiction. Thus 
W1 = W2' and (a) is proved. 

Suppose (b) is false. If we multiply f by a suitable constant of absolute 
value 1, we then have P1 "# P2 butf(P1) =f(P2) = 1. 

Since P1 and P2 are simple boundary points of 0, there are curves Yi with 
parameter interval [0, 1] such that Yi([O, 1» c 0 for i = 1 and 2 and Yi(l) = 
Pi' Put ri(t) =f(Yi(t». Then ri([O, 1» c U, and r 1(1) = r 2(1) = 1. Since 
g(ri(t» = Yi(t) on [0, 1), we have 

lim g(ri(t» = Pi (i = 1,2). (2) 
1-1 

Theorem 12.10 implies therefore that the radial limit of gat 1 is P1 as well as 
P2' This is impossible if P1 "# P2' IIII 

14.19 Theorem If 0 is a bounded simply connected region in the plane and if 
every boundary point of 0 is simple, then every conformal mapping of 0 onto U 
extends to a homeomorphism offi onto U. 

PROOF Suppose f E H(O), f(O) = U, and f is one-to-one. By Theorem 14.18 
we can extendfto a mapping offi into U such thatf(lXn)-+f(z) whenever 
{lXn} is a sequence in 0 which converges to z. If {zn} is a sequence in fi which 
converges to z, there exist points IXn E 0 such that IlXn - Zn 1 < lin and 
1 f(lXn) - f(zn) 1 < lin. Thus IXn-+ Z, hence f(lXn)-+ f(z), and this shows that 
f(zn)-+ f(z). 

We have now proved that our extension off is continuous on fi. Also 
U cf(fi) c U. The compactness of U implies that f(fi) is compact. Hence 
f(fi) = U. 
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Theorem 14.18(b) shows that f is one-to-one on a. Since every contin
uous one-to-one mapping of a compact set has a continuous inverse ([26], 
Theorem 4.17), the proof is complete. IIII 

14.20 Remarks 
(a) The preceding theorem has a purely topological corollary: If every bound

ary point of a bounded simply connected plane region 0 is simple, then the 
boundary of 0 is a Jordan curve, and a is homeomorphic to U. 

(A Jordan curve is, by definition, a homeomorphic image of the unit 
circle.) 

The converse is true, but we shall not prove it: If the boundary of 0 
is a Jordan curve, then every boundary point of 0 is simple. 

(b) Supposefis as in Theorem 14.19, a, b, and c are distinct boundary points 
of 0, and A, B, and C are distinct points of T. There is a linear fractional 
transformation qJ which maps the triple {J(a),f(b), f(c)} to {A, B, C}; 
suppose the orientation of {A, B, C} agrees with that of {J(a),j(b),j(c)}; 
then qJ(U) = U, and the function g = qJ 0 f is a' homeomorphism of a 
onto U which is hoi om orphic in 0 and which maps {a, b, c} to pre
scribed values {A, B, C}. It follows from Sec. 14.3 that g is uniquely 
determined by these requirements. 

(c) Theorem 14.19, as well as the above remark (b), extends without difficulty 
to simply connected regions 0 in the Riemann sphere S2' all of whose 
boundary points are simple, provided that S2 - 0 has a nonempty inte
rior, for then a linear fractional transformation brings us back to the case 
in which 0 is a bounded region in the plane. Likewise, U can be 
replaced, for instance, by a half plane. 

(d) More generally, iff1 andf2 map 0 1 and O2 onto U, as in Theorem 14.19, 
then f = f 21 0 f1 is a homeomorphism of a1 onto a2 which is holo-
morphic in 0 1. . 

Conformal Mapping of an Annulus 

14.21 It is a consequence of the Riemann mapping theorem that any two simply 
connected proper subregions of the plane are conform ally equivalent, since each 
of them is conform ally equivalent to the unit disc. This is a very special property 
of simply connected regions. One may ask whether it extends to the next simplest 
situation, i.e., whether any two annuli are conformally equivalent. The answer is 
negative. 

For 0 < r < R, let 

A(r, R) = {z: r < I z 1< R} (1) 

be the annulus with inner radius r and outer radius R. If A > 0, the mapping 
Z--4 AZ maps A(r, R) onto A(Ar, AR). Hence A(r, R) and A(r1' Rd are conformally 
equivalent if Rlr = Rt/r1. The surprising fact is that this sufficient condition is 
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also necessary; thus among the annuli there is a different conformal type associ
ated with each real number greater than 1. 

14.22 Theorem A(r1' R 1) and A(r2' R 2) are conformally equivalent if and only 
if Rt!r1 = R 2/r2· 

PROOF Assume r1 = r2 = 1, without loss of generality. Put 

(1) 

and assume there exists J E H(A 1) such that J is one-to-one and J(A 1) = A2 . 
Let K be the circle with center at 0 and radius r = .jR;. Since J -1: A2 -+ A 1 
is also holomorphic,f - 1(K) is compact. Hence 

(2) 

for some E > O. Then V = J(A(1, 1 + E» is a connected subset of A2 which 
does not intersect K, so that V c A(1, r) or V c A(r, R2). In the latter case, 
replace J by R21f. So we can assume that V c A(1, r). If 1 < 1 Zn 1 < 1 + E and 
1 Zn 1-+ 1, then J(zn) E V and {f(zJ} has no limit point in A2 (since J- 1 is 
continuous); thus 1 J(z.) 1-+ 1. In the same manner we see that 1 J(z.) 1-+ R2 if 
IZnl-+ R 1· 

Now define 

log R2 
0(=--

log R1 
(3) 

and 

u(z) = 2 log IJ(z)l- 20( log Izl (4) 

Let a be one of the Cauchy-Riemann operators. Since aj = 0 and aJ = 1', the 
chain rule gives 

so that 

a(2 log 1 J I) = a(log (l!» = I'If, 

(au)(z) = I'(z) _ ~ 
J(z) z 

(5) 

(6) 

Thus u is a harmonic function in A1 which, by the first paragraph of this 
proof, extends to a continuous function on A1 which is 0 on the boundary of 
A 1• Since nonconstant harmonic functions have no local maxima or minima, 
we conclude that u = O. Thus 

(7) 
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Put y(t) = .JR;. eit (-n ~ t ~ n); put r = /0 y. As in the proof of 
Theorem 10.43, (7) gives 

1 r f'(z) 
ex = 2ni Jy /(z) dz = Indr (0). (8) 

Thus ex is an integer. By (3), ex> O. By (7), the derivative of z-"f(z) is 0 in A1• 

Thus/(z) = cz". Since/is one-to-one in A 1, ex = 1. Hence R2 = R 1• IIII 

Exercises 

I Find necessary and sufficjent conditions which the complex numbers a, b, c, and d have to satisfy 
so that the linear fractional transformation z --+ (az + b)/(cz + d) maps the upper half plane onto itself. 

2 In Theorem 11.14 the hypotheses were, in simplified form, that n c: II +, L is on the real axis, and 
ImJ(z)--+ 0 as z--+ L. Use this theorem to establish analogous reflection theorems under the following 
hypotheses: 

(a) n c: II +, L on real axis, I J(z) 1--+ I as z --+ L. 
(b) n c: U, L c: T, I J(z}l--+ I as z--+ L. 
(c) n c: U, L c: T, ImJ(z)--+ 0 as z--+ L. 
In case (b), if J has a zero at IX E n, show that its extension has a pole at I/a. What are the 

analogues of this in cases (a) and (c)? 

3 Suppose R is a rational function such that I R(z) I = I if I z I = I. Prove that 

k Z - IX 
R(z) = cz .. n --_-. 

• =1 I - or;.z 

where c is a constant, m is an integer, and IX., ... , IXk are complex numbers such that IX. #- 0 and 
1 IX. I #- 1. Note that each of the above factors has absolute value 1 if 1 z I = 1. 

4 Obtain an analogous description of those rational functions which are positive on T. 
Hint: Such a function must have the same number of zeros as poles in U. Consider products of 

factors of the form 

where IIXI < 1 and IPI < 1. 

(z - IX)(1 - az) 

(z - P)(1 - pz) 

5 SupposeJis a trigonometric polynomial, . 
J(9) = L ak elk', 

II:=-n 

andJ(9) > 0 for all real 9. Prove that there is a polynomial p(z) = Co + c. z + ... + c. z" such that 

J(9) = I p(ei9) 12 (9 real). 

Hint: Apply Exercise 4 to the rational function :Eak zk. Is the result still valid if we assume'J(9) ;;;: 0 
instead ofJ(9) > O? 
6 Find the fixed points of the mappings CP. (Definition 12.3). Is there a straight line which CP. maps to 
itself? 

7 Find all complex numbers IX for whichJ. is one-to-one in U, where 

Describe f.(U) for all these cases. 

z 
J.(z) = 1 + 0(Z2 • 
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8 Supposef(z) = z + (liz). Describe the families of ellipses and hyperbolas onto whichfmaps circles 
with center at 0 and rays through O. 

9 (a) Suppose n = {z: -1 < Re z < 1}. Find an explicit formula for the one-to-one conformal 
mappingfofn onto U for whichf(O) = 0 andf'(O) > O. Computef'(O). 

(b) Note that the inverse of the function constructed in (a) has its real part bounded in U, 
whereas its imaginary part is unbounded. Show that this implies the existence of a continuous real 
function u on 0 which is harmonic in U and whose harmonic conjugate v is unbounded in U. [v is 
the function which makes u + iv holomorphic in U; we can determine v uniquely by the requirement 
v(0) = 0.] 

(c) Suppose 9 E H(U), IRe 9 I < 1 in U, and g(0) = O. Prove that 

Hint: See Exercise 10. 

2 l+r 
I g(reUl) I S; - log --. 

It 1 - r 

(d) Let n be the strip that occurs in Theorem 12.9. Fix a point ex + iP in n. Let h be a conformal 
one-to-one mapping of n onto n that carries ex + iP to O. Prove that 

I h'(ex + i{J) I = 11cos p. 

10 Supposefand 9 are holomorphic mappings of U into Cl,fis one-to-one,f(U) = n, andf(O) = g(O). 
Prove that 

g(D(O; r)) c:f(D(O; r)) (0 < r < 1). 

11 Let n be the upper half of the unit disc U. Find the conformal mappingf of n onto U that carries 
{-1,0, 1} to {-1, -i, 1}. Find ZEn such thatf(z) = O. Findf(i/2). Hint:f = cp 0 s 0 !/t, where cp and 
!/t are linear fractional transformations and s(A) = A2. 
12 Suppose n is a convex region,f E H(n), and Re f'(z) > 0 for all ZEn Prove thatfis one-to-one in 
n. Is the result changed if the hypothesis is weakened to Re f'(z) ~ O? (Exclude the trivial case 
f = constant.) Show by an example that" convex" cannot be replaced by .. simply connected." 

13 Suppose n is a region,f. E H(n) for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , eachf., is one-to-one in n, andf. -+ f uniformly 
on compact subsets ofn. Prove thatfis either constant or one-to-one in n. Show that both cases can 
occur. 

14 Suppose n = {x + iy: -1 < y < l},fE H(n), If I < 1, andf(x)-+O as x-+ 00. Prove that 

lim f(x + iy) = 0 (-1 < y < 1) 

and that the passage to the limit is uniform if y is confined to an interval [-ex, ex], where ex < 1. Hint: 
Consider the sequence U.}, where f.(z) = z + n, in the square I x I < 1, I y I < 1. 

What does this theorem tell about the behavior of a function 9 E H OO near a boundary point of 
U at which the radial limit of 9 exists? 

15 Let § be the class of all f E H(U) such that Re f> 0 and f(O) = 1. Show that § is a normal 
family. Can the condition '1(0) = 1" be omitted? Can it be replaced by "I f(O) I S; 1"? 

16 Let § be the class of a1lf E H(U) for which 

If I f(z) 12 dx dy S; 1. 

u 

Is this a normal family? 

17 Suppose n is a region,f. E H(n) for n = 1,2,3, ... ,f.-+funiformly on compact subsets ofCl, and 
f is one-to-one in n. Does it follow that to each compact K c: n there corresponds an integer N(K) 
such thatf. is one-to-one on K for all n > N(K)? Give proof or counterexample. 
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18 Suppose 0 is a simply connected region, Zo E 0, and f and g are one-to-one conformal mappings 
of 0 onto V which carry Zo to O. What relation exists between f and g? Answer the same question if 
f(zo) = g(zo) = a, for some a E V. 

19 Find a homeomorphism of V onto V which cannot be extended to a continuous function on O. 
20 Iff E [I' (Definition 14.10) and n is a positive integer, prove that there exists agE [I' such that 
g"(z) = f(z·) for all z E V. 

21 Find allf E [I' such that (a)f(V)::> V, (b)f(V) ::> 0, (c) I a2 1 = 2. 

22 Suppose f is a one-to-one conformal mapping of V onto a square with center at 0, and f(O) = O. 
Prove that f(iz) = if(z). If f(z) = Ee. z·, prove that c. = 0 unless n - 1 is a mUltiple of 4. Generalize 
this: Replace the square by other simply connected regions with rotational symmetry. 

23 Let 0 be a bounded region whose boundary consists of two nonintersecting circles. Prove that 
there is a one-to-one conformal mapping of 0 onto an annulus. (This is true for every region 0 such 
that 8 2 - 0 has exactly two components, each of which contains more than one point, but this 
general situation is harder to handle.) 

24 Complete the details in the following proof of Theorem 14.22. Suppose 1 < R2 < R, and f is a 
one-to-one conformal mapping of A(I, R,) onto A(I, R2). Definef, = f and f. = f 0 f.-,. Then a sub
sequence of U.} converges uniformly on compact subsets of A(l, R,) to a function g. Show that the 
range of g cannot contain any nonempty open set (by the three-circle theorem, for instance). On the 
other hand, show that g cannot be constant on the circle {z: I z 12 = R,}. Hencefcannot exist. 

25 Here is yet another proof of Theorem 14.22. If f is as in 14.22, repeated use of the reflection 
principle extendsfto an entire function such that I f(z) I = 1 whenever I z I = 1. This implies f(z) = 1Xz", 
where IIX I = 1 and n is an integer. Complete the details. 

26 Iteration of Step 2 in the proof of Theorem 14.8 leads to a proof (due to Koebe) of the Riemann 
mapping theorem which is constructive in the sense that it makes no appeal to the theory of normal 
families and so does not depend on the existence of some unspecified subsequence. For the final step 
of the proof it is convenient to assume that 0 has property (h) of Theorem 13.11. Then any region 
conformally equivalent to 0 will satisfy (h). Recall also that (h) implies W, trivially. 

By Step 1 in Theorem 14.8 we may assume, without loss of generality, that 0 En. 0 c V, and 
o '" V. Put 0 = 0 o• The proof consists in the construction of regions 0" O2 , 0 3 , ••• and of func
tionsf,.J2.J3' ... , so thatf.(O._ ,) = 0. and so that the functionsf. 0 f.-, 0 ••• 0 f2 0 f, converge to a 
conformal mapping of 0 onto V. 

Complete the details in the following outline. 
(a) Suppose 0.-, is constructed,let r. be the largest number such that D(O; r.) c 0.-" let IX. be 

a boundary point of 0. _, with I IX. I = r., choose P. so that p; = -IX., and put 

F. = CfJ-., 0 s 0 CfJ-". 

(The notation is as in the proof of Theorem 14.8.) Show that F. has a holomorphic inverse G. in 0. _ " 
and put f. = A. G., where A. = I e I Ie and e = G~(O). (This f. is the Koebe mapping associated with 
0.-,. Note that f. is an elementary function. It involves only two linear fractional transformations 
and a square root.) 

(b) Compute thatf~(O) = (1 + r.)/2Jr,. > 1. 
. (c) Put t/lo(z) = z and t/I.(z) =f.(t/I.-,(z)). Show that t/I. is a one-to-one mapping of 0 onto a 

region 0. c V, that {t/I~(O)} is bounded, that 

and that therefore r. ---+ 1 as n ---+ 00. 

n· l+rk, 
t/I~(O) = 

k=' 2";':;' 

(d) Write t/I.(z) = zh.(z), for z E 0, show that I h. I :s; I h.+, I, apply Harnack's theorem and Exer
cise 8 of Chap. 11 to {log I h. I } to prove that {t/I.} converges uniformly on compact subsets of 0, and 
show that lim t/I. is a one-to-one mapping of 0 onto V. 
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27 Prove that L,:",.I (1 - r.J2 < 00, where {r.} is the sequence which occurs in Exercise 26. Hint: 

28 Suppose that in Exercise 26 we choose ex. E U - 0._ 1 without insisting that I ex. I = r •. For 
example, insist only that 

1 + r. 
lex.1 :5-2-. 

Will the resulting sequen~ {!/t.} still converge to the desired mapping function? 

29 Suppose 0 is a bounded region, a E O,f E H(O),f(O) c: n, andf(a) = a. 
(a) Putfl = fandf. = f 0 f.-I' computef~(a), and conclude that I/,(a) I :5 1. 
(b) If/,(a) = 1, prove thatf(z) = z for all z E O. Hint: If 

f(z) = z + c,"(z - a)'" + ... , 

compute the coefficient of (z - a)'" in the expansion of f.(z). 
(c) If I /,(a) I = 1, prove thatfis one-to-one and thatf(O) = O. 
Hint: If y = /'(a), there are integers n.-+ 00 such that Y··-+ 1 and f •• -+ g. Then g'(a) = 1, 

g(O) c: 0 (by Exercise 20, Chap. 10), hence g(z) = z, by part (b). Use 9 to draw the desired conclusions 
about! 

30 Let A be the set of all linear fractional transformations. 
If {ex, p, y, a} is an ordered quadruple of distinct complex numbers, its cross ratio is defined to be 

(ex - P)(y - 0) 
[ex, P, y, 0] = (ex _ oXy - p). 

If one of these numbers is 00, the definition is modified in the obvious way, by continuity. The same 
applies if ex coincides with P or y or o. 

(a) If cp(z) = [z, ex, p, y], show that cp E A and cp maps {ex, p, y} to {O, 1, oo}. 
(b) Show that the equation [w, a, b, c] = [z, ex, p, y] can be solved in the form w = cp(z); then 

cp E A maps {ex, p, y} to {a, b, c}. 
(c) If cp E A, show that 

[cp(ex), cp(P), cp(y), cp(o)] = [ex, p, y, 0]. 

(d) Show that [ex, p, y, 0] is real if and only if the four points lie on the same circle or straight 
line. 

(e) Two points z and z* are said to be symmetric with respect to the circle (or straight line) C 
through ex, p, and y if [z*, ex, p, y] is the complex conjugate of [z, ex, p, y]. If C is the unit circle, find a 
simple geometric relation between z and z*. Do the same if C is a straight line. 

(f) Suppose z and z* are symmetric with respect to C. Show that cp(z) and cp(z*) are symmetric 
with respect to cp( C), for every cp E A. 

31 (a) Show that A (see Exercise 30) is a group, with composition as group operation. That is, if 
cp E A and !/t E A, show that cp 0 !/t E A and that the inverse cp-I of cp is in A. Show that A is not 
commutative. 

(b) Show that each member of A (other than the identity mapping) has either one or two fixed 
points on 82• [A fixed point of cp is a point ex such that cp(ex) = ex.] 

(c) Call two mappings cp and CPI E A conjugate if there exists a!/t E A such that CPI = !/t-I 0 cp o!/t. 
Prove that every cp E A with a unique fixed point is conjugate to the mapping z-+ z + 1. Prove that 
every cp E A with two distinct fixed points is conjugate to the mapping z-+ exz, where ex is a complex 
number; to what extent is ex determined by cp? 
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(d) Let ex be a complex number. Show that to every cp E A which has ex for its unique fixed point 
there corresponds a p such that 

1 1 
--=-+p. 
cp(z) - ex z - ex 

Let G. be the set of all these cp, plus the identity transformation. Prove that G. is a subgroup of A and 
that G. is isomorphic to the additive group of all complex numbers. 

(e) Let ex and p be distinct complex numbers, and let G •. , be the set of all cp E A which have ex 
and p as fixed points. Show that every cp E G •. , is given by 

cp(z) - ex z - ex 
cp(z) - p = y . z - p' 

where y is a complex number. Show th~t G •. , is a subgroup of A which is isomorphic to the multipli
cative group of all nonzero complex numbers. 

(f) If cp is as in (d) or (e), for which circles C is it true that CP(C) = C? The answer should be in 
terms of the parameters ex, p, and y. 

32 For z E 0, Z2 #' 1, define 

J(z) = exp {i log 1 + z}, 
1-z 

choosing the branch oflog that has log 1 = o. DescribeJ(E) if E is 
(a) U, 
(b) the upper half of T, 
(c) the lower half of T, 
(d) any circular arc (in U) from -1 to 1, 
(e) the radius [0, 1), 
(f) any disc {z: Iz - rl < 1- r},O< r < 1. 
(g) any cUrve in U tending to 1. 

33 If CP. is as in Definition 12.3, show that 

(a) ~ r 1 cp~ 12 dm = 1, 
11: Ju 
1 i 1 -lexl2 1 

(b) - Icp~1 dm=--log--. 
11: u lexl 2 1-lex12 

Here m denotes Lebesgue measure in R2. 



CHAPTER 

FIFTEEN 

ZEROS OF HOLOMORPHIC 
FUNCTIONS 

Infinite Products 

15.1 So far we have met only one result concerning the zero set Z(f) of a non
constant holomorphic functionfin a region n, namely, Z(f) has 110 limit point in 
n. We shall see presently that this is all that can be said about Z(f), if no other 
conditions are imposed on f, because of the theorem of Weierstrass (Theorem 
15.11) which asserts that every A c: n without limit point in n is Z(f) for some 
fE H(n). If A = {oen}, a natural way to construct such anfis to choose functions 
fn E H(n) so that fn has only one zero, at oen , and to consider the limit of the 
products 

Pn =fd2 ... fn, 

as n-4 00. One has to arrange it so that the sequence {Pn} converges to some 
f E H(n) and so that the limit function f is not 0 except at the prescribed points 
oen • It is therefore advisable to begin by studying some g6lleral properties of infin
ite products. 
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15.2 Definition Suppose {un} is a sequence of complex numbers, 

(1) 

and P = limn _ 00 Pn exists. Then we write 

00 

P = n (1 + un)· (2) 
n= 1 

The Pn are the partial products of the infinite product (2). We shall say that the 
infinite product (2) converges if the sequence {Pn} converges. 
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In the study of infinite series I:an it is of significance whether the an 
approach 0 rapidly. Analogously, in the study of infinite products it is of 
interest whether the factors are or are not close to 1. This accounts for the 
above notation: 1 + Un is close to 1 if Un is close to o. 

15.3 Lemma If u1, ••• , UN are complex numbers, and if 

N N 

PN = f1 (1 + un), p~ = f1 (1 + I Un I), (1) 
n=1 n=1 

then 

(2) 

and 

(3) 

PROOF For x ~ 0, the inequality 1 + x ~ eX is an immediate consequence of 
the expansion of ~ in powers of x. Replace x by I U 1 I , ... , I UN I and multiply 
the resulting inequalities. This gives (2). For N = 1, (3) is trivial. The general 
case follows by induction: For k = 1, ... , N - 1, 

PHI - 1 = Pk(1 + UH1 ) - 1 = (Pk - 1)(1 + Uk+l) + Uk+b 

so that if (3) holds with k in place of N, then also 

I Pk + 1 - 11 ~ (pr - 1)( 1 + I Uk + 1 I) + I UH 1 I = pt + 1 - 1. / / / / 

15.4 Theorem Suppose {un} is a sequence of bounded complex functions on a 
set S, such that I: I un(s) I converges uniformly on S. Then the product 

00 

f(s) = f1 (1 + un(s» (1) 
n=1 

converges uniformly on S, and f(so) = 0 at some So E S if and only if uiso) = 
- 1 for some n. 

Furthermore, if {nl' n2 , n3 , ••• } is any permutation of {I, 2, 3, ... }, then we 
also have 

00 

f(s) = f1 (1 + unk(s» (s E S). (2) 
k=1 

PROOF The hypothesis implies that I: I uis) I is bounded on S, and if PN 
denotes the Nth partial product of (1), we conclude from Lemma 15.3 that 
there is a constant C < 00 such that I PN(S) I ~ C for all N and all s. 
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Choose E, 0 < E < t. There exists an No such that 

00 

L I U.(s) I < E (s E 8). (3) 
.=No 

Let {nl' n2 , n3 , ••• } be a permutation of {I, 2, 3, ... }. If N ~ No, if Mis 
so large that 

{I, 2, ... , N} c {nh n2 , ••• , nM}' 

and if qM(S) denotes the Mth partial product of (2), then 

qM - PN = PN{n (1 + u.k) - I}. 

(4) 

(5) 

The nk which occur in (5) are all distinct and are larger than No. Therefore 
(3) and Lemma 15.3 show that 

(6) 

If nk = k (k = 1,2,3, ... ), then qM = PM' and (6) shows that {PN} con
verges uniformly to a limit function! Also, (6) shows that 

IPM - PNol ~ 21PNo iE 

so that IPM I ~ (1 - 2E)lpNo l. Hence 

I f(s) I ~ (1 - 2E) I PNo(S) I 

(M > No), 

(s E S), 

which shows thatf(s) = 0 if and only if PNo(S) = O. 

(7) 

(8) 

Finally, (6) also shows that {qM} converges to the same limit as {PN}' IIII 

15.5 Theorem Suppose 0 ~ u. < 1. Then 

00 

if and only if L u. < 00. 
.=1 

PROOF If PN = (1 - u1)··· (1 - UN)' then PI ~ P2 ~"', PN > 0, hence P = 
lim PN exists. If .tu. < 00, Theorem 15.4 implies P > O. On the other hand, 

N 

P ~ PN = n (1 - un) ~ exp {-U 1 - U2 - ... - UN}' 
1 

and the last expression tends to 0 as N -4 00, if .tu. = 00. 

We shall frequently use the following consequence of Theorem 15.4: 

IIII 

15.6 Theorem Suppose f. E H(n) for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , no!. is identically 0 in 
any component ofn, and 

00 

L 11 - f.(z) I (1) 
.=1 
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converges uniformly on compact subsets ofn. Then the product 

00 

f(z) = n fn(z) (2) 
n=l 

converges uniformly on compact subsets of n. Hence f E H(n). 
Furthermore, we have 

00 

m(f; z) = L m(fn; z) (z En), (3) 
n=l 

where m(f; z) is defined to be the multiplicity of the zero off at z. [If f(z) #- 0, 
then m(f; z) = 0.] 

PROOF The first part follows immediately from Theorem 15.4. For the second 
part, observe that each ZEn has a neighborhood V in which at most finitely 
many ofthefn have a zero, by (1). Take these factors first. The product of the 
remaining ones has no zero in V, by Theorem 15.4, and this gives (3). Inci
dentally, we see also that at most finitely many terms in the series (3) can be 
positive for any given ZEn. IIII 

The Weierstrass Factorization Theorem 

15.7 Definition Put Eo(z) = 1 - z, and for p = 1, 2, 3, ... , 

{ 
Z2 ZP} 

Ep(z) = (1 - z) exp z + "2 + ... + p . 

These functions, introduced by Weierstrass, are sometimes called elementary 
factors. Their only zero is at z = 1. Their utility depends on the fact that they 
are close to 1 if I z I < 1 and p is large, although Ep(l) = 0. 

15.8 Lemma For Izl:::; 1 and p = 0,1,2, ... , 

11- Ep(z) I :::; Izlp+l. 

PROOF For p = 0, this is obvious. For p ~ 1, direct computation shows that 

{ 
Z2 zP} 

- E~(z) = zP exp z + "2 + ... + p . 

So - E~ has a zero of order p at z = 0, and the expansion of - E~ in powers 
of z has nonnegative real coefficients. Since 

1 - Ep(z) = - r E~(w) dw, 
J[o.%] 
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1 - Ep has a zero of order p + 1 at.z = 0, and if 

( _ 1 - E,(z) 
({)z)- Zp+l ' 

then (()(z) = 1:a. z·, with all a. ~ O. Hence I ({)(z) I :s; (()( 1) = 1 if I z I :s; 1, and this 
gives the assertion of the lemma. IIII 

15.9 Theorem Let {z.} be a sequence of complex numbers such that z. "# 0 and 
I z.l- 00 as n - 00. If {p.} is a sequence of nonnegative integers such that 

00 (r)l+p. L - < 00 .= 1 r. 
(1) 

for every positive r (where r. = I z.I), then the infinite product 

P(z) = il Ep.(-=-' .= 1 z.) 
(2) 

defines an entire function P which has a zero at each point z. and which has no 
other zeros in the plane. 

More precisely, if ex occurs m times in the sequence {z.}, then P has a zero 
of order m at ex. 

Condition (1) is always satisfied if p. = n - l,for instance. 

PROOF For every r, r. > 2r for all but finitely many n, hence rlr. < t for these 
n, so (1) holds with 1 + p. = n. 

Now fix r. If I z I :s; r, Lemma 15.8 shows that 

if r. ~ r, which holds for all but finitely many n. It now follows from (1) that 
the series 

f 11 - Ep.(-=-) I .= 1 z. 

converges uniformly on compact sets in the plane, and Theorem 15.6 gives 
the desired conclusion. I I II 

Note: For certain sequences {r.}, (1) holds for a constant sequence {P.}. It is 
of interest to take this constant as small as possible; the resulting function (2) is 
then called the canonical product corresponding to {z.}. For instance, if 
1:1/r. < 00, we can take p. = 0, and the canonical product is simply 
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If 1:1/rn = 00 but 1:1/r~ < 00, the canonical product is 

Canonical products are of great interest in the study of entire functions of 
finite order. (See Exercise 2 for the definition.) 

We now state the Weierstrass factorization theorem. 

15.10 Theorem Letfbe an entire function, supposef(O) =F 0, and let Zl' Z2, Z3' 
... be the zeros off, listed according to their multiplicities. Then there exist an 
entire function g and a sequence {Pn} of nonnegative integers, such that 

(1) 

Note: (a) Iffhas a zero of order k at z = 0, the preceding applies tof(z)/zk. (b) 
The factorization (1) is not unique; a unique factorization can be associated with 
thosefwhose zeros satisfy the condition required for the convergence of a canon
ical product. 

PROOF Let P be the product in Theorem 15.9, formed with the zeros of f. 
Then flP has only removable singularities in the plane, hence is (or can be 
extended to) an entire function. Also,fIP has no zero, and since the plane is 
simply connected,flP = e9 for some entire function g. IIII 

The proof of Theorem 15.9 is easily adapted to any open set: 

15.11 Theorem Let n be an open set in S2, n =F S2. Suppose A en and A has 
no limit point in n. With each IX E A associate a positive integer m(IX). Then 
there exists an f E H(n) all of whose zeros are in A, and such that f has a zero 
of order m(1X) at each IX E A. 

PROOF It simplifies the argument, and causes no loss of generality, to assume 
that 00 E n but 00 ¢ A. (If this is not so, a linear fractional transformation 
will make it so.) Then S2 - n is a nonempty compact subset of the plane, 
and 00 is not a limit point of A. 

If A is finite, we can take a rational function for f. 
If A is infinite, then A is countable (otherwise there would be a limit 

point in n). Let {lXn} be a sequence whose terms are in A and in which each 
IX E A is listed precisely m(lX) times. Associate with each IXn a point Pn E 

S2 - n such that I Pn - IXn I :::;; I P - an I for all P E S2 - n; this is possible 
since S2 - n is compact. Then 
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as n- 00; otherwise A would have a limit point in n. We claim that 

J(z) = Ii En(lXn - Pn) 
n=1 z-Pn 

has the desired properties. 
Put rn = 21IXn - Pn I. Let K be a compact subset of n. Since r n - 0, there 

exists an N such that 1 z - Pn 1 > rn for all z E K and all n ~ N. Hence 

which implies, by Lemma 15.8, that 

(z E K, n ~ N), 

and this again completes the proof, by Theorem 15.6. IIII 

As a consequence, we can now obtain a characterization of meromorphic 
functions (see Definition 10.41): 

15.12 Theorem Every meromorphic Junction in an open set n is a quotient oj 
two Junctions which are holomorphic in n. 

The converse is obvious: If g E H(n), h E H(n), and h is not identically 0 in 
any component of n, then glh is meromorphic in n. 

PROOF SupposeJis. meromorphic in n; let A be the set of all poles ofJin n; 
and for each IX E A, let m(lX) be the order of the pole of J at IX. By Theorem 
15.11 there exists an hE H(n) such that h has a zero of multiplicity m(1X) at 
each IX E A, and h has no other zeros. Put g = fh. The singularities of g at the 
points of A are removable, hence we can extend g so that g E H(n). Clearly, 
J= glh in n - A. IIII 

An Interpolation Problem 

The Mittag-Leffler theorem may be combined with the Weierstrass theorem 
15.11 to give a solution of the following problem: Can we take an arbitrary set 
A c: n, without limit point in n, and find a function J E H(n) which has pre
scribed values at every point of A? The answer is affirmative. In fact, we can do 
even better, and also prescribe finitely many derivatives at each point of A: 

15.13 Theorem Suppose n is an open set in the plane, A c: n. A has no limit 
point in n, and to each IX E A there are associated a nonnegative integer m(lX) 
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and complex numbers wft , a" 0 :::; n :::; m(ex). Then there exists an f E H(n) such 
that 

(ex E A, 0 :::; n :::; m(ex)). (1) 

PROOF By Theorem 15.11, there exists agE H(n) whose only zeros are in A 
and such that 9 has a zero of order m(ex) + 1 at each ex E A. We claim we can 
associate to each ex E A a function P,. of the form 

1+m(,.) 

P,.(z)= L cj,,.{z-ex)-j (2) 
j= 1 

such that gP,. has the power series expansion 

g(z)P,.(z) = wo,,. + W1, ,.(z - ex) + ... + wm(,.),,.(z - ex)m(,.) + ... (3) 

in some disc with center at ex. 
To simplify the writing, take ex = 0 and m(ex) = m, and omit the subscripts 

ex. For z near 0, we have 

(4) 

where b1 "# O. If 

(5) 

then 

g(z)P(z) = (cm + 1 + CmZ + ... + c 1zm) (b 1 + b2 z + b3 z2 + .. '). (6) 

The b's are given, and we want to choose the c's so that 

(7) 

If we compare the coefficients of 1, z, ... , zm in (6) and (7), we can solve the 
resulting equations successively for cm + 1> cm , ••• , c1, since b1 "# O. 

In this way we obtain the desired P,.'s. The Mittag-Leffler theorem now 
gives us a meromorphic h in n whose principal parts are these P ,.'s, and if we 
putf = gh we obtain a function with the desired properties. IIII 

The solution of this interpolation problem can be used to determine the 
structure of all finitely generated ideals in the rings H(n). 

15.14 Definition The ideal [g1' ... , gft] generated by the functions g1> ... , gft E 
H(n) is the set of all functions of the form I.J; gi' where J; E H(n) for 
i = 1, ... , n A principal ideal is one that is generated by a single function. 
Note that [1] = H(n). 

If f E H(n), ex E n, and f is not identically 0 in a neighborhood of ex, the 
multiplicity of the zero off at ex will be denoted by m(f; ex). If f(ex) "# 0, then 
m(f; ex) = 0, as in Theorem 15.6. 
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15.15 Theorem Every finitely generated ideal in H(Q) is principal. 

More explicitly: If 9 1, •.. , g. E H(Q), then there exist functions g,/;, hi E H(Q) 
such that 

• 
9 = L /; gi and gi = hi 9 (1 :::; i :::; n). 

i= 1 

PROOF We shall assume that Q is a region. This is done to avoid problems 
posed by functions that are identically 0 in some components of Q but not in 
all. Once the theorem is proved for regions, that case can be applied to each 
component of an arbitrary open set Q, and the full theorem can be deduced. 
We leave the details of this as an exercise. 

Let P(n) be the following proposition: 
If gl' ... , g. E H(Q), if no gi is identically 0, and if no point ofQ is a zero of 

every gi' then [gl' ... , g.] = [1]. 
P(l) is trivial. Assume that n> 1 and that P(n - 1) is true. Take g1> ... , 

g. E H(Q), without common zero. By the Weierstrass theorem 15.11 there 
exists cp E H(Q) such that 

m(cp; IX) = min {m(gi; IX): 1 :::; i:::; n - I} (IX E Q). (1) 

The functions/; = gJCP (1 :::; i :::; n - 1) are in H(Q) and have no common zero 
in Q. Since P(n - 1) is true, [f1, .. . ,f.-1] = [1]. Hence 

(2) 

Moreover, our choice of cp shows that g.(IX) "# 0 at every point of the set 
A = {IX E Q: cp(lX) = O}. Hence it follows from Theorem 15.13 that there exists 
h E H(Q) such that 

m(l - hg.; IX) ~ m(cp; IX) (IX E Q). (3) 

Such an It is obtained by a suitable choice of the prescribed values of h(k)(IX) 
for IX E A and for 0:::; k :::; m(cp; IX). 

By (3), (1 - hg.)/cp has removable singularities. Thus 

(4) 

for somef E H(Q). By (2) and (4), 1 E [g1> ... , g.]. 
We have shown that P(n - 1) implies P(n). Hence P(n) is true for all n. 
Finally, suppose G 1, ••• , G. E H(Q), and no Gi is identically O. (This 

involves no loss of generality.) Another application of Theorem 15.11 yields 
cp E H(Q) with m(cp; IX)'= min m(Gi; IX) for all IX E Q. Put gi = GJcp. Then gi E 
H(Q), and the functions gl' ... , g. have no common zeros in Q. By P(n), 
[gl, ... , g.] = [1]. Hence [G 1, ••• , G.] = [cp]. This completes the proof. IIII 
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Jensen's Formula 

15.16 As we see from Theorem 15.11, the location of the zeros of a holomorphic 
function in a region n is subject to no restriction except the obvious one concern
ing the absence of limit points in n. The situation is quite different if we replace 
H(n) by certain subclasses which are defined by certain growth conditions. In 
those situations the distribution of the zeros has to satisfy certain quantitative 
conditions. The basis of most of these theorems is Jensen's formula (Theorem 
15.18). We shall apply it to certain classes of entire functions and to certain sub
classes of H(U). 

The following lemma affords an opportunity to apply Cauchy's theorem to 
the evaluation of a definite integral. 

1 r2" 
15.17 Lemma 211: Jo log 11 - ei8 1 dO = o. 

PROOF Let n = {z: Re z < I}. Since 1 - z #: 0 in nand n is simply con
nected, there exists an h e H(n) such that 

exp {h(z)} = 1 - z 

in n, and this h is uniquely determined if we require that h(O) = o. Since 
Re (1 - z) > 0 in n, we then have 

Re h(z) = log 11 - z I, 11: 
11m h(z) I <'2 (z en). (1) 

For small [) > 0, let r be the path 

(2) 

and let y be the circular arc whose center is at 1 and which passes from eM to 
e- i6 within U. Then 

2~ i2
"-dIOg 11 - ei8 1 dO = Re [2~i L h(z) d: ] = Re [2~i 1 h(z) d: J. (3) 

The last equality depended on Cauchy's theorem; note that h(0) = O. 
The length of y is less than 11:[), so (1) shows that the absolute value of the 

last integral in (3) is less than C[) log (1/[), where C is a constant. This gives 
the result if [) --+ 0 in (3). / / / / 

15.18 Theorem Suppose n = D(O; R), fe H(O), f(O) #: 0, 0 < r < R, and lXI' 

••• , IXN are the zeros offin D(O; r), listed according to their multiplicities. Then 

N r {I I" } I f(O) I}I i;,;T = exp 211: _"tog I f(rei~ I dO . (1) 
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This is known as Jensen'sformula. The hypothesisf(O) "# 0 causes no harm in 
applications, for if f has a zero of order k at 0, the formula can be applied to 
f(z)/zk• 

PROOF Order the points a.j so that a.l' ... , a.m are in D(O; r) and la.m +ll = 
... = I a.N I = r. (Of course, we may have m = N or m = 0.) Put 

m r2 _ iii z N a. 
g(z) =f(z) n n n _n_. 

n= 1 r(a.n - z) n=m+ 1 a.n - z 
(2) 

Then g E H(D), where D = D(O; r + €) for some € > 0, g has no zero in D, 
hence log I g I is harmonic in D (Theorem 13.12), and so 

1 f" log I g(O) I = 21t _..tog I g(rei~ I dO. (3) 

By (2), 

m r 
I g(O) I = I f(O) I}I I a.n I . (4) 

For 1 :::; n :::; m, the factors in (2) have absolute value 1 if I z I = r. If a.n = rei9n 

for m < n :::; N, it follows that 

N 

log I g(rei~ I = log I f(rei~ I - L log 11 - el(9-9n) I. (5) 
n=m+l 

Lemma 15.17 shows therefore that the integral in (3) is unchanged if g is 
replaced by f. Comparison with (4) now gives (1). IIII 

Jensen's formula gives rise to an inequality which involves the boundary 
values of bounded holomorphic functions in U (we recall that the class of these 
functions has been denoted by H'D): 

15.19 Theorem Iff E HOC),f not identically 0, define 

(0 < r < 1) 

and 

Jl.*(f) = - log I f*(e i9) I dO 1 f" 
21t -" 

wheref* is the radial limit function off, as in Theorem 11.32. Then 

Jl.r(f) :::; Jl..(f) if 0 < r < s < 1, 

Jl.r(f)-+log If(O) I as r-+O, 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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and 

J1.,(f) :s; J1.*(f) if 0 < r < 1. (5) 

Note the following consequence: One can choose r so thatf(z) =1= 0 if I z I = r; 
then J1.,(f) is finite, and so is J1.*(f), by (5). Thus log I f* I E i!(T), and f*(ei~ =1= 0 
at almost every point ofT. 

PROOF There is an integer m ~ 0 such thatf(z) = zmg(z), 9 E H oo , and g(O) =1= 

O. Apply Jensen's formula 15.18(1) to 9 in place of f Its left side obviously 
cannot decrease if r increases. Thus J1.,(g) :s; J1..(g) if r < s. Since 

J1.,(f) = J1.,(g) + m log r, 

we have proved (3). 
Let us now assume, without loss of generality, that I f I :s; 1. Write f..(ei~ 

in place of f(rei~. Then f.. ...... f(O) as r ...... 0, and f.. ...... f* a.e. as r ...... 1. Since 
log (1/ I f..1 ) ~ 0, two applications of Fatou's lemma, combined with (3), give 
~~~ W 

15.20 Zeros of Entire Functions Suppose f is an entire function, 

M(r) = sup I f(re i8) I 
8 

(0 < r < (0), (1) 

and n(r) is the number of zeros of fin D(O; r). Assume f(O) = 1, for simplicity. 
Jensen's formula gives 

{ If" } ,,(2,) 2r ,,(,) 2r 
M(2r) ~ exp 2n _.log If(2rei~1 dO = lIn ~ ~ lIn ~ ~ 2"('), 

if {IX,,} is the sequence of zeros off, arranged so that IIXII :s; 11X21 :s; .... Hence 

n(r) log 2 :s; log M(2r). (2) 

Thus the rapidity with which n(r) can increase (i.e., the density of the zeros of 
f) is controlled by the rate of growth of M(r). Suppose, to look at a more specific 
situation, that for large r 

M(r) < exp {Ar"} 

where A and k are given positive numbers. Then (2) leads to 

I· log n(r) k 
1m sup I :s;. 

''''00 og r 

For example, if k is a positive integer and 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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then n(r) is about 1t - 1 kr", SO that 

lim log n(r) = k. 
,-+00 log r 

This shows that the estimate (4) cannot be improved. 

Blaschke Products 

(6) 

Jensen's formula makes it possible to determine the precise conditions which the 
zeros of a nonconstant f E H OO must satisfy. 

15.21 Theorem If {cxn} is a sequence in V such that CXn =I- 0 and 

00 

L (1 - I CXn I) < 00, (1) 
n=1 

if k is a nonnegative integer, and if 

(Z E V), (2) 

then B E H oo , and B has no zeros except at the points CXn (and at the origin, if 
k > 0). 

We call this function B a Blaschke product. Note that some of the CXn may be 
repeated, in which case B has multiple zeros at those points. Note also that each 
factor in (2) has absolute value 1 on T. 

The term "Blaschke product" will also be used if there are only finitely many 
factors, and even if there are none, in which case B(z) = 1. 

PROOF The nth term in the series 

t 11 - cxn~z '~I 
n=1 1 - CXnZ cxn 

is 1 
CXn + ~ CXn I Z 1 (1 - I CXn I) :::;; 1 + r (1 - I cxn I) 
(1 - CXn z)cxn 1 - r 

if I z I :::;; r. Hence Theorem 15.6 shows that B E H(V) and that B has only the 
prescribed zeros. Since each factor in (2) has absolute value less than 1 in V, 
it follows that I B(z) I < 1, and the proof is complete. IIII 

15.22 The preceding theorem shows that 

00 

L (1 ~ I cxn I) < 00 (1) 
n=1 
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is a sufficient condition for the existence of an f E H'X) which has only the presc
ribed zeros {(X,,}. This condition also turns out to be necessary: Iff E HOO and f is 
not identically zero, the zeros offmust satisfy (1). This is a special case of Theorem 
15.23. It is interesting that (1) is a necessary condition in a much larger class of 
functions, which we now describe. 

For any real number t, define log+t = log t if t ~ 1 and log+ t = 0 if t < 1. 
We let N (for Nevanlinna) be the class of allf E H(U) for which 

1 I" sup -2 log+ 1 f(rei~ 1 dO < 00. 
O<r<l 11: -" 

(2) 

It is clear that H'" c N. Note that (2) imposes a restriction on the rate of growth 
of 1 f(z) 1 as 1 z 1--+ 1, whereas the boundedness of the integrals 

(3) 

imposes no such restriction. For instance, (3) is independent of r iff = efI for any 
g E H(U). The point is that (3) can stay small because log 1 f 1 assumes large nega
tive values as well as large positive ones, whereas log+ 1 f 1 ~ O. The class N will 
be discussed further in Chap. 17. 

15.23 Tbeorem Suppose f E N,f is not identically 0 in U, and (Xl' (X2, (X3, •• , are 
the zeros off, listed accoraing to their multiplicities. Then 

00 

L (1 - 1 (x" I) < 00. (1) 
,,=1 

(We tacitly assume that f has infinitely many zeros in U. If there are only 
finitely many, the above sum has only finitely many terms, and there is nothing to 
prove. Also, 1 (x" 1 ~ 1 (X" + 1 I·) 

PROOF Iffhas a zero of order m at the origin, and g(z) = z-mf(z), then g E N, 
and g has the same zeros as f, except at the origin. Hence we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that f(O) :F O. Let n(r) be the number of zeros off 
in 15(0; r), fix k, and take r < 1 so that n(r) > k. Then Jensen's formula 

"(r) r {I I" } 
1 f(O) 1 "II 1 (x" 1 = exp 211: _ ..tOg 1 f(rei8) 1 dO (2) 

implies that 

k r {I I" } If(O) 1 "II ~ ~ exp 211: _..t0g + If(rei~1 dO . (3) 
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Our assumption that fEN is equivalent to the existence of a constant 
C < 00 which exceeds the right side of (3) for all r, 0 < r < 1. It follows that 

k n I IX" I ~ C- 1 1 f(O) I ri. (4) 
n=1 

The inequality persists, for every k, as r -4 1. Hence 

00 n I IX" I ~ C- 1 I f(O) I > O. (5) 
"=1 

By Theorem 15.5, (5) implies (1). IIII 

Corollary Iff E H OO (or even iff EN), if 1Xl> 1X2' 1X3' ••• are the zeros off in U, 
and if I;(1 - I IX" I) = 00, then f(z) = 0 for all z E U. 

For instance, no nonconstant bounded holomorphic function in U can have 
a zero at each of the points (n - 1)/n (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). 

We conclude this section with a theorem which describes the behavior of a 
Blaschke product near the boundary of U. Recall that as a member of H oo , B has 
radial limits B*(ei~ at almost all points of T. 

15.24 Theorem If B is a Blaschke product, then I B*(ei~ I = 1 a.e. and 

1 I" lim -2 log I B(rei~ I ~O = O. 
r-l 1l -x 

(1) 

PROOF The existence of the limit is a consequence of the fact that the integral 
is a monotonic function of r. Suppose B(z) is as in Theorem 15.21, and put 

BN(Z) = Ii IX" ~ Z • ~ 
"=N 1 -IX"Z IXn 

(2) 

Since log (I BIBN I) is continuous in an open set containing T, the limit (1) is 
unchanged if B is replaced by BN. If we apply Theorem 15.19 to BN we 
therefore obtain 

1 I" 1 I" log I BJO) I ~ !~n: 2n _"tog I B(rei~ I dO ~ 2n _"tog I B*(eI8) I dO ~ O. (3) 

As N -400, the first term in (3) tends to O. This gives (1), and shows that 
J log I B* 1= O. Since log I B* I ~ 0 a.e., Theorem l.39(a) now implies that 
log I B* I = 0 a.e. IIII 

The Miintz-Szasz Theorem 

15.25 A classical theorem of Weierstrass ([26], Theorem 7.26) states that the 
polynomials are dense in C(I), the space of all continuous complex functions on 
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the closed interval 1= [0, 1], with the supremum norm. In other words, the set of 
all finite linear combinations of the functions 

(1) 

is dense in C(I). This is sometimes expressed by saying that the functions (1) span 
C(I). 

This suggests a question: If 0 < At < A2 < A3 < ... , under what conditions is 
it true that the functions 

(2) 

span C(l)? 
It turns out that this problem has a very natural connection with the 

problem of the distribution of the zeros of a bounded holomorphic function in a 
half plane (or in a disc; the two are conform ally equivalent). The surprisingly neat 
answer is that the functions (2) span C(I) if and only if l:.1/ An = 00. 

Actually, the proof gives an even more precise conclusion: 

15.26 Theorem Suppose 0 < At < A2 < A3 < . .. qnd let X be the closure in 
C(l) of the set of all finite linear combinations of the functions 

(a) Ifl:.l/An = 00, then X = C(I). 
(b) If l:.1/ An < 00, and if A ¢ {An}, A #: 0, then X does not contain the function 

e'. 

PROOF It is a consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem (Theorem 5.19) that 
qJ E C(l) but qJ ¢ X if and only if there is a bounded linear functional on C(I) 
which does not vanish at qJ but which vanishes on all of X. Since every 
bounded linear functional on C(l) is given by integration with respect to a 
complex Borel measure on I, (a) will be a consequence of the following pro
position: 

Ifl:.l/ An = 00 and if J.l is a complex Borel measure on I such that 

Ie .. dJ.l(t) = 0 (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ), (1) 

then also 

(k = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (2) 

For if this is proved, the preceding remark shows that X contains all 
functions t'; since 1 E X, all polynomials are then in X, and the Weierstrass 
theorem therefore implies that X = C(I). 
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So assume that (1) holds. Since the integrands in (1) and (2) vanish at 0, 
we may as well assume that Jl. is concentrated on (0, 1]. We associate with Jl. 
the function 

(3) 

For t > 0, tZ = exp (z log t), by definition. We claim that J is holo
morphic in the right half plane. The continuity of J is easily checked, and we 
can then apply Morera's theorem. Furthermore, if z = x + iy, if x > 0, and if ° < t :::; 1, then I tZ I = tX :::; 1. Thus J is bounded in the right half plane, and 
(1) says thatJ(A..) = 0, for n = 1, 2, 3, .... Define 

( 1 + z) g(z) =J -
l-z 

(z E U). (4) 

Then g E HOO and g(IX.) = 0, where IX. = (A.. - 1)/(A.. + 1). A simple computa
tion shows that 1:(1 - IIX.I) = 00 if 1:1/A.. = 00. The Corollary to Theorem 
15.23 therefore tells us that g(z) = ° for all z E U. Hence J = 0. In particular, 

J(k) = ° for k = 1, 2, 3, , .. , and this is (2). We have thus proved part (a) of 
the theorem. 

To prove (b) it will be enough to construct a measure Jl. on I such that (3) 
defines a function J which is holomo'rphic in the half plane Re z > - 1 
(anything negative would do here), which is ° at 0, A.l, A.2' A.3, ... and which 
has no other zeros in this half plane. For the functional induced by this 
measure Jl. will then vanish on X but will not vanish at any function e· if 
A. :;06 ° and A. ¢ {A..}. 

We begin by constructing a function J which has these prescribed zeros, 
and we shall then show that thisJcan be represented in the form (3). Define 

J(z) - z Ii A.. - z 
- (2 + Z)3 .= 1 2 + A.. + z 

(5) 

Since 

1- A..-z 2z+2 
2+A..+z 2+A..+z' 

the infinite product in (5) converges uniformly on every compact set which 
contains none of the points -A.. - 2. It follows thatJis a meromorphic func
tion in the whole plane, with poles at - 2 and - A.. - 2, and with zeros at 
0, A. 1, A.2, A.3, .... Also, each factor in the infinite product (5) is less than 1 in 
absolute value if Re z > -1. Thus I J(z) I :::; 1 if Re z ~ -1. The factor 

, (2 + Z)3 ensures that the restriction ofJto the line Re z = -1 is in E. 
Fix z so that Re z > -1, and consider the Cauchy formula for J(z), 

where the path of integration consists of the semicircle with center at -1, 
radius R > 1 + I z I , from - 1 - iR to - 1 + R to - 1 + iR, followed by the 
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interval from - 1 + iR to - 1 - iR. The integral over the semicircle tends to 
o as R --400, so we are left with 

But 

f(z) = - ~ foo f( -1 .+ is) ds 
2n _ 00 - 1 + IS - Z 

(Re z > -1). 

1 = (1 tz-is dt 
1 + z - is Jo (Re z > -1). 

Hence (6) can be rewritten in the form 

f(z) = (\z{~ foo f( -1 + is)e-iS log r dS} dt. Jo 2n - 00 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The interchange in the order of integration was legitimate: If the integrand in 
(8) is replaced by its absolute value, a finite integral results. 

Put g(s) = f( -1 + is). Then the inner integral in (8) is.g(log t), where 9 is 
the Fourier transform of g. This is a bounded continuous function on (0, 1], 
and if we set dJl(t) = g(log t) dt we obtain a measure which represents f in the 
desired form (3). 

This completes the proof. IIII 

15.27 Remark The theorem implies that whenever {I, tAl, tA2, ... } spans C(J), 
then some infinite subcollection of the tAi can be removed without altering 
the span. In particular, C(J) contains no minimal spanning sets of this type. 
This is in marked contrast to the behavior of orthonormal sets in a Hilbert 
space: if any element is removed from an orthonormal set, its span is dimin
ished. Likewise, if {I, tAl, tA2 ... } does not span C(J), removal of any of its 
elements will diminish the span; this follows from Theorem 15.26(b). 

Exercises 

I Suppose {a.} and {b.} are sequences of complex numbers such that l: I a. - b.1 < 00. On what sets 
will the product 

fI z - an 
.=1 z-b. 

converge uniformly? Where will it define a holomorphic function? 

2 Suppose/is entire, A is a positive number, and the inequality 

I/(z)l < exp (lzIA) 

holds for all large enough I z I. (Such functions / are said to be of finite order. The greatest lower 
bound of all A for which the above condition holds is the order off,) If/(z) = l:a.z·, prove that the 
inequality 

(d)'IA la.l::;; -
n 
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holds for all large enough n. Consider the functions exp (~), k = I, 2, 3, ... , to determine whether the 
above bound on 1 a. 1 is close to best possible. 

3 Find all complex z for which exp (exp (z» = 1. Sketch them as points in the plane. Show that there 
is no entire function of finite order which has a zero at each of these points (except, of course,! == 0). 

4 Show that the function 

efdz + e- 1Ciz 

11: cot 1I:Z = 1I:i e0iz _ e oiz 

has a simple pole with residue I at each integer. The same is true of the function 

1 '" 2z N 1 
J(z)=-+ L -2--2= lim L --. 

z n= 1 Z - n N ..... oo n= -N Z - n 

Show that both functions are periodic [f(z + 1) = J(z)], that their difference is a bounded entire 
function, hence a constant, and that this constant is actually 0, since 

1'" dt 
lim J(iy) = -2i --2 = -1I:i. 
y~'" 0 1 + t 

This gives the partial fractions decomposition 

1 '" 2z 
11: cot 1I:Z = - + L ---. 

z 1 Z2 - n2 

(Compare with Exercise 12, Chap. 9.) Note that 11: cot 1I:Z is (g'/g)(z) if g(z) = sin 1I:Z. Deduce the 
product representation 

sin 1I:Z = fI (1 _ z:). 
1tZ n=1 n 

5 Suppose k is a positive integer, {z.} is a sequence of complex numbers such that l: 1 z. I- t -1 < 00, 

and 

J(z) = fI Et (-=-). 
n=1 zn 

(See Definition 15.7.) What can you say about the rate of growth of 

M(r) = max 1 J(re i ,) 1 ? 

6 Suppose J is entire, J(O) #' 0, 1 J(z) 1 < exp ( 1 z I') for large 1 z I, and {z.} is the sequence of zeros off, 
counted according to their multiplicities. Prove that l: 1 z. 1-,-, < 00 for every fE > O. (Compare with 
Sec. 15.20.) 

7 SupposeJis an entire function'!(Jn) = 0 for n = 1,2,3, ... , and there is a positive cortstant 0( such 
that 1 J(z) 1 < exp (I z I") for all large enough 1 z I. For which 0( does it follow that J(z) = 0 for all z? 
[Consider sin (1I:Z2).] 

8 Let {z.} be a sequence of distinct complex numbers, z. #' 0, such that Z.--+ 00 as n--+ 00, and let 
{m.} be a sequence of positive integers. Let g be a meromorphic function in the plane, which has a 
simple pole with residue m. at each z. and which has no other poles. If z ¢ {z.}, let y(z) be any path 
from 0 to z which passes through none of the points z., and define 

J(z) = exp {fy(Z)g(C) dC}-
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Prove that f(z) is independent of the choice of y(z) (although the integral itself is not), that f is 
holomorphic in the complement of {z.}, that f has a removable singularity at each of the points z., 
and that the extension off has a zero of order m. at z •. 

The existence theorem contained in Theorem 15.9 can thus be deduced from the Mittag-Leffler 
theorem. 

9 Suppose 0 < IX < 1,0 < P < l,fe H(U),f(u) c U, andf(O) = IX. How many zeros canfhave in the 
disc D(O; P)? What is the answer if (a) IX = t, p = t; (b) IX = !, p = t; (e) IX = ~, p = i; (d) IX = 1/1,000, 
P = 1/10? 

10 For N = 1, 2, 3, ... , define 

"" ( Z2) gJ..z) = n 1- 2 
n=N n 

Prove that the ideal generated by {gN} in the ring of entire functions is not a principal ideal. 

II Under what conditions on a sequence of real numbers Y. does there exist a bounded holomorphic 
function in the open right half plane which is not identically zero but which has a zero at each point 
1 + iy.? In particular, can this happen if (a) y. = log n, (b) y. = In, (e) y. = n, (d) y. = n2 ? 

12 Suppose 0 < IIX.I < 1, :E(1 - IIX.I) < 00, and B is the Blaschke product with zeros at the points IX •• 
Let E be the set of all points l/,a. and let Q be the complement of the closure of E. Prove that the 
product actually converges uniformly on every compact subset of Q, so that B e H(Q), and that B has 
a pole at each point of E. (This is of particular interest in those cases in which Q is connected.) 

13 Put IX. = 1 - n - 2, for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , let B be the Blaschke product with zeros at these points IX, 
and prove that Iimr~ I B(r) = o. (It is understood that 0 < r < 1.) 

More precisely, show that the estimate 

N-I r-IX N-I IX - IX I B(r) I < n -_. < n _N __ • < 2e- N/3 

I1-IX.r I I-IX. 

is valid if IXN- I < r < IXN. 

14 Prove that there is a sequence {IX.} with 0 < IX. < 1, which tends to 1 so rapidly that the Blaschke 
product with zeros at the points IX. satisfies the condition 

lim sup I B(r)l = 1. 
r~1 

Hence this B has no radial limit at z = 1. 

15 Let qJ be a linear fractional transformation which maps U onto U. For any z e U define the 
qJ-orbit of z to be the set {qJ.(z)}, where qJo(z) = z, qJ.(z) = qJ(qJ._I(Z», n = 1, 2, 3, .... Ignore the case 
qJ(z) = z. 

(a) For which qJ is it true that the qJ-orbits satisfy the Blaschke condition :E(1 -I qJ.(z) I) < <Xl? 
[The answer depends in part on the location of the fixed points of qJ. There may be one fixed point in 
U, or one fixed point on T, or two fixed points on T. In the last two cases it is advantageous to 
transfer the problem to (say) the upper half plane, and to consider transformations on it which either 
leave only 00 fixed or leave 0 and <Xl fixed.] 

(b) For which qJ do there exist nonconstant functionsfe H"" which are invariant under qJ, i.e., 
which satisfy the relationf(qJ(z» = f(z) for all z e U? 

16 Suppose IIXI I ~ 11X21 ~ 11X31 ~ .•• < 1, and let n(r) be the number of terms in the sequence {IXJ 
such that I IX} I ~ r. Prove that 

17 If B(z) = :Eek to is a Blaschke product with at least one zero off the origin, is it possible to have 
ek ~ 0 for k = 0, 1, 2, ... ? 
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18 Suppose B is a Blaschke product all of whose zeros lie on the segment (0, 1) and 

f(z) = (z - 1)2B(z). 

Prove that the derivative offis bounded in U. 

19 Putf(z) = exp [-(1 + z)/(1 - z)]. Using the notation ofTheorem 15.19, show that 

lim Jlr(f) < Jl*(f), 
r-1 

althoughf E H"'. Note the contrast with Theorem 15.24. 

20 Suppose .1.1 > .1.2 > ... , and Ao--+ 0 in the Miintz-Szasz theorem. What is the conclusion of the 
theorem, under these conditions? 

21 Prove an analogue of the Miintz-Szasz theorem, with E(J) in place of C(J). 

22 Put!.(t) = tOe- r (0 ~ t < 00, n = 0, 1,2, ... ) and prove that the set of all finite linear combinations 
of the functions!. is dense in E(O, (0). Hint: If g E E(O, (0) is orthogonal to each!. and if 

F(z) = 1'" e- tz g(t) dt (Re z > 0), 

then all derivatives of F are 0 at z = 1. Consider F(1 + iy). 

23 Suppose n:::> O,f E H(n), I f(e18)1 ~ 3 for all real 6,f(0) = 0, and A1' A2' ... , A.N are the zeros of 
1 - fin U, counted according to their multiplicities. Prove that 

IAIA2 ... ANI <to 
Suggestion: Look at B/(1 -f), where B is a certain Blaschke product. 



CHAPTER 

SIXTEEN 

ANALYTIC CONTINUATION 

In this chapter we shall be concerned with questions which arise because func
tions which are defined and holomorphic in some region can frequently be 
extended to holomorphic functions in some larger region. Theorem 10.18 shows 
that these extensions are uniquely determined by the given functions. The exten
sion process is called analytic continuation. It leads in a very natural way to the 
consideration of functions which are defined on Riemann surfaces rather than in 
plane regions. This device makes it possible to replace "multiple-valued 
functions" (such as the square-root function or the logarithm) by functions. A 
systematic treatment of Riemann surfaces would take us too far afield, however, 
and we shall restrict the discussion to plane regions. 

Regular Points and Singular Points 

16.1 Definition Let D be an open circular disc, suppose f E H(D), and let p be 
a boundary point of D. We call p a regular point off if there exists a disc D1 
with center at p and a function g E H(D 1) such that g(z) = f(z) for all ZED n 
D1• Any boundary point of D which is not a regular point off is called a 
singular point off. 

It is clear from the definition that the set of all regular points off is an open 
(possibly empty) subset of the boundary of D. 

In the following theorems we shall take the unit disc U for D, without any 
loss of generality. 

319 
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16.2 Theorem Suppose J E H(U), and the power series 

<Xl 

J(z) = L anzn (z E U) (1) 
n=O 

has radius oj convergence 1. Then J has at least one singular point on the unit 
circle T. 

PROOF Suppose, on the contrary, that every point of T is a regular point off 
The compactness of T implies then that there are open discs D 1, ... , Dn and 
functions gj E H(Dj) such that the center of each Dj is on T, such that T c 
D1 U ... u Dn , and such that gJ.z) = J(z) in Dj ("'\ U, for j = 1, ... , n. 

If Di ("'\ Dj =1= 0 and V;j = Di ("'\ Dj ("'\ U, then V;j =1= 0 (since the centers 
of the Dj are on T), and gi =J= gj in V;j. Since Di ("'\ Dj is connected, it 
follows from Theorem 10.18 that gi = gj in Di ("'\ Dj • Hence we may define a 
function h in 0 = U U D1 U ... u Dn by 

h(z) = {J(Z) 
g~z) 

(z E U), 

(z E D i), 
(2) 

Since 0 ::> '0 and 0 is open, there exists an € > 0 such that the disc 
D(O; 1 + €) C O. But h E H(O), h(z) is given by (1) in U, and now Theorem 
10.16 implies that the radius of convergence of (1) is at least 1 + €, contrary 
to our assumption. IIII 

16.3 Definition If J E H(U) and if every point of T is a singular point of J, 
then T is said to be the natural boundary of f In this case, J has no holo
morphic extension to any region which properly contains U. 

16.4 Remark It is very easy to see that there exist J E H(U) for which T is a 
natural boundary. In fact, if 0 is any region, it is easy to find an J E H(O) 
which has no holomorphic extension to any larger region. To see this, let A 
be any countable set in 0 which has no limit point in 0 but such that every 
boundary point of 0 is a limit point of A. Apply Theorem 15.11 to get a 
function J E H(O) which is 0 at every point of A but is not identically O. If 
9 E H(01)' where 0 1 is a region which properly contains 0, and if 9 = Jin 0, 
the zeros of 9 would have a limit point in 01> and we have a contradiction. 

A simple explicit example is furnished by 

<Xl 

J(z) = L Z2n = Z + Z2 + Z4 + Z8 + ... (z E U). (1) 
n=O 

This J satisfies the functional equation 

J(Z2) = J(z) - z, (2) 

from which it follows (we leave the details to the reader) that J is unbounded 
on every radius of U which ends at exp {2nikI2n}, where k and n are positive 
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integers. These points form a dense subset of T; and since the set of all 
singular points offis closed,fhas T as its natural boundary. 

That this example is a power series with large gaps (i.e., with many zero 
coefficients) is no accident. The example is merely a special case of Theorem 
16.6, due to Hadamard, which we shall derive from the following theore,tU of 
Ostrowski: ' 

16.5 Theorem Suppose A., Pk' and qk are positive integers, 

PI < P2 < P3 < ... , 

and 

(k = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (1) 

Suppose 

co 

f(z) = L anzn (2) 
"=0 

has radius of convergence 1, and an = 0 whenever Pk < n < qk for some k. If 
sp(z) is the pth partial sum of (2), and if P is a regular point off on T, then the 
sequence {Spk(Z)} converges in some neighborhood of p. 

Note that the full sequence {sp(z)} cannot converge at any point outside U. 
The gap condition (1) ensures the existence of a subsequence which converges in 
a neighborhood of p, hence at some points outside U. This phenomenon is called 
overconvergence. 

PROOF If g(z) = f(pz), then g also satisfies the gap condition. Hence we may 
assume, without loss of generality, that P = 1. Then f has a hoi om orphic 
extension to a region Q which contains U u {I}. Put 

(3) 

and define F(w) = f(cp(w» for all w such that cp(w) E Q. If I wi:$; 1 but w :F 1, 
then I cp(w) I < 1, since 11 + wi < 2. Also, cp(l) = 1. It follows that there exists 
an E > 0 such that cp(D(O; 1 + E» c: Q. Note that the region cp(D(O; 1 + E» 
contains the point 1. The series 

co 

F(w) = L bmwm (4) 
m=O 

converges if I wi < 1 + E. 
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The highest and lowest powers of w in [((J(wW have exponents (A + 1)n 
and An. Hence the highest exponent in [((J(W)]Pk is less than the lowest expo
nent in [((J(W)]qk, by (1). Since 

ao 

F(w) = L a,,[((J(w)r (Iwl < 1), (5) 
,,=0 

the gap condition satisfied by {a,,} now implies that 

Pk (A+l)Pk 
L a,,[((J(w)]" = L bm wm (k = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (6) 

,,=0 m=O 

The right side of (6) converges, as k--+ 00, whenever I wi < 1 + E. Hence 
{Spk(Z)} converges for all Z E ((J(D(O; 1 + E)). This is the desired conclusion. IIII 

Note: Actually, {Spk(Z)} converges uniformly in some neighborhood of p. We 
leave it to the reader to verify this by a more careful examination of the preceding 
proof. 

16.6 Theorem Suppose A is a positive integer, {Pk} is a sequence oj positive 
integers such that 

(k = 1, 2, 3, ... ), (1) 

and the power series 

ao 

J(z) = L Ck ZPk (2) 
k=l 

has radius oj convergence 1. ThenJhas T-as its natural boundary. 

PROOF The subsequence {Spk} of Theorem 16.5 is now the same (except for 
repetitions) as the full sequence of partial sums of (2). The latter cannot con
verge at any point outside 0; hence Theorem 16.5 implies that no point of T 
can be a regular point off IIII 

16.7 EXilIJ!Ple Put a" = 1 if n is a power of 2, put a" = 0 otherwise, put 11" = 
exp (-.In), and define 

ao 

J(z) = L a" 11" z". (1) 
,,=0 

Since 

(2) 
,,-+ ao 
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the radius of convergence of (1) is 1. By Hadamard's theorem,fhas T as its 
natural boundary. Nevertheless, the power series of each derivative off, 

co 

f(k)(Z) = L n(n - 1) ... (n - k + l)a,,'1nzn-k, (3) 
n=k 

converges uniformly on the closed unit disc. Each jlk) is therefore uniformly 
continuous on 0, and the restriction off to T is infinitely differentiable, as a 
function of e, in spite of the fact that T is the natural boundary off 

The example demonstrates rather strikingly that the presence of singularities, 
in the sense of Definition 16.1, does not imply the presence of discontinuities or 
(stated less precisely) of any lack of smoothness. 

This seems to be the natural place to insert a theorem in which continuity 
does preclude the existence of singularities: 

16.8 Theorem Suppose 0 is a region, L is a straight line or a circular are, 
o - L is the union of two regions 0 1 and O2 , f is continuous in 0, and f is 
holomorphic in 0 1 and in O2 • Thenfis holomorphic in O. 

PROOF The use of linear fractional transformations shows that the general 
case follows if we prove the theorem for straight lines L. By Morera's 
theorem, it is enough to show that the integral off over the boundary aA is 0 
for every triangle A in O. The Cauchy theorem implies that the integral off 
vanishes over every closed path ')I in A n 0 1 or in A n O2 • The continuity of 
f shows that this is still true if part of ')I is in L, and the integral over aA is the 
sum of at most two terms of this sort. IIII 

Continuation along Curves 

16.9 Definitions A function element is an ordered pair (f, D), where D is an 
open circular disc andfe H(D). Two function elements (fo, Do) and (fl' D1) 

are direct continuations of each other if two conditions hold: Do n Dl #= 0, 
andfo(z) =fl(Z) for all z e Do n D1 • In this case we write 

(1) 

A chain is a finite sequence 'If of discs, say 'If = {Do, Db ... , Dn}. such that 
D j - 1 n D j #= 0 for i = 1, ... , n. If (fo, Do) is given and if there exist elements 
U;, D j ) such that U;- b D j - 1) '" U;, DJ for i = 1, ... , n, then (fn' Dn) is said to 
be the analytic continuation of(fo, Do) along 'If. Note thatfn is uniquely deter
mined by fo and 'If (if it exists at all). To see this, suppose (1) holds, and 
suppose (1) also holds with gl in place ofJt. Then gl =fo =fl in Do n D1 ; 

and since D 1 is connected, we have g 1 = fl in D 1. The uniqueness of fn now 
follows by induction on the number of terms in 'If. 
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If (In, DJ is the continuation of (/0, Do) along 'If, and if Dn rl Do :F 0, it 
need not be true that (10, Do) '" (f", Dn); in other words, the relation", is not 
transitive. The simplest example of this is furnished by the square-root func
tion: Let Do, D1> and D2 be discs of radius 1, with centers 1, co, and co2, 
where co3 = 1, choose jj E H(D j ) so that I;(z) = z and so that (/0, Do) '" 
(11) D1), (11, D 1) '" (/2, D2)· In Do rl D2 we have/2 = -/0 :Flo· 

A chain 'If = {Do, ... , Dn} is said to cover a curve y with parameter inter
val [0, 1] if there are numbers 0 = So < Sl < ... < Sn = 1 such that y(O) is the 
center of Do, y(l) is the center of Dn, and 

(i = 0, ... , n - 1). (2) 

If (/0, Do) can be continued along this 'If to (f", Dn), we call (In' Dn) an 
analytic continuation 01 (/0, Do) along y (uniqueness will be proved in 
Theorem 16.11); (/0, Do) is then said to admit an analytic continuation along 
y. 

Although the relation (1) is not transitive, a restricted form of transitivity 
does hold. It supplies the key to the proof of Theorem 16.11. 

16.10 Proposition Suppose that Do rl Dl rl D2 :F 0, (Do '/0) '" (D1'/1), and 
(D 1> 11) '" (D2 '/2)' Then (Do '/0) '" (D2 '/2)' 

PROOF By assumption,/o = 11 in Do rl Dl and 11 = 12 in Dl rl D2. Hence 
10 = 12 in the nonempty open set Do rl D 1 rl D2· Since 10 and 12 are holo
morphic in Do rl D2 and Do rl D2 is connected, it follows that 10 = 12 in 
Do rlD2 • IIII 

16.11 Theorem II(J, D) is alunction element and ify is a curve which starts at 
the center 01 D, then (J, D) admits at most one analytic continuation along y. 

Here is a more explicit statement of what the theorem asserts: If y is covered 
by chains 'lfl = {Ao, AI' ... , Am} and 'lf2 = {Bo, B1> ... Bn}, where Ao = Bo = D, 
if (J, D) can be analytically continued along 'If 1 to a function element (gm, AJ, 
and if (J, D) can be analytically continued along 'If 2 to (hn' Bn), then gm = hn in 
Am rl Bn. 

Since Am and Bn are, by assumption, discs with the same center y(I), it follows 
that gm and hn have the same expansion in powers of z - y(I), and we may as well 
replace Am and Bn by whichever is the larger one of the two. With this agreement, 
the conclusion is that gm = hn· 

PROOF Let 'If 1 and 'If 2 be as above. There are numbers 

0= So < Sl < ... < Sm = 1 = Sm+l 

and 0 = 0"0 < 0"1 < ... < O"n = 1 = O"n+l such that 
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There are function elements (gi' AJ - (gi+ l' Ai+1) and (hj , Bj) - (h j + 1> Bj + 1), 
for 0 :S; i :S; m - 1 and 0 :S; j :S; n - 1. Here go = ho = f. 

We claim that if O:s; i:S; m and O:S;j:S; n, and if [Si, Si+1] intersects 
[aj' aj+l], then (gi' Ai) - (hj , B j ). 

Assume there are pairs (i, JJ for which this is wrong. Among them there is 
one for which i + j is minimal. It is clear that then i + j > O. Suppose Si ~ aj. 
Then i ~ 1, and since [s;, Si+l] intersects [aj , aj+1], we see that 

(2) 

The minimality of i+j shows that (gi-1> Ai- 1)-(hj , Bj ); and since 
(gi-l, Ai-I) - (gi, AJ, Proposition 16.10 implies that (gi, AJ - (hj , Bj ). This 
contradicts our assumption. The possibility Si :S; aj is ruled out in the same 
way. 

So our claim is established. In particular, it holds for the pair (m, n), and 
this is what we had to prove. IIII 

16.12 Definition Suppose 0( and 13 are points in a topological space X and qJ 
is a continuous mapping of the unit square 12 = 1 x 1 (where 1 = [0, 1]) into 
X such that qJ(O, t) = 0( and qJ(l, t) = 13 for all tEl. The curves Ytdefined by 

y,(s) = qJ(s, t) (s E I, t E 1) (1) 

are then said to form a one-parameter family {Yt} of curves from 0( to 13 in X. 
We now come to a very important property of analytic continuation: 

16.13 Theorem Suppose {Yt} (O:s; t :S; 1) is a one-parameter family of curves 
from 0( to 13 in the plane, D is a disc with center at 0(, and the function element 
(J, D) admits analytic continuation along each Yt, to an element (gt, Dt). Then 
gl = go· 

The last equality is to be interpreted as in Theorem 16.11: 

(gl' D1) - (go, Do), 

and Do and Dl are discs with the same center, namely, p. 

PROOF Fix tEl. There is a chain CC = {Ao, ... , A,,} which covers Y" with 
Ao = D, such that (gt, Dt) is obtained by continuation of (J, D) along CC. 
There are numbers 0 = So < ... < S" = 1 such that 

Ei = Yt([s/o Si+1]) c: Ai (i = 0, 1, ... , n - 1). (1) 

There exists an € > 0 which is less than the distance from any of the compact 
sets Ei to the complement of the corresponding open disc Ai. The uniform 
continuity of qJ on 12 (see Definition 16.12) shows that there exists a fJ > 0 
such that 

I y,(s) - Yu(s) I < € if S E I, u E I, I u - t I < fJ. (2) 
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Suppose u satisfies these conditions. Then (2) shows that 'If covers Yu' and 
therefore Theorem 16.11 shows that both g, and gu are obtained by continua
tion of (f, D) along this same chain 'If. Hence g, = gu. 

Thus each tel is covered by a segment J, such that gu = g, for all u E 

I ('\ J,. Since I is compact, I is covered by finitely many J,; and since I is 
connected, we see in a finite number of steps that g1 = go. IIII 

Our next item is an intuitively obvious topological fact. 

16.14 Theorem Suppose r 0 and r 1 are curves in a topological space X, with 
common initial point IX and common end point fJ. If X is simply connected, then 
there exists a one-parameter family {y,} (O::s;; t ::s;; 1) of curves from IX to fJ in X, 
such that Yo = ro and Y1 = r 1• 

PROOF Let [0, n] be the parameter interval of r 0 and r l' Then 

(0 ::s;; s ::S;; n) 

(n ::S;; s ::S;; 2n) 
(1) 

defines a closed curve in X. Since X is simply connected, r is null-homotopic 
in X. Hence there is a continuous H: [0, 2n] x [0, 1] -+ X such that 

H(s, 0) = r(s), H(s, 1) = c E X, H(O, t) = H(2n, t). 

If <1>: 0 -+ X is defined by 

<l>(rei~ = H(fJ, 1 - r) (0 ::S;; r ::S;; 1, 0 ::S;; fJ ::S;; 2n), 

(2) implies that <I> is continuous. Put 

y,(fJ) = <1>[(1 - t)ei9 + te- i'] (0 ::S;; fJ ::S;; n, 0 ::S;; t ::S;; 1). 

Since <l>(ei~ = H(fJ, 0) = r(fJ), it follows that 

y,(O) = <1>(1) = r(0) = IX (0 ::S;; t ::S;; 1), 

YAn) = <I>( -1) = r(n) = fJ (0 ::S;; t ::S;; 1), 

(0 ::S;; fJ ::S;; n) 

and 

Y1(fJ) = <I>(e-i~ = <I>(ei(21t-9)) = r(2n - fJ) = r 1(fJ) 

This completes the proof. 

The Monodromy Theorem 

(0 ::S;; fJ ::S;; n). 

(2) 

IIII 

The preceding considerations have essentially proved the following important 
theorem. 
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16.15 Tbeorem Suppose 0 is a simply connected region, (f, D) is a function 
element, D c: 0, and (f, D) can be analytically continued along every curve in 0 
that starts at the center of D. Then there exists g E H(O) such that g(z) = f(z) 
for all ZED. 

PROOF Let r 0 and r 1 be two curves in 0 from the center ex of D to some 
point {J E O. It follows from Theorems 16.13 and 16.14 that the analytic con
tinuations of(f, D) along ro and r 1 lead to the same element (gp, Dp), where 
Dp is a disc with center at {J. If Dpl intersects Dp, then (gpl' Dpl) can be 
obtained by first continuing (f, D) to {J, then along the straight line from {J to 
{Jl' This shows that gPI = gp in Dpl (1 Dp. 

The definition 

g(z) = gp(z) 

is therefore consistent and gives the desired holomorphic extension off. IIII 

16.16 Remark Let 0 be a plane region, fix w ¢ 0, let D be a disc in O. Since 
D is simply connected, there exists f E H(D) such that exp [f(z)] = z - w. 
Note thatf'(z) = (z - W)-l in D, and that the latter function is holomorphic 
in all of O. This implies that (f, D) can be analytically continued along every 
path y in 0 that starts at the center ex of D: If y goes from ex to {J, if Dp = 
D({J; r) c: 0, if 

r" = y -+ [{J, z] (1) 

and if 

gp(z) = r «( - W)-l d( + f(ex) 
Jr. (z E Dp), (2) 

then (gp, Dp) is the continuation of(f, D) along.Y. 
Note that gp(z) = (z - W)-l in Dp. 
Assume now that there exists g E H(O) such that g(z) = f(z) in D. Then 

g'(z) = (z - w) -1 for all z E O. If r is a closed path in 0, it follows that 

Indr (w) = -21 . r g'(z) dz = O. 1tzjr 
(3) 

We conclude (with the aid of Theorem 13.11) that the monodromy theorem 
fails in every plane region that is not simply connected. 
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Construction of a Modular Function 

16.17 The Modular Group This is the set G of all linear fractional transform
ations (() of the form 

(()(z) = az + b 
cz + d 

where a, b, c, and d are integers and ad - be = 1. 

(1) 

Since a, b, c, and d are real, each (() E G maps the real axis onto itself (except 
for (0). The imaginary part of (()(i) is (c 2 + d2)-1 > O. Hence 

(()(II+) = II+ «(() E G), (2) 

where II+ is the open upper half plane. If (() is given by (1), then 

-1() dw - b (() w = 
-cw+ a 

(3) 

so that (()-1 E G. Also (() 0 '" E G if (() E G and", E G. 
Thus G is a group, with composition as group operation. In view of (2) it is 

customary to regard G as a group of transformations on II + . 

The transformations z-+ z + 1 (a = b = d = 1, c = 0) and z-+ -liz 
(a = d = 0, b = -1, c = 1) belong to G. In fact, they generate G (i.e., there is no 
proper subgroup of G which contains these two transformations). This can be 
proved by the same method which will be used in Theorem 16.19(c). 

A modular function is a holomorphic (or meromorphic) function f on II+ 
which is invariant under G or at least under some nontrivial subgroup r of G. 
This means thatf 0 (() = ffor every (() E r. 

16.18 A Subgroup We shall take for r the group generated by a and -r, where 

z 
a(z) = 2z + l' -r(z) = z + 2. (1) 

One of our objectives is the construction of a certain function A. which is invari
ant under r and which leads to a quick proof of the Picard theorem. Actually, it 
is the mapping properties of A. which are important in this proof, not its invari
ance, and a quicker construction (using just the Riemann mapping theorem and 
the reflection principle) can be given. But it is instructive to study the action of r 
on II+, in geometric terms, and we shall proceed along this route. 

Let Q be the set of all z which satisfy the following four conditions, where 
z = x + iy: 

y>O, -1:::;; x < 1, 12z + 11 ~ 1, 12z-11>1. (2) 

Q is bounded by the vertical lines x = - 1 and x = 1 and is bounded below 
by two semicircles of radius t, with centers at -! and at t. Q contains those of 
its boundary points which lie in the left half of II +. Q contains no point of the 
real axis. 
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We claim that Q is afundamental domain ofr. This means that statements (a) 
and (b) of the following theorem are true. 

16.19 Theorem Let rand Q be as above. 

(a) If qJl and qJ2 E rand qJl #: qJ2' then qJl(Q) n qJ2(Q) = 0· 
(b) UtperqJ(Q)=IJ+. 
(c) r contains all transformations qJ E G of the form 

qJ(Z) = az + b 
cz + d 

for which a and d are odd integers, band c are even. 

(1) 

PROOF Let r 1 be the set of all qJ E G described in (c). It is easily verified that 
r 1 is a subgroup of G. Since (1 E r 1 and T E r 1, it follows that r c r l' To 
show that r = r 1, i.e., to prove (c), it is enough to prove that (a/) and (b) 
hold, where (a/) is the statement obtained from (a) by replacing r by r l' For 
if (a/) and (b) hold, it is clear that r cannot be a proper subset of r l' 

We shall need the relation 

1m Z 

1m qJ(z) = I cz + d 12 (2) 

which is valid for every qJ E G given by (1). The proof of (2) is a matter of 
straightforward computation, and depends on the relation ad - be = 1. 

We now prove (a/). Suppose qJl and qJ2 E r 1, qJl #: qJ2' and define qJ = 
qJl 1 0 qJ2' If Z E qJl(Q) n qJ2(Q), then qJl 1(z) E Q n qJ(Q). It is therefore 
enough to show that 

Q n qJ(Q) = 0 (3) 

if qJ E r 1 and qJ is not the identity transformation. 
The proof of (3) splits into three cases. 
If c = 0 in (1), then ad = 1, and since a and d are integers, we have 

a = d = ± 1. Hence qJ(z) = Z + 2n for some integer n #: 0, and the description 
of Q makes it evident that (3) holds. 

If c = 2d, then c = ± 2 and d = ± 1 (since ad - be = 1). Therefore 
qJ(z) = u(z) + 2m, where m is an integer. Since (1(Q) c D(t; !), (3) holds. 

If c#:O and c #: 2d, we claim that I cz + d I > 1 for all Z E Q. Otherwise, 
the disc D( -die; 1/1 c I) would intersect Q. The description of Q shows that if 
IX #: -t is a real number and if D(IX; r) intersects Q, then at least one of the 
points -1, 0, 1 lies in D(IX; r). Hence lew + d I < 1, for w = -1 or 0 or 1. But 
for these w, cw + d is an odd integer whose absolute value cannot be less 
than 1. So I cz + d I > 1, and it now follows from (2) that 1m qJ(z) < 1m Z for 
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every Z E Q. If it were true for some Z E Q that lP(z) E Q, the same argument 
would apply to IP - 1 and would show that 

1m Z = 1m IP -1( lP(z)) ~ 1m lP(z). (4) 

This contradiction shows that (3) holds. 
Hence (a') is proved. 
To prove (b), let 1: be the union of the sets IP(Q), for IP E r. It is clear that 

1: c n +. Also, 1: contains the sets -r"(Q), for n'= 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... , where 
-r"(z) = Z + 2n. Since u maps the circle 12z + 11 = 1 onto the circle 
12z - 11 = 1, we see that 1: contains every zen + which satisfies all inequal
ities 

12z - (2m + 1) I ~ 1 (m = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ). (5) 

Fix wen +. Since 1m W > 0, there are only finitely many pairs of inte
gers c and d such that I cw + d I lies below any given bound, and we can 
choose lPo E r so that I cw + d I is minimized. By (2), this means that 

1m lP(w) ~ 1m lPo(w) 

Put z = lPo(w). Then (6) becomes 

1m lP(z) ~ 1m z 

(IP E n. 

(IP E n· 
Apply (7) to IP = u-r-" and to IP = u- 1-r-". Since 

-1 _II Z - 2n 
(u -r )(z) = -2z+4n+ l' 

it follows from (2) and (7) that 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

12z - 4n + 11 ~ 1, 12z - 4n - 11 ~ 1 (n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ). (9) 

Thus z satisfies (5), hence z E 1:; and since w = lPo 1(Z) and lPo 1 E r, we have 
WE 1:. 

This completes the proof. IIII 

The following theorem summarizes some of the properties of the modular 
function A which was mentioned in Sec. 16.18 and which will be used in Theorem 
16.22. 

16.20 Theorem Ifr and Q are as described in Sec. 16.18, there exists afunc
tion A E H(n +) such that 

(a) A 0 IP = Afor every IP E r. 
(b) A is one-to-one on Q. 
(c) The range n of A [which is the same as A(Q), by (a)], is the region consist

ing of all complex numbers different from ° and 1. 
(d) A has the real axis as its natural boundary. 
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PROOF Let Qo be the right half of Q. More precisely, Qo consists of all 
Z E II+ such that 

0< Re z < I, 12z-11>1. (1) 

By Theorem 14.19 (and Remarks 14.20) there is a continuous function h on 
Qo which is one-to-one on Qo and holomorphic in Qo, such that h(Qo) = II + , 

h(0) = 0, h(l) = I, and h(oo) = 00. The reflection principle (Theorem 11.14) 
shows that the formula 

h( - x + iy) = h(x + iy) (2) 

extends h to a continuous function on the closure Q of Q which is a confor
mal mapping of the interior of Q onto the complex plane minus the non
negative real axis. We also see that h is one-to-one on Q, that h(Q) is the 
region n described in (c), that 

h( -1 + iy) = h(l + iy) = h('t( -1 + iy» (0 < y < (0), (3) 

and that 

h( -! + !ei~ = h(! + !ei("-9» = h(u( -! + !ei~) (0 < () < 1t). (4) 

Since h is real on the bo.dary of Q, (3) and (4) follow from (2) and the 
definitions of (1 and 'to I 

We now define the function A: 

(z E <p(Q), <p E n. (5) 

By Theorem 16.19, each Z E II+ lies in <p(Q) for one and only one <p E r. 
Thus (5) defines A(Z) for Z E II+, and we see immediately that A has properties 
(a) to (c) and that A is holomorphic in the interior of each of the sets <p(Q). 

It follows from (3) and (4) that A is continuous on 

Q U 't- 1(Q) U (1-1(Q), 

hence on an open set V which contains Q. Theorem 16.8 now shows that A is 
holomorphic in V. Since II+ is covered by the union of the sets <p(V), <p E r, 
and since A 0 <p = A, we conclude that A E H(II+). 

Finally, the set of all numbers <p(0) = bid is dense on the real axis. If A 
could be analytically continued to a region which properly contains II +, the 
zeros of A would have a limit point in this region, which is impossible since A 
is not constant. I I I I 

The Picard Theorem 

16.21 The so-called" little Picard theorem" asserts that every nonconstant entire 
function attains each value, with one possible exception. This is the theorem 
which is proved below. There is a stronger version: Every entire Junction which is 
not a polynomial attains each value infinitely many times, again with one possible 
exception. That one exception can occur is shown by J(z) = eZ, which omits the 
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value O. The latter theorem is actually true in a local situation: Iff has an isolated 
Singularity at a point Zo and iff omits two values in some neighborhood of zo, then 
Zo is a removable singularity or a pole of! This so-called "big Picard theorem" is 
a remarkable strengthening of the theorem of Weierstrass (Theorem 10.21) which 
merely asserts that the image of every neighborhood of Zo is dense in the plane iff 
has an essential singularity at Zo. We shall not prove it here. 

16.22 Theorem Iff is an entire function and if there are two distinct complex 
numbers IX and fJ which are not in the range off, thenfis constant. 

PROOF Without loss of generality we assume that IX = 0 and fJ = 1; if not, 
replace f by (f - 1X)/(fJ - IX). Then f maps the plane into the region n 
described in Theorem 16.20. 

With each disc Dl en there is associated a region VI c rr+ (in fact, 
there are infinitely many such Vto one for each ((J E n such that A is one-to
one on VI and A(V1) = D1 ; each such VI intersects at most two of the 
domains ((J(Q). Corresponding to each choice of VI there is a function "'1 E 

H(D 1) such that "'1(A(Z» = z for all z E VI' 
If D2 is another disc in n and if Dl () D2 "# 0, we can choose a corre

sponding V2 so that VI () V2 "# 0. The function elements ("'to D1) and 
("'2, D2) will then be direct analytic continuations of each other. Note that 
"'i(DJ c rr+. 

Since the range off is in n, there is a disc Ao with center at 0 so that 
f(Ao) lies in a disc Do in n. Choose "'0 E H(Do), as above, put g(z) = "'o(f(z» 
for z E Ao, and let y be any curve in the plane which starts at O. The range of 
f 0 y is a compact subset of n. Hence y can be covered by a chain of discs, 
A o , ... , All' so that each f(AJ lies in a disc Di in n, and we can choose 
"'i E H(Di) so that ("'i' Di) is a direct analytic continuation of ("'i-I' Di- 1), for 
i = 1, ... n. This gives an analytic continuation of the function element 
(g, Ao) along the chain {Ao, ... , All}; note that "'" 0 f has positive imaginary 
part. 

Since (g, Ao) can be analytically continued along every curve in the plane 
and since the plane is simply connected, the monodromy theorem implies 
that g extends to an entire function. Also, the range of g is in rr +, hence 
(g - i)/(g + i) is bounded, hence constant, by Liouville's theorem. This shows 
that g is constant, and since "'0 was one-to-one onf(Ao) and Ao was a non
empty open set, we conclude thatfis constant. IIII 

Exercises 

1 Suppose f(z) = :Ea. z·, a. ~ 0, and the radius of convergence of the series is 1. Prove that f has a 
singularity at z = 1. Hint: Expandfin powers of z - t. If 1 were a regular point off, the new series 
would converge at some x > 1. What would this imply about the original series? 

2 Suppose (f, D) and (g, D) are function elements, P is a polynomial in two variables, and P(f, g) = 0 
in D. Suppose f and g can be analytically continued along a curve y, to fl and gl' Prove that 
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P(f1' 01) = O. Extend this to more than two functions. Is there such a theorem for some class of 
functions P which is larger than the polynomials? 

3 Suppose 0 is a simply connected region, and u is a real harmonic function in O. Prove that there 
exists an f e H(O) such that u = Re f Show that this fails in every region which is not simply con
nected. 

4 Suppose X is the closed unit square in the plane,fis a continuous complex function on X, andfhas 
no zero in X. Prove that there is a continuous function 0 on X such thatf= e'. For what class of 
spaces X (other than the above square) is this also true? 

5 Prove that the transformations z--+ z + 1 and z--+ -liz generate the full modular group G. Let R 
consist of all z = x + iy such that I x I < t, y > 0, and I z I > 1, plus those limit points which have 
x ~ O. Prove that R is a fundamental domain of G. 

6 Prove that G is also generated by the transformations cp and "', where 

1 
cp(z) = --, 

z 

z-1 
",(z)=-. 

z 

Show that cp has period 2, '" has period 3. 

7 Find the relation between composition of linear fractional transformations and matrix multiplica
tion. Try to use this to construct an algebraic proof of Theorem 16.l9(c) or of the first part of 
Exercise 5. 

8 Let E be a compact set on the real axis, of positive Lebesgue measure, let 0 be the complement of 
E, relative to the plane, and define 

Answer the following questions: 
(a) Isf constant? 

f(z)= -i dt 

E t - z 

(b) Canfbe extended to an entire function? 
(c) Does lim zf(z) exist as z--+ oo? If so, what is it? 
(d) Doesfhave a holomorphic square root in O? 
(e) Is the real part off bounded in O? 
(f) Is the imaginary part off bounded in O? 

[If" yes" in (e) or (f), give a bound.] 

(z eO). 

(0) What is L f(z) dz if y is a positively oriented circle which has E in its interior? 
(h) Does there exist a bounded holomorphic function cp in 0 which is not constant? 

9 Check your answers in Exercise 8 against the special case 

E=[-I,I]. 

10 Call a compact set E in the plane removable if there are no nonconstant bounded holomorphic 
functions in the complement of E. 

(a) Prove that every countable compact set is removable. 
(b) If E is a compact subset of the real axis, and m(E) = 0, prove that E is removable. Hint: E 

can be surrounded by curves of arbitrarily small total length. Apply Cauchy's formula, as in Exercise 
25, Chap 10. 

(c) Suppose E is removable, 0 is a region, E c: !l,fe H(O - E), andfis bounded. Prove thatf 
can be extended to a holomorphic function in O. 

(d) Formulate and prove an analogue of part (b) for sets E which are not necessarily on the real 
axis. 

(e) Prove that no compact connected subset of the plane (with more than one point) is remov
able. 
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II For each positive number 1X,Iet r. be the path with parameter interval (- 00, (0) defined by 

l
-t _ ni 

nit r (t)= IX+-• IX 

t + ni 

(-00 < t ~ -IX), 

(-IX ~ t ~ IX), 

(IX ~ t < (0). 

Let O. be the component of the complement of r: which contains the origin, and define 

1 r exp (eW
) 

f.(z) = --: -- dw 
2m • w-z 

(zeO.). 

Prove thatf, is an analytic continuation off. if IX < p. Prove that therefore there is an entire functionf 
whose restriction to O. is f •. Prove that 

for every ei9 "" 1. (Here r is positive and (J is real, as usual.) Prove thatfis not constant. [Hint: Look 
atf(r).] If 

g =fexp (-f), 

prove that 

lim g(re19) = 0 

for every ei9• 

Show that there exists an entire function h such that 

11m h(nz) = . {1 
,.-+co 0 

12 Suppose 

f(z) = L -=--., (z Z2)3l 

k-l 2 

ifz = 0, 

if z "" o. 

., 
L a.z". 

.. =1 

Find the regions in which the two series converge. Show that this illustrates Theorem 16.5. Find the 
singular point off which is nearest to the origin. 

13 Let 0 = {z:! < Izl < 2}. For n = 1,2,3, ... let X. be the set of allfe H(O) that are nth deriv
atives of some g e H(O). [In other words, X. is the range of the differential operator D' with domain 
H(O).] 

(a) Show thatf e X 1 if and only if Jy f(z) dz = 0, where i' is the positively oriented unit circle. 
(b) Show thatf e X. for every n if and only iff extends to a holomorphic function in D(O; 2). 

14 Suppose 0 is a region, pen, R < 00. Let :F be the class of all f e H(O) such that I f(P)l ~ Rand 
f(O) contains neither 0 nor 1. Prove that :F is a normal family. 

15 Show that Theorem 16.2 leads to a very simple proof of the special case of the monodromy 
theorem (16.15) in which 0 and D are concentric discs. Combine this special case with the Riemann 
mapping theorem to prove Theorem 16.15 in the generality in which it is stated. 



CHAPTER 

SEVENTEEN 

This chapter is devoted to the study of certain subspaces of H(U) which are 
defined by certain growth conditions; in fact, they are all contained in the class N 
defined in Chap. 15. These so-called HP-spaces (named for G. H. Hardy) have a 
large number of interesting properties concerning factorizations, boundary 
values, and Cauchy-type representations in terms of measures on the boundary of 
U. We shall merely give some of the highlights, such as the theorem of F. and M. 
Riesz on measures J.l whose Fourier coefficients jJ.(n) are 0 for all n < 0, Beurling's 
classification of the invariant subspaces of H2, and M. Riesz's theorem on conju
gate functions. 

A convenient approach to the subject is via subharmonic functions, and we 
begin with a brief outline of their properties. 

Subharmonic Functions 

17.1 Definition A function u defined in an open set n in the plane is said to 
be subharmonic if it has the following four properties. 

(a) - 00 ~ u(z) < 00 for all zen. 
(b) u is upper semicontinuous in n. 
(c) Whenever i5(a; r) c: n, then 

1 f" u(a) ~ -2 u(a + rei') dO. 
n _" 

(d) None ofthe integrals in (c) is - 00. 

335 
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Note that the integrals in (c) always exist and are not + 00, since (a) and (b) 
imply that u is bounded above on every compact Ken. [Proof: If Kn is the set 
of all z E K at which u(z) ~ n, then K:::;) Kl :::;) Kl ... , so either Kn = 0 for some 
n, or n Kn =1= 0, in which case u(z) = 00 for some z E K.] Hence (d) says that the 
integrands in (c) belong to I.!(T). 

Every real harmonic function is obviously subharmonic. 

17.2 Theorem Ifu is subharmonic in n, and if (f) is a monotonically increasing 
convex function on R 1, then (f) 0 u is subharmonic. 

[To have (f) 0 u defined at all points of n, we put (f)( - (0) = lim (f)(x) as 
x--+ - 00.] 

PROOF First, (f) 0 u is upper semicontinuous, since (f) is increasing and contin
uous. Next, if i5(a; r) c n, we have 

The first of these inequalities holds since (f) is increasing and u is sub
harmonic; the second follows from the convexity of (f), by Theorem 3.3. IIII 

17.3 Theorem Ifn is a region,jE H(n), andfis not identically 0, then log If I 
is sub harmonic in n, and so are log + I f I aad I f IP (0 < P < (0). 

PROOF It is understood that log I f(z) I = - 00 if f(z) = O. Then log I f I is 
upper semicontinuous in n, and Theorem 15.19 implies that log If I is sub
harmonic. 

The other assertions follow if we apply Theorem 17.2 to log I f I in place 
ofu, with 

(f)(t) = max (0, t) and (f)(t) = ept. IIII 

17.4 Theorem Suppose u is a continuous subharmonic function in n, K is a 
compact subset of n, h is a continuous real function on K which is harmonic in 
the interior V of K, and u(z):s; h(z) at all boundary points of K. Then 
u(z) :s; h(z)for all z E K. 

This theorem accounts for the term "subharmonic." Continuity of u is not 
necessary here, but we shall not need the general case and leave it as an exercise. 

PROOF Put U1 = u - h, and assume, to get a contradiction, that Ul(Z) > 0 for 
some z E V. Since Ul is continuous on K, U1 attains its maximum m on K; 
and since U1 :s; 0 on the boundary of K, the set E = {z E K: Ul(Z) = m} is a 
nonempty compact subset of V. Let Zo be a boundary point of E. Then for 
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some r > 0 we have D(zo; r) c V, but some subarc of the boundary of 
D(zo; r) lies in the complement of E. Hence 

and this means that U 1 is not subharmonic in V. But if u is subharmonic, so 
is u - h, by the mean value property of harmonic functions, and we have our 
contradiction. IIII 

17.5 Theorem Suppose u is a continuous subharmonicfunction in U, and 

1 f" m(r) = -2 u(rel') dO 
1t _" 

(0 :S; r < 1). (1) 

PROOF Let h be the continuous function on D(O; r2) which coincides with u 
on the boundary of D(O; r2). and which is harmonic in D(O; r2). By Theorem 
17.4, u :S; h in D(O; r2). Hence 

IIII 

The Spaces HP and N 

17.6 Notation As in Sees 11.15 and 11.19, we define f.. on T by 

(0 :S; r < 1) (1) 

if f is any continuous function with domain U, and we let a denote Lebesgue 
measure on T, so normalized that a(T) = 1. Accordingly, If-norms will refer to 
I!'(a). In particular, 

11f..llp = {LIf..IP daf'P (0 < p < 00), 

1If..1I ex> = sup I f(re~') I, 
/I 

and we also introduce 

1If..llo = exp LIOg+ If.. I da. 

17.7 Definition Ufe H(U) and O:s; p:S; 00, we put 

Ilfllp = sup {1If..llp: O:s; r < I}. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(1) 
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If 0 < p :::;; 00, HP is defined to be the class of all IE H(U) for which 
II/lIp < 00. (Note that this coincides with our previously introduced termi
nology in the case p = 00.) 

The class N consists of alII E H(U) for which Ilfllo < 00. 

It is clear that HOO c: HP c: HS c: N if 0 < s < p < 00. 

17.8 Remarks (a) When p < 00, Theorems 17.3 and 17.5 show that 1If..llp is a 
nondecreasing function of r, for every IE H(U); when p = 00, the same 
follows from the maximum modulus theorem. Hence 

1I/IIp = lim 11f..llp. (1) 
,-1 

(b) For 1 :::;; p :::;; 00, 1I/IIp satisfies the triangle inequality, so that HP is a 
normed linear space. To see this, note that the Minkowski inequality gives 

(2) 

if 0 < r < 1. As r-+ 1, we obtain 

(3) 

(c) Actually, HP is a Banach space, if 1 :::;; p :::;; 00: To prove completeness, 
suppose Un} is a Cauchy sequence in HP, I z I :::;; r < R < 1, and apply the 
Cauchy formula to f. - 1m, integrating around the circle of radius R, center O. 
This leads to the inequalities 

from which we conclude that Un} converges uniformly on compact subsets of 
U to a function/E H(U). Given € > 0, there is an m such that II/n - Imllp < € 

for all n > m, and then, for every r < 1, 

(4) 

This gives III - Imllp-+ 0 as m-+ 00. 

(d) For p < 1, HP is still a vector space, but the triangle inequality is no 
longer satisfied by II/lIp. 

We saw in Theorem 15.23 that the zeros of any lEN satisfy the Blaschke 
condition 1:(1 - IlXn I) < 00. Hence the same is true in every HP. It is interesting 
that the zeros of any IE HP can be divided out without increasing the norm: 

17.9 Theorem SupposelE N,f¢ 0, and B is the Blaschke productlormed with 
the zeros ol! Put g = fiB. Then g E Nand Ilgllo = 11/110' 

Moreover, ifl E HP, then g E HP and IIgll p = IIfllp (0 < p :::;; 00). 
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PROOF Note first that 

I g(z) I ~ If(z) I (z E U). (1) 

In fact, strict inequality holds for every z E U, unlessfhas no zeros in U, in 
which case B = 1 and g = f. 

If sand t are nonnegative real numbers, the inequality 

log+ (st) ~ log+ s + log+ t (2) 

holds since the left side is 0 if st < 1 and is log s + log t if st ~ 1. Since 
I g I = I fill B I , (2) gives 

1 
log + I g I ~ log + I f I + log fBi· (3) 

By Theorem 15.24, (3) implies that Ilgllo ~ Ilfllo, and since (1) holds, we 
actually have IIgllo = Ilfllo. 

Now suppose f E HP for some p > O. Let Bn be the finite Blaschke 
product formed with the first n zeros of f (we arrange these zeros in some 
sequence, taking multiplicities into account). Put gn = flBn • For each n, 
IBn(reifl)l-l uniformly, as r-1. Hence IIgnlip = IIfll p • As n- 00, Ignl 
increases to I g I , so that 

(0 < r < 1), (4) 

by the monotone convergence theorem. The right side of (4) is at most II f II P' 

for all r < 1. If we let r- 1, we obtain Ilgll p ~ Ilfllp- Equality follows now 
from (1), as before. IIII 

17.10 Theorem Suppose 0 < p < 00, f E HP, f¥= 0, and B is the Blaschke 
product formed with the zeros of f. Then there is a zer01ree function h E H2 
such that 

(1) 

In particular, every f E Hl is a product 

f=gh (2) 

in which both factors are in H2. 

PROOF By Theorem 17.9,fIB E HP; in fact, IlflBllp = IIfli p. SincefiB has no 
zero in U and U is simply connected, there exists qJ E H(U) so that 
exp (qJ) = fiB (Theorem 13.11). Put h = exp (pqJI2). Then h E H(U) and 
I h 12 = I fiB IP, hence h E H2, and (1) holds. 

In fact, Ilhll~ = IIfll~. 
To obtain (2), write (1) in the formf = (Bh) . h. IIII 
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We can now easily prove some of the most important properties of the HP
spaces. 

17.11 Theorem If 0 < p < 00 andfE HP, then 

(a) the nontangential maximal functions N,. fare in I!(T),for alia < 1; 
(b) the nontangentiallimitsf*(el~ exist a.e. on T, andf* E I!(T); 
(c) limr_Illf* - /"Ilp = 0, and 
(d) Ilf*lIp = IIfli p • 

IffE HI thenfis the Cauchy integral as well as the Poisson integral off*. 

PROOF We begin by proving (a) and (b) for the case p > 1. Since holomorphic 
functions are harmonic, Theorem 11.30(b) shows that every f E HP is then the 
Poisson integral of a function (call it f*) in I!(T). Hence N,./ E I!(T), by 
Theorem 11.25(b), and f*(ei~ is the nontangential limit off at almost every 
e i8 E T, by Theorem 11.23. 

If 0 < P :$;; 1 and f E HP, use the factorization 

(1) 

given by Theorem 17.10, where B is a Blaschke product, hE H2, and h has 
no zero in U. Since I f I :$;; I h 121p in U, it follows that 

(2) 

so that N,./E I!(T), because N,.h E E(T). 
Similarly, the existence of B* and h* a.e. on T implies that the non

tangential limits off (call themf*) exist a.e. Obviously, If* I:$;; N,.fwherever 
f* exists. Hencef* E I!(T). 

This proves (a) and (b), for 0 < p < 00. 

Since /"-+f* a.e. and 1/,.1 < N,.f, the dominated convergence theorem 
gives (c). 

If p ~ 1, (d) follows from (c), by the triangle inequality. If p < 1, use Exer
cise 24, Chap. 3, to deduce (d) from (c). 

Finally, iff E HI, r < 1, and/,.(z) = f(rz), then/,. E H(D(O, l/r», and there
fore /,. can be represented in U by the Cauchy formula 

J.(z) = ~ f" /,.(ei~. dt 
r 2n -" 1 - e "z 

(3) 

and by the Poisson formula 

J.) 1 f" . . r(z ="2 P(z, e'~/,.(e'~ dt. 
n -" 

(4) 



For each z E U, 11 - e-ilz I and P(z, ei~ are bounded functions on T. The 
case p = 1 of (c) leads therefore from (3) and (4) to 

J(z) = ~ fit J·(ei~ dt 
2n _It 1 - e lIZ 

(5) 

and 1 fit . . J(z) = -2 P(z, e·~J·(e·~ dt. 
n _" 

(6) 

IIII 

The space H2 has a particularly simple characterization in terms of power 
series coefficients: 

17.12 Theorem SupposeJE H(U) and 

co 

J(z) = I an zn. 
o 

ThenJ E H2 if and only ifIa I an 12 < 00. 

PROOF By Parseval's theorem, applied to fr with r < 1, 

The Theorem of F. and M. Riesz 

17.13 Theorem IJ p. is a complex Borel measure on the unit circle T and 

IIII 

(1) 

Jor n = -1, -2, -3, 
Lebesgue measure. 

... , then p. is absolutely continuous with respect to 

PROOF PutJ = P[dp.]. ThenJsatisfies 

Ilfrlll S; 11p.11 (0 S; r < 1). (2) 

(See Sec. 11.17.) Since, setting z = re i9, 

co 
P(z, ei~ = I rlnleinge-inl, (3) 

-co 
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as in Sec. 11.5, the assumption (1), which amounts to saying that the Fourier 
coefficients fi,(n) are 0 for all n < 0, leads to the power series 

ex> 
f(z) = L fi,(n)z" (z E U). (4) 

o 

By (4) and (2), fE HI. Hence f= P[f*], by Theorem 17.11, where 
f* E E(T). The uniqueness of the Poisson integral representation (Theorem 
11.30) shows now that dp. =f* duo IIII 

The remarkable feature of this theorem is that it derives the absolute contin
uity of a measure from an apparently unrelated condition, namely, the vanishing 
of one-half of its Fourier coefficients. In recent years the theorem has been 
extended to various other situations. 

Factorization Theorems 

We already know from Theorem 17.9 that every f E HP (except f = 0) can be 
factored into a Blaschke product and a function g E HP which has no zeros in U. 
There is also a factorization of g which is of a more subtle nature. It concerns, 
roughly speaking, the rapidity with which g tends to 0 along certain radii. 

17.14 Definition An inner function is a function M E Hex> for which I M* I = 1 
a.e. on T. (As usual, M* denotes the radial limits of M.) 

If qJ is a positive measurable function on T such that log qJ E LI(T), 
and if 

{II" e
it + z .} Q(z) = c exp -2 ~ log qJ(e·t ) dt 

7t -" e z 
(1) 

for z E U, then Q is called an outer function. Here c is a constant, I c I = 1. 
Theorem 15.24 shows that every Blaschke product is an inner function, 

but there are others. They can be described as follows. 

17.15 Tbeorem Suppose c is a constant, I c I = 1, B is a Blaschke product, p. is a 
finite positive Borel measure on T which is singular with respect to Lebesgue 
measure, and 

{ I" eit + z } 
M(z) = cB(z) exp - ~ dp.(t) 

_" e z 
(z E U). (1) 

Then M is an inner function, and every inner function is of this form. 

PROOF If (1) holds and g = M I B, then log I g I is the Poisson integral of - dp., 
hence log I g I ::; 0, so that g E Hex>, and the same is true of M. Also Dp. = 0 
a.e., since p. is singular (Theorem 7.13), and therefore the radial limits of 



log I 9 I are 0 a.e. (Theorem 11.22). Since I B* I = 1 a.e., we see that M is an 
inner function. 

Conversely, let B be the Blaschke product formed with the zeros of a 
given inner function M and put 9 = MIB. Then log I 9 I is harmonic in U. 
Theorems 15.24 and 17.9 show that I 9 I :s; 1 in U and that I g* I = 1 a.e. on T. 
Thus log I 9 I :s; O. We conclude from Theorem i 1.30 that log I 9 I is the 
Poisson integral of -dp., for some positive measure p. on T. Since 
log I g* I = 0 a.e. on T, we have Dp. = 0 a.e. on T, so p. is singular. Finally, 
log I 9 I is the real part of 

I" eit + z 
h(z) = - -it- dp.(t), 

-" e - z 

and this implies that 9 = c exp (h) for some constant c with I c I = 1. Thus M 
is of the form (1). 

This completes the proof. I I I I 

The simplest example of an inner function which is not a Blaschke product is 
the following: Take c = 1 and B = 1, and let p. be the unit mass at t = O. Then 

{z + I} M(z) = exp z _ 1 ' 

which tends to 0 very rapidly along the radius which ends at z = 1. 

17.16 Theorem Suppose Q is the outer function related to rp as in Definition 
17.14. Then 

(a) log I Q I is the Poisson integral of log rp. 
(b) limr_11 Q(rei~ I = rp(ei~ a.e. on T. 
(c) Q E HP ifand only ifrp E I!(T). In this case, II Q lip = IIrplip. 

PROOF (a) is clear by inspection and (a) implies that the radial limits of 
log I Q I are equal to log rp a.e. on T, which proves (b). If Q E HP, Fatou's 
lemma implies that II Q*lIp:S; IIQllp, so IIrpllp:S; IIQllp, by (b). Conversely, if 
rp E I!(T), then 

by the inequality between the geometric and arithmetic means (Theorem 3.3), 
and if we integrate the last inequality with respect to () we find that II Q II p :s; 
Ilrplip if p < 00. The case p = 00 is trivial. IIII 
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17.17 Theorem Suppose 0 < p ~ 00, f E HP, and f is not identically O. Then 
log I f* I E L1(n, the outer function 

{ If" eit + Z .} Qf(Z) = exp -2 ~ log I f*(e'~ I dt 
n -" e Z 

(1) 

is in HP, and there is an inner function M f such that 

(2) 

Furthermore, 

1 f" log I f(O) I ~ 2n _}Og I f*(ei~ I dt. (3) 

Equality holds in (3) if and only if M f is constant. 

The functions M f and Qf are called the inner and outer factors off, respec
tively; Qf depends only on the boundary values of I f I. 

PROOF We assume first that f E HI. If B is the Blaschke product formed with 
the zeros of f and if g = fiB, Theorem 17.9 shows that g E HI; and since 
I g* I = I f* I a.e. on T, it suffices to prove the theorem with g in place off 

So let us assume that f has no zero in U and that f(O) = 1. Then log I f I 
is harmonic in U, log I f(O)l = 0, and since log = log+ - log-, the mean 
value property of harmonic functions implies that 

1 f" . 1 f" . 2n _}og- If(re'~1 dO = 2n _}Og+ If(re'~ dO ~ IIfllo ~ IIflll (4) 

for 0 < r < 1. It now follows from Fatou's lemma that both log+ I f* I and 
log- I f* I are in L1(n, hence so is log I f* I. 

This shows that the definition (1) makes sense. By Theorem 17.16, Qf E 

HI. Also, I QJI = If* I =F 0 a.e., since log If* IE Ll(n. If we can prove that 

(z E U), (5) 

thenflQf will be an inner function, and we obtain the factorization (2). 
Since log I Qf I is the Poisson integral of log I f* I, (5) is equivalent to the 

inequality 

log If I ~ P[log If*I], (6) 

which we shall now prove. Our notation is as in Chap. 11: P[h] is the 
Poisson integral of the function h E L1(T). 

For I Z I ~ 1 and 0 < R < 1, putfR(Z) = f(Rz). Fix Z E U. Then 

log I fR(Z) I = P[log+ I fR I ](z) - P[log- I fR I ](z). (7) 



Since Ilog+ u - log+ V I ~ I u - v I for all real numbers u and v, and since 
IlfR - f*lll -+ 0 as R-+ 1 (Theorem 17.11), the the first Poisson integral in (7) 
converges to P[log+ If* I], as R-+ 1. Hence Fatou's lemma gives 

P[log - I f* I] ~ lim inf P[log - I fR I] = P[log + I f* I] - log I f I , (8) 
R"'1 

which is the same as (6). 
We have now established the factorization (2). If we put z = 0 in (5) we 

obtain (3); equality holds in (3) if and only if I f(O) I = I Q,,(O) I, i.e., if and only 
if I M,,(O) I = 1; and since IIMfll"" = 1, this happens only when M f is a con
stant. 

This completes the prooffor the case p = 1. , 
If 1 < p ~ 00, then HP c: HI, hence all that remains to be proved is that 

Qf E HP. But iff E HP, then I f* I E I!'(T), by Fatou's lemma; hence Qf E HP, 
by Theorem 17.16(c). 

Theorem 17.10 reduces the case p < 1 to the case p = 2. IIII 

The fact that log I f* I E Ll(T) has a consequence which we have already used 
in the proof but which is important enough to be stated separately: 

17.18 Theorem If 0 < p ~ OO,fE HP, andfis not identically 0, then at almost 
all points of T we have f*(ei~ #: O. 

PROOF If f* = 0 then log I f* I = - 00, and if this happens on a set of posi
tive measure, then 

f':Og I f*(ei~ I dt = - 00. IIII 

Observe that Theorem 17.18 imposes a quantitative restriction on the loca
tion of the zeros of the radial limits of an f E HP. Inside U the zeros are also 
quantitatively restricted, by the Blaschke condition. 

As usual, we can rephrase the above result about zeros as a uniqueness theo
rem: 

If f E HP, g E HP, and f*(ei~ = g*(ei9) on some subset of T whose Lebesgue 
measure is positive, thenf(z) = g(z)for all z E U. 

17.19 Let us take a quick look at the class N, with the purpose of determining 
how much of Theorems 17.17 and 17.18 is true here. If fE N andf¢ 0, we can 
divide by a Blaschke product and get a quotient g which has no zero in U and 
which is in N (Theorem 17.9). Then log I g I is harmonic, and since 

I log Igll = 210g+ Igl-Iog Igl (1) 
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and 

1 f" 21t _..tog I g(rei9) I dO = log I g(O) I, (2) 

we see that log I 9 I satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 11.30 and is therefore the 
Poisson integral of a real measure p.. Thus 

{I eit + z } 
f(z) = cB(z) exp -it- dp.(t) , 

re - z 
(3) 

where c is a constant, I c I = 1, and B is a Blaschke product. 
Observe how the assumption that the integrals of log+ I 9 I are bounded 

(which is a quantitative formulation of the statement that I 9 I does not get too 
close to (0) implies the boundedness of the integrals of log- I 9 I (which says that 
I 9 I does not get too close to 0 at too many places). 

If p. is a negative measure, the exponential factor in (3) is in H OO • Apply the 
Jordan decomposition to p.. This shows: 

To everyfe N there correspond twofunctions bl and b2 e H OO such that b2 has 
no zero in U andf= bl /b2 • 

Since b! =F 0 a.e., it follows thatfhas finite radial limits a.e. Also, f* =F 0 a.e. 
Is log If* I e I!(T)? Yes, and the proof is identical to the one given in 

Theorem 17.17. 
However, the inequality (3) of Theorem 17.17 need no longer hold. For 

example, if 

f(z) = exp g ~ ~}, (4) 

then IIfllo = e, I f* I = 1 a.e., and 

1 f" log I f(O) I = 1 > 0 = 21t _..tog I f*(ei~ I dt. (5) 

The Shift Operator 

17.20 Invariant Subspaces Consider a bounded linear operator S on a Banach 
space X; that is to say, S is a bounded linear transformation of X into X. If a 
closed subspace Y of X has the property that S(Y) c Y, we call Y an S-invariant 
subspace. Thus the S-invariant subspaces of X are exactly those which are 
mapped into themselves by S. 

The knowledge of the invariant subspaces of an operator S helps us to visual
ize its action. (This is a very general-and hence rather vague-principle: In 
studying any transformation of any kind, it helps to know what the transform
ation leaves fixed.) For instance, if S is a linear operator on an n-dimensional 
vector space X and if S has n linearly independent characteristic vectors Xl' .•. , 



X n , the one-dimensional spaces spanned by any of these Xi are S-invariant, and 
we obtain a very simple description of S if we take {Xl' ... ' Xn} as a basis of X. 

We shall describe the invariant subspaces of the so-called "shift operator" S 
on t Z. Here t Z is the space of all complex sequences 

for which 

Ilxll = LtlenlZf'Z < 00, 

and S takes the element X e t Z given by (1) to 

Sx = {O, eo, el' ez, ... }. 
It is clear that S is a bounded linear operator on t Z and that IISII = 1. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

A few S-invariant subspaces are immediately apparent: If lk is the set of all 
X e t Z whose first k coordinates are 0, then lk is S-invariant. 

To find others we make use of a Hilbert space isomorphism between t Z and 
HZ which converts the shift operator S to a multiplication operator on HZ. The 
point is that this multiplication operator is easier to analyze (because of the 

. richer structure of HZ as a space of holomorphic functions) than is the case in the 
original setting of the sequence space t Z• 

We associate with each X e t Z, given by (1), the function 

<Xl 

f(z) = L en zn (z e U). 
n=O 

By Theorem 17.12, this defines a linear one-to-one mapping of t Z onto HZ. If 

<Xl 

y = {'1n}, g(z) = L '1n zn 
n=O 

and if the inner product in HZ is defined by 

(f, g) = ~ I" f*(ei~g*(ei~ dO, 
21t _" 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

the Parsevai theorem shows that (f, g) = (x, y). Thus we have a Hilbert space 
isomorphism of t Z onto HZ, and the shift operator S has turned into a multiplica
tion operator (which we still denote by S) on HZ: 

(Sf)(z) = zf(z) (fe HZ, z e U). (7) 

The previously mentioned invariant subspaces lk are now seen to consist of 
all f e HZ which have a zero of order at least k at the origin. This gives a clue: 
For any finite set {1Xl> ••• , IXk} C U, the space Y of allfe HZ such thatf(IXI) = 
... = f(lXk) = ° is S-invariant. If B is the finite Blaschke product with zeros at 1Xl> 

... , IXk' thenfe Yifand only ifPB e HZ. Thus Y = BHz. 
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This suggests that infinite Blaschke products may also give rise to S-invariant 
subspaces and, more generally, that Blaschke products might be replaced by arbi
trary inner functions ({). It is not hard to see that each ({)Hz is a closed S-invariant 
subspace of HZ, but that every closed S-invariant subspace of HZ is of this form is 
a deeper result. 

17.21 Beurling's Theorem 

(a) For each inner function ({) the space 

(1) 

is a closed S-invariant subspace of HZ. 
(b) If ({)1 and ({)z are inner functions and if ({)lHz = ({)z HZ, then ({)t/({)z is constant. 
(c) Every closed S-invariant subspace Y of HZ, other than {O}, contains an inner 

function ({) such that Y = ({)Hz. 

PROOF HZ is a Hilbert space, relative to the norm 

(2) 

If ({) is an inner function, then I ({)* I = 1 a.e. The mapping f --+ ({)f is there
fore an isometry of HZ into HZ; being an isometry, its range ({)Hz is a closed 
subspace of HZ. [Proof: If ({)f,,--+ g in HZ, then.{({)f,,} is a Cauchy sequence, 
hence so is Un}, hencefn--+fE HZ, so g = ({)fE ({)Hz.] The S-invariance of 
({)Hz is also trivial, since z . ({)f = ({) . zJ. Hence (a) holds. 

If ({)lHz = ({)zHz, then ({)1 = ({)zf for some fE HZ, hence ({)t/({)z E HZ. 
Similarly, ({)Z/({)l E HZ. Put ({) = ({)l/({)Z and h = ({) + (1/({). Then hE HZ, and 
since I ({)* I = 1 a.e. on T, h* is real a.e. on T. Since h is the Poisson integral of 
h*, it follows that h is real in U, hence h is constant. Then (() must be con
stant, and (b) is proved. 

The proof of (c) will use a method originated by Helson and Lowdensla
ger. Suppose Y is a closed S-invariant subspace of HZ which does not consist 
of 0 alone. Then there is a smallest integer k such that Y contains a functionf 
of the form 

co 

f(z) = L Cn zn, Ck = 1. (3) 
n=k 

Then f ¢ z Y, where we write z Y for the set of all g of the form 
g(z) = zf(z),J E Y. It follows that z Y is a proper closed subspace of Y [closed 
by the argument used in the proof of (a)], so Y contains a nonzero vector 
which is orthogonal to z Y (Theorem 4.11). 



So there exists a qJ E Y such that IIqJI12 = 1 and qJ .l zY. Then qJ .l z"qJ, 
for n = 1, 2, 3, .... By the definition of the inner product in H2 [see 17.20(6)] 
this means that 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (4) 

These equations are preserved if we replace the left sides by their complex 
conjugates, i.e., if we replace n by -no Thus all Fourier coefficients of the 
function I qJ* 12 E I!(T) are 0, except the one corresponding to n = 0, which is 
1. Since L1-functions are determined by their Fourier coefficients (Theorem 
5.15), it follows that I qJ* I = 1 a.e. on T. But qJ E H2, so qJ is the Poisson 
integral of qJ*, and hence I qJ I :s; 1. We conclude that qJ is an inner function. 

Since qJ E Y and Y is S-invariant, we have qJz" E Y for all n ~ 0, hence 
qJP E Y for every polynomial P. The polynomials are dense in H2 (the partial 
sums of the power series of any f E H2 converge to f in the H 2-norm, by 
Parseval's theorem), and since Y is closed and I qJ I :s; 1, it follows that 
qJH2 c Y. We have to prove that this inclusion is not proper. Since qJH2 is 
closed, it is enough to show that the assumptions hEY and h .l qJH2 imply 
h= 0. 

If h .l qJH2, then h .l qJz" for n = 0, 1, 2, ... , or 

~ f" h*(ei~qJ*(ei~e-in8 dO = ° (n = 0, 1, 2, ... ). (5) 
211: -" 

If hEY, then z"h E Z Y if n = 1, 2, 3, ... , and our choice of qJ shows that 
znh .l qJ, or 

(n = -1, -2, -3, ... ). (6) 

Thus all Fourier coefficients of h*qJ* are 0, hence h*qJ* = ° a.e. on T; and 
since I qJ* I = 1 a.e., we have h* = ° a.e. Therefore h = 0, and the proof is 
complete. / / / / 

17.22 Remark If we combine Theorems 17.15 and 17.21, we see that the 
S-invariant subspaces of H2 are characterized by the following data: a 
sequence of complex numbers {IX"} (possibly finite, or even empty) such that 
I IX" I < 1 and 1:(1 - IlXn I) < 00, and a positive Borel measure J-l on T, singular 
with respect to Lebesgue measure (so DJ-l = ° a.e.). It is easy (we leave this as 
an exercise) to find conditions, in terms of {IX"} and J-l, which ensure that one 
S-invariant subspace of H2 contains another. The partially ordered set of all 
S-invariant subspaces is thus seen to have an extremely complicated struc
ture, much more complicated than one might have expected from the simple 
definition of the shift opera tor on t 2 • 

We conclude the section with an easy consequence of Theorem 17.21 
which depends on the factorization described in Theorem 17.17. 
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17.23 Tbeorem Suppose M f is the inner factor of a function f E H2, and Y is 
the smallest closed S-invariant subspace of H2 which containsf. Then 

Y= MfH2. (1) 

In particular, Y = H2 if and only iffis an outer function. 

PROOF Let f = M f Qf be the factoriz~tion of f into its inner and outer 
factors. It is clear that f EMf H2; and since M f H2 is closed and S-invariant, 
we have Y c M f H 2• 

On the other hand, Theorem 17.21 shows that there is an inner function 
qJ such that Y = qJH2. Since fEY, there exists an h = M" Q" E H2 such that 

(2) 

Since inner functions have absolute value 1 a.e. on T, (2) implies that Qf = 
Q", hence M f = qJM" E Y, and therefore Y must contain the smallest S
invariant closed subspace which contains M f. Thus M f H2 C Y, and the 
proof is complete. I I II 

It may be of interest to summarize these results in terms of two questions to 
which they furnish answers. 

If f E H2, which functions g E H2 can be approximated in the H2-norm by 
functions of the form fP, where P runs through the polynomials? Answer: Pre
cisely those g for which glMf E H2. 

For whichf E H2 is it true that the set {jP} is dense in H2? Answer: Precisely 
for those f for which 

1 I" log I f(O)l = 2n _..tog I f*(ei~ I dt. 

Conjugate Functions 

17.24 Formulation of tbe Problem Every real harmonic function u in the unit disc 
U is the real part of one and only one f E H(U) such thatf(O) = u(O). Iff = u + iv, 
the last requirement can also be stated in the form v(0) = O. The function v is 
called the harmonic conjugate of u, or the conjugate function of u. 

Suppose now that u satisfies 

sup lIur ll p < 00 (1) 
r< 1 

for some p. Does it follow that (1) holds then with v in place of u? 
Equivalently, does it follow thatf E HP? 
The answer (given by M. Riesz) is affirmative if 1 < p < 00. (For p = 1 and 

p = 00 it is negative; see Exercise 24.) The precise statement is given by Theorem 
17.26. 
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Let us recall that every harmonic u that satisfies (1) is the Poisson integral of 
a function u* E I.!'(T) (Theorem 11.30) if 1 < P < 00. Theorem 11.11 suggests 
therefore another restatement of the problem: 

If 1 < P < 00, and if we associate to each h E I.!'( T) the holomorphic function 

1 f" eit + z . (.ph)(z) = -2 -it- h(e'~ dt 
11: _" e - z 

(z E U), (2) 

do all of these functions .ph lie in HP? 
Exercise 25 deals with some other aspects of this problem. 

17.25 Lemma If 1 < p ~ 2, b = 11:1(1 + p), 0( = (cos b)-1, and P = O(P(l + O(), 

then 

1 ~ P(cos (f))P - 0( cos P(f) 

PROOF If b ~ I (f) I ~ 11:12, then the right side of (1) is not less than 

-0( cos P(f) ~ -0( cos pb = 0( cos b = 1, 

and it exceeds P(cos b)P - 0( = 1 if I (f) I ~ b. 

(1) 

IIII 

17.26 Theorem If 1 < p < 00, then there is a constant Ap < 00 such that the 
inequality 

(1) 

holds for every he I.!'(T). 

More explicitly, the conclusion is that .ph (defined in Sec. 17.24) is in HP, 
and that 

(2) 

where dO' = d()1211: is the normalized Lebesgue measure on T. 
Note that h is not required to be a real function in this theorem, which 

asserts that .p: I.!'-+ HP is a bounded linear operator. 

PROOF Assume first that 1 < p ~ 2, that h E I.!'(T), h ~ 0, h ¢ 0, and let u be 
the real part off = .ph. Formula 11.5(2) shows that u = P[h], hence u > 0 in 
U. Since U is simply connected and f has no zero in U, there is age H(U) 
such that g = r, g(O) > O. Also, u = I f I cos (f), where (f) is a real function 
with domain U that satisfies I (f) I < 11:12. 

If 0( = O(p and P = Pp are chosen as in Lemma 17.25, it follows that 

II !rIP dO' ~ P I (Ur)P dO' - 0( II !rIP cos (P(f)r) dO' (3) 

for 0 ~ r < 1. 
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Note that If IP cos P<P = Re g. The mean value property of harmonic 
functions shows therefore that the last integral in (3) is equal to Re g(O) > O. 
Hence 

(0 ~ r < 1) ili;.'P du ~ p ihP du 

because u = P[h] implies Ilurll p ~ IIhllp. Thus 

III/Ihil p ~ pllPllhll p 

if hE I!(T), h ~ O. 

(4) 

(5) 

If h is an arbitrary (complex) function in I!(T), the preceding result 
applies to the positive and negative parts of the real and imaginary parts of h. 

This proves (2), for 1 < p ~ 2, with Ap = 4p l lP• 

To complete the proof, consider the case 2 < p < 00. Let WE IJ(T), 
where q is the exponent conjugate to p. Put w(ei~ = w(e-i~. A simple compu
tation, using Fubini's theorem, shows for any h E I!(T) that 

i (I/Ih)r w du = i (I/Iw)r Ii du (0 ~ r < 1). (6) 

Since q < 2, (2) holds with wand q in place of hand p, so that (6) leads to 

Ii (I/Ih)r w dul ~ Aq II wll q llhll p· (7) 

Now let w range over the unit ball of IJ(T) and take the supremum on the 
left side of (7). The result is 

{i' (I/Ih)r I p dU} lip ~ Aq{i
' 
hiP dU} lip (0 ~ r < 1). (8) 

Hence (2) holds again, with Ap ~ Aq. IIII 

(If we take the smallest admissible values for Ap and Aq, the last calculation 
can be reversed, and shows that Ap = Aq.) 

Exercises 

1 Prove Theorems 17.4 and 17.5 for upper semicontinuous subharmonic functions. 

2 Assume IE H(Q) and prove that log (l + I I I) is subharmonic in n 
3 Suppose 0 < p ~ 00 and I E H(U). Prove that I E H' if and only if there is a harmonic function u in 
U such that I I(z) I' ~ u(z) for all z E U. Prove that if there is one such harmonic majorant u of I I I', 
then there is at least one, say ur . (Explicitly, III' ~ ur and ur is harmonic; and if III' ~ U and u is 
harmonic, then ur ~ u.) Prove that 11111, = Ur<O)i/,. Hint: Consider the harmonic functions in D(O; R), 
R < 1, with boundary values III', and let R-+ 1. 

4 Prove likewise thatl E N if and only if log+ I I I has a harmonic majorant in U. 



5 Suppose fe HP, qJ e H(U), and qJ(U) c U. Does it follow thatf 0 qJ e HP? Answer the same ques
tion with N in place of HP. 

6 If 0 < r < s S; 00, show that H' is a proper subclass of W. 

7 Show that H'" is a proper subclass of the intersection of all HP with p < 00. 

8 Iff e Hi andf* e l!(T), prove thatf e HP. 

9 Supposefe H(U) andf(U) is not dense in the plane. Prove thatfhas finite radial limits at almost 
all points of T. 

10 Fix ex e U. Prove that the mappingf--+ f(ex) is a bounded linear functional on H2. Since H2 is a 
Hilbert space, this functional can be represented as an inner product with some g e H2. Find this g. 

11 Fix ex e U. How large can If'(ex) I be if IIfII2 S; I? Find the extremal functions. Do the same for 
pn)(ex). 
12 Suppose p ~ 1./ e HP, andf* is real a.e. on T. Prove thatfis then constant. Show that this result 
is false for every p < 1. 

13 Suppose f e H(U), and suppose there exists an M < 00 such that f maps every circle of radius 
r < 1 and center 0 onto a curve 1'. whose length is at most M. Prove thatfhas a continuous extension 
to 0 and that the restriction off to T is absolutely continuous. 

14 Suppose Jl is a complex Borel measure on T such that 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). 

Prove that then either Jl = 0 or the support of Jl is all of T. 

15 Suppose K is a proper compact subset of the unit circle T. Prove that every continuous function 
on K can be uniformly approximated on K by polynomials. Hint: Use Exercise 14. 

16 Complete the proof of Theorem 17.17 for the case 0 < p < 1. 
17 Let qJ be a nonconstant inner function with no zero in U. 

(a) Prove that l/qJ ¢ W if p > O. 
(b) Prove that there is at least one e/6 e T such that lim.~ 1 qJ(reI6) = O. 
Hint: log I qJ I is a negative harmonic function. 

18 Suppose qJ is a nonconstant inner function, I ex I < 1, and ex ¢ qJ(U). Prove that lim.~ 1 qJ(reUl) = ex for 
at least one ei6 e T. 

19 Supposefe Hi and life Hi. Prove thatfis then an outer function. 

20 Supposefe Hi and Re [f(z)] > 0 for all z e U. Prove thatfis an outer function. 

21 Prove thatf e N if and only iff = g/h, where g and h e H'" and h has no zero in U. 

22 Prove the following converse of Theorem 15.24: 
Iff e H(U) and if 

~~ f.'IOg If(re/6) I I dB = 0, 
thenfis a Blaschke product. Hint: (*) implies 

(*) 

Since log+ I f I ~ 0, it follows from Theorems 17.3 and 17.5 that log+ I f I = 0, so I f I S; 1. Now 
f = Bg, g has no zeros, I g I S; 1, and (*) holds with l/g in place off. By the first argument, 11/g I S; 1. 
Hence Igl = 1. 
23 Find the conditions mentioned in Sec. 17.22. 
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24 The conformal mapping of U onto a vertical strip shows that M. Riesz's theorem on conjugate 
functions cannot be extended to p = 00. Deduce that it cannot be extended to p = 1 either. 

25 Suppose 1 < p < 00, and associate with eachf E lJ'(T) its Fourier coefficients 

J(n) = - f(ei')e-in, dt 1 f" 
2lt _" 

(n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ). 

Deduce the following statements from Theorem 17.26: 
(a) To each f E lJ'(T) there corresponds a function g E lJ'(T) such that g(n) = J(n) for n ~ 0 but 

g(n) = 0 for all n < O. In fact, there is a constant C, depending only on p, such that 

The mappingf--+ g is thus a bounded linear projection of lJ'(T) into lJ'(T). The Fourier series of g is 
obtained from that offby deleting the terms with n < o. 

(b) Show that the same is true if we delete the terms with n < k, where k is any given integer. 
(c) Deduce from (b) that the partial sums s. of the Fourier series of any f E lJ'(T) form a bounded 

sequence in lJ'(T). Conclude further that we actually have 

lim Ilf - snll, = o. 

(d) Iff E lJ'(T) and if 
., 

F(z) = L J(n)z", 
n=O 

then F E H', and every F E H' is so obtained. Thus the projection mentioned in (a) may be regarded 
as a mapping of lJ'(T) onto H'. 

26 Show that there is a much simpler proof of Theorem 17.26 if p = 2, and find the best value of A2 • 

27 Supposef(z) = La" anz" in U and L lanl < 00. Prove that 

for all 6. 

28 Prove that the following statements are correct if {n l } is a sequence of positive integers which 
tends to 00 sufficiently rapidly. If 

., z"" 
f(z) = L -

l=l k 

then I f'(z)i > nJ(10k) for all z such that 

1 1 
1--<lzl<1--. 

nl 2nl 

Hence 

f I f'(rei,) I dr = 00 

for every 6, although 
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exists (and is finite) for almost all 8. Interpret this geometrically, in terms of the lengths of the images 
under f of the radii in U. 

29 Use Theorem 17.11 to obtain the following characterization of the boundary values of HP
functions, for 1 ~ p ~ 00: 

A function g e lJ'(T) isf* (a.e.) for somefe HP if and only if 

- g(e")e- lnt dt = 0 1 f" . 
21l _" 

for all negative integers n. 
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18.1 Definitions A complex algebra is a vector space A over the complex field 
in which an associative and distributive multiplication is defined, i.e., 

x(yz) = (xy)z, (x + y)z = xz + yz, x(y + z) = xy + xz (1) 

for x, y, and z E A, and which is related to scalar multiplication so that 

ex(xy) = x(exy) = (exx)y (2) 

for x and YEA, ex a scalar. 
If there is a norm defined in A which makes A into a normed linear space 

and which satisfies the multiplicative inequality 

Ilxyll S; IIxlillYl1 (x and YEA), (3) 

then A is a normed complex algebra. If, in additioQ, A is a complete metric 
space relative to this norm, i.e., if A is a Banach space, then we call A a 
Banach algebra. 

The inequality (3) makes multiplication a continuous operation. This 
means that if X n-+ X and Yn-+ y, then XnYn-+ xy, which follows from (3) and 
the identity 

xn Yn - xy = (xn - x)Yn + x(yn - y). (4) 

Note that we have not required that A be commutative, i.e., that xy = yx 
for all x and YEA, and we shall not do so except when explicitly stated. 
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However, we shall assume that A has a unit. This is an element e such 
that 

xe = ex = x (x E A). (5) 

It is easily seen that there is at most one such e (e' = e'e = e) and that 
Ilell ~ 1, by (3). We shall make the additional assumption that 

Ilell = 1. (6) 

An element x E A will be called invertible if x has an inverse in A, i.e., if 
there exists an element x - 1 E A such that 

(7) 

Again, it is easily seen that no x E A has more than one inverse. 
If x and yare invertible in A, so are x - 1 and xy, since (xy) -1 = Y - 1 X -1. 

The invertible elements therefore form a group with respect to multiplication. 
The spectrum of an element x E A is the set of all complex numbers A. 

such that x - A.e is not invertible. We shall denote the spectrum of x by u(x). 

18.2 The theory of Banach algebras contains a great deal of interplay between 
algebraic properties on the one hand and topological ones on the other. We 
already saw an example of this in Theorem 9.21, and shall see others. There 
are also close relations between Banach algebras and holomorphic functions: 
The easiest proof of the fundamental fact that q(x) is never empty depends on 
Liouville's theorem concerning entire functions, and the spectral radius formula 
follows naturally from theorems about power series. This is one reason for re
stricting our attention to complex Banach algebras. The theory of real Banach 
algebras (we omit the definition, which should be obvious) is not so satisfactory. 

The Invertible Elements 

In this section, A will be a complex Banach algebra with unit e, and G will be the 
set of all invertible elements of A. 

18.3 Theorem Ifx E A and Ilxll < 1, then e + x. E G, 

<Xl 

(e + X)-1 = L (-ltx", 
,,=0 

and 

II( + )-1 + II < IIxll2 
e x - e x-I _ II x II 

PROOF The multiplicative inequality 18.1(3) shows that IIx"lI ~ IIxll". If 
SN == e - x + x 2 - ••• + (_I)Nx N, 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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it follows that {SN} is a Cauchy sequence in A, hence the series in (1) con
verges (with respect to the nonn of A) to an element yeA. Since mUltiplica
tion is continuous and 

(e + X)SN = e + (_1)Nx N+1 = sJe + x), (4) 

we see that (e + x)y = e = y(e + x). This gives (1), and (2) follows from 

II lIt (-ltx" II ~ "~21IX"1I ~ lIt IIxll" = 1 ~IIII:II· (5) 

IIII 

18.4 Theorem Suppose x e G, IIx- 1 11 = 11a., he A, and Ilhll = P < a.. Then 
x + h e G, and 

(1) 

PROOF IIx- 1hll ~ PIa. < 1, hence e + x- 1h e G, by Theorem 18.3; and since 
x + h = x(e + x- 1h), we have x + h e G and 

(2) 

Thus 

(x + h)-1 - x- 1 + x- 1hx- 1 = [(e + x- 1h)-1 - e + x- 1h]x- 1, (3) 

and the inequality (1) follows from Theorem 18.3, with x- 1h in place of x. IIII 

Corollary 1 G is an open set, and the mapping x --+ x - 1 is a homeomorphism of 
G onto G. 

For if xeG and IIhll--+O, (1) implies that lI(x+h)-1_ X -1I1--+0. Thus 
x--+ x- 1 is continuous; it clearly maps G onto G, and since it is its own inverse, it 
is a homeomorphism. 

Corollary 2 The mapping x--+ x- 1 is differentiable. Its differential at any 
x eGis the linear operator which takes h e A to - X -1 hx - 1. 

This can also be read off from (1). Note that the notion of the differential of a 
transformation makes sense in any nonned linear space, not just in Rk, as in 
Definition 7.22. If A is commutative, the above differential takes h to -x- 2h, 
which agrees with the fact that the derivative of the holomorphic function Z-1 is 

-2 -z . 

Corollary 3 For every x e A, a(x) is compact, and I AI ~ IIxll if A e q(x). 
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For if l.ill > Ilxll, then e - .il -1X E G, by Theorem 18.3, and the same is true 
of x -.ile = -.iI.(e -.il -1X ); hence .il ~ a(x). To prove that u(x) is closed, observe 
(a) .il E u(x) if and only if x - .ile ~ G; (b) the complement of G is a closed subset of 
A, by Corollary 1; and (c) the mapping .il--+ x - .ile is a continuous mapping of 
the complex plane into A. 

18.5 Theorem Let <I> be a bounded linear functional on A,fix x E A, and define 

f(.il) = <I>[(x - .ile) - 1] (.il ~ u(x)). (1) 

Thenf is holomorphic in the complement of u(x), andf(.il)--+ 0 as .il--+ 00. 

PROOF Fix .il ~ u(x) and apply Theorem 18.4 with x -.ile in place of x and 
with (.il - Jl)e in place of h. We see that there is a constant C, depending on x 
and .il, such that 

lI(x - Jle)-1 - (x - .ile)-1 + (.il - Jl)(x - .ile)-211 :S CIJl- .il1 2 (2) 

for all Jl which are close enough to .il. Thus 

(x - Jle)-1 - (x - .ile)-1 ( 1 )-2 
--+ x-Ae 

Jl-.il 
(3) 

as Jl--+ .il, and if we apply <I> to both sides of (3), the continuity and linearity of 
<I> show that 

f(Jl) - f(.il) --+ <I>[(x _ .ile) - 2]. 
Jl-.il 

(4) 

So f is differentiable and hence holomorphic outside u(x). Finally, as .il--+ 00 

we have 

Af(.il) = <I>[.il(x - .ile) -1] = <1>[ (~ - e) -] --+ <I>( - e), (5) 

by the continuity of the inversion mapping in G. IIII 

18.6 Theorem For every x E A, a(x) is compact and not empty. 

PROOF We already know that u(x) is compact. Fix x E A, and fix .ilo ~ a(x). 
Then (x - .iloe)-1 -::F 0, and the Hahn-Banach theorem implies the existence 
of a bounded linear functional <I> on A such that f(.ilo) -::F 0, where f is defined 
as in Theorem 18.5. If a(x) were empty, Theorem 18.5 would imply thatfis 
an entire function which tends to 0 at 00, hence f(.il) = 0 for every .il, by 
Liouville's theorem, and this contradictsf(.ilo) -::F o. So a(x) is not empty. IIII 

18.7 Theorem (Gelfand-Mazur) If A is a complex Banach algebra with unit in 
which each nonzero element is invertible, then A is (isometrically isomorphic to) 
the complex field. 
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An algebra in which each nonzero element is invertible is called a division 
algebra. Note that the commutativity of A is not part of the hypothesis; it is part 
of the conclusion. 

PROOF If x E A and .1.1 #= .1.2, at least one of the elements x - .1.le and 
x - .1.2 e must be invertible, since they cannot both be O. It now follows from 
Theorem 18.6 that u(x) consists of exactly one point, say .1.(x), for each x E A. 
Since x - .1.(x)e is not invertible, it must be 0, hence x = .1.(x)e. The mapping 
x~ l(x) is therefore an isomorphism of A onto the complex field, which is 
also an isometry, since I .1.(x) I = II .1.(x)e II = IIxll for all x E A. IIII 

18.8 Definition For any x E A, the spectral radius p(x) of x is the radius of 
the smallest closed disc with center at the origin which contains u(x) 
(sometimes this is also called the spectral norm of x; see Exercise 14): 

p(x) = sup {I .1.1 : A. E a(x)}. 

18.9 Theorem (Spectral Radius Formula) For every x E A, 

lim Ilx"11 1/" = p(x). 
n-+<Xl 

(This existence o/the limit is part o/the conclusion.) 

(1) 

PROOF Fix x E A, let n be a positive integer, A. a complex number, and 
assume A." ¢ a(x"). We have 

(x" - .1."e) = (x - .1.eXx"-l + .1.X"-2 + ... + .1."-le). (2) 

Multiply both sides of (2) by (xn - .1."e) -1. This shows that x - .1.e is invert
ible, hence A. ¢ u(x). 

So if A. E a(x), then A." E a(x") for n = 1, 2, 3, .... Corollary 3 to Theorem 
18.4 shows that I .1.n I :s; Ilxnll, and therefore 1.1.1 :s; IIx"111/n. This gives 

p(x) :s; lim inf II x" II 1/". (3) 
"-+ <Xl 

Now if I .1.1 > IIxll, it is easy to verify that 

<Xl 

(.1.e - x) L r"-lx" = e. (4) 
"=0 

The above series is therefore -(x - .1.e)-l. Let <I> be a bounded linear func
tional on A and define/as in Theorem 18.5. By (4), the expansion 

<Xl 

/(.1.) = - L <l>(x").1. - n-l (5) 
"=0 
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is valid for all A such that I AI > II x II. By Theorem 18.5, f is holomorphic 
outside O'(x), hence in the set {A.: I AI > p(x)}. It follows that the power series 
(5) converges if I AI > p(x). In particular, 

( I AI > p(x» (6) 

" 
for every bounded linear functional cI> on A. 

It is a consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem (Sec. 5.21) that the 
norm of any element of A is the same as its norm as a linear functional on 
the dual space of A. Since (6) holds for every cI>, we can now apply the 
Banach-Steinhaus theorem and conclude that to each A with I AI > p(x) there 
corresponds a real number C(A) such that 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (7) 

Multiply (7) by I AI" and take nth roots. This gives 

IIxn l1 1!n ~ I AI [C(AW!" (n = 1,2, 3, ... ) (8) 

if I AI > p(x), and hence 

lim sup IIxn Il 1!" ~ p(x). (9) 

The theorem follows from (3) and (9). IIII 

18.10 Remarks 

(a) Whether an element of A is or is not invertible in A is a purely algebraic 
property. Thus the spectrum of x, and likewise the spectral radius p(x), 
are defined in terms of the algebraic structure of A, regardless of any 
metric (or topological) considerations. The limit in the statement of 
Theorem 18.9, on the other hand, depends on metric properties of A. 
This is one of the remarkable features of the theorem: It asserts the 
equality of two quantities which arise in entirely different ways. 

(b) Our algebra may be a subalgebra of a larger Banach algebra B (an 
example follows), and then it may very well happen that some x E A is 
not invertible in A but is invertible in B. The spectrum of x therefore 
depends on the algebra; using the obvious notation, we have 0' A(X) ~ 
O'Jx), and the inclusion may be proper. The spectral radius of x, however, 
is unaffected by this, since Theorem 18.9 shows that it can be expressed 
in terms of metric properties of powers of x, and these are independent of 
anything that happens outside A. 

18.11 Example Let C(T) be the algebra of all continuous complex functions 
on the unit circle T (with pointwise addition and mUltiplication and the 
supremum norm), and let A be the set of all f E C(T) which can be extended 
to a continuous function F on the closure of the unit disc U, such that F is 
holomorphic in U. It is easily seen that A is a subalgebra of C(T). Iff" E A 
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and {fll} converges uniformly on T, the maximum modulus theorem forces 
the associated sequence {FII } to converge uniformly on the closure of U. This 
shows that A is a closed subalgebra of C(T), and so A is itself a Banach 
algebra. 

Define the functionfo by fo(ei~ = ei9. Then Fo(z) = z. The spectrum offo 
as an element of A consists of the closed unit disc; with respect to C(T), the 
spectrum of fo consists only of the unit circle. In accordance with Theorem 
18.9, the two spectral radii coincide. 

Ideals and Homomorphisms 

From n<?w on we shall deal only with commutative algebras. 

18.12 Definition A subset I of a commutative complex algebra A is said to be 
an ideal if (a) I is a subspace of A (in the vector space sense) and (b) xy E I 
whenever x E A and y E I. If I #= A, I is a proper ideal. Maximal ideals are 
proper ideals which are not contained in any larger proper ideals. Note that 
no proper ideal contains an invertible element. 

If B is another complex algebra, a mapping ((J of A into B is called a 
homomorphism if ((J is a linear mapping which also preserves multiplication: 
((J(x)((J(Y) = ((J(xy) for all x and YEA. The kernel (or null space) of ((J is the set 
of all x E A such that ((J(x) = O. It is trivial to verify that the kernel of a 
homomorphism is an ideal. For the converse, see Sec. 18.14. 

18.13 Theorem If A is a commutative complex algebra with unit, every proper 
ideal of A is contained in a maximal ideal. If, in addition, A is a Banach 
algebra, every maximal ideal of A is closed. 

PROOF The first part is an almost immediate consequence of the Hausdorff 
maximality principle (and holds in any commutative ring with unit). Let I be 
a proper ideal of A. Partially order the collection qJ of all proper ideals of A 
which contain I (by set inclusion), and let M be the union of the ideals in 
some maximal linearly ordered subcollection fl of qJ. Then M is an ideal 
(being the union of a linearly ordered collection of ideals), I c M, and M #= 
A, since no member of qJ contains the unit of A. The maximality of fl implies 
that M is a maximal ideal of A. 

If A is a Banach algebra, the closure M of M is also an ideal (we leave 
the details of the proof. of this statement to the reader). Since M contains no 
invertible element of A and since the set of all invertible elements is open, we 
have M i= A, and the maximality of M therefore shows that M = M. IIII 

18.14 Quotient Spaces and Quotient Algebras Suppose J is a subspace of a vector 
space A, and associate with each x E A the coset 

((J(x) = x + J = {x + y: y E J}. (1) 
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If Xl - X2 E J, then cp(x l ) = CP(X2)· If Xl - X2 ¢ J, cp(x l ) 11 cp(x2) = 0. The set of 
all cosets of J is denoted by AI J; it is a vector space if we define 

cp(x) + cp(y) = cp(x + y), Acp(X) = cp(AX) (2) 

for X and YEA 'and scalars A. Since J is a vector space, the operations (2) are well 
defined; this means that if cp(x) = cp(x') and cp(y) = cp(y'), then 

cp(x) + cp(y) = cp(x') + cp(y'), Acp(X) = Acp(X'). (3) 

Also, cp is clearly a linear mapping of A onto AjJ; the zero element of AIJ is 
cp(O) = J. 

Suppose next that A is not merely a vector space but a commutative algebra 
and that J is a proper ideal of A. If x' - X E J and y' - y E J, the identity 

x'y' - xy = (x' - x)y' + x(y' - y) (4) 

shows that x'y' - xy E J. Therefore multiplication can be defined in AIJ in a 
consistent manner: 

cp(X)cp(y) = cp(xy) (X and YEA). (5) 

It is then easily verified that AIJ is an algebra, and cp is a homomorphism of A 
onto AjJ whose kernel is J. 

If A has a unit element e, then cp(e) is the unit of AIJ, and AIJ is afield if and 
only if J is a maximal.feal. 

To see this, suppose.x E A and X ¢ J, and put 

I = {ax + y: a E A, Y E J}. (6) 

Then I is an ideal in A which contains J properly, since x E I. If J is maximal, 
I = A, hence ax + y = e for some a E A and y E J, hence cp(a)cp(x) = cp(e); and 
this says that every nonzero element of AIJ is invertible, so that AIJ is a field. If J 
is not maximal, we can choose x as above so that I "# A, hence e ¢ I, and then 
cp(x) is not invertible in AjJ. 

18.15 Quotient Norms Suppose A is a normed linear space, J is a closed subspace 
of A, and cp(x) = x + J, as above. Define 

IIcp(x)1I = inf {lix + yll: y E J}. (1) 

Note that IIcp(x)1I is the greatest lower bound of the norms of those elements 
which lie in the coset cp(x); this is the same as the distance from x to J. We call 
the norm defined in AIJ by (1) the quotient norm of AIJ. It has the following 
properties: 

(a) AIJ is a normed linear space. 
(b) If A is a Banach space, so is AIJ. 
(c) If A is a commutative Banach algebra and J is a proper closed ideal, then AIJ 

is a commutative Banach algebra. 

These are easily verified: 
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If X E J, II IP(X) II = O. If X ¢ J, the fact that J is closed implies that II IP(X) II > O. 
It is clear that IIAIP(x)1I = I AI IIIP(x) II· If Xl and X2 E A and € > 0, there exist YI 
and Y2 E J so that 

(i = 1, 2). (2) 

Hence 

IIIP(XI + x2)11 ~ Ilxl + X2 + YI + Y211 < IIIP(XI)II + IIIP(X2)11 + 2£, (3) 
which gives the triangle inequality and proves (a). 

Suppose A is complete and {1P(xn)} is a Cauchy sequence in AIJ. There is a 
subsequence for which 

(i = 1, 2, 3, ... ), (4) 

and there exist elements Z; so that Z; - X n' E J and liz; - z;+lll < 2-;. Thus {z;} is 
a Cauchy sequence in A; and since A i~ complete, there exists z E A such that 
liz; - zll---+ o. It foliows that lP(x"j) converges to lP(z) in AIJ. But if a Cauchy 
sequence has a convergent subsequence, then the full sequence converges. Thus 
AIJ is complete, and we have proved (b). 

To prove (c), choose Xl and X2 E A and € > 0, and choose YI and Y2 E J so 
that (2) holds. Note that (Xl + YI)(X2 + Y2) E XIX2 + J, so that 

111P(XIX2)11 ~ II(xl + YI)(X2 + Y2)11 ~ Ilxl + Ylllllx2 + Y211. (5) 

Now (2) implies 

(6) 

Finally, if e is the unit element of A, take Xl ¢ J and X2 = e in (6); this gives 
111P(e)1I ~ 1. But e E q;(e), and the definition of the quotient norm shows that 
II lP(e) II ~ Ilell = 1. So 111P(e)1I = 1, and the proof is complete. 

18.16 Having dealt with these preliminaries, we are now in a position to derive 
some of the key facts concerning commutative Banach algebras. 

Suppose, as before, that A is a commutative complex Banach algebra with 
unit element e. We associate with A the set ~ of all complex homomorphisms of 
A; these are the homomorphisms of A onto the complex field, or, in different 
terminology, the multiplicative linear functionals on A which are not identically O. 
As before, u(x) denotes the spectrum of the element X E A, and p(x) is the spectral 
radius of x. 

Then the following relations hold: 

18.17 Theorem 

(a) Every maximal ideal M of A is the kernel of some h E ~. 

(b) A E u(x) if and only if h(x) = Afor some h E ~. 
(c) X is invertible in A if and only if h(x) :F Of or every h E ~. 
(d) h(x) E u(x)for every X E A and h E ~. 

(e) I h(x) I ~ p(x) ~ Ilxllfor every X E A and h E~. 
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PROOF If M is a maximal ideal of A, then AIM is a field; and since M is 
closed (Theorem 18.13), AIM is a Banach algebra. By Theorem 18.7 there is 
an isomorphism j of AIM onto the complex field. If h = j 0 qJ, where qJ is the 
homomorphism of A onto AIM whose kernel is M, then h E a and the kernel 
of h is M. This proves (a). 

If A E a(x), then x - Ae is not invertible; hence the set of all elements 
(x - A.e)y, where YEA, is a proper ideal of A, which lies in a maximal ideal 
(by Theorem 18.13), and (a) shows that there exists an hE a such that 
h(x - Ae) = o. Since h(e) = 1, this gives h(x) = A. 

On the other hand, if A ¢ a(x), then (x - Ae)y = e for some YEA. It 
follows that h(x - Ae)h(y) = 1 for every h E a, so that h(x - Ae) =1= 0, or 
h(x) =1= A. This proves (b). 

Since x is invertible if and only if 0 ¢ a(x), (c) follows from (b). 
Finally, (d) and (e) are immediate consequences of(b). IIII 

Note that (e) implies that the norm of h, as a linear functional, is at most 1. In 
particular, each h E a is continuous. This was already proved earlier (Theorem 
9.21). 

Applications 

We now give some examples of theorems whose statements involve no algebraic 
concepts but which can be proved by Banach algebra techniques. 

18.18 Theorem Let A(U) be the set of all continuous functions on the closure 0 
of the open unit disc U whose restrictions to U are holomorphic. Suppose fl> ... , 
f" are members of A(U), such that 

Ifl(z) I + ... + If,,(z) I > 0 (1) 

for every z E O. Then there exist gl> ... , gIl E A(U) such that 

" L /;(z)gl..z) = 1 (z EO). (2) 
i= 1 

PROOF Since sums, products, and uniform limits of holomorphic functions 
are holomorphic, A(U) is a Banach algebra, with the supremum norm. The 
set J of all functions ~/; gi' where the gi are arbitrary members of A(U), is an 
ideal of A(U). We have to prove that J contains the unit element 1 of A(U). 
By Theorem 18.13 this happens if and only if J lies in no maximal ideal of 
A(U). By Theorem 18.17(a) it is therefore enough to prove that there is no 
homomorphism h of A(U) onto the complex field such that h(/;) = 0 for every 
i (1 ~ i ~ n). 
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Before we determine these homomorphisms, let us note that the poly
nomials form a dense subset of A(U). To see this, suppoaef E A(U) and E > 0; 
since f is uniformly continuous on 0, there exists an r < 1 such that 
I f(z) - f(rz) I < E for all z EO; the expansion of f(rz) in powers of z con
verges if I rz I < 1, hence converges to f(rz) uniformly for z E 0, and this gives 
the desired approximation. 

Now let h be a complex homomorphism of A(U). Put fo(z) = z. Then 
fo E A(U). It is obvious that u(fo) = O. By Theorem 18.17(d) there exists an 
IX E 0 such that h(fo) = IX. Hence h(f'O) = IXn = f'O(IX), for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , so 
h(P) = P(IX) for every polynomial P. Since h is continuous and since the poly
nomials are dense in A(U), it follows that h(f) = f(lX) for every f E A(U). 

Our hypothesis (1) implies that I f~lX) I > 0 for at least one index i, 
1 ::;; i ::;; n. Thus h(fJ =1= O. 

We have proved that to each h E a there corresponds at least one of the 
given functions fi such that h(fi) =1= 0, and this, as we noted above, is enough 
to prove the theorem. / / / / 

Note: We have also determined all maximal ideals of A(U), in the course of 
the preceding proof, since each is the kernel of some he a: If IX E 0 and if M" is 
the set of all f E A(U) such that f(lX) = 0, then M" is a maximal ideal of A(U), and 
all maximal ideals of A(U) are obtained in this way. 

A(U) is often called the disc algebra. 

18.19 The restrictions of the members of A(U) to the unit circle T form a closed 
subalgebra of C(T). This is the algebra A discussed in Example 18.11. In fact, A is 
a maximal subalgebra of C(T). More explicitly, if A c: B c: C(T) and B is a closed 
(relative to the supremum norm) subalgebra of C(T), then either B = A or B = C(T). 

It is easy to see (compare with Exercise 29, Chap. 17) that A consists pre
cisely of those f E C(T) for which 

A 1 I" °a ° a f(n) = - f(e''')e-,n" dO = 0 
2n _" 

(n = -1, -2, -3, ... ). (1) 

Hence the above-mentioned maximality theorem can be stated as an approx
imation theorem: 

18.20 Theorem Suppose g E C(T) and g(n) =1= 0 for some n < O. Then to every 
f E C(T) and to every E > 0 there correspond polynomials 

m(n) 

P (eiftl. = ~ a eik8 
II } f.. n, k (n = 0, ... , N) (1) 

k=O 

such that 

N 

If(ei~ - L Pn(ei~gn(ei~1 < E (e i8 E T). (2) 
n=O 
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PROOF Let B be the closure in C = C(T) of the set of all functions of the form 

(3) 

The theorem asserts that B = C. Let us assume B :F C. 
The set of all functions (3) (note that N is not fixed) is a complex algebra. 

Its closure B is a Banach algebra which contains the function fo, where 
fo(e i'1 = eilJ• Our assumption that B :F C implies that lifo ~ B, for otherwise B 
would contain f'O for all integers n, hence all trigonometric polynomials 
would be in B; and since the trigonometric polynomials are dense in C 
(Theorem 4.25) we should have B = C. 

So fo is not invertible in B. By Theorem 18.17 there is a complex homo
morphism h of B such that h(fo) = O. Every homomorphism onto the 
complex field satisfies h(l) = 1; and since h(fo) = 0, we also have 

h(f'O) = [h(foW = 0 (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (4) 

We know that h is a linear functional on B, of norm at most 1. The 
Hahn-Banach theorem extends h to a linear functional on C (still denoted by 
h) of the same norm. Since h(l) = 1 and IIhll ~ 1, the argument used in Sec. 
5.22 shows that h is a positive linear functional on C. In particular, h(f) is 
real for real f; hence h(j) = h(f). Since f 0" II is the complex conjugate of f'O, it 
follows that (4) also holds for n = -1, -2, -3, .... Thus 

{
I if n = 0, 

h(f'O) = 0 if n of o. (5) 

Since the trigonometric polynomials are dense in C, there is only one 
bounded linear functional on C which satisfies (5). Hence h is given by the 
formula 

(fe C). (6) 

Now if n is a positive integer, gf'O e B; and since h is mUltiplicative on B, 
(6) gives 

g( - n) = ~ I" g(e i'1e illlJ dO = h(gf'O) = h(g)h(f'O) = 0, (7) 
21t _" 

by (5). This contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem. IIII 

We conclude with a theorem due to Wiener. 

18.21 Theorem Suppose 

00 00 

f(e i'1 = L cII e'"IJ, L IcIII < 00, (1) 
-00 -00 
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and/(ei~ =1= O/or every real lJ. Then 

(2) 

PROOF We let A be the space of all complex functions / on the unit circle 
which satisfy (1), with the norm 

(3) 
-00 

It is clear that A is a Banach space. In fact, A is isometrically isomorphic to 
tl, the space of all complex functions on the integers which are integrable 
with respect to the counting measure. But A is also a commutative Banach 
algebra, under pointwise multiplication. For if g e A and g(e~ = r.b ll eiIl8, 
then 

(4) 

and hence 

II/gil = L I L CII-kbk I ~ L Ibkl L ICII-kl = II/II . IlglI· (5) 
II k k II 

Also, the function 1 is the unit of A, and 11111 = 1. 
Put/o(ei~ = ei8, as before. Then/o e A, 1//0 e A, and II/all = 1 for n = 0, 

± 1, ± 2, .... If h is any complex homomorphism of A and h(/o) = A, the fact 
that IIhll :s; 1 implies that 

(n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ). (6) 

Hence 1,1.1 = 1. In other words, to each h corresponds a point eilZ e T such 
that h(/o) = e ilZ, so 

(n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ). (7) 

If/is given by (1), then/= r.clI/o. This series converges in A; and since 
h is a continuous linear functional on A, we conclude from (7) that 

(fe A). (8) 

Our hypothesis that / vanishes at no point of T says therefore that / is 
not in the kernel of any complex homomorphism of A, and now Theorem 
18.17 implies that/is invertible in A. But this is precisely what the theorem 
asserts. / / / / 
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Exercises 

Suppose B(X) is the algebra of all bounded linear operators on the Banach space X, with 

if A, AI' and A2 E B(X). Prove that B(X) is a Banach algebra. 

2 Let n be a positive integer, let X be the space of all complex n-tuples (normed in any way, as long 
as the axioms for a normed linear space are satisfied), and let B(X) be as in Exercise 1. Prove that the 
spectrum of each member of B(X) consists of at most n complex numbers. What are they? 

3 Take X = I!( - 00, 00), suppose qJ E L""( - 00, 00), and let M be the multiplication operator which 
takes I E I! to qJf. Show that M is a bounded linear operator on I! and that the spectrum of M is 
equal to the essential range of qJ (Chap. 3, Exercise 19). 

4 What is the spectrum of the shift operator on (2? (See Sec. 17.20 for the definition.) 

S Prove that the closure of an ideal in a Banach algebra is an ideal. 

6 If X is a compact Hausdorff space, find all maximal ideals in C(X). 

7 Suppose A is a commutative Banach algebra with unit, which is generated by a single element x. 
This means that the polynomials in x are dense in A. Prove that the complement of u(x) is a con
nected subset of the plane. Hint: If A¢: u(x), there are polynomials p. such that p.(x)-+(x - Ae)-l in 
A. Prove that P .(z) -+ (z - A) - I uniformly for Z E u(x). 

8 Suppose La I c.1 < 00, I(z) = La c. Z·, I I(z) I > 0 for every z E 0, and l/l(z) = La a. Z·. Prove 
that La la.1 < 00. 

9 Prove that a closed linear subspace of the Banach algebra E(RI) (see Sec. 9.19) is translation 
invariant if and only if it is an ideal. 

10 Show that E(T) is a commutative Banach algebra (without unit) if multiplication is defined by 

1 f" (I * g)(t) = - I(t - s)g(s) ds. 
2/t _" 

Find all complex homomorphisms of E(T), as in Theorem 9.23. If E is a set of integers and if IE is the 
set of aliI E E(T) such that!(n) = 0 for all nEE, prove that IE is a closed ideal in E(T), and prove 
that every closed ideal in E(T) is obtained in this manner. 

11 The resolvent R(A, x) of an element x in a Banach algebra with unit is defined as 

R(A, x) = (Ae - X)-l 

for all complex A for which this inverse exists. Prove the identity 

R(A, x) - R(p, x) = (p- A)R(A)R(P) 

and use it to give an alternative proof of Theorem 18.5. 

12 Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with unit. The radical of A is defined to be the intersec
tion of all maximal ideals of A. Prove that the following three statements about an element x E A are 
equivalent: 

(a) x is in the radical of A. 

(b) lim Ilx·II I ,. = o. 

(c) h(x) = 0 for every complex homomorphism of A. 

13 Find an element x in a Banach algebra A (for instance, a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert 
space) such that x· '# 0 for all n > 0, but lim.~o Ilx·II I ,. = o. 
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14 Suppose A is a commutative Banach algebra with unit, and let .1. be the set of all complex homo
morphisms of A, as in Sec. 18.16. Associate with each x e A a function x on .1. by the formula 

x(h) = h(x) (h e .1.). 

x is called the Gelfand transform of x. 
Prove that the mapping x ..... x is a homomorphism of A onto an algebra A of complex functions 

on .1., with pointwise multiplication. Under what condition 01} A is this homomorphism an iso
morphism? (See Exercise 12.) 

Prove that the spectral radius p(x) is equal to 

IIxIL", = sup {i x(h) I: h e .1.}. 

Prove that the range of the function x is exactly the spectrum u(x). 

15 If A is a commutative Banach algebra without unit, let A I be the algebra of all ordered pairs (x, A), 
with x e A and A a complex number; addition and multiplication are defined in the" obvious" way, 
and lI(x, A) II = IIxll + IAI. Prove that Al is a commutative Banach algebra with unit and that the 
mapping x ..... (x, 0) is an isometric isomorphism of A onto a maximal ideal of AI' This is a standard 
embedding of an algebra without unit in one with unit. 

16 Show that HaJ is a commutative Banach algebra with unit, relative to the supremum norm and 
pointwise addition and mUltiplication. The mappingf ..... f(lX) is a complex homomorphism of HaJ, 
whenever IIX I < 1. Prove that there must be others. 

17 Show that the set of all functions (z - 1)2!, where fe HaJ , is an ideal in HaJ which is not closed. 
Hint: 

1(1- z)2(1 + £ - Z)-I - (1- z)1 < £ if I z I < 1, £ > O. 

18 Suppose rp is an inner function. Prove that {rpf:fe HaJ} is a closed ideal in HaJ. In other words, 
prove that if {In} is a sequence in HaJ such that rpfn ..... guniformly in U, then g/rp e HaJ. 



CHAPTER 

NINETEEN 

HOLOMORPHIC FOURIER TRANSFORMS 

Introduction 

19.1 In Chap. 9 the Fourier transform of a function / on R I was defined to be a 
function / on RI. Frequently / can be extended to a function which is holo
morphic in a certain region of the plane. For instance, if/(t) = e- 1tl , thenj(x) = 
(1 + x2)-1, a rational function. This should not be too surprising. For each real t, 
the kernel eitz is an entire function of z, so one should expect that there are 
conditions on/under which/will be holomorphic in certain regions. 

We shall describe two classes of holomorphic functions which arise in this 
manner. 

For the first one, let F be any function in E( - 00, 00) which vanishes on 
( - 00, 0) [i.e., take F E E(O, 00)] and define 

/(z) = 1"" F(t)eitz dt (1) 

where II+ is the set of all z = x + iy with y > O. If z E II+, then leitzl = e- ty, 
which shows that the integral in (1) exists as a Lebesgue integral. 

If 1m z > fJ > 0, 1m Zn > fJ, and Zn--+ Z, the dominated convergence theorem 
shows that 

lim [<XlI exp (itzJ - exp (itz) 12 dt = 0 
ft-OO Jo 

because the integrand is bounded by the V-function 4 exp (-2&) and tends to 0 
for every t > O. The Schwarz inequality implies therefore that / is continuous in 
II +. The theorems of Fubini and Cauchy show that L /(z) dz = 0 for every 
closed path y in II + . By Morera's theorem,f E H(II +). 

371 
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Let US rewrite (1) in the form 

f(x + iy) = 100 F(t)e-tYeitx dt, 

regard y as fixed, and apply Plancherel's theorem. We obtain 

- If(x+iy)1 2 dx= IF(tWe- 2tY dt:::;; IF(t)1 2 dt 1 foo 100 100 

2n - 00 0 0 

(2) 

(3) 

for every y > O. [Note that our notation now differs from that in Chap. 9. There 
the underlying measure was Lebesgue measure divided by fo. Here we just use 
Lebesgue measure. This accounts for the factor 1/(2n) in (3).] This shows: 

(a) Iffis of the form (1), thenfis holomorphic in II+ and its restrictions to horizon
tal lines in II + form a bounded set in J3( - 00, 00). 

Our second class consists of allf of the form 

f(z) = fAAF(t)eitz dt (4) 

where 0 < A < 00 and F E J3( - A, A). These functions f are entire (the proof is 
the same as above), and they satisfy a growth condition: 

I f(z) I:::;; fAA I F(t) I e- ty dt :::;; eA1yI fAAI F(t) I dt. (5) 

If C is this last integral, then C < 00, and (5) implies that 

I f(z) I :::;; CeA1z1. (6) 

[Entire functions which satisfy (6) are said to be of exponential type.] Thus: 

(b) Every f of the form (4) is an entire function which satisfies (6) and whose 
restriction to the real axis lies in 13 (by the Plancherel theorem). 

It is a remarkable fact that the converses of (a) and (b) are true. This is the 
content of Theorems 19.2 and 19.3. 

Two Theorems of Paley and Wiener 

19.2 Theorem SupposefE H(II+) and 

1 foo sup -2 If(x + iy)12 dx = C < 00. O<y<oo n -00 

Then there exists an F E 13(0, 00) such that 

f(z) = 100 
F(t)eitz dt 

(1) 

(2) 
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and 

(3) 

Note: The function F we are looking for is to have the property thatf(x + iy) is 
the Fourier transform of F(t)e- yt (we regard y as a positive constant). Let us 
apply the inversion formula (whether or not this is correct does not matter; we 
are trying to motivate the proof that follows): The desired F should be of the 
form 

F(t) = eY • - f(x + iy)e- it" dx = - f(z)e-1tz: dz. 1 foo 1 f 
21t _ 00 21t 

(4) 

The last integral is over a horizontal line in n +, and if this argument is correct at 
all, the integral will not depend on the particular line we happen to choose. This 
suggests that the Cauchy theorem should be invoked. 

PROOF Fix y, 0 < y < 00. For each !X > 0 let r", be the rectangular path with 
vertices at ± IX + i and ± IX + iy. By Cauchy's theorem 

r f(z)e - itz: dz = o. 
Jr. (5) 

We consider only real values of t. Let <l>(p) be the integral off(z)e-1tz: over 
the straight line interval from P + i to P + iy (P real). Put I = [y, 1] if y < 1, 
1= [1, y] if 1 < y. Then 

I <I>(P)12 = Ilf(p +iu)e-it(/I+iU) dul2 ~ llf(p + iuW du le2tu duo (6) 

Put 

A(P) = II f(P + iu) 12 duo 

Then (1) shows, by Fubini's theorem, that 

1 faO 21t _ 00 A(P) dP ~ Cm(I). 

Hence there is a sequence {!Xj} such that !Xr-+ 00 and 

A(!Xj) + A( -!Xj)--+ 0 

By (6), this implies that 

U--+ 00). 

asj--+ 00. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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Note that this holds for every t and that the sequence {ex)} does not depend 
on t. 

Let us define 

1 fl%i . 
gj,y, t) = - f(x + iy)e-·tx dx. 

2n -I%i 
(11) 

Then we deduce from (5) and (10) that 

lim [eYgiy, t) - egi1, t)] = 0 (-00 < t < 00). (12) 

Write f,(x) for f(x + iy). Then f, E I3( - 00, 00), by hypothesis, and the 
Plancherel theorem asserts that 

J~rr:, L:,/,(t) - gJ{Y, t)12 dt = 0, (13) 

where/, is the Fourier transform offy. A subsequence of {giY, t)} converges 
therefore pointwise to /,(t), for almost all t (Theorem 3.12). If we define 

(14) 

it now follows from (12) that 

F(t) = el,(t). (15) 

Note that (14) does not involve y and that (15) holds for every y E (0,00). 
Plancherel's theorem can be applied to (15): 

f OO foo 1 foo _ooe- 2ty 1 F(tW dt = _ool/'(tW dt = 2n _oolfy(xW dx ~ C. 

If we let y-+ 00, (16) shows that F(t) = 0 a.e. in (- 00,0). 
If we let y-+ 0, (16) shows that 

1001 F(t) 12 dt ~ C. 

(16) 

(17) 

It now follows from (15) that/, E Ll if y > O. Hence Theorem 9.14 gives 

fy(x) = L: !,(t)eitx dt (18) 

or 

f(z) = 100 F(t)e-yteitx dt = 100 F(t)eit% dt (19) 

This is (2), and now (3) follows from (17) and formula 19Y3). IIII 
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19.3 Theorem Suppose A and C are positive constants and J is an entire Junc
tion such that 

I J(z) I ::5; CeA1z1 

Jor all z, and 

L:IJ(XW dx < 00. 

Then there exists an F E I3( - A, A) such that 

J(z) = LAA F(t)eitz dt 

Jor all z. 

PROOF Put!.(x) = J(x)e-<Ix l, for € > 0 and x real. We shall show that 

lim foo !.(x)e- itx dx = 0 
(-+0 - 00 

(t real, I t I > A). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Since II!. - J 112 -+ 0 as € -+ 0, the Planche rei theorem implies that the 
Fourier transforms of!. converge in I3 to the Fourier transform F ofJ(more 
precisely, of the restriction of J to the real axis). Hence (4) will imply that F 
vanishes outside [ - A, A], and then Theorem 9.14 shows that (3) holds for 
almost every real z. Since each side of (3) is an entire function, it follows that 
(3) holds for every complex z. 

Thus (4) implies the theorem. 
For each real ex, let r .. be the path defined by 

r .. (s) = seia. (0::5; s < (0), (5) 

put 

(6) 

and if w E II .. , define 

cI> .. (w) = r J(z)e- WZ dz = ei .. rooJ(sei,") exp (-wsei'") ds. (7) Jr. Jo 
By (1) and (5), the absolute value of the integrand is at most 

C exp {-[Re (wei'") - A]s}, 

and it follows (as in Sec. 19.1) that cI> .. is holomorphic in the half plane II ... 
However, more is true if ex = 0 and if ex = 11:: We have 

(Re w > 0), (8) 
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cl>,,(w) = - LOao!(X)e- WX dx (Re w < 0). (9) 

cl>o and cl>" are holomorphic in the indicated half planes because of (2). 
The significance of the functions cl>/X to (4) lies in the easily verified rela

tion 

L:.r.(X)e-itX dx = cl>o(€ + it) - cl>,,( -€ + it) (t real). (10) 

Hence we have to prove that the right side of (10) tends to 0 as €-+ 0, if t > A 
and ift < -A. 

We shall do this by showing that any two of our functions cl>/X agree in 
the intersection of their domains of definition, i.e., that they are analytic con
tinuations of each other. Once this is done, we can replace cl>o and cl>" by cl>,,/2 
in (10) if t < -A, and by cl>-,,/2 if t> A, and it is then obvious that the 
difference tends to 0 as € -+ o. 

So suppose 0 < {J - ex < n. Put 

ex+{J 
Y=-2-' 

{J-ex 
" = cos -2- > o. 

so that w E nIX n np as soon as I wi> AI". Consider the integral 

l!(z)e- W % dz 

over the circular arc r given by r(t) = reit, ex ::; t ::; {J. Since 

Re ( - wz) = - I wi r cos (t - y)::; - I w I r", 

the absolute value of the integrand in (13) does not exceed 

C exp {(A - I wi ,,)r}. 

If I wi> AI" it follows that (13) tends to 0 as r-+ 00. 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

We now apply the Cauchy theorem. The integral of !(z)e- W % over the 
interval [0, reiP] is equal to the sum of (13) and the integral over [0, rei/X]. 
Since (13) tends to 0 as r-+ 00, we conclude that cl>/X(w) = cl>p(w) if w = I w I e- iy 

and I wi> AI", and then Theorem 10.18 shows that cl>/X and cl>p coincide in 
the intersection of the half planes in which they were originally defined. 

This completes the proof. I I I I 

19.4 Remarks Each of the two preceding proofs depended on a typical appli
cation of Cauchy's theorem. In Theorem 19.2 we replaced integration over 
one horizontal line by integration over another to show that 19.2(15) was 
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independent of y. In Theorem 19.3, replacement of one ray by another was 
used to construct analytic continuations; the result actually was that the 
functions <1>", are restrictions of one function <I> which is holomorphic in the 
complement of the interval [ - Ai, Ai]. 

The class of functions described in Theorem 19.2 is the half plane ana
logue of the class H2 discussed in Chap. 17. Theorem 19.3 will be used in the 
proof of the Denjoy-Carleman theorem (Theorem 19.11). 

Quasi-analytic Classes 

19.5 If Q is a region and if Zo e Q, every f e H(Q) is uniquely determined by the 
numbers f(zo),f'(zo),f"(zo), .... On the other hand, there exist infinitely differen
tiable functions on RI which are not identically 0 but which vanish on some 
interval. Thus we have here a uniqueness property which holomorphic functions 
possess but which does not hold in COO (the class of all infinitely differentiable 
complex functions on RI). 

If f e H(Q), the growth of the sequence {I j<n)(zo) I} is restricted by Theorem 
10.26. It is therefore reasonable to ask whether the above uniqueness property 
holds in suitable subclasses of COO in which the growth of the derivatives is 
subject to some restrictions. This motivates the following definitions; the answer 
to our question is given by Theorem 19.11. 

19.6 The Classes C{Mn} If Mo, M1, M 2 , ••• are positive numbers, we let C{Mn} 
be the class of allf e Coo which satisfy inequalities of the form 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ). (1) 

Here DOf = f, D"f is the nth derivative of f if n :2= 1, the norm is the supremum 
norm over RI, and Pf and Bf are positive constants (depending onf, but not on 
n). 

Iff satisfies (1), then 

. {II D"f II }l/n hm sup oo::s;; Bf . 
n-+oo Mn 

(2) 

This shows that B f is a more significant quantity than P f' However, if P f were 
omitted in (1), the case n = 0 would imply II !II 00 ::S;; M 0, an undesirable 
restriction. The inclusion of Pf makes C{Mn} into a vector space. 

Each C{Mn} is invariant under affine transformations. More explicitly, suppose 
fe C{Mn} and g(x) =f(ax + b). Then 9 satisfies (1), with Pg = Pf and Bg = aBf . 

We shall make two standing assumptions on the sequences {Mn} under con
sideration: 

M o = 1. 

M~ ::S;; Mn-1Mn+ 1 (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). 

Assumption (4) can be expressed in the form: {log Mn} is a convex sequence. 

(3) 

(4) 
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These assumptions will simplify some of our work, and they involve no loss 
of generality. [One can prove, althougLwe shall not do so, that every class 
C{Mn} is equal to a class C{Mn}, where {Mn} satisfies (3) and (4).] 

The following result illustrates the utility of (3) and (4): 

19.7 Theorem Each C{Mn} is an algebra, with respect to pointwise multiplica
tion. 

PROOF Supposefand 9 E C{Mn}, and P" B" Pg, and Bg are the correspond
ing constants. The product rule for differentiation shows that 

Hence 

I Dn(fg) I ~ P,Pg i (~)B}B;-jMjMn_j' 
j=O ) 

(1) 

(2) 

The convexity of {log Mn}, combined with Mo = I, shows that MjMn- j ~ 
Mn for 0 ~ j ~ n. Hence the binomial theorem leads from (2) to 

IIDn(fg)ll"" ~ P,PiB, + Bg)nMn 

so thatfg E C{Mn}. 

(n = 0, I, 2, ... ), 

19.8 Definition A class C{Mn} is said to be quasi-analytic if the conditions 

(for n = 0, I, 2, ... ) 

imply thatf(x) = 0 for all x E RI. 

(3) 

IIII 

(1) 

The content of the definition is of course unchanged if (D'1)(O) is replaced 
by (D'1)(xo), where Xo is any given point. 

The quasi-analytic classes are thus the ones which have the uniqueness 
property we mentioned in Sec. 19.6. One of these classes is very intimately 
related to holomorphic functions: 

19.9 Theorem The class C{ n!} consists of all f to which there corresponds a 
o > 0 such that f can be extended to a bounded holomorphic function in the 
strip defined by I Im(z) I < O. 

Consequently C{n!} is a quasi-analytic class. 

PROOF Suppose f E H(D.) and I f(z) I < P for all zED., where D. consists of all 
z = x + iy with I y I < O. It follows from Theorem 10.26 that 

(n = 0, 1,2, ... ) (1) 

for all real x. The restriction off to the real axis therefore belongs to C{n!}. 
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Conversely, supposefis defined on the real axis andfe C{n!}. In other 
words, 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ). (2) 

We claim that the representation 

f(x) = f (Dnf)(a) (x - a)n 
n=O n! 

(3) 

is valid for all a e R 1 if a - B- 1 < X < a + B- 1. This follows from Taylor's 
formula 

f(x) = ~f (D~~(a) (x - aY + ( ~ 1)' rx(x - tt- 1(Dnf)(t) dt, (4) 
}=o J. n. Ja 

which one obtains by repeated integrations by part. By (2) the last term in (4) 
(the" remainder") is dominated by 

nPBnlix(X - t)n-1 dtl = PIB(x - a) In. (5) 

If I B(x - a) I < 1, this tends to 0 as n- 00, and (3) follows. 
We can now replace x in (3) by any complex number z such that 

I z - a I < liB. This defines a holomorphic function Fa in the disc with center 
at a and radius liB, and Fix) = f(x) if x is real and I x - a I < liB. The 
various functions Fa are therefore analytic continuations of each other; they 
form a holomorphic extension F off in the strip I y I < II B. 

If 0 < J < liB and z = a + iy, I y I < J, then 

I F(z) I = I Fiz) I = I Jo (D~~(a) (iyt I ~ Pnt (BJt = 1 ! BJ' 

This shows that F is bounded in the strip I y I < J, and the proof is complete. 

IIII 

19.10 Theorem The class C{Mn} is quasi-analytic if and only if C{Mn} con
tains no nontrivial function with compact support. 

PROOF If C{Mn} is quasi-analytic, iff e C{Mn}, and iffhas compact support, 
then evidently f and all its derivatives vanish at some point, hence f(x) = 0 
for all x. 

Suppose C{Mn} is not quasi-analytic. Then there exists an fe C{Mn} 
such that (D'1)(O) = 0 for n = 0, 1,2, ... , butf(xo) =I- 0 for some Xo' We may 
assume Xo > O. If g(x) = f(x) for x ~ 0 and g(x) = 0 for x < 0, then g e 
C{Mn}. Put h(x) = g(x)g(2xo - x). By Theorem 19.7, he C{Mn}. Also, 
h(x) = 0 if x < 0 and if x > 2xo . But h(xo) = P(xo) =I- O. Thus h is a non
trivial member of C{Mn} with compact support. IIII 
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We are now ready for the fundamental theorem about quasi-analytic clases. 

The Denjoy-Carleman Theorem 

19.11 Theorem Suppose Mo = 1, M;:::; M n - 1M n + 1 for n = 1,2,3, ... , and 

co xn 

Q(x) = L -, 
n=O Mn 

xn 
q(x) = sup-, 

n2:0 Mn 

for x> O. Then each of the following five conditions implies the other four: 

(a) C{Mn} is not quasi-analytic. 

(b) rco log Q(x) 1 dx 2 < 00. Jo + x 
(c) rco log q(x) 1 dx 2 < 00. Jo + x 
(d) f (_1 )1/n < 00. 

n=1 Mn 

(e) f M n - 1 < 00. 
n=1 Mn 

Note: If Mn-+ 00 very rapidly as n-+ 00, then Q(x) tends to infinity slowly as 
x-+ 00. Thus each of the five conditions says, in its own way, that Mn-+ 00 

rapidly. Note also that Q(x) ~ 1 and q(x) ~ 1. The integrals in (b) and (c) are thus 
always defined. It may happen that Q(x) = 00 for some x < 00. In that case, the 
integral (b) is + 00, and the theorem asserts that C{Mn} is quasi-analytic. 

If Mn = n!, then M n - 1/Mn = lin, hence (e) is violated, and the theorem 
asserts that C{n!} is quasi-analytic, in accordance with Theorem 19.9. 

PROOF THAT (a) IMPLIES (b) Assume that C{Mn} is not quasi-analytic. Then 
C{Mn} contains a nontrivial function with compact support (Theorem 19.10). 
An affine change of variable gives a function FE C{Mn}, with support in 
some interval [0, A], such that 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ) 

and such that F is not identically zero. Define 

f(z) = LA F(t)e i1Z dt 

and 

( i-iW) g(w)=f --. 
l+w 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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Then J is entire. If 1m z > 0, the absolute value of the integrand in (2) is 
at most 1 F(t) I. Hence J is bounded in the upper half plane; therefore g is 
bounded in U. Also, g is continuous on 0, except at the point w = -1. Since 
J is not identically 0 (by the uniqueness theorem for Fourier transforms) the 
same is true of g, and now Theorem 15.19 shows that 

1 f" 2n _..tog 1 g(ei~ 1 d() > - 00. (4) 

If x = i(1 - ei~/(1 + ei~ = tan «()12), then d() = 2(1 + X 2)-1 dx, so (4) is the 
same as 

1 foo dx - log IJ(x)I-I --2 > -00. 
n -00 +x 

On the other hand, partial integration of (2) gives 

J(z) = (iz)-n lA(DnF)(t)e'tz dt (z #- 0) 

(5) 

(6) 

since F and all its derivatives vanish at 0 and at A. It now follows from (1) 
and (6) that 

(x real, n = 0, 1, 2, ... ). 

Hence 

Q(x) 1 J(x) 1 = f xn 1 J(x) 1 S; 2A 
n=O Mn 

(x ~ 0), 

and (5) and (8) imply that (b) holds. 

PROOF THAT (b) IMPLIES (c) q(x) S; Q(x). 

(7) 

(8) 

IIII 

IIII 

PROOF THAT (c) IMPLIES (d) Put an = M!'n. Since Mo = 1 and since M; S; 

M n - 1M n + 1, it is easily verified that an S; an+l> for n>O. If x~ean' then 
xnlMn ~ en, so 

xn 
log q(x) ~ log M ~ log en = n. 

n 

Hence 

f. oo dx N [ean+ 1 f.00 
e log q(x) . 2" ~ e L n x- 2 dx + e (N + l)x- 2 dx 

eat X n=l .,ea,. eDN+l 

N ( 1 1) N + 1 N+ 1 1 L n --- +--= L -
n=1 an an+1 aN+1 n=1 an 

for every N. This shows that (c) implies (d). 

(9) 

(10) 

IIII 
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PROOF THAT (d) IMPLIES (e) Put 

(n = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (11) 

Then A1 ::::: A2 ::::: A3 ::::: .. " and if an = M!,n, as above, we have 

(anAJn ~ Mn . A1A2 ... An = 1. (12) 

Thus An ~ 1lan, and the convergence of :E(llaJ implies that of :EAn· IIII 

PROOF THAT (e) IMPLIES (a) The assumption now is that :EAn < 00, where An is 
given by (11). We claim that the function 

J(z) = (sin Z)2 Ii sin An Z 

Z n=1 An Z 
(13) 

is an entire function of exponential type, not identically zero, which satisfies 
the inequalities 

I x"!(x) I ~ M{Si: xy (x real, k = 0, 1, 2, " .). (14) 

Note first that 1 - Z-1 sin Z has a zero at the origin. Hence there is a 
constant B such that 

I sin zi 1--z- ~ Bizi (Izl ~ 1). (15) 

It follows that 

11 - Si~n~ zl ~ BAn I Z I (16) 

so that the series 

(17) 

converges uniformly on compact sets. (Note that 1/An-+ 00 as n-+ 00, since 
:EAn < 00.) The infinite product (13) therefore defines an entire function J 
which is not identically zero. 

Next, the identity 

sin z 1 I1 itz d --=- e t 
z 2-1 

(18) 

shows that I z -1 sin z I ~ e lyl if z = x + iy. Hence 

co 

with A = 2 + L An' (19) 
n=1 
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For real x, we have I sin x I ~ I x I and I sin x I ~ 1. Hence 

I XY(X) I ~ I Xk I (Sin X)2 Ii I sin A."XI 
x ,,=1 A."X 

~ (Si: xY(A.1 ... A.k)-1 = M{Si: xy. (20) 

This gives (14), and if we integrate (14) we obtain 

(k=0,1,2, ... ). (21) 

We have proved that f satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 19.3. The 
Fourier transform off, 

F(t) = - f(x)e-·tx dx 1 foo . 
2n - 00 

(t real) (22) 

is therefore a function with compact support, not identically zero, and (21) 
shows that F E COO and that 

1 foo (DkF)(t) = -2 (-ix)Y(x)e- 1tx dx, 
n -00 

(23) 

by repeated application of Theorem 9.2(f). Hence II DkFIl 00 ~ Mk, by (21), 
which shows that F E C{M,,}. 

Hence C{M,,} is not quasi-analytic, and the proof is complete. IIII 

Exercises 

1 Suppose I is an entire function of exponential type and 

cP(y) = f-:I/(X + iy)11 dx. 
Prove that either «p(y) = 00 for all real y or CP(Y) < 00 for all real y. Prove that I = 0 if «p is a bounded 
function. 
1 Suppose I is an entire function of exponential type such that the restriction of I to two nonparallel 
lines belongs to E. Prove that I = O. 
3 Suppose I is an entire function of exponential type whose restriction to two nonparallel lines is 
bounded. Prove that/is constant. (Apply Exercise 9 of Chap. 12.) 

4 Suppose/is entire, I I(z) I < C exp (A I z I), and/(z) = l::a.z". Put 

Prove that the series converges if I wi> A, that 

I(z) = ~ r IIl(w)ew, dw 
2m Jr 
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if r(t) = (A + I:)ei', o:s; t :s; 211:, and that CIl is the function which occurred in the proof of Theorem 
19.3. (See also Sec. 19.4.) 

5 Suppose f satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 19.2. Prove that the Cauchy formula 

(0 < I: < y) (*) 

holds; here z = x + iy. Prove that 

f*(x) = lim f(x + iy) 
,-0 

exists for almost all x. What is the relation betweenf* and the function F which occurs in Theorem 
19.2? Is (*) true with I: = 0 and withf* in place offin the integrand? 

6 Suppose qJ E I3( - 00, (0) and qJ > O. Prove that there exists anfwith If 1= qJ such that the Fourier 
transform off vanishes on a half line if and only if 

foo dx 
log qJ(X) --2 > - 00. 

_oo 1 + x 

Suggestion: Considerf*, as in Exercise 5, wheref= exp (u + Iv) and 

1 fOO Y 
u(z) = - 2 2 log qJ(t) dt. 

11: _ oo (x - t) + y 

7 Letfbe a complex function on a closed set E in the plane. Prove that the following two conditions 
onfare equivalent: 

(a) There is an open set Q :::> E and a function F E H(Q) such that F(z) = f(z) for z E E. 
(b) To each a E E there corresponds a neighborhood V. of a and a function F. E H(V.) such that 

F.(z) = f(z) in V. n E. 
(A special case of this was proved in Theorem 19.9.) 

8 Prove that C{n!} = C'{nn}. 

9 Prove that there are quasi-analytic classes which are larger than C{n!}. 

10 Put An = Mn-1/Mn, as in the proof of Theorem 19.11. Pick go E Cc(R1), and define 

fA. 

gn(X) = (2An)-1 gn-l(X - t) dt 
-A. 

(n = I, 2, 3, ... ). 

Prove directly (without using Fourier transforms or holomorphic functions) that g = lim gn is a func
tion which demonstrates that (e) implies (a) in Theorem 19.11. (You may choose any go that is conve
nient.) 

11 Find an explicit formula for a function qJ E Coo, with support in [ - 2, 2], such that qJ(x) = 1 if 
-l:s;x:s;1. 

12 Prove that to every sequence {an} of complex numbers there corresponds a function f E COO such 
that (D'1)(O) = an for n = 0, 1, 2, .... Suggestion: If qJ is as in Exercise 11, if Pn '= a,/n!, if gn(x) = 

Pn xnqJ(x), and if 

fn(x) = A;;ng.(An x) = Pn XnqJ(An x), 

then II D'rn II oo < 2-n for k = 0, ... , n - 1, provided that An is large enough. Take f = !.fn. 

13 Construct a functionf E Coo such that the power series 

oo (D'1)(a) L --(x-a)n 
n=O n! 
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has radius of convergence 0 for every a e RI. Suggestion: Put 

"" 
f(z) = L ck eiA•x , 

k=1 

where {ck} and {Ak} are sequences of positive numbers, chosen so that ECk A~ < 00 for n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
and so that Cn A: increases very rapidly and is much larger than the sum of all the other terms in the 
series ECk A~ . 

For instance, put Ck = Ai -k, and choose {Ak} so that 

k-I 

Ak > 2 L cjA1 and Ak> klk. 
j=l 

14 Suppose C{Mn} is quasi-analytic,fe C{Mn}, and f(x) = 0 for infinitely many x e [0,1]. What 
follows? 

IS Let X be the vector space of all entire functionsfthat satisfy If(z) 1:5 Ceol- I for some C < 00, and 
whose restriction to the real axis is in 13. Associate with each f e X its restriction to the integers. 
Prove thatf-> {f(n)} is a linear one-to-one mapping of X onto f2. 

16 Assumefis a measurable function on (-00, (0) such that I f(x) I < e- 1xl for all x. Prove that its 
Fourier transform/cannot have compact support, unlessf(x) = 0 a.e. 



CHAPTER 

TWENTY 

UNIFORM APROXIMATION 
BY POLYNOMIALS 

Introduction 

20.1 Let KO be the interior of a compact set K in the complex plane. (By defini
tion, KO is the union of all open discs which are subsets of K; of course, KO may 
be empty even if K is not.) Let P(K) denote the set of all functions on K which 
are uniform limits of polynomials in z. 

Which functions belong to P(K)? 
Two necessary conditions come to mind immediately: If ! E P(K), then 

! E C(K) and! E H(KO). 
The question arises whether these necessary conditions are also sufficient. 

The answer is negative whenever K separates the plane (i.e., when the com
plement of K is not connected). We saw this in Sec. 13.8. On the other hand, if K 
is an interval on the real axis (in which case KO = 0), the Weierstrass approx
imation theorem asserts that 

P(K) = C(K). 

So the answer is positive if K is an interval. Runge's theorem also points in this 
direction, since it states, for compact sets K which do not separate the plane, that 
P(K) contains at least all those! E C(K) which have holomorphic extensions to 
some open set n => K. 

In this chapter we shall prove the theorem of Mergelyan which states, 
without any superfluous hypotheses, that the above-mentioned necessary condi
tions are also sufficient if K does not separate the plane. 

The principal ingredients of the proof are: Tietze's extension theorem, a 
smoothing process invoving convolutions, Runge's theorem, and Lemma 20.2, 
whose proof depends on properties of the class g which was introduced in Chap. 
14. 

386 
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Some Lemmas 

20.2 Lemma Suppose D is an open disc of radius r > 0, E c D, E is compact 
and connected, n = S2 - E is connected, and the diameter of E is at least r. 
Then there is afunction g E H(n) and a constant b, with the following property: 
If 

the inequalities 

Q((, z) = g(z) + (( - b)g2(Z), 

100 
IQ((, z)1 <-

r 

I Q((, z) - z ~ ( I < t;~;~3 
holdfor all ZEn andfor all ( E D. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

We recall that S2 is the Riemann sphere and that the diameter of E is the 
supremum of the numbers 1 Zl - z21, where Zl E E and Z2 E E. 

PROOF We assume, without loss of generality, that the center of D is at the 
origin. So D = D(O; r). 

The implication (d)--+ (b) of Theorem 13.11 shows that n is simply con
nected. (Note that 00 En.) By the Riemann mapping theorem there is there
fore a conformal mapping F of U onto n such that F(O) = 00. F has an 
expansion of the form 

We define 

1 
g(z) = - F -l(Z) 

a 

(w E U). 

(z En), 

where F - 1 is the mapping of n onto U which inverts F, and we put 

b = 21 . r zg(z) dz, mJr 
where r is the positively oriented circle with center 0 and radius r. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

By (4), Theorem 14.15 can be applied to Fla. It asserts that the diameter 
of the complement of (Fla)(U) is at most 4. Therefore diam E ~ 41 a I. Since 
diam E ~ r, it follows that 

(7) 
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Since g is a conformal mapping of Q onto D(O; II I a I), (7) shows that 

4 
I g(z) I <-

r 
(z E Q) 

and since r is a path in Q, of length 2nr, (6) gives 

Ibl < 4r. 

If ( E D, then I (I < r, so (I), (8), and (9) imply 

4 (16) 100 I Q I S; -; + 5r r2 < -r-· 

This proves (2). 
Fix (E D. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

If z = F(w), then zg(z) = wF(w)la; and since wF(w)--+ a as w--+ 0, we have 
zg(z)--+ 1 as z--+ 00. Hence g has an expansion of the form 

1 Ad() ..1.3(0 
g(z) = z _ ( + (z _ ()2 + (z - 03 + ... ( I z - (I > 2r). (11) 

Let robe a large circle with center at 0; (11) gives (by Cauchy's theorem) that 

A.2«() = 21 . r (z - ()g(z) dz = b - (. 
1tl Jro (12) 

Substitute this value of A.i() into (11). Then (1) shows that the function 

q>(z) = [ Q«(, z) - z ~ (}z - ()3 (13) 

is bounded as z--+ 00. Hence q> has a removable singularity at 00. If 
z E Q (') D, then I z - (I < 2r, so (2) and (13) give 

I q>(z) I < 8r3 I Q«(, z)1 + 4r2 < I,OOOr2. (14) 

By the maximum modulus theorem, (14) holds for all z E Q. This proves (3). 

IIII 

20.3 Lemma Suppose f E C~(R2), the space of all continuously differentiable 
functions in the plane, with compact support. Put 

a =!(~+ i~). 
2 ax ay 

Then the following" Cauchy formula" holds: 

f(z) = -! fT (afX() de d" 
n JR2 (- Z 

(1) 

(2) 
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PROOF This may be deduced from, Green's theorem. However, here is a 
simple direct proof: 

Put cp(r, 0) = I(z + rei~, r > 0, 0 real. If, = z + rel9, the chain rule gives 

- 1 i9[a i a] (af)m = :2 e ar + ; ao cp(r, 0). (3) 

The right side of (2) is therefore equal to the limit, as e -+ 0, of 

- - - + - - dO dr. 1 100 i2" (acp i acp) 
211:. 0 ar r ao 

(4) 

For each r > 0, cp is periodic in 0, with period 211:. The integral of acplaO is 
therefore 0, and (4) becomes 

1 (2" 100 acp 1 (2" 
- 211: Jo dO • ar dr = 211: Jo cp(e, lJ) dO. (5) 

As e-+ 0, cp(e, 0)-+ I(z) uniformly. This gives (2). IIII 

We shall establish Tietze's extension theorem in the same setting in which we 
proved Urysohn's lemma, since it is a fairly direct consequence of that lemma. 

20.4 Tietze's Extension Theorem Suppose K is a compact subset 01 a locally 
compact Hausdorffspace X, and/E C(K). Then there exists an FE Cc(X) such 
that F(x) = I(x) lor all x E K. 

(As in Lusin's theorem, we can also arrange it so that IIF II x = II !II K .) 

PROOF Assume I is real, -1 '5,1'5, 1. Let W be an open set with compact 
closure so that K c: W. Put 

K+ = {x E K:/(x) ~ t}, K- = {x E K:/(x) '5, -t}. (1) 

Then K + and K - are disjoint compact subsets of W. As a consequence of 
Urysohn's lemma there is a function 11 E Cc(X) such that 11(X) = t on K+, 
11(X) = -t on K-, -t '5,/1(X) '5, t for all x E X, and the support of/1 lies in 
W. Thus 

I 1-Itl '5, ~ on K, I/tl '5, t on X. (2) 

Repeat this construction with 1-11 in place of I: There exists an 12 E 

Cc(X), with support in W, so that 

I 1-11 - 12 I '5, (~)2 on K, 1/21'5, t . ~ on X. (3) 

In this way we obtain functions In E Cc(X), with supports in W, such that 

I 1-11 - ... - In I '5, (~)n on K, (4) 
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Put F = f1 + f2 + f3 + .... By (4), the series converges to f on K, and it 
converges uniformly on X. Hence F is continuous. Also, the support of Flies 
~W W 

Mergelyan's Theorem 

20.5 Theorem If K is a compact set in the plane whose complement is con
nected, iff is a continuous complex function on K which is holomorphic in the 
interior of K, and if e > 0, then there exists a polynomial P such that 
I f(z) - P(z) I < efor all z E K. 

If the interior of K is empty, then part of the hypothesis is vacuously satis
fied, and the conclusion holds for every f E C(K). Note that K need not be con
nected. 

PROOF By Tietze's theorem, f can be extended to a continuous function in 
the plane, with compact support. We fix one such extension, and denote it 
again byf. 

For any ~ > 0, let ro(~) be the supremum of the numbers 

where Z1 and Z2 are subject to the condition I Z2 - z11 S;~. Since f is uni
formly continuous, we have 

lim ro(~) = 0. (1) 
6 .... 0 

From now on, ~ will be fixed. We shall prove that there is a polynomial 
P such that 

I f(z) - P(z) I < 1O,OOOro(~) (z E K). (2) 

By (1), this proves the theorem. 
Our first objective is the construction of a function <I> E C~(R2), such that 

for all z 

I f(z) - <l>(z) I S; ro(~), (3) 

I (13<1>Xz) I < 2i~) , (4) 

and 

(5) 
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where X is the set of all points in the support of cI> whose distance from the 
complement of K does not exceed (). (Thus X contains no point which is "far 
within" K.) 

We construct cI> as the convolution ofJwith a smoothing function A. Put 
a(r) = 0 if r > (), put 

3 ( r2)2 
a(r) = n{)2 1 - {)2 (0 ~ r ~ (), (6) 

and define 

A(z) = a( I z I) (7) 

for all complex z.1t is clear that A E C~(R2). We claim that 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

R2 

The constants are so adjusted in (6) that (8) holds. (Compute the integral 
in polar coordinates.) (9) holds simply because A has compact support. To 
compute (10), express aA in polar coordinates, as in the proof of Lemma 20.3, 
and note that iJA/iJ() = 0, I iJA/iJr I = -a'(r). 

Now define 

cI>(z) = II J(z - OA«() d~ d'1 = II A(z - ()J<O d~ d'1. (11) 

R2 R2 

Since J and A have compact support, so does cI>. Since 

cI>(z) - J(z) = II [f(z - () - J(z)]A«() d~ d'1 (12) 

R2 

and A«() = 0 if I (I > (), (3) follows from (8). The difference quotients of A 
converge boundedly to the corresponding partial derivatives of A, since 
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A E C~(R2). Hence the last expression in (11) may be differentiated under the 
integral sign, and we obtain 

(a<l>)(z) = f f (aA)(z - OJ«() de d'1 
R2 

= f f J(z - ()(aA)«() de d'1 
R2 

= ff [f(z - () - J(z)](aA)(() de d'1. (13) 

R2 

The last equality depends on (9). Now (10) and (13) give (4). If we write 
(13) with <1>" and <1>, in place of 13<1>, we see that <I> has continuous partial 
derivatives. Hence Lemma 20.3 applies to <1>, and (5) will follow if we can 
show that 13<1> = 0 in G, where G is the set of all z E K whose distance from 
the complement of K exceeds b. We shall do this by showing that 

<l>(z) = J(z) (z E G); (14) 

note that aJ = 0 in G, since J is holomorphic there. (We r.ecall that a is the 
Cauchy-Riemann operator defined in Sec. 11.1.) Now if z E G, then z - ( is in 
the interior of K for all ( with I (I < b. The mean value property for harmo
nic functions therefore gives, by the first equation in (11), 

ft! f2" 
<l>(z) = Jo a(r)r dr Jo J(z - rei') dO 

= 2nJ(z) f a(r)r dr = J(z) f f A = J(z) (15) 

R2 

for all z E G. 
We have now proved (3), (4), and (5). 
The definition of X shows that X is compact and that X can be covered 

by finitely many open discs D1, ..• , Dn , of radius 2b, whose centers are not in 
K. Since S2 - K is connected, the center of each Dj can be joined to 00 by a 
polygonal path in S2 - K. It follows that each Dj contains a compact con
nected set Ej , of diameter at least 2b, so that S2 - EJ is connected and so 
that K n Ej = 0. 

We now apply Lemma 20.2, with r = 2b. There exist functions 
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OJ E H(S2 - Ej ) and constants bJ so that the inequalities 

50 
I Qj(, z) I < --g-' (16) 

I 1 I 4,00002 

Qj(, z) - z _ ( < I z _ (13 (17) 

hold for z ¢ E j and ( E Dj , if 

(18) 

Let n be the complement of E1 u ... u En. Then n is an open set which 
contains K. 

Put Xl = XII D1 and Xj = (X 11 Dj ) - (Xl U ..• u X j - 1), for 
2 :s; j :s; n. Define 

R((, z) = Qj(, z) (19) 

and 

F(z) = ; II (a<l>X()R((, z) de drt (z En). (20) 

x 

Since 

F(z) = jt ; II (a<l»(()Qj(, z) de drt, (21) 

XJ 

(18) shows that F is a finite linear combination of the functions OJ and OJ. 
Hence F E H(n). 

By (20), (4), and (5) we have 

I F(z) - <l>(z) 1< 2~0) II I R((, z) - z ~ ( I de drt (z En). (22) 

x 

Observe that the inequalities (16) and (17) are valid with R in place of QJ if 
( E X and ZEn. For if ( E X then ( E Xj for some j, and then R((, z) = 
Q/J, z) for all ZEn. 

Now fix ZEn, put ( = z + peifJ, and estimate the integrand in (22) by (16) 
if p < 40, by (17) if 40 :s; p. The integral in (22) is then seen to be less than the 
sum of 

f4d (50 1) 
2n Jo --g- + p p dp = 808no (23) 
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and 

100 4,00002 
2n 3 p dp = 2,OOOno. 

4.1 p 
(24) 

Hence (22) yields 

I F(z) - CIl(Z) I < 6,OOOw(0) (z En). (25) 

Since F E H(n), Ken, and S2 - K is connected, Runge's theorem 
shows that F can be uniformly approximated on K by polynomials. Hence 
(3) and (25) show that (2) can be satisfied. 

This completes the proof. IIII 

One unusual feature of this proof should be pointed out. We had to prove 
that the given function f is in the closed subspace P(K) of C(K). (We use the 
terminology of Sec. 20.1.) Our first step consisted in approximating f by <1>. But 
this step took us outside P(K), since <I> was so constructed that in general <I> will 
not be holomorphic in the whole interior of K. Hence <I> is at some positive 
distance from P(K). However, (25) shows that this distance is less than a constant 
multiple of w(o). [In fact, having proved the theorem, we know that this distance 
is at most w(o), by (3), rather than 6,000 W(o).J The proof of (25) depends on the 
inequality (4) and on the fact that a<l> = 0 in G. Since holomorphic functions cp 
are characterized by acp = 0, (4) may be regarded as saying that <I> is not too far 
from being holomorphic, and this interpretation is confirmed by (25). 

Exercises 

I Extend Mergelyan's theorem to the case in which 82 - K has finitely many components: Prove 
that then every f e C(K) which is holomorphic in the interior of K can be uniformly approximated on 
K by rational functions. 

2 Show that the result of Exercise 1 does not extend to arbitrary compact sets K in the plane, by 
verifying the details of the following example. For n = 1,2,3, ... , let Dn = D(lXn; rn) be disjoint open 
discs in U whose union V is dense in U, such that :Ern < 00. Put K = -0 - V. Let rand Yn be the 
paths 

os; t s; 21l, 

and define 

L(f) = If(Z) dz - t 1.f(Z) dz (fe C(K». 

Prove that L is a bounded linear functional on C(K), prove that L(R) = 0 for every rational function 
R whose poles are outside K, and prove that there exists anf e C(K) for which L(f) -# O. 
3 Show that the function g constructed in the proof of Lemma 20.2 has the smallest supremum norm 
among a1lf e H(n) such that zf(z)--+ 1 as z--+ 00. (This motivates the proof of the lemma.) 

Show also that b = Co in that proof and that the inequality I b I < 4r can therefore be replaced by 
I b I < r. In fact, b lies in the convex hull of the set E. 



APPENDIX 
HAUSDORFF'S MAXIMALITY THEOREM 

We shall first prove a lemma which, when combined with the axiom of choice, 
leads to an almost instantaneous proof of Theorem 4.21. 

If IF is a collection of sets and <I> c IF, we call <I> a subchain of IF provided 
that <I> is totally ordered by set inclusion. Explicitly, this means that if A E <I> and 
B E <1>, then either A c B or B c A. The union of all members of <I> will simply be 
referred to as the union of <1>. 

Lemma Suppose IF is a nonempty collection of subsets of a set X such that the 
union of every subchain of IF belongs to IF. Suppose g is a function which 
associates to each A E IF a set g(A) E IF such that A c g(A) and g(A) - A 
consists of at most one element. Then there exists an A E IF for which 
g(A) = A. 

PROOF Fix Ao E IF. Call a subcollection IF' of IF a tower if IF' has the fol- . 
lowing three properties: 

(a) Ao ElF'. 
(b) The union of every subchain of IF' belongs to IF'. 
(c) If A E IF', then also g(A) ElF'. 

The family of all towers is nonempty. For if IF 1 is the collection of all 
A E IF such that Ao c A, then IF 1 is a tower. Let IF 0 be the intersection of 
all towers. Then IF 0 is a tower (the verification is trivial), but no proper 
subcollection of IF 0 is a tower. Also, Ao c A if A E IF o. The idea of the 
proof is to show that IF 0 is a subchain of IF. 

395 
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Let r be the collection of all C E ~ 0 such that every A E ~ 0 satisfies 
either A c C or C c A. 

For each C E r, let «q be the collection of all A E ~ 0 such that either 
A c Cor g(q c A. 

Properties (a) and (b) are clearly satisfied by r and by each «q. Fix 
C E r, and suppose A E «q. We want to prove that g(A) E «q. If 
A E «q, there are three possibilities: Either A c C and A =I- C, or A = C, or 
g(q c A. If A is a proper subset of C, then C cannot be a proper subset of 
g(A), otherwise g(A) - A would contain at least two elements; since C E r, it 
follows that g(A) c C. If A = C, then g(A) = g(q. If g(q c A, then also 
g(q c g(A), since A c g(A). Thus g(A) E «q, and we have proved that «q 
is a tower. The minimality of ~ 0 implies now that «q = ~ 0, for every 
CE r. 

In other words, if A E ~ 0 and C E r, then either A c Cor g(q c A. But 
this says that g(q E r. Hence r is a tower, and the minimality of ~ 0 shows 
that r = ~ o. It follows now from the definition of r that ~ 0 is totally 
ordered. 

Let A be the union of ~ o. Since ~ 0 satisfies (b), A E ~ o. By (c), g(A) E 

~ o. Since A is the largest member of ~ 0 and since A c g(A), it follows that 
A = g(A). IIII 

Definition A choice function for a set X is a function f which associates to 
each nonempty subset E of X an element of E:f(E) E E. 

In more informal terminology, f" chooses" an element out of each non
empty subset of X. 

The Axiom of Choice For every set there is a choice function. 

Hausdorff's Maximality Theorem Every nonempty partially ordered set P 
contains a maximal totally ordered subset. 

PROOF Let ~ be the collection of all totally ordered subsets of P. Since every 
subset of P which consists of a single element is totally ordered, ~ is not 
empty. Note that the union of any chain of totally ordered sets is totally 
ordered. 

Letfbe a choice function for P. If A E ~, let A* be the set of all x in the 
complement of A such that A u {x} E ~. If A* =I- 0, put 

g(A) = A u {f(A*)}. 

If A* = 0, put g(A) = A. 
By the lemma, A* = 0 for at least one A E ~, and any such A is a 

maximal element of~. IIII 



NOTES AND COMMENTS 

Chapter 1 

The first book on the modem theory of integration and differentiation is Lebesgue's .. Leyons sur 
l'integration," published in 1904. 

For an illuminating history of the earlier attempts that were made toward the construction of a 
satisfactory theory of integration, see [42]t, which contains interesting discussions of the difficulties 
that even first-rate mathematicians had with simple set-theoretic concepts before these were properly 
defined and well understood. 

The approach to abstract integration presented in the text is inspired by Saks [28]. Greater 
generality can be attained if u-algebras are replaced by u-rings (Axioms: U Al E fJI and A\ - Al E fJI 
if Ai E fJI for i = 1, 2, 3, ... ; it is not required that X E fJI), but at the expense of a necessarily fussier 
definition of measurability. See Sec. 18 of [7]. In all classical applications the measurability of X is 
more or less automatic. This is the reason for our choice of the somewhat simpler theory based on 
u-algebras. 

Sec. 1.11. This definition of ffI is as in [12]. In [7] the Borel sets are defined as the u-ring 
generated by the compact sets. In spaces which are not u-compact, this is a smaller family than ours. 

Chapter 2 

Sec. 2.12. The usual statement of Urysohn's lemma is: If Ko and K\ are disjoint closed sets in a 
normal Hausdorff space X, then there is a continuous function on X which is 0 on Ko and 1 on K\. 
The proof is exactly as in the text. 

Sec. 2.14. The original form of this theorem, with X = [0, 1], is due to F. Riesz (1909). See [5], 
pp. 373,380--381, and [12], pp. 134-135 for its further history. The theorem is here presented in the 
same generality as in [12]. The set function Jl. which is defined for all subsets of X in the proof of 
Theorem 2.14 is called an outer measure because of its countable subadditivity (Step I). For systematic 
exploitations (originated by CarathCodory) of this notion, see [25] and [28]. 

Sec. 2.20. For direct constructions of Lebesgue measure, along more classical lines, see [31], 
[35], [26] and [53]. 

t Numbers in brackets refer to the Bibliography. 

3IJ7 
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Sec. 2.21. A proof that the cardinality of every countably generated a-algebra is S;c may be 
found on pp. 133-134 of [44]. That this cardinality is either finite or ~c should be clear after doing 
Exercise I of Chap. 1. 

Sec. 2.22. A very instructive paper on the subject of nonmeasurable sets in relation to measures 
invariant under a group is: J. von Neumann, Zur allgemeinen Theorie des Masses, Fundamenta 
Math., vol. 13, pp. 73-116, 1929. See also Halmos's article in the special (May, 1958) issue of Bull. Am. 
Math. Soc. devoted to von Neumann's work. 

Sec. 2.24. [28], p. 72. 
Sec. 2.25. [28], p. 75. There is another approach to the Lebesgue theory of integration, due to 

Daniell (Ann. Math., vol. 19, pp. 279-294, 1917-1918) based on extensions of positive linear function
als. When applied to Cc(X) it leads to a construction which virtually turns the Vitali-Caratheodory 
theorem into the definition of measurability. See [17] and, for the full treatment, [18]. 

Exercise 8. Two interesting extensions of this phenomenon have appeared in Amer. Math. 
Monthly: see vol. 79, pp. 884-886,1972 (R. B. Kirk) and vol. 91, pp. 564-566, 1984 (F. S. Cater). 

Exercise 17. This example appears in A Theory of Radon Measures on Locally Compact 
Spaces, by R. E. Edwards, Acta Math., vol. 89, p. 160, 1953. Its existence was unfortunately over
looked in [27]. 

Exercise 18. [7], p. 231; originally due to Dieudonne. 

Chapter 3 

The best general reference is [9]. See also Chap. 1 of [36]. 
Exercise 3. Vol. 1 (1920) of Fundamenta Math. contains three papers relevant to the parentheti

cal remark. 
Exercise 7. A very complete answer to this question was found by A. Villani, in Am. Math. 

Monthly, vol. 92, pp. 485-487, 1985. 
Exercise 16. [28], p. 18. When t ranges over all positive real numbers, a measurability problem 

arises in the suggested proof. This is the reason for including (ii) as a hypothesis. See W. Walter, Am. 
Math. Monthly, vol. 84, pp. 118-119, 1977. 

Exercise 17. The second suggested proof of part (b) was published by W. P. Novinger, in Proc. 
Am. Math. Soc., vol. 34, pp. 627-628, 1972. It was also discovered by David Hall. 

Exercise 18. Convergence in measure is a natural concept in probability theory. See [7], 
Chap. IX. 

Chapter 4 

There are many books dealing with Hilbert space theory. We cite [6] and [24] as main references. See 
also [5], [17], and [19]. 

The standard work on Fourier series is [36]. For simpler introductions, see [10], [31], [43], and 
[45]. 

Exercise 2. This is the so-called Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process. 
Exercise 18. The functions that are uniform limits (on Rl) of members of X are called almost 

periodic. 

ChapterS 

The classical work here is [2]. More recent treatises are [5], [14], and [24]. See also [17] and [49]. 
Sec. 5.7. The relations between measure theory on the one hand and Baire's theorem on the 

other are discussed in great detail in [48]. 
Sec. 5.11. Although there are continuous functions whose Fourier series diverge on a dense G6 , 

the set of divergence must have measure o. This was proved by L. Carleson (Acta Math., vol. 116, pp. 
135-157, 1966) for allfin IJ(T); the proof was extended to I!(T), p > I, by R. A. Hunt. See also [45], 
especially Chap. II. 

Sec. 5.22. For a deeper discussion of representing measures see Arens and Singer, Proc. Am. 
Math. Soc., vol. 5, pp. 735-745, 1954. Also [39], [52]. 
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Chapter 6 

Sec. 6.3. The constant lin is best possible. See R. P. Kaufman and N. W. Rickert, Bull. Am. Math. 
Soc., vol. 72, pp. 672-676, 1966, and (for a simpler treatment) W. W. Bledsoe, Am. Math. Monthly, vol. 
77, pp. 180-182, 1970. 

Sec. 6.10. von Neumann's proof is in a section on measure theory in his paper: On Rings of 
Operators, III, Ann. Math., vol. 41, pp. 94-161,1940. See pp. 124-130. 

Sec. 6.15. The phenomenon L'" '" (i!)* is discussed by J. T. Schwartz in Proc. Am. Math. Soc., 
vol. 2, pp. 270-275, 1951, and by H. W. Ellis and D. O. Snow in Can. Math. Bull., vol. 6, pp. 211-229, 
1963. See also [7], p. 131, and [28], p. 36. 

Sec. 6.19. The references to Theorem 2.14 apply here as well. 
Exercise 6. See [17], p. 43. 
Exercise 10(g). See [36], vol. I, p. 167. 

Chapter 7 

Sec. 7.3. This simple covering lemma seems to appear for the first time in a paper by Wiener on the 
ergodic theorem (Duke Math. J., vol. 5, pp. 1-18, 1939). Covering lemmas playa central role in the 
theory of differentiation. See [SO], [53], and, for a very detailed treatment, [41]. 

Sec. 7.4. Maximal functions were first introduced by Hardy and Littlewood, in Acta Math., vol. 
54, pp. 81-116, 1930. That paper contains proofs of Theorems 8.18, 11.25(b), and 17.11. 

Sec. 7.21. The same conclusion can be obtained under somewhat weaker hypotheses; see [16], 
Theorems 260-264. Note that the proof of Theorem 7.21 uses the existence and integrability of only 
the right-hand derivative of f, plus the continuity of f. For a further refinement, see P. L. Walker, 
Amer. Math. Monthly, vol. 84, pp. 287-288, 1977. 

Secs. 7.25, 7.26. This treatment of the change of variables formula is quite similar to D. 
Varberg's in Amer. Math. Monthly, vol. 78, pp. 42-45, 1971. 

Exercise 5. A very simple proof, due to K. Stromberg, is in Proc. Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 36, 
p.308,1972. 

Exercise 12. For an elementary proof that every monotone function (hence every function of 
bounded variation) is differentiable a.e., see [24], pp. 5-9. In that work, this theorem is made the 
starting point of the Lebesgue theory. Another, even simpler, proof by D. Austin is in Proc. Amer. 
Math. Soc., vol. 16, pp. 220-221, 1965. 

Exercise 18. These functions CPo are the so-called Rademacher functions. Chap. V of [36] con
tains further theorems about them. 

ChapterS 

Fubini's theorem is developed here as in [7] and [28]. For a different approach, see [25]. Sec. 8.9(c) is 
in Fundamenta Math., vol. 1, p. 145,1920. 

Sec. 8.18. This proof of the Hardy-Littlewood theorem (see the reference to Sec. 7.4) is essen
tially that of a very special case of the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem. A full discussion of the 
latter may be found in Chap. XII of [36]. See also [50]. 

Exercise 2. Corresponding to the idea that an integral is an area under a curve, the theory of the 
Lebesgue integral can be developed in terms of measures of ordinate sets. This is done in [16]. 

Exercise 8. Part (b), in even more precise form, was proved by Lebesgue in J. Mathematiques, 
ser. 6, vol. 1, p. 201, 1905, and seems to have been forgotten. It is quite remarkable in view of another 
example of Sierpinski (Fundamenta Math., vol. 1, p. 114, 1920): There is a plane set E which is not 
Lebesgue measurable and which has at most two points on each straight line. Iff= lE' thenfis not 
Lebesgue measurable, although all of the sections fx and p are upper semicontinuous; in fact, each 
has at most two points of discontinuity. (This example depends on the axiom of choice, but not on the 
continuum hypothesis.) 
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Chapter 9 

For another brief introduction, see [36], chap. XVI. A different proof of Plancherel's theorem is in 
[33]. Group-theoretic aspects and connections with Banach algebras are discussed in [17], [19], and 
[27]. For more on invariant subspaces (Sec. 9.16) see [11]; the corresponding problem in [} is 
described in [27], Chap. 7. 

Chapter 10 

General references: [1], [4], [13], [20], [29], [31] and [37]. 
Sec. 10.8. Integration can also be defined over arbitrary rectifiable curves. See [13], vol. I, 

Appendix C. 
Sec. 10.10. The topological concept of index is applied in [29] and is fully utilized in [1]. The 

computational proof of Theorem 10.10. is as in [1], p. 93. 
Sec. 10.13. Cauchy published his theorem in 1825, under the additional assumption that f' is 

continuous. Goursat showed that this assumption is redundant, and stated the theorem in its present 
form. See [13], p. 163, for further historical remarks. 

Sec. 10.16. The standard proofs of the power series representation and of the fact that f E H(O) 
implies f' E H(O) proceed via the Cauchy integral formula, as here. Recently proofs have been con
structed which use the winding number but make no appeal to integration. For details see [34]. 

Sec. 10.25. A very elementary proof of the algebraic completeness of the complex field is in [26], 
p.170. 

Sec. 10.30. The proof of part (b) is as in [47]. 
Sec. 10.32. The open mapping theorem and the discreteness of Z(f) are topological properties of 

the class of all nonconstant holomorphic functions which characterize this class up to homeomorp
hisms. This is Stoilov's theorem. See [34]. 

Sec. 10.35. This strikingly simple and elementary proof of the global version of Cauchy's 
theorem was discovered by John D. Dixon, Proc. Am. Math. Soc., vol. 29, pp. 62~26, 1971. In [1] 
the proof is based on the theory of exact differentials. In the first edition of the present book it was 
deduced from Runge's theorem. That approach was used earlier in [29], p. 177. There, however, it 
was applied in simply connected regions only. 

Chapter 11 

General references: [1], Chap. 5; [20], Chap. 1. 
Sec. 11.14. The reflection principle was used by H. A. Schwarz to solve problems concerning 

conformal mappings of polygonal regions. See Sec. 17.6 of [13]. Further results along these lines were 
obtained by Caratheodory; see [4], vol. II, pp. 88-92,.and Commentarii Mathematici He/vetici, vol. 19, 
pp.263-278,1946-1947. 

Secs. 11.20, 11.25. This is the principal result of the Hardy-Littlewood paper mentioned in the 
reference to Sec. 7.4. The proof of the second inequality in Theorem 11.20 is as in [40], p. 23. 

Sec. 11.23. The first theorems of this type are in Fatou's thesis, Series trigonometriques et series 
de Taylor, Acta Math., vol. 30, pp. 335-400, 1906. This is· the first major work in which Lebesgue's 
theory of integration is applied to the study of holomorphic functions. 

Sec. 11.30. Part (c) is due to Herglotz, Leipziger Berichte, vol. 63, pp. 501-511, 1911. 
Exercise 14. This was suggested by W. Ramey and D. Ullrich. 

Chapter 12 

Sec. 12.7. For further examples, see [31], pp. 176-186. 
Sec. 12.11. This theorem was first proved for trigonometric series by W. H. Young (1912; q = 2, 

4, 6, ... ) and F. Hausdorff (1923; 2 S q ~ (0). F. Riesz (1923) extended it to uniformly bounded 
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orthonormal sets, M. Riesz (1926) derived this extension from a general interpolation theorem, and G. 
o. Thorin (1939) discovered the complex-variable proof of M. Riesz's theorem. The proof of the text is 
the Calder6n-Zygmund adaptation (1950) of Thorin's idea. Full references and discussions of other 
interpolation theorems are in Chap. XII of [36]. 

Sec. 12.13. In slightly different form, this is in Duke Math. J., vol. 20, pp. 449-458, 1953. 
Sec. 12.14. This proof is essentially that ofR. Kaufman (Math. Ann., vol. 169, p. 282,1967). E. L. 

Stout (Math. Ann., vol. 177, pp. 339-340,1968) obtained a stronger result. 

Chapter 13 

Sec. 13.9. Runge's theorem was published in Acta Math., vol. 6, 1885. (Incidentally, this is the same 
year in which the Weierstrass theorem on uniform approximation by polynomials on an interval was 
published; see Mathematische Werke, vol. 3, pp. 1-37.) See [29], pp. 171-177, for a proof which is 
close to the original one. The functional analysis proof of the text is known to many analysts and has 
probably been independently discovered several times in recent years. It was communicated to me by 
L. A. Rubel. In [13], vol. II, pp. 299-308, attention is paid to the closeness of the approximation if the 
degree of the polynomial is fixed. 

Exercises 5, 6. For yet another method, see D. G. Cantor, Proc. Am. Math. Soc., vol. 15, pp. 
335-336,1964. 

Chapter 14 

General reference: [20]. Many special mapping functions are described there in great detail. 
Sec. 14.3. More details on linear fractional transformations may be found in [1], pp. 22-35; in 

[13], pp. 46-57; in [4]; and especially in Chap. 1 of L. R. Ford's book "Automorphic Functions," 
McGraw-Hili Book Company, New York, 1929. 

Sec. 14.5. Normal families were introduced by Montel. See Chap. 15 of [13]. 
Sec. 14.8. The history of Riemann's theorem is discussed in [13], pp. 32{}-321, and in [29], 

p. 230. Koebe's proof (Exercise 26) is in J. fUr reine und angew. Math., vol. 145, pp. 177-223, 1915; 
doubly connected regions are also considered there. 

Sec. 14.14. Much more is true than just I a2 1 S; 2: In fact, I an I s; n for all n ~ 2. This was conjec
tured by Bieberbach in 1916, and proved by L. de Branges in 1984 [Acta Math., vol. 154, pp. 137-152, 
(1985)]. Moreover, if I an I = n for just one n ~ 2, then f is one of the Koebe functions of Example 
14.11. 

Sec. 14.19. The boundary behavior of conformal mappings was investigated by CarathCodory in 
Math. Ann., vol. 73, pp. 323-370, 1913. Theorem 14.19 was proved there for regions bounded by 
Jordan curves, and the notion of prime ends was introduced. See also [4], vol. II, pp. 88-107. 

Exercise 24. This proof is due to Y. N. Moschovakis. 

Chapter 15 

Sec. 15.9. The relation between canonical products and entire functions of finite order is discussed in 
Chap. 2 of [3], Chap. VII of [29], and Chap. VIII of [31]. 

Sec. 15.25. See Szasz, Math. Ann., vol. 77, pp. 482-496, 1916, for further results in this direction. 
Also Chap. II of [21]. 

Chapter 16 

The classical work on Riemann surfaces is [32]. (The first edition appeared in 1913.) Other references: 
Chap. VI of [1], Chap. 10 of [13], Chap. VI of [29], and [30]. 

Sec. 16.5. Ostrowski's theorem is in J. London Math. Soc., vol. 1, pp. 251-263, 1926. See J.-P. 
Kahane, Lacunary Taylor and Fourier Series, Bull. Am. Math. Soc., vol. 70, pp. 199-213, 1964, for a 
more recent account of gap series. 

Sec. 16.15. The approach to the monodromy theorem was a little simpler in the first edition of 
this book. It used the fact that every simply connected plane region is homeomorphic to a convex 
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one, namely U. The present proof is so arranged that it applies without change to holomorphic 
functions of several complex variables. (Note that when k > 2 there exist simply connected open sets 
in Rt which are not homeomorphic to any convex set; spherical shells furnish examples of this.) 

Sec. 16.17. Chap. 130f[13],Chap. VIII of[29],and part 7 of [4]. 
Sec. 16.21. Picard's big theorem is proved with the aid of modular functions in part 7 of [4]. 

"Elementary" proofs may be found in [31], pp. 277-284, and in Chap. VII of [29]. 
Exercise 10. Various classes of removable sets are discussed by Ahlfors and Beurling in Confor

mal Invariants and Function-theoretic Null-Sets, Acta Math., vol. 83, pp. 101-129, 1950. 

Chapter 17 

The classical reference here is [15]. See also [36], Chap. VII. Although [15] deals mainly with the 
unit disc, most proofs are so constructed that they apply to other situations which are described there. 
Some of these generalizations are in Chap. 8 of [21]. Other recent books on these topics are [38], 
[40], and [46]. 

Sec. 17.1. See [22] for a thorough treatment of subharmonic functions. 
Sec. 17.13. For a different proof, see [15], or the paper by Helson and Lowdenslager in Acta 

Math., vol. 99, pp. 165-202, 1958. An extremely simple proof was found by B. K.0ksendal, in Proc. 
Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 30, p. 204,1971. 

Sec. 17.14. The terms "inner function" and "outer function" were coined by Beurling in the 
paper in which Theorem 17.21 was proved: On Two Problems Concerning Linear Transformations in 
Hilbert Space, Acta Math., vol. 81, pp. 239-255, 1949. For further developments, see [11]. 

Secs. 17.25, 17.26. This proof of M. Riesz's theorem is due to A. P. Calderon. See Proc. Am. 
Math. Soc., vol. 1, pp. 533-535, 1950. See also [36], vol. I, pp. 252-262. 

Exercise 3. This forms the basis of a definition of H'-spaces in other regions. See Trans. Am. 
Math. Soc., vol. 78, pp. 46-66,1955. 

Chapter 18 

General references: [17], [19], and [23]; also [14]. The theory was originated by Gelfand in 1941. 
Sec. 18.18. This was proved in elementary fashion by P. J. Cohen in Proc. Am. Math. Soc., vol. 

12, pp. 159-163, 1961. 
. Sec. 18.20. This theorem is Wermer's, Proc. Am. Math. Soc., vol. 4, pp. 866-869, 1953. The proof 

of the text is due to Hoffman and Singer. See [15], pp. 93-94, where an extremely short proof by P. J. 
Cohen is also given. (See the reference to Sec. 18.18.) 

Sec. 18.21. This was one of the major steps in Wiener's original proof of his Tauberian theorem. 
See [33], p. 91. The painless proof given in the text was the first spectacular success of the Gelfand 
theory. 

Exercise 14. The set ~ can be given a compact Hausdorff topology with respect to which the 
function x is continuous. Thus x-> x is a homomorphism of A into C(~). This representation of A as 
an algebra of continuous functions is a most important tool in the study of commutative Banach 
algebras. 

Chapter 19 

Secs. 19.2, 19.3: [21], pp. 1-13. See also [3], where functions of exponential type are the main subject. 
Sec. 19.5. For a more detailed introduction to the classes C{M.}, see S. Mandelbrojt, "Series de 

Fourier et classes quasi-analytiques," Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1935. 
Sec. 19.11. In [21], the proof of this theorem is based on Theorem 19.2 rather than on 19.3. 
Exercise 4. The function CII is called the Borel transform off. See [3], Chap. 5. 
Exercise 12. The suggested proof is due to H. Mirkil, Proc. Am. Math. Soc., vol. 7, pp. 650-652, 

1956. The theorem was proved by Borel in 1895. 
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CbapterlO 

See S. N. Mergelyan, Uniform Approximations to Functions of a Complex Variable, Uspehi Mat. 
Nauk (N.S.) 7, no. 2 (48), 31-122, 1952; Amer. Math. Soc. Translation No. 101, 1954. Our Theorem 
20.5 is Theorem 1.4 in Mergelyan's paper. 

A functional analysis proof, based on measure-theoretic considerations, has recently been 
published by L. Carleson in Math. Scandinavica, vol. 15, pp. 167-175, 1964. 

Appendix 

The maximality theorem was first stated by Hausdorff on p. 140 of his book "Grundziige der 
Mengenlehre," 1914. The proof of the text is patterned after Sec. 16 of Halmos's book [8]. The 
idea to choose g so that g(A) - A has at most one element appears there, as does the term "tower." 
The proof is similar to one of Zermelo's proofs of the well-ordering theorem; see Math. Ann., vol. 65, 
pp. 107-128, 1908. 
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